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Dynamics 365 Marketing is a marketing automation application that helps turn prospects into business
relationships. The app is easy to use, works seamlessly with Dynamics 365 Sales, and has built-in business
intelligence. Use Dynamics 365 Marketing to:
Create graphical email messages and online content to suppor t marketing initiatives
Customizable templates for emails and landing pages amplify your digital voice. Intuitive drag-and-drop
design tools simplify content creation, from personalizing the message to setting up lead scoring.
Design interactive customer journeys to nur ture leads with personalized experiences
Use the drag-and-drop journey designer to create an automated, multi-channel campaign that sends
personalized email messages, generates follow-up activities, launches workflows, and more. Each contact in
the target group travels down a customized path that reacts to their interactions and identifies your best
prospects. Track campaigns and analyze results to build profitable long-term relationships.
Tap into LinkedIn's business prospects
Quickly target and connect with the right LinkedIn audiences by importing leads generated with LinkedIn's
lead tools directly into Dynamics 365.
Share information across teams
Securely share information about leads and contacts across your business, and understand how every
interaction affects your results. Connect sales and marketing processes to automate follow-ups and track the
progress of every lead.
Know your leads better
Develop a deeper understanding of your market with a 360-degree view of every lead and customer.
Connected processes and a single source of information ensure that both sales and marketing have the latest
data, including key contacts, recent activities, past purchases, and open opportunities.
Organize and publicize events
Keep all the information about your event venues, logistics, ticketing, sessions, speakers, sponsors, and more
in one place so your whole team can coordinate while working on them. Host webinar events with ease using
built in Microsoft Teams integration. Then generate an online event website where attendees can review
event information and register online. Integrate your events into your marketing email messages and
customer journeys to help get the word out.
Analyze and document your marketing return on investment (MROI)
Use dashboards and reports to track the performance of your marketing initiatives, and to identify your best
lead sources and marketing activities. Bring together sales and marketing results to track and increase their
impact on your business.
Prioritize leads for more wins
Set up automated lead-scoring rules that automatically identify your hottest leads based on how they
interact with your events and customer journeys. As soon as a lead meets an agreed-on sales-ready score,
the system automatically routes it to a salesperson to follow up while the lead is still hot. Route the most
promising leads to sales when they reach an agreed-on sales-ready grade.
Make sur vey results more actionable
Easy-to-create surveys help you gather actionable feedback from customers. Understand individual
customer needs and expectations so you can grow relationships and revenue.
Configure and expand the application
Customize the application to fit your specific business needs. Make basic customizations by using tools built
right into the app. Expand its capabilities and add new features by installing third-party packages from our

thriving marketplace—Microsoft AppSource. And it's easy to connect with Dynamics 365 partners to get
expert help. The Marketing app is built on the same platform and database as the Sales app, so both teams
share the same records, and customizers can leverage their existing knowledge when adding custom
features.

Included with Dynamics 365 Marketing
Dynamics 365 Marketing includes a bundle of apps and solutions carefully selected to support marketing
departments and coordinate with sales. Some of these apps and solutions are also available as bundles or addons with other Dynamics 365 products, while others are only available as part of the Marketing package. The
following are included:
Core marketing
Provides email marketing, customer journeys, behavior tracking, lead scoring, marketing pages, and more.
These features form the core of the Marketing app and are unique to Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Event management
Organize and promote in-person or webinar events, which include an online portal that attendees can use to
review the event schedule and speakers, and to register for the event. This feature is currently available only
with Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Dynamics 365 Customer Voice
Create online surveys and analyze the results. This feature is bundled with the Marketing app, but is also
available separately as an add-on for other Dynamics 365 products.
NOTE
Dynamics 365 Customer Voice is included in the Marketing standalone application, but not included in Marketing
Attach.

Dynamics 365 Connector for LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms
Import leads generated with LinkedIn's lead tools into Dynamics 365. This feature is bundled with the
Marketing app, but is also available separately as an add-on for other Dynamics 365 products.
All these features are fully integrated and work together to create a comprehensive marketing solution.

A fully responsive app built on the Dynamics 365 Unified Interface
Marketing is built to run exclusively on the Unified Interface for Dynamics 365 applications. The Unified Interface
uses responsive web design principles to provide an optimal viewing and interaction experience on any device,
regardless of screen size or orientation. There is no need to install a special client on each device, or to switch to
a different site based on which device you are using.
Many Dynamics 365 applications support both the new Unified Interface and the older web-client interface, but
nearly all are moving to the Unified Interface. Some administration and customization features, and some
integrated user features, may require you to switch to a web-client app from time to time, but soon all features
are expected to be available on the Unified Interface.
NOTE
Marketing typically shares data with other Dynamics 365 applications running on the same instance, and operates on
many of the same database entities, including contacts, leads, accounts, and more. Some Marketing-specific features, such
as displays of analytics and insights from marketing initiatives, require the Unified Interface and therefore won't show any
data when you view those entities in web-client apps.

More information: About Unified Interface for model-driven apps in Power Apps and Find your way around

Marketing

Design attractive and effective messages for email marketing
campaigns
Email is a key component of most online marketing campaigns. Use the drag-and-drop marketing-email
designer to create attractive messages quickly, based on professional, customizable templates. All templates are
carefully designed to look great on a variety of devices, platforms, and email clients.

Key marketing email design features include:
Simple, no-code, drag-and-drop content designer
Professional email templates to speed up email creation
General and client-specific email previews
Seamless integration with Litmus, a third-party service that specializes in generating pixel-perfect previews
that show how your messages will look on nearly any combination of clients, form factors, and orientations
HTML code editor for adding advanced customization and dynamic content, easy collaboration between
power users and business users, and importing templates and designs from other systems
Detailed open, click, and forward results for each message
Heatmap, location maps, and other advanced visualizations of email results
When you create a new message, you'll start by choosing a template that establishes a column layout and,
optionally, a complete initial graphic design. The content designer provides a canvas with an editable preview
and a tabbed toolbox for adding new design elements (like images, buttons, or text boxes), configuring selected
design elements, and applying styles. When working with text elements, you'll get an inline toolbar for applying
local text styling and adding dynamic content, like mail-merge fields.
After you're done with the message design, select Check for Errors to check the message for errors and
required content. After the message is validated, you publish the message to activate it on your server so that it
can be sent from a customer journey.

More information: Email marketing overview

Use marketing pages to interact with contacts online
Create and publish professional-looking landing pages to capture website visitors as contacts or leads. Each
landing page typically includes a form that captures data straight into your Dynamics 365 database, and can
also include promotional text, images, links, and other information.
Other types of marketing pages include subscription centers, which enable contacts to manage their mailing list
subscriptions, and forward-to-a-friend pages, which enable contacts to share your marketing messages with
their colleagues.
Design your marketing pages by using the graphical, drag-and-drop content designer, which works just like the
email designer. When your page is ready, publish it to make it available to users on the internet. The system uses
the standard Power Apps portals feature to publish and operate all marketing pages.

Key marketing page features include:
Simple, no-code, drag-and-drop designer to create and publish landing pages that include lead or contact
forms
Consistent content-editing experience for emails, landing pages, and forms
Ready-to-use form and page templates
Prospect behavior tracked on landing pages to analyze performance and score leads
Subscription center and forward-to-friend pages to support email marketing
Tight integration with customer journeys, email marketing, and lead scoring
In-browser preview showing how your page will look on various screen sizes and orientations
HTML code editor for advanced customization with no restrictions (optional)
When you create a new page, you'll start by choosing a template that establishes a column layout, page type,
and (optionally) a complete initial graphic design with sample images, fonts, and colors. Then you'll be in the
Dynamics 365 content designer, which provides a canvas with an editable preview and a tabbed toolbox for
adding new design elements (like images, buttons, forms, or text boxes), configuring selected design elements,

and applying styles. When working with text elements, use the inline toolbar to apply local text styling. Usually
you'll add a form element to create a form on the page.
After you're done with the page design, select Check for Errors to check the page for errors and required
content. After the page is validated, publish the page to activate it on your server so that it can be accessed by
internet users who know the URL or have selected a link. Then publicize your page by using marketing emails,
customer journeys, social-media posts, links from your official website, QR codes, and other appropriate
channels.
After your page has been active for a while, see how it's performing, how many leads or contacts were captured,
and more.
More information: Create and deploy marketing pages

Create automated, interactive customer journeys
Customer journey orchestration lets marketers create multiple-step, multichannel marketing campaigns that
target a specific segment, deliver marketing email messages, respond to contact interactions, launch Dynamics
365 workflows, and more.

Key campaign-automation features include:
A library of pre-designed and custom templates to instantly outline your basic strategy
Visual drag-and-drop journey designer
All marketing content available in one place, viewable, and editable by using embedded content designers
Event-driven, extensible automation
During and after execution, in-place insights are provided by the designer so you can see where contacts
went and what they did there
The ability to create custom channels in customer journeys to extend the marketing capabilities
When creating or editing a journey, you'll assemble a pipeline by selecting the plus buttons on the canvas to
open the in-place editor, which lets you choose various types of journey tiles. You configure each tile in the
pipeline by selecting it and editing the properties in the pane on the right side of the page.
Each journey starts with an audience tile, which establishes which contacts will be engaged in the journey. Then,
you'll typically add an email tile, which sends a marketing email message to everyone in the segment. The
message might include links to an event website or marketing page. Later in the pipeline, you can add an If/then
tile, which branches the path and waits for each contact to open a message, select a link, or submit a related
marketing page. Depending on what each contact does with the message, the If/then tile will send them down a
different path, where you can add appropriate follow-up actions. If/then tiles can react to a wide variety of
contact interactions, including email opens, email clicks, event registrations, survey responses, and more.
After you're done with the journey design, select Check for Errors to check for missing content, unpublished

content, and other errors. After the journey is validated, you must publish the customer journey to enable it to
run (though you can set its actual start and end dates in the future).
More information: Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns

Create custom channels for customer journeys
Beyond the out-of-the-box channels provided in customer journeys, you can create custom channels to extend
the marketing capabilities in Dynamics 365 Marketing. You can create a custom channel, such as text (SMS) or
social media, and expose the channel as a "tile" in the journey designer. These custom channels provide similar
capabilities as the out-of-the-box channels such as sending communications, tracking customer interactions, and
adding triggers to branch the paths within a customer journey.
Custom channel development takes advantage of the existing extensibility infrastructure and tooling in
Dynamics 365 such as custom entities, workflows, and plug-ins, which allow developers and partners to
leverage their knowledge of Dynamics 365 to build custom channels.

Plan, promote, and manage marketing events and webinars
Live events and webinars are often a vital sales-and-marketing channel, but they can be complex to arrange,
execute, and follow up on. The Dynamics 365 Marketing event management feature helps you every step of the
way, from initial planning and budgeting, through promotion and publication, attendee registration, webinar
broadcasting, final analytics, lead generation, and evaluation of ROI.

Key event management features include:
Seamless contact, registration, and attendance management features in one system
The ability to create Microsoft Teams live events for webinars and Teams meetings for interactive online
meetings
Business processes that guide users through the essential steps of event planning
Session, session-track, and speaker management
Managing attendee passes to grant access to specific sessions or tracks
Venue management for tracking buildings, rooms, and room layouts

Guest logistics for registering hotels, room allocation, and reservations
Tracking sponsors and their sponsorships for each event
Reviewing the attendance history of each contact, including events and sessions attended
Dynamics 365 Customer Voice survey integration
Publishing a fully functioning event website with:
Self-service attendee registration
Important details about all published events, including event name, venue, passes, session schedule,
and speakers
All information drawn directly from your Dynamics 365 event planning records, with updates
automatically reflected on the portal
To create, view, and edit your events and all event-related records, go to the Events work area of Dynamics 365
Marketing, where you can create a new event and, working from this single event record, add most of the other
types of records and information that you need to plan, publish, promote, and analyze it. Like many types of
records in Dynamics 365, the event record provides a customizable business process workflow that guides users
through each step of the process.
Use other parts of the Event work area to work with specific record types that relate to event planning, such as
logistics, sessions, attendees, sponsors, and more. Depending on what you are doing at the time, you might
access these records when working in the parent event record, or you might go to a dedicated area to work only
with a specific record type, or to work across events.
After your event, session, track, speaker, and pass records are all in place for an event, you are ready to publish it
on the event website, where attendees can read about the event and register for it. You can set up the
registration to be available to anyone or by invitation-only.
More information: Event planning and management

Generate, score, and qualify leads for sales
As a marketer, your primary goals are to generate demand, identify sales prospects, and forward the best
prospects as leads for salespeople to follow up with. Dynamics 365 supports this process from discovery all the
way to close.

Key lead-management features include:
Generate leads across multiple channels
Create multichannel customer journeys to attract the best leads from LinkedIn, email, web landing pages,
events, webinars, and more. Easily import marketing lists by using familiar tools such as Microsoft Excel.
Lead nur turing
Apply insights and implement automated customer journeys to nurture leads by delivering highly relevant,
perfectly timed messages and personalized experiences.
Lead qualification
Use business process flows to guide each lead through the lead-generation demand waterfall model, from
discovery, through nurturing, and on to qualification and close.
Lead scoring
Set up flexible lead-scoring models based on:
Demographics and other information drawn from lead, contact, and account records and their
multilevel relationships.
Regency, frequency, and monetary-value (RFM) rules based on automatically collected interaction
data, including email clicks, websites visited, event registrations, and more.
Each rule can either add or subtract from the total lead score, depending on the nature of each
interaction, and scores can be set to depreciate over time.
Lead prioritization
Score each lead by using multiple scoring models.
Assign sales-readiness grades per scoring model.
Analysis and insights
Evaluate the success of your marketing initiatives, and apply lessons learned to your future campaigns, by
using rich analytic tools, including:
Demand-generation dashboards that measure conversion, volume, velocity, and more.
Charts and widgets that measure the effectiveness of lead scoring models by calculating metrics such
as total leads scored over time, sales readiness distribution per model, and more.

Charts and widgets that measure the health and quality of each lead by using metrics such as lead
age, lead interaction timeline, lead qualification progression, and more.
When creating or editing a rule, you'll assemble its logic using a drag-and-drop rule designer. Each rule has a
condition (which establishes a certain property or event) and an action (which establishes how the score for a
lead that meets the condition will be adjusted).
To establish a condition, drag a Condition tile from the Toolbox tab to a position at the left side of the canvas.
Go to the Proper ties tab to establish the rules for a selected condition tile. Each condition is relatively simple,
but you can stack several conditions to design more complex logic by dragging extra condition tiles onto an
existing condition tile.
To establish what happens when a condition is met, drag an Action tile from the Toolbox tab to the space on
the right side of a Condition tab, then go to the Proper ties tab to set the rule.
Regardless of how many condition/action pairs your scoring rule has, you must also establish a single set of
grades that apply for the entire rule. Each grade applies to a range of scores and has a name. Grades can't
overlap. Though you can establish as many grades as you want, the most important distinction will be the salesready grade. When a lead achieves this grade, it is considered marketing-qualified and can be submitted to a
salesperson for acceptance and further attention. Use the Grades tab to set up a grade schedule and salesready threshold for your rule.
More information: Design lead-scoring models

Connect to LinkedIn to import promising new leads straight into
Dynamics 365
Bring your LinkedIn leads into Dynamics 365 for follow-up and nurturing.

Use the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Connector for LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms to automatically sync leads captured
on LinkedIn with your Dynamics 365 organization so that your sales and marketing teams can develop and
nurture them. Features include:
Suppor t for multiple LinkedIn member accounts
If your organization includes multiple marketing managers, each running campaigns on their own LinkedIn
account, you can configure Dynamics 365 to collect leads from all accounts simultaneously.
Customizable lead creation and matching
Configure how lead submissions captured on LinkedIn are associated with and updated on Dynamics 365.
Analyze lead performance across sources
Track and analyze the performance of leads captured on LinkedIn versus other sources.
LinkedIn integration relies on the Lead Gen Forms capability of LinkedIn to capture leads. This is a paid LinkedIn
service, which you must subscribe to enable the integration.
More information: LinkedIn Lead Gen integration
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We're excited to announce our newest updates! This article summarizes early access features, preview features,
general availability enhancements, monthly updates, and bug fixes. To see the long-term feature plans, take a
look at the Dynamics 365 and Power Platform release plans.
Marketing updates are pushed to customers automatically. Marketing follows a phased deployment approach
aligned with the platform deployment schedule. Solutions are available for early validations. To manually update
your instances, follow the steps in Keep Marketing up to date.
NOTE
To submit and vote on feature requests and product suggestions , go to the Dynamics 365 Application Ideas portal.

May 2021 update
The much-anticipated customer journey orchestration features have made their public preview debut to
customers in North America. Customers with Dynamics 365 Marketing paid or trial subscriptions are able to use
the new features. Marketing now has capabilities to empower customer experience-focused organizations to
deliver digitally transformed customer experiences in real time. These features enable organizations to:
Engage customers in real-time.
With features such as event-based customer journeys, custom event triggers, and SMS and push
notifications, organizations can trigger customer journeys in real-time, pick the right channel for each
individual, and react to customer-led actions in the moments that matter.
Win customers and earn loyalty faster.
Working across all customer touchpoints, real-time customer journeys are truly an end-to-end
experience.
Personalize customer experiences with AI.
Turn insights into relevant action with AI-driven recommendations for content, channels, and analytics.
Customer Insights segment and profile integration allows organizations to seamlessly leverage the
deep customer understanding in Customer Insights.
Grow with a unified, adaptable platform.
Easily customize and connect with tools you already use.
Efficiently manage compliance requirements and accessibility guidelines.
The May 2021 Marketing monthly update includes email editor improvements, expanded Teams webinar
configuration options, JavaScript support for marketing forms, performance upgrades, and bug fixes.
Version number
APP

GA REL EA SE

Marketing

1.35.10072.1070

TIP
To check your current version number, go to Settings > Over view > Versions .

Preview features
IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren’t meant for production use, especially to process personal data or
other data that are subject to legal or regulatory compliance requirements.

NOTE
The customer journey orchestration preview features are available in the US region. The preview features will be available
in the EU region in May. Other regions will be supported at the time of general availability.

AI-driven run-time channel optimization
Release plan
Docs
AI-driven recommendations for images
Release plan
Docs
Author personalized content across email, SMS, and push notifications through a new pointand-click interface
Release plan
Docs
Create and send SMS messages to any mobile phone
Release plan
Docs
Deliver push notifications to any Android or iOS app
Release plan
Docs
Event catalog with built-in and custom events for triggering customer journeys
Release plan
Docs
Experiment with the next action in a journey to optimize for results
Release plan
Docs
Hyper-personalize customer journeys using data and insights from Dynamics 365 Customer
Insights
Release plan
Docs
Improve journey effectiveness with a built-in cross-journey aggregate dashboard
Release plan

Docs
In real time, monitor your customer journeys and channel KPIs
Release plan
Docs
Real-time, event-based customer journey orchestration
Release plan
Docs
Search, version, manage, and tag your digital assets with a new centralized asset librar y
Release plan
Docs
Set business goals for journeys and measure progress to the goals
Release plan
Docs
Use continuously updating, multidata-source segments from Customer Insights in your
marketing campaigns
Release plan
Docs
Use natural language to create conditions for branching customer journeys
Release plan
Docs
Monthly enhancements
Event management
Set comprehensive Teams webinar configuration options directly from Marketing events pages.
Marketing emails
The new email editor experience is now available to new users by default .
Duplicate, edit, and delete email sections and elements with one click.
Move sections and elements on the canvas.
Switch to the new email editor experience directly from the editor itself, without admin privileges.
Select one or multiple borders in an element.
Marketing pages
Marketing forms now support JavaScript, improving customization possibilities.
Improved user interface for C2 lookup fields.
New API to populate lookup fields with customizable values.
Bug fixes
Customer journeys
Upgraded ConditionControl to integrate new strings.
Improved timezone labels in customer journey milestone timestamps.
Data ser vices
Resolved a data services issue that sometimes resulted in an entity sync failure.
Event management
Fixed an error related to the autocreateaccessteams property that occasionally resulted in an upgrade
failure.
Fixed an issue that sometimes caused deactivated wait list items to get picked up for registration.
Resolved an error that caused cancelled registrations to sometimes appear in the My registrations list.
First run experience
Improved data clean up during uninstall.

Marketing emails
Added dynamic content support to the Link to field.
Added support for custom forms to the email editor.
Resolved an error that caused email button text to not load correctly.
Fixed an issue that caused rounded buttons to not center correctly in Outlook.
Marketing pages
Resolved an issue that caused query strings to not be parsed by some servers.
Shared UX
Resolved an error that caused image links added to content blocks to not function as expected.

April 2021 update
The Dynamics 365 Marketing April 2021 update includes a completely revamped email editor. The new email
editor is a milestone release, addressing our customers’ most requested improvements. The email editor
improves usability, helping marketers create engaging emails more quickly than ever.
TIP
To enable the email editor, activate the Updated email editing experience feature switch.

This release also includes social posting to Instagram, an API to enable or disable cookies, a new custom
“Envelope-From” domain option, performance upgrades, and bug fixes.
Version number
APP

GA REL EA SE

Marketing

1.35.10071.2007

TIP
To check your current version number, go to Settings > Over view > Versions .

Monthly enhancements
Marketing emails
Added an in-app onboarding guide to the new email editor to ease user transition from the classic
editor.
The canvas and settings now include options for footer fields, making it easier to add footer elements
such as a legal address or an unsubscribe link.
To save time when creating new emails and templates, we added a settings option to save a default
“from” name and email address.
You can now set up a custom Envelope-From domain so the From domain used by the Dynamics 365
sending infrastructure is associated with a user’s brand instead of Dynamics 365. Setting up an
Envelope-From domain allows users to protect their sending reputation and is important to DMARC
implementation.
Marketing pages
Added a new API to enable, disable, or delete cookies, expanding options for user tracking and
compliance. The API, which affects known and anonymous visitors, applies to hosted forms, marketing
pages (when Power Apps Portal is used), and captured forms.
Social posting

With this release, you can easily create rich content for Instagram. You can now optimize when posts
are delivered by scheduling them.
Post single photos to Instagram (limited to one photo per post, video posting is scheduled for an
upcoming release).
Bug fixes
Customer journeys
Added a mechanism to detect duplicate customer journey contacts.
Fixed an error that allowed users to create non-functioning customer journeys by adding an Event tile
after a Segment tile.
Resolved an error that caused segment name changes to not reflect in the customer journey designer.
Fixed an error that broke HTML when post-processing and designer editor meta tags were both in one
email.
Fixed an error that caused a customer journey popup element to be shown even after the tab was
changed.
Deprecated the unused "Marketing Machine Learning Spam Score User" role.
Data ser vices
Fixed an erroneous warning in segmentation stating that "Metadata type 'contact' does not exist."
Event management
Added the ability to only show active records in the custom field lookup when creating an event
custom registration field.
Fixed an error that prevented users from adding existing sessions in Session tracks.
First run experience
Resolved an issue where multi-geo PPAC provisioning failed to an org in a different geo.
Fixed a UI error that sometimes showed a Marketing app as "not configured," even when it was
configured.
Marketing emails
Fixed an error that sometimes prevented an email button area from being clickable in Outlook.
Improved email rendering in iOS and desktop Outlook.
Fixed an error that caused changes to "stopped" state emails to not be detected.
Fixed an error that sometimes caused rounded corner buttons to display rotate/resize marks after
clicking off the button.
Marketing pages
Fixed an error that prevented global double opt-in confirmation links from allowing query parameters.
Resolved an issue that caused RedirectLinkClicked interactions to rely on cookies, even though the
tracking link redirected to the redirect link.
Fixed an error that caused query strings to not be parsed by some servers.
Resolved a list ID type mismatch in form submission rendering.
Fixed an issue that prevented an error from being thrown when a subscription center was changed to
"Update Contact and Leads."
Fixed an occasional SQL error when retrieving marketing form submissions.
Resolved an error that caused the page editor to stop responding to changes when the page contained
modified video elements.
Resolved an issue that caused marketing form DateTime fields to always be treated as UTC time
instead of exposing the correct time zone information.
Resolved missing privilege errors for personalized pages in the "Marketing Manager - Business" user
role.
Segmentation

Fixed an issue that sometimes caused dates in dynamic segments to be partially cut off in the UI.
Settings
Resolved loading errors on the Versions page.
Shared UX
Fixed an error that sometimes caused cancelled registrations to not be removed from segments.
Social posting
Fixed marketing roles missing privileges issues for social posting.

March 2021 update
The Dynamics 365 Marketing March 2021 early access release includes a completely revamped email editor. The
new email editor is a milestone release, addressing our customers’ most requested improvements. The email
editor improves usability, helping marketers create engaging emails more quickly than ever. The March GA
release includes improved email column rendering, performance upgrades, and bug fixes.
Version number
APP

GA REL EA SE

EA RLY A C C ESS

Marketing

1.35.10070.1097

1.35.10070.2097

TIP
To check your current version number, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running.

Early access features
IMPORTANT
Early access features are currently available only on opted-in instances. You can opt in for early access on any instance,
but we recommend that you do so only on trial, test, or sandbox instances, which will give you a chance to learn the new
functionality before it shows up on your production instances later this year.
For instructions on how to opt in and enable early access, see Opt in to early access updates. For more information about
the 2021 release wave 1 schedule, and for answers to frequently asked questions about the early access program, see
2021 release wave 1 features available for early access.
We encourage all customers to provide feedback related to early access features on the Dynamics 365 Marketing Forum,
your Microsoft contact or partner, and/or through Microsoft Support.

Create emails quickly with low effor t and without compromises
Release plan
Docs
Monthly enhancements
Marketing emails
Improved column rendering when Table layout for section is enabled in the email designer.
Bug fixes
Customer journeys
Resolved a Norwegian localization issue.
Fixed an error that caused duplicate email links to not filter when the version property was non-null.
Resolved an error that caused marketing email insights to not be able to filter by inactive customer

journeys.
Fixed an error that caused the segment state to not update when PULL was turned off.
Data ser vices
Fixed an error that caused marketing analytics exports to occasionally fail.
Event management
Resolved an issue that caused speaker links to not redirect to the selected speaker.
Fixed a javascript error related to multi-choice custom registration fields.
Marketing emails
Improved rendering consistency in form-level double opt-in emails.
Fixed an issue that caused live emails to sometimes open with unsaved changes and not autosave.
Fixed an error that caused lines added in a text element to not render in Outlook.
Improved button rendering under bullet lists.
Improved button rendering on top of background images in Outlook desktop.
Improved divider code rendering.
Fixed an error where empty content blocks in HTML prevented email saving.
Fixed a rendering issue that caused section borders to double in Outlook.
Resolved an error that caused backgrounds to be added to text elements in Outlook web.
Fixed an issue that prevented preview text from updating when an email was sent using the Send
now function.
Marketing pages
Improved form double opt-in email validation functionality.
Resolved an issue that occasionally caused customized default marketing pages to roll back during
solution upgrade.
Improved javascript functionality when client side marketing forms are loaded.
Fixed an error that prevented adding contacts to a subscription list by re-submitting.
Fixed an error that sometimes prevented videos from loading on marketing pages.
Improved cookie reliability for tracking website visits and clicks.
Resolved an error that caused a black box to appear in place of video tiles on live pages in the
marketing page designer.
Segmentation
Resolved an issue that prevented active registrants from being added to segments in customer
journeys.
Shared UX
Improved user role functionality to prevent modify actions from appearing for users without proper
privileges.

February 2021 update
Dynamics 365 Marketing 2021 release wave 1 early access includes rich text functionality in the email editor.
February GA features include simplified Marketing settings, a Recovery Items tab for customer journeys and
event management, more customization for send now functionality, improved delivery reliability for forms, and
monthly bug fixes.
Version number
APP

GA REL EA SE

EA RLY A C C ESS

Marketing

1.35.10069.1058

1.35.10069.2058

TIP
To check your current version number, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running.

Early access features
IMPORTANT
Early access features are currently available only on opted-in instances. You can opt in for early access on any instance,
but we recommend that you do so only on trial, test, or sandbox instances, which will give you a chance to learn the new
functionality before it shows up on your production instances later this year.
For instructions on how to opt in and enable early access, see Opt in to early access updates. For more information about
the 2021 release wave 1 schedule, and for answers to frequently asked questions about the early access program, see
2021 release wave 1 features available for early access.
We encourage all customers to provide feedback related to early access features on the Dynamics 365 Marketing Forum,
your Microsoft contact or partner, and/or through Microsoft Support.

Marketing emails
Improved toolbox and editing properties in the email designer. The email editing toolbox is simplified,
showing the most used parameters by default, streamlining email creation workflows.
Monthly enhancements
Customer journeys
The new Recover y Items tab in customer journeys allows system admins to track customization
errors, improving the workflow creation process.
Event management
The Recover y Items tab is also available for error tracking in event workflows.
Teams event recordings are now available to owners and producers.
Marketing emails
You can now customize the lookup default view for the send now functionality.
Marketing pages
Cookies employ a new hybrid first-party/third-party approach, improving delivery reliability for
customers who block third party cookies.
Shared UX
Marketing settings are revamped, making settings more accessible from the left navigation pane and
simplifying the Settings over view page.
You can now access the Marketing version number directly from the Settings over view page.
Bug fixes
Customer journeys
Removed the deprecated Social insights tab from customer journeys.
Fixed an error that disabled auto scheduling if the days and hours were left in the default setting.
Event management
Fixed an error that caused the Teams integration section to be visible in event forms after visibility by
default was disabled.
Removed the deprecated Social insights tab from event forms.
First run experience
Fixed an issue that prevented existing security roles from being removed when adding new users and
assigning licenses.

Lead management
Fixed an error that sometimes caused the description field to be missing in a lead scoring model after
a lead entity was selected.
Marketing emails
Fixed an error that caused plain text fields in templates to be empty when auto generate was on.
Removed the Email Editor V2 feature switch.
Fixed an error that caused live emails to sometimes open with unsaved changes and then autosave.
Resolved an error that caused an email text element to lose focus after creating an A/B test.
Improved consistency in saving email template fields.
All HTML processing is now prevented when postprocessing is disabled.
Improved handling of elements in the email designer in the Firefox browser.
Marketing insights
Enabled uploads of images above 4 MB.
Fixed an error that caused content in the Links area under the Insights tab on a Marketing email
form to not be visible to users who inherited privileges to relevant entities through "owner" team
membership.
Marketing pages
Fixed an issue that occasionally caused the cursor to appear in a lookup form at the bottom of a
marketing page when the page loaded.
Resolved an issue that caused padding preferences to not be saved in marketing forms.
Resolved an issue that sometimes caused a form double opt-in email to set global double opt-in
settings.
Removed inaccurate references to submission behavior capture in form capture scenarios.
Fixed an issue that caused matching behavior to update the topic (subject) field.
Resolved an error that caused default matching strategies to not pre-populate when changing the
setting to update contacts and leads.
Resolved an issue that caused the lead matching strategy to show email attributes, but the contact
matching strategy to not have any attributes.
Improved prevention of matching strategy attribute duplication.
Fixed an error that caused live marketing pages to show unsaved changes and then autosave them.
Improved privilege validation when saving forms with lookup fields.
Made the Website field in New Form Page editable.
Fixed an error that caused the Update contacts/leads parameter to lock when switching the
marketing form type.
Form submissions now show subscription list names.
Segmentation
Fixed the privilege check for the process stage entity in LoadProfileLookupPlugin.
Resolved an issue that prevented the segment validation context from getting cleaned correctly.

January 2021 update
There is no Dynamics 365 Marketing release for January. We will be back in February with new feature
improvements, updates, and bug fixes.

December 2020 update
The Dynamics 365 Marketing December 2020 update includes improvements to event registrations, email
designer enhancements, additional social posting features, and monthly bug fixes.

Version number
APP

GA REL EA SE

Marketing

1.35.10068.1056

TIP
To check your current version number, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running.

Monthly enhancements
Marketing emails
Responding to customer feedback, we added email designer support for rounded corners in Outlook
We also improved email rendering consistency when forwarding emails in Outlook.
Social posting
You can now view post history and replies from social channels in the social post designer.
Bug fixes
Customer journeys
Fixed an issue that occasionally caused the customer journey designer to render an empty source tile
even when a source was set.
Resolved an error resulted in contacts being sent down a No path from an If/then activity, even when
the form-related prerequisite was met.
Improved date functionality in Wait until and Send an email tiles.
Resolved an issue that caused Static segment and Compound segment to incorrectly appear as
options for the customer journey Quick Create: Segment functionality.
Data ser vices
Updated the documentation to reflect the current GDPR consent change record UI.
Event management
Resolved an error that prevented events from being saved when the event name was more than 120
characters.
Fixed an error that caused an event thank you page to be shown for a few seconds before redirecting
to the URL in the event form.
Fixed an issue that caused "You have enabled demo payment confirmation..." to display as an error
instead of a warning.
First run experience
Resolved an issue that caused FRE progress to get stuck and fail.
Fixed an error message that incorrectly appeared during the upgrade process.
Fixed an error message that incorrectly appeared during FRE progress.
Resolved an error that caused a portal to appear in the FRE page, even after the portal was deleted.
Marketing emails
Fixed an error that caused an email background color field to be populated by the autocomplete.
Improved rounded button compatibility in Outlook.
Improved rounded border functionality with old email templates.
Improved layout preservation when forwarding emails from Outlook.
Fixed an error that caused telephone links to automatically have an "http://" prefix.
Improved image height rendering on mobile devices.
Improved the functionality and reliability of the Prevent auto-adjustment switch.
Improved rendering for column minimum height on mobile devices.

Fixed an error that caused text to appear next to (instead of under) a left-aligned image.
Marketing pages
Resolved an issue where forms were occasionally not validated, even when an empty field was nonrequired.
Fixed an error where a subscription center form did not pre-fill marketing lists correctly.
Improved marketing form lookup field compatibility with Firefox and Safari.
Resolved an issue where browser retries occasionally caused submission duplication.
Fixed an error that caused contact updates to appear in an incorrect order.
Improved handling of UTF-8 characters in URLs.
Resolved an occasional error that caused some matching strategy results to be hidden.
The correct TenantID is now sent when attempting to clean the portal cache.
Fixed an error that prevented users from making form field labels bold for newly added form fields.
Resolved an error that allowed multiple live form captures for the same form.
Segmentation
Fixed an issue where segments updated to an "Expired" status in Microsoft Dataverse remained
"Active" in the backend.
Resolved a segment query error caused when joining an Opportunity and Account.
Shared UX
Resolved an issue that caused an error when creating new calendar appointments in Safari.

November 2020 update
The Dynamics 365 Marketing November 2020 update includes several enhancements including social posting
improvements, Microsoft Teams integration updates, a revamped portals experience, template gallery
improvements, and bug fixes.
Version number
APP

GA REL EA SE

Marketing

1.35.10067.1044

TIP
To check your current version number, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running.

Monthly enhancements
Compliance
Together with the release of Microsoft Cloud for Healthcare, Marketing is now HIPAA compliant.
Event management
Microsoft Teams integration has improved the accuracy of event attendance tracking by restricting
attendee check-in until 30 minutes before the start of the event.
Events automatically shows Teams meetings and live events on the organizer's Outlook calendar.
First run experience
Addressing customer feedback, we’ve improved the portal trial experience.
Portal trials now include better tracking of the trial expiration date.
Differences between Dynamics 365 Portals and Power Apps portals are also explained more clearly in
the UI.
Social posting

Enhanced UI for a more efficient social posting experience.
Enhancements include a default calendar view, easier access to KPIs, and improved post previews.
Shared UX
The Marketing email template gallery now includes sender fields.
Bug fixes
Customer journeys
Resolved an issue that occasionally caused emails to be sent after a journey ended.
Fixed an issue where live editing a customer journey after the last iteration had no scheduling effects.
Data ser vices
Fixed an issue that prevented dropping work items in auditing.
Event management
Resolved an occasional issue that incorrectly attributed an event template owner.
Fixed a validation error on Events Business Rule Set default values.
Resolved a custom field caching error that caused sporadic failures.
First run experience
Resolved an error where updated portals displayed as not configured on the portal page.
Framework
Simplified the hard delete process.
Lead management
Improved French localization on lead forms.
Marketing emails
Fixed an issue where the Dynamics 365 Customer Voice tile was not shown in Advanced elements
in the toolbox.
Resolved an error caused by setting and then removing an image width value.
Resolved an issue where a horizontal line sometimes appeared between two sections of an email in
Outlook.
Fixed an issue where margins on images occasionally did not render correctly in Outlook.
Resolved an error that caused linked images to have a blue border.
Fixed an issue that caused background images in columns to not work in sections with a background
image.
Improved new compatibility for new email templates.
Marketing pages
Fixed an error that occasionally enabled users to save locked marketing lists.
Enabled visibility for subscription list lock status in list view.
Enabled form fields with a placeholder value to be set to required.
Resolved an error that caused matching strategy failure for non-string attributes.
Improved form capture compatibility with server-side detection.
Fixed an issue that caused a correlation renewal error when a browser window was collapsed for a
long period of time.
Resolved an occasional error with custom registration fields.
Fixed an error that resulted when a contact quickly subscribed then unsubscribed from a marketing
list.

October 2020 update
The Dynamics 365 Marketing October 2020 update includes several feature enhancements, performance
upgrades, and bug fixes. Several 2020 release wave 2 features have been made generally available in the

October update, including a new customer journey designer, built-in Teams functionality for events, email
designer enhancements, flexible options for data after form submissions, in-place editing of email and forms,
and expanded social posting options. This release also includes a preview of natural language input for creating
segments.
Version number
APP

GA REL EA SE

Marketing

1.35.10066.1057

TIP
To check your current version number, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running.

General availability enhancements
Build customer journeys more efficiently using the new canvas experience
Release plan
Docs
Run webinars and meetings using built in Microsoft Teams functionality
Release plan
Docs
Create engaging, customized emails faster
Release plan
Docs
Collect data from form submissions more easily with expanded entity options
Release plan
Docs
In-place editing of email and forms in customer journeys
Release plan
Docs
Create and manage content-rich social media posts and easily monitor performance
Release plan
Docs
Preview feature
IMPORTANT
This is a preview feature. A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it's officially in a
release so customers can get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren't meant for production use and
may have limited or restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won't be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren't meant for production use and are subject to a separate
supplemental terms of use.

Use natural language to create targeted segments
Release plan
Docs
Bug fixes

Customer journeys
Resolved an issue where custom channels occasionally did not appear after upgrading the customer
journey designer.
Resolved an error that prevented live customer journeys from being assigned to another user or team.
Fixed an error that caused customer journeys to crash when changing the Bypass email duplication
setting to Yes .
Resolved an error in the new customer journey designer caused by legacy trigger tiles in custom
templates.
Resolved a stability issue when creating an email using the lookup control and taking a customer
journey live.
Improved stability when editing segments in live customer journeys.
Event management
Fixed an error that cause event end dates and messages to be improperly handled in PublicAPI and
websites.
First run experience
Fixed an issue where "Update available" for Dynamics 365 Marketing erroneously appeared in the
Power Platform Admin Center.
Fixed an issue where the setup wizard allowed more than 24 characters for the Portals host name.
Lead management
Addressing user feedback, lead scores for new lead scoring models are now reset and recalculated
when the underlying entity record is modified.
Marketing emails
Resolved an issue where videos did not scale to 100% column width in Outlook.
Improved rendering of image height and width on iPhones.
Fixed an error that caused buttons to change the size of columns.
Fixed a rendering error in Outlook caused by adding background-image: initial to an email.
Improved image rendering consistency in the Windows Mail app.
Resolved an error where the links sometimes did not populate when using assist edit.
Fixed an error that caused improper indentation on the second line of bullets in Outlook.
Fixed an issue that prevented video and button elements from being processed in Outlook when
added using drag and drop functionality in the designer.
Marketing pages
Fixed an error caused when lookup values pointed to non-existent records.
Resolved an issue where the Required error message field failed to save.
Added troubleshooting tips when marketing forms are unable to load.
Fixed an issue that caused hidden fields not to display in form templates.
Resolved an issue that caused the designer to occasionally not load when opening a template.
Quota
Fixed an error that caused a Contact Addon package installation failure.
Segmentation
Resolved an error that caused the New segment button to appear even for users without Create
permissions for segments.

September 2020 update
The September update includes email designer enhancements, social posting improvements, improved
localization of events, an updated template gallery, and 23 bug fixes, improving reliability and stability. The early
access release includes 2020 release wave 2 features, including a new customer journey designer and flexible

options for data after form submissions.
Version number
APP

GA REL EA SE

EA RLY A C C ESS
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1.35.10065.1064

1.35.10065.2064

TIP
To check your current version number, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running.

Early access features
IMPORTANT
Early access features are currently available only on opted-in instances. You can opt in for early access on any instance,
but we recommend that you do so only on trial, test, or sandbox instances, which will give you a chance to learn the new
functionality before it shows up on your production instances later this year.
For instructions on how to opt in and enable early access, see Opt in to early access updates. For more information about
the 2020 release wave 2 schedule, and for answers to frequently asked questions about the early access program, see
2020 release wave 2 features available for early access.
We encourage all customers to provide feedback related to early access features on the Dynamics 365 Marketing Forum,
your Microsoft contact or partner, and/or through Microsoft Support.

Build customer journeys more efficiently using the new canvas experience
Release plan
Docs
Collect data from form submissions more easily with expanded entity options
Release plan
Docs
Monthly enhancements
Event management
With localization improvements, event websites reflect the time zone of where the event is taking
place.
Marketing emails
Improved support for background images, call to action buttons, and responsiveness in Microsoft
Outlook.
Toggle post-processing on or off for custom HTML that is pasted into the email editor.
Social posting
Post directly to a Facebook user account or any Facebook page on which you are an admin.
Bug fixes
Customer journeys
Fixed an error that occasionally caused a subscription list selected in a segment tile to not populate the
tile name.
Improved ability to reuse segments between iterations of customer journeys.
Fixed an issue that occasionally prevented deactivation and deletion of a subscription marketing list.
Fixed an error that caused no "OK" button to appear in a warning dialog regarding marketing list
deactivation.

Event management
Fixed an error where sessions were occasionally displayed for registrations for events without
sessions.
Improved resolved an error that sometimes caused business process flows to not copy correctly when
creating an event from a template.
First run experience
Resolved an issue that sometimes prevented upgrades to solution-only environments.
Marketing emails
Resolved an error where email sections with top or bottom padding did not render background
images properly.
Fixed an issue with CKEditor where images did not render properly if a width and height was not
specified.
Improved column width rendering in Outlook.
Improved handling of transparent background images in Outlook.
Improved handling of backgrounds with both a background color and an image in Outlook.
Improved image height rendering in Outlook.
Marketing pages
Improved domain validation reliability.
Improved UI functionality when adding form fields from the "Field" lookup.
Fixed an error that prevented some installs from going live with the default marketing page because
of a duplicate partial URL.
Resolved an issue that prevented form allow list migration when the domain records were already in
the customer cache.
Segmentation
Resolved an error that sometimes caused Export to Excel functionality to fail.
Fixed an error that sometimes prevented the segment members tab from loading properly.
Improved language compatibility in segment form error messages.
Shared UX
Improved handling of height and width settings of images in text elements.
Resolved an error that deleted other images when deleting an image added from CKEditor.
Social posting
Resolved an issue where a LinkedInLeadGen patch was deleting upgrade logs.

August 2020 update
The August update includes a preview of built-in Teams functionality for events, email designer enhancements,
and 33 bug fixes, improving reliability and stability. The early access release includes 2020 release wave 2
features, including improved social posting and email designer improvements.
Version number
APP

GA REL EA SE
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1.35.10064.1061

1.35.10064.2061

TIP
To check your current version number, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running.

Early access features
IMPORTANT
Early access features are currently available only on opted-in instances. You can opt in for early access on any instance,
but we recommend that you do so only on trial, test, or sandbox instances, which will give you a chance to learn the new
functionality before it shows up on your production instances later this year.
For instructions on how to opt in and enable early access, see Opt in to early access updates. For more information about
the 2020 release wave 2 schedule, and for answers to frequently asked questions about the early access program, see
2020 release wave 2 features available for early access.
We encourage all customers to provide feedback related to early access features on the Dynamics 365 Marketing Forum,
your Microsoft contact or partner, and/or through Microsoft Support.

Create and manage content-rich social media posts and easily monitor performance
Release plan
Docs
Create engaging, customized emails faster
Release plan
Docs
Preview feature
IMPORTANT
This is a preview feature. A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it's officially in a
release so customers can get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren't meant for production use and
may have limited or restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won't be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren't meant for production use and are subject to a separate
supplemental terms of use.

Run webinars and meetings using built in Microsoft Teams functionality
Release plan
Docs
Monthly enhancements
Marketing emails
Adding event, survey, marketing page, and Teams buttons to emails is easier with improved drag and
drop functionality, enhanced appearance, and easily editable text.
Placeholders for images, videos, and content blocks now have a more consistent appearance and
uniform icons.
Add up to 10 columns with improved custom column configuration controls.
Bug fixes
Customer journeys
Fixed an error where the customer journeys scheduler occasionally did not parse live updates
properly.
Event management
Fixed a stability error related to an event handler malfunction.
Resolved an issue where check-ins occasionally did not record properly for session registration.
You can no longer select the same building for simultaneous events.

Marketing emails
Resolved an issue in Outlook where two or three-column email layouts sometimes did not display
content or background images correctly.
Resolved an issue in Outlook where a double border appeared when a solid border was selected in the
email designer.
Fixed an error where column widths sometimes rendered inconsistently in Outlook.
Resolved an issue where QR code and custom tile setting were sometimes removed after refreshing
the email designer.
Fixed an error in the email designer that resulted from putting "0" as the min-height for columns.
Resolved an issue where padding at the top of an image did not render correctly in Outlook 2016.
Fixed an error where two-column layouts did not render properly in Outlook when background
images were used.
Resolved an error where background images did not scale properly in Outlook 2019 when using a
120 DPI setting.
Resolved a rare issue where custom code added to marketing emails sometimes vanished.
Fixed an error where video thumbnails in emails were not scaled properly on some mobile devices.
Fixed an error where defined image sizes rendered inconsistently in Outlook.
Resolved an issue where padding after a content block sometimes rendered incorrectly in Outlook.
Improved column min. height rendering in Outlook.
Marketing pages
Fixed an issue where a CSS error displayed a two-column layout as a single column.
Updated forms and tracked content do not allow IP lists.
Improved marketing form responsiveness.
Resolved an issue where a privacy banner would occasionally block a text content block in the preview
view.
Resolved an issue where a privacy banner would occasionally block a text content block in the live
view.
Resolved an error where the background color of a column disappeared after deleting one column
from a three-column layout.
Fixed an error that occasionally resulted in inconsistent rendering of the shipping address form and
subscription form when used in page template "Product Page 2."
Enabled the use of metadata size limits on marketing pages to override the hardcoded marketing
page side validation limit of 64 K.
Updated incorrect error messages when prefill is enabled.
Resolved an error where users with only system admin roles could not go live on forms with custom
registration fields.
Updated form capture components.
Improved the reliability of subscription tracking for marketing lists.
Segmentation
Resolved an issue where a segment did not recover to a healthy state after a subsegment failure, even
after the subsegment was repaired.
Shared UX
Improved Element List compatibility with the NVDA tool.
Fixed a loading error that sometimes occurred when switching the Template Gallery to the grid layout
then selecting a record.
Social posting
Improved the UI on the calendar to create separation between adjacent items.

July 2020 update
The Dynamics 365 Marketing July 2020 update includes several enhancements including customer journey
improvements, improved email editor performance, the ability to delete social posts, a warning when nearing
the limit of active segments, subscription center improvements, and bug fixes.
Version number
APP
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1.35.10063.1039

TIP
To check your current version number, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running.

Monthly enhancements
Customer journeys
Schedule permitted sending times for marketing email message tiles directly from the tile properties.
Docs
View the number of queued contacts in the customer journey that have not yet reached the selected
tile in the Insights pane.
Docs
Marketing emails
Improved email editor responsiveness and performance.
Segment management
A warning is now displayed when you are nearing the limit of active segments.
Dynamic segments now display when the segment was last evaluated and the next evaluation time.
Docs
Searches auto-complete for text field attributes based on existing data.
Social posting
Social media post deletion now syncs with social channels, deleting posts in the app and on social
media sites when you click delete in the Marketing app.
Docs
Subscription center
Users can now manage subscription preferences without downloading cookies. To unsubscribe, users
can click the cookieless subscription center link in a marketing email and change their preferences.
Bug fixes
Content settings
Fixed an error where users were unable to update business unit default contact settings after enabling
business unit scoping.
Event management
Resolved an error that occurred when attempting to add an event webinar provider.
First run experience
Marketing installation no longer fails if a default contact is not listed.
Lead scoring
Fixed an issue where an "expression value is missing" error prevented new lead-scoring models from
going live.
Marketing emails

Resolved an issue where columns sometimes did not resize properly in two section layouts.
Fixed an issue where the email designer layout and the preview layout occasionally did not match.
Fixed an issue where text and images in emails were occasionally not responsive in Outlook.
Resolved an issue where the default Marketing page did not load correctly when accessed from an
email sent by a trial org.
Fixed an issue where anchor flags in the email text box editor did not function as expected.
Fixed a rare error where the body of an email message disappeared when HTML was pasted into the
HTML tab.
Resolved an error where a button in a 2:1 column layout did not align properly with the layout.
Added an optional meta attribute to prevent email post-processing, enabling emails to render with no
changes to the HTML.
Resolved an occasional issue where background images disappeared when removing a column in the
email editor.
Fixed an issue where image heights or widths set to "auto" were set to 0 after post-processing.
Fixed an issue where the email designer would sometimes report as having no data, despite
containing HTML.
Resolved an issue where an email hero image did not change after updating the HTML.
Improved the consistency of spam score calculations.
Resolved an issue where image height and width displayed incorrectly after adding an image inside a
text field using CKEditor.
Fixed an issue where templates preview images didn't update after templates were updated.
Fixed an issue where a content block could not be removed after inserting the block via a Marketing
email template.
Marketing forms
Fixed an error where form capture occasionally did not function properly when a form was stopped
and then went live again.
Marketing pages
Fixed an error where text field labels sometimes did not align correctly with text fields in marketing
forms.
Added a form reload button to certain subscription center error messages, enabling users to preview
forms regardless of errors.
Resolved an error where contacts who clicked a link from a customer journey showed up as
anonymous after restarting their browser.
Fixed an issue where HTML code was occasionally changed when going live with a Marketing form,
resulting in formatting inconsistency.
Marketing user tracking
Resolved a rare issue where a contact was duplicated when re-registering for an event.
Segment management
Fixed a rare error where a user assigned to a team with a Marketing Manager role was not able to
create a segment.
Shared UX
Resolved an issue where the vertical scrollbar occasionally didn't appear in Advanced settings .

June 2020 update
The Dynamics 365 Marketing June 2020 update includes several enhancements including customer journey
improvements, email editor improvements, improved segment management, performance upgrades, and bug
fixes.

Version number
APP

GA REL EA SE

Marketing

1.35.10062.1050

TIP
To check your current version number, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running.

Monthly enhancements
Customer journeys
See which segments are used in a customer journey in the new Segments used section in the
customer journey's General tab.
A new quota tracking enhancement issues a warning when creating customer journeys if a user is
near the segmentation quota limit.
Marketing emails
New email templates including one, two, and three column newsletters, a form double opt-in
template, and a new welcome template.
Improved Litmus email preview usage UI and integrated best practices information.
A/B test email subjects, from names, email bodies, or the entire content of emails.
Minor email editor UI enhancements, including updates fonts and icons.
Segment management
Quickly filter segment members using the new search function in the Members tab.
See which customer journeys use a segment in the new Customer journeys using segment
section in the segment's General tab.
Bug fixes
Customer journeys
Composed state information for customer journeys is no longer editable.
Resolved an error that occurred when different users tried to stop and start a customer journey.
Resolved an issue where activities were not created when two rules were applied in trigger conditions.
Data ser vices
Added validation to prevent creating invalid interaction queries.
Event management
Fixed an error that allowed multiple check-ins with the same event registration ID.
Marketing emails
Fixed an error that occasionally caused <font> tags to render incorrectly after editing HTML in the
email content designer.
Fixed an error that caused color picker colors to sometimes not apply correctly to text.
Resolved an issue where the cursor disappeared when adding an anchor name.
Improved rendering of email template dividers in Outlook.
Fixed an error that caused URL links on images to not save properly in the email designer.
Added descriptive error notifications for dynamic content in marketing emails.
Marketing forms
Resolved an issue where custom registration fields were sometimes not propagated to event
management client services.
Marketing pages
Fixed an error where the ContactID for a SegmentSubscribed interaction was missing after using a

confirmation link.
Resolved an error where a duplicated query parameter caused a program exception.
Social posting
Resolved an issue where LinkedIn form submission consent field values were occasionally imported
incorrectly.

May 2020 update
The Dynamics 365 Marketing May 2020 update includes several enhancements including a revamped form
capture experience, performance upgrades, and bug fixes.
IMPORTANT
With the May 2020 release, all Marketing 2020 release wave 1 plan features are now generally available.
Beginning in May, updates will occur automatically, corresponding with the amended 2020 release wave 1 deployment
schedule. We will gradually implement the new update policy for instances eligible for automatic upgrade, so
organizations may not see any immediate impact to their eligible instances. Organizations can still manually update using
the Marketing Setup Wizard if there is an update that has not yet been applied.
Learn more about the automatic update policy.

Version number
APP

GA REL EA SE

Marketing

1.35.10061.1037

TIP
To check your current version number, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running.

Monthly enhancements
Marketing forms
The new form capture wizard combines the initial step of placing a JavaScript code into a third-party
website with the rest of the form capture experience. The wizard guides users through each step,
including detecting the page, checking for previous tracking scripts, adding a script, finding existing
forms on the page, and mapping the form fields. Learn how to use the new form capture wizard here.
Form capture support for client-side forms that are injected dynamically via scripts.
Templates
New template design gallery.
Brand new page and form templates with improved accessibility and support for multiple layouts.
Bug fixes
Customer journeys
Improved validation messages for customer journeys to help catch issues before going live.
First run experience
Resolved an issue where a configured portal would occasionally display as not configured when
creating a new instance.
Marketing emails
Fixed an issue where display names for intersect entities did not load properly.
Improved email styling compatibility for Outlook 2013.

Resolved an issue where name attributes did not appear consistently on HTML tags in the email editor.
New UI notification when an org is suspended due to suspicious email sending activity.
Marketing forms
Resolved an issue where form lookup fields referencing a DateTime attribute failed to prefill.
Marketing pages
Resolved an error where the properties tab occasionally did not load properly in the marketing pages
editor.
Segment management
Added a UI indication when a "Publish changes" operation fails due to an entity that cannot be
enabled for sync.
The segment designer now properly parses grouped "AND" and "OR" clauses.

April 2020 update
The Dynamics 365 Marketing April 2020 update includes several feature enhancements, performance upgrades,
and bug fixes. It also includes Forms Pro integration, an improved email designer, and unified segment types.
IMPORTANT
Because of the COVID-19 outbreak, we understand that many of our customers and partners have moved to the
minimum staff/business continuity model. To support this situation, we plan to extend the early access opt-in, which will
allow our customers and partners additional time to test and validate the features before the features get deployed
starting in May.
The features that were planned to be generally available in April 2020 will be released as planned. However, we won't be
enabling any features that impact end-users automatically in April. The changes in the 2020 release wave 1 updates will
be automatically enabled starting May 1, 2020.
To learn more, visit Dynamics 365 release schedule and early access.

Version number
APP

GA REL EA SE

Marketing

1.35.10060.1066

TIP
To check your current version number, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running.

General availability enhancements
Ability to test-send dynamic email messages
Release plan
Docs
Automated scheduler
Release plan
Docs
Compliance made easier
Release plan
Double opt-in for forms docs
Historical view of consent-level changes docs

Set consent for each contact docs
Improved segment design and management
Release plan
Docs
Spam checker
Release plan
Docs
Suppor t for sur veys using Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customer Voice
Release plan
Docs
Expor t marketing results data to Excel for fur ther analysis
Release plan
Docs
Improved email content designer
Release plan
Docs
Improved customer journey experience
Release plan
Docs
Monthly enhancements
Event management
Improved calendar control with new options to set the first day of the week.
Marketing emails
New modern and accessible email templates.
Accessibility checker for emails, forms, and pages with guidance on suggested fixes.
Marketing forms
Cascading form fields (parent/child fields) are now available in marketing forms, expanding
customization options.
Segment management
Improved template design gallery interface.
Improved date picker operation by adding a "Within x" operator.
Social posting
Improved interface design for social posting (LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook).
User tracking
Expanded controls to disable email tracking on a per contact basis.
Bug fixes
Event management
Resolved error when changing event capacity parameters.
Improved event registration compatibility with third-party plugins.
Resolved issue where the "Today" button functioned inconsistently in the calendar.
General
Resolved a Business Process Error message that appeared when Marketing pages were refreshed in a
going live state.
Resolved issue where Marketing pages solutions uninstalls failed for old Marketing solutions.
Fixed an issue where a Quick Send solution overrode the contact entity "IsAuditEnabled" parameter.
Resolved Quick Send error when changing content settings.

Templates are now saved in the default template language, not the default language of the Marketing
instance.
Marketing emails
Resolved issue where the spellchecker did not function properly in the email content designer.
Fixed incorrect error messages in spam checker.
Resolved issue where email content designer controls did not load properly if certain form fields were
missing.
Improved German translations.
Resolved an issue where selecting an image in the file selector would occasionally result in an error
screen.
Marketing insights
You can now upload any file using the provided access token.
Segment management
Improved publishing of segments created by third-party plugins.
Improved AssistEdit functionality in segments.
Resolved error when filtering segment members by a single letter.
Social posting
Resolved issue where social posting uninstalls failed for old Marketing solutions.

March 2020 update
The Dynamics 365 Marketing March 2020 update includes several enhancements, performance upgrades, and
bug fixes. The March release also includes a preview of the redesigned getting started page.
Version numbers
APP

GA REL EA SE

EA RLY A C C ESS

Marketing

1.35.10059.1039

1.35.10059.2039

TIP
To check your current version number, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running.

Preview features
IMPORTANT
This is a preview feature. A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it's officially in a
release so customers can get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren't meant for production use and
may have limited or restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won't be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren't meant for production use and are subject to a separate
supplemental terms of use.

Redesigned Get star ted page
Updated cards and tiles with a more intuitive layout.
Monthly enhancements
Customer journeys
Custom channel names are now shown in the interaction timeline control.

Warning dialog when stopping records (emails, forms, segments) used by customer journeys.
Event management
Added the ability to set a registration cutoff date for events.
Improved recurrent event behavior.
Marketing forms
You can now allow list domains instead of allow listing individual forms pages.
Segment management
Improved date operations for anniversaries and relative dates.
Improved visibility for the Export to Excel feature.
Improved segment template builder functionality.
Bug fixes
Digital assets
Disabled ability to upload file types with mismatched file extension.
Entitlement
Resolved issue where some users were unable to reinstall a Marketing instance after an entitlement
was freed.
Marketing list
Resolved issue where the delete button was sometimes not functional in the web client.
Segment management
Resolved issue where members of static segments did not import correctly from Customer Insights.
Fixed an issue where a "Business process error" could result after a successful first run experience in a
disconnected org.
Decimal input is now supported in floating number fields.
User tracking
Disabled behavior tracking for consent confirmation.

February 2020 update
The Dynamics 365 Marketing February 2020 update includes an improved segment experience plus several
enhancements, performance upgrades, and bug fixes. Early access features include an updated email content
designer, marketing forms for event registrations, and improved customer journeys.
Version numbers
APP

GA REL EA SE

EA RLY A C C ESS

Marketing

1.35.10058.1075

1.35.10058.2083

TIP
To check your current version number, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running.

Early access features

IMPORTANT
Early access features are currently available only on opted-in instances. You can opt in for early access on any instance,
but we recommend that you do so only on trial, test, or sandbox instances, which will give you a chance to learn the new
functionality before it shows up on your production instances later this year.
For instructions on how to opt in and enable early access, see Opt in to early access updates. For more information about
the 2020 release wave 1 schedule, and for answers to frequently asked questions about the early access program, see
2020 release wave 1 features available for early access.
We encourage all customers to provide feedback related to early access features on the Dynamics 365 Marketing Forum,
your Microsoft contact or partner, and/or through Microsoft Support.

Expor t data to Excel for fur ther analysis
Release plan
Docs
Improved email content designer
Release plan
Docs
Improved event management experience
Release plan
Docs
Improved customer journey experience
Release plan
Docs
Monthly enhancements
Customer journeys
Improved handling of publishable entities in live customer journeys.
Marketing forms
Lookup support in marketing page-hosted and externally hosted forms.
Multi-option list support in marketing page-hosted and externally hosted forms.
Recurring events
Recurring event instances now show a list of other recurring events in the same series in a sub grid,
simplifying navigation. Recurring event series records show a list of all events in the series. There is
also a new calendar view for recurring event series records.
Custom fields and publish statuses now copy over from recurring event series records to each
recurring event instance record.
Recurring events are no longer locked down when in the "going live" state. Now, if you would like to
immediately publish your recurring series to your website, you can do so. Additionally, you can
change the recurrence pattern for already created events.
Segment management
You no longer need to create compound dynamic segments to combine behavioral and demographic
data. Segments are now categorized as dynamic or static.
Static segments are redesigned. Static segments now handle an unlimited number of total contacts (up
to 10,000 at a time) and allow rule-based addition to list members.
You can select static segment contacts based on query and segment data.
Segments are time zone-aware, mirroring the time zone functionality in customer journeys.
This release also incorporates a new partial date operator. Partial dates allow you to create segments
for events such as "today" or people doing an action on the first day of the month, rather than

specifying exact dates.
Bug fixes
Customer journeys
Added a sample code snippet for easier testing of custom channels.
Attached workflows are now deactivated when a customer journey with a record update tile is
stopped.
Event management
Events now issue an alert message when installations are missing required services.
Marketing controls
Improved visibility of ID values in assist edit.
Marketing email designer
Litmus now supports plain text previews.
Auto save no longer overwrites email templates with unsaved changes.
Improved responsive design for email on mobile devices.
Resolved an error where HTML code didn't copy and paste correctly into the email designer.
Marketing pages
Invalid or empty values in DateTime fields are no longer incorrectly parsed.
Resolved an error caused by importing a marketing page exported from an org with Dynamics 365
Portal to a Portal-less org.
Resolved issue where marketing pages would occasionally be unresponsive in the Going Live state
after publishing.
Option sets created in the form-capture wizard now invoke an options-mapping list.
Websites with misconfigured allowed domains no longer cause errors messages when externally
hosted forms are loaded.
Quota management
Checks for whether an installation is complete no longer result in an error message for non-admin
users.
Segment management
Resolved an issue where default customer journey content settings were not populated for BU user
roles.
Resolved an issue where long segment names blended into the page background.
Template galleries
Resolved issue where the marketing email designer template gallery occasionally did not load
correctly for all users.

December 2019 update
The Dynamics 365 Marketing December 2019 update includes the previously announced send-now feature,
plus several improvements for existing features, performance improvements, and bug fixes.
Improved segmentation performance
Dynamics 365 Marketing now evaluates segment membership much more quickly than before. For simple
segments, we now offer near-real-time evaluation. Complex segments, such as those that use relations or the
TRAVERSE operator, are now processed up to four times faster. You'll now be able to see the full contact list on
the Members tab much sooner than previously after going live with the segment.
Export dynamic segment members to Excel
You can now export the contacts that are members of a dynamic segment straight to an Excel file and with just a
few clicks, no matter how large the segment is. To do it, open a live, dynamic segment, select Related >

Contacts to add a Contacts tab; then select Expor t Contacts from the command bar for that tab and choose
the Excel format you would like.

More information: Export dynamic segment members to Excel
Template gallery for segments
You can now create a library of templates to make it fast and easy to create any of a variety commonly used
segment queries. To help get you started, we provide a collection of common queries right out of the box, each
of which provides both an example and a starting point for creating your own queries. Start by selecting a
template that resembles the query you want to make, then customize as needed.

Each time you create a new segment you'll be presented with the Segment templates gallery, which
resembles the galleries already provided for many other types of entities. Here you can browse, filter, search,
and learn more about each listed template. Select Cancel to skip the templates and go to the standard newsegment hub, where you can select a basic segment type to build from scratch (as with previous versions of
Dynamics 365 Marketing).
To create your own templates, you can save any existing segment as a template. Or go to Marketing >
Marketing templates > Segment templates to browse, edit, or remove existing templates.

More information: Work with segment templates
Add visual labels to templates in the template galleries
When you design a new marketing email, page, form, or segment you are first presented with a gallery of
templates to choose from. Now, you can add an eye-catching visual label to any template to make it easier to
find and identify when browsing the gallery and other displays. For displays that use the tile view, each label
appears as a colorful overlay for each relevant template. For displays using the grid view (list view), the labels
can be displayed as column values, where they also show their configured colored background.
System customizers can create as many labels as you need, and define the display text and background color for
each of them. In the following screenshot, you can see a tile view of marketing-page templates labeled with
"New", "Old", and "VIP".

More information: Add visual labels for templates
Quickly design and deliver a marketing email with send now
Dynamics 365 Marketing provides a flexible and powerful framework for designing interactive email campaigns
comprised of target segments, marketing email messages, customer-journey automation, and more. But
sometimes, when all you want to do is write a quick marketing email with simple personalization and send it to
a few selected recipients, all of these extra components and capabilities can just get in the way. In this situation,
use the new send now feature, which lets you design an email as usual and then just select Send now to choose
your recipients and deliver the message.

In the background, Dynamics 365 Marketing creates a static segment to contain your recipients, and a customer
journey preconfigured to send your message to that segment. The journey goes live automatically and starts
sending right away. After this, you can open the generated customer journey to view results and insights as
usual. Both the segment and the journey that are generated by this feature are easy to identify because
Dynamics 365 Marketing assigns them the same name as the email message that generated them.
More information: Quickly design and deliver a marketing email with
Add background images to sections in emails, forms, and pages
Section elements are used to establish the basic layout of your emails, marketing pages, and marketing forms.
Each section offers a collection of formatting options, which already included options such as columns,
background color, border style, padding, and margin. To this we now add the ability to show a background
image, including fitting options such as stretch-to-fit and horizontal/vertical positioning. You can choose any
image uploaded to the Dynamics 365 Marketing image gallery, or specify an external image-source URL.

More information: Section (layout) elements
Preview: Set static expiry dates for email tiles in a customer journey
Some of your customer journeys may include email messages with time-sensitive content, such as a timelimited offer, holiday promotional, or a two-week reminder for an upcoming event. Because contacts might join

the journey at any time, you can now prevent delivering outdated information by setting an expiration date for
one or more selected email messages. Any contact who enters an email tile after its expiration date has past will
simply pass through that tile without being sent the message.

IMPORTANT
This is a preview feature, which means that it's available on all updated instances, but is turned off by default and
shouldn't be enabled on production instances. Admins can easily enable or disable it as needed. See the documentation
for details.

IMPORTANT
For this preview release, the feature may sometimes still deliver a message up to six days after the expiry date. This is due
to delays and retries built into the delivery system, and should occur only extremely rarely. We expect to remove this
possibility entirely for the final release. Additionally, you should only use this feature with commercial messages (not
transactional messages).

More information: Preview: Set expiration dates for selected email tiles in a customer journey
View form-visit and form-submission insights for marketing websites
The marketing websites feature generates a JavaScript code that you can add to your website pages if you'd like
to track page visits for use in reporting, contact evaluation, lead scoring, and more.
The feature already provided a list of page visits, each associated with a contact when possible (for known
contacts with the right cookie). Now the feature also provides separate insights for visits to pages that include a
marketing form, and for each submission of each form. The feature tracks both embedded and captured forms.

More information: Analyze results to gain insights from your marketing activities
Edit and resubmit forms to correct for errors or failures
Marketing-form records already provided a Failed submissions tab, where you could see each time the form
was submitted but couldn't be processed--typically due to a technical issue, such as a non-existing ID for an
option-set. Now we've made it possible to open any failed submission, correct any obvious data issues, and then
resubmit it for processing.
We've also renamed this tab to Form submissions because now we've made it possible to include successfully
processed submissions here too (optional). This lets you edit any failed or successful submission and then
resubmit it to update your database with or without generating a new interaction record for the resubmission.

NOTE
You can always review successful, processed submissions by going to the Insights tab and opening the Submissions
panel, but you can't resubmit from there.

More information: Edit and resubmit form submissions
Bug fixes
Customer journeys: The schedule tile now consistently holds contacts until the next permitted time window
arrives.
Marketing email designer: The designer now gracefully handles an HTML error that can occur when image
element content is edited using the HTML editor.
Marketing email designer: When using certain templates, the email designer no longer fails to save changes
and thereafter show a blank page.
Marketing email designer: The designer now correctly processes multiple undo/redo commands.
Marketing email designer: When you change the Hero image using the Style settings for a message based
on a supplied template, the delivered message now shows the updated image (previously, the original hero
image was sometimes delivered instead).

Email dynamic content: You can now include dynamic expressions that use two single quotes, one after the
other (previously, these would be reduced to just one single quote).
Email A/B testing: Undo and redo commands now work correctly when editing the A and B versions of an
email-body test.
Content blocks: Dynamics 365 Marketing instances that don't have marketing services installed (also known
as disconnected instances) now correctly show content blocks as in draft state and correctly display the
warning that marketing services are unavailable.
Marketing pages: Users are now warned if they try to make changes to a live marketing page that could
result in a blank page or a page where the form was removed.
Marketing forms: You can now edit and submit form designs that were created by a user that has been
deleted from the system.
Form capture: Forms that include drop-down list values containing whitespace are now captured correctly
Lead scoring: You can now include apostrophes in expression values for lead-scoring rules (they will be
correctly escaped automatically).
Segment designer: You can now create segments that find records with null values in two-option fields.
Event website: Custom registration fields no longer show in-field placeholder text that matches the label (to
avoid displaying long, repeated text in the form).

November 2019 update
The Dynamics 365 Marketing November 2019 update provides several improvements for existing features, plus
performance improvements and bug fixes.
A/B testing improvements
The A/B testing feature now freezes all test results when the test is finished. That means that when you're
reviewing your A/B test KPIs, results, and insights, you'll only see information about what occurred during the
test period (not afterwards).
For more information about this feature, see:
Email A/B testing (feature announcement)
Design and run A/B tests on your email designs (documentation)
Segmentation improvements
Segments now support many-to-many (N:N) relationships for custom entities, which means you can define
segmentation criteria on entities that relate back to contacts through these types of relationships in addition to
1:N and N:1 relationships. Previously, a few specific N:N relationships were supported (such as between contacts
and marketing lists), but these were hard-coded for specific scenarios. Now you can use N:N relationships in
custom scenarios too.
For more information about this feature, see:
Improved segmentation experience (feature announcement)
Working with segments (documentation)
Customer journey insights improvements
Customer journeys provide detailed information about what occurred during the journey. Among the results
presented on the Insights tab is the Incomplete journey panel, where you can see information about contacts
who were stopped during the journey and emails that we blocked from being sent. Emails might be blocked for
any of several reasons, which are listed here. For the November release, we've added an entry for Other
reasons , where blocked emails that don't fall into any of the other available categories will be listed together
with information about what happened.
For more information about this feature, see:

Customer journey insights (documentation)
Bug fixes
The Dynamics 365 Marketing November 2019 update includes the following bug fixes:
Installation and setup: The Dynamics 365 setup wizard now succeeds when some or all workflows, plugins,
and/or entities were created by a now disabled or unlicensed user.
Marketing pages: For double opt-in, content settings are now correctly validated to identify missing
confirmation settings.
Marketing pages: Test domains are no longer checked against block listed providers.
Marketing pages: Subscription-center forms now correctly handle the "Do not bulk email me" option when
presented either as a radio button or as a check box.
Marketing pages: Form-submission error feedback is now customizable via JavaScript.
Email marketing: Error checking now functions correctly when date/time fields are referenced in dynamic
content.
Customer journeys: Individual marketing lists can now be reused across multiple customer journeys.
Websites: For website insights, the Timeline display has been renamed to Visits .
Customer Insights: Deleted contacts now sync correctly and more quickly.

Sign up for a free trial of Dynamics 365 Marketing
3/29/2021 • 9 minutes to read • Edit Online

Dynamics 365 Marketing offers a free 30-day trial version. The trial allows you test out the Marketing app,
however, you cannot convert a trial instance to a production instance. Here are some important guidelines if
you'd like to set up a Marketing trial:
Along with your Marketing trial, you will receive a Dynamics 365 trial instance to run it on. You cannot install
the Marketing trial on a production Dynamics 365 instance.
You can install, at most, one Dynamics 365 Marketing trial per Microsoft 365 tenant.
You can only install the trial if you are located in a country or region where the product is supported. To read
the latest list of countries/regions where you can use Dynamics 365 Marketing, download the Microsoft
Dynamics 365 International Availability document (PDF).
NOTE
If would like help setting up a trial, or if you would prefer to get a guided demo, go to the Get started with Dynamics 365
Marketing page and fill out and submit the Request a call back form. A Dynamics 365 sales representative will then
contact you. To set up your own trial without personal assistance, continue reading this article.

Differences between Marketing trials and production instances
In most ways, Marketing trials are fully functional, but time-limited, production instances. However, there are a
few key differences:
Each Marketing trial comes pre-installed on a dedicated trial instance included with the trial. You can't install
a Marketing trial on an existing instance.
Marketing trials can't be integrated with a Power Apps portal. Instead, they provide a special mechanism that
lets you try out landing pages, forms, the event website, and other interactive features without requiring a
Power Apps portal or external CMS system. More information: Integrate Marketing with a CMS system or
Power Apps portal
You can't uninstall or re-install trials using the standard tools provided by the Power Platform admin center.
Trials are special and are handled differently than production instances.
You don't need to run the setup wizard when setting up a trial.

Trial limits and quotas
Your system is constrained by certain limits and quotas that apply to the number of contacts you can market to,
monthly email messages you can send, Litmus previews you can view, and more. Please familiarize yourself with
the terms and limits of the product before you begin to use it. The limits are different based on whether you are
running a trial, preview, or subscribed version of the product.
For subscribed (paid) versions, please download the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Licensing Guide and visit the
Fair use policy page.
For trials, see Dynamics 365 Marketing limits for trials.
You can monitor your usage levels by going to Settings > Advanced settings > Other settings > Quota
limits in Dynamics 365 Marketing. More information: Quota limits

Step 1: Choose or prepare your Microsoft 365 tenant
Dynamics 365 Marketing is a cloud-based application that runs on a Microsoft 365 tenant. Your tenant hosts
your cloud applications (including Microsoft 365 and Dynamics 365), provides user and license management,
and much more. The procedure for setting up your trial depends on whether you already have a managed
tenant (which is a tenant where Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) is available), an unmanaged tenant, or no
tenant at all. Nearly all instances that already use Microsoft 365 or Dynamics 365 have managed tenants, but if
your instance doesn't currently use any Microsoft services (or, previously, you have only set up a trial tenant),
you must set up a managed trial tenant first. Do one of the following:

If you already have a managed tenant, then you can install the Dynamics 365 Marketing trial on the managed
tenant simply by requesting it. The trial setup installs a dedicated Dynamics 365 trial instance at the same
time and configures Marketing to run on that trial. Jump to Step 2: Install the Dynamics 365 Marketing trial
on your tenant to continue.
If you don't already have a Microsoft 365 tenant, you can set up a Microsoft 365 trial that creates its own
managed trial tenant at the same time. We recommend that you sign up for a Microsoft 365 E3 trial, which
you can do by going to products.office.com/business/office-365-enterprise-e3-business-software. You can
also purchase Microsoft 365 from there. When your trial tenant is ready, continue to Step 2: Install the
Dynamics 365 Marketing trial on your tenant.
If you already have an unmanaged tenant and prefer to continue using it, you must first convert it to a
managed tenant as described in Take over an unmanaged directory as administrator in Azure Active
Directory. Then continue with Step 2: Install the Dynamics 365 Marketing trial on your tenant.
If you try to install the Marketing trial on an unmanaged tenant, you'll see the following error message when
you try to run the Marketing setup wizard:

Step 2: Install the Dynamics 365 Marketing trial on your tenant
To install your trial on a managed tenant:
1. Make sure you have a managed tenant available.
2. Go to the Get started with Dynamics 365 Marketing page and select the Sign up for a free trial link to
get started.
3. Enter your email address and phone number in the fields provided. Use the email address that you
normally use to sign into the tenant where you will install the Marketing trial (or the one created for you
if you set up a trial tenant) and choose Get Star ted .

4. The website should recognize your email address as belonging to an existing tenant account. If you aren't
already signed in, then select Sign in and follow the instructions on your screen to sign in.

5. The next page may take a minute or two to load. After you are signed in, you'll be presented with an
address request page. Type your organization's full physical street address in the field provided.
All marketing email messages sent by Dynamics 365 Marketing must include the physical street address
of your organization (among several other required elements). These requirements help maximize email
deliverability while also helping make sure you conform to common legal requirements for marketing
email. More information: Best practices for email marketing

6. Select Get star ted to start setting up your Marketing trial.
7. When your trial is ready, select Begin to go to the app.

8. On launching the app, you'll be welcomed by the Get star ted page, which provides shortcuts to several
key features, highlights new features, and gives links to featured help topics.

Add more users to a trial
After you set up a Marketing trial, you'll have a Marketing license assigned to the user account you used to set
up the trial. Read this section to learn how to grant access to other user accounts.
Add users to a Marketing trial running on a production tenant
If you set up your Marketing trial on a production tenant, users that already have an account on that tenant can
add themselves to the Marketing trial by going to trials.dynamics.com/Dynamics365/marketing and signing up
for the trial using their existing Microsoft 365 account.
Add users to a Marketing trial running on a trial tenant
If you set up a trial tenant and installed the Marketing trial there, you should now have the following:
A trial tenant.
A trial Dynamics 365 instance installed on the trial tenant.
A trial Microsoft 365 Enterprise E3 license installed on the trial tenant.
A trial Dynamics 365 Marketing app installed on the trial Dynamics 365 instance.
The user account that you used to set it up is now:
The global administrator for the trial tenant.
A system administrator for the Dynamics 365 instance.
To add a new Marketing user to this type of setup, use the following steps.
Step 1: Add a new user account to the trial tenant

Start by adding a new user account to the trial tenant as follows:
1. Open a web browser and go to admin.microsoft.com. Sign in to your trial tenant as the global administrator
that you set up while signing up for the trial.
2. Once you are signed in, go to admin.microsoft.com/adminportal/home#/users to open the Active users
page, where you can manage users for the tenant.

3. Select Add a user to open the New user flyout panel.
4. Enter the new user's name and other details in the flyout panel.
Make sure the Domain is the same as the trial tenant.
Create a non-random password and make a note of the password.
Under Product licenses , enable licenses for both Microsoft 365 and Dynamics 365.
5. Select Add to create the new user, and then select Send email and close to close the flyout panel.
Step 2: Assign a Microsoft Office license to the new user (optional)

The new user account is now available on your tenant, where it is also assigned trial licenses to Microsoft 365
Enterprise E3 and Dynamics 365. The user also has an email address at your trial Microsoft 365 domain. You
should consider setting up mail forwarding to make sure the new user will receive signup messages. To set up
forwarding:
1. On the Active users page, select the name of the new user account. A flyout panel opens showing details
about the selected user.
2. Expand the Mail Settings heading on the flyout panel. (If you see a message that the mailbox is still being
set up, then wait for the setup to complete.)
3. Select the Edit link for Email for warding .
4. Turn on forwarding and specify the target email address. Then select Save .
5. Close the flyout panel.
6. Sign out of Microsoft 365 and quit your browser.
Step 3: Sign up the new user for the Marketing trial

Now the new user needs to sign up for the Marketing trial. You can either set this up for them or ask them to do
it themselves. Either way, you'll need to approve the new user afterwards. The procedure is as follows:
1. Open a web browser and go to trials.dynamics.com/dynamics365/marketing.
2. A form opens asking for your email address and phone number. Use the email address for the new user that
you just set up in Microsoft 365.
3. A page opens to tell you that you already have a Microsoft 365 account, so just select Sign in .
4. Sign in using the Microsoft 365 email address and password that you created for the new user.
5. A page opens to tell you that you already have a license for Dynamics 365. Select OK, got it .
6. You now see a list of Dynamics 365 instances that are available on your trial tenant (there may be just one).
Select the instance that you want to add the new user to and then select Join .
7. A dialog box asks you to choose an app. Marketing is probably already shown and selected, so just select
Continue . A thank-you page opens telling you that a request has been sent to the trial owner (this is the
global admin account created when you first set up the trial org).
8. Sign out of Microsoft 365 and quit your browser.
Check the email inbox for the trial global admin. You should find a message telling you that you have a request
to join your Dynamics 365 trial.
1. Select the Approve link included in the email.
2. The link opens in your browser, which should now be asking you to sign in to Dynamics 365. Sign in using
the global admin account.
You should now see an Approved! message. The system sends the new user an email that includes a link they
can use to sign in to the Dynamics 365 Marketing trial using the password you chose for them.
The new user is granted most security roles (including admin) in Dynamics 365 Marketing. If you'd like to
restrict access, then see Manage user accounts, licenses, and roles for instructions.

Purchase and set up Dynamics 365 Marketing
5/18/2021 • 14 minutes to read • Edit Online

This article explains how to set up a new Dynamics 365 Marketing environment after you have purchased a
license.
TIP
A trial version of Dynamics 365 Marketing is also available. If you'd like to set up a trial, see Sign up for a free trial of
Dynamics 365 Marketing for instructions.

How to purchase Dynamics 365 Marketing
Dynamics 365 Marketing has several licensing options:
Production app
Production versions of Dynamics 365 Marketing are licensed per environment. Each environment is priced
according to the number of marketing contacts stored in your database. Marketing contacts only include
contacts that you engage with marketing activities such as emails, landing pages, forms, LinkedIn integration,
events, and surveys. Contacts that you never engage in marketing activities won't be counted as part of your
Dynamics 365 Marketing license. Each license also includes quotas that limit the total number of free Litmus
inbox previews you can view and marketing email messages you can send each month. See your license
agreement for complete details about the quota limits that apply to you. You can view your quota limits and
consumption on the Quota limits page. While you're planning your marketing activities, be sure to purchase
enough marketing contacts to remain within your quota.
Sandbox app
A sandbox-only license entitles you to set up a test environment for trying out new features or customizations.
Sandboxes include both solutions and services, and are fully functional, but have much stricter quotas and can't
be used to run production campaigns.
Solution Only app
A Solution Only license includes all of the entities and solutions for Dynamics 365 Marketing, but doesn't
include any of the marketing services. This means that marketing capabilities aren't available in this option
(including email creation, email delivery, segmentation, customer journeys, and more). This license is intended
for use on development and test environments when making customizations, solving compatibility issues,
importing or exporting solutions, and doing other types of development and non-functional marketing testing.
A Solution Only license is included with all paid licenses and allows you to install the Solution Only app on as
many environments as needed.
As shown below, the Solution Only app appears as a separate Dynamics 365 Marketing app that is labeled
Dynamics 365 Marketing Solution Only in the Power Platform admin center. You can set up and configure
the Solution Only app using the Marketing setup wizard.

As with production environments, Solution Only app updates are pushed to all customers automatically each
time an update becomes available. To convert a Solution Only environment to a production environment, make
sure you have an unconfigured production license and then run the setup wizard to apply that license to the
existing Solution Only environment.
NOTE
When you sign up for Dynamics 365 Marketing, you'll choose a licensing option that defines your contract period and
various quotas for that period. Each of the contacts that you engage through marketing activities during the contract
period count against your total contact quota, even if you delete, or otherwise stop marketing to, an existing marketing
contact during the contract period. You can only reduce your purchased contact quota on the anniversary of your
contract.
To learn more about Dynamics 365 Marketing pricing and licensing offers as well as prerequisites, refer to the Dynamics
365 Licensing Guide.

IMPORTANT
Solution Only apps do not support portals or include solutions related to portals. If you need to use portals-related
functionality in a non-production environment, you will need to purchase a license.

User and portal licensing
Unlike most other model-driven apps in Dynamics 365, Dynamics 365 Marketing isn't priced per user, so users
already licensed to access any Dynamics 365 app on an environment where Marketing is installed will also be
able to access Marketing without requiring you to purchase any additional licenses. You can even request any
number of free ("zero dollar") Marketing user licenses to assign to users that don't have a Dynamics 365 license,
but these free user licenses aren't valid for apps other than Marketing.
You can choose to run your marketing pages, landing pages, and events website either on an external web
server (such as your own CMS system) or on a Dynamics 365 Portal or Power Apps portal running on the same
tenant as your Dynamics 365 Marketing environment. Dynamics 365 Portals and Power Apps portals are
licensed separately from Dynamics 365 Marketing. For details about portal licensing, see the Power Apps and
Flow licensing FAQ. If you use an external website for your events website and marketing pages, then no portals

license is needed. You'll choose which solution to use when you run the Dynamics 365 Marketing setup wizard
and can change your mind later by running it again. More information: Integrate Marketing with a CMS system
or Power Apps portals
For more information about Dynamics 365 Marketing licensing, see the Administration and setup FAQ. For
complete licensing details, including specific quotas and other conditions, see the Microsoft Dynamics 365
Licensing Guide.

Prerequisites and requirements
To run the setup wizard, you must meet all the following requirements:
You must already have a Microsoft 365 tenant.
An unconfigured Dynamics 365 Marketing app must be available on your tenant.
You must not already have a Dynamics 365 Marketing app installed on your Dynamics 365 environment. You
can have at most one Dynamics 365 Marketing app per environment, and each Dynamics 365 Marketing app
can only be used with one Dynamics 365 environment.
You must sign into your tenant with a user account that has all the following:
A security role (such as Global admin or Service support admin) that allows you to modify the target
Dynamics 365 environment. (If you're reinstalling Marketing on an environment where Marketing was
previously installed, then Service support admin users must use the same user ID as was used for the
initial install. If you're not sure which ID was used for the initial install, or if you're getting errors, then
try to install as a Global admin.)
Permissions to register applications in Azure. The global administrator always has this right, but other
accounts can also have it. See Do I have permissions to register applications on Azure? for information
about how to confirm this setting for your account.
A Dynamics 365 license with the System Administrator security role assigned on your target
Dynamics 365 environment. (The Dynamics 365 Marketing license agreement doesn't legally require
the installing user to have this license, but a known technical issue currently makes it necessary.)
You must be located in a country/region where the product is supported. To read the latest list of
countries/regions where you can use Dynamics 365 Marketing, download the Microsoft Dynamics 365
International Availability document (PDF).
Close all other browser windows and tabs before starting.
Clear your browser cache before starting.
If you run into trouble while working with the setup wizard, see the Administration and setup FAQ for some
possible solutions.
IMPORTANT
Your system is constrained by certain limits and quotas that apply to the number of contacts you can market to, monthly
email messages you can send, Litmus previews you can view, and more. Please familiarize yourself with the terms and
limits of the product before you begin to use it. The limits are different based on whether you are running a trial or
subscribed version of the product.
For subscribed (paid) versions, please download the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Licensing Guide and visit the Fair use
policy page.
For trials, see Dynamics 365 Marketing limits for trials.
You can monitor your usage levels by going to Settings > Advanced settings > Other settings > Quota limits in
Dynamics 365 Marketing. More information: Quota limits

Add a Marketing app to your Microsoft 365 tenant

There are many ways to add one or more Marketing apps to your Microsoft 365 tenant. For example, you can
purchase it from the Dynamics 365 Marketing overview page, or by going to Billing > Purchase ser vices in
your Microsoft 365 admin center, or by contacting your Microsoft sales representative or channel partner. On
purchasing a license, an unconfigured Dynamics 365 Marketing app will be automatically added to your tenant.
You can have any number of Marketing apps available on your tenant. Initially, each of these apps will be
unconfigured and unassigned to any Dynamics 365 environment. Later, you'll run the Marketing setup wizard to
assign the app to an environment and configure it.

Run the Marketing setup wizard
After purchasing your license for Dynamics 365 Marketing, you'll have an unconfigured Dynamics 365
Marketing app available on your tenant, but you still need to set it up for use. The Marketing setup wizard will
help you review all the relevant privacy policies and set up and integrate its various elements.
To set up a new Marketing environment:
1. Go to admin.powerplatform.microsoft.com and sign in to your Microsoft 365 tenant using an
administrator account that has a Dynamics 365 Marketing license assigned.
2. Go to Resources > Dynamics 365 apps on the left navigation pane.

3. Find and select an unconfigured Dynamics 365 Marketing application in the Dynamics 365 apps list.
Then select the three dots between the Name and the Status columns for the Marketing application.

To launch the Dynamics 365 Marketing setup wizard, choose Manage from the pop-up menu. A
message will pop up informing you that you are going to the Dynamics 365 Marketing admin
page. To go to the page, select OK .

To view more details about the selected Marketing application, choose Details from the pop-up
menu.
You may have more than one type of application available, so be sure to pick the one that meets your
present needs. Both types of applications present the same setup wizard, as described in this procedure.
They are identified as follows:
Dynamics 365 Marketing Application : This is a full Dynamics 365 Marketing application,
including both solutions and services. It is intended for production use, but can also be used during
development and testing.
Dynamics 365 Marketing - Solution Only : This application provides the Dynamics 365 Marketing
solutions, including all database entities, but not the services. This means that marketing capabilities
aren't available. It provides limited functionality but can be installed on as many test or development
environments as needed for no additional charge. More information: How Marketing is licensed.

NOTE
If you see the Marketing app listed several times, you probably have several Marketing apps available on your
tenant. Marketing apps that are already configured show an environment ID appended to the app name and
show a value of Configured in the Status column. Marketing apps that aren't assigned show a value of Not
configured in the Status column and don't include an environment ID in their name.

4. The setup wizard launches, which you will use to make initial settings for the app. The first page of the
wizard lets you choose where you will install the app and to choose whether to set up a portal to run
your marketing pages and event website.

5. From the top drop-down list, select the Dynamics 365 organization where you want to add Dynamics 365
Marketing. (A Dynamics 365 organization is another name for a Dynamics 365 environment.)
6. Select one of the following Web hosting options (you can easily change this later, at any time):
Use your own webser ver : Select this option if you will run your landing pages and event website
on an external webserver or CMS system. This option doesn't require a portals license and won't
install a portals trial. If you're not sure whether you'll need a portal, then you can choose this option
for now and then come back and change it later if needed.
Use Dynamics 365 Por tals or a Power Apps por tal : Select this option if you will run your
landing pages and event website on a dedicated Dynamics 365 or Power Apps Portal running on your
tenant and linked to your Dynamics 365 Marketing environment. Portals are licensed separately. If you
already have an unconfigured Dynamics 365 Portals or a Power Apps portal license on your tenant,
then Dynamics 365 Marketing will claim that license and integrate with it. If you don't have any
Dynamics 365 Portals or Power Apps portals licenses available, then the setup wizard will create a trial
Power Apps Portals environment and integrate with that. The trial is free, but expires in 30 days, after
which you must either begin paying for it or stop using it. (Power Apps Portals licenses are priced
according to consumption (logins and page loads), while Dynamics 365 Portals licenses are priced per
environment.) For details about portal licensing, see the Power Apps and Flow licensing FAQ.
More information: Integrate Marketing with a CMS system or Power Apps portals

NOTE
Power Apps portals aren't available in all countries/regions. If this applies to you, then the Use Dynamics 365
Por tals or a Power Apps por tal option won't be available and you'll see a notice here instead. For more
information about how to run Marketing without a portal, and how to switch to a portal if they later become
available in your country/region, see Integrate Marketing with a CMS system or Power Apps portal.

7. If you selected to Use Dynamics 365 Por tals or a Power Apps por tal , then enter a prefix for your
portal URL in the field provided (under Where do you want to host your webpage? ). You can also
see what the full URL will be here. All your portals are hosted on your tenant, which uses a Microsoftowned domain name, plus the subdomain name that you choose here. Your contacts and customers can
see the URL when they open a portal, so you should choose a subdomain name that they will recognize,
such as your organization's name. The subdomain that you choose must also be unique among all other
subdomains in the same tenant; you'll be notified to try again if you pick one that's already in use. If you
want to reuse a name that's reported as already in use, then you can reclaim it by resetting the relevant
portal and then removing the binding to the existing name as described in Reset any Power Apps portals
connected to the uninstalled Marketing app.
8. Select Continue to continue. Dynamics 365 Marketing includes several services, solutions, and apps,
some of which require you to consider and accept various license agreements and privacy statements.
The second page of the setup wizard lists each of these and provides links for more information. It also
asks you to enter your organization's postal address.

9. Carefully read the consent text shown for each check box, and follow the links to make sure you
understand all the relevant issues. If you agree with the terms, then mark each check box as you go to
indicate your consent. Some of these are optional, so you can still use the product without them, though
the related features will be disabled. Other features are required, so you won't be able to use Dynamics
365 Marketing without agreeing to them.
10. Type the full physical street address for your organization in the field provided. All marketing email
messages sent by Dynamics 365 Marketing must include the physical street address of your organization,
and several other required elements. These requirements help maximize email deliverability while also
helping make sure you conform to common legal requirements for marketing email. More information:
Best practices for email marketing
11. Select Setup to start setting up the app. A page will open that tracks the setup progress, which typically
takes about three hours to set up a paid environment.

Privacy notice
For information about how Microsoft processes personal data, please refer to the Microsoft Privacy Statement.
For information about where your Microsoft Dynamics 365 Marketing data is stored, please refer to the Trust
Center.
Microsoft Azure services
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Marketing leverages certain Microsoft Azure services. Enabling Dynamics 365
Marketing allows your data to flow to the Azure services to perform some of the marketing processes.
For more information about Azure service offerings, see the Azure Trust Center.
Custom schema and display names
Custom schema and display names for fields, entities, relations, attributes, and other elements in Dynamics 365
Marketing may be referenced by other object definitions, and can also get shared through various other
channels that are outside your designated geographic location (geo) as described in the Trust Center and the
Microsoft Online Services Terms. However, the data entered for these elements will not be transferred outside
your geo.
For example, you could use the customization capabilities of Dynamics 365 Marketing to create a new entity that
includes a new field, as shown in the following table. In this case, the texts shown in the Schema name and
Display name columns could be referenced by other object definitions and could also be shared through
various other channels that are outside your geo. However, field values for specific records (as shown in the
Value column) will remain within your geo.
SC H EM A N A M E

DISP L AY N A M E

VA L UE

New entity

Solution1_promotion

Promotion

(n/a)

New field

Solution1_Promtion.name

Name

Spring 2019 Promotion

IMPORTANT
Do not enter information for your custom schema and/or display name that you do not want stored outside your geo.

Other examples of when you take responsibility for data flows
On your command, the following actions take customer content out of Dynamics 365 Marketing and you are
responsible for where the data is directed and stored (including outside your geo location):
When you send email with customer content
When you use submissions forms and allow prefilling with customer content that will be displayed in the
forms
When you configure marketing analytics connectors to copy interaction data to your own Azure storage
When you configure additional extension mechanics
For more information on data that will flow out of the Dynamics 365 Marketing system and your geo, please
refer to the Trust Center as well as the product documentation for the specific Dynamics 365 Marketing offering.
See also
How Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies
Engage with customers online with portals

Integrate Marketing with a CMS system, Dynamics
365 Portals, or Power Apps portals
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Read this topic to learn how you can run interactive marketing features for Dynamics 365 Marketing by using an
integrated Dynamics 365 Portal, Power Apps portals, or by using your own website or CMS system.
NOTE
Dynamics 365 Portals and Power Apps portals aren't available in all countries/regions. If this applies to you, then the Use
Dynamics 365 Por tals or a Power Apps por tal option won't be available when you run the Marketing setup wizard.
Instead, use your CMS system to host interactive marketing features as described in this topic. If portals later become
available in your country/region, you'll be able switch to them at that time, also as described in this topic.

What is the difference between Power Apps portals and Dynamics
365 Portals?
Power Apps portals is a replacement product for Dynamics 365 Portals. Both products will continue to be
supported, but soon (or possibly already) only Power Apps portals will be available for new customers. Both
products work on the same basic technical foundation and work in the same way from the perspective of
Dynamics 365 Marketing. However, Power Apps portals provide additional features for users (which don't affect
Dynamics 365 Marketing) and are licensed according to consumption (logins and page loads) rather than per
instance.
For details about portal licensing, see the Power Apps and Flow licensing FAQ.
Beyond these few differences, Dynamics 365 Portals and Power Apps portals work exactly the same from the
perspective of Dynamics 365 Marketing, so you can consider these two terms to be interchangeable for the
remainder of this topic and elsewhere in the Dynamics 365 Marketing documentation.

How portal integration affects Marketing features
Dynamics 365 Marketing provides several features that enable contacts to interact directly with the system.
These are:
Landing pages , which provide forms that contacts can use to register for mailing lists, free downloads,
webinars, or other perks
Subscription centers , which enable contacts to manage their mailing list subscriptions and personal
information
For warding pages , which enable contacts to forward marketing emails they have received from you (while
preserving accurate tracking info)
The event website , which enables contacts to read about and register for your events
Each of these features requires one or more webpages that are available publicly on the internet. Each page
must furthermore be able to fetch information from Dynamics 365 Marketing and also be able to submit data
back to it. There are two ways to accomplish this:
Use Dynamics 365 Por tals or a Power Apps por tal : This option is based on a Dynamics 365 add-on
product that runs directly on the same tenant as your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance. It enables you to go

live with Marketing without needing to manage or modify your own website.
Use your own website or CMS system : This option requires that you have your own website where you
can host pages, add scripts, and embed forms from Dynamics 365 Marketing. You can use this option in
parallel with a Dynamics 365 Portal or Power Apps portal if you wish.
The following table compares how each of the public-facing interactive features works when you implement it
using a Power Apps portal or your own website.
F EAT URE

W IT H P O W ER A P P S P O RTA L S

W IT H O UT P O W ER A P P S P O RTA L S

Landing pages

Design and publish landing pages
using the graphical page designer in
Dynamics 365 Marketing. The pages
run directly on the portal.

Design and publish landing pages on
your own website or CMS system.
Enable forms by adding a Dynamics
365 Marketing form-capture script or
by embedding a marketing form
created using the graphical form
designer in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Include a website-tracking script
generated by Dynamics 365 Marketing
on all landing pages to enable page
visits and submissions to be tracked,
and to enable customer-journey
triggers to react to landing-page
interactions.

Subscription centers

Design and publish subscription
centers using the graphical page
designer in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
The pages run directly on the portal.

Design and publish subscription
centers for your own website or CMS
system using techniques similar to
those for creating landing pages.
Prefilling must be enabled for
subscription center forms.
To satisfy the legal requirement, a
default subscription center is published
on the service fabric used by your
Dynamics 365 Marketing instance. This
allows you to run email marketing
campaigns even without a portal or
external website. You can customize
this page using the graphical page
designer in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Include a website-tracking script
generated by Dynamics 365 Marketing
on all subscription-center pages to
enable page visits and submissions to
be tracked, and to enable customerjourney triggers to react to landingpage interactions.

Forward-to-a-friend pages

Design and publish forwarding pages
using the graphical page designer in
Dynamics 365 Marketing. The pages
run directly on the portal.

Not supported.

F EAT URE

W IT H P O W ER A P P S P O RTA L S

W IT H O UT P O W ER A P P S P O RTA L S

Event website

The then-current version of the event
website is published automatically on
the portal when you install Dynamics
365 Marketing.

Download the current version of the
event website as an Angular project,
customize it using your preferred
development tools, and then publish
the result on your own website.

To update or customize the site,
download the latest version as an
Angular project, customize it as
needed using your preferred
development tools, and then publish
the result on the portal.

Choose whether to use a portal when setting up a new Marketing
instance
Each time you install Dynamics 365 Marketing, you must choose whether to integrate it with a portal.
If you choose to enable portals integration when installing Dynamics 365 Marketing, the setup wizard will
automatically check whether you have an unconfigured Power Apps portals license available. If you do, then the
setup wizard will claim that license and integrate with it. If you don't have any Power Apps portals licenses
available, then the setup wizard will create a trial Power Apps Portals instance for you and integrate with that.
The trial is free, but expires in 30 days, after which you must either begin paying for it or stop using it. For details
about portal licensing, see the Power Apps and Flow licensing FAQ.
If you choose the non-portals option, then the setup wizard won't attempt to claim a Dynamics 365 Portal or set
up a demo Power Apps portal.
You can use portal features in parallel with website/CMS features provided you have a portal. You could, for
example, start by using a portal for all interactive features and then slowly transition to an external website until
you're ready to remove the portal entirely.
NOTE
If have integrated Power Apps portals with your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance and the portal suddenly stops
working or disappear, the portal trial license may have expired. To determine whether this is the case:
1. Navigate to the Power Apps portals admin center.
2. Go to the Portal Details section and check if the portals license is in an expired state.
If the portals integration is expired, you will need to purchase a paid license. You will then need to reset the portals
integration on the Marketing instance and re-provision.

Remove portal integration from an existing Marketing instance
You can choose to remove portal integration from a Dynamics 365 Marketing instance at any time. If you
choose to do so, the following will occur:
Your portal license will be released and can then be reused with another Marketing instance, or another
Dynamics 365 app.
The portal will be reset during the removal process.
All existing marketing pages in Dynamics 365 Marketing will still be configured to be published on the now
removed portal, so they will cease to function. However, their design and content will still be stored in
Dynamics 365 Marketing. If you re-add a portal, the pages will be reconfigured to use the new portal and
you'll be able to publish them there.

The event website will be removed. All events will still provide a link to the old website, so that link will no
longer function. If you install the event website on your own server, it will work correctly right away (you
won't have to update your event records), but if you want the links in your event records to open the new
site, you must edit each record manually.
Before removing the portal, you should recreate your landing pages and subscription centers on your external
website as needed, and design your customer journeys, content settings, and email messages to link to them
there. If you're using event management, then you should also install the event management website on your
external server. When you've confirmed that everything is working as expected on your external site, you can
remove the portal from your Marketing installation.
To remove portal integration from an existing Marketing instance:
1. Launch the Marketing setup wizard for the instance you want to modify. You should be able to see that
the Use Dynamics 365 Por tals or a Power Apps por tal option is currently selected.

2. From the Other actions panel, choose Configure your por tal .
3. The portal admin site opens. Select Por tal actions from the side navigator.

4. Select Reset por tal and follow the instructions on your screen to reset the portal. More information:
Reset a portal.
WARNING
When you reset the portal, all of the existing portal content and settings will be permanently deleted.

NOTE
If you initially installed Marketing with portal integration enabled, then you did not receive a default subscription center
(which otherwise would be running on the service fabric of your Marketing instance). You still won't have one after you
remove the portal integration, and you can't manually create pages that run on the service fabric. You must therefore
create at least one subscription center on your external website and configure your content settings to link to it before
your remove the portal.

Add portal integration to an existing Marketing instance
You can choose to add (or re-add) a portal to a Marketing instance at any time. When you do this, the following
will occur:
All of your external marketing pages and external event website will continue to function.
If you initially installed Marketing with portal integration disabled, then you should have a default default
subscription center (which runs on the service fabric of your Marketing instance). It will continue to be
available even after you add the portal.
If you have any portal-based marketing page designs left over in your system from a previous portals
integration, these will be reconfigured to use the new portal automatically.
As when setting up a new instance, the setup wizard will either claim an existing Dynamics 365 Portal license
to work with Dynamics 365 Marketing (if a free license is available on your tenant), or create a demo Power
Apps Portal for you (which will expire in 30 days, after which you must start paying for it).
To add a portal to an existing Marketing installation that doesn't have one:

1. Launch the Marketing setup wizard for the instance you want to modify. You should be able to see that
the Use your own webser ver option is currently selected.

2. Select Use Dynamics 365 Por tals or a Power Apps por tal . The Por tal setup dialog opens and
shows some information about what to expect.

3. Select OK to continue. You go back to the setup wizard, which now shows the Use Dynamics 365
Por tals or a Power Apps por tal option selected.

4. In the field now provided under the Use Dynamics 365 Por tals or a Power Apps por tal option,
enter a prefix for your portal URL in the field provided. Your contacts and customers can see the URL
when they open a portal, so you should choose a subdomain name that they will recognize, such as your
organization's name.
5. Select Set up por tal to start setting up your portal. The process may take some time. You can track its
progress by leaving the page open in your browser, but installation will continue uninterrupted if you
choose to close your browser.
See also
Purchase and set up Dynamics 365 Marketing
Create interactive features with or without portals
Integrate with landing pages published on an external website
Set up subscription lists and subscription centers
Set up the event website
Build and host a custom event website

Open the Power Platform admin center
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use the Power Platform admin center to review the status of your apps and solutions, apply updates, and
manage your Dynamics 365 instances, solutions, and apps.
There are two ways to open the Power Platform admin center: starting from within the Marketing app or
starting from the Microsoft 365 admin center. Both methods produce the same result, so the method you
choose will depend on where you are when you want to open the Power Platform admin center.

Open the Power Platform admin center starting from Dynamics 365
Marketing
To open the Power Platform admin center starting from Dynamics 365 Marketing:
1. Sign into Dynamics 365 Marketing as a user with admin privileges.
2. Go to Settings > Advanced settings > Other settings > Application management .
3. Select Go to the Dynamics 365 admin center .

4. The Power Platform admin center opens.

Open the Power Platform admin center starting from the Microsoft
365 admin center
To open the Power Platform admin center starting from the Microsoft 365 admin center:
1. Sign in to your Microsoft 365 admin center.
2. The Home dashboard for the Microsoft 365 admin center opens. In the navigation column on the left,
select Show all .

3. The navigation column expands to show more links. Select All admin centers .

4. A list of all available admin centers opens. Select Power Apps .

5. The Power Platform admin center opens, showing a list of Power Platform environments available on
your tenant. (Environments are usually referred to as "instances" in Dynamics 365 Marketing
documentation, and are also sometimes called "organizations.")

6. Go to Resources > Dynamics 365 apps on the left navigation pane.

7. From here, you can find and select a Marketing application. To manage or see details about an app, select
the three dots between the Name and the Status columns for the Marketing application.

See also
Keep Marketing up to date
Manage Marketing environments
Uninstall Marketing

Re-run the Marketing setup wizard
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

In addition to helping you install Dynamics 365 Marketing for the first time, the setup wizard can also help you
modify, maintain, or update your installation. You can do all of the following by re-running the setup wizard:
Check for and apply updates
Add or remove portals integration
Configure an integrated portal
Fix installation issues
Connect a disconnected instance to marketing services
Clean up after a copy or restore operation
Uninstall Marketing
To re-run the Marketing setup wizard:
1. Go to admin.powerplatform.microsoft.com and sign in to your Microsoft 365 tenant using an
administrator account that has a Dynamics 365 Marketing license assigned.
2. Go to Resources > Dynamics 365 apps on the left navigation pane.

3. The list shows a row marked Dynamics 365 Marketing Application for each entitlement (license) you
have for Dynamics 365 Marketing. Installed entitlements show a Status of Configured .
4. Select the configured entitlement that you want to manage and select the three dots between the Name

and the Status columns for the Marketing application.

5. To launch the Dynamics 365 Marketing setup wizard, choose Manage from the pop-up menu. A message
will pop up informing you that you are going to the Dynamics 365 Marketing admin page. To go to the
page, select OK .

6. The Marketing setup wizard opens. It shows the name of the Dynamics 365 Marketing instance you
selected.

If an update is available, then you'll see a notice and an Install button at the top of the page. More
information: Keep Marketing up to date
The following links can be available in the Other actions panel:
Configure your por tal : This link is only shown if you have a Power Apps portal integrated with your
selected Marketing instance. Select this link to go to the portal configuration where you can, among
other things, restart the portal or remove it from your Marketing instance. More information:
Administer your portal
Take me to the app : Brings you to Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Uninstall Marketing from this org : Removes Marketing from the selected instance. More
information: Uninstall Marketing
If your selected Marketing instance isn't currently integrated with a Power Apps portal, then you can set
this up by selecting Use Dynamics 365 Por tals or a Power Apps por tal in the main area of the
window. More information: Integrate Marketing with a CMS system or Power Apps portal

Manage your Dynamics 365 Marketing
environments
5/28/2021 • 16 minutes to read • Edit Online

Environment-management operations are a standard feature of model-driven apps in Dynamics 365 (Dynamics
365 Sales, Dynamics 365 Customer Service, Dynamics 365 Field Service, Dynamics 365 Marketing, and
Dynamics 365 Project Service Automation). Dynamics 365 Marketing, however, adds significant complexity to
the system, so there are several extra considerations to keep in mind when you have Marketing installed.
IMPORTANT
This topic provides details about the exceptions that apply when working with environments where the Marketing app is
installed—for all other management tasks, see Environments overview, but read this topic first.

NOTE
Environments are sometimes also known as organizations or environments. Each of these terms refers to the same
concept. The Power Apps user interface and documentation usually use the term environment, while Dynamics 365
Marketing documentation usually uses the term environment (though you'll sometimes also see the terms organization
or org here). Because this article relies on Power Platform Admin Center functionality, it refers exclusively to environments.

Elements in a Marketing environment
Dynamics 365 Marketing is composed of several components that you must be aware of to understand how the
environment-management operations work when Marketing is installed. These include the following elements:
Dynamics 365 environment . This provides the basic platform for the Marketing app and includes both a
platform server and an organizational database. This database is also shared by the Marketing app, which
reads and stores much of its data here.
Dynamics 365 Marketing application . This is a collection of solutions that are installed on the platform
server and add marketing features to Dynamics 365. It's installed on the platform server to add marketing
features to Dynamics 365. It's also referred to as the Marketing app.
Marketing ser vices . This is a collection of services that the Marketing app interacts with. They run in
parallel with your Dynamics 365 environment. Among other things, live customer journeys and marketing
email messages run on marketing services. Also, all images uploaded to Dynamics 365 Marketing for use in
emails and marketing pages are stored and served from here.
Marketing-insights ser vice . This provides big data services such as resolving segment queries, collecting
and storing interaction data, and providing analytics based on this data. The marketing-insights service is just
one of the marketing services already mentioned, but it's worth calling out separately because it comes up
often.

IMPORTANT
Marketing services (including the marketing-insights service) run in parallel with your Dynamics 365 Marketing
environment, and thus follow their own lifecycle. These services aren't directly accessible to users, and the data they
contain isn't included when copying, backing up, or restoring a Marketing environment. This means that interaction
records (such as email clicks and website visits) and files (such as those used in emails and marketing pages) aren't
included when you copy, backup, or restore an environment.

Content of the target environment after a copy or restore
After copying or restoring an environment, as described later in this article, your target environment will be set
up as follows:
All apps, settings, and customizations from your source environment will be present on the target
environment.
For copies, if you chose to do an "Everything" copy, the entire organizational database of your source
environment will be copied to the target environment. This means that copied data from your source
environment will be visible on the target environment, but your work in the target environment won't affect
your source database from now on.
For copies, if you chose to do a "Customizations and schemas only" copy, all your apps and customizations
will still be present on the target environment, but the organizational database will be nearly empty, so none
of your source data (including email messages, portal content, and customer journeys) will be there.
All records that were live on the source environment (such as customer journeys, emails, lead-scoring
records, and more) will revert to the draft state on the target environment. You must go live again with any of
these records that you want to use on the target environment.
After any copy or restore operation, you must run the setup wizard on the target environment. This will
create a new set of Marketing services (including a new marketing-insights service) and link them to the
target environment. If you don't run the wizard, all features that require services (such as insights and email
sending) won't work, and you'll still see information about images in the files library for which the source
files aren't available.
Because a new set of Marketing services is created on the target environment, interaction data from your
source environment (such as email clicks or website visits) won't be available to the target environment.
Most insights data will be initialized. You can freely generate new interaction data on the target environment
without affecting your source environment.
Files uploaded to your source environment (such as images used in emails and landing pages) won't be
available to the target environment. If you go live with an email or page that was previously published on the
source environment, the published design will continue to use the previous image URLs from the source
environment—these images will still appear in the republished designs provided they are still available on
the source environment, but to avoid confusion, we strongly recommend that you upload all the images you
need to the new environment and edit your emails and pages to use those images before going live with
them again.
If the Marketing app on your source environment used a Power Apps portal, then you might choose to also
set up a new portal on the target environment to host its marketing pages and event websites (requires an
unconfigured Power Apps portals license to be available on your tenant). Portals are optional, so you can
choose not to use a portal with the copied environment if you prefer, even if the source environment was
using one.

Copy a Marketing environment to another environment
Because Marketing is more complex than most Dynamics 365 apps and interacts with several special services

and other components, you must be extra careful when creating copies to or from environments that have
Marketing installed on them.

WARNING
You cannot do a simple copy of a Marketing environment like you can with most other Dynamics 365 environments that
don't have Marketing installed. If you do a simple copy without following the steps here, the resulting copy won't work
and may render the target environment unrecoverable.

WARNING
This procedure will completely delete the target environment. If Dynamics 365 Marketing is installed on the target
environment, then it will be completely uninstalled (which will release the license) and all data (including interaction
records) will be deleted. Even if you backup the target environment first, the backup won't include interaction data or
image files. If you need to preserve interaction data and/or images from the target environment, be sure to back up the
database for your marketing services, either to blob storage to some other storage media. For more information about
how to backup data to blob storage, see Create custom analytics with Power BI.

IMPORTANT
Your copied environment requires its own Dynamics 365 Marketing license. If the target environment already has
Marketing installed, the copy will automatically take over that license (you don't have to do anything). If the target
environment doesn't have Marketing installed, we recommend that you have an unused Marketing license for your
tenant before you start the copy, and purchase one if you don't. If you don't have a Marketing license available before
copying, the copy will end in a disconnected state, which means that many key features won't work (relevant error
messages will be shown). In this case, you can purchase a new Marketing license and re-run the setup wizard to apply it
to your new copy.

NOTE
If you are copying to a support environment, see Copy a production environment to a support environment for
instructions. For all other types of copies, continue reading here.

Step 1: Prepare your source environment
The source environment is the Marketing environment you are copying from. To prepare your source
environment for copying, Open the Power Platform admin center and make sure that the Dynamics 365
Marketing application and its related solutions are all up to date on your source environment, as described in
Keep Marketing up to date.
Step 2: Prepare your target environment
The target environment is the environment you are copying to. As with the source environment, you must
prepare the target environment before you copy if Marketing is installed on the source environment, the target
environment, or both.
NOTE
The target environment will almost always be a sandbox environment because copying to a production environment isn't
supported (but you can easily convert a sandbox into a production environment after copying, if you wish). You must
already have the target environment available on your tenant. You will be able to see it on the Environments page of
the Power Platform admin center. If you don't have one, please contact Microsoft Support for assistance.

To prepare your target environment, do the following before starting the copy:
1. If the Marketing environment was integrated with a Power Apps portal, reset the portal as described in Reset
a portal. This is important because it will free your portal license to be used elsewhere.
2. After the reset, the portal will still be shown as "configured" in the Power Platform admin center, but you will
now be able to select it when you run the Marketing setup wizard to set up a new, copied, or restored
environment.
Step 3: Copy the environment
Once your source and target environments are prepared, you're ready to make the copy following the procedure
described in Copy an environment.
Pay special attention when choosing whether to create an Everything or Customizations and schemas only copy.

Step 4: Prepare the target environment for use
After creating your copy, you must complete the following steps:
Make sure the target environment isn't in administration mode. For more information about this setting and
how to disable it, see Administration mode.

Run the Marketing setup wizard on the target environment. This is needed because the target environment
must be set up with a new collection of marketing services (and, in some cases, supporting apps such as
Customer Voice and/or Portals). For instructions, see Run the Marketing setup wizard. If you don't run the
setup wizard, then the copy will end in a disconnected state, which means that many key features won't work
until you do (relevant error messages will be shown).

Create and restore backups
As with copy operations, backup and restore operations typically require a few extra steps when Marketing is
installed.
IMPORTANT
Backups do not include Marketing services or the data they contain. When you restore a backup, all organizational data,
solutions, apps, and customizations will be present, but no interaction data, insights, or previously uploaded files will be
available on the restored system. The situation is similar to that of copying a Marketing environment.

WARNING
If you restore data in real-time marketing, all consents will return to the state they were in at the time backup was made.
This may result in consent data being obsolete. To avoid complications, export all consent data into Excel before starting
the restore process and use it as a reference after the restore is completed.

Automatic system backups
Microsoft automatically makes daily backup copies of all Dynamics 365 environments, including those that have
the Marketing app installed. Like other types of copies and backups, automatic system backups include the full
organizational database, but not the interaction records or image files stored in the marketing services. System
backups are kept for just a few days and then deleted.
For more information about automatic backups in Dynamics 365, see System backups.
For more information about how to backup marketing-services data to blob storage, see Create custom
analytics with Power BI.
Create an on-demand backup
You can create an on-demand backup at any time, but when Marketing is installed on your source environment,
you must take a few extra precautions by using the following procedure:
1. Open the Power Platform admin center and make sure that the Dynamics 365 Marketing application and
its related solutions are all up to date on your source environment, as described in Keep Marketing up to
date.
2. Create the on-demand backup as usual, as described in Backup and restore environments.

As with automatic backups, on-demand backups include the full organizational database, the interaction records
or image files stored in the marketing services. For more information about how to backup marketing-services
data to blob storage, see Create custom analytics with Power BI.
Restore a backup onto another environment
You can easily restore any on-demand or automatic system backup to any available sandbox environment (other
than the environment you took the backup from). But as with copy operations, you need to prepare the target
environment first.
WARNING
This procedure will completely erase the target environment. If Dynamics 365 Marketing is installed on the target
environment, then it will be completely uninstalled (which will release the license) and all data (including files and
interaction records) will be deleted. Even if you backup the target environment first, the backup won't include image files
or interaction data, so if you need to preserve these, be sure to back up your marketing-services data, either to blob
storage or to other storage media. For more information about how to backup marketing-services data to blob storage,
see Create custom analytics with Power BI.

IMPORTANT
Your copied environment requires its own Dynamics 365 Marketing license. If the target environment already has
Marketing installed, the copy will automatically take over that license (you don't have to do anything). If the target
environment doesn't have Marketing installed, we recommend that you have an unused Marketing license for your
tenant before you start the copy, and purchase one if you don't. If you don't have a Marketing license available before
copying, the copy will end in a disconnected state, which means that many key features won't work (relevant error
messages will be shown). In this case, you can purchase a new Marketing license and re-run the setup wizard to apply it
to your new copy.

To restore a backup onto a sandbox environment:
1. If your target environment includes a Power Apps portal, then reset the portal as described in Reset a
portal. This is important because it will free your portal license to be used elsewhere. After the reset, the
portal will still be shown as "Configured" in the Power Platform admin center, but you will now be able to
select it when you run the Marketing setup wizard to set up a new, copied, or restored environment.
2. Restore the backup onto the newly prepared sandbox as usual, as described in Backup and restore
environments.
3. Prepare the restored environment for use by doing the following:
Make sure the restored environment is not in administration mode. For more information about this
setting and how to disable it, see Administration mode.

Run the Marketing setup wizard on the target environment. For instructions, see Run the Marketing
setup wizard. If you don't run the setup wizard, the copy will end in a disconnected state, which means
that many key features won't work until you do (relevant error messages will be shown).
Don't try to restore a backup onto its original environment
When a backup contains Dynamics 365 Marketing, it isn't possible to restore a backup onto its original
environment. If you need to do this, contact Microsoft Support for assistance.

Switch an environment between sandbox and production status
Many environment management tasks only allow you to work on a sandbox environment as the source or
destination of a copy, backup, or restore operation. However, you can easily switch any environment from
sandbox to production, or production to sandbox, at any time. The Marketing app doesn't limit this standard
platform operation. More information: Change the environment type

Copy a production environment to a support environment
Microsoft Support offers a service for testing pending changes (usually updates) on a copy of your production
environment. If you wish to use this service, contact Microsoft Support to find out if you are eligible. If you are
eligible, Microsoft Support will create a support environment on your tenant and then ask you to copy your
production environment onto it. More information: Manage Support environments
NOTE
When you copy to a support environment, you don't need to make any special preparations that were mentioned in
other sections of this article.

IMPORTANT
Support environments remain available for 14 days and are then deleted.

To copy a production environment to a support environment:
1. If you don't already have a support environment available, contact Microsoft Support to request one.
Once your support environment is available on your tenant, you'll be able to see it in the Power Platform
admin center.
2. Select the production environment that you want to copy and then select Copy in the top ribbon.

3. The Copy environment pane opens on the right side of the page. Make the following settings:
Copy environment : This should already show the name of the environment you have chosen to
copy at the top of the pane.

Copy over : Select Ever ything .
Select environment to over write : Select the name of the support environment that was created
for you. The name of your support environment includes your case number.

4. When you select the target environment, most of the other settings here are set automatically, and a
notice is shown to alert you that Microsoft Support will be able to access the support environment. Read
the notice and select OK if you agree with the terms.
5. Your production environment is now copied to the support environment.

Delete or reset a Marketing environment
For standard Dynamics 365 environments (without Marketing installed), you can use the Power Platform admin
center to delete or reset an environment. However, if you do have Marketing installed, you should also do the
following:
1. If the Marketing environment was integrated with a Power Apps portal, reset the portal as described in Reset
a portal. This is important because it will free your portal license to be used elsewhere. After the reset, the
portal will still be shown as "Configured" in the Power Platform admin center, but you will now be able to
select it when you run the Marketing setup wizard to set up a new, copied, or restored environment.
2. Delete or reset the environment as usual. More information: Delete environment
NOTE
Your Dynamics 365 Marketing license is automatically released when you delete or reset its environment, so you'll be free
to install it on another environment.

Do not change the URL for an environment with Marketing installed
For standard Dynamics 365 environments (without Marketing installed), you can use the Power Platform admin
center to change the URL of an environment. However, you can't currently do this if you have Marketing
installed.

IMPORTANT
Do not attempt to change the URL for a Marketing environment. If you require a different URL, you must set up a new
Dynamics 365 environment at the new URL and then reinstall Marketing there.

See also
Open the Power Platform admin center
Keep Marketing up to date
Uninstall Marketing Transfer data between environments
Transfer customizations between environments
Environments overview
Import data (all record types) from multiple sources
Move configuration data across environments and organizations
Solutions overview
Import, update, and export solutions

Transfer data and configurations between
environments using the Configuration Migration
tool
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You can replicate Dynamics 365 Marketing configurations and data across environments using the standard
tools provided for Dynamics 365. Common scenarios where this comes in handy include:
Move validated journeys, emails, and other content from a sandbox to a production environment
Set up a demo with sample data on a trial or sandbox
The process works as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Download the Configuration Migration tool for Dynamics 365 (if you don't already have it).
Make sure your source and destination environments are running the same version of Marketing.
Use the Configuration Migration tool to generate a database schema based on your source environment.
Export data from the source environment using the Configuration Migration tool together with the schema.
Import the exported zip bundle onto the destination environment using the Configuration Migration tool.

Prerequisites for the export/import process
Complete the following prerequisites before transferring data and configurations between environments:
1. Make sure no records are in a "live" state. The Configuration Migration tool will not transfer entities that
are in a "live" state, thus import to the destination environment will be partial.
NOTE
The Configuration Migration tool includes options to exclude or filter live records. The exclude functionality
removes the Status field, exporting all entities regardless of status. The filter functionality limited the entities that
are exported. Contact technical support for assistance with these features.

2. Ensure that the source and destination environments are running the same version of Dynamics 365
Marketing and are using an identical database schema (at least for the data you are transferring).

Capabilities and limitations of the export/import process
The following notes apply when you use export/import to move data from one Dynamics 365 Marketing to
another:
If you import (or reimport) a record that already exists on the destination environment, that record will end
with a status of "draft" on the destination environment. Matching records won't be duplicated.
Interaction data can't be exported or transferred to a new environment. It will never be included in the export
file.
If you export from a language not present on the destination environment, that language will simply be
added to the destination environment.

Download the Configuration Migration tool
The Configuration Migration tool helps you extract your data and configuration details from one environment
and then import them to another. To get the tool, follow the instructions given in Download tools from NuGet.

Make sure your source and destination are running the same version
of Marketing
Your source and destination environments must both be running identical versions of Marketing. Use the
following procedure to check the version on each environment. If they don't match, then update one or both of
them to the most recent version as described in Keep Marketing up to date
To find your Dynamics 365 Marketing version number:
1. Open the Power Platform admin center and go to Environments .
2. If you have more than one Dynamics 365 environment, each of them is listed here. Select the
environment where you have Marketing installed and are planning to export data from.
3. Select the Resources drop down in the top ribbon, then select Dynamics 365 apps .

4. A list of solutions installed on your selected environment is shown. Select the solution called Dynamics
365 Marketing Application then select Details in the top ribbon.

5. A pane will appear on the right side of the page titled Dynamics 365 Marketing Application Details .
Check the value shown in the Version column.

Generate a database schema for your source environment
The Configuration Migration tool requires a database schema each time it exports or imports data. The tool
itself can generate the required schema for you. The generated schema will specify the database structure of
your source environment, including all customizations. The database on your destination environment must use
an identical schema for all transferred data.
To generate the required schema:
1. Open the folder where you installed the tools. Find and run the DataMigrationUtility.exe file here.
2. In the utility, select Create schema and then sign into your source environment.
3. Follow the instructions provided in Create a schema to export configuration data to generate the schema.
Be sure to include all of the solutions, entities, and fields for which you want to transfer data, and also
make sure all dependencies are included.
TIP
Here are a few links and notes that may help you generate the schema you need:
You can use the metadata browser tool to explore and understand your database structure. For details about how to
install and use it, see the Dynamics 365 Marketing entity reference.
While you're creating your schema with the Configuration Migration tool, you can check for relationships used by any
selected entity by selecting the Show the relationships for the selected entity check box. This can help keep you
from leaving out any dependencies.
When you're done creating your schema with the Configuration Migration tool, select Tools > Validate Schema
from the menu bar. This will check for dependencies for all your selected entities, and can also help point out other
common issues.

Export data from your source environment

To export data from your source environment:
1. Open the folder where you installed the tools. Find and run the DataMigrationUtility.exe file here.
2. The tool launches. Select Expor t data and then Continue .

3. Set the Deployment type to Microsoft 365 and then select Login .

4. Follow the instructions on your screen to sign in using the user name and password for the tenant where
your source environment is running.
5. If multiple environments are available on the tenant you signed in to, then choose your source
environment and select Login to continue. (If only one environment is available, then you'll skip this
step.)

6. On successful sign in, you're asked to choose a schema and export file name.

Make the following settings:
Schema file : Select the ellipsis button to open a file browser, and then navigate to and select the
schema file that you generated for your source environment.
Save to data file : Select the ellipsis button to open a file browser, and then navigate to the folder
where you want to save the exported data, together with a file name.
7. Select Expor t data to continue. The tool tracks the progress of your export and, when it's done, creates a
zip file containing both the schema and your data.

8. When the export is done, select Exit to close the export page.

Import data to your destination environment
To import data to your destination environment:
1. If the Configuration Migration tool isn't still running, then open the folder where you installed the tools.
Find and run the DataMigrationUtility.exe file here.
2. Select Impor t data and then Continue .

3. Set the Deployment type to Microsoft 365 and then select Login .

4. Follow the instructions on your screen to sign in using the user name and password for the tenant where
your destination environment is running.
5. If multiple environments are available on the tenant you signed in to, then choose your destination
environment and select Login to continue. (If only one environment is available, then you'll skip this
step.)

6. On successful sign in, you're asked to choose a file to import. Select the ellipsis button next to the Zip file
field to open a file browser, and then navigate to the folder where you saved the export file from your
source environment. This file contains both data and the schema you used for export

IMPORTANT
As mentioned previously, your source and destination environments must use exactly the same schema for the
data being transferred, so they must be running identical versions of Dynamics 365 Marketing, and all relevant
schema customizations must be identical on both environments. If the schemas don't match, you will get an error
and the import will fail.

7. Select Impor t data to continue. The tool tracks the progress of your import.

8. When the import is done, select Exit to close the import page.
See also
Manage your Marketing environments
Transfer customizations between environments
Administer Power Apps

Environments overview
Move configuration data across environments and organizations
Install, update, or remove a preferred solution
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Dynamics 365 is highly customizable. You can use its online tools to modify or create fields, entities, business
processes, and more. Usually, you'll do your customization work on a sandbox environment, test them, and then
transfer the final customizations to your production environments when they're ready. Best practices
recommend that you proceed as follows:
1. Create a copy of your current production environment onto a sandbox environment where you can work
without affecting your ongoing operations.
2. Create a new managed solution on the sandbox and implement your customizations there. This lets you add
customizations without affecting the underlying system, and you can revert your customizations at any time
by removing the solution.
3. Test the customized solution on your sandbox until you've confirmed it's working correctly.
4. Export the custom solution from your sandbox and then Import it on your production environment.
For general information about creating and working with solutions, see the links in the previous procedure and
also the Solutions overview. For a full example procedure, see the following sections.

Example procedure part 1: Create a custom solution
In this exercise, you'll create a new solution and add a simple customization to it. This will provide a simple
custom solution that you can use to export and and transfer to a new environment later in this topic. If you
already have a custom solution to work with, then you can skip ahead to Part 2.
To create a custom solution:
1. Sign in to the environment where you will develop your custom solution.
2. Open the Settings menu at the top of the page and select Advanced settings . The advancedsettings area then opens in a new browser tab. Note that this area uses a horizontal navigator at the top
of the page instead of a side navigator.
3. Navigate to Settings > Customization > Solutions . A list of existing solutions opens.

4. Select New on the command bar to create a new solution.
5. A new Power Apps window opens. Provide a Display name , Name , Publisher , and Version and then
select Save on the command bar to save your solution.

6. For this example, we're going to copy an existing entity and then customize it, so open the Add Existing
drop-down list and select Entity .

7. A dialog opens, showing all the available entities. Here you can add any number of entities to your new
solution. For this example, just select the Marketing form check box and then select OK to add it to your
solution.

8. You're now asked to choose which aspects of the selected entity you'd like to include. In this case, we want
to include everything related to marketing forms, so select the Add all assets check box and then select
Finish .

9. If your selected entity requires additional components, then you'll be asked whether to include them.
Select Yes, include required components and then select OK .

10. You now return to your new solution, which now includes all of the entities and related components that
you selected to include. In side panel, expand Entities to see the entities you added, and then expand the
Marketing form entity and select Fields .

11. For this example, we'll customize the Marketing form entity by adding a new field. Select New to create a
new field and enter a Display Name . Leave the other settings at the default values (we'll allow this to be
a text field).

12. When you're done making all the required settings, select Save and close on the command bar.
13. You now return to the Power Apps window where you're setting up the new solution. Select Publish All
Customizations to make your new field available to the app.
14. In the side panel of the Power Apps window, go to Components > Entities > Marketing form >

Forms . We need to add our new custom field to a form to make it visible to users in the app.
15. Open the from named Information with a Form type of Main by selecting its name. This is the form
that users see when they create or open a marketing-form record.

16. A new Power Apps window opens showing your selected form setup. In the central pane of this window,
scroll down to the Summar y section. Then drag your new custom field from the Field explorer panel to
the General information section under the Summar y .

17. Select Save and close on the ribbon.
18. You now return to the Power Apps window where you're setting up the new solution. Select Publish All
Customizations to make your customized form available to the app.

19. When publishing is complete, close the Power Apps window.
If you'd like to confirm your changes, you can go to the Marketing app, open a marketing form record and look
for your new field on the Summar y tab.

Example procedure part 2: Export a solution
When you're done customizing your solution and ready to move it to another environment, the next thing you
must do is export the custom solution. Here's how:
1. If you're not already there after the last exercise, go to the advanced-settings area by opening the
Settings menu at the top of the page and then select Advanced settings .
2. Navigate to Settings > Customizations > Solutions .

3. Select the check box for the solution you want to export, and then select Expor t on the command bar.
4. The system now reminds you that only published changes will be exported. If you followed the procedure
in the previous section, then you should already have published everything, but if you're not sure, you
can publish now. When you're ready to continue, select Next .

5. You can now choose to include various system settings in the export. System settings will be applied
permanently on the destination environment, and will remain there even if you later remove the solution.
Normally, you shouldn't include any system settings, and if you are just doing this procedure as an
exercise, then don't select any of these check boxes now. Select Next to continue.

6. Select Managed and then select Expor t .

7. The solution now downloads as a zip file named after the solution name.

Example procedure part 3: Import a solution
After exporting the custom solution from the source environment, you're ready to import the solution to the
destination environment, which will add it's customizations to that environment and also make it easy for you to
remove them again if needed (though any imported system settings will remain if you chose to include them in
your exported solution).
To import a solution:
1. Sign in to the environment where you will import your custom solution.
2. Open the Settings menu at the top of the page and select Advanced settings . The advancedsettings area then opens in a new browser tab. Note that this area uses a horizontal navigator at the top
of the page instead of a side navigator.
3. Navigate to Settings > Customization > Solutions . A list of existing solutions opens.

4. Select Impor t on the command bar. The import dialog launches.

5. Select Choose file to open a file browser. Find and select the solution file that you exported from the
source environment.
6. Select Next to continue.

7. Select Impor t to begin importing the selected solution. A progress bar opens in a pop-up window, which
closes automatically when the import is done. Then the import dialog updates to show the result.

8. Select Close to close the import dialog.
9. To confirm the import, go to the Marketing app, open a marketing form record and look for the new
customized field on the Summar y tab.
See also
Manage your Marketing environments
Transfer data between environments
Administer Power Apps
Environments overview
Move configuration data across environments and organizations
Import, update, and export solutions
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Migrating a Marketing environment between tenants requires assistance from our technical support team. To
request tenant to tenant migration within the same Azure geographic location (geo), contact technical support
and submit a support request.
NOTE
When migrating a Marketing environment between tenants, the support team will advise you about pre-migration and
post-migration steps (see below). Familiarize yourself with the Marketing app status after migration to determine if
migration will be a good fit for your environment.

Marketing app status after migration
After tenant to tenant migration, the Marketing environment will be in the following state:
The Marketing app will be upgraded to the latest version that is available at the time of migration.
All Marketing-related settings and customizations from your source environment will be present on the
migrated environment.
All records that were live on the source environment (such as customer journeys, emails, lead-scoring
records, and more) will revert to the draft state on the migrated environment.
Interaction data from your source environment (such as email clicks or website visits) won't be available to
the migrated environment. Most insights data will be initialized. You can freely generate new interaction data
on the migrated environment without affecting your source environment.
Content assets uploaded to your source environment (such as images used in emails and landing pages)
won't be available on the migrated environment. If you go live on the migrated environment with an email or
page that was previously published on the source environment, the published design will show defunct links.
Other aspects of the org state not specific to Marketing will align with the general tenant to tenant migration
norms.
See also
Tenant to tenant migration
Manage your Marketing environments
Transfer data between environments
Transfer customizations between environments
Administer Power Apps
Environments overview
Move configuration data across environments and organizations
Import, update, and export solutions
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Microsoft is continuously developing and improving online services. Marketing updates are pushed to all
customers automatically. Marketing follows a phased deployment approach aligned with the platform
deployment schedule. You can also update your solutions manually for early validations. Manual updates allow
customers to apply and test updates on a sandbox instance before applying them to a production system.
This article gives an overview of how to update Dynamics 365 Marketing and its related solutions.

Solutions included with Dynamics 365 Marketing
Dynamics 365 Marketing is implemented using several solutions. A solution is a type of software package that
adds functionality to model-driven apps in Dynamics 365 (Dynamics 365 Sales, Dynamics 365 Customer
Service, Dynamics 365 Field Service, Dynamics 365 Marketing, and Dynamics 365 Project Service Automation).
Dynamics 365 Marketing includes several solutions that are unique to the Marketing app, plus a few more that
are available as separate apps or in other app bundles.
When you install Dynamics 365 Marketing, all its solutions are installed by the setup wizard. However, when
updating Marketing, you'll need to monitor and update each of the following types of solutions separately:
Core Marketing solutions : These are the solutions that provide core features that are unique to Marketing
(including the Dynamics 365 Connector for LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms). Though there are several of these,
you'll be able to maintain and update them all at once using a setup wizard like the one you used to install
Marketing for the first time.
Dynamics 365 Customer Voice : This solution enables model-driven apps in Dynamics 365 to host
surveys and collect responses. It's also available as an add-on or bundle for other apps. You must update this
solution separately from the other solutions included with Marketing, using its own update program.
Power Apps por tals : This solution enables model-driven apps in Dynamics 365 to host interactive portals
that display and collect Dynamics 365 data, including the events portal and marketing pages. Like Customer
Voice, you must update this solution using its own update program.

Find out when new updates are available
Microsoft releases updates to Dynamics 365 Marketing every month or so, with a major refresh every six
months. We announce monthly updates (and other news) in the What's new in Dynamics 365 Marketing page,
where we also summarize all the new features and bug fixes included with each release. Future directions and
major releases are described on the Dynamics 365 and Power Platform Release Plans website.
You can also find out when an update is available by checking the status of your apps and solutions in the
Marketing settings, as described in the following sections.

Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are running
Dynamics 365 Marketing includes several solutions and services, each of which has its own version number.
You'll often see versions of Dynamics 365 referred to by the month or season and year they came out, but to
find a unique identifier for the version installed on your tenant, check the version number of your Dynamics
365 Marketing solution as follows:
1. Select the area picker in the lower left, then select Settings .

2. The Settings over view page will open. Go to Over view > Versions .

3. The versions page will open. Verify the status of your application. If the application isn’t up to date, you

can choose to update it from here.

Find and apply updates for core Marketing solutions
To find and apply available updates to all core Marketing solutions, including the LinkedIn Connector:
1. Go to admin.powerplatform.microsoft.com and sign in to your Microsoft 365 tenant using an
administrator account that has a Dynamics 365 Marketing license assigned.
2. Go to Resources > Dynamics 365 apps on the left navigation pane.

The list shows a row for each entitlement (license) you have for Dynamics 365 Marketing and other apps.
Unused Marketing entitlements (which can't be updated) show a Status of Not Configured . Used
Marketing entitlements show a Status of Enabled .
You may have more than one type of application available, so be sure to pick the type that matches the
instance you are updating. Both types of applications present the same setup wizard, as described in this
procedure. They are identified as follows:
Dynamics 365 Marketing Application : This is a full Dynamics 365 Marketing application,
including both solutions and services. It is intended for production use, but can also be used during
development and testing.
Dynamics 365 Marketing - Solution Only : This application provides the Dynamics 365 Marketing
solutions, including all database entities, but not the services, which means that marketing capabilities
aren't available. It provides limited functionality but can be installed on as many test or development
instances as needed for no additional charge. More information: How Marketing is licensed.
3. Select the configured Marketing entitlement that you want to update and then select the three dots
between the Name and the Status columns for the Marketing application. To launch the Dynamics 365
Marketing setup wizard, choose Manage from the pop-up menu. A message will pop up informing you

that you are going to the Dynamics 365 Marketing admin page. To go to the page, select OK .

4. The Marketing setup wizard opens. It shows the name of the Dynamics 365 Marketing instance you are
about to update. Make sure you have chosen the right one. Look at the top of the page to see if any
updates are available. If no message is shown, no updates are available for the current organization and
you can quit the wizard.

5. If an Install button is shown next to the Update available message, select it to start the update. The
update starts right away, and a page opens to track the progress of the update and will tell you when it's
finished.
6. Repeat this procedure for each Marketing organization that you have.

Find and apply updates for shared Marketing solutions
WARNING
Always check for and apply core Marketing solution updates using the setup wizard (as described in the previous section
before you look for shared solution updates. You will also see core Marketing solutions listed when you follow the
instructions provided in this section, but you risk breaking your installation if you try to update core Marketing solutions
from here, even if they show an update is available.

To update shared (non-core Marketing) solutions, including Customer Voice and Power Apps portals:
1. Go to admin.powerplatform.microsoft.com, then go to Environments on the left navigation pane.

2. If you have more than one environment, each will be listed here. To select the environment where you
have Marketing installed, select the environment name.

3. You will now be on a page showing environment details include Access permissions, Auditing
information, the database Version , Updates , and Resources . You also convert your environment to a
sandbox or create a backup from this page. To view the solutions installed in this environment, go to
Resources > Dynamics 365 apps .

4. A list of solutions installed on your selected environment is shown. Look in the Status column for any
solutions that show a value of "Update available." The solutions that are relevant for Marketing are
"Power Apps portals – Base Portal" and "Dynamics 365 Customer Voice."

WARNING
As mentioned at the start of this procedure, you must not update core Marketing solutions from here. Always run
the Marketing update wizard first, before you start looking for shared-solution updates. Be sure not to update
any of the core Marketing solutions while you are updating the shared solutions, even if they show an update is
available.

5. Select a solution marked as having an update available and read the information shown in the side panel.
Select the update button in the side panel and then follow the instructions on your screen to apply it.
6. Repeat this procedure for each solution that requires an update.

Update event websites
If you have created a Portal hosted event website, you must manually overwrite your sample website with the
latest version to maintain functionality after applying any Dynamics 365 Marketing update.
If your event website is self-hosted, you must install the latest self-hosted sample website to maintain
functionality after applying any Marketing update.
See also
Open the Power Platform admin center
Manage Marketing environments
Uninstall Marketing
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What is msdyncrm_mktactivity?
The Marketing Activity entity (msdyncrm_mktactivity) is used by Marketing Services to send system updates.
Each activity is processed by the Marketing data plugin
(Microsoft.Dynamics.Crm.MarketingPlugins.Plugins.Data), which then executes the designated action.
Activities are used across the entire Marketing app. The number and frequency of activities depend on the scale
and patterns of usage of your Dynamics 365 Marketing implementation. After an activity is successfully
executed, it is stored in Microsoft Dataverse, which, over time, can increase the database size.

How are marketing activities automatically cleared?
To prevent the database size from increasing indefinitely, we have created recurring bulk deletion system jobs
that delete old Marketing activity entities. The bulk deletion jobs are automatically deployed and are executed
once per day, clearing activities that are older than seven days. The bulk deletion jobs include:

Microsoft.Dynamics.Crm.Marketing.ActivityBulkDeleteJob to clear Marketing activities.
Microsoft.Dynamics.EventManagement.ActivityBulkDeleteJob to clear event management-specific activities.

Options to manually clear the table
The Marketing activity table varies in size, depending on your Marketing usage. If you are creating a large
number of Marketing activities, you may want to clear the table more frequently than every seven days.
To clear the table more frequently, you can create additional recurring bulk deletion jobs. The table is safe to be
truncated at any time. All data can be cleared, regardless of the age of the data. Data processing is synchronous;
only successfully executed activities are stored.

Uninstall Dynamics 365 Marketing
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You can remove the Marketing application from any Dynamics 365 instance where it's installed. After removing
it, you'll end up with a Marketing license that you can use on another Dynamics 365 instance, if desired.

Uninstall Dynamics 365 Marketing services
The Marketing uninstall wizard handles most of the uninstall process. The uninstall wizard:
Removes all services for Marketing, event management, and Dynamics 365 Connector for LinkedIn Lead Gen
Forms
Removes the marketing insights service and its data
Turns off user syncing from Microsoft 365 for Dynamics 365 Marketing users
Frees your Dynamics 365 Marketing license for use with another Dynamics 365 instance
NOTE
If you want to release your Marketing entitlement to use on a different instance, you do not need to uninstall any of the
Marketing solutions.

To run the uninstall wizard:
1. If you have sample data installed, remove it. More information: Manage sample data.
2. Run the Marketing setup wizard for the instance where you want to uninstall the Marketing application.
Make sure the correct instance is listed.

3. From the Other actions panel, choose Uninstall Marketing from this org .
4. Follow the on-screen instructions to confirm and complete the uninstall.

Reset any Power Apps portals connected to the uninstalled Marketing
app
If the Dynamics 365 Marketing instance that you are uninstalling was connected to a Power Apps portal (for
example to run marketing pages or the events website), then you need to reset the portal to release its license.
After the reset, the portal still shows as configured in the Power Platform admin center, but you'll be able to
select it when you run the Marketing setup wizard to set up a new, copied, or restored instance.
Portals are optional, so you might not have one connected to your Marketing instance. More information:
Integrate Marketing with a CMS system or Power Apps portal
To reset a portal:
1. Follow the instructions provided in Reset a portal.
2. Portal reset leaves behind its website bindings, which may prevent you from reusing your portal name.
Therefore, you should always delete all website bindings that are related to the portals used by your
uninstalled Marketing instance. More information: Create and manage website bindings
See also
Open the Power Platform admin center
Keep Marketing up to date
Manage Marketing environments
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Dynamics 365 Marketing is a marketing-automation app that helps turn prospects into business relationships.
The app is easy to use, works seamlessly with Dynamics 365 Sales, and has built-in business intelligence.
Marketing is built on top of the Dynamics 365 platform. Environment-management operations are a standard
feature of model-driven Dynamics 365 apps (Sales, Customer Service, Field Service, Marketing, and Project
Service Automation). Marketing, however, has additional considerations to keep in mind.
This document discusses some of the key elements for managing Marketing, focusing on the most common
areas in which administrators have questions.

Licensing model
Dynamics 365 Marketing has a different licensing model than other Dynamics 365 applications. You can find
more details about the Marketing licensing model in How to Purchase and Marketing Contacts Purchase, as well
as in the Dynamics 365 Licensing guide. Some important aspects of Marketing’s licensing model are:
You do not purchase user licenses of Marketing. You purchase the Marketing app and bundles of marketing
contacts.
One Marketing app license permits deployment on only one Dynamics 365 environment. The environment
could be a sandbox or production. Deploying on multiple Dynamics 365 environments requires multiple
Marketing app licenses.
Marketing is available in multiple variants with different pricing for prod and non-prod usage.

Marketing quota limits
As documented in Quota management, there are multiple types of marketing quotas. Here are some issues
customers encounter regarding quotas:
You see a sudden drop in the Marketing quota compared to the past or compared to what you
have always paid for. In such cases, validate that the Marketing app and the marketing contact add-on
pack subscription has not expired. Normally, if a subscription expires, the related quota associated with it also
decreases.
You purchased marketing contact packs, but you do not see the packs reflected in the Quota
Limits monitoring. There could be multiple causes, but some common reasons are:
1. There are multiple channels through which you can purchase the Marketing app and contact packs. It
might take time for the purchases to reflect in the quota limits. If the purchase does not reflect after 24
hours, you should open a support ticket to resolve the issue.
2. The offer used to purchase contact packs does not match the base offer of the Marketing app. This
mismatch is normally the case in a non-web direct purchase channel. Check with your Microsoft
contact counterpart for the purchase to validate that there is not a purchase conflict. If no dependency
issues are found and the purchase does not reflect after 24 hours, you should open a support ticket to
resolve the issue.

Environment strategy
The Dynamics 365 Marketing app is built on top of the Dynamics 365 platform. Follow the environment and
development strategy recommended by the Dynamics 365 platform when adopting Marketing. You can find

more details about Dynamics 365 platform administration and environment strategy in this Power Platform
Admin and Governance whitepaper [section: Platform architecture].
Marketing customers often maintain a development environment, a test environment, and a prod environment.
The various environments help to:
Set up security boundaries and provide environments with flexibility for change management. For example,
in a development environment, you might allow multiple customizations. But in prod, customizations are
restricted to ensure a fully stable environment.
Test upcoming features in a non-prod environment.
Address DevOps issues without putting the prod environment at risk.
Depending on the environment and its usage, you might have different needs when deploying the Marketing
app. For information about deploying various environments, see the next section.

Marketing app types
Dynamics 365 Marketing is composed of several components. Each Dynamics 365 environment requires a
dedicated Marketing app. In other words, if you want multiple Marketing environments, you need to purchase
multiple Marketing app licenses. Many times, you might not want to buy additional Marketing app licenses but
still want to follow the best practices of having a dev, test, and prod setup. In such cases, there is another option.
Marketing offers a solution-only license. The solution-only license does not support Marketing processes such
as segmentation and email sending. It does support, however, Marketing metadata such as marketing entities
that you can use for extensibility purposes. The solution-only license also allows you to enable ALM operations
across your environments. Learn more about the solution-only license in Purchase and set up Dynamics 365
Marketing.
Here are some of the common pitfalls (from a management perspective) that you might face when working with
multiple Marketing apps/environments:
Encountering an error about missing components when impor ting a custom solution build
from a source environment containing a Marketing app to a target environment that does not
contain a Marketing app, such as transitioning from QA to UAT. In this scenario, you might believe
that the source environment Marketing solution is the cause of the problem. You might then try to remove or
uninstall the Marketing app from the source environment. Instead, deploy the solution-only Marketing app
on the target environment so that both the source and the target have the same level of solution level
metadata.
Uninstalling and reinstalling the Marketing app from one environment to another, hoping to
reuse one Marketing app for multiple Dynamics 365 environments. This is incorrect and most of the
time results in broken systems.
Not noting that when a Marketing environment is installed as solution-only, no Marketing
processes (such as customer journey or segmentation) will execute. The solution-only environment
only supports Marketing entity availability and extensibility. If you require marketing process execution, the
full Marketing app should be installed.
Not following defined guidance (such as pre-req) when doing ALM operations (such as copy)
on environments with the Marketing app. Refer to the next section for up-to-date guidance on ALM
operations.

ALM operations
Dynamics 365 Marketing supports most of the Dynamics 365 platform’s Application Lifecycle Management
(ALM) capabilities such as copy, backup, and restore. Learn more about ALM capabilities in Manage Marketing
environments. There are specifics to these operations, however, which you should adhere to when working with

Marketing. Some of the common pitfalls include:
Incorrectly assuming that ALM operations will move with the Marketing apps from source to
the target.
Not preparing the source and target environments for the necessar y ALM operation.
Unnecessar y uninstalling and reinstalling the Marketing app in the source or target
environments against the recommendations in the documentation.
Assuming that the Marketing trial can be conver ted to paid by conver ting the Dynamics 365
trial environment to paid in the Power Platform admin center. For more information, see the Trials
section below.

Uninstallation
You can remove the Marketing app from any Dynamics 365 environment where it's installed. While there are
good reasons to uninstall the Marketing app (such as dismantling a sandbox environment), there are situations
where this operation is used incorrectly. The following scenarios outline some common situations where the
uninstall operation is incorrectly used:
Tr ying to use one Marketing license for multi-use on multiple environments instead of doing a
fresh install. For information about installing Marketing on more than one environment, refer to the
Environment Strategy and Marketing app type sections for additional guidance and options. The Marketing
uninstall process has particular requirements and implications.
Once the Marketing app is uninstalled, tr ying to also remove the Marketing solutions from the
environment. The Marketing app installs many solutions on an environment. You do not need to remove
the solutions when uninstalling the Marketing app. Removing the solutions requires special care and
sequencing. Incorrect sequential removal of the solutions brings the environment into an undesired state. If
you need to remove the solutions for valid business reasons (such as also removing the Marketing metadata
from the environment), you should open a support ticket to resolve the issue.

Microsoft Dataverse vs CE deployment
Currently, Dynamics 365 Marketing, like other Dynamics 365 model apps (Sales, Service, etc.), can only be
deployed on CE environments (also known as orgs).
This documentation describes how to add CE environments via purchase into a tenant on which
Marketing can be deployed.
A CE environment could also be provisioned via the Power Platform Admin Center with a CE DB. If you
need to create a Marketing template-based CE environment, you should open a support ticket to resolve
the issue.

Trials
Dynamics 365 Marketing trial apps have special behavior. Marketing trial apps can only be installed on
Dynamics 365 trial environments, which are automatically provided as part of the Marketing Trial sign-up
process. Unlike paid environments, these environments cannot be created manually. Similarly, paid Marketing
apps (sandbox or prod) cannot be deployed on trial environments.
Marketing does not support converting from a trial to a paid subscription. If you convert a Dynamics 365
environment from trial to paid, the Marketing app will not convert. In such a scenario, you must uninstall the
trial Marketing app from the converted system and deploy a paid Marketing app. In this scenario, the standard
rules of uninstalling a Marketing app apply. All interaction and behavioral data will be deleted.

Data transfer

You can replicate Dynamics 365 Marketing configurations and data across environments using the standard
tools provided for Dynamics 365. More information is available in Transfer data and in Transfer customizations.
The following are some of the common pitfalls when transferring data:
Using ALM operations instead of Impor t/Expor t when transferring selective data.
Not following the transfer guidelines mentioned in the documentation such as having similar
source and target versions of the Marketing app.

Migrations
Tenant to tenant :* Dynamics 365 Marketing supports tenant to tenant migration within the same geo.
There are, however, specific conditions to such migration that you must follow when provided as part of the
support request.
Geo to geo : Marketing does not currently support geo to geo migration.

Geos (commercial clouds)
Dynamics 365 Marketing is only available in certain geos. Refer to the International availability guide for
Marketing geo availability.
If your tenant is in a non-supported geo, you cannot deploy Marketing in that geo. The tenant must be enabled
for multi-geo before deploying Marketing in a supported geo. In this scenario, open a support request to check
for feasibility.

Manage user accounts, user licenses, and security
roles
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Read this topic to learn how to work with user accounts, user licenses, and security roles in Dynamics 365
Marketing.

Create user accounts and assign licenses
Like most model-driven apps in Dynamics 365 (Dynamics 365 Sales, Dynamics 365 Customer Service,
Dynamics 365 Field Service, Dynamics 365 Marketing, and Dynamics 365 Project Service Automation),
Dynamics 365 Marketing integrates with the user management and licensing features of the Microsoft 365
admin center. To get started, each user who requires access to Marketing must have a user account on your
Microsoft 365 tenant. More information: Add users individually or in bulk to Microsoft 365
Unlike most Dynamics 365 apps, Dynamics 365 Marketing is licensed per instance (also based on certain
quotas, such as the number of marketing contacts and monthly email messages) but it isn't licensed per seat,
which means that you can add as many users to each Marketing instance as you like for no extra charge because
Marketing user licenses are free.
Grant access to users that already have a Dynamics 365 license
Any user who already has a license for any model-driven app in Dynamics 365 also will be able to access
Dynamics 365 Marketing without requiring any additional licenses. All you need to do is assign them the
security roles and privileges required to access the Marketing features they need.
Grant access to users without a Dynamics 365 license
For Microsoft 365 users that don't have a Dynamics 365 license, you can "purchase" and assign a free Marketing
user license. Free Marketing user licenses don't grant access to any other Dynamics 365 apps, but you can have
as many of them as you need to grant access to Marketing.
To purchase and assign a free Marketing user license:
1. Sign in to your Microsoft 365 admin center using an admin account that has permissions to purchase
services and assign licenses.
2. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, go to Billing > Purchase ser vices .
3. On the Purchase ser vices page, type "Marketing" into the search field near the top of the page and then
press Enter on your keyboard.
4. Select the Dynamics 365 Marketing User License tile, which shows a price of Free .

5. Follow the instructions on your screen to complete the transaction.
6. Return to the Microsoft 365 admin center and go to Users > Active users and select the user you want
to assign a license to. The settings for that user open in a fly-out.

7. Select the Licenses and Apps tab in the flyout and then select the Dynamics 365 Marketing User
License check box to assign the license to this user.

8. Select Save changes and then close the fly-out. The user now has a free Marketing license and should
be visible in the user-admin interface in a few minutes.
9. Assign the appropriate security roles to grant the new user access to the required Marketing features, as
described in the next section. The app doesn't allow access to any user who does not have at least one
relevant security role.
More information: Assign licenses to users in Microsoft 365 for business

Assign security roles to users
Security roles enable administrators to control users' access to data through a system of access levels and
privileges. The combination of access levels and privileges that are included in a specific security role sets limits
on each user's view of data and on what actions the user can perform with that data.
You can assign more than one security role to a user. The effect of multiple security roles is cumulative, which
means that the user has the permissions associated with all security roles assigned to the user.
Administrators can also create teams, apply security roles to those teams, and add users to each team. All users
that belong to a team inherit the security roles applied to that team for as long as they remain a member, and
lose those roles as soon as they leave the team (other than roles also granted to them personally or by other
teams they are on).
IMPORTANT
You must assign at least one security role to every user. The app doesn't allow access to any user who does not have at
least one security role.

To apply security roles to users, and to customize each role, do the following:
1. Open the Settings menu

at the top of the page and select Advanced settings .

2. The advanced-settings area opens in a new browser tab. Note that this area uses a horizontal navigator at
the top of the page instead of a side navigator. Navigate to Settings > System > Security .
3. Work with the Users settings here to assign security roles to users. For details, see Create users and
assign security roles and Security roles and privileges.

Inspect and customize security roles
All model-driven apps in Dynamics 365 come with a collection of preconfigured security roles to help get you
started. Each of these roles provides various levels of access to a collection of entities that are typically used
together by specific security roles. Each of these roles is given a name that indicates the type of user who should
be assigned the role.
IMPORTANT
Each time you update Dynamics 365 Marketing, all of the standard, out-of-box roles are likewise updated to the latest
versions to ensure that each role will receive permissions to access relevant new features added by the update. This
means that you probably shouldn't customize the out-of-box roles because your customizations are likely to get
overwritten after each update. If you need custom security roles, you should usually start by creating a copy of an
existing role that is close to what you want, and then customize the copy. If you use custom security roles, then you will
probably need to update your custom roles after each update to grant access to new entities.

To find out which permissions apply to any existing security role (and/or edit a role):
1. Open the Settings menu

at the top of the page and select Advanced settings .

2. The advanced-settings area opens in a new browser tab. Note that this area uses a horizontal navigator at
the top of the page instead of a side navigator. Navigate to Settings > System > Security .
3. Select the Security roles icon.
4. You now see a list of security roles. Select a role to open the Security role window, which shows
individual access levels for each available entity. Most entities are named intuitively to map to various
features and areas of the app.

Here are a few notes for working with the Security role settings:
Most of the entities added by Dynamics 365 Marketing are on the Custom entities tab. The other tabs
manage features that either common for all model-driven apps in Dynamics 365, or specific to another app.
There is a tab called Marketing , but it doesn't contain entities related to Dynamics 365 Marketing. Its
settings apply to the enterprise marketing feature included with several model-driven apps in Dynamics 365
(though Dynamics 365 Marketing does make use of the marketing lists feature that is provided here).
Some of the security roles provided with Dynamics 365 Marketing include permissions from all available
tabs. This is to provide access to common features also required by users in marketing roles.
Security roles are a concept shared by all model-driven apps in Dynamics 365. For more information about how
to work with them, see Create users and assign security roles and Security roles and privileges.

Special permissions for marketing pages and assist edit
Two features of Dynamics 365 Marketing require that users have security roles with unexpected privileges for
some entities. These are:
To go live with marketing pages, elevated privileges are required for the website entity
The error checker for marketing pages requires full organization-level access to the Website entity,
which enables the feature to confirm that the page is configured correctly to be published on your Power
Apps portal. Therefore, all users that need to check and/or go-live with a marketing page published on a
portal must have a security role with the privileges shown in the table and illustration following this list.
This doesn't affect captured forms or forms embedded on an external site or CMS system.
To access assist edit, elevated privileges are required the for the marketing email dynamiccontent metadata entity
The assist-edit feature enables users to generate dynamic expressions for use in email messages and
content settings. The feature requires that the user has elevated access to application metadata, which
enables assist edit to present details about database entities and records. Therefore, all users that need to

use assist edit must have a security role with elevated access to the Marketing email dynamiccontent metadata entity, as shown in the table and illustration following this list.
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Delete

Organization
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Organization

Organization

Append to

Organization

Organization

Assign

Organization

Business unit

Share

Organization

Organization

Form and field level security
In addition to the entity-level security set directly on each security role, you can also control access to specific
forms and/or fields. These work as follows:

Form-level security restricts access to specific forms, so even if a user has a security role that grants access to
a given entity (such as customer journeys), that user might not be able to access some of the forms of that
entity (such as the insights) unless they have one of the additional roles required by that form. Most of the
entities added by Dynamics 365 Marketing don't include any form-level security out of the box, so users that
can access these entities can also access all the forms that belong to them, though some exceptions exist
(including insights forms for some entities).
Field-level security applies extra restrictions on specific fields, so even if a user can view a given form, some
fields on that from could be hidden if they require an additional field security profile. Field security profiles
are similar to, but separate from, the entity-level security roles otherwise described in this topic.
You don't see form or field settings when you edit the security role, so you must manage these separately.
Form and field level security are concepts shared by all model-driven apps in Dynamics 365. For more

information about how to work with them, see Field-level security and Assign security roles to a form.

Security roles added by Dynamics 365 Marketing
The tables in this section summarize the purpose of each role added by Dynamics 365 Marketing. They should
give you a good idea of which roles to assign each of your users. For details information about precisely which
permissions and access levels any single role provides, inspect the permissions tables provided in the Security
roles window, as described previously in Inspect and customize security roles.
Core marketing security roles
SEC URIT Y RO L E

W H O N EEDS IT

A C C ESS GRA N T ED

Marketing Professional - Business

Most standard marketers who require
access to Dynamics 365 Marketing
core features, but don't need to
configure the system

Nearly all entities in the Marketing
work area, including segments,
customer journeys, emails, marketing
pages, marketing lists, and related
features and templates (but not
including LinkedIn or lead-scoring
features). This role grants only limited
access to the Settings work area. It
also grants access to fundamental
entities like contacts, leads, accounts,
activities (tasks, phone calls,
appointments), and marketing lists.
Because this role is intended for
individual contributors, most create
and delete permissions are limited to
records the user owns, but they can
view and edit records owned by other
users in their business unit. This role is
provided access to insights forms
through form-level security.

Marketing Manager - Business

Marketing managers (who also
administer the system)

All the same entities as the
Marketing Professional –
Business role, but more often grants
enhanced permissions to work with
records owned by other users in the
same business unit as the manager.
This role also provides access to all
views and settings of the Settings
work area. This role is provided access
to insights forms through from-level
security.

Marketing, Business App Access

For internal use only, do not delete or
modify

This is an internal security role used by
the solution to perform internal tasks,
such as syncing data. Do not delete or
modify this role.

Marketing Services User

For internal use only, do not delete or
modify

This is an internal security role used by
the solution to perform internal tasks,
such as syncing data. Do not delete or
modify this role.

SEC URIT Y RO L E

W H O N EEDS IT

A C C ESS GRA N T ED

Lead Score Modeler

Marketing strategists responsible for
building lead-scoring models (must be
combined with a core marketing role)

Can view and edit lead scoring models,
view lead scores, and customize the
lead-to-opportunity marketing
business process for leads. All these
features are in the Lead
management section of the
Marketing work area.

Lead Score Viewer

Marketers and salespeople that should
see calculated lead scores (must be
combined with one of the other
marketing and/or sales roles)

Can view the score achieved by each
lead.

SEC URIT Y RO L E

W H O N EEDS IT

A C C ESS GRA N T ED

Event Administrator

Managers who plan events and
administer the event-management
features.

All entities in the Events work area,
and all event-related settings in the
Settings work area. These users can
create, read, write, delete, assign, and
share records owned by themselves
and other users in the same business
unit.

Event Planner

All users involved with event planning.

All entities in the Events work area.
Users with this role can create, read,
write, and share these records with
other users in the same business unit,
but can only delete and assign the
records that they own.

EventManagement S2S Inbound

For internal use only, do not delete or
modify

This is an internal security role used by
the solution to perform internal tasks,
such as syncing data. Do not delete or
modify this role.

SEC URIT Y RO L E

W H O N EEDS IT

A C C ESS GRA N T ED

LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms
Administrator

Administrators who are managing
your organization's integration with
LinkedIn

Users with this role can configure lead
matching strategies, LinkedIn field
mappings, and solution settings for
the Dynamics 365 Connector for
LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms.

LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms Salesperson

Users who need to sync their profiles
and view leads generated from
LinkedIn, but who don't need to
configure the connection

These users can authorize LinkedIn
user profiles to sync data to Dynamics
365, and view details about the synced
submissions.

LinkedIn LeadGen S2SInbound

For internal use only, do not delete or
modify

This is an internal security role used by
the solution to perform internal tasks,
such as syncing data. Do not delete or
modify this role.

Event Management security roles

LinkedIn Lead Gen security roles

Surveys security roles
The surveys package adds the following security role:
Project Owner

Don't modify or remove the Marketing service user
Dynamics 365 Marketing includes a preconfigured user called MarketingSer vices ApplicationUser , which
must have the following security roles:
EventManagement S2SInbound
LinkedIn LeadGen S2SInbound
Marketing Services User
Marketing, Business App Access
The system uses this account when performing important internal tasks, and Marketing will stop working
correctly if you remove the user or any of these required roles. Be sure not to remove or modify this user.
See also
Create users and assign security roles
Security roles and privileges
Manage teams
Add users individually or in bulk to Microsoft 365
Assign licenses to users in Microsoft 365 for business

Fair use policy
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Dynamics 365 Marketing relies on shared cloud resources for data and processing. This policy defines the limits
for resource usage per org. These limits ensure that other tenants' performance is not affected and resources
are evenly distributed.
The following table shows the current usage limits for Marketing features.
F EAT URE

AT T RIB UT E

M A XIM UM

Segmentation

Number of live dynamic segments per
org

1,000 (both user defined and system
created)

Segmentation

Total number of segments

10,000

Email sending

Emails sent per day

1,000,000

Email personalization

Number of dynamic attributes

1,000

Email personalization

Number of entity relationships
connected in personalization

1 entity relationship (for example,
contact.account, contact.events)

Custom channel

Interactions per second

50 interactions per second

Event registrations

Number of event registrations
processed simultaneously

60 event registrations per second
40 concurrent requests

Data synchronization

Overall total volume of rows
synchronized to Marketing

100,000,000 rows

Data synchronization

Volume of one record type
synchronized to Marketing

20,000,000 rows

If you have questions or concerns about how to optimize your resources, contact Microsoft support.

Use business units to control access to Marketing
records
3/29/2021 • 6 minutes to read • Edit Online

Business units are a standard feature of model-driven apps in Dynamics 365 (Dynamics 365 Sales, Dynamics
365 Customer Service, Dynamics 365 Field Service, Dynamics 365 Marketing, and Dynamics 365 Project
Service Automation). Admins can use business units to control access to records based on who is using the app
and who owns each record. Business units are mapped to an organization's departments or divisions, so if your
organization is structured around departments or divisions that have separate products, customers, and
segments, you might want to create business units.

How business units affect Dynamics 365 Marketing
General effects of business units
For complete details about how business units work in model-driven apps in Dynamics 365, see Create or edit
business units. Here is a quick summary of concepts that are relevant to the features discussed in this topic:
Every user belongs to exactly one business unit.
Each record belongs to the same business unit as the record owner. The record owner can be a user or team.
By default, the record owner is the user that created it, but records can be reassigned by users with sufficient
permissions.
Business units can be hierarchical. The top business unit is called the organization business unit; it is created
by default and can't be removed. In a simple setup, this might be the only business unit present. A slightly
more complex setup may have a single tier of business units below this one (these are also called). A complex
setup might have a full tree with several branches of hierarchical business units.
Restricted users have security roles that grant them user-level access to the relevant entities. This limit their
access to include only those records that they themselves own.
Standard users have security roles that grant them business-unit level access to the relevant entities. This
allows them to access records belonging to other users from their own business unit (business-unit access).
Advanced users, such as managers, have security roles that grant them parent-level access to the relevant
entities. This allows them to access records belonging to users in their own business unit plus all child (lowertier) business units.
Privileged users, such as admins, have security roles that grant them organization-level access to the relevant
entities. This allows them to access records belonging to all business units.
Teams can also combine with business units to affect record access. A record can be owned by a team rather
than a user, in which case the record becomes part of the team's business unit. Teams can likewise combine
users from different business units, in which case members of that team will see other team members'
records as though they were all in the same business unit. More information: Manage teams
Segment scopes, membership, and member lists
In addition to the standard effects described previously, business units affect segments as follows:
Users with business-unit level access will only be able to see those contacts that belong to their own business
unit—even if the segment also includes contacts belonging to other business units. Advanced and privileged
users may also be able see members from child business units, or even all business units (depending on their
security roles). The member count shown for the segment likewise matches the number of members the
individual user can see.

When scoping is enabled for your instance, each segment has a Scope setting, which can be set to
"organization" or "business unit". In addition:
Business-unit scoped segments will only contain contacts that belong to the same business unit as the
segment owner—even if the selection criteria would otherwise find contacts belonging to all business
units.
Organization-scoped segments can contain members belonging to all business units.
Standard and advanced users are limited to creating segments scoped at the business-unit level.
Only users with organization-level create/update permissions will be able to choose the organization
scope setting.
When scoping is disabled for your instance, all segments are scoped at the organization level, regardless of
who created or owns them, which means that they can include contacts belonging to all business units.
Customer journey scopes, design, processing, and content settings
In addition to the standard effects described previously, business units affect customer journeys as follows:
When scoping is enabled for your instance, each customer journey has a Scope setting, which can be set to
"organization" or "business unit". In addition:
Business-unit scoped journeys will only process contacts that belong to the same business unit as the
journey owner—even if the journey targets segments, lists, and/or pages that include contacts
belonging to other business units.
Organization-scoped journeys will process contacts belonging to all business units.
Standard and advanced users are limited to creating journeys scoped at the business-unit level.
Only users with organization-level create/update permissions will be able to choose the organization
scope setting.
When scoping is disabled for your instance, all journeys are scoped at the organization level, which means
that they will process all contacts in the targeted segments, lists, and/or pages, regardless of which business
unit each contact belongs to.
Lead and contact creation, matching, and scoring
In addition to the standard effects described previously, business units affect contacts and leads as follows:
Contact and lead records created by a marketing form submission are initially owned by the owner of the
form.
Leads generated by a create-lead tile in a customer journey are initially owned by the journey owner.
When scoping is enabled for your instance, duplicate detection and matching for incoming contacts and
leads considers the owning business unit. This means that you could have two or more identical contacts in
the database, with each belonging to a different business unit without being considered a duplicate or match
for the others.
When scoping is disabled for your instance, duplicate detection and matching doesn't consider the owning
business unit.
Individual lead scores belong to the same user that owns the lead-scoring model that generated them. As
with all other types of records, this can affect lead-score visibility based on the viewing user's security-role
and business-unit memberships.
Event registration and attendance
Event registration and attendance records belong to the owner of the event that created them. As with all other
types of records, this can affect registration and attendance visibility based on the viewing user's security-role
and business-unit memberships.
Marketing results (insights)
Each insight record is owned by the record (such as email, marketing page, or journey) that generated it. This

means that the values shown can be affected by the viewing user's security-role and business-unit
memberships.
Aggregated insights (such as the total number an email was opened) will always display their full value, but
the related details may be more restricted.
Specific insights (such as the list of contacts who opened an email) will only show the names of contacts that
the viewing user has the right to see. Other contacts will be anonymized in the list.
For example, a user with business-level access to email messages could see that a message was opened by five
contacts, but on viewing the contact list, only see the names of the thee contacts that belong to that user's
business unit, plus two anonymized contacts.
LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms
Form submissions, leads, and contacts generated from LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms have the same owner as the
LinkedIn user profile record for the account that generated them. However, you can modify this behavior by
customizing a workflow that is included with the LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms feature.

Enable or disable business-unit scopes
Although most business-unit functionality is always enabled in Dynamics 365 marketing, business-unit scopes
for segments and customer journeys are optional (as described previously in this topic).
IMPORTANT
In the current release, static segments are disabled when business-unit scopes are enabled. If you require both staticsegment functionality and business-unit scopes, then create static marketing lists and embed them into a dynamic
segments. We expect to remove this limitation in a future release.

To enable or disable this feature:
1. Go to Settings > Other settings > Feature switches .
2. Set the Business unit scoping slider to On to turn the feature on, or to Off to turn it off.
See also
Create or edit business units
Working with segments
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns

Open the administration settings
3/26/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Administrators use settings to fine-tune application behavior, set defaults, manage users, enable webinars, check
quotas, and more. If you also use Dynamics 365 Sales, many of the settings you find here also apply to that app,
though some settings are unique to Sales or Marketing.
1. If you haven't already done so, sign in to Dynamics 365 Marketing as a user with administrator privileges.
Then use the app-selector menu to open the Marketing app.

2. Expand the work-area area menu at the bottom of the side navigator and select Settings .

3. The side navigator is updated to show pages available in the Settings work area, with Settings
over view selected.

Work with the administration settings

Use the left navigation pane to navigate between settings pages, which are organized into sections. Select an
entry under a heading to open the related settings page.
When you first open the Settings page, the main part of the window provides the same sections as the left
navigation pane, and provides icons for opening the same settings pages that are also available in the
navigator.
See the subtopics in this section for details about how to work with each group of settings provided on the
Settings page.
See also
Find your way around Dynamics 365

Organization settings
3/26/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

The following pages are available in the Settings menu

at the top of the page:

User Management : Manage user accounts and assign security roles. More information: Manage users
To manager users, go to Settings > Advanced settings .
A new window titled Business management will open. Go to Settings at the top of the new
window, then System > Security > Users .
Team Management : Organize users into teams and apply roles to teams. More information: Manage teams
To manage teams, go to Settings > Advanced settings .
A new window titled Business management will open. Go to Settings at the top of the new
window, then System > Security > Teams .
Fiscal Year : Define the fiscal year period used for reporting financial data at your organization. More
information: Define fiscal year settings
To change the fiscal year, go to Settings > Advanced settings .
A new window titled Business management will open. Select Fiscal Year Settings .

View and edit basic user information in Dynamics
365 Marketing
3/26/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

The Dynamics 365 Marketing application provides an overview of users licensed to use the app and lets you
view and edit basic information about them.
To view a list of existing users:
Go to Settings > Advanced settings at the top of the page.
A new window titled Business management will open. Go to Settings at the top of the new window, then
System > Security > Users .
The list provides standard tools to search, sort, and page through the list as needed. Select and open any user in
the list to view and edit basic information about that user.
To create new users, grant licenses, and manage permissions for users, you must work in the Microsoft 365
admin center and/or the advanced settings for Dynamics 365. For details about these operations, see Manage
user accounts, licenses, and roles
See also
Manage user accounts, licenses, and roles
Manage teams

Manage and apply roles to teams
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

A team is a group of users who share and collaborate on business records. A user can be associated with
multiple teams.

Create a team
To create a new team:
1. Go to Settings > Advanced settings .
2. A new window titled Business management will open. Go to Settings at the top of the new window, then
System > Security > Teams .
3. Select New on the command bar.
4. The Add new team page opens. Enter the following details.
Team name : Give the team a name
Business unit : Select the business unit that members of this team belong to.
Administrator : Select the person who will perform administrative tasks for the team, such as adding
or removing members. The team admin has access to team-owned records, just like team members
do, but the admin isn't shown elsewhere as a member of the team unless you also add them as a
member.
Team type : Select the type of team you are creating. For details about the various types, see Manage
teams.
Azure AD object ID for a group : If you are using an AAD-related Team type , then specify the
relevant Azure AD object ID here.
Description : Describe the team.
5. Select Save on the command bar.
6. The page reloads, now showing a Team members table. Use the settings here to view, add, or remove
members for the team.

Add or remove members to the team
1. Go to Settings > Advanced settings .
2. A new window titled Business management will open. Go to Settings at the top of the new window, then
System > Security > Teams .
3. Find and open the team in the list that you want to edit.
4. The team record opens. Use the Team members section here to view and edit the team members as follows:
To add a member, select the Add existing user button at the top of the Team members section and
then select one or more existing users to add.
To remove a member, select the target member to highlight it, then select the Remove button at the
top of the Team members section.
5. Save your settings.

Manage roles for a team
You can assign any number of security roles to each team. When a team is assigned a role, all team members
inherit the privileges associated with that role so long as they remain on that team.

To apply security roles to teams, and to customize each role:
1. Open the Settings menu at the top of the page and select Advanced settings . The advanced-settings
area then opens in a new browser tab. Note that this area uses a horizontal navigator at the top of the page
instead of a side navigator.
2. Navigate to Settings > System > Security .
3. Work with the Users , Security roles , and Teams items here as needed.
For more information about managing teams and working with security roles, see Manage teams and Security
roles and privileges.
For more information about the security roles included with the Dynamics 365 Marketing, see Manage user
accounts, licenses, and roles.

Define fiscal year settings
3/19/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

A fiscal period defines the time reflected in financial reports. It is used for reporting financial data in each period.
1. Make sure you have the System Administrator security role or equivalent permissions in Dynamics 365
Marketing.
2. Open the Settings menu at the top of the page and select Advanced settings . The advanced-settings
area then opens in a new browser tab. Note that this area uses a horizontal navigator at the top of the page
instead of a side navigator.
3. The new tab will open the Business management settings by default. On the Business management
page, select Fiscal year settings .
4. Enter information in the text boxes.
In the Star t Date box, select the date to start the fiscal year.
In the Fiscal Period Template drop-down list, select how your fiscal year is divided.
In the Fiscal Year drop-down list, select how you want to display the fiscal year.
In Name Based On drop-down list, select whether the fiscal year name is displayed on the start or
end of the fiscal year.
In the Fiscal Period drop-down list, select how you want to display the fiscal period.
In the Display As drop-down list, select how you want the fiscal year abbreviation and the year to
appear.
5. Select OK .

Manage Excel templates
3/5/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

Microsoft Excel provides powerful ways to analyze and present your Dynamics 365 data. With Excel templates,
you can easily create and share your customized analysis with others in your organization.
You can use Excel templates for:
Sales forecasting
Pipeline management
Leads scoring
Territory planning
And much more…
Try out the Excel templates included with Dynamics 365 to get a quick view of what kind of analysis is possible.
The Pipeline Management template is shown here:

Templates display information from the view defined for a record type (entity). There are four steps for creating
an Excel template.

Step 1: Create a new template from existing data
1. Sign in to Dynamics 365 as a user with the System Administrator role.
2. Go to Settings > Advanced Settings > Organization > Excel & Word Templates and choose +
New Template .
3. Select Excel Template , and then select Next .

4. Select an entity to which the template applies. The template will use data from this entity. The views you
can select in the next field depend on the entity you select.
5. The view defines the query used to display records and the columns or fields that are shown. Select a
view, and then select Next .

6. On the Download Template page, select Download .
7. To upload the template later, select the Upload the template later check box, and then select Next .
8. To upload the template after you customize the data, go to the list of templates, and then select Upload
Template . More information: Step 3: Upload the template and share with others

Step 2: Customize the data in Excel
Open the newly created template in Excel to customize the data.

Let's walk through a simple example of customizing an Excel template by using Dynamics 365 sample data:
1. Select Enable Editing to allow customization of the Excel workbook.
2. Add a new column, and name it "Expected Revenue".

3. Create a formula for expected revenue. Don't refer to cells by using their addresses; define and use names
instead.

4. Create a pivot table and chart.
5. Place user-added content above or to the right of the existing data table. This prevents the content from
being overwritten if you add new data in Dynamics 365 later and you create a new Excel template. More
information: Best practices and considerations for using Excel templates

6. Save the workbook.
You're now ready to upload the Excel template into Dynamics 365.

Step 3: Upload the template and share with others
When you have your Excel template customized the way you want, you can upload it into Dynamics 365.

NOTE
Users in your organization can see the templates available to them by selecting Excel Templates on the command bar in
the list of records.

To upload the Excel template into Dynamics 365:
1. In Dynamics 365 Marketing, go to Settings > Advanced Settings > Organization > Excel & Word
Templates and choose Upload Template .
2. Find and upload the file.

3. Select Upload .
4. You'll see the summary of the file you're uploading.
5. Select Finish .

Best practices and considerations for using Excel templates
Here are some things you need to be aware of to create and make the best use of Excel templates in Dynamics
365:
Test your Excel templates
Excel has lots of features. It's a good idea to test your customizations to see that all Excel features work as
expected in your templates.
Data in templates and privacy concerns
By default, pivot chart data is not updated when a workbook is opened. This can create a security issue if
certain pivot chart data should not be seen by users who have insufficient permissions. Consider the
following scenario:
A Dynamics 365 Marketing administrator creates a template where the view contains sensitive data in
a pivot chart, which is uploaded into Dynamics 365 Marketing.
A salesperson who should not have access to the sensitive data in the pivot charts uses the template
to create an Excel file to do data analysis.
As a result, the salesperson might be able to see the pivot chart data as uploaded by the Dynamics 365
Marketing administrator, including access to views for which the salesperson does not have permissions.
IMPORTANT
Sensitive data should not be included in pivot tables and pivot charts.

NOTE
iOS does not support updating pivot data and pivot charts when using the Microsoft Excel app on iOS devices.

Set pivot char t data to automatically refresh
By default, pivot chart data is not automatically refreshed when you open the workbook. Other types of
charts are updated automatically. In Excel, right-click the pivot chart, and then select PivotChar t

Options > Refresh data when opening the file.
Placing new data
If you want to add content to the Excel template, place your data above or to the right side of the existing
data. A second option is to place your new content on a second sheet.
Excel templates with images might cause an error
If you attempt to view Dynamics 365 Marketing data by using an Excel template that has an image saved in it,
you might see the following message: "An error occurred while attempting to save your workbook. As a result,
the workbook was not saved." Try removing the image from the template and reloading the template into
Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Excel templates and Office Mobile app in Windows 8.1
Excel templates will not open on Windows 8.1 devices with the Windows 8.1 Mobile app. You'll get the
following error message: "We've recovered as much of your document as we could, but you can't edit it. Try
to open and repair the document on your PC to fix the problem." This is a known issue.
Use table column names and range names in formulas
When you create Excel formulas, don't use column titles or cell numbers. Instead, use the table column
names, and define names for cells or cell ranges.
See also
Export data to Word or Excel docs
Business management settings

Manage Word templates
3/5/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

Microsoft Word provides powerful ways to present your Dynamics 365 data in a standardized and wellformatted document. With Word templates, you can easily create and share your template with others, so all the
documents that go out to your customers have a consistent look that matches your organization's branding.
When the templates are ready, users can generate standardized documents that are automatically populated
with Dynamics 365 data with just one click.

Step 1: Create a Word template
1. Sign in to Dynamics 365 as a user with the System Administrator role.
2. Go to Settings > Advanced Settings > Organization > Excel & Word Templates and choose New
Template .
3. Select Word Template , and then select Next .

4. Select an entity to which the template applies. The template will use data from this entity.

5. To select the fields that you want to be included in the Word template, select Choose Related Entities .

6. The Choose Related Entity dialog box opens. The relationships you select on this screen determine
what entities and fields are available later when you define the Word template. Only select the
relationships you need to add Dynamics 365 data to the Word template. Here are some example
relationships for the account entity:
1:N Relationship. An account can have multiple contacts.
N:1 Relationship. A lead, account, or contact can have multiple accounts.
N:N Relationship. An account can have multiple marketing lists. A marketing list can have multiple
accounts.
When you're done choosing relationships, select Done .
NOTE
To ensure that documents are downloaded in a timely matter, there is an upper limit of 100 for the
number of related records returned for each relationship. For example, if you're exporting a template for
an account and you want to include a list of its contacts, the document will return at most 100 of the
account's contacts.

7. In the Select Entity dialog box, select Next .
8. Select Download to create a Word file on your local computer with the exported entity included as XML
data.
9. To upload the template later, select Upload the template later check box, and then select Next .
10. To upload the template after you customize the data, go to the list of templates, and then select Upload
Template . More information: Step 4: Upload the Word template back into Dynamics 365

Step 2: Enable the Developer tab
Open the Word template file. At this point, the document appears to be blank.

To see and add Dynamics 365 XML data, you need to enable the Word Developer tab.
1. Go to File > Options > Customize Ribbon , and then select the Developer check box.

2. Select OK .
The Developer tab now appears in the Word ribbon.

Step 3: Define the Word template
Use the XML Mapping Pane to define the Word template by using Dynamics 365 entity fields.
1. In your Word template, select Developer > XML Mapping Pane .

The XML Mapping pane opens with the default XML schema selected.

2. Select the Dynamics 365 XML schema. It will begin with "urn:microsoft-crm/document-template/".

IMPORTANT
If you have frequent accidental edits that cause Word to freeze or degrade its performance, turn off the
AutoCorrect options.

3. Expand the entity to see all available fields, right-click the field you want to add, and then select Inser t
Content Control > Plain Text .

The field from Dynamics 365 is added to the Word template.

4. Add additional entity fields, add descriptive labels and text, and format the document. A completed
template might look like this:

5. Some content control fields you entered are likely to have multiple lines of data. For example, accounts
have more than one contact. To include all the data in your Word template, set the content control field to
repeat as follows:
a. Put fields with repeating data in a table row.
b. Select the entire table row in the template.

c. In the XML Mapping pane, right-click the relationship containing the content control fields, and
then select Repeating .

When you use the Word template in Dynamics 365 to create a document, the table will be
populated with multiple rows of data.
6. When the template has the fields and formatting you want, save it and upload it into Dynamics 365.

Step 4: Upload the Word template into Dynamics 365
When you have your Word template built the way you want, save it so you can upload it into Dynamics 365.
An administrator can use the Settings page to upload the Word template into Dynamics 365.
NOTE
Users in your organization can see the templates available to them by selecting Word Templates on the command bar
in the list of records.

1. In Dynamics 365 Marketing, go to Settings > Advanced Settings > Organization > Excel & Word
Templates .
2. Select Upload Template .
3. Find and upload the file.

4. Select Upload . You'll see the summary of the file you're uploading.
5. Select Finish .
See also
Export data to Word or Excel docs
Business management settings

Business management settings
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This topic describes what you can do when working in the Advanced Settings > Business Management
section of the Settings menu at the top of the page.

Import data and manage imports
Bring your customer and sales data quickly into your app by importing it. You can import data into most record
types.
Dynamics 365 Marketing processes imports in the background. After an import is completed, you can review
which records were successfully imported, failed to be imported, or were partially imported. To fix the records
that failed to be imported, export them into a separate file, fix them, and then try to import them again (if
necessary, you can start over by deleting all records associated with the previous import).
Data can be imported from:
Most list views
The Settings > Advanced settings > Business management > Impor t data settings page
When you import data while working in the Settings work area, you must select the entity you want to import
to (such as a lead or contact).
More information: Import data

Export data or templates
Present information to people who don't have access to Dynamics 365 Marketing by exporting the data to an
Excel workbook. You can export just the data from a list, or you can export a template.
When you export a template, a ready-made workbook with column headings matching the fields of the record is
created for you. Templates are already formatted as expected by Dynamics 365, so they are easy to edit and
reimport later.
Data and templates can be exported from:
Most list views
The Settings > Advanced settings > Business management > Expor t data page
When you export data or templates while working in the Settings work area, you must select the entity you
want to export (such as a lead or contact). You can also choose the view that will be used for exporting. If you
don't choose a view, the default view is selected, and the data or template for all the columns in that view are
exported.
More information: Export data

Keep your data clean by using duplicate detection
To maintain the integrity of your data, it's a good idea to set up duplicate detection to find duplicate records in
the system. By default, duplicate detection is already enabled for Dynamics 365 Marketing.

Duplicate detection rules
Dynamics 365 Marketing includes duplicate detection rules for accounts and contacts. The rules are
automatically published when duplicate detection is enabled.
Accounts with the same account name are found
Contacts with the same first name and last name are found
Contacts with the same email address are found
If any of these rules are deleted, duplicate detection won't work as expected.
Enable duplicate detection
If duplicate detection is disabled, duplicates won't be detected. To enable duplicate detection:
1. Go to Settings
2. Select Enable .

> Advanced Settings > Business Management > Duplicate Detection .

When does duplicate detection happen?
If duplicate detection is enabled, duplicates are detected when:
A record is created or updated : The system checks for duplicates when a user enters or updates records.
During data impor t : When you use the Import Data wizard to bring in contacts or accounts, the wizard
detects any duplicate records.
IMPORTANT
Duplicates aren't detected when a user merges two records, activates or deactivates a record, or saves a completed
activity.

Disable duplicate detection
If your system contains a large number of records, checking for duplicates can affect performance. You might
want to disable duplicate detection at such times.
1. To disable duplicate detection, go to Settings > Advanced Settings > Business Management >
Duplicate Detection .
2. Select Disable .
All the duplicate detection rules will be unpublished in the back end.
See also
Import data
Manage Excel templates
Manage Word templates
Export data

Settings overview
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The Settings work area contains pages that let you configure the core marketing functionality of Dynamics 365
Marketing. See the following topics for information about how to work with each page in the Marketing
settings section:
Lead scoring : Configure a few basic options that control how automatic lead scoring works on your
instance, including how scores can advance leads can through the marketing business process and how to
handle stopped scoring models.
Authenticated domains : Authenticate your domains to maximize email deliverability with DKIM and
enable embedding of Dynamics 365 Marketing forms on your own website.
Marketing analytics configuration : Enable sharing of interaction data with external systems such as
Power BI. See also Create custom analytics with Power BI.
Landing pages : Set up a privacy banner, set hosting defaults, and configure defaults for how data submitted
through a landing page form is matched to existing contact or lead record
Marketing data configuration : Choose which entities to make available for use in dynamic email content,
segmentation criteria, and lead scoring.
Matching strategy : Define how form submissions are matched to existing contacts or leads when deciding
whether to update an existing record or to create a new one.
Default marketing settings : Set up collections of settings that establish various defaults used throughout
the app, including for email marketing, customer journey timezone, double opt-in, and email deduplication
during sending.
Social configuration : Configure and authenticate each social media account where you'd like to author,
schedule, and post updates using Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Data protection tools : Enable data-privacy features of Dynamics 365 Marketing. These currently focus on
helping organizations comply with GDPR regulations in the European Union. For more information about
GDPR, including how to use the settings here, see Data protection and GDPR.

Configure lead scoring options
3/26/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use the Lead scoring page in the Settings work area to configure a few basic options that control how
automatic lead scoring works on your instance. Do the following to find and make these settings:
1. Go to Settings > Lead management > Scoring configuration .
2. A list view opens. Do one of the following:
If no records are listed here, select New from the command bar to create one.
If there already is a record here, select it to open it.
NOTE
You should usually have exactly one active lead-scoring configuration in your system, though the system allows
any number of them. If you have more than one, then the most recently created record will take effect. If you
have none, then all the settings (described in the next step) will default to "yes".

3. Your new or existing lead-configuration record opens. Make the following settings:
Name : Enter a name for the lead-configuration record. This name is shown in the list view.
Automatic sales ready : Set this to Yes to allow the system to automatically mark and promote leads
to the Sales acceptance stage of the Lead-to-oppor tunity marketing sales process business
process when the reach a sales-ready score according to a relevant scoring model. Set this to No to
disable this feature.
Automated marketing qualification : Set this to Yes to allow the system to automatically advance
leads to the Automated marketing qualification stage of the Lead-to-oppor tunity marketing
sales process business process as soon as they receive any score generated by a lead-scoring model.
Set this to No to disable this feature.
Automatic lead scores cleanup : This option controls what happens when you stop a lead-scoring
model that has already been live, and may therefore already have calculated some scores. Set this to
Yes to delete all scores calculated by the stopped lead-scoring model (they will automatically be
recalculated if you go live again with the model). Set this to No to continue to show the scores for
stopped models (though these scores will slowly fall out of date if the model remains stopped).
4. Save your settings.
See also
Open the administration settings
The lead lifecycle
Design lead-scoring models

Authenticate your domains
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Domain authentication is important for two reasons:
For marketing email messages, domain authentication enables recipient email servers to confirm that the
from-address shown on each of your messages belongs to your organization. Authentication also confirms
that your organization has approved Dynamics 365 Marketing to send messages on its behalf. Messages that
fail this test are increasingly likely to get filtered away as spam, which can dramatically impact your
deliverability.
For externally hosted forms, domain authentication confirms that you own the domain, establishing an
enhanced trust relationship with your domain. The enhanced trust relationship enables embedded marketing
forms to be pre-filled with data for known contacts.
The primary purpose of email-domain authentication is to detect forged messages and domains, and thereby
prevent spam, phishing, and other fraudulent activity. A method called DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) helps
make these authentications possible. Domain authentication is implemented through the internet DNS system,
and is based on public/private key encryption and signatures.
When you error check or go live with a marketing email message, the verification system requires that the
message uses a from-address that specifies an authenticated domain registered and is confirmed for your
organization. You'll get a warning if you try to send a message that has a from-address from an unregistered
domain. You'll also get an error if you try to send a message that uses a from-address from a domain that is
registered as belonging to another organization. You can ignore the warning (but will probably have low
deliverability), but you can't go live with the error.
To learn more about email marketing and deliverability see Best practices for email marketing. To learn more
about embedded forms and pre-filling, see Integrate with landing pages on external websites.

The default authenticated domain
By default, all new Dynamics 365 Marketing installations come with a pre-authenticated sending domain ending
in -dyn365mktg.com . The pre-authenticated domain means that you can begin sending authenticated emails right
away. But you should still authenticate your own actual sending domains right away so your authenticated
messages will show a from address that recipients will recognize as coming from your organization.
When a user creates a new email, the From address is automatically set to the email address registered for
that user's Dynamics 365 Marketing user account. However, if that email address uses a domain that is not yet
authenticated using DKIM, then the initial From address will be modified to use an authenticated domain
(email addresses use the form account-name*@*domain-name ). The resulting From address will still show the
account-name of the user creating the message, but will now show a DKIM-authenticated domain-name that's
registered for your Marketing instance (for example, MyName@contoso-dyn365mktg.com ), which will provide the
deliverability benefit, but probably isn't a valid return address. Users can overrule this by editing the From
address after creating the message, but this will lower message deliverability.

Which domains to authenticate
Set up as many authenticated domains as you need to cover all the from-addresses you use in your marketing
emails, plus all domains and subdomains where you want to support embedded forms with pre-fill enabled.
When you're authenticating a domain for email, use the full domain name as it appears in your email return

addresses. Email addresses take the form <MailAccount>@<domain>, so if your email address is
lamar.ferrari@contoso.com , then the domain you need to authenticate is contoso.com (not www.contoso.com
or any other subdomain).
When you're authenticating a domain to support pre-filled forms, you must authenticate each subdomain
individually. So if you have forms on contoso.com , www.contoso.com , and events.contoso.com , then you must
set up a separate domain-authentication record for each of them and specify the full subdomain each time.
IMPORTANT
To use form pre-filling, the page hosting the form must be served over HTTPS (not HTTP).

NOTE
All new instances and trials automatically authenticate their instance domain with DKIM and set that domain as the
default sending domain for your instance. Therefore, you'll usually see at least one authenticated domain already set up
for all new instances.

Authenticate a domain
To set up Dynamics 365 Marketing and the DNS to authenticate marketing email messages and embedded
forms for a given domain:
1. Go to Settings > Email marketing > Domain authentication . A list of existing authenticated
domains opens.
2. Select New on the command bar to add a new domain.
3. A new authenticated domain record opens. Make the following settings:
Domain name : Enter the name of the domain you want to authenticate. This must be a domain that
your organization owns, and which you can access through your DNS provider.
Enable for email sending : Select this check box if you want to authenticate email for this domain
using DKIM.
Enable for forms hosting : Select this check box if you want to authenticate marketing forms
embedded on this domain for the purpose of supporting pre-fill for known contacts. This check box
also enables page personalization on this domain.
4. Select Save from the command bar. Dynamics 365 Marketing saves the new record and generates a set
of authentication keys for your specified domain. The page reloads to show the new keys. The following
are provided:
Ownership authentication key : Proves that your organization owns the domain.
Email authentication keys for DKIM : Prove that Dynamics 365 Marketing is authorized to send
messages that show your organization's domain name in the from-address.

5. Contact your DNS provider and tell them you'd like to create some DNS records for domain
authentication and DKIM. They will typically provide you with an online form where you can create DNS
records by submitting the Host and Value values for each authentication key generated by Dynamics
365 Marketing, or they may instead ask you to send them these values in an email. The procedure varies
by DNS provider, so be sure to follow their instructions.
NOTE
The "ownership authentication key" should be added to the root of your domain. The Host that you use can differ
depending on your DNS provider. Some DNS providers require you to use the full domain name as a Host , while others
(like AzureDNS and GoDaddy) require an @ sign.

6. When you are done setting up the DNS records with your provider, return to your authenticated-domain
record in Dynamics 365 Marketing and select Confirm DNS registration on the command bar. Dynamics
365 Marketing checks to make sure the values are correctly set up and active in the DNS system. If you get a
success message, then everything is working and you're done. DNS registration may require up to 24 hours
to take effect, so try again later if your registration isn't confirmed right away.

Envelope-from domain
If you want to go further with the domain authentication process, you should look at Envelope-from domain
feature. Every email has two From addresses. The first one (described in RFC5322) is the main From address,
or, simply, the “friendly from” address. The second From address (RFC5321), is a so-called Envelope From
address, or “Return-Path” address.
To ensure good deliverability, the domains that you use for sending should be aligned. Alignment of domains
means that the SPF and DKIM domains match the From address, at least partially. For SPF alignment, the From
and Envelope-from domains must match. For DKIM alignment, the d-parameter of the DKIM (DKIM domain)
must align with the From domain.
To set up the Envelope-from feature for your domain, go to Settings > Email marketing > Domain

authentications . Select +New , then, on the New domain authentication form, enable the Enable custom
Envelope-from domain option. The Envelope-from feature requires you to set up one additional DNS record
for your domain.

The Envelope-from domain name is generated automatically for the domain you enter during the domain
authentication process when you enable the feature. If you want to customize the Envelope-from domain name,
you must meet the following requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Envelope-from field should not be empty.
The Envelope-from domain should be a subdomain of a domain you have entered.
The Envelope-from domain should start with “bouncing”.
No dots are allowed in the subdomain name.
Only plain letters and numbers are allowed (no symbols).

You will see an error message if one of the requirements is not met.
Examples of Envelope -from domains
Your domain is: test.dynmkt.com

Default Envelope-from domain:

bouncing.test.dynmkt.com

Custom Envelope-from domain example:

bouncingcustom.test.dynmkt.com

The Envelope-from domain cannot be one of the following:
bouncing.custom.test.dynmkt.com

test.dynmkt.com

bouncing##.test.dynmkt.com

bouncing.test.notdynmkt.com

Create a CNAME record
After the Envelope-from domain is entered, select Save . The appropriate DNS record values will then be

generated for you. You can find the record values in the Envelope-from key section.
Next, you need to create another CNAME record for your Envelope-from domain to be validated. Contact your
DNS provider and tell them you'd like to create another CNAME DNS record with the value taken from the
Envelope-from key section.
After the DNS record has been created, wait at least 30 minutes before proceeding to the final step. DNS servers
need some time to populate newly created DNS records.
After the DNS record update is complete, select Refresh and then Confirm . If everything was set up properly,
the status of your domain in top right corner should change to Confirmed , as in the image below.

After your domain’s Envelope-from status is confirmed, your Envelope-from sending domain will adhere to
your Envelope-from settings every time you use the specified From domain when sending emails in Dynamics
365 Marketing.
NOTE
If you use another domain that does not have an Envelope-from domain set, Marketing will use the default Envelopefrom domain provided by the system.

Example DNS records for domain contoso.com
This example is valid if you are adding DNS records into the root domain contoso.com.
TXT record
TXT name: promo
TXT value: d365mktkey=abc123abc123abc123abc123

CNAME record 1
Host name or Alias: eurkey1._domainkey
Points to address: eurkey1contosocom.marketing.dynamics.com

CNAME record 2
Host name or Alias: eurkey2._domainkey
Points to address: eurkey2contosocom.marketing.dynamics.com

CNAME record 3 (Envelope-from)
Host name or Alias: bouncing
Points to address: nam.pb-dynmktg.com

Example DNS records for subdomain promo.contoso.com
TXT record
TXT name: @
TXT value: d365mktkey=abc234abc234abc234abc234

CNAME record 1
Host name or Alias: eurkey1._domainkey.promo
Points to address: eurkey1promocontosocom.marketing.dynamics.com

CNAME record 2
Host name or Alias: eurkey2._domainkey.promo
Points to address: eurkey2promocontosocom.marketing.dynamics.com

CNAME record 3 (Envelope-from)
Host name or Alias: bouncingpromo
Points to address: nam.pb-dynmktg.com

DNS Confirmation Statuses
As you are setting up an authenticated domain, you can track the progress of all its statuses: Envelope-from
status , Ownership status , and Email status , each of which is reported as one of the following:
STAT US

DESC RIP T IO N

Waiting to confirm

The system has generated the keys you requested and is
waiting for you to register them with your DNS provider and
then return here to confirm them (by selecting Confirm
DNS registration on the command bar).

Confirmed

The authentication keys have been registered with DNS and
confirmed in Dynamics 365 Marketing. This domain is ready
to use.

Canceled

The registration was canceled.

Not requested

You didn't request this type of authentication.

Confirming DNS registration

Dynamics 365 Marketing is working to confirm the
registration with DNS.

Keys not found on DNS

Dynamics 365 Marketing successfully checked for the keys in
the DNS system, but they weren't there. This may be
because your key registrations are still being implemented
by the DNS (allow up to 24 hours). It could also mean that
you haven't registered the keys or that something went
wrong while you were entering them. You can check again
by selecting Confirm DNS registration on the command
bar. If problems persist after 24 hours, contact Microsoft
Support and/or your DNS provider for assistance.

Internal error (record not found)

An internal error occurred while confirming the DNS
registration. Contact Microsoft Support for assistance.

Internal error (query failed)

An internal error occurred while confirming the DNS
registration. Contact Microsoft Support for assistance.

Internal error

An internal error occurred while confirming the DNS
registration. Contact Microsoft Support for assistance.

Prevent sending emails from unauthorized domains
To benefit from DKIM, the from-address for each message you send must show a domain that you've
authenticated for DKIM. Microsoft is dedicated to helping our customers achieve maximum email deliverability,
so we've added a few features to help make sure you don't overlook or inadvertently work around your DKIM
setup:
The error check for email messages will show a warning if you try to go live with an email message that has
a from-address not associated with any of your DKIM domains.
We recommend that you set a default sending domain that is authenticated for DKIM. When this is set, then
the from-address for all of your email messages will automatically be adjusted to show your selected default

domain (if it initially uses a non-authenticated domain) each time you create a new email message or change
the user shown in the From field. More information: Default marketing settings and Set sender and receiver
options
All new instances and trials will automatically authenticate the instance domain with DKIM and set that
domain as the default sending domain for your instance.
See also
Open the administration settings
Best practices for email marketing
Integrate with landing pages on external websites
page personalization

Analytics configurations
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Use these settings to connect your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance to Azure Blob Storage. This will enable you
to share interaction data with external systems such as Power BI. For more information about how to use these
settings, see Create custom analytics with Power BI.

Configure landing pages
3/25/2021 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use the Settings > Email marketing > Landing pages page to set up a privacy banner, set hosting defaults,
and configure defaults for how data submitted through a landing page form is matched to existing contact or
lead records.
When you first arrive at Settings > Email marketing > Landing pages , you'll see a list of all marketing-page
configuration sets. This is a standard list page, where you can view, sort, search, and filter the list to find a
specific record, and use the command bar buttons to add or remove a record. Select any configuration set in the
list to open, view, and edit it.

Set the default (active) configuration set
You can set up as many configuration sets as you want, but only one can be active at a time. To change the active
configuration set, find and open the set you want to activate in the landing-page configuration list, and then set
its Default field to Yes ; the existing default configuration will lose its default status.
There must always be exactly one landing-page configuration that is set as the default.

Set up a privacy banner for landing pages
We recommend that you include a privacy banner on all your landing pages. This will let your customers know
that you take their privacy seriously, and it might also be required in some jurisdictions. Use the following
settings in the Privacy banner section to create and enable your privacy banner:
Inser t privacy banner : Choose Yes to enable this feature; choose No to disable it. When the privacy
banner is enabled, the text and link defined in the other settings in this section will be added to each new

marketing page that you create. The banner will also be added to any existing page that you open for editing;
however, it won't be added to pages that are already published because these are read-only.
Privacy banner text : Enter a summary of your privacy policy here.
Privacy policy link URL : We recommend that you provide a detailed privacy policy somewhere on your
own organization's website. If you have such a page, enter its full URL here.
Privacy policy link text : This text is placed under the Privacy banner text , and creates a link to the
Privacy policy link URL you specified. Enter a short string of text that tells users what to expect, such as
"Click here to read our complete privacy policy."

Configure how incoming form data is matched to existing records
Most of your landing pages will include an input form that visitors can use to sign up for an offer, event, or
mailing list by entering their name, email address, and other information. When a visitor submits a form,
Dynamics 365 Marketing accepts the submitted values and checks to see whether it should update an existing
record or create a new one.
The Contact creation context capture and Lead creation context capture sections show where various
types of information about the marketing context are stored when a submission results in a new contact or lead
record. Here, you can see which fields in the contact or lead entity store each type of context information.
Use the Default form matching section to set defaults for which types of entities your marketing forms will
create and update (leads and/or contacts), and how incoming values are matched against existing records to
decide whether to create a new record or update an existing one. These defaults will be applied to each new
marketing form that you create and they are saved with the form, so you can override them at the from level by
changing them there. Changing these settings won't affect any existing forms. The following settings are
available:
Update contacts/leads : When a landing page submission is received, this setting establishes which types
of records it can create or update—leads, contacts, or both.
Default contact form matching : Shows the name of the field-matching strategy that you have set up to
match incoming data against existing contact records. If a match is found according to this strategy, it will
update that record. If no match is found, it will create a new contact. You can choose from among existing
strategies here or select New to create a new one. See the next section for information about how to set up
your field-matching strategies.
Default lead form matching : Same as the Default contact form matching setting, but for lead records.
Store all form submissions : Marketing-form records provide a tab called Form submissions , where you
can see all incoming submissions for the current form that haven't been processed yet. Failed submissions
will remain listed here so you can inspect, possibly fix, and resubmit them. Set this option to Yes if you'd also
like to keep a record of all successfully processed submission here, which you'll also be able to inspect,
update, and resubmit if needed. Set this to No to keep only pending and failed submission in the list. Either
way, all successfully processed submissions will be applied to your database, and you'll always be able to see
these submissions on the Insights > Submissions tab (but you can't edit or resubmit from there). More
information: Edit and resubmit form submissions
For more information about how to create and edit form matching, see Set form matching.

Set portal defaults
Settings on the Por tal defaults tab control how your marketing pages are hosted in Power Apps portals (if you
are using a portal to host your landing pages). The following settings are available:
Website : Identifies the portal website where all new marketing pages will be published while the current
configuration record is active. This defaults to the event website that was provisioned for you when you
signed up for Dynamics 365 Marketing, but you can choose another if you have one. If you change this,

pages that you've already published will remain on their current portal, but new pages will go to the new
portal.
Page language : Sets the default language to use in the portal.
Container page : Sets the container page used for marketing pages.
See also
Open the administration settings
Create and deploy marketing pages
Set form matching
Integrate Marketing with a CMS system or Power Apps portal
Create interactive features with or without portals

Sync entities and track insights using Dataset
configuration
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The Dataset configuration settings allow you to choose which entities to make available for use in dynamic
email content, segmentation criteria, and lead scoring in Dynamics 365 Marketing. Tracking insights allows you
to better understand your customers and set up subscription lists and target segments for use in emailmarketing campaigns. The Dataset configuration settings also make dynamic field values available for use in
marketing email messages as they are processed and sent.
The analytical and data-crunching capabilities of the insights capabilities are powerful, but also resourceintensive, so the solution maximizes performance by synchronizing only the relevant customer and account
data. The insights capabilities also collect and manage all interaction data. For optimal performance and
functionality, choose only the entities you need.
IMPORTANT
The sync settings are permanent, so once you begin syncing an entity you won't be able to remove it again later. Syncing
occurs often, and each entity that you sync requires storage space and processing time, so you should only sync those
entities you are sure you will need.

The most-used entities (including contacts, accounts, and events) are synced by default, but you can sync any set
of entities that you want, including custom entities. The following features require all the relevant data to be
present in the insights service:
Segmentation : All entities that you need to query in your segmentation criteria must be present.
Dynamic email content : All entities with field values that you want to show as dynamic data in an email
message must be present.
Lead scoring : All entities with field values that you want to use in scoring models must be present.
NOTE
Lead scoring models must begin with the lead entity at the top level. Custom entities can only be used in a lead scoring
model if they have a 1:N relationship with the lead entity. See Create advanced lead scoring conditions by using traversals
for more information.

IMPORTANT
You can only sync entities that are configured with Change tracking enabled. Entities without change tacking won't be
listed on the Dataset configuration page. If you are a system customizer or admin, you can find this setting by doing
the following:
1. Open the Settings menu at the top of the page and select Advanced settings . The advanced-settings area then
opens in a new browser tab. Note that this area uses a horizontal navigator at the top of the page instead of a side
navigator.
2. Navigate to Settings > Customization > Customization .
3. Select Customize the system (or select Solutions and open a solution if your entity is part of a solution).
4. Find and select the entity you want to sync.
5. On the General tab for the entity, select the Change tracking check box.
6. Save and publish the change.
More information: Customizing Dynamics 365 Marketing

To sync a new entity with the insights service:
1. Go to Settings > Data management > Dataset configuration .
2. Find and select the check box for each entity you want to sync.
3. Select Publish changes at the top of the list and confirm your setting when prompted. (You may need to
scroll to the top of the list to see the Publish changes button.)
4. Wait until you see a pop-up dialog that says "Your new settings have been saved. Allow up to half an hour
for them to take effect." If you don't see the announcement, select Publish changes again and then wait
again; repeat until you see the message.
5. Depending on how much data needs to be synced (and other factors), you may need to wait for several
minutes (up to half an hour) before your data is available for use in your segments, messages, and
scoring models. Here are some ways you'll be able to tell that a new entity is synced and ready for use
(you only need to check one of these):
The check box for the relevant entity on the Dataset configuration page is shown as checked and
grayed out when you first enter the page. The check box is gray to indicate that you can't disable the
sync once it has started. You must reload the page manually to see this change.
The relevant entity is shown in the assist-edit dialog for marketing email messages.
The relevant entity is shown in the Profiles list in the segment designer. (Note that you must either
create a new query group or remove all clauses from the existing query group to see the Profiles
drop-down list here—otherwise the contact entity is already selected by default.)
The relevant entity is shown in the Entity list when you are editing a condition for a lead scoring rule.
See also
Open the administration settings
Add dynamic content to email messages
Working with segments
Design lead-scoring models

Set form matching
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Form matching defines how form submissions are matched to existing contacts or leads when deciding whether
to update an existing record or to create a new one.
For example, a simple contact-matching strategy might be based on email address alone. When a submission is
received, Dynamics 365 Marketing will check whether any existing contact has the submitted email address. If a
match is found, the submission is used to update that contact; if no match is found, a new contact is created with
the received values.
For leads, if an existing lead record is found to match an incoming form submission, then the new submission
will become part of that lead's history and could affect the lead's score.
You'll probably have just a few matching strategies of each type many organizations use just one of each.
Therefore, you can define each strategy just once and then it'll be available for selection each time you create a
new form, and when you define the default strategies for all new forms. There are three places where you can
view and create matching strategies:
Go to Settings > Lead management > Form matching to view, create and edit all strategies that are
available on your instance.
You can select a default strategy of each type (lead and contact). These will be selected by default each time a
user creates a new marketing form, but users can then customize the setting as needed for each individual
form. More information: Configure landing pages
When you are creating or editing a marketing form, you'll be able to select from among the available
strategies, or create new ones. More information: Create, view, and manage marketing forms
In each case, the settings are the same.

Describe your strategy by entering a Name and Description . Set the Target field to the type of entity your

strategy applies to (lead or contact).
The list under the Attributes heading specifies which contact or lead attributes (fields) to consider when
looking for a match. The matching record must have identical values for all the attributes shown here, so the
more attributes you use, the narrower your search will be. Often the email address alone is enough to use as a
unique identifier for contacts, but you might use additional attributes (such as first and last name) if you think
some of your contacts might share an email address, or if you want tighter control (at the risk of creating extra
contact records for the same person).
Use the buttons in the toolbar for the Attributes section to add, edit, and remove attribute in the list.
NOTE
For lead matching, you might consider adding both emailaddress1 and a lead-origin attribute such as
msdyncrm_marketingpageid (this is the default configuration). This enables the system to identify leads based on the
combination of email address and the specific marketing page that created the lead. By including the page ID as part of
your lead-matching strategy, you'll be able to have multiple leads for a single contact, with each lead tracking interest in a
different campaign (provided each campaign is using its own marketing page). However, the page ID is only provided by
marketing pages hosted on a Power Apps portal; for captured forms and forms embedded on an external site, no page ID
is saved, so all external forms will look like the same form when it comes to lead matching.

See also
Open the administration settings
Configure landing pages
Create, view, and manage marketing forms

Configure default settings
3/25/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use the Settings > Email marketing > Default settings page to set up collections of settings that establish
various defaults used throughout the app. You can store as many settings sets as you want, but only the one
marked as Default is active.
Choose an existing configuration to edit or delete it or choose + New from the command bar to create a new
one.

The General tab
Make the following settings here:
Name . The name of the default-settings set, as shown on the list page.
Owner . The user that owns the set.
Default . Set to Yes to activate the current default-settings set on your instance.

The Marketing email tab
Use the Marketing email tab to set defaults that apply to your marketing email messages. You will always be
able to override these defaults for individual messages, but it will be more convenient for users if you set the
defaults to their most-used values. You can also enable or disable Litmus integration here for all users. The
following settings are available:
Default content settings . Choose a default content-settings record to provide dynamic values for test
sends and the preview feature of the marketing email designer. Users will be able to override this default by
choosing another contact while previewing or test sending a specific message if needed. More information:
Use content settings to set up repositories of standard and required values for email messages
Default sending domain . Choose an authenticated domain to use as the sending domain in the email
from-address in cases where the initial from-address uses a domain that is not yet authenticated for DKIM.
This will help ensure that users don't accidentally send an email using an unauthenticated domain (which
would negatively impact deliverability). More information: Authenticate your domains and Set sender and
receiver options
Default contact . Choose a default contact record to provide dynamic values for test sends and the preview
feature of the marketing email designer. Users will be able to override this default by choosing another
contact while previewing or test sending a specific message if needed.
Enable Litmus integration : Set this to Yes to enable the inbox preview feature, which provides pixelperfect renderings of how your email messages will look on specific client and platform combinations. The
feature is provided by a Microsoft partner called Litmus Software, Inc. (litmus.com), and is optional.
More information: Check your work using previews and test sends

The Customer journey tab
Use the Customer journey tab to choose the default time zone that you will use when starting and stopping
your customer journeys.

The Double opt-in tab

Use the Double opt-in tab to enable set up the double opt-in feature. For complete details about this feature,
including how to use the settings provided here, see Set up double opt-in for new subscriptions and consent
changes.

The Bypass email deduplication tab
Normally, Dynamics 365 Marketing deduplicates outgoing marketing email messages to ensure that each
message is sent just once to each unique email address. That means that if more than one contact record in the
target segment has the same email address, only one of those contacts will receive the message. Duplicate email
addresses probably indicate that the same person is represented by two different records in your database (for
example, because they registered at different times using two different first-name variants, such as "Bob" and
"Robert"), so this is the desired behavior.
However, some organizations need to send separate copies of the same email messages to multiple contacts
that happen to be using the same email address; in this case, personalized content, such as account details,
would probably be different for each recipient. If your organization requires this, then set Bypass email
deduplication to Yes . Set it to No to revert to the standard deduplication behavior.
See also
Open the administration settings
Check your work using previews and test sends
Set up double opt-in for new subscriptions and consent changes

Configure your social media accounts
3/25/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Social posting enables Dynamics 365 Marketing users to author, schedule, and publish posts to a variety of
social media channels and accounts. You must configure and authenticate each channel and account that you'd
like to make available for use with this feature. In the current version, you can configure accounts for Twitter,
LinkedIn, and Facebook.
To add and authenticate a social media account:
1. Go to Settings > Customer engagement > Social media accounts . A list view opens showing your
existing social media accounts (if any).
2. Select Create configuration on the command bar.
3. A quick-create flyout slides in from the side of the screen. Make the following settings:
Name : Enter a name that you and others will easily recognize. Choose a name that gives a good idea
what type of channel it is what type of content should be posted there, such as "Contoso Electronics
LinkedIn."
Social channel : Choose the social-media site you want to connect to (such as LinkedIn or Facebook).
4. After you've selected a channel, links for the Privacy policy and Terms of ser vice of your selected channel
are provided. It's important that you read and understand these terms before you begin using this feature.
5. Provided you agree with the privacy policy and terms of service, select Create to continue.
6. Follow the instructions on your screen to sign in to your social media account and allow Dynamics 365
Marketing to post through this account.
IMPORTANT
If you are setting up a Facebook account that has more than one Facebook page associated with it, then pay extra
attention to the settings offered while you are setting up the connection. One of the setup pages will ask you
which of your Facebook pages you want to use—be sure to choose All pages first (to make all pages available)
and then choose the specific page later on. Otherwise, Facebook will choose an arbitrary page from among those
you have set up on the site. If you miss the All pages setting, then you must reauthorize the connection (as
described in the following procedure) and try again.

If your sign-in times out, or if the password changes on one of your accounts, you can update an account by
doing the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to Settings > Customer engagement > Social media accounts .
Select a social media configuration from the list.
Select Reauthorize on the command bar.
Follow the instructions on your screen to update your sign-in details.

You can delete a social configuration at any time to prevent Dynamics 365 Marketing from posting through that
account from now on. Use the Delete button on the command bar to delete the currently shown or selected
configuration.
See also
Open the administration settings
Schedule and post messages on social media

Data protections
3/24/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use the Settings > Email marketing > Data protections page to enable data-privacy features of Dynamics
365 Marketing. The data-privacy features currently focus on helping organizations comply with GDPR
regulations in the European Union. For more information about GDPR, including how to use the settings here,
see Data protection and GDPR.

Event management settings
3/24/2021 • 10 minutes to read • Edit Online

The Event management settings let you set up the connections to your webinar provider accounts and set up
a few defaults for event administration.
To find these settings, open Settings and then choose one of the pages under the Event management
heading in the leftmost column. You can also access these same settings by finding the Event management
section in the Settings overview.
See the remaining sections of this topic for information about how to work with each page in the Event
management section.

Web applications
The Settings > Event management > Web applications settings enable you to register web applications,
which is required if you develop custom features that use the events API to interact programmatically with event
features. This is mostly of interest to developers rather than administrators.
For more information about how to use the events API, including how to use the Web applications settings,
see Using the Events API and Register your web application to use Events API.
You also need to register a web application if you decide to host your event website on Azure. More information:
Host your custom event website on Azure

Webinar providers
A webinar provider is a third-party company that hosts webinars. The provider accepts registrations, provides
URLs where the presenter and participants can join each webinar, and also provides a server to run the webinar
itself. Providers typically also deliver attendance statistics and other webinar features. Microsoft does not
provide this service, so to run a webinar, you must sign up with a third-party provider and then configure
Dynamics 365 Marketing with the details needed to connect to that provider.
Each webinar provider that you use must have a record listed on the Webinar providers page. For each
account that you have with your webinar provider, you must also set up a Webinar configuration record as
described in the next section.
IMPORTANT
In most cases, you should never modify or add any records on the the Webinar providers page. Microsoft has
partnered with a webinar provider called On24, which is the only provider currently supported for use with Dynamics 365
Marketing. When you open the Webinar providers list page, you'll see that a preconfigured On24 record is already
listed here. In nearly all cases, you shouldn't edit or delete this record unless you want to specify an alternative terms-ofservice and/or privacy policy URL. Likewise, there is usually no reason to add another provider record here unless you
have partnered with a developer who has added a deeply customized solution for your organization. Also, the
authorization credentials for your On24 account aren't managed by the webinar provider record, but by a webinar
configuration record. See Webinar configurations, later in this topic, for details about how to connect to your On24
account.

You can view your webinar providers by going to Settings > Event management > Webinar providers . But
as mentioned, you usually shouldn't do anything here. If you do open or create a record here, you'll find the

following settings:
Name : Shows the name of the provider.
Base ser vice URL : For On24, this can be blank. If your system has been customized to support another
provider, then please contact your development team for instructions on how to use this.
Max duration in minutes : Shows the maximum number of minutes that your provider allows for a single
session. Any webinars that are longer than this must be broken down into multiple sessions.
Terms of ser vice : Shows the URL for your webinar provider's terms of service. Select the globe button to
open this URL in a new browser tab. This link is provided to Dynamics 365 Marketing users when they are in
the process of enabling webinar functionality, which requires them to agree to these terms. A link to the
standard On24 terms of service is provided by default. You might edit this if you prefer to use an alternative
URL.
Privacy policy : Shows the URL for your webinar provider's privacy policy. Select the globe button to open
this URL in a new browser tab. This link is provided to Dynamics 365 Marketing users when they are in the
process of enabling webinar functionality, which requires them to agree to this policy. A link to the standard
On24 privacy policy is provided by default. You might edit this if you prefer to use an alternative URL.
Update credentials : Unless your system has been customized to use a provider other than On24, don't use
these settings (and even then, contact your development team for advice). Instead, see Webinar
configurations, later in this topic, for details about how to connect to your On24 account.

Webinar configurations
After you have set up an account with your webinar provider (probably On24), you must enter your account
details to enable Dynamics 365 Marketing to authenticate and interact with it. Even if you use just one webinar
provider, you might have several accounts with that provider, and can configure each of them as needed.
NOTE
Each time you set up an event or session as a webinar (or hybrid), you must choose a webinar configuration. This is how
you can control which account you'll be using for that event or session.

To connect to a webinar account or update your account credentials:
1. Go to Settings > Event management > Webinar configurations . Here you'll see a list of existing
configurations (if any), and tools for adding new ones.
2. To edit an existing configuration, select it from the list; to create a new configuration, select New . (You can
also delete or deactivate a record by selecting it in the list and then selecting the appropriate button on
the command bar.)
3. Make the following settings:
Name : Enter a name for the account.
Webinar provider : Select the name of the webinar provider record (set up as described in the
previous section).
4. The following read-only information is also provided here, some of which may be useful for
troubleshooting:
Terms of ser vice : Displays the URL where your provider lists their terms of service. This value comes
from the selected Webinar provider record. Select the globe button to open this URL in a new
browser tab.
Privacy policy : Displays the URL where your provider details their privacy policy. This value comes
from the selected Webinar provider record. Select the globe button to open this URL in a new
browser tab.

Last metrics update : Shows the last date and time that your provider returned usage statistics (such
as attendance records) to Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Provider ser vice status : Shows the current status of the provider service and your connection to it.
Message : Displays a custom message sent by the provider (typically related to the displayed status).
5. Open the Credentials tab. Do one of the following:
If you are editing an existing configuration and need to change your credentials, then set Update
credentials? to Yes to expose the credentials settings.
If you are creating a new configuration, then the credentials settings are already shown here.
6. Make the following settings:
Client ID , Access token key , and Access token secret : These values identify your account and
provide authentication (sign-in) credentials for accessing it and communicating with your webinar
provider. You should have received these values when you signed up for the account. Please contact
your webinar provider if you need help finding these values.
7. Select Check on the toolbar to confirm that your credentials are working.
8. Save your work.

Event administration
Use the Event administration settings to set up a few standard options for your events, including email
options, email templates, and default payment gateway. These settings are optional.
To set your event-administration options:
1. Go to Settings > Event management > Event administration . Here you'll see a list of existing eventadministration records (if any), and tools for adding new ones. Note the following:
You can only have one active event-administration record at a time.
If no event-administration records are shown, then select New on the command bar to create one.
If an event-administration record already exists, then select it to open it.
To delete an existing event-administration record, select it and choose Delete on the command bar.
If you'd like to temporarily disable an existing event-administration record, possibly so you can create
a new one to use in the meantime, then select the existing record and choose Deactivate from the
command bar. To view, edit, and/or reactivate a deactivated record, switch to the Inactive event
administration view using system view menu (above the list).
2. Make the following settings:
Name : Enter a name for the current event-administration record.
Send mail to purchaser : Set to Yes if you'd like the system to send an automatic email to the
purchaser each time she or he registers an attendee for an event.
Email template for purchaser : Choose the (hard-coded) email template to send to the purchaser
when Send mail to purchaser is enabled.
Send mail to event attendee : Set to Yes if you'd like the system to send an automatic email to each
new contact that is registered for an event. This includes both self-registering contacts (if allowed) and
contacts registered by another purchaser.
Event template for event attendee : Choose the (hard-coded) email template to send to each
registrant when Send mail to event attendee is enabled.
Match contact based on : Choose the strategy to use when matching a new event registration to an
existing contact record. If a contact record is found that has matching values for all of the fields you
choose here, then the registration will be linked to that contact record. If no match is found, then a
new contact will be created and linked to the new registration record. You can choose to match by

email alone; first name and last name; or email, first name, and last name.
Enable demo payment confirmation : This feature lets you simulate payment on the event website
for demo purposes. Set this to Yes to enable demo payment. Set it to No to disable demo payment. To
enable online payment on a production site, you must partner with a third-party payment provider
and customize your event site to work with their system. Never enable demo payment on a
production system because it can introduce a security vulnerability.
WARNING
You must only set Enable demo payment confirmation to Yes when presenting a demo of the event website.
You must always set this to No before going to production because the simulated-payment feature can introduce
a security vulnerability if enabled in a production environment.

NOTE
To make the name-based contact matching strategy work with AAD, you must provide first name and last name
on sign-up. More information Configuration for Azure Active Directory.
To make the name-based contact matching strategy work with Por tal Authentication it is mandatory to
provide first and last name after registering.

NOTE
The email templates provided for sending confirmations to the event purchaser and/or attendee are hard coded,
so you can't customize or translate their content. If you require custom messaging, then set up a customer
journey with event, trigger, and email tiles.

Website table configurations
The Settings > Event management > Website table configurations settings enable you to expose custom
fields through the events API. This can be useful if you develop custom features that use the events API to
interact programmatically with event features. This is mostly of interest to developers rather than
administrators.
For more information about how to use the events API, including how to use the Website table
configurations settings, see Using the Events API and Customize the response from Events API.

Privacy notice
When you accept the terms and conditions for event management, the webinar-integration feature is activated.
The webinar integration feature leverages a partner webinar provider to conduct an event or a session as a
webinar. To use any webinar provider’s service, you must have an account with them. The only partner webinar
provider service provided out of the box at this time is ON24. When using the webinar-integration feature, data
essential to providing and running the webinar would be processed and stored on Azure Service Fabric, and
then sent to ON24. Such data would include the webinar participants’ registration data such as their names,
emails, and company names. In addition, ON24 would send webinar metrics such as webinar viewing duration
to Dynamics 365 for Customer Engagement via Azure Service Fabric.
You don't need to activate the webinar feature to use the rest of the event-management solution. An
administrator can turn off the webinar integration feature by removing the credentials in the webinar
configuration.
Azure components and services used by the webinar-integration feature are:

Azure Key Vault (More information: What is Azure Key Vault?)
Provides encryption key for encrypting/decrypting customer’s ON24 account credentials
Azure Service Fabric (More information: Overview of Azure Service Fabric)
Processes and sends registration data and webinar account credentials to ON24
Retrieves webinar metrics from On24 to Dynamics 365 for Customer Engagement -Stores customer’s
ON24 account credentials (custom encrypted)
See also
Event planning and management
Set up a webinar
Set up and manage an event waitlist
Create and manage recurring events
Create and use event templates

Set up the LinkedIn Lead Gen integration and
define lead matching
3/29/2021 • 6 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use the settings pages under the Settings > Lead management heading to configure the LinkedIn feature. A
few LinkedIn security roles are also provided to let administrators control access to these features.
IMPORTANT
To use or try out this feature you need a LinkedIn profile and must enable the LinkedIn Campaign Manager for that
account. You can then create ad campaigns, generate test leads, and synchronize matched audiences for free. If you
decide to actually run an ad campaign on LinkedIn, LinkedIn charges may apply, as established in the LinkedIn terms of
use.

Enable users to work with the connector and assign security roles to
users
The LinkedIn Lead Gen connector provides dedicated security roles, which you assign to users so they can work
with LinkedIn ads that generate leads in Dynamics 365:
LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms Administrator. Users with this role can configure lead matching strategies,
LinkedIn field mapping, and solution settings for Dynamics 365 Connector for LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms.
LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms Salesperson. These users can authorize LinkedIn user profiles to sync data to
Dynamics 365, and view details about the synced submissions.
A third role, LinkedIn Lead Gen S2S Inbound, is an internal security role used to sync data.
Assign these security roles to users who you want to provide access to the LinkedIn Lead Gen menu item. To
learn how to assign a security role to users, see Create users and assign security roles.

Configure lead matching for incoming LinkedIn leads to match
existing leads
Manage your LinkedIn matching strategy to establish the rules for when and how Dynamics 365 Marketing will
create or match leads for incoming LinkedIn form submissions.
When a new LinkedIn form submission arrives, Dynamics 365 Marketing tries to match the submission to an
existing lead. If a match is found, the system will associate the new submission to the existing lead (which adds
information and may increase its score). If no match is found, the system creates a new lead for the new
LinkedIn submission.

Create or edit a LinkedIn lead matching strategy
1. Go to Settings > Lead management > LinkedIn lead matching . A list of exsting strategy opens.
2. Do one of the following:
To create a new matching strategy, select New on the command bar. Then enter a Name and select
Save on the command bar to save your record and enable the matching table.
To edit an existing matching strategy, select the target strategy from the list.
3. Make the following settings as needed:
Name : Specify a name for the strategy. This is only used to identify the strategy in the list.
Activate : Set to Yes to activate the current strategy. Set to No to keep the currently active strategy
while you work with this one. Only the active strategy has any effect. You must always have exactly
one active strategy, but you can have as many inactive ones as you want. You can't change this setting
if it's already been saved with it set to Yes , so if you want to change to a new strategy, first create the
new one (if needed), and then edit this setting of that strategy to activate it.
Always create lead : Do one of the following:
Choose No to match incoming LinkedIn leads to existing leads according to the other settings
for this matching strategy (this is the most common setting). If a match is found, the incoming
LinkedIn submission is added to the matching lead. If no match is found, then a new lead is
created with the LinkedIn submission associated with it.
Choose Yes to create a new lead for each LinkedIn form submission, even if a lead already
exists according to other settings for this strategy. This will create exactly one lead for each
LinkedIn form submission, so the lead won't be created again if you re-sync with LinkedIn.
However, this setting may produce new leads for contacts that already have non-LinkedIn leads
and/or LinkedIn leads created for other form submissions.
Enable contact creation : Usually, you should have a contact record associated with each lead record
you use with Dynamics 365 Marketing because Marketing features including lead scoring,
segmentation, and customer journeys rely on this. Therefore you should usually create a new contact
for each new lead you plan to use with Marketing (see also Market to leads with Dynamics 365
Marketing and Design lead-scoring models). Do one of the following:

Choose Yes to create a new contact for each lead created in response to a LinkedIn form
submission (recommended).
Choose No if you prefer to allow the system to create leads based on LinkedIn form
submissions without creating associated contacts (each of these will be considered an
orphaned lead from a Marketing perspective until it has a contact associated with it).
4. Establish your matching strategy by adding one or more fields to the Matching lead fields table. When a
new LinkedIn form submission arrives, the system will match incoming values for these fields against the
matching fields for existing lead records. A match is found only when all the fields listed here have matching
values, so your matches will be more precise (but less likely) if you include more than one field. Often, the
email field alone is sufficient. Do the following to establish the fields list:
To add a new field, select the ellipsis button next to the Matching lead fields heading to open the
More commands menu, and then select Add existing LinkedIn field from the menu. A flyout
opens at the side of the window; use it to select an existing LinkedIn field mapping. If you don't see the
mapping you need, you may need to create it as described in Configure LinkedIn field mappings.
To remove a field from the list, select the target field to highlight it, select the ellipsis button next to the
Matching lead fields heading to open the More commands menu, and then select Remove from
the menu.
5. Select Save at the bottom corner of the window to save your settings.
Activate a different LinkedIn lead matching strategy
1. Go to Settings > Lead management > LinkedIn lead matching .
2. In the list, select the matching strategy that you want to activate.
3. In the Activate menu in the matching strategy details, select Yes .
4. If another matching strategy is active, it will become deactivated.
Delete a LinkedIn lead matching strategy
1. Go to Settings > Lead management > LinkedIn lead matching .
2. Select the check box for the lead matching strategy you want to delete. You can't delete the activated lead
matching strategy.
3. Select Delete , and then confirm your deletion.

Configure LinkedIn field mappings
Field mappings establish how incoming field names from LinkedIn map to the lead fields in Dynamics 365
Marketing. Sometimes, the field names might happen to be the same on both systems, but often they are at
least a little different.
Only mapped fields can be saved with your lead record in Dynamics 365, and when you're setting up your
matching strategy, you can only choose fields that are included in the mapping list (it's also important to map
each field used in a mapping strategy or else your strategy won't work).
Create or edit a new field mapping
1. Go to Settings > Lead management > LinkedIn field mapping . A list of existing field mappings opens;
some of these may have been discovered automatically when you set up the LinkedIn integration but not all
may be mapped yet.
2. Do one of the following:
To create a new field mapping, select New on the command bar.
To edit an existing field mapping, select the mapping from the list.
3. Make the following settings:
Name : Enter the name of the field exactly as it's identified on your LinkedIn form.
Lead field : Use this lookup field to identify the Dynamics 365 lead field in which to store the

incoming value from LinkedIn.
4. If you're creating a new field mapping, select Save & Close on the toolbar. If you're editing an existing field,
select Save at the bottom corner of the window.
Remove an existing field mapping
1. Go to Settings > Lead management > LinkedIn field mapping .
2. Select the field mapping that you want to remove.
3. Select Delete on the command bar and confirm the deletion.
See also
LinkedIn Lead Gen integration

Manage sample data in Dynamics 365 Marketing
3/25/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Sample data gives you something to experiment with as you learn, and helps you see how data is organized in
the system. If sample data isn't installed on your trial or sandbox instance, you might want to add it for training
purposes.
To manage your sample data, go to Settings > Other settings > Sample data . From here, you can see if you
have sample data installed and choose whether to add or remove it.
IMPORTANT
To help prevent unwanted results, you should avoid mixing sample and production data. We recommend that you only
install the sample data on trial, preview, or sandbox instances—not on production instances. Note also that although a
command to remove the sample data is provided, it may still leave some sample data behind, so you might still need to
manually delete some records.

NOTE
The sample data includes sample designs for marketing-automation features such as marketing emails, marketing pages,
customer journeys, and more. These elements are all provided in a draft state, which means that you need to activate
each relevant record by opening it and choosing Go Live before you can use it. Customer journeys in particular, which
combine many of these elements, will generate several warning messages on error check to remind you to activate each
relevant element. These warnings are normal and to be expected, so just read the messages and go live with each listed
record as needed.

Quota limits
5/18/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Dynamics 365 Marketing is a subscription service that is billed monthly and sets organization-level quotas for
the maximum number of marketing contact records, Litmus previews, and monthly marketing email messages
you can send. Other quotas may also apply. You can always upgrade your subscription if you need higher
quotas. The Quota limits page shows the total quota levels you have purchased and how much of each quota
your organization has already used.
To see how much of each quota you've used, go to Settings > Over view > Quota limits .
The following quotas are tracked here:
Marketing email messages : Shows the total number of email messages you can still send this month, and
the total number you have sent. Your email quota is equal to ten times your marketing contacts quota.
Litmus inbox previews : Shows the total number of Litmus email previews (inbox previews) users at your
organization can still request this month, and the total number that have been used. This quota is included
with your Dynamics 365 Marketing license and is shared by all users from your organization. Individual
users can get more previews by setting up a private (not shared) account with Litmus, but individual
accounts aren't tracked here. More information: Use the advanced inbox preview feature
Marketing contacts : Shows the total number of marketing contacts that you can have in your database
according to your current Dynamics 365 Marketing subscription. Marketing contacts only include those that
you engage with marketing activities such as emails, landing pages, forms, LinkedIn integration, events, and
surveys. Contacts that you never engage in marketing activities won't be counted as part of this quota. For
more information about marketing contacts and how they are counted, see How Marketing is licensed and
the Administration and setup FAQ
Total contacts in database : Shows the total number of all contacts that are stored in your database. No
quota applies here, so this is just for your reference (for example, so you can easily compare your number of
total contacts to your number of marketing contacts)
NOTE
Quotas and other limits are different based on whether you are running a trial, preview, or subscribed version of the
product.
For subscribed (paid) versions, please download the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Licensing Guide.
For trials, see Dynamics 365 Marketing limits for trials.
See also the Readme document for the latest news and updates.

Dynamics 365 Marketing limits for trials
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Trials of Dynamics 365 Marketing are subject to the following limits and restrictions:
A maximum of 10,000 contact records can be loaded and used in the system.
A maximum of 1,000 emails can be sent per month.
A maximum of 100 Litmus email previews can be generated per month.
A maximum of 100 segments can be live concurrently.
You can only install, use, and configure the Dynamics 365 Marketing trial with exactly one (1) Dynamics 365
trial instance, which is supplied with the Dynamics 365 Marketing trial.
A maximum of 1,000 website visits can be logged per month using website tracking tags.
You can't convert a trial instance into a production instance.
Trials are only available in those countries/regions where Dynamics 365 Marketing is commercially available.
Additional availability restrictions may apply.
The above limits are applicable to all users of the Dynamics 365 Marketing trial and are subject to change. Final
limits may be materially different for production versions of Dynamics 365 Marketing.
More information: Sign up for a free trial of Dynamics 365 Marketing

Use feature switches to enable or disable optional
and preview features
4/8/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use the Feature switches page to enable or disable optional and preview features in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
To enable or disable a feature, go to Settings > Other settings > Feature switches and set the various
feature sliders to On or Off as needed. After you set the feature sliders, click Save in the upper right corner of
the window.
The following table lists each available feature together with its preview status and links for more information.
F EAT URE SW ITC H

P REVIEW O R P RO DUC T IO N

M O RE IN F O RM AT IO N

Business unit scoping

Production

Use business units to control access to
Marketing records

Event registration forms

Production

Marketing forms for event registration

Updated customer journey designer

Production

Use customer journeys to create
automated campaigns

Updated email editing experience

Production

Enable the latest email editor

Customer Voice Marketing integration

Production

Add surveys to your marketing
campaigns

Segmentation natural language
queries

Preview

Natural language use in segments

Smart scheduler

Production

Enable the Automated scheduler

IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren't meant for production use and are subject to a separate
supplemental terms of use.

Enable and configure artificial intelligence features
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Dynamics 365 Marketing provides several artificial intelligence (AI), which include:
Spam checker , which analyzes the content of each marketing email message and generates a score that
predicts how likely it is to be flagged by content-based spam filters.
Automated scheduler , which "learns" the days and times when each contact is most likely to be actively
reading his or her email by analyzing the email results in your system. The more results you have in your
system, and the more you use this feature, the "smarter" the system becomes.
When you first install Marketing, the Automated scheduler is disabled by default. This feature includes privacy
settings that may affect compliance with local privacy regulations (including GDPR) and other privacy laws.

Enable the Automated scheduler in Marketing settings
To enable the Automated scheduler and make privacy settings for it:
1. Go to Settings > Other settings > Feature switches .

2. Under Machine learning > Smar t scheduler , set the Enabled slider to On .
3. For the Consent level setting, choose the level of consent that each contact must provide before being
processed.
The Smar t scheduler feature applies automated processing to data collected for each individual
contact. Therefore, you probably need a required level of (5) Profiling to use this feature wherever
GDPR is in effect.
4. Select the Save button near the top of the page to save your settings.
The level of consent required for the Automated scheduler depends on your geographic location and that of
your contacts. It may also depend on the way you have set up the data-protection features of Dynamics 365
Marketing. It is your organization's responsibility to ensure that you are following all applicable laws in the

countries/regions where you operate. More information: Data protection and the GDPR

Set security roles
Each user who needs access to the Marketing AI features needs to be granted the Marketing Machine
Learning Feature Configuration Reader role. To inspect and customize a user's security roles:
1. Open the Settings menu

at the top of the page and select Advanced settings .

2. The advanced-settings area opens in a new browser tab. Note that this area uses a horizontal navigator at
the top of the page instead of a side navigator. Navigate to Settings > System > Security .
3. Select the Security roles icon.
4. You now see a list of security roles. Select a role to open the Security role window, which shows
individual access levels for each available entity. Most entities are named intuitively to map to various
features and areas of the app.
5. Ensure that the user's Business Unit contains the Marketing Machine Learning Feature
Configuration Reader role.

Control access to designer features
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Designer feature protection lets you control which users have access to which features of the content designers,
including in the email, marketing page, form, and content-block designers. You can use these settings to block
access by any user or group to one or both of the following designer features:
The designer HTML tab : Users with access to the HTML tab can work with all aspects of the HTML code
that goes into your designs. By blocking access to this tab, you'll make sure that design elements that you
mark as locked in the HTML code (and all content outside of design elements) won't be editable by certain
(or most) users. Content-block elements provide an easy setting that enables you to lock or unlock them, but
you can also lock any design element by adding the data-protected="true" HTML attribute to its opening
<div> tag. More information: Use custom attributes to enable designer features
Litmus inbox previews : The email designer's inbox preview feature provides pixel-perfect previews that
show exactly what your design will look like when rendered in nearly any specific client/browser/platform
combination. This feature is provided by a company called Litmus and requires that users purchase an extra
license once your organization has used more than a certain number of previews (see your Dynamics 365
Marketing license agreement for details). You might choose to limit access to this feature to help manage
costs and/or to have better control over who gets to use your organization's free previews.
To control access to these designer features:
1. Go to Settings > Email marketing > Designer feature protection . This opens a list of currently
defined protection rules, each of which shows which user or group is being denied access to which
features. Each row sets a rule for exactly one user or group.
2. Do one of the following:
To edit an existing rule, select it from the list and then choose Edit from the command bar (or doubleclick on it).
To create a new rule, select + New on the command bar.
To delete or deactivate an existing rule, select it from the list and then choose Delete or Deactivate
from the command bar.
3. If you choose to edit or create, a form opens where you can work with your rule. Make the following
settings:
Team : To apply protection to all members of a team, choose a team name from this lookup field. Each
rule can apply only to one team or one user.
User : To apply protection to a specific user, choose a user name from this lookup field. Each rule can
apply only to one team or one user.
Blocked features : Use this lookup field to choose which features you want to hide from the specified
user or team: HTML, Litmus, or both.
4. Save your settings.

Email bounce categories
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To identify the cause of bounced campaign emails, Dynamics 365 Marketing includes a bounce categorization
feature. The bounce categorization feature groups typical bounce errors into bounce categories. Each category
represents a type and reason for bounced emails. Here is the list of bounce categories we use:
invalid-mailbox
invalid-domain
inactive-mailbox
full-mailbox
dmarc-issues
reputation-issues
greylisting-issues
blocklisting-issues
relaying-issues
routing-issues
recipient-server-error
connection-error
policy-related
message-expired
other

Bounce category definitions
The first two categories – invalid-mailbox and invalid-domain – are known as “hard bounces.” A hard
bounce is an email that has been sent to an invalid mailbox or an invalid domain. This means that the recipient’s
email address or the domain doesn't exist.
inactive-mailbox – This is closely related to the invalid-mailbox category. The inactive-mailbox category
indicates that the recipient’s address is disabled, abandoned, or no longer exists on the recipient’s server. In most
cases, inactive-mailbox addresses should be excluded from sending, as they rarely become active again.
full-mailbox – This category results from addresses that are unable to receive email messages due to lack of
storage or limits on the number of emails received. In most cases, full mailbox-means that the recipient’s
mailbox is abandoned or not being read regularly. This category is not a hard bounce, but if the error appears
for a contact on a regular basis, the contact is not likely to receive future email messages.
dmarc-issues – This category stands for errors closely related to a recipient’s or sender’s DMARC or other
internal policies related to domain authentication such as SPF record checks or DKIM signature checks. Such
errors can result if the recipient’s server doesn't allow emails from domains without a valid SPF record or DKIM
signature. dmarc-issues errors can also result if there is mismatched sending domain alignment to the SPF
record or DKIM signature in the email. Extensive dmarc-issues errors could mean that the sending domain is
misconfigured or that the sending domain doesn't fill the requirements for acceptable email delivery. This
category of issues usually requires additional investigation. If you run into this kind of issue, you should open a
support ticket.
reputation-issues – This bounce category combines types of bounces related to spam filtering on the recipient
side. In most cases, if this bounce category comes up, it means that the email content, the sending domain, or

sending IP address have a low sending reputation or have exceeded sending limits per minute/hour/day. Also, it
may indicate that the content of the emails was treated as spam by the recipient’s spam filter. If reputationissues errors become a significant problem, you should open a support ticket to resolve the issue. The support
team will typically adjust limits on the sending server or find a solution by contacting the recipient’s email
server administrators.
greylisting – This category represents transient errors or so called “greylisting errors.” Such errors result when
the recipient’s server gets an email from a new sender domain or IP address. Such errors typically don't result in
bounced emails. But, in some cases, email administrators prefer to bounce all emails from new sources to avoid
spam and require some manual communications or approvals. In certain cases, delivery is only possible
manually. An example of manual delivery might include adding characters to the email subject or adding special
email headers that aren't possible using mass mailing or marketing software.
blocklisting-issues – This bounce category occurs when a sending domain or IP address is listed on any
existing not trusted. This means that either the domain or sending IP address, or any link or image in the email
content was marked as not trusted due to one of the following reasons:
Multiple complaints from recipients.
Sending to a spamtrap address. A spamtrap is an email address that is intentionally used to identify
spammers. Spamtrap addresses can easily be found by automated email harvesters that are used by
spammers. Legitimate senders don’t typically have these addresses in their contact lists except from human
errors. Senders that send emails to these addresses are automatically identified as spammers on the
recipient server side.
Triggering anti-spam, anti-virus, or anti-phishing software on the recipient side.
Such errors don't often occur. We monitor cases related to not trusted domains and IP addresses on a daily basis
and remove blocks if they appear, as well as analyze the email flow to avoid further issues.
relaying-issues – This category represents errors from recipient servers that don't allow incoming email flow
from the outside. This category also can mean that there's a misconfiguration of the DNS records on the
recipient side, such as DNS records that point to a server that doesn't host email addresses for that domain.
Relaying-issues errors can be transient. Recipients shouldn't immediately be excluded from the contact list. But,
if the error results from the same contact multiple times, it is recommended to exclude the contact.
routing-errors – This error means that the email can't reach the recipient due to an internal misconfiguration
of the recipient’s server. Routing-errors can also be due to an internal forwarding misconfiguration on the
recipient’s server, causing the email to transfer between mailboxes and never reach the destination.
recipient-ser ver-error – This category encompasses generic recipient server errors, such as server overload
or any other temporary error. This category is caused by a technical error that can't be resolved except by
contacting the email server administrator and providing proof of their infrastructure failure.
connection-error – This category results from errors that appear when our sending server is unable to
establish a stable connection to the recipient mail server. Connection-errors can occur because of unavailability
of the recipient’s server, misconfiguration of the recipient’s server, or a recipient side networking error.
policy-related – This category results from internal policies on the recipient’s server. For example, the
recipient’s server can forbid emails from outside of the company, workgroup, or trusted senders. You can
remedy this error by contacting the recipient using any other sources of communication and asking to the
recipient to add the sending IP, domain, or sending email address to their trusted senders list.
Policy-related errors may also indicate that the recipient’s server can't identify the validity of the sending email
address. This could occur when the “from” email address doesn't exist or doesn't accept incoming emails. Such
incidents are rare and can be fixed by using an existing sending email address.
message-expired – This category results when, within the lifecycle of the email message, it was not able to be
delivered to the recipient because of sending limitations or transient errors. If this error occurs frequently, you

should open a support ticket to resolve it.
other – This category stands for uncategorized or atypical errors. We review and categorize such errors
regularly.
See also
Best practices for email marketing
Email policies and suspension standards

Create an SPF TXT record
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Creating an SPF record for your sending domain can help improve email deliverability results and recipient
inbox placement. To create an SPF record for your sending domain, complete the following steps:
1. If your domain already has an SPF record, edit your existing TXT record and add following value:
include: marketing.dynamics.com

Example DNS records:

Existing SPF record:
TXT record
TXT name: @
TXT value: v=spf1 ip4:192.168.1.1 -all

Updated SPF record:
TXT record
TXT name: @
TXT value: v=spf1 ip4:192.168.1.1 include:marketing.dynamics.com -all

2. If your domain does not have an SPF record, add a new DNS record with the following parameters:
TXT record
TXT name: @
TXT value: v=spf1 include:marketing.dynamics.com ~all

SPF TXT record parameter definitions
Here is an example of an SPF TXT record, along with definitions of the parameters:
v=spf1 ip4:192.0.2.0/24 include:_spf.contoso.com a -all

v=spf1 : specifies the version of the SPF standard
ip4:192.0.2.0/24 : specifies the IP address or subnet that is authorized to send emails for the domain
include:_spf.contoso.com : specifies that all IP addresses specified in the SPF TXT record of the domain
_spf.contoso.com should be also included as trusted addresses for this domain
a : specifies that IP addresses added to a DNS record of this domain are allowed to send emails
-all : specifies that all email messages from IP addresses not specified in this SPF record should not be
accepted by the recipient
NOTE
Each parameter in the SPF TXT record should be divided by a space.

See also
Best practices for email marketing

Dedicated vs shared IPs for email delivery
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Every email you send is routed through an IP address that transports your message to your subscribers'
inboxes. By default, Dynamics 365 sends emails from a group of shared IPs. Our Deliverability and Compliance
team monitors the health and performance of these IPs. We recommend that you use the default shared IP
email setup for optimized email deliverability.
Some senders, however, might prefer to send emails through a dedicated IP address. Whether a dedicated IP
address is best for your Marketing setup depends on many factors. The first step in deciding which setup is best
for you is understanding the differences between dedicated and shared IPs.

Definitions and pros and cons of different IP setups
Definitions
Shared IP : Multiple senders use the same IP pool (multiple shared IPs). This is the default Dynamics 365
approach.
Dedicated IP : A single IP address that is used by a single sender.
Pros and cons of dedicated vs shared IPs
IP T Y P E

P RO S

C ONS

Dedicated IP

- Full reputation control
- More easily pinpoint and fix IP issues

- Strict "warm-up" plan needs to be
followed
- Any mistakes immediately damage
the IP reputation
- Sending schedule and volume need
to be consistent (no spikes or delays
between customer journeys)
- Data quality must be good

Shared IP

- Avoid the need to "warm up" your
IPs
- Benefit from other senders' good
reputations
- Decreased risk of damaging the IP
reputation
- Works well for inconsistent senders
(spikes in sending volumes and
unpredictable sending schedule)

- Deliverability can be affected by
other senders
- No IP reputation control

Dedicated IP prerequisites
Volume and frequency
To sustain a dedicated IP, you'll need to send enough volume to maintain it. We recommend that you send a
minimum of 50,000 messages, 3 times per week (150,000 messages per week total).
List quality
Carefully review you email practices, list quality, list hygiene, and list acquisition process. We strongly
recommend using a double opt-in process and targeting only engaged recipients. Engaged recipients are
typically those who have interacted with your emails in the past six months.

Also, review your sending stats and make sure that you comply with the following thresholds:
Bounce rate: < 3%
Spam complaint rate: < 0.1%
Unsubscribe rate: < 1%
Warm-up
When you add a new dedicated IP address to your account, you need to warm it up. You will also need to rewarm your IP if you haven't sent any emails in the last 30 days.
IP warming is the practice of gradually increasing the volume of mail sent through a dedicated IP address
according to a predetermined schedule. This gradual process establishes a reputation with ISPs (Internet Service
Providers) as a legitimate email sender.
When an ISP observes email suddenly coming from a new or "cold" IP address, they will take notice and
immediately begin evaluating the traffic coming from that IP. Because ISPs treat email volume as a key
determining factor when detecting spam, it is best to begin sending a low to moderate volume, eventually
working your way up to larger volumes. This gives the receiving email providers a chance to closely observe
your sending habits and record how your recipients engage with your email.
A gradual warm-up does not always guarantee a perfect sending reputation. It is still important to follow
sending best practices. The warm-up process can take two to four weeks, depending on the list quality.
Reach out to our Deliverability and Compliance team if you need help with navigating this delicate process.
See also
Best practices for email marketing
Email policies and suspension standards
Email bounce categories

Warm up an IP or domain
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IP/domain warm-up definition
IP/domain warming is the process of methodically adding email volume to a new IP address, gradually, over
several days or weeks. Gradually “warming” up the IP/domain establishes a positive sending reputation with
mailbox providers.
IP/domain warm-up summary
Mailbox providers view email from a new IP address as suspicious until the new address establishes a positive
sending reputation. Achieving maximum deliverability takes four to eight weeks, depending on targeted volume
and engagement. Warming could take longer if mailbox providers don’t perceive that email from the new
IP/domain is "wanted" by the recipient. For example, the mailbox provider may determine that email is not
wanted if the recipient has not explicitly signed up for the mailing list. Certain mailbox providers limit senders to
thresholds (the number of messages delivered per day) until they establish a reputation.
We recommend starting with your best performing messages – those sent to highly engaged recipients. Focus
warming your most engaged subscribers, then add older segments as you progress. Older segments should be
added to the engaged segments in chunks of 15 percent of your existing volume, so as to not tip your
reputation from good to bad. The goal during the warm-up process is to send to subscribers who are the least
likely to complain and bounce. Such subscribers include those that have opted-in most recently and are
consistent openers and clickers.
During the warm-up phase, the more consistent you are with volume, frequency, complaint, and bounce levels,
the faster you will establish a positive sending reputation. If you send infrequently (anything less than weekly), it
will take longer to build a positive sender reputation.
IP/domain warm-up plan
Key to success
During weeks 1-2, send to your most active subscribers – those who have opened or clicked in the past 30
days.
During weeks 3-4, you can expand to subscribers who have opened or clicked in the past 60 days.
During the first 6 weeks, do NOT send to subscribers who have not opened or clicked in the past 90 days.
What to Expect
Once you begin warming up your IPs, you can expect some bulking (mailbox providers identifying marketing
emails as spam) and blocking to occur. The key is to stick with the plan. Below are details of what you can expect
and actions to take.
Bulking at Yahoo, AOL, and Gmail. Typically clears up after a few sends with solid positive metrics, but it can
take time to get inbox delivery. The key is to keep sending to engaged subscribers.
Delays at AOL, Microsoft, and Comcast. The delays (421 bounces) will retry for 72 hours, and, if not
delivered, will bounce as a 5XX with the original 421 error in the bounce record. Delays are normal and will
lessen each day as the IP or domain’s reputation develops. So long as the emails are ultimately delivering,
there is no concern. However, if emails are timing out in large quantities, you should back down your
volumes to the mailbox provider by tightening your engagement window (the time since a recipient last
interacted with one of your emails).
Possible blocking by mailbox providers can occur if the list isn’t engaged enough. The key is to segment
carefully and tighten up engagement. Again, the key is to keep sending.

Why is IP/domain warm-up important?
Q UIC K WA RM - UP :

SLO W WA RM - UP :

Mailbox providers see volume spikes

Mailbox providers see a gradual build in volume

Unknown senders

A good reputation develops over time

Blocks, filtering, and rate limiting will occur

Blocks, filtering, and rate limiting rarely occurs (only occurs
when engagement rates are low and complaint rates are
high)

IP warm-up builds your sender reputation
Sender reputation is how mailbox providers view you and your mail.
Email reputation controls access to the inbox
Bad reputation = spam folder or blocks
Good reputation = inbox
Reputation can affect the domain or IP address and will be based on:
Spam complaints
Invalid email addresses (hard bounces)
Spam trap hits
Authentication (SPF, DKIM, DMARC)
Third-party block listing
Engagement
P O SIT IVE EF F EC T S O N Y O UR REP UTAT IO N A RE:

N EGAT IVE EF F EC T S O N Y O UR REP UTAT IO N A RE:

Opens

Poor or insufficient permission

Clicks

High recipient complaints (report as spam)

Authentication (DKIM, SPF, DMARC)

Poor list quality/hygiene (bad email addresses)
IP address and domain block listing
Spam trap hits
Large spikes in volume

The fundamentals of reputation
Key takeaways :
Opt-ins are the most important.
If people do not want your mail, your reputation suffers.
Mailbox providers and metrics are judge and jury when it comes to getting delivered to the inbox.
You cannot transfer your reputation from your previously used IP.
If you use the same domain, your reputation can follow you. However, mailbox providers like Gmail use the
reputation of the domain coupled with the reputation of the IP, therefore, you still must follow the warm-up
process.
Mailbox providers trust metrics from their users and what they observe; no brand will get special treatment.
B2B senders must follow the same warm-up process as B2C senders, as many business domains are now

hosted by Yahoo, Outlook, Gmail, AOL, etc.
See also
Best practices for email marketing
Email policies and suspension standards

Email policies and suspension standards
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To preserve your reputation as a sender, Dynamics 365 Marketing has developed a deliverability protection
system that detects excessive hard bounces, spam reports, block listing, or abuse complaints. This system
protects our entire customer base. If email criteria are violated, accounts can be placed under review or
terminated.

Stages of review
Warned
In the first stage of review, the Marketing application sends a warning notification to the address
associated with your account. The account maintains full sending functionality during the warning period.
However, if the application doesn't receive a response or the protection system records successive alerts,
your account may be suspended to prevent further risk to your sending reputation.

Suspended
Email sending is suspended when the deliverability protection system detects that one or multiple email
limits were breached on your email recipients, or fraudulent account activity was detected.
When email sending is suspended, you see a warning banner in your email tool about a problem
detected by the deliverability protection system. The banner contains details about the problem and
recommendations to improve future email messages.
If your email sending is suspended, create a ticket with our Email Deliverability team. When we believe
that you have taken sufficient steps to address the cause of suspension, we will reinstate your account.

What are the email limits for Dynamics 365 Marketing?
Hard bounces: The hard bounce limit is for Marketing 8%. The preferred bounce rate is less than 2%.
Spam reports: The spam complaint rate limit for Marketing is 0.3% (1 in 1,000 messages sent).
Direct complaints: Direct complaints are sent to the Dynamics 365 abuse desk and are reviewed on a case
by case basis.

Other reasons that can cause account suspensions
A violation of our messaging policy.
A violation of our terms of use.
Content that is abusive or harmful.
See also
Best practices for email marketing

Deliverability recommendations when changing
ESPs
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Changing your email service provider (ESP) is a complex and sensitive process. Errors during the changeover
process can negatively impact deliverability, resulting in reduced engagement.
To mitigate risks, we’ve assembled a list of recommendations to follow when switching ESPs. Following these
steps will help safeguard your email deliverability and maintain a good sending reputation.
1. Data migration
Migrate all necessary data. This data includes email addresses, contacts, customized templates, mail
flows, and email automation. Don’t forget to ensure that not only the active data is transferred, but also
the suppression data. Unsubscribed users, hard bounced addresses, and spam complaint addresses need
to be migrated.
2. Deliverability
Authenticate your sending domain. This is pretty much the first thing you're going to be doing.
TIP
Consider using the same sending email address, even the same from address.

3. Get to know your new ESP
We strongly recommend reaching out to our Email Deliverability team. A short conversation about your
business, volume targets, and your expectations will ensure a smooth transition.
4. Warm up your new ESP
TIP
Gradually increase send volumes.

Suddenly sending a large volume of emails from a new IP can lead to rejected emails. This is because
your Internet Service Provider (ISP) may view the activity as suspicious.
Be prepared for a few little bumps in your metrics. Large ISPs like Gmail, Yahoo, and Microsoft may need
time to adjust their metrics as they update their records regarding current and previous interactions with
your mail or domain.

Checklist for switching ESPs
Before you move :
Review your subscription methods to see where your subscribers come from so you can redirect
subscription sources.
Review what’s not working (templates, mobile optimization, metrics) and optimize.
Export your email lists and reports.

Review your engagement lists.
Plan a gradual transition.
Before you send the first campaign :
Create a suppression list with unsubscribed and bounced email addresses.
Set up segments.
Check and update your signup forms.
Set up authentication to improve deliverability.
Consider keeping your “from” name consistent.
After the first campaign:
Analyze the campaign insights.

More help
Contact our support team if you have any questions.
See also
Best practices for email marketing
Email policies and suspension standards

Google Postmaster Tools - What it is and how it can
help you
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Google Postmaster Tools is an awesome resource that allows senders to troubleshoot deliverability hiccups. The
tools deliver essential insights into important metrics that can identify problem areas in email sending practices.
According to Gmail, using these tools can determine the health of your email program.
Even if Gmail is not your primary target, understanding how your mail is viewed by Gmail can give you a better
understanding of how you are perceived elsewhere.
Once you get set up and running, Google will give insights into several data points organized into different
dashboards.
Spam rate
IP reputation
Domain reputation
Authentication
Encryption
Delivery errors
In this guide, we'll show you how to:
Set up Google Postmaster Tools
Interpret the dashboards

Getting access to Google Postmaster Tools
NOTE
To use Postmaster Tools, you need to have a Google account (Google Workspace or a Gmail address). If you don’t have a
Google Account, you’ll need to create one.

After you have created a Google account, log in to https://postmaster.google.com. We recommend creating a
new, custom Gmail account, which can be easily shared among users.
After selecting Get star ted , you will be asked to add your domain:

Select Next . Now, it’s time to verify the ownership of your domain.

Access your DNS record, and add the TXT record provided by Google. Once completed go back to Google
Postmaster and select Verify .
If the TXT record is not found, check that the TXT was added correctly and try again. If you have issues adding
the TXT record, Google offers a second verification method that involves adding a CNAME record.
Once the DNS records have been properly published, you will see the domain status flip to Verified .

Understanding Google Postmaster dashboards

NOTE
There a minimum daily email volume threshold for data to populate in the Google Postmaster Tools. Google doesn’t
publish the specific threshold, but we’ve found that if you are sending over 100 messages per day to unique Gmail users,
reputation data will be generated for that day.

Reports generated by Google update daily, providing insights into the prior day’s performance. All data is
aggregated. Instead of giving you a score (for example, 0 to 100), Google gathers the results inside groups
ranked from Bad to High .

Interpret numbers on the dashboard
Spam rate
The spam rate is the percentage of emails marked as spam by users versus emails sent to the inbox for active
users. If a substantial number of emails are delivered directly to spam folders, you may see a low spam rate,
even though users may still be marking your inboxed emails as spam.

IP reputation
A higher IP reputation means emails sent from this IP are more likely to go to a recipient’s inbox instead of their
spam folder. For example, if you send a lot of emails, and users mark them as spam, your IP reputation number
will go down.
To reduce negative user feedback, you should regularly check your sending list. Be sure to only send emails to
users who want them. If you have mixed categories (Bad/Low/Medium/High), you can identify which sending
IPs are in each category by selecting the bar color.
The definitions of spam below include email detected as spam by Gmail’s spam filter, and mail reported by users
as spam.
Bad: A history of sending a high volume of spam. Email coming from this entity will almost always be
rejected at connection time or marked as spam.
Low: Known to send a considerable volume of spam regularly. Email from this sender will likely be marked
as spam.
Medium/Fair : Known to send good email, but has occasionally sent a low volume of spam. Most of the
email from this entity will have a fair deliverability rate, except when there’s a notable increase in spam levels.
High: Has a good track record of a very low spam rate, and complies with Gmail's sender guidelines. Email

will rarely be marked by the spam filter.

Domain reputation
A higher domain reputation means emails from your sending domain are less likely to get filtered to a
recipient’s spam folder or inbox.
The definitions of spam below includes mail detected as spam by Gmail’s spam filter, and mail reported by users
as spam.
Bad: A history of sending an enormously high volume of spam. Email coming from this entity will almost
always be rejected at SMTP or marked as spam.
Low: Known to send a considerable volume of spam regularly. Email from this sender will likely be marked
as spam.
Medium/Fair : Known to send good email, but has occasionally sent a low volume of spam. Most of the
email from this entity will have a fair deliverability rate, except when there’s a notable increase in spam levels.
High: Has a good track record of a very low spam rate, and complies with Gmail's sender guidelines. Email
will rarely be marked by the spam filter.

Feedback loop
Currently, Dynamics 365 Marketing does not offer this feature, however we are working on getting this data

available to our senders.
Authentication
This dashboard shows the percentage of your emails that passed SPF, DKIM, and DMARC over all received traffic
that attempted authentication.
SPF graph: Shows percentage of email that passed SPF versus all email from that domain that attempted
SPF. This excludes any spoofed email.
DKIM graph: Shows the percentage of email that passed DKIM versus all email from that domain that
attempted DKIM.
DMARC graph (only if you have a valid DMARC record published): Shows percentage of email that passed
DMARC alignment versus all email received from the domain that passed either of SPF or DKIM.

Encryption
This dashboard shows what percentage of your inbound and outbound traffic is encrypted.
IMPORTANT
The Encryption graph should show a consistent 100%. If not, please reach out to our Email Deliverability team.

TLS Inbound: Shows the percentage of incoming email (to Gmail) that passed TLS versus all email received
from that domain.
TLS Outbound: Shows the percentage of outgoing email (from Gmail) that was accepted over TLS versus all
email sent to that domain.

Delivery errors
This graph monitors what percentage of your total emails were rejected or temporarily failed as compared to all
authenticated traffic. Under the graph, you can view a list of reasons an email failed.
Rate limit exceeded : The Domain or IP is sending traffic at a suspiciously high rate and temporary rate
limits have been put in place.
Suspected spam : The traffic is suspected to be spam by Gmail.
Email content is possibly spammy : The traffic is suspected to be spammy specifically because of the
content.
Bad or unsuppor ted attachment : Traffic contains attachments not supported by Gmail.
DMARC policy of the sender domain : The sender domain has set up a DMARC rejection policy.
Sending IP has a low reputation : The IP reputation of the sending IP is very low.
Sending domain has a low reputation : The Domain reputation of the sending domain is very low.
IP is in one or more public RBLs : The IP is listed in one or more public Real-time Blackhole Lists (RBLs).
Work with the RBL to get your IP de-listed.
Domain is in one or more public RBLs : The Domain is listed in one or more public Real-time Blackhole
Lists. Work with the RBL to get your domain delisted.
Bad or missing PTR record : The sending IP is missing a PTR record.

That’s pretty much it. We hope this will help you getting Google Postmaster Tools up and running. If you need
more insights into these tools, let us know. We can help.

Best practices for email marketing
5/18/2021 • 15 minutes to read • Edit Online

Sending marketing email is not the same as sending personal email as most people know it. They might seem
similar, but there is an important difference: personal emails get delivered to just one or a few people, whereas
marketing emails get delivered to many thousands or more every month.
In response to various email abuses, such as widely targeted spam and scams, most companies and email
providers now implement filtering and blocking mechanisms to defend their bandwidth and keep their users'
inboxes clean. So, when somebody begins sending a large volume of email, the internet takes notice and
defensive mechanisms might begin to kick in, which might result in keeping your messages out of your
contacts' inboxes. Individual email clients also apply their own filtering algorithms that, among other things, can
filter based on each user's personal history of interactions, which can mean that an identical message that gets
delivered to one recipient could get blocked by another recipient's email client.
These systems are not intended to stop all forms of legitimate marketing email, just to block abuse. Dynamics
365 Marketing is designed to be one of the good guys—to facilitate collaborative, opt-in marketing—but you do
need to be aware of how to work in the context of common filtering strategies, anti-spam laws, and other antiabuse mechanisms to help make sure your marketing messages get delivered to your contacts rather than stuck
in their spam filters.

Build and protect your sender reputation
When a message goes out over the internet, the IP address that sent it is available to each server that processes
that message. Third-party watchdog organizations, such as ReturnPath, monitor activity, message content, and
complaints associated with sending addresses and generate a reputation score for each sending IP address
and/or domain name. The lower your reputation score, the more likely your messages are to get dropped or
filtered out; if your score gets low enough, you'll end up on a block list and none of your messages will get
delivered.
Large email providers (such as Hotmail or Gmail), and private email systems at large organizations, use similar
techniques to generate their own, internal, sender reputations and scores, which apply yet another layer of
filtering.
In addition to sender reputation, many countries and regions have laws that regulate commercial email
messages, and breaking these laws can expose you to expensive litigation. Examples of these include CAN-SPAM
in the United States and CASL in Canada. The new GDPR regulations in the European Union also establish strict
rules for how companies are permitted to handle data and communicate digitally with individuals.
So what can you do to maximize your deliverability and remain within the law, and how can Dynamics 365
Marketing help? Read the following subsections to find out. For more information about deliverability and
sender reputation, search with Bing for many more good articles about this topic.
Create clean, collaborative, and responsible content
Both spam filters and sender-reputation systems analyze the content of the messages you are trying to send.
They look for signs that you are working together with your recipients and are identifying yourself honestly.
Common requirements here are the presence of unsubscribe links and your organization's physical street
address in the message body. Messages in HTML format should also include a plain-text version that has the
same information. Dynamics 365 Marketing provides features to make it easy to include these essential items in
your messages, and helps prevent you from leaving them out by mistake.

Be mindful of the size of your HTML content
Limit the HTML content of email messages to a maximum size of 100 KB. This size limit includes all HTML text,
styles, comments, and embedded graphics (but not anchored external graphics). If the HTML content exceeds
128 KB, you'll receive a size warning, but you can still go live with the email and any customer journey that
includes the email.
The HTML size limit is important because email providers (such as Gmail) "clip" email messages that are above a
certain size (102 KB, in Gmail's case). Instead of including the full message in a recipient's inbox, the email
provider will truncate the message and include a link to view the entire message. Additionally, some spam filters
scrutinize more intensely when they see large emails.
When you go live with a message, Marketing processes the HTML content to create inline styles, compress
spaces, and more, so it can be hard to know the exact final size of the message. If you have a message that you
suspect violates the HTML size limit, do the following:
1. Open a web browser and enter a URL of the form:
https://<your_domain>/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_marketingemails(<email_id>)

Where:

<your_domain> is the root of your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance (such as "contoso.crm.dynamics.com").
<email_id> is the ID for the message you want to check. To find this ID, open the message in Dynamics 365
Marketing and find the value of the id= parameter shown in your browser's address bar.
2. Search for the value of the field "msdyncrm_emailbody" in the returned JSON.
3. Copy the value of that field into a text program that can tell you the exact size of the HTML content.
Authenticate your sending domain
Dynamics 365 Marketing provides a feature that enables you to set up DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) to
link your Dynamics 365 Marketing sending domain with your own email domain. For complete details on why
this is important and how to do it, see Set up DKIM for your sending domain.
Avoid sending to invalid and inactive email addresses
If you send a message to an invalid, inactive, or canceled email address, the message is typically returned as
what is called a "hard bounce." Hard bounces happen, but the reputation watchdogs, public providers, and
private hosts will notice, and the more hard bounces you have associated with your sending IP, the lower your
reputation score will be. Addresses associated with a hard bounce will probably never come back online, so you
don't want them in your database; Dynamics 365 Marketing will automatically stop sending to hard-bouncing
addresses for six months before trying them again.
Microsoft needs to defend the reputation of our sending IPs, so organizations that consistently generate a large
number of hard bounces and/or spam complaints may be contacted by Microsoft Support with advice for how
to improve their sending lists and/or messaging. Organizations that continue to generate hard bounces and
spam complaints may eventually risk having their accounts closed.
Dynamics 365 Marketing provides detailed analytics and KPIs for how your contacts interact with your
marketing email messages (and other initiatives), including counts of opens, clicks, bounces, and forwards. Use
this information to evaluate your success in engaging contacts and to keep your database free of hard-bouncing
addresses. More information: Analyze results to gain insights

NOTE
Dynamics 365 Marketing won't try to send to a known hard-bouncing address during the six-month quarantine period.
However, your email insights will still indicate a hard-bounce result for each such delivery that you have requested. These
"virtual" hard bounces don't impact your sending IP reputation, but they do count against your monthly send quota in
Dynamics 365 Marketing—and these addresses will be tried again after the six-month quarantine. We therefore
recommend that you regularly check your results for hard bounces, and remove the hard-bouncing addresses from your
contact records.

Don't use purchased or rented mailing lists
Dynamics 365 Marketing is designed to facilitate opt-in marketing, in which all contacts have chosen to receive
marketing messages from your organization, and can easily choose to stop doing so at any time. The app helps
you build your mailing lists organically and in collaboration with your current and prospective customers by
providing features such as double opt-in, subscription management, and consent-management for GDPR
compliance. Marketing pages and the event website also provide avenues for new customers to join your
database and sign up for mailing lists.
We strongly recommend that you do not purchase or rent mailing lists because such lists may violate GDPR
consent laws and other local laws in other countries/regions. Rented and purchased lists are also ineffective
because they are likely to contain many expired addresses that will hard bounce, and they are likely to contain
many contacts that aren't interested in your products and who may complain about receiving unsolicited email
(possibly to legal authorities); both complaints and hard bounces will lower your sending reputation, and with it,
your deliverability rate.
Send consistent volumes
High-scoring sender reputations are associated with IP addresses that send a consistent volume of email. A
sudden spike will lower the score, as will intermittent send volumes. Microsoft maintains several IP addresses
dedicated to sending messages from Dynamics 365 Marketing in each region, and balances the sending load
among them to keep sending volume consistent over time for each IP. Each time we add a new sending IP to a
region, we "warm it up" by gradually increasing the volume it sends until it eventually reaches the same level as
the other IPs in that region. For most Dynamics 365 Marketing subscribers this is handled automatically and
invisibly, but new subscribers who plan to send marketing messages to large numbers of recipients (in the
millions) might need to start small and ramp up over time before reaching full volume; in this case, Microsoft
Support will notify you and help you during this process.

Set up DKIM for your sending domain
One of the most common online scams, also known as phishing, occurs when a fraudulent message pretends to
come from a well-known online service or financial institution. The goal is to trick recipients into responding to
the message by providing private details such as passwords or credit card numbers. One way to prevent
phishing is for email recipients to authenticate the from-address for each message to confirm it really was sent
from a domain that belongs to the company or organization it claims to belong to. A technology called DKIM
(DomainKeys Identified Mail) helps accomplish this by incorporating the following elements:
A public/private key signature that proves the message was sent from a server owned by a known
organization.
A central register of authenticated signatures, which enables the DNS (Domain Name System) to confirm
that each signature is legitimate and that the sending domain and claimed from-address both belong to the
same organization.
When you send email from Dynamics 365 Marketing, your messages come from a domain owned by Microsoft
(such as contosomarketing.onmicrosoft.com ), but the from-address will probably belong to one of your own
marketing, sales, or account managers using a more well-known domain that belongs to your organization

(such as you@contoso.com ). This discrepancy can be a red flag when an inbound email server does a DKIM check
on incoming messages, which is why a full implementation of DKIM is so important for ensuring high
deliverability, especially when you are using a third-party sending service like Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Dynamics 365 Marketing helps you to generate, register, and confirm DKIM keys for each of your sending
domains. See Authenticate your domains for instructions.
IMPORTANT
If your organization uses Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting and Conformance (DMARC) to protect
against phishing attacks involving your domain, then it's extra important that you set up DKIM for your sending domains
as described in Authenticate your domains. This will help to prevent false positives during DMARC checks made by
receiving systems.

Set up an SPF record
The SPF (Sender Policy Framework) is an email authentication mechanism that helps prevent email spoofing.
Setting up an SPF record allows an email sender to list IP addresses that are authorized to send emails on behalf
of the sender's domain.
The SPF record is set up as a TXT type DNS record for the sending domain. Email recipients can check the TXT
record when receiving an email and reject emails that originate from unrecognized IP addresses. Implementing
an SPF record for your sending domain will show recipients that your email messages were sent from a
legitimate source. An "SPF PASS" result will improve your domain's reputation score in your recipients' spam
filters.
To to learn more about SPF records and how to set up an SPF TXT record for your sending domain, see Create
an SPF TXT record

Test your deliverability
Once you have all of the relevant email-authentication systems in place, we highly recommend that you test
your deliverability to all of the major email hosts (such as Gmail, Outlook.com, Yahoo mail, and more), and to as
many private domains as your can (including your own). To do this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up an email account that you can read on as each of as many services and domains as you can.
Set up a contact record for each of these addresses in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Run a simple email campaign that targets all of your test contacts.
Inspect the inbox for each account to confirm your messages arrive in the inbox and don't get labeled as
junk.

Microsoft's spam policy for email marketing
Throughout this topic, we've stressed the importance of maintaining clean, opted-in send lists combined with
valued content and collaborative sending behavior. These are all important aspects of building a strong sender
reputation and thereby achieving high deliverability and inbox placement. Because email sent by Dynamics 365
Marketing is delivered from shared sending domains, Microsoft constantly monitors all delivery results, spam
complaints, and block lists to make sure our sending domains maintain their high reputation for the benefit of
all customers.
To help protect you, the responsible marketer, against the behavior of bad actors beyond your control, we have
implemented an anti-spam policy that protects your sending reputation. Here's how it works:
Stage 1: Inform and warn

When we notice that a Dynamics 365 Marketing environment is generating a high bounce rate or spam
complaints, we will send an email to the administrator to inform them of the issue and offer assistance in
remedying the problem. If further assistance is needed, the communication will urge the administrator to
contact Microsoft Support.
Stage 2: Move to a high-risk sending pool
If the bounce rate or spam complaint problem persists for more than a few days, and if the administrator has
still not contacted Microsoft Support, we will move the Marketing environment to a high-risk sending pool. The
high-risk sending pool has a lower reputation score than the standard high-deliverability sending pool.
When a Marketing environment is moved to the high-risk sending pool, we will send an email to the
administrator to inform them of the sending pool change and to urge them to contact Microsoft Support for
assistance. It may still be possible for the Marketing environment to return to the low-risk sending pool, but not
before the administrator contacts Microsoft Support to address the issue.

Using a dedicated sender IP
In a standard Dynamics 365 Marketing setup, all sender IPs are managed by Microsoft and shared among
customers that have similar reputation scores. This lets us manage reputation, balance the send load, and warm
up new IPs as needed. However, some organizations prefer to use one or more of their own, dedicated sender
IPs, especially if they will be sending high volumes.
NOTE
Dedicated sender IPs are not part of the standard Dynamics 365 Marketing subscription agreement, and Microsoft does
not generally recommend them because they introduce extra complexity and expense—and can result reduced
deliverability compared to our standard sender IPs. Microsoft considers applications for dedicated sender IPs on a caseby-case basis, and we can support multiple dedicated sender IPs if needed. If you think your organization could benefit
from a dedicated sender IP, please contact Microsoft Support to find out if you qualify. The main goal of this process is to
help you achieve as high a delivery rate as possible. Some of the most important factors to consider when making this
decision include:
How many messages does your organization send each month?
Is your content of high quality and in compliance with all relevant regulations?
Have there been many spam complaints associated with your messages until now?
Does your organization send a consistent volume of messages throughout the month?

Though there can be a few advantages to arranging for a dedicated sender IP, there are also disadvantages, and
it is not for everyone. Consider the following:
A new sender IP requires time to warm up
When your new sender IP comes online, you must start by sending just a few messages at a time and then
slowly ramp up over several weeks until you reach your intended send volume, which you must then
continue to maintain. A sudden spike of email coming from a new IP will severely damage your send
reputation and might land you on a block list right away. During the warm-up period, it is also important that
you only send to valid and engaged recipients. Later, when you have established a reputation, you can begin
to add less-engaged recipients.
Maintain a regular and consistent send volume
You must spread out your email sends to ensure that you send roughly the same volume every week or so.
Don't try to send all your messages at once at the start of each month, for example.
You should still set up DKIM
The DKIM sender-authentication standard is essential for optimizing your marketing email deliverability. It's
as important when you're using a dedicated IP as when using a shared IP, and you set it up in exactly the
same way. For complete details on why this is important and how to do it, see Set up DKIM for your sending

domain.
You concentrate risk on yourself and can pay a high price for any mistakes
When you are the only one using your sending IP, any mistakes you make will affect your sender reputation
directly, without being diluted by the large volume of compliant messages being sent by a large pool of other
users.

Public IP addresses used for sending e-mails
Dynamics 365 Marketing uses a set of dedicated IPv4 public network subnets for sending e-mails. All e-mails
sent by Marketing are expected to depart from an IP address belonging to one of the subnets. The subnets are
statically assigned to the Marketing platform, but they can potentially change at a future date as new subnets
are introduced.
NOTE
In rare cases (depending on your spam-filter provider) you may need to pre-approve our public IPs in your spam-filter.

To ensure that you always have the correct IP addresses, you should refer to the Azure IP Ranges and Service
Tags document. The document is in JSON format and lists all Azure tagged IP Ranges. The Service Tag under
which the Marketing e-mail public IPs are listed is "Dynamics365ForMarketingEmail". The list of IP Ranges is
under "addressPrefixes".
The follow code snippet is an example section from the IP ranges document. The subnets are listed in this
section of the JSON file:
"name": "Dynamics365ForMarketingEmail",
"id": "Dynamics365ForMarketingEmail",
"properties": {
"changeNumber": 1,
"region": "",
"platform": "Azure",
"systemService": "Dynamics365ForMarketingEmail",
"addressPrefixes": [
"x.x.x.x/25",
"x.x.x.x/25",
...
"x.x.x.x/24",
"x.x.x.x/24"
]
}
}

See also
Create a marketing email and go live
Email marketing overview

Troubleshoot email issues
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This article contains issues related to email administration in Dynamics 365 Marketing, as well as workarounds
and solutions.

Internal contacts are not receiving your marketing emails
If you are using Marketing to send email messages to internal users and they are not receiving your emails, the
emails are likely being quarantined by your spam filter solution. To ensure that your emails arrive in your
internal recipients' inboxes and successfully pass your spam solution checks, complete the following steps:
Add Dynamics 365 Marketing to your SPF record
Determine if you are using any email security software (for example, Mimecast, Proofpoint, or IronPort)
Below are direct links with instructions on how to change allow list settings on common email and web filters:
Barracuda - Configuring inbound email
Cisco - How do you allow list a trusted sender?
Mimecast - Configuring anti-spoofing policies
Proofpoint - Creating a filter to allow messages from your own domain
Sophos - Allow/block lists
Symantec.Cloud/MessageLabs - About approved and blocked senders lists
NOTE

The above-listed URLs, as well as the Google URL below, link to external pages that are not associated with
Microsoft. The URLs may change or be deactivated without notice.
If you are not using any of the above-listed email security software, use the following links to set the default
options for allowing Marketing services in Office365/Exchange and GSuite/Google Apps:
GSuite/Google Apps - Add IP addresses to allow lists in Gmail
Office365/Exhange - Configure connection filtering
Find the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Marketing public IP addresses used for sending e-mails: Public IP addresses
used for sending e-mails
IMPORTANT
If you run into issues allow listing Dynamics 365 Marketing in your email security software, we recommend reaching out
to the vendor support for specific instructions.

See also
Best practices for email marketing

Customizing Dynamics 365 Marketing
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Basic customizations
Model-driven apps in Dynamics 365 (Dynamics 365 Sales, Dynamics 365 Customer Service, Dynamics 365 Field
Service, Dynamics 365 Marketing, and Dynamics 365 Project Service Automation) provide rich possibilities for
customization without coding. Customizers can add new fields to existing entities, add or hide fields in list or
form views, design custom business processes and workflows, and much more—all while working in their web
browser. Other types of customization include installing custom solutions from Microsoft AppSource, such as a
third-party SMS solution for Marketing. The system also provides APIs that enable developers to write code that
implements even more advanced custom functionality and third-party integration.
WARNING
Do not include sensitive information in your customized schema and display names. Schema and display names for fields,
entities, relations, attributes, and other elements are displayed in various interfaces throughout the Marketing application.
They may also be referenced by other object definitions and get shared through various other channels. They may also
appear in telemetry.

The techniques for customizing Dynamics 365 Marketing are the same as those for customizing other modeldriven apps in Dynamics 365. For complete details about how to customize model-driven apps in Dynamics
365, see the Power Apps documentation.
For details about customizations that apply only to the Marketing app (but not other Dynamics 365 apps), see
the following topics:
Create and customize marketing calendars
Create and customize template labels

Don't remove status-reason values used by go-live functionality
Entities that include go-live functionality provide a Status reason field that tracks the go-live status of each
record. The field is an option set that must include the following values: Draft , Live , Stopped , "Live, editable ",
Error , Going live , and "Stopping...". Be sure not to delete any of these standard values. If you do, the entity
will no longer be able to go live.

Create a custom app that includes Marketing solutions
Customizers and developers can create custom app modules that include any number of existing solutions, plus
other custom elements, as needed. You can include Dynamics 365 Marketing solutions in custom apps such as
these, but the Marketing email test send entity won't be included automatically when you add the Marketing
solution. As a result, your custom app won't support test sends of marketing emails by default. If you'd like to
include this feature in your custom app, then you must add the Marketing email test send entity manually to
your app after you add the Marketing solution.
More information: Design model-driven apps by using the app designer

Advanced customization through coding

Advanced customization and integration with external systems is possible through code-based interactions with
the system's various APIs. For details about writing code and developing for Dynamics 365 Marketing and other
model-driven apps in Dynamics 365, see the developer documentation for Power Apps.

Open the Power Apps customization window
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Most types of customizations require you to work in the Power Apps customization window. To get there:
1. Open the Settings menu at the top of the page and select Advanced settings . The advancedsettings area then opens in a new browser tab. Note that this area uses a horizontal navigator at the top
of the page instead of a side navigator.
2. Navigate to Settings > Customization > Customizations and then choose Customize the System
from the Customization page.
3. A Power Apps customization pop-up window opens. Use the left panel to navigate and select the item
you want to customize. Then use the area on the right to make your settings.

For complete details about how to customize model-driven apps in Dynamics 365, see the Power Apps
documentation.

Create and customize marketing calendars
3/29/2021 • 12 minutes to read • Edit Online

The marketing calendar is supplied as a standard control that you can add to any entity or form. The following
subsections explain how to customize the settings of any calendar, and how to add a calendar display to an
entity or form.

Types and locations of marketing calendars
There are two basic types of marketing calendars:
Entity-level calendars : Entity-level calendars appear when you first open an entity from the main
navigator, such as events, customer journeys, or the main marketing calendar. They appear where you'd
normally see a list view, and when present, you can switch between the calendar view and list view. Here
you'll see relevant records plotted on the calendar according to their scheduled dates, and you can open any
listed record from here. This type of calendar can show several types of entities and provides a system view
selector for filtering the records shown.
Form-level calendars : Form-level calendars appear while you are viewing a specific record, such as a
specific event. They are integrated into the form view. These might appear in their own tab on the form, or as
a section on a tab with other sections of settings also available. This type of calendar can only show and
create records of one type of entity and they don't provide a system-view selector. They are often configured
to show information that is related to the specific record where they appear.
Other than the differences noted here, both types of calendars look the same and work in similar ways.

Add a marketing calendar to an entity
When you add the calendar control at the entity level, it becomes available on that entity's list view either by
default or via the Show as button (as described in Work with marketing calendars).
IMPORTANT
You can only add entity-level calendars to entities that have start and end dates. (However, you can add form-level
calendars to any entity.)

To add an entity-level calendar to an entity:
1. Open a Power Apps customization window. In the left panel, expand Components > Entities to see a list
of all entities. Then select the entity where you want to add the calendar.

2. Go to the Controls tab and choose Add control .

3. The Add Control dialog box opens. Use it to find and add the control called Marketing Calendar .
4. The Controls tab updates to show configuration settings for the new calendar.

Do the following:
Select the Marketing Calendar in the Control section and then configure the mappings and quickview form IDs for each entity you'd like to include in this calendar, plus other configuration settings.
For details about these settings, see Configure the entities available to a calendar.
Make the calendar the default view for any or all the available form factors (web, phone, and tablet) by
using the radio buttons at the top, as required.
5. Save and publish your settings.

Add a marketing calendar to a form
You can add a marketing calendar to any form where you think it could be useful. You can position it as a new
section for any existing form tab or create a tab that's dedicated to showing the calendar by itself. Calendars that
you add at the form level can only show one type of entity (such as events, appointments, or sessions).
1. Open a Power Apps customization window.. In the left panel, expand Components > Entities to see a
list of all entities. Then expand the entity where you want to add the calendar and choose Forms to see a
list of forms currently available to that entity. Select or create the form where you want to add the
calendar.

2. In the form editor, go to the Inser t tab and add a container to host the calendar (such as a tab or a
section):

3. With the newly created tab or section selected, choose Inser t > Sub-Grid .
4. The Set Proper ties window opens. On the Display tab, give the sub-grid a Name and Label .

5. In the Data Source section, choose the type of entity that you want to show in your calendar. Make the
following settings:
Records: Choose All record types to show any type of record, or choose Only related records to
show only records that have a relation to a currently shown record (such as rooms reserved for a
displayed event, or engagements assigned to a displayed speaker).
Entity : Choose the type of entity you want to show in the calendar. The entity you choose must
include fields for a start date and end date, and must also have a quick-create form available.
Default view : Choose a system view defined for your selected entity. This setting will filter the
collection of records shown on the calendar.
6. Go to the Controls tab and select Add control .
7. The Add Control dialog box opens. Use it to find and add the control called Marketing Calendar .
NOTE
There could be several types of calendar controls available. Be sure to check the name carefully.

8. The Controls tab updates to show configuration settings for the new calendar.

Do the following:
Select the Marketing Calendar in the Control section and then configure the mappings and quickview form IDs for the entity you chose to include in this calendar, plus other configuration settings. For
details about these settings, see Configure the entities available to a calendar.
Make the calendar the default view for any or all the available form factors (web, phone, and tablet) by
using the radio buttons at the top, as required.
9. Save and publish your settings.

Configure the entities available to a calendar
After you have added a marketing calendar to an entity or form, you must configure it with the collection of
entities that it should display and create. The settings are the same in each case.
1. Open a Power Apps customization window and go to the entity or form where you are creating or editing
the calendar.
For entity-level calendars, go to the Controls tab for the entity. More information: Add a marketing
calendar to an entity
For form-level calendars, open the properties for the sub-grid that is positioning the calendar and
then open the Controls tab on the Set proper ties page. More information: Add a marketing
calendar to a form
From this point on, the procedure is the same whether you are creating or editing an entity-level or formlevel calendar.

2. Select Marketing Calendar in the Control section to open its configuration settings in the bottom
section of the window.
3. You can add up to five entities to show in entity-level calendars, or just one for form-level calendars. Note
the following:
Entity 1 is fixed. For an entity-level calendar, this is always the entity itself. For form-level calendars,
this is the entity selected for the sub-grid that hosts the calendar.
Form-level calendars can only display the entity set for Entity 1 . You can add more entities to enable
users to create those types of records from the calendar, but the calendar won't display them so doing
so is likely to confuse users.
Entity-level calendars can display up to five entities of any type that has a start date, end date, and
quick-create form.
4. Use the Configure proper ty buttons to make each of the following settings for Entity 1 :
Star t Date : Select the field from the target entity where the start date is defined for each record.
End Date : Select the field from the target entity where the end date is defined for each record.
Name/Title : Select the field that defines the record name for the target entity. This value will be
shown on the calendar to identify the record.
Description : Select the field that describes the record name for the target entity. This value is
shown for calendar items when in day or week view.
Color : Select the field that holds a custom background-color value for the target entity (optional).
If you don't assign a field here (or if the assigned field has no value for a given record), then the
default color for the entity will be used. Some additional customizations are also required to
enable this feature for any entity. More information: Set up record-level custom colors
Parent entity : Select a parent entity (optional). In the future, this will be used to group child items
under parent items when they are displayed in the calendar, but in the current version this setting
has no effect. This will eventually be useful, for example, for sessions, which have events as a
parent entity.
Entity 1 quick view form ID : When users select an item in the calendar, it displays a quick-view
form with information about the selected record that includes a button for opening the full record

for editing. You can choose any form for this purpose—you might create a custom one, but many
people simply use the existing quick-create form. If you don't provide a value here, then users who
select this type of calendar item will go straight to the edit form. To set this, choose the Configure
proper ty button for this setting, then choose the Bind to a static value radio button and paste
the ID in the field provided here. For details about how to find the ID for a quick-view form, see
Find the form ID for a quick-view form.

5. If you are creating an entity-level calendar and want to add another entity to the current calendar, then
choose an entity for Entity 2 and repeat the previous step for that entity. You can add up to five entities
to entity-level calendars.
6. Make the following general settings as required (they are optional). They appear after the Entity settings
and apply to the calendar as a whole:
Default duration for new items : Specify the default duration (in minutes) applied to new items
created by this calendar. When a user creates a new item (for example, an appointment), they will
select a start date and time. The end date and time for that item will then automatically be set this
number of minutes later, but the user is free to change it as needed.
Default view : Choose which calendar view to show when the calendar is first opened (day, month,
year, or agenda).
Default view date : Usually, you'll leave this blank to show the current date, but you could instead
specify a static date. Don't choose the Bind to a value on a field option because it doesn't work in
the current version of the calendar.
7. Save and publish your settings.

Find the form ID for a quick-view form
Part of the calendar configuration gives you the option of choosing a quick-view form for each entity displayed
by the calendar. When a user selects a calendar item, the content of this form is displayed in a read-only pop-up
dialog box. You can choose any form for this purpose—you might create a custom one, but many people simply
use the existing quick-create form. More information: Configure the entities available to a calendar
When specifying the form, you must use the ID of the form you want to use. Here is how to find the required ID:
1. Open a Power Apps customization window and expand Components > Entities to see a list of all
entities. Then expand the entity you are adding to your calendar and choose Forms to see a list of forms
currently available to that entity.
2. Select the form you want to use as a quick-view form. The form opens in a new window.

3. Inspect the URL at the top of the new window and find the part that looks something like the following:
… formId%3d5895E983-598B-4834-80F9-68A4E9F4F744%26 …

4. Copy the value shown between formId%3d and %26 ("5895E983-598B-4834-80F9-68A4E9F4F744" in
the previous example).
5. Paste this value into the Entity <n> quick-view form ID setting described in Configure the entities
available to a calendar.

Set the default color used for each type of entity shown in the
calendar
Each item displayed on the calendar uses a background color to indicate which type of item it is. By default,
events are green, sessions are blue, and appointments are red. Entities with no color configured show as gray. To
customize the color for any entity:
1. Open a Power Apps customization window. In the left panel, expand Components > Entities to see a list
of all entities. Then select the entity you want to assign a color to.

2. Use the Color setting on the General tab to set a color for the entity.
3. Save and publish your settings.

Set up record-level custom colors
In addition to the default entity color, you can also customize a calendar to enable users to select a custom color
for each record as they add it. If no custom color is selected for a new record, the default color for the entity will
be used.

To set up record-level custom colors using a free text field:
1. Add a custom field to the entity where you want to enable for record-level custom colors. This is the
target entity (such as Event) to be displayed by the calendar you are customizing. This field will hold the
custom color value assigned to each record, so give it name such as "Calendar color". The field must be of
type Single line of text .
2. Customize the quick-create form of the target entity to include the new color field. This will enable users
to choose a color while they create a record from the calendar. Be sure to use the same quick-create form
that you have configured for use with your calendar. You might also consider adding the color field to
other forms where users may want to view or edit it (possibly including the main form).
3. Configure your calendar to identify the color field for the target entity.
4. Publish your customizations.
Users can choose any of the available HTML standards when entering color values, including:
Color name (such as red )
Hex value (must start with #) (such as #FF0000 )
Short hex value (for colors that support it) (such as
RGB value (such as rgb(255,0,0) )

#F00

)

To set up record-level custom colors using an option set:
1. Choose an option set field from the entity under which you would like to change the color of the record.
This is the target entity (such as an event) that will display by the calender you are customizing.
2. Ensure that the option set for the field has the colors you like for the options. These colors will be

displayed for the record on the calendar when that option is set for the field.
Users can choose any of the available HTML standards when entering color values, including:
Color name (such as red )
Hex value (must start with #) (such as #FF0000 )
Short hex value (for colors that support it) (such as
RGB value (such as rgb(255,0,0) )

#F00

)

1. Configure your calendar to identify the color field for the target entity.
2. Publish your customizations.

Create and customize template labels
3/29/2021 • 8 minutes to read • Edit Online

The template labelling feature enables users to add any of several available labels to list and tile displays of
templates for emails, pages, forms, and segments. Read this topic to learn how to create and customize the
labelling options available to users for each type of template. You'll establish these options by creating optionset fields and values for each relevant entity (these can be local or global option sets), and by configuring each
entity to identify the option-set field to use for the labels.

Set label values and colors for the default global option set
In a default installation, the email template, page template, and form template entities are all configured to share
the same global option set to establish their template-label options (segments use a local option set instead).
That means that you can edit just one option set and make your customizations available to all these template
types at once.
NOTE
The field that's preconfigured to hold label values for each of these entities can't be changed to use a local option set or
another global option set. If you need to use unique labels for one of these entities, you must create a new field that is
either a local option set or uses another global option set, and then configure the template entity and its related design
entity to use that new field for their labels.

To establish label values and colors for the default global option set:
1. Open a Power Apps customization window.
2. In the left panel, select Components > Option Sets to see a list of all global option sets.

3. Find and open the option set with Name = msdyncrm_default_template_tags .

4. The Option set window opens. Use the buttons in Options section to add or remove option-set values
until you have the collection of options that you need.

5. To configure a label, select it in the Options list and then use the Label and Color fields to establish the
visual text and background color for that label.
6. Continue working until you have established the selection, names, and colors for all the labels you need.
7. Select Save on the command bar to save your settings.
8. Select Publish on the command bar to make your new settings available to application users.

Set label values and colors for a local option set
In a default installation, the segment template entity is configured to use a local option set to establish its
template-label options (email, page, and form templates all share the same global option set by default).
To establish label values and colors for a local option set:
1. Open a Power Apps customization window.
2. In the left panel, expand Components > Entities to see a list of all entities.
3. Find and expand the template entity you want to work with (such as Segment template ) then select the
Fields item under here.

4. Find and open the field that your selected entity is using to define its label options. (In a default
installation, the segment-template entity uses the field with Name = msdyncrm_tag and Display
Name = Categor y .) If you're not sure which field your entity is using for labels, see Configure the field
used to hold label options for each entity to learn how to find out.
5. The Field window opens. Use the buttons in the Options section to add or remove option-set values
until you have the collection of options that you need.

6. To configure a label, select it in the Options list and then use the Label and Color fields to establish the
visual text and background color for that label.
7. Continue working until you have established the selection, names, and colors for all the labels you need.
8. Select Save on the command bar to save your settings.

9. Select Publish on the command bar to make your new settings available to application users.

Configure the field used to hold label options for each template
entity
Each relevant template entity is delivered with a preselected field configured as the source for its label options.
But you can use a different field if you prefer. The following table lists each relevant template entity and its
related design entity:
F EAT URE

T EM P L AT E EN T IT Y

DESIGN EN T IT Y

Marketing emails

Marketing email template

Marketing email

Marketing pages

Marketing page template

Marketing page

Marketing forms

Marketing form template

Marketing form

Segments

Segment template

Segment

You must configure your label field for both the template entity and its related design entity. This enables your
labels to appear and be editable for the templates, and to appear in template galleries presented by the design
entity. Use the following procedure to identify the label field for a template entity. See Configure the field used to
display labels in the gallery for each design entity for details about how to do this for the related design entity.
To set the field used to define label options for a template entity:
1. Open a Power Apps customization window.
2. In the left panel, expand Components > Entities to see a list of all entities.
3. Find and expand the template entity you want to work with.
4. Select the Fields item under your selected entity to see the collection of fields defined for that entity.
Identify the field you want to use for defining label values. The field must be of type Option Set . Note
the value it shows in the Name column.

NOTE
If you don't yet have the field you need, then create one as usual. It must be of type option set. You can set your
new field to use a global option set if you want to share it's options with other entities, or use a local option set to
create unique labels for your current entity. See Work with fields and its related topics for more information about
to create and configure fields.

5. In the left panel, select the template entity itself to open its general setting in the right panel. Then open
the Controls tab in the right panel.

6. Select PreviewLibrar yControl under the Controls heading to configure this control.
7. In the bottom part of the right panel, note the Value shown for the property Librar yDatasetTagName .
This is the field currently used to define the label options for this entity. If it doesn't match the field name
you found or created earlier in this procedure, select the Configure proper ty button to open a popup dialog where you can select the field you want.
8. Select Save on the command bar to save your settings.
9. Select Publish on the command bar to make your new settings available to application users.

Configure the field used to display labels in the gallery for each
design entity
As mentioned previously, you must configure both the template entity and its related design entity to identify
the field that provides your label settings. This enables your labels to appear and be editable for templates, and
to appear in template galleries presented by the design entity. Use the following procedure to identify the label
field for a design entity. See Configure the field used to hold label options for each template entity for a table
that lists each relevant template entity and its related design entity, and for details about how to do this for the
related template entity.
To set the field used to define label options for a design entity:
1. Open a Power Apps customization window.

2. Find and take note of the exact Name value for the label field you have already configured for the
template entity that is related to the design entity you will set up now, as described in Configure the field
used to hold label options for each template entity.
3. In the left panel, expand Components > Entities to see a list of all entities.
4. Find and expand the design entity you want to work with and then select the Forms item under here.

5. Select and open the form that is responsible for displaying the template gallery, which varies by entity as
shown in the following table (you'll use the other columns of this table later in this procedure):
EN T IT Y

F O RM

F IEL D N A M E A N D
SEC T IO N

C O N T RO L N A M E

Marketing email

Name = Designer

Design > Template

TemplatePickerControl

Marketing form

Name = Information
and Form type = Main

Designer > Marketing
form template

PreviewSelectButtonContr
ol

Marketing page

Name = Setup

Content > Marketing
page template

PreviewSelectButtonContr
ol

Segment

Name = Information
and Form type = Main

Definition > Segment
template

PreviewSelectButtonContr
ol

6. A form designer opens. In the form, locate the field identified in the previous table for the type of entity
you are working with. Select this field and then select Change proper ties in the ribbon (or double-click
the field). The following screenshot provides an example of how to find the relevant field for the segment
entity.

7. The Field proper ties dialog box opens. Go to the Controls tab here and select the control listed in the
previous table for the type of entity you are working with. Then, in the bottom panel, scroll down until
you see the property called TagAttribute .

8. If the label field whose name you found at the start of this procedure isn't shown for the TagAttribute
property, then select the Configure proper ty button here.
9. A pop-up dialog opens to let you define the property. Select the Bind to a static value radio button,
leave the drop-down list here set to SingleLine.Text , and then enter the label field value that you found

at the start of the procedure. This isn't a drop-down list, so you must enter the value exactly as you saw it
earlier.

10. Select OK to close the configuration dialog, then select OK again to close the Field proper ties dialog
and return to the form designer.
11. In the form designer, select Save in the ribbon to save your changes and then select Publish to make
your new settings available to application users.

Make label values and settings visible in lists and forms
If you've customized the fields used to present your labels, then you must also update the relevant templateentity forms to provide the field as a setting for users. Use standard techniques for model-driven apps in Power
Apps to make these settings. More information: Create and design model-driven app forms and Understand
model-driven app views.

Customize the email designer
4/8/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

The latest email editor improves the design process by providing more screen real estate for the design canvas.
You can further tailor the email designer to suit your needs by providing your own customizations.
To customize the email designer:
1. Open the Settings menu at the top of the Marketing app window and select Advanced settings . The
advanced-settings area then opens in a new browser tab. Note that this area uses a horizontal navigator
at the top of the page instead of a side navigator.
2. Navigate to Settings > Customization > Customizations and then choose Customize the System
from the Customization page.
3. A Power Apps customization pop-up window opens. Use the left panel to navigate to Components >
Entities > Marketing email > Forms .
4. On the Forms page, locate the Email proper ties and New editing experience forms.

5. Open the Email proper ties form. You can customize the form as you would any CRM form. You can add
or hide new fields and sections, change the order of the fields, or put extra logic in the Webresource
handlers.

6. Select Save .
7. Because the Email proper ties form is working in the context of the main form (New editing
experience ), you must add new attributes to the New editing experience form in order for the
customizations to take effect. To add new attributes to the main form, open the New editing
experience form and add any new attributes at the end. The attributes won't be visible to users.

IMPORTANT
The first field in the New editing experience form is reserved for the email editor. Adding any field before the
first field will break the user experience.

8. Select Save , then Publish your changes.

Data protection and the GDPR
3/29/2021 • 19 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTE
Effective November 2020:
Common Data Service has been renamed to Microsoft Dataverse. Learn more
Some terminology in Microsoft Dataverse has been updated. For example, entity is now table and field is now column.
Learn more
This article will be updated soon to reflect the latest terminology.

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a European Union (EU) directive that imposes new rules on
companies, government agencies, non-profits, and other organizations that offer goods and services to people
in the EU, or that collect and analyze data tied to EU residents. The GDPR applies no matter where you are
located.
Dynamics 365 Marketing is prepared to help organizations work in compliance with the GDPR when using the
system, but some development work, consultancy assistance, or both, is still necessary. As part of a
comprehensive, organization-wide effort, most organizations need to review and update all their information
systems to come into complete compliance.

Learn more about the GDPR
Here are some resources where you can learn more about how to bring your Dynamics 365 systems into
compliance with the GDPR:
Microsoft Dynamics 365 and GDPR. This webpage includes links to resources, white papers, blogs, and other
information related to various Dynamics 365 applications and the GDPR.
Supporting Your EU GDPR Compliance Journey with Dynamics 365 Marketing. This white paper
(downloadable PDF) will help you build a basic understanding of the GDPR and relate that to Dynamics 365
Marketing.
Data Protection Resources. This webpage includes links to compliance guides, white papers, FAQs, security
reports, penetration tests, risk assessment tools, and other resources that apply to a wide range of Microsoft
products.
Microsoft Trust Center. This webpage includes links to information about how new features in Microsoft 365
help you secure personal data and meet strict GDPR privacy requirements.
Microsoft Compliance Manager. This webpage includes links to information about control management,
integrated task assignment, evidence collection, and audit-ready reporting tools to streamline your
compliance workflow.

Prepare Dynamics 365 Marketing for GDPR compliance
Most Dynamics 365 installations are customized to meet the specific needs of each organization that uses it.
Some organizations have in-house developers, and some organizations work with external partners or
consultants to implement their customizations. Either way, you must customize your Dynamics 365 Marketing
system to enable its built-in GDPR compliance tools to function correctly.
Among other things, you must be able to identify all data structures (including tables, entities, and fields) that

contain personal information. You should establish mechanics that allow you to easily discover, deliver, update,
and/or delete this data when requested by your customer.
For more information on how Dynamics 365 helps you with essential data tasks like discovering, managing,
protecting, and reporting for your GDPR compliance see the guide Microsoft Dynamics 365 helps enable
data privacy for GDPR compliance in the Microsoft Trust Center.
For details about how to use the Dynamics 365 API to implement custom GDPR-related functionality for your
Dynamics 365 Marketing system, see the Developer Guide (Marketing).
If you're looking for a partner to help you come into compliance, try searching in our Microsoft Solution
Providers database.
The rest of this topic describes how to work with the GDPR compliance tools in Dynamics 365 Marketing. The
instructions assume that the system has already been customized as required.

Overview of GDPR features in Dynamics 365 Marketing
Under the GDPR, the topic of consent has become a core tenet and is included in the data protection law.
Consent is understood as "any freely given, specific, informed, and unambiguous indication of the data subject's
wishes by which he or she, by a statement or by a clear affirmative action, signifies agreement to the processing
of personal data relating to him or her."
Dynamics 365 Marketing allows you to request, capture, and store consent. It lets you design your marketing
activities to respect the consent given by your audience. It is important that you include relevant information in
your marketing objects (like landing pages and email marketing message) that unambiguously informs your
audience about the data you collect and the purpose of your processing. Your audience must have the option to
give consent freely, make an informed decision, and be able to review, update, or revoke consent at any time.
To help you with consent management and other GDPR-related workloads, Dynamics 365 Marketing has the
following capabilities:
A default collection of hierarchical consent levels is provided out of the box, where higher levels of consent
include lower levels.
Contact records include a field that stores the level of consent each contact has granted your organization.
You can configure each customer journey to only process contacts that have given a minimum-required level
of consent.
You can configure each lead-scoring model to only compute scores for leads associated with contacts that
have given a minimum-required level of consent.
You can create marketing pages with marketing forms that encourage contacts to grant a level of consent
while being unambiguously informed. The consent is stored in each contact's record.
You’ll be able to use various mechanics in Dynamics 365 Marketing to extract all information related to a
specific contact and share relevant information with that contact when requested.
You'll be able to use mechanics to have Dynamics 365 Marketing "forget" (delete) all information about a
specific contact when requested.
You'll be able to find and update information about a specific contact when requested.
You'll be able to provide means for your contacts to ask to view, retrieve, update, and delete their consent and
data, and to use Dynamics 365 Marketing to model the fulfillment on your side.
The consent levels provided out of the box are just recommendations. It is up to you to decide the relevance of
each level, and how you would like to use it in your marketing activities. The following table summarizes each
supplied consent level and how it is typically used. Consent levels are hierarchical, so higher levels include all
lower levels.

L EVEL

C O N SEN T L EVEL N A M E

DESC RIP T IO N

0

(none)

No consent has been given by the
contact. The organization should not
reach out to the individual or perform
data processing or automated decision
making until consent is given.
Regardless of the given consent,
individuals can submit information
using an online form (landing page)
provided by the organization.

1

Consent

The individual allows the organization
to reach out only to confirm consent
or obtain a higher level of consent. A
typical example is a re-consenting
customer journey that sends an email
containing a link to a subscription
center page where the individual can
give consent.

2

Transactional

The individual consents to be sent
transactional messages that relate to
specific, existing business between the
two parties. These messages can't
include marketing or promotional
content. Examples include bank
statements, order receipts, and
membership status messages.

3

Subscriptions

The individual consents to receive
messages that include offers to sign up
for mailing lists or other subscribed
content.

4

Marketing

The individual agrees to receive
marketing messages and promotional
content.

5

Profiling

The individual allows the organization
to use demographic and behavior
information (such as website visits,
email opens, and email clicks) for
automated decision making. It is the
organization's responsibility to classify
which of their processing activities fall
under the category of automated
decision making. Examples include
automatic calculation of credit limits or
loan promises based on available data,
and calculation mechanics using rulebased or predictive calculations.
Children shall never be subject to such
profiling and automated decision
making.

In addition, special privacy protection is required for minors (children), requiring additional consent by a parent
or guardian.

IMPORTANT
The accounts entity does not store any GDPR consent information—only contact entities include it. Lead-scoring models
that operate on the account level aren't able to respect the consent of the contacts that belong to that account, but they
can still score account leads based on interactions generated by all of those contacts. That means that you must be
careful not to use automatic lead scoring for automated decision making (profiling) related to account-based leads if those
decisions affect individuals. You can still use the feature to score account leads, but you must not use it for indirect contact
scoring if the score is used for automated decision making. More information: Account-based marketing

Enable GDPR features in Dynamics 365 Marketing
By default, GDPR features such as consent management are disabled on new Dynamics 365 Marketing
installations. To enable or disable the features:
1. Go to Settings > Advanced settings > Marketing settings > Data protection tools .
2. A list of Active GDPR configurations opens. If a configuration already exists, then select that one to
open it. If no configuration yet exists, select + New on the command bar. You can have at most one GDPR
configuration.
3. The GDPR Configuration form opens.

Make the following settings:
Name : Enter any name that you like.
Respect consent : Flip the toggle to enable GDPR features throughout your app.
Log Consent changes : Flip the toggle to create a log file of all GDPR consent changes.
4. Select Save at the bottom-right corner of the window.

View and set the consent level for each contact
When GDPR is enabled, you can view and set data-protection options for each contact. To work with them, open
a contact record, go to its Details tab, and then scroll down to find the Data protection section.

The following settings and information are available here:
Consent given : Read or set the maximum consent level granted by this contact. This contact will only be
able participate in marketing initiatives permitted for this consent level or lower. You should only change this
setting after receiving explicit consent from this contact. Usually, you should allow contacts to change this
themselves using a subscription center.
Is a child : Mark this box to indicate that this contact is a minor (usually, under 18 years old), and therefore
requires extra protection.
Parent or custodian : If the contact is a child, then select their legal parent or custodian (guardian) in this
lookup field. The parent or custodian must also be saved as a contact in your database.
Tracking : Choose whether to track contact interactions. If the box is set to Do Not Allow , Marketing will not
track public interactions (email opening, email clicks). The tracking option allows contacts to specify whether
they consent to having their interaction data saved. You can trigger this field by either adding the field to
client consent forms or by updating the contact data directly.

Filter segments by consent
You can filter segments by consent level just like you can when filtering by other contact values. Use the
Consent Given field of the Contact entity to filter by consent level.

Set the minimum required consent level for a customer journey
You can set the minimum consent level for any customer journey. When set, the journey will process only
contacts of that level or higher. To do this, open the journey, go to its General tab, and set the Minimum
consent field to the appropriate level.

If you change the consent level of a running customer journey, the journey stops processing any contacts that
don't meet that level of consent, including contacts that are already partly through the journey.

Set the minimum required consent level for lead scoring models
You can set the minimum consent level for any lead-scoring model. When set, the model scores only leads that
are associated with contacts who have granted that consent level or higher.
To do this, open the lead scoring model, go to the Summar y tab, and set the Minimum consent field to the
appropriate level.

Include a consent selector in a subscription center
A subscription center is the best place to enable contacts to confirm and modify their consent level. To set this
up:
Set up a marketing form field that maps to the GDPR consent field of the contact entity.
Create a marketing form of type subscription-center that includes the GDPR consent field.
Create a marketing page of type subscription-center that includes that form.
You can now create a marketing email message that includes a link to your subscription-center page. Make sure
your page explains why granting consent is important and how it offers value to the individual.
IMPORTANT
Subscription lists are managed at the contact level. If multiple contacts share the same email address, only the specific
contact who opted out will stop receiving communications. Other contacts using the same email address will continue to
receive communications. If you require opt-outs to be processed at the email level, you will need to create custom
processes. More information: Manage subscriptions at an email level.

Set up double opt-in to confirm changes in consent level and
subscriptions
To fully comply with the GDPR (and other common regulations), you must set up the double opt-in system.
Double opt-in uses email messaging to ensure that all requests to change a contact's consent level or add a
subscription were made on purpose by a person who can read that contact's email.
More information: Set up double opt-in for new subscriptions and consent changes

An example of how to support data requests from your marketing
audience
Under GDPR, individuals have the right to submit several types of data requests to your organization. These
include requests to access, correct, erase, and transmit (in a readable format) their personal data. Dynamics 365
Marketing is a flexible and versatile system, so there are many ways to build GDPR-compliance features into it.
This section provides a few examples of how to do this, but the methods you choose will depend on how your
organization is structured, how it uses Dynamics 365 Marketing, and which types of customizations are in place.
Set up a customer journey for accepting GDPR requests
One way to make it easy for individuals to submit GDPR requests to your organization could be to publish a
page on your website that provides relevant details to your customer and includes links for each type of request
(send me my data, update my data, and delete my data). Each of those links would bring the customer to a
different marketing page, which provides:
Further information about the specific type of request and what the customer can expect upon submitting
the form.
All the input fields required to uniquely identify the contact in your database. This is typically their email
address and last name, but the actual requirements will depend on your de-duplication settings.
Any additional fields that might help your privacy officer fulfill the request (such as a field for general notes
and comments or check boxes with special options).
Then prepare a single customer journey with three parallel pipelines, one for each request type. You could set up
each pipeline as follows:
1. Start with a marketing form designed to collect information relevant to the request type. When a contact
submits this form, they begin traveling on that path of the journey.
2. Continue to a Task tile, which is configured with a task-activity template that identifies the request type
(update, send, or delete) and assigns a task to the security officer responsible for responding to the request.
The task will include a link to the contact record, so the officer can easily go there to read the full content of
the page submission.
3. End with an email message, which informs the customer that their request was received and provides
additional links and instructions (such as a subscription center link), depending on the type of request.

The remaining subsections offer more details about how this example solution could be completed to support
each type of request.
Respond to get-my-data requests
The following list provides a few ideas for how your organization could set up a system for responding to getmy-data requests. The solution you choose will depend on how your system is set up and which types of
customizations are in place.
Instruct your privacy officer to use the standard search functionality to identify relevant data and then use the
built-in export capabilities to generate an Office document. No custom development is required to allow this,
but for a heavily customized system it could prove to be impractical.
Create a custom solution based on the dedicated API in Dynamics 365 that loads all the relevant information
from the back-end system and assembles it into a single, portable document. This would require some
custom development, but the result could provide a faster and easier solution for your privacy officer to use.
More information: Retrieve interactions for a contact using code
Set up a custom reporting solution in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Create a new Power BI report that loads the relevant data from your Dynamics 365 Marketing organization
database.
Respond to forget-me requests
Ideally, you should prepare your system to make it easy for your privacy officer to completely delete a contact
and all their related data on request.
For a non-customized system, your privacy officer can just use the standard search function to find the
contact and then hard-delete the contact. The system will automatically unlink and remove all related
interaction data stored in Dynamics 365 Marketing back-end systems (including from all marketing services).
If you have custom fields or entities, then you must further customize your system to make sure it deletes all
related personal data from related records and/or unlinks them from the contact record so that all personal
information is removed. More information: Developer Guide (Marketing)

NOTE
All data entered into a forward-to-a-friend form is automatically deleted after 30 days, so no new contact or lead records
are created unless a recipient of the forward chooses to register with your organization using a landing page.

Respond to update -my-data requests
One way to prepare your system to handle update-my-data requests could be to set up the following:
1. For the update-my-data landing page, be sure to include both the required contact fields and a general
comment field where the customer can describe their request, if needed.
2. Prepare a subscription center page that has as many editable contact fields as would be safe to provide. This
enables each customer to update their own information as much as possible.
3. For the marketing email message sent to the contact after submitting the form, include a link to that
subscription center and include information about what to do if the customer wants to update information
that is not included on that form.
As mentioned earlier, when a privacy officer receives the task generated by the customer journey, they can select
the included link to open the relevant contact record, open the insights for that record and then go to the
Marketing form interactions tab, where they can read the full content of the form submission (for example,
as a tooltip for the relevant Form submission value in the Form visited list ). If needed, the privacy officer can
contact the customer directly to resolve any of the special requests (such as to update data not provided on the
subscription center form).
Secure and control access to personal information
Part of the GDPR regulations is a requirement that your organization takes steps to secure and control access to
personal information that is stored in your database. You can use the standard field-level, form-level, and entitylevel security controls to make sure that only authorized users, who know how to handle it legally, will be able to
access it. Here are some examples of data that you may need to protect:
Contact records: Contact records contain many types of basic, personal data, such as names, addresses,
email, phone numbers, and more. You can control access to these records by assigning entity permissions as
part of each security role definition.
Marketing insights: Marketing insights can include details such as website browsing records, form
submissions, event attendance, and more. Some, but not necessarily all, users that have access to contact
records may be granted access to view this information. You can control this access by assigning security
groups at the form level.
Fields with especially sensitive information: Your contact records may include data fields with
especially sensitive information, such as financial, medical, or political affiliation details. Some, but not
necessarily all, users that have access to contact records may be granted access to view this information. You
can control this access by assigning security groups at the field level.
For more information about how to work with the security groups and other security features in Dynamics 365,
see Security in Microsoft Dataverse.

Demonstrate GDPR compliance
From time to time, you may be asked to demonstrate that your organization complies with the GDPR
regulations. Dynamics 365 Marketing provides several tools to help you do this.
Record and view justifications for consent-level changes made by users
Usually you should allow contacts to set their own consent level using a marketing page or subscription center.
However, Dynamics 365 Marketing users can also change the consent level for any contact by editing the
contact record directly. You might typically do this following a telephone conversation during which the contact

provided or withdrew consent. When you do manually change the consent level for any contact, it's good
practice to add a comment about what you've done and why.
To add a comment about why you changed the consent level of a contact, or to review the existing comments:
1. Open the target contact record.
2. Select the Related tab to open a drop-down list of related record types and then select GDPR consent
change records from the drop-down list. A list of GDPR consent change records opens as a new tab for
the contact record. These records are created automatically when there is a consent level change.
3. If you'd like to export this list, select the Expor t button on the command bar.

Enable auditing to log all record changes
Dynamics 365 can keep a record of all database changes, who made them, and when. You can use this to show
when GDPR consent was changed for each contact and by whom. The auditing system is usually disabled by
default, so you'll need to set it up if you want to use it log your GDPR consent changes (and other information).
When setting up the system, you'll be able to choose which types of events you want to audit on which type of
records.
To access the auditing features:
1. Open the Settings menu at the top of the page and select Advanced settings . The advanced-settings
area then opens in a new browser tab. Note that this area uses a horizontal navigator at the top of the page
instead of a side navigator.
2. Navigate to Settings > System > Auditing to open the Audit page. From there, you can access the
auditing settings and review the audit record.
This feature is part of the standard functionality of Dynamics 365. For information about how auditing works,
how to set it up, and how to review the log, see Audit data and user activity for security and compliance.
View the audit history to find consent-level changes for a contact
Once you've enabled auditing for contacts, you'll be able to view a record of changes for any contact by doing
the following:
1. Open the target contact record.
2. Select the Related tab to open a drop-down list of related record types and then select Audit histor y
from the drop-down list. A list of change made to the current contact record opens as a new tab.
3. To view consent changes only, set Filter on to Consent given .

See also
Create automated campaigns with customer journeys
Manage customer information
Create and deploy marketing pages
Set up a subscription center

Set up global double opt-in for new subscriptions
and consent changes
4/25/2021 • 9 minutes to read • Edit Online

The global double opt-in process (also known as confirmed opt-in) asks contacts who sign up for a new
subscription list, or who choose to increase their level of data-protection consent, to confirm their request by
clicking on a link sent to their registered email address. This system helps make sure that the request is
intentional, and that the supplied email address is legitimate and functional.
The global double opt-in process works as follows:
1. A new or existing contact uses a subscription form or landing page to subscribe to a newsletter or adjust
their consent level.
2. On submitting the form, the contact is shown a page that tells them to check their email for a confirmation
message that includes a link the contact must click on to confirm their request.
3. Dynamics 365 Marketing sends a confirmation email of the appropriate type (subscribe or consent) to the
address registered for the contact.
4. The contact opens the confirmation email, reads the text, and clicks the link. This opens a web browser, which
submits a coded URL that identifies the contact and request message to Dynamics 365 Marketing.
5. Dynamics 365 Marketing registers the click, applies the requested subscription or consent change, logs the
change, and immediately redirects to a thank-you page that is shown to the contact.
IMPORTANT
The link in the confirmation email remains valid for 30 days. After that period, the user that recieved the email will not be
able to confirm their opt-in.

Double opt-in is a good idea in all countries/regions, and in many countries/regions (especially in Europe), it's
required by law.
Read this topic to learn how to set up each element required for the global double opt-in system and how to
enable global double opt-in for your instance.
NOTE
This article explains how to set up global double opt-in. To set up double opt-in a per-form basis (for any form
submission), go to the Form double opt-in article.

Create a subscription confirmation-request message
A subscription confirmation-request message is sent to contacts each time they register for a new newsletter
subscription while global double opt-in is enabled for your instance. This applies both to known contacts using a
subscription center, and for new contacts registering for the first time.
NOTE
Dynamics 365 Marketing sends a separate confirmation-request message for each subscription list a contact chooses to
join, even if they enable several lists at once.

To create a subscription confirmation-request message:
1. Go to Marketing execution > Marketing emails to open the marketing email list view.
2. Select New to create a new message.
3. In the Select an email template window, go to the Filter tab, select the Purpose dropdown, and
choose Double opt-in, email base confirmation from the drop-down list there.
4. Select the custonaci or diamante template (or another template created by your organization for this
purpose), which is already prepared with the following:
Default content that includes Handlebars expressions to place the recommended dynamic content.
A confirmation button preconfigured with the required target URL (as a Handlebars expression).
The Content type set to Confirmation request .
The Legal designation set to Transactional .
See also the example given after this procedure. For the example, we'll select the diamante
template.
NOTE
The show-as-webpage feature doesn't work with confirmation-consent messages, so it's not included in
the template and you shouldn't try to add it.

5. Customize the message as required.
6. Check for errors and go live.
NOTE
You can't use the Test Send button to send yourself a test message when you are designing a confirmationrequest message. To test your message design, set up a test subscription page and try to sign yourself up for a
mailing list.

The previous illustration highlights important elements provided by the diamante template, with the
Proper ties pane showing settings for the confirmation button. Note especially the Handlebars expressions,
which are placeholders for dynamic values that will be resolved independently each time the message is sent.
The following Handlebars expressions are available:
{{Message.ConfirmationRequestType}} : Resolves to show the type of confirmation message this is (as
established in the Default marketing settings when the message is sent). For subscription confirmations, this
is "Marketing list subscribe" by default.
{{Message.ConfirmationObjectName}} : Resolves to the Name field of the subscription list the contact
has asked to join.
{{Message.ConfirmationObjectDescription}} : Resolves to the Description field of the subscription list
the contact has asked to join.
{{Message.ConfirmationRedirectURL}} : Resolves to a URL that targets the Dynamics 365 Marketing
server and includes a code that uniquely identifies the contact the message was sent to and the message
itself. All confirmation-request messages must include a button (or link) that targets this Handlebars
expression (otherwise, contacts will not be able to confirm).
The following screenshot shows a Dynamics 365 Marketing subscription-list record with the Name and
Description fields highlighted. These are the values that you can include in your subscription confirmationrequest message.

More information: Email marketing overview, Set up subscription lists and subscription centers

Create an increase consent confirmation-request message
The increase consent confirmation-request message is sent to contacts each time they increase their consent
level using a subscription center or landing page. No confirmation message is required when a contact chooses
to reduce their consent level.
Impor tant : Make sure that your consent confirmation-request message clearly explains why consent is
important and what it means. It is important that you build a trusting relationship with your contacts, and that
their consent confirmations reflect an informed decision-making process on their part.
To create an increase consent confirmation-request message:
1. Go to Marketing execution > Marketing emails to open the marketing email list view.
2. Select New to create a new message.
3. In the Select an email template window, go to the Purpose tab and chose Double opt-in, email
base confirmation from the drop-down list there.
4. Select the custonaci template (or another template created by your organization for this purpose), which
is already prepared with the following:
Default content that includes Handlebars expressions to place the recommended dynamic content.
A confirmation button preconfigured with the required target URL (as a Handlebars expression).
The Content type set to Confirmation request .
The Legal designation set to Transactional .
See also the example given after this procedure.

NOTE
The show-as-webpage feature doesn't work with confirmation-consent messages, so it's not included in
the template and you shouldn't try to add it.

5. Customize the message as required.
6. Check for errors and go live.
NOTE
You can't use the Test Send button to send yourself a test message when you are designing a confirmationrequest message. To test your message design, set up a test subscription page and use it to increase your consent
level.

The previous illustration highlights important elements provided by the custonaci template, with the
Proper ties pane showing settings for the confirmation button. Note especially the Handlebars expressions,
which are placeholders for dynamic value that will be resolved independently each time the message is sent. The
following Handlebars expressions are available:
{{Message.ConfirmationRequestType}} : Resolves to show the type of confirmation message this is (as
established in the Default marketing settings when the message is sent). For consent-level confirmations, this
is "Raise consent" by default.
{{Message.ConfirmationObjectName}} : Resolves to the name of the consent-level field as defined on the
contact entity (by default, "Consent given").
{{Message.ConfirmationObjectValue}} : Resolves to the Options value for the new consent level the
contact has chosen (e.g., "(2) Transactional").
{{Message.ConfirmationObjectDescription}} : Resolves to the Description field for the new consent
level the contact has chosen.
{{Message.ConfirmationRedirectURL}} : Resolves to a URL that targets the Dynamics 365 Marketing

server and includes a code that uniquely identifies the contact the message was sent to and the message
itself. All confirmation-request messages must include a button (or link) that targets this Handlebars
expression (otherwise, contacts will not be able to confirm).
The following screenshot shows an Option Set setup with the Options and Description fields highlighted.
These are the values that you can include in your consent confirmation-request message. Note that each entry
in the Options list has its own Description . More information: Create and edit global option sets

More information: Data protection and the GDPR

Create a content-settings record for confirmation-request messages
All marketing email messages include dynamic values taken from the content-settings record associated with
the message at send time. Unlike most marketing email messages, which are sent by a customer journey that
determines the content settings to use, consent messages are often sent outside the context of a customer
journey so you must have a content-settings record available for use with them.
You might have just one content-settings record set up for your system, which you already use for all your
customer journeys, or you might have several different ones for use in different contexts. You can reuse any of
these records for your confirmation-request messages if you want to, or you can create a new one dedicated to
these messages only.
Review your content-settings records and decide which to use (or create a new one if needed).
You will choose the content-settings record to use for all confirmation-request messages when you set up global
double opt-in for your instance, as described later in this topic.
More information: Use content settings to set up repositories of standard and required values for email
messages

Create a thank-you page for each type of confirmation
When a contact clicks the confirmation link in a confirmation email, Dynamics 365 Marketing registers the
confirmation, applies the requested action, and redirects the contact's browser to a thank-you page. You must
create your thank-you pages as marketing pages in Dynamics 365 Marketing. Thank-you page templates are
provided out-of-the-box to help get you started.

Set up and enable global double opt-in on your instance
The double opt-in feature is global for your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance. When it's enabled, all newsubscription and increase-consent requests will require double opt-in and the same settings will apply

everywhere.
Before you start to set up and enable global double opt-in, make sure you have all the other elements described
previously in this topic available to your system, including:
A subscription confirmation-request email message.
An increase consent confirmation-request email message.
A content-settings record for use with all confirmation-request messages.
A thank-you page to redirect to after a contact confirms each type of request.
To set up and enable the global double opt-in system:
1. Go to Settings > Advanced Settings > Marketing Settings > Default marketing settings.
2. A list of default settings records opens. Usually there will be just one record here. Open the available
record—or the one that is currently active (which has its Default field set to Yes ).
3. Open the Double opt-in tab on the Default marketing settings page.

4. Make the following settings:
Enable double opt-in : Set to Yes to enable global double opt-in on your instance. Set to No to
disable it.
Subscriptions : Identify the marketing email message you created to send to contacts when they add
themselves to a subscription list.
Consent : Identify the marketing email message you created to send to contacts when they submit a
request to increase their consent level.
Thank-you page for newsletters : Select a marketing page to show to contacts after they confirm a
new subscription.
Thank-you page : Select a marketing page to show to contacts after they confirm an increase of their
consent level.
Content settings : Identify the content-settings record you chose to use for all double opt-in
messages.

5. Select the Save button in the bottom-right corner to save your settings.
See also
Form double opt-in

Set up double opt-in on a per-form basis
3/31/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

Instead of enabling global double opt-in, you can choose to require double opt-in on a form by form basis. Form
double opt-in allows customers to select multiple subscription lists and opt-in through a single confirmation
email. Form double opt-in results in many benefits:
You can send different confirmation messages for a newsletter subscription versus a whitepaper request
(when the customer uses different forms)
You can send different confirmation messages for different languages (when the customer uses different
forms)
You can choose which forms require in double opt-in
This article describes how to enable and use form double opt in.
NOTE
When enabled, form double opt-in takes precedence over global double opt-in settings. If both global and form opt-in are
enabled, only form double opt-in will be used.

Create a subscription confirmation-request message
1. Go to Marketing execution > Marketing emails to open the marketing email list view.
2. Select New to create a new message.
3. In the Select an email template window, go to the Filter tab, select the Purpose dropdown, and
choose Double opt-in, email base confirmation from the drop-down list there.
4. Select the form-doubleoptin (or another template created by your organization for this purpose), which
is already prepared with the following content:
Default content that includes Handlebars expressions to place the recommended dynamic content.
A confirmation button preconfigured with the required target URL (as a Handlebars expression).
The Content type set to Confirmation request .
The Legal designation set to Transactional .
NOTE
The show-as-webpage feature doesn't work with confirmation-consent messages, so it's not included in
the template and you shouldn't try to add it.

5. Customize the message as required.
6. Check for errors and go live.

NOTE
You can't use the Test Send button to send yourself a test message when you are designing a confirmationrequest message. To test your message design, set up a test subscription page and try to sign yourself up for a
mailing list.

The Handlebars expressions are placeholders for dynamic values that will resolve independently each time the
message is sent. The following Handlebars expressions are available for form double opt-in:
{{SubscriptionListNames}} : This is a mandatory field. SubscriptionListNames resolves to show a bullet list
of subscription list names that the customer checked during form submission.
{{ConfirmationUrl}} : This is a mandatory field. ConfirmationUrl generates the link that the user clicks to
confirm double opt-in. It is important to note that no contact or lead information about the customer is
created until the confirmation button in the email is clicked, confirming that the customer has opted to join at
least one subscription list.
{{FormDoiSubmission}} : This is an assist edit dynamic entity used for form double opt-in.
More information: Email marketing overview, Set up subscription lists and subscription centers

Create a form to consent to
1. Go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing forms to open the marketing forms list view.
2. Select New to create a new form.
3. In the Marketing form templates window, go to the Filter tab, and select the Purpose dropdown. You
can choose any Form type except For ward to a friend .
4. In this example, we will select the chania template to create a simple landing page.
5. Go to the Toolbox tab and add any Subscription lists by dragging and dropping any list name into the
form.
6. Click on the Summar y tab at the top of the editor.
7. Go to Form level double opt-In > Enable double opt-In and set the toggle to Yes .
8. Under Confirmation email , choose the confirmation-request email message you created in the
previous section.
9. Choose the Content settings . Unless otherwise needed, you can choose Default Content Settings .
10. How to say thank you allows you to choose which page opens after the customer clicks the
confirmation button in the email. You can choose a marketing page, or you can choose a custom
webpage. If you choose the Open the marketing page after confirmation option, select which page
to open under the Marketing Page section. Thank you marketing page templates are provided out-ofthe-box to help get you started. If you choose the Open the web page after confirmation option,
enter a URL in the Thank you Web Page section.
11. Check for errors and go live.
12. You can use your newly created form on a marketing page or embedded on an external website.

IMPORTANT
If you use form double opt-in, contact information is not stored until after the customer confirms the opt-in via email. This
means that any action (such as a customer journey) that relies on contact information stops for that customer until the
the customer opts in.

NOTE
The link in confirmation email remains valid for 30 days. After that period, end users will not be able to confirm opt-in.

See also
Global double opt-in

How Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies
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Dynamics 365 Marketing identifies website visitors by using a technology called cookies. A cookie is a small file
that's sent by a server and saved by your browser. Each time you visit a server for which a cookie is set, your
browser submits that cookie value back to the server. In this way the cookie can provide a unique visitor ID,
which enables the server to return information that is unique to you. This is the technology that originally made
the online shopping cart possible.
IMPORTANT
Many countries/regions (including the European Union) require that you obtain consent before setting a cookie on a
resident's machine. It is your organization's responsibility to be aware of, and conform to, all relevant laws and regulations
in the markets where you operate, including when it comes to obtaining consent to set cookies. You can read more about
the EU regulations at ec.europa.eu/ipg/basics/legal/cookies/.
This page explains how Dynamics 365 Marketing can help your organization conform to these regulations.

Dynamics 365 Marketing can generate a small piece of JavaScript code that reads and sets cookies on any page
where you place the code. All you need to do to let Dynamics 365 Marketing record visits to a given page is to
include the script on that page.
A cookie identifies a single device/browser/account combination. If you use two different browsers (such as
Mozilla Firefox and Internet Explorer on the same computer, each will have its own cookie. Likewise, you'll have
different cookies on each device that you use, and another user with their own account on your computer will
have yet other cookies. If a device gets deleted and reinstalled, all cookies will also be deleted. Nevertheless,
Dynamics 365 Marketing attempts to resolve the actual marketing contact associated with each unique cookie
ID.
Whenever a contact submits a marketing page, Dynamics 365 Marketing correlates the behavior-analysis cookie
ID with the incoming contact data submitted with the marketing-page form. In this way the cookie ID becomes
mapped to a Dynamics 365 Marketing contact ID, so now we can determine who has been browsing the site.
The system applies its configured duplicated-detection method to determine whether incoming landing-page
data should be mapped to an existing contact or to a new contact.
Dynamics 365 Marketing sets three different types of cookies:
Long-term behavioral-analysis cookie : This cookie is set and/or read on any webpage where you have
placed a Dynamics 365 Marketing website behavioral-analysis script. It enables Dynamics 365 Marketing to
score leads based on their level of interaction with a given website. The cookie contains no personal
information, but does uniquely identify a specific browser on a specific machine, and Dynamics 365
Marketing can use it to correlate this ID with an actual contact in the Dynamics 365 Marketing database. The
cookie remains active for two years.
Shor t-term, single-visit cookie : This cookie is also set and/or read on any webpage where you have
placed a Dynamics 365 Marketing website behavioral-analysis script. By default, it expires after just 30
minutes. Dynamics 365 Marketing uses it to group all page loads by a given visitor that are recorded by the
same behavioral-analysis script and that occur within the configured timeframe. It will consider all of these as
part of a single "visit" to the website.
Event website : The event website uses a session cookie to enable contacts to sign in and register for events.
Additionally, it uses cookies to store the user's language.

NOTE
The Dynamics 365 Marketing application itself also sets cookies to enable sign-in sessions and other technical features.
These only affect direct users of Dynamics 365 Marketing (such as your internal marketing personnel), not the general
public. Microsoft's standard privacy policy applies for these users.

How to disable non-essential Dynamics 365 Marketing cookies
Dynamics 365 Marketing provides a JavaScript API to help your organization conform with data regulations by
disabling non-essential Marketing cookies. By defining the following function in your web pages, Marketing will
not set non-essential cookies.
<script>
function d365mktConfigureTracking() {
return {Anonymize: true};
}
</script>

NOTE
Without the above code, Marketing will set non-essential cookies by default.

If you use a third-party system to handle consent such as a consent service or a cookie banner, you can instruct
Marketing to set non-essential cookies with the following call:
MsCrmMkt.reconfigureTracking({Anonymize: false})

Without non-essential cookies, Marketing's tracking capabilities are limited. In some scenarios, users will appear
to be anonymous. For example, form submissions will continue to work correctly as user identification is based
on the submitted data not on cookies, but form prefill data will not work.
See also
Create and deploy marketing pages
Register link clicks and website visits

Known issues and workarounds
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This document provides important, late-breaking information about known issues and workarounds for
Dynamics 365 Marketing. For information about monthly bug fixes, visit the What's new in Dynamics 365
Marketing article.

Configuration, installation, and first-run experience
The setup process can take up to two hours. The process might restart automatically during this time, which
can result in multiple success (or failure) notifications being sent to you by email.
Although the licensing agreement doesn't require it, a known technical issue currently prevents you from
running the setup wizard unless you have a Dynamics 365 license with the System Administrator security
role assigned on your target Dynamics 365 instance.
Some language strings in the email designer and customer journey designer are not available in all
languages.
When an entitlement is changed, the updated working entitlement will sometimes display as
"NotConfigured" and the broken entitlement will display as "Configured" in the Admin UI. You may get this
fixed by raising a support request.
When a portal is expired, the Configure your por tal item under Other actions links to the old portal.
When a setting from the Marketing application settings overview page is selected, users who do not have
admin privileges to adjust the setting are redirected to a blank page.

Customer journeys
Deactivated contacts won't receive any emails from journeys they may be participating in, but they might
continue to be included in other actions, such as tasks and workflows.
Insights for journeys, emails, and marketing pages may take up to six hours to display.
The date scheduler tile in customer journeys doesn't display dates according to the Japanese imperial
calendar (including in Japanese localizations).
Export to Excel functionality is limited to 10,000 records.

Designer feature protection
Designer feature protection enables admins to limit access to the HTML tab and/or Litmus previews for
content designers. However, the protection only applies to users who have read access to the Designer
Feature Access entity. Users without this read access will always be able to see the HTML and Litmus features,
even if you use designer feature protection to block them. To solve this, make sure all security roles provide
read access to the Designer Feature Access entity. If you are using the out-of-box security roles supplied with
the product, then these should automatically update to include this access when you apply the October 2018
(or later) update, but if you use custom security roles you need to add this access explicitly after updating.
More information: Security roles and privileges.

Event management
If you disable anonymous registration for the event portal, then customer organizations must create a
registerer account using the portal, after which the registerer can register as many attendees from their
organization as needed. However, the registerer can't use the portal to create an account using an email

address that belongs to a contact already in Dynamics 365. To set up an existing contact as a registerer, create
a portal invitation and then send the invitation code to the contact by email.

General
The following features from the April 2019 release require that your instance has access to the latest
Dynamics 365 infrastructure and services: manage segment memberships from the contact record, sessionlevel event registration, event-registration QR codes in email, portal-optional operation, and some
segmentation improvements. We are rolling out the needed infrastructure updates as quickly as possible,
and most customers should have them already. If you are running the April 2019 release and require one or
more of these features but don't have them available on your instance, contact Microsoft Support to get your
infrastructure updated right away.
If you have different Dynamics 365 sessions open in other browser windows or tabs, and then open the
Marketing app in the same browser, it will authenticate using the same user that you have open in the other
sessions. We recommend that you restart the browser each time you need to sign in using a different
Dynamics 365 user account.
Avoid deactivating publishable (go-live) records. Instead, change the publishing state (Status reason), and use
the Stop buttons to manage records that are no longer required. More information: Go live with publishable
entities and track their status.
Dynamics 365 Marketing is currently supported only on the following browsers: Microsoft Edge, Google
Chrome, and Apple Safari on Mac. More information: Browser and system requirements.
Right-to-left (RTL) language support currently has the following limitations: the segmentation designer is
usable, but shows its user-interface elements in the wrong order; and the supplied content samples
(marketing-page templates, email templates, form templates, and event website) aren't provided in RTL
layouts.

Insights
Web interactions registered for an anonymous visitor (on a tracked website, marketing page, marketing
form, or redirect URL) don't currently become attributed to a contact record if those visitors later become
known contacts. Though these interactions remain anonymous, you can still see them under the related
entity (marketing page, website, etc.) and they are leveraged to compute the insights for each record. More
information: Websites
Customer journey insights include a count of contacts that stopped their journey midway because the
"Contact joined the suppression segment." In the current release, this count may be unreliable. The
suppression segment still works, and the contacts will be stopped correctly on joining it, but some of the
contact numbers won't add up due to stopped contacts not getting counted here.
Email insights include a map showing where recipients were when they opened your message. For Gmail
addresses, this information will often be inaccurate because of the way that Gmail caches embedded images.
Geographical information can also be inaccurate for recipients using a VPN or a widely distributed corporate
network.

Lead scoring and management
Lead scoring results might take up to one hour to be calculated.
When you're creating lead scoring rules, drop-down lists might not be localized for non-English languages.

Marketing emails
On some instances, emails that include date fields may fail the error check (with an "unsupported property
type" error) and therefore can't go live. If you are affected by this issue, contact Microsoft Support and ask
them to update your instance with the known fix.

The default content-settings record must be live before you can send any marketing emails or view heatmaps
on Insights pages. Usually, the default content-settings record goes live automatically when your setup is
complete, but sometimes this isn't the case. To solve this, set up and publish your default content-settings
record manually as described in Use content settings to set up repositories of standard and required values.
Selecting Stop on a live email will prevent it from being used in future journeys, but it will continue to
function in existing live journeys, which will continue to deliver it.
If you reuse the same email multiple times (within the same journey or in different journeys), you will see
incorrect performance results on its Insights pages.
Many email templates have placeholder images. You should replace these placeholder images with actual
images so that marketing emails look professional.
The email designer requires care when entering code for advanced dynamic content. It's easy to produce
non-working code. If you want to use this feature, be sure to review the notes given in How to enter code in
the designer.
If you create an email message with dynamic content that attempts to fetch a single value through a one-tomany database relation, then the system won't know which related record to fetch. As a result, the message
will end in an error state when published to the sending service and will therefore never get sent (the error
checking mechanism currently doesn't catch this error, which is why you can still publish it). An example of a
one-to-many relation is the one between contacts and event registrations because each contact can register
for multiple events. To prevent this error from occurring, use a for-each loop to enclose any expressions that
reference a one-to-many relationship (this will loop through each related record). More information: Add
dynamic content to email messages.
Column padding does not always function correctly in new page templates.
Dotted column border styles do not render properly for one column layouts in the email designer.
Subscription lists are managed at the contact level. If multiple contacts share the same email address, only
the specific contact who opted out will stop receiving communications. Other contacts using the same email
address will continue to receive communications. If you require opt-outs to be processed at the email level,
you will need to create custom processes. More information: Manage subscriptions at an email level.
As of March 2021, A/B testing is not yet available in the new email designer.
If you have any email editor customizations, your administrator will need to manually recreate them in the
new email designer.

Marketing pages and forms
It's possible for contacts using browsers that don't respect HTML5 form validation (notably iOS devices) to
submit marketing forms that don't include values for all required fields.
When using form capture, data model changes to mapped fields do not reflect in Dynamics 365 Marketing
until you manually refresh the Marketing form capture page after making the change.
Previews for marketing pages with a single column section larger than 1000 px include a horizontal scrollbar
by default.
The form capture tool may not be able to capture all non-Latin script characters correctly. Unrecognized
characters are replaced by HTML codes.
Date field values are not show in the Insights tab under Submissions for forms.

Reusable content blocks
Any CSS styles that you include in your reusable content blocks could be overruled by styles in the document
where you eventually host the content. If you want to prevent this, design your content blocks with inline
styles that include the !important attribute.

Segmentation

Metadata used for building conditions and drop-downs shown on the designer isn't localized for non-English
organizations.
When trying to estimate the size of a segment where the query doesn't end in a contact, the system displays
a server communication error. To correct this error, make sure your segment definition ends with a clause
that links to the contact entity as described in Design dynamic demographic or firmographic segments.
Segments that are created, activated, and exported from Customer Insights, then published in Marketing will
not always display the segment members in Marketing.
If you create a new static segment and then refresh the page before saving the segment at least once, it will
revert to a dynamic segment and you'll need to start over to create a new static one.
In the Members view, you can sort by "Full name" and "Email" columns. Sorting by related entities or custom
columns or views is not supported.

Social posting
When opening an existing social post, the old UI momentarily displays.

Trials
Trials are subject to the Dynamics 365 Marketing trial limits and restrictions.
You can't use the sign-up process to add more users to a Marketing trial that is running on a trial tenant
without a mailbox set up for the organization admin. Instead, each new user must be added in a specific way.
For more information, see Add more users to a Marketing trial running on a trial tenant.
You can't sign up using an @microsoft.com email address. If you are a Microsoft employee and would like to
sign up for a trial, start by setting up a Microsoft 365 E3 trial, which will provide you both with a trial tenant
(where you can install the Marketing trial) and a new email address that you can use to sign up for the
Marketing trial. More information: Sign up for a free trial.

Videos
When you add a video to a marketing page, the Designer tab shows it as a thumbnail image rather than as
an embedded video in an iframe. However, the embedded video iframe will still be shown correctly on the
live page when you publish it.

Websites
The websites feature records all visits to any web page that has a Dynamics 365 Marketing tracking script on
it. Each log entry includes a timestamp and, if possible, links to a known contact. If the visitor isn't a known
contact, then that visit is logged as anonymous. The website tracking script sets a cookie, so the system can
group visits into sessions, even for anonymous visits. When a contact submits a landing-page form, the
system sets the same cookie (if not present already) and can thereafter match the cookie ID to a contact ID
because the landing-page submission will either create or match a contact. Once a visitor is known, all future
website visits will be logged with that user's ID. However, previous visits will remain anonymous (the system
doesn't back-fill the contact ID to the existing visitor log).
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Dynamics 365 Marketing is a cloud-based service that does not require special software other than an up-todate web browser, though some restrictions apply. Read this topic to find out which devices, browser, and
browser settings you should use when working with Dynamics 365 Marketing.
In most cases, Dynamics 365 Marketing supports the same browsers and mobile devices as other model-driven
apps in Dynamics 365 (Dynamics 365 Sales, Dynamics 365 Customer Service, Dynamics 365 Field Service,
Dynamics 365 Marketing, and Dynamics 365 Project Service Automation). These are described in
Requirements/supported configurations, though some Dynamics 365 Marketing features may require slightly
newer systems, and a few other exceptions apply, as specified in this topic.

Supported desktop browsers
The desktop browser requirements for Dynamics 365 Marketing are the same as those for other model-driven
apps in Dynamics 365.

Supported tablet browsers
You can use the following OS/browser combinations to work with Dynamics 365 Marketing on a tablet:
Apple iOS 11 (or higher) with the current Apple Safari browser
Google Android 7 (or higher) with the current Google Chrome browser
Microsoft surface tablets running any supported desktop browser

Accessibility
Dynamics 365 Marketing has been tested to work correctly with the following accessibility technologies:
Microsoft Edge browser (current version) with Microsoft Narrator screen reader
Google Chrome browser (current version) with NV Access NVDA screen reader
Google Chrome browser (current version) with Freedom Scientific JAWS screen reader
Google Android Talkback screen reader
Apple iOS Voice Over screen reader

Browser configuration
Regardless of which supported browser you use, you must configure your browser as follows:
Allow pop-up windows from Dynamics 365 Marketing
You must configure your browser to allow all pop-up windows from your Dynamics 365 Marketing domain
(see your browser's documentation for instructions). Most modern web browsers block all pop-up windows
by default. Some browsers alert you when they block a pop-up window, (for example by showing an icon in
the address bar), but others do not.
Allow JavaScript from Dynamics 365 Marketing
JavaScript must be enabled for your browser, at least for your Dynamics 365 Marketing domain. Most
browsers enable JavaScript by default.
Allow cookies from Dynamics 365 Marketing
Cookies must be enabled for your browser, at least for your Dynamics 365 Marketing domain. Most

browsers enable cookies by default.

Enable touch for Microsoft Edge browsers
If you are using Microsoft Edge on a touch device, such as a tablet, then you must do the following to enable the
touch-based drag-and-drop features:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Run Microsoft Edge.
Type "about:flags" into the address bar and select Enter.
A page of local browser settings opens. Under Standards Preview, set Enable touch events to Always on.
Restart your browser.

Supported email clients
Marketing emails created and delivered using Dynamics 365 Marketing, including all templates included with
Dynamics 365 Marketing, will render correctly on a wide range of recipient email clients, though older clients
typically support fewer formatting options. For a complete list of tested email clients, see Tested email clients

Find your way around Marketing
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This introduction to Dynamics 365 Marketing explains how to find and open the app, and how to work with its
common user interface elements including lists, forms, and business processes.

A fully responsive app built on the new Unified Interface
Dynamics 365 Marketing is built to run exclusively on the new Unified Interface for Dynamics 365 applications.
The Unified Interface uses responsive web design principles to provide an optimal viewing and interaction
experience on any device, regardless of screen size or orientation. There is no need to install a special client on
each device, or to switch to a different site based on which device you are using.
Many Dynamics 365 applications support both the new Unified Interface and the older web-client interface, but
nearly all are moving to the Unified Interface. Some administration and customization features, and some
integrated user features, may require you to switch to a web-client app from time to time, but soon all features
are expected to be available on the Unified Interface.
NOTE
Marketing typically shares data with other Dynamics 365 applications running on the same instance, and operates on
many of the same database entities, including contacts, leads, accounts, and more. Some Marketing-specific features, such
as displays of analytics and insights from marketing initiatives, require the Unified Interface and therefore won't show any
data when you view those entities in web-client apps.

More information: About Unified Interface for model-driven apps in Power Apps

Navigating among apps, areas, and entities
Dynamics 365 is built out of applications (apps), areas, and entities.
A Dynamics 365 application provides a collection of functionalities for accomplishing a specific class of
activity, such as marketing, sales, or finance. Dynamics 365 is typically licensed at the application level.
Dynamics 365 Marketing is an example of an application. Use the app-selector menu to navigate between
the Dynamics 365 apps that are available to your organization.
A work area is a subdivision of an app, dedicated to a specific feature such as event management, online
marketing, or administration. Each work area provides a targeted collection of entities for working in that
area. In some cases, the same entity appears in more than one area (or even more than one Dynamics
365 app). The contacts and dashboards entities, for example, appear in a variety of Dynamics 365 apps
and work areas. Use the work-area menu to navigate between work areas for your current app.

Entities represent a specific type of data, such as a contact, lead, email message, or customer journey.
Entities use a structured data format, which defines the collection of fields available to the entity. Each
entity consists of a collection of individual records. For example, for the contacts entity, each record
describes a single person, and each record includes a collection of fields such as first name, last name,
and email address. Entities normally present two views: a list view, which is typically a table listing
available records; and a form view, which shows all available data and settings for a single record. Use the
side navigator to move between entities in your current work area.

Move between apps
Use the app-selector menu to switch between Marketing and your other Dynamics 365 apps.

The apps you see listed in your app-selector menu will depend on which apps you have licensed. When
Marketing is installed, you will have the following three apps at least:
Marketing : Go here to access all core marketing features, including the Marketing , Events , Settings , and
Training work areas.
Sur veys : Go here to set up surveys that you can use together with your marketing emails, customer
journeys, and events. Surveys are provided by Customer Voice, which is also available for use with other
Dynamics 365 products. To maintain wide compatibility, it uses a slightly different user interface than the
Marketing app, which is why it is broken out into its own app here. More information: Create and run online
surveys
Dynamics 365—custom : This app combines features from many of the various Dynamics 365 apps on
your instance into a single navigation structure (but most Dynamics 365 Marketing end-user features aren't
included here).
All of the apps listed in the app-selector menu operate on the same database as one another, so settings made in
the one app (including for customization, user administration, events, LinkedIn Lead Gen, Customer Voice, and
more) will affect all the other apps.
Move between entities, records, and work areas
It's easy to get around Dynamics 365 Marketing and get back to your favorite or most-used records. The
following illustration shows the primary navigation elements.

Legend:
1. App selector : Open this menu to move between apps, for example, to move between Dynamics 365
Marketing and the Dynamics 365—custom app.
2. Collapse/expand button : Select this to collapse the navigator to allow more room for the main part of the
page. If the navigator is already collapsed, select this button to expand it again.
3. Recent records : Expand this entry to view a list of records you were recently using. Select an record here to
open it. Select the push-pin icon next to a record listed here to added to your favorites (pinned records).
4. Favorite records : Expand this entry to view and open your favorite (pinned) records. Use the Recent
records list to add records here. Select the remove-pin icon next to a record listed here to remove it from
this list.
5. Entity navigator : This area lists each entity and dashboard available for the current work area. Select any
entry here to open the named dashboard or list-view for that entity.
6. Work-area selector : Open this menu to move to another work area. The current work area is named here.
Use the work-area select at the bottom of the navigation panel to move between the main work areas of the
Marketing app, which are:
Marketing : Provides access to all the core marketing features, including contacts, leads, segments, customer
journeys, email messages, marketing pages, lead-scoring models, and more.
Events : Provides access to all of the event-management features.
Settings : Provides access to system settings used to administrate the system (requires admin privileges).
Training : Provides links to online help pages and tutorials recommended for new users.

Working with list views
Usually, when you first open an entity, you'll see the list view, which shows a list of records belonging to that
entity, formatted as a table. For example, if you open the Marketing email entity, you'll see a list of individual
email messages.

Legend:
1. Select records : Select one or more records by placing a check in this column. Depending on where you are
working, you may be able to apply a single operation to all the selected records at once using buttons in the
command bar.
2. Open a record : Select any record in the list to open its record view, which shows all the details about the
record. Usually you should select from the Name column to open a record from the current entity. Some
entities provide links to records from related entities in other columns (such as a related contact).
3. Sor t the list : Select a column heading to sort the list by values in that column. Select the heading again to
sort in the opposite direction. An arrow in the column heading indicates which column is being sorted and in
which direction.
4. Choose a system view : A system view is predefined to show commonly used list views such as active
contacts, tasks assigned to you, closed leads, and so on. The current system view is shown as a heading
above the list. To change the system view, select the down arrow next to this heading and choose the view
you want. To set a view as the default, select the pushpin icon next to the view in the open menu.
5. Filter the list : Select a funnel icon next to a column heading to filter the list by values in that column. The
funnel icon shows as filled to indicate which column is being filtered (if any).
6. Command bar : Use the commands in the command bar to operate on records in the list and perform

related actions. Some commands (such as Delete ) require that you first select one or more target records by
placing a check mark in the leftmost column, while others operate on the entire list. You can export the list to
an Excel workbook (possibly based on a template), open charts and dashboards, and more, depending on the
type of records you are working with.
7. Search the list : Enter text in the search field above the list to show only those records that contain your text.
8. Paging and filtering : If the list contains more records than can be shown on one page, use the paging
arrows at the bottom of the list to move forward and backward through the pages. Select a letter to show
only those records whose names start with that letter.

Working with record views
Record views show all the details about a single record and sometimes also provide special features for working
with it. Usually you'll open a record view by selecting a record that appears in a list view, but you can also open a
record view by following a link from a related record.

Legend:
1. Tabs : Most record views are divided into tab. Each tab provides a collection of related fields from the record.
When tabs are available, they're listed below the record name. Select any tab name to go to that tab. The
current tab is shown underlined.
2. Form view selector : Each form view provides a collection of related fields from the record, or related
features, such analytics or a designer. Some types of records provide just one view, some provide several. The
current form view (when available) is shown above the record name, near the top of the page. To change the
form view, click the down arrow next to the form-view name to open a menu, and then select the new view
that you want.
3. Command bar : Use the commands in the command bar to operate on the current record or perform a task
related to the record. The available commands vary based on the record type, but you can typically use the
command bar to go live, delete the record, refresh the page, email a link to the record, reassign the record
owner, or export the record by using a Word template.
4. Heading bar : Some record views display a few especially important fields in the heading bar, opposite the
record name. These are typically fields that are fundamental to working with records of the current type
(such as a the record name or record owner).
5. View and edit all field values : In the main body of the record view, you'll find all of the fields related to

the current tab, form view, and record type. Fields marked with a red asterisk are required, and you can't save
the record without their having valid values. Fields marked with a blue plus sign are especially important or
recommended, but are not strictly required. Fields showing a lock icon are read-only and can't be edited.

Find related records
Nearly all types of records show a Related tab after you have saved them at least once. This tab is actually a
drop-down list that you can use to find other types of records that use or reference the displayed record. For
example, if you are viewing a lead-scoring model, select Lead scores from the Related drop-down list to find
all the leads that model has scored.

When you choose an entity name from the Related drop-down list, a new tab named for that entity opens,
showing a list of all related records of that type. The Related tab remains available, and you can still use it to
find other types of records that reference the current one.

Working with business processes
Business processes help everyone follow best practices, even for situations that don't occur very often. Where
available, business processes provide a step-by-step timeline for the stages of a process at the top of the
relevant record. You open the menu for the active stage, enter each field of required and business-critical data,
and then select the next stage when you're ready to work with it. Some business processes (such as a
telemarketing script) can be completed in the time it takes to make a single phone call, while others (like event
planning) might take several weeks.

See also
Open the administration settings
About Unified Interface for model-driven apps in Power Apps
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General accessibility for Dynamics 365 applications
Dynamics 365 Marketing supports most (but not all) of the same keyboard shortcuts and accessibility features
provided for other model-driven apps in Dynamics 365. For details, see the following help topics:
Accessibility for people with disabilities
Keyboard shortcuts in Dynamics 365 applications
IMPORTANT
If you're working on an iOS device and using an attached keyboard, then use option+tab to move between user-interface
elements (such as links, buttons, and tabs). The standard keyboard navigation technique for this is to use tab alone, but
because Dynamics 365 Marketing sometimes uses specialized HTML constructs to create its feature (especially for the
content and pipeline designers), some buttons and links will be skipped if you use tab alone. But if you use option+tab,
you'll be able to navigate to everything.

Accessibility and keyboard shortcuts for content designers
Dynamics 365 Marketing provides advanced digital-content designers for creating, styling, and previewing the
various types of digital content that you can produce and manage with the system. This section lists keyboard
shortcuts and accessibility features that are available for working with the designers for marketing email
messages, marketing pages, and marketing forms.

More information: Design your digital content
IMPORTANT
For keyboard shortcuts that include a number, you usually need to use the standard number keys, not the number pad.

General keyboard commands and accessibility
Alt+0 : Opens the Accessibility Instructions dialog box.
Alt+F10 : Enters the toolbar or the tab list of the currently open dialog box for editors other than the email
editor.
Alt+F9 : Enters the toolbar or the tab list of the currently open dialog box (email editor only).
Tab : Moves to the next toolbar button group, context menu sub-option, elements path element, dialog box
element, or dialog box tab while in the tab list.
Right arrow : Moves to the next toolbar button within the group, context menu sub-option, elements path
element, dialog box element, or dialog box tab while in the tab list.
Tab or Down arrow : Moves to the next drop-down list or context menu option.
Shift+Tab : Moves to the previous toolbar button group, context menu parent option, elements path element,
dialog box element, or dialog box tab while in the tab list.
Left arrow : Moves to the previous toolbar button within the group, context menu parent option, elements
path element, dialog box element, or dialog box tab while in the tab list.
Shift+Tab or Up Arrow : Moves to the previous drop-down list or context menu option.
Spacebar or Enter : Activates a toolbar button, a context menu option, a drop-down list option, an elements
path element, or a dialog box tab after it is selected. Also activates a context menu sub-menu, if one is
available.
Getting around in the designer
Alt+Ctrl+0 : Go to the menu bar.
Alt+Ctrl+1 : Open the desktop preview.
Alt+Ctrl+2 : Open the tablet portrait preview.
Alt+Ctrl+3 : Open the tablet landscape preview.
Alt+Ctrl+4 : Open the mobile portrait preview.
Alt+Ctrl+5 : Open the mobile landscape preview.
Alt+1 : Open the Designer editor tab.
Alt+2 : Open the HTML editor tab.
Alt+3 : Open the Preview tab.
Alt+11 : Toggle the full screen view of the design editor.
Manipulate design elements
Alt+M : Move the selected element.
Alt+Shift+C : Clone the selected element.
Alt+Shift+D : Delete the selected element.
Alt+4 : Open the Toolbox panel.
Alt+5 : Open the Proper ties panel.
Alt+6 : Open the Styles panel.
Alt+X : Go back to the active element (for example, from the Proper ties panel).
Working with text element content
When a text element is selected, you are able to enter and style text within that element. The keyboard shortcuts
listed in the following subsections are active while you are working with a text element.

Navigating within a text element

Home : Goes to the beginning of the line.
Ctrl+Home : Goes to the beginning of the text element.
End : Goes to the end of the line.
Ctrl+End : Goes to the end of the text element.
Page down : Scrolls down the text element, by approximately the length of the editing area.
Page up : Scrolls up the text element, by approximately the length of the editing area.
Writing in a text element

Enter (Return) : Ends a paragraph and starts a new one.
Shift+Enter : Adds a line break.
Shift+Ctrl+3 : Enables entering content (by adding a new paragraph) before a problematic element such as
an image, table or <div> element that starts or ends a document, list, or even adjacent horizontal lines.
Shift+Ctrl+4 : Enables entering content (by adding a new paragraph) after a problematic element such as an
image, table or <div> element that starts or ends a document, list, or even adjacent horizontal lines.
Backspace or Del : Deletes a character.
Ctrl+Backspace or Ctrl+Del : Deletes a word.
Undo and redo

Ctrl+Z : Performs the undo operation.
Ctrl+Y or Shift+Ctrl+Z : Performs the redo operation.
Cut, copy, and paste

Ctrl+X or Shift+Del : Cuts a text fragment to the clipboard.
Ctrl+C : Copies a text fragment to the clipboard.
Ctrl+V or Shift+Inser t : Pastes a text fragment from the clipboard.
Shift+Ctrl+V : Pastes content from the clipboard as plain text.
Selecting text

Ctrl+A : Selects all the contents of the current text element.
Shift+Arrow : Selects a text fragment by letters.
Ctrl+Shift+Arrow : Selects a text fragment by words.
Shift+Home : Selects a text fragment from the cursor to the beginning of the line.
Shift+End : Selects a text fragment from the cursor to the end of the line.
Ctrl+Shift+Home : Selects a text fragment from the cursor to the beginning of the text element.
Ctrl+Shift+End : Selects a text fragment from the cursor to the end of the text element.
Shift+Page down : Selects a text fragment of approximately the length of the editing area starting from the
cursor and going down.
Shift+Page up : Selects a text fragment of approximately the length of the editing area starting from the
cursor and going up.
Text styling

Ctrl+B : Applies bold formatting to the selected text.

Ctrl+I : Applies italics formatting to the selected text.
Ctrl+U : Applies underline formatting to the selected text.
Tab : Indents a list.
Shift+Tab : Outdents a list.
Copy formatting

Ctrl+Shift+C : Copies the inline formatting from to the selected text and enables sticky mode.
Ctrl+Shift+V : Applies the previously copied inline formatting to the selected text.
Esc : Disables sticky mode.
Links and assist edit

Ctrl+L : Opens the Link dialog box.
Alt+Down-Arrow : Open assist edit inside a text element.
Alt+Down-Arrow or Down-Arrow : Open assist edit inside the link field (or any field that supports assist
edit).

Keyboard shortcuts for customer journeys and lead scoring models
Most of the standard navigation and selection keyboard commands also work when you are designing a
customer journey or lead scoring model. In addition, some special assistance is provided to let you work with
the tiles and arrange them on the canvas.

Navigate to and within the side panel
The journey and scoring-model designers include a side panel that provides up to three tabs: a Toolbox of tiles
that you can add to your design, Proper ties for configuring a tile selected on the canvas, and Grades for
setting grade thresholds (lead-scoring only). When one of these tabs is open, you can navigate to and among its
settings using the tab and arrow keys on your keyboard.
To navigate the side panel:
1. Press tab until you've selected the side panel, where one tab is currently active.
2. Use the arrow keys to switch the active side-panel tab. The tab is activated as soon as you select it.
3. Press tab to move between the active (editable) settings available in the current side-panel tab, or eventually
to navigate away from the side-panel tab.
4. If you're using a screen reader and would like to read values for read-only (inactive) settings, then use arrow
keys to navigate between the display values.
Place a new tile
1. Press tab until you've selected the Add button in the canvas toolbar.
2. Press space to open the Add menu.

3. Use the arrow keys to select a tile type from the Add menu.
4. Press space to choose the tile type currently selected in the Add menu.

5. Use the arrow keys to select where you want to insert the new tile in the pipeline. Select a new-tile position
to place the tile in a new position, or select an existing tile to place the tile as a child of that tile.
6. Press space to place the tile in the selected position.
Delete a tile
1. Press tab until you've selected the canvas.
2. Use the arrow keys to select the target tile.
3. Press delete to delete the selected tile.
Copy (or cut) and paste a tile
1. Press tab until you've selected the canvas.
2. Use the arrow keys to select the tile you want to cut or copy.
3. Press Ctrl+C to copy or Ctrl+X to cut.
4. Press Ctrl+V to activate paste mode.
5. Use the arrow keys to select where you want to insert the copied tile in the pipeline.
6. Press space to place the tile in the selected position.
Expand a tile with child tiles
1. Press tab until you've selected the canvas.
2. Use the arrow keys to select the tile you want to expand.
3. Press space to expand the tile.
4. Use the arrow keys to move among the exposed child tiles.
Set tile properties
1. Make sure the Proper ties canvas tab is active as described in Move between canvas tabs.
2. Press tab until you've selected the canvas.
3. Use the arrow keys to select the tile you want to configure.

4. Press enter to open the selected tile's settings in the Proper ties canvas tab.
5. Press tab until you've selected the property you want to set in the Proper ties canvas tab.
6. Use the standard keyboard shortcuts to enter or choose values as needed.
Quick navigation shortcuts
To move quickly between the main areas of the customer journey and lead-scoring model designers, you can
use the following shortcuts.
Alt+1 : Go to canvas toolbar.
Alt+2 : Go to first tile on the canvas.
Alt+3 : Go to Toolbox /Proper ties panel.
Ctrl+Alt+D : Go to the selected tile.

Keyboard shortcuts for the marketing calendar
Most of the standard navigation and selection keyboard commands function as usual when you are working
with the marketing calendar. In addition, the following calendar-specific shortcuts are provided:
Ctrl + F6 : Remove focus from the calendar (for when you want to leave the calendar).
Ctrl + Shift + G : Open the date picker (for when you want to change the date/time settings for any
calendar item).
See also
Design your digital content
Design elements reference
Email marketing overview
Work with email, page, and form templates
Create and deploy marketing pages
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns
Customer journey tiles reference
Design lead-scoring models
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You can use common features of Dynamics 365 to organize your daily work, including using dashboards to get
an overview of your most important information, planning and recording activities (such as appointments,
tasks, and phone calls), creating new records quickly, and assigning records (including activities) to a user or a
team.

Get the big picture with dashboards
Dashboard provide charts, graphs, and statistics that help give you an overview of your data. Dynamics 365
features several types of dashboards, and each dashboard provides a variety of views and options.
Application dashboards
Application dashboard give you the widest view, and draw data from throughout your application—possibly
even from several Dynamics 365 applications.
Usually, an application dashboard is the first thing you see when you sign in to Dynamics 365 Marketing. You
can get back to it any time by going to Marketing > My Work > Dashboards . Most Dynamics 365
applications have a similar application dashboard.
Choose an application dashboard
Several standard dashboards are provided, each of which focuses on a particular user role, such as event
management, marketing, or sales. The name of the current dashboard is shown at the top of the window. To
switch to another dashboard, select the dashboard name, and then select the dashboard you want to open from
the drop-down list.

A wide variety of dashboards is available, each optimized for a different application and situation. The following

dashboards are provided with Dynamics 365 Marketing, and are specifically tailored for marketing users:
Lead Generation Dashboard
Customer Journey Dashboard
Email Marketing Dashboard
Event Management Dashboard
Each dashboard is interactive, so to learn more about a data point in a graph, try selecting it. For graphs that
support interactivity, this will update all the graphs on the page so that they focus on the data point you chose—
typically by adding a filter. You can continue exploring your data like this. Each time you add a new filter, you'll
see it listed at the top of page. To remove a filter, select its X icon here; or select Clear All to go back to the toplevel view.

Set a dashboard as default
To see a specific dashboard every time you sign in to Dynamics 365 Marketing, set it as the default. To do this,
open the dashboard, and on the command bar, select Set as Default .
Entity dashboards
In addition to the home dashboard described earlier, some entities provide their own dashboards. These are
available for account, contact, and lead entities.
To see an entity dashboard, go to the list view for the entity, and then on the command bar, select Open Entity
Dashboard .
Chart panes
In addition to entities dashboards, some entities provide chart panes, which is another way to see analytics and
charts about your data in a particular entity. Some entities provide both dashboards and chart panes, whereas
others offer just one, or neither.
To see a chart pane, go to the list view for the relevant entity, and then on the command bar, select Show Char t
Pane .

Use activities to plan and record various tasks
Keep track of all your communications with activities in Dynamics 365 Marketing. Activities function like to-do
items—they provide relevant details to help you get your task done and record relevant information as you
work so you can review what you've done. For example, you can make or schedule a phone call, set up an
appointment, and assign yourself tasks. These actions are all considered types of activities.
The system automatically time-stamps every activity and shows who created it and who is, or was, assigned to

it. You and other people on your team can scroll through the activities to see the history as you work.
To get the most out of Dynamics 365, it's important for everyone to track all their work by adding an activity for
every phone call, task, or appointment. That way, a customer's history is complete. Customer journeys can also
generate and assign activities automatically to help make sure you follow up on leads and requests generated
by the journey.
See activities on your dashboards
Many dashboards provide a widget that shows your most relevant activities. Usually, these are activities
assigned to you that are due sometime soon. The dashboard is usually the first page you'll see on signing in to
Dynamics 365 Marketing, so this can be a good way to set your priorities for the day.
Find and create activities by type
Use the navigator to view lists of all activities of a particular type, and to view specific records of that type. Go to
one of the following to see activities of the listed type:
Marketing > My Work > Tasks
Marketing > My Work > Appointments
Marketing > My Work > Phone Calls
In each case, you'll arrive at a standard list view, which you can use to sort, search, filter, create, and delete
activities of the selected type.
You can apply a standard filter (system view) to any of these views by selecting the view selector (the down
arrow next to the view name at the top of the page) and choosing a relevant entry from the drop-down list (such
as My Phone Calls ). To set one of these views as the default, select the push-pin icon next to the relevant view.

Activities that you create from these list views stand alone, which means they won't be related to other relevant
records in Dynamics 365. These are probably most useful for when you want to schedule something personal,
like a doctor's appointment or sporting event. Otherwise, to keep a history of your interactions with a customer,
campaign, or event, you should add new activities while working with the relevant record, so those activities
become part of the history that other people on your team can view.
View and create activities related to specific records
Most often, you'll want to associate each activity with a contact, account, event, customer journey, or other type
of record to help you keep a history of activities related to it. This can be useful when reviewing meetings
related to a given account, or to find phone call records related to making bookings for an event.
Many entities in Dynamics 365 provide lists of related activities. To see them, open the relevant entity (such as a

contact, event, marketing email, or nearly any other type of record) and look for its Timeline display. This is
usually visible when you first open the record, but sometimes you'll need to open a new tab to see it. From here,
you can see all activities already related to the selected record, and add new activities (which are automatically
related to it).
Mark an activity complete
After you call someone, complete a task, or go to an appointment, you can mark the activity for that action as
completed by opening the relevant activity and then selecting Mark Complete in the command bar.

Quick create – Enter new records fast
The quick-create command makes it fast and easy to enter almost any type of information into the system. The
command is on the navigation bar (also referred to as the nav bar), so it's always available whenever you need
to enter new information into the system.
With quick create, you need to complete only a few fields. Later, when you have more time or more information,
you can fill in more details.
1. On the nav bar, select the plus sign
entity you want to create.

to open a menu of available entities, and then select the type of

2. A quick-create form slides in from the side of the screen, presenting only the most important and
required fields. Fill in the fields, and then select Save .

Assign a record to a user or team
If you would like another person in your organization to handle a particular account, contact, or other task, you
can assign the record to that person. You can also assign a record to a team or to yourself.
1. Use the navigator to go to the entity (such as contact or account) that you want to assign.
2. In the list of records, select the record that you want.
3. On the command bar, select Assign .
4. In the Assign dialog box, select the Assign to box to toggle between Me and User or Team .
5. If you have chosen to assign to User or Team , in the User or team field, select the Lookup icon to
choose a user or a team.
6. Select Assign .
See also

Generate activities from a customer journey
The event management dashboard

Manage information about your current and
prospective customers
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Three of the most important and common types of database records are contacts, accounts, and leads. These
fundamental business entities are shared by most model-driven apps in Dynamics 365, including Dynamics 365
Marketing. Read this topic to learn how these basic entities are used an affected by the Marketing app.

Use contacts to manage customer people
Contacts represent individual people. They are the primary customer entity in Dynamics 365 Marketing. When
you run a customer journey, your target segment will include only contact records. And when you create a lead,
you will also set a parent contact for that lead (or set a parent account, which itself relates to contacts). Other
Dynamics 365 apps might treat these entities somewhat differently, instead focusing more on accounts or using
leads that aren't related to any contact.
Most of your contacts will represent customers or potential customers, but you might also include partners or
suppliers among your contacts, especially for events where you'll also typically include speakers, vendors, and
sponsors in your contacts database.
To view, create, or edit a contact, go to Marketing > Customers > Contacts . This brings to you a standard list
view, which you can use to search, sort, filter, create, and delete your contacts. Open any contact to view its
details.
The contacts entity is common for and shared by most model-driven apps in Dynamics 365, but Dynamics 365
Marketing adds several enhancements to it, including:
Marketing source information : The contact Details tab includes a section called Marketing , where
you can see which marketing initiatives were responsible for generating that contact.
Contact preferences : The contact Details tab includes a section called Contact preferences , where
you can see information about how that contact prefers to be contacted (or not contacted) by your
organization. Important settings for Marketing here include:
Bulk email : Controls whether Dynamics 365 Marketing is permitted to send marketing email
messages from customer journeys to this contact. When set to Do not allow , no marketing email
messages will be sent to this contact. Contacts can adjust this setting themselves using a subscription
center. More information: Set up subscription lists and subscription centers
Email : This setting is part of the standard contact entity (it isn't added specifically for Marketing). It
controls whether any Dynamics 365 app (including Marketing) can send any type of email to this
contact, including both commercial and transactional messages. More information: Set the legal
designation to identify each message as either commercial or transactional
Prefill marketing form : Controls whether Dynamics 365 Marketing is permitted to prefill form
information (like name and email) on marketing pages for this contact. When set to Do not allow , all
marketing pages (other than subscription centers) will present an empty form to this contact, even
when the contact is recognized by the system. Contacts can set this option for themselves by setting a
"remember me" check box on any marketing page that is set up to include the prefill feature.
Follow email : This field is often present, but is not added by Dynamics 365 Marketing. It has no effect
of the functionality of the Marketing app, including its ability to track email interactions. You can still
use it in segmentation criteria, just like any other contact field. (This field is used by the email

engagement feature of Dynamics 365 Sales. More information: Use email engagement to view
message interactions.)
Subscription lists : The contact Details tab includes a section called Subscription lists , where you can
see a list of each email subscription the contact has signed up for in Dynamics 365 Marketing. More
information: Set up subscription lists and subscription centers
Data protection : The contact Details tab includes a section called Data protection , where you can see
and set the data-privacy consent level granted by this contact, and also see whether the contact is a child
and, if so, who their parent or guardian is. For more information about these features, see Data protection
and the GDPR.
Event information : Each contact record provides the following information about events the contact
has registered for or attended:
The contact Details tab includes a section called Event information , where you can see basic
information that was collected from the contact when they registered for an event.
The contact Events attended tab provides complete details of all event registrations and check-ins
associated with this contact.
Marketing insights : Detailed KPIs and analytics about how this contact has interacted with your various
marketing initiatives are provided on the Contact: Insights form view for the contact entity (available
from the drop-down list above the contact name in the page heading). More information: Analyze results
to gain insights from your marketing activities

Use accounts to manage customer companies
Accounts are companies that you market and sell to. They can also be partner companies or suppliers. If you use
accounts, you'll usually also set up at least one contact for each of them—these contacts usually represent
employees at the company.
IMPORTANT
Customer journeys can only target contacts, not accounts or leads, so be sure to create contact records for everyone you
want to include in your customer journeys, and then associate each of them with any relevant accounts or leads.

To view, create, or edit an account, go to Marketing > Customers > Accounts . This brings to you a standard
list view, which you can use to search, sort, filter, create, and delete your accounts. Open any account to view its
details.

Use leads to register and track expressions of interest
A primary goal of Dynamics 365 Marketing is to generate interest and then find, nurture, and qualify leads for
salespeople. As mentioned, Dynamics 365 Marketing is centered around contacts, which is the only type of
customer entity that you can target by using a customer journey. When a contact shows interest in one of your
products or services, you'll either generate a lead record that relates to that contact or allow a landing page to
generate the lead automatically. The lead represents an expressed interest by the related contact in some specific
product. A given contact might have several leads associated with it, each representing a different level of
interest in a different product or offer.
You can associate each lead with either a parent contact or a parent account. If you choose to create accountbased leads, then each account must be associated with one or more contact records because your segments
and customer journeys still need to include and target contacts, not accounts. In this regard, accounts are
essentially treated as collections of one or more contacts. More information: Account-based marketing.

Salespeople sometimes use leads differently and might therefore create leads that don't have parent contacts
assigned, but you can easily customize your system to work with both types of leads. For details about how to
integrate sales-driven (lead-centered) and marketing-driven (contact-centered) workflows, see Market to leads.
Dynamics 365 Marketing keeps an eye on your leads and can automatically score each of them based on how
their parent contacts interact with your marketing initiatives. For example, the lead score might increase each
time the parent contact opens a relevant email, signs up for a download, or attends a sales event. After a lead
reaches a "sales-ready" score threshold, it's considered marketing-qualified and is ready to be taken over by a
salesperson. The salesperson might eventually promote the lead to an opportunity and then go on to close the
sale. Or the salesperson might decide to send it back to marketing for further nurturing.
Dynamics 365 Marketing collects detailed interaction records for each contact. These records include
information such as email opens, email clicks, website visits, and more. Interaction records relate to contacts, not
to leads or accounts, so when you are reviewing marketing insights for a lead or account, you're actually viewing
interaction records for the contact(s) associated with that lead or account. Leads that don't have a parent contact
or account associated with them won't show many insights and also can't be scored automatically by Dynamics
365 Marketing.
To view, create, or edit a lead, go to Marketing > Customers > Leads . This brings to you a standard list view,
which you can use to search, sort, filter, create, and delete your leads. Open any lead to view its details. Select
New in the command bar to create a new lead.
More information: The lead lifecycle

Gain insights into how contacts, accounts, and leads are interacting
with your marketing initiatives
Once you have Dynamics 365 Marketing installed, your instance will be begin to collect information about how
each of these entities interacts with your marketing activities. The system provides a wealth of information,
including analytics, KPIs, graphs, and more, to help you gain insights from your marketing results. More
information: Analyze results to gain insights from your marketing activities

Sales and marketing collaboration with Dynamics
365
3/29/2021 • 8 minutes to read • Edit Online

Read this topic to learn how marketers and salespeople can collaborate through dedicated, optimized sales and
marketing apps running on top of a unified platform. This topic provides an overview and many links that will
show you:
How marketers and salespeople can benefit by working on a common platform
How salespeople can influence marketing campaigns
How salespeople can access marketing results and entities
How marketers and salespeople can collaborate on events
How marketers and salespeople can collaborate on LinedIn campaigns
An example scenario of end-to-end sales/marketing collaboration from inquiry to close

The power of a unified platform for business apps
A key strength of model-driven apps in Dynamics 365 is that you can run multiple business apps on the same
tenant, instance, and database. This enables professionals from across your organization to work with apps
tailored to their specific needs while freely sharing data and processes with colleagues focusing on other parts
of the business. Admins, customizers and developers have just one platform to learn, and customizations can
apply everywhere. There is no need to set up complex data mappings or database connectors because common
data for all apps is stored in a single, central repository.
When both marketers and salespeople have access to the same contact, lead, and account data, workers from
both departments can collaborate throughout the marketing and sales funnels, bringing contacts from
discovery, through nurturing, and on to qualification, opportunity and closure. With Dynamics 365, your
organization can move from multiple single-purpose, siloed systems to a unified, collaborative process based on
a single source of truth.

Give salespeople influence over which contacts join which campaigns
Dynamics 365 Marketing enhances the contact entity by adding new command-bar buttons that enable
salespeople (or anyone with access to contact records) to add or remove a displayed contact to or from any
static segment. This enables salespeople, who know their contacts well but don't have full access to the segment
entity, to add a contact to a campaign that the salesperson knows would interest that contact, or to remove a
contact from a campaign that wouldn't interest them. Marketing people just need to let the salespeople know
which segments map to which campaigns.
More information: Manage segment memberships from a contact record

Share results and insights for all marketing activities
Dynamics 365 Marketing adds new Insights tabs to several core entities, including contacts, leads, and
accounts, where both salespeople and marketers can view them. Even salespeople using the Outlook plugin
alone will be able to see many of these insights. Similar insights are also provided for Marketing-specific entities
like journeys, emails, segments, and lead-scoring models.

Each Insights tab provides a collection of KPIs, graphs, and analytics that give both marketers and salespeople
valuable insights into how various marketing initiatives are performing, and how specific contacts, leads, and
accounts are interacting with them.
Marketing insights can also be integrated into Dynamics 365 dashboards, where marketers and salespeople can
get daily overviews and updates. You can even design sharable, custom Power BI reports that deliver exactly the
information and analytics your organization needs based on the collected marketing insights and interaction
data.

More information: Analyze results to gain insights from your marketing activities and Create custom analytics
with Power BI

Grant salespeople access to selected marketing entities
Dynamics 365 Marketing adds a wide range of marketing entities to the platform, including emails, journeys,
pages, and more. Many of these are only interesting to marketers, but some might make sense to share with
salespeople, depending on how they like to engage with their contacts. For example, customizers can modify the
site map in Dynamics 365 Sales to include one or more relevant Marketing entities. Admins can also control
permissions to various entities and assign them as needed across sales and marketing users.
More information: Manage user accounts, licenses, and roles and Tutorial: Create a model-driven app site map
for an app using the site map designer.

A common platform to collaborate on events
Dynamics 365 Marketing includes a full events-management feature. It's not available separately, but when you
have Dynamics 365 Marketing, you'll also be able to organize sales events with this feature, and share the
relevant functionality with Sales users as needed.
More information: Event planning and management

Collaborate on LinkedIn sales and marketing campaigns
LinkedIn is a social network that focuses on companies, professionals, and working life. It can be a great source
for running targeted campaigns, exploring professional networks, generating new leads, and learning more
about your customers. Dynamics 365 Sales and Dynamics 365 Marketing both offer several features for
integrating LinkedIn with your marketing and sales initiatives.
Both apps offer integration with LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms, which imports leads generated through LinkedIn
campaigns into Dynamics 365.
Dynamics 365 Marketing can create LinkedIn Matched Audiences, which find LinkedIn profiles that match
contacts that are members of selected segments in Dynamics 365. This lets you run multi-channel campaigns
that target the same collections of individuals on LinkedIn, email, and other custom channels available to
customer journeys (such as SMS).
Customer journeys in Dynamics 365 Marketing can monitor for contacts that submit LinkedIn Lead Gen
Forms and include triggers that react to those submissions.
Dynamics 365 Sales integrates with LinkedIn Sales Navigator, which enables salespeople to get to know their
sales contacts even better through their LinkedIn profile information and connections.
These features provide rich opportunities for sales and marketing to collaborate while running campaigns and
researching markets on LinkedIn. The add/remove contacts feature for salespeople enables them to include
promising contacts in segments being used by Marketing to generate Matched Audiences on LinkedIn. And
Salespeople using LinkedIn Sales Navigator can share insights with marketers that can help them design more
effective segments and create more appealing marketing content.
More information: Marketing on LinkedIn with Dynamics 365 Marketing and Integrate LinkedIn Sales Navigator
solutions for Dynamics 365 Sales

Collaborative sales and marketing: a scenario
Let's take a look at an example of how Dynamics 365 can help marketers and salespeople work together while
finding customers for a newly released product. In this example, a company called Contoso already has an
extensive database of contacts that have shown interest in, or purchased, one of their products before. These
contacts already know and trust Contoso, so even though they probably haven't yet heard about the new
product, many of them may be interested.
The process of launching the new product begins with a broad email campaign, which starts contacts down the

funnel, and then eventually results in sales to those contacts who are most interested. The process could work as
follows:
1. In Dynamics 365 Marketing, marketers create a broad segment that includes a large amount of contacts,
but still makes a few demographic and firmographic choices to concentrate on those most likely to be
interested in the new product.
2. A marketer creates an email announcing the new product and inviting contacts to download a white
paper about it.
3. A marketer creates a landing page where contacts can sign up to download the paper. A link to this
landing page is added to the email.
4. The marketer creates a customer journey to implement an awareness campaign that includes the
following:
A segment group that includes both the segment designed by the marketer and a static segment
where salespeople can manually add promising contacts based on their knowledge about those
contacts.
An email tile that delivers the promotional email to each member of the target segment.
An If/then tile that sorts contacts based on whether they submitted the landing page to receive the
white paper.
After the If/then comes a second email that will deliver the link to download the paper to contacts who
submitted the form. Following this is a create-lead tile that generates a lead for each of those contacts.

5. After a while, the awareness campaign will have generated a collection of leads that represent contacts
that have expressed interest by downloading the white paper.
6. Marketers now create a nurturing campaign targeted at the leads generated by the awareness campaign.
This journey might include events, surveys, contests, LinkedIn audiences and more.
7. Depending on how a customer flows through the nurturing journey, some branches could end with a
sales activity tile that assigns an activity, such as a phone call, to a salesperson. This gives the salesperson
an opportunity to engage with especially promising contacts right away, even though they are still in the
marketing funnel. Or you might instead use a run workflow tile to trigger an even more complex set of
events when a contact lands at a certain destination in the journey.

8. Throughout this period, all of the new leads are still owned by marketing, and when marketers inspect a
lead, they will see a marketing-oriented business process. Marketers can use this business process to
organize and track their work on each lead, for example through telemarketing engagement and other
initiatives as the lead develops.

9. Salespeople can review the lead-generation dashboard and get visibility into all marketing initiatives that
affect their contacts. They can add new contacts to the target segment if needed. They can also choose to
jump in at any time they see a promising situation, or they can wait for full marketing qualification.

10. As the leads develop, lead-scoring models created by the marketer automatically increase (or decrease)
each lead's score based on their interactions and activities. Activities such as website visits, email opens,
event registrations, banner clicks, and more can all contribute to a lead's score. Eventually, the score will
reach the sales-ready threshold chosen by the marketer. When this score is reached, the following occurs:
The lead is considered marketing qualified.
The lead is assigned to the appropriate salesperson based on custom logic in the system.
The lead is brought to the attention of the assigned salesperson. For example, it might appear on that
salesperson's dashboard the next time they sign into Sales.
11. The right salesperson now opens and reviews the lead. The business process for the lead no longer
shows the marketing process, but instead shows the sales-to-opportunity process.

12. The salesperson reviews the lead's interaction history and that of its related contact. The salesperson
might also use LinkedIn Sales Navigator to learn even more about the contact. The salesperson can now
be very well prepared when they finally engage with the contact.
13. Salespeople and marketers can collaborate over an especially promising or valuable lead, either while
working in Dynamics 365 or while working on Microsoft Teams, which can also show contact and lead
records directly from Dynamics 365.
14. The salesperson follows the sales-to-opportunity process and eventually closes some sales. Based on this
experience, the salesperson can add more contacts to the segments targeted by the awareness and/or
nurturing campaigns.

Import data and control how duplicate records are
identified
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Bring your customer and sales data quickly into your app by importing it. You can import data into most record
types.
Dynamics 365 processes imports in the background. After an import is completed, you can review which
records were successfully imported, failed to be imported, or were partially imported. To fix the records that
failed to be imported, export them into a separate file, fix them, and then try to import them again (if necessary,
you can start over by deleting all records associated with the previous import).

Supported file types
You can import data from the following file types:
Comma-separated value (.csv) file
Excel templates provided by Dynamics 365
More information: Export data to Word or Excel files

Prepare your file for import
Here are some guidelines to help make sure that your file will be imported successfully:
1. Put records for each record type in a separate file.
2. Make sure that the file is in one of the following formats:
.csv file: A data file with a .csv file extension. Typically a .csv file consists of fields and records, stored as
text, in which the fields are separated from one other by commas.
Excel template
3. If your import file is a .csv file, make sure that it is correctly delimited. You can use double quotation
marks (") or single quotation marks (') as data delimiters.
4. Make sure the first line of the file is a row of column headings. Add column headings (text used in the
first row of a workbook or file that labels the data in each column) if they are not already present.
NOTE
Make sure that the .csv file does not contain:
Multiple lines in the first line (header row).
Quotation marks in the first line. Dynamics 365 uses quotation marks as data delimiters.
Data separated with a semicolon (;) or comma (,). Dynamics 365 uses semicolons and commas as field
delimiters.

IMPORTANT
Data can be imported more quickly if it can be automatically mapped during the import process. It helps to have
your column headings match the display name of fields in Dynamics 365. The display name is the label that is
used by default when an attribute is displayed on a form, in a list, or in a report. The Display Name for each
attribute can be changed in the Customization area by a user who has an appropriate security role.

5. Make sure data exists for all required fields.
A record will only be imported if all required fields are mapped, and if data exists in each of the source
columns that are mapped to the required fields. A required field is an attribute that is required before a
record can be saved. You can either determine the required fields in advance, or identify missing required
mappings during the import. In either case, make sure you have required data in each record. To
determine which fields are required, open the form for the record type as if you were creating a new
record, and identify fields that are marked with a red asterisk (*).
The following list shows default required fields for commonly imported record types.
Account: Account Name
Contact: Last Name
Lead: Topic, Last Name, Company Name
Product: Default Unit, Unit Group, Decimals Suppor ted
For example, the following lines show what the data might look like for a .csv format file containing leads. The
first line contains the field names, and the remaining lines are imported as data.
Company,Last Name,First Name,Topic,Email,Mobile Phone
"Designer Bikes""Groth""Brian""Mountain bikes""someone@example.com""555-555-0112"
"Major Sporting Goods""Bedecs""Anna""Components""555-555-0171"

NOTE
By default, the maximum size of the files that you can import is 8 megabytes (MB).

Import records from an Excel template
1. Start your import by doing either of the following:
Go to the list view for the entity you want to import to (such as the list of leads), and select Impor t
from Excel on the command bar.
If you are an administrator, go to Settings > Advanced Settings > Business Management >
Impor t Data . On the Impor t Data page, select the record type you want to import the data for, and
then in the drop-down list, select Excel.
2. Select Browse to upload a file.
3. Select Next . All the fields in your source file are automatically mapped.
4. Select Finish Impor t .

Import records from a .csv file
1. Prepare your import file as described in Prepare your file for import.
2. Start your import by doing either of the following:

Go to the list view for the entity you want to import to (such as the list of leads), and select Impor t
from CSV on the command bar.
If you are an administrator, go to Settings > Advanced Settings > Business Management >
Impor t Data . On the Impor t Data page, select the record type you want to import the data for, and
then in the drop-down list, select CSV .
3. Choose a file to upload.
4. Select Next .
5. If you have an alternate key defined, select it from the Alternate Key drop-down list.
The alternate key is used to uniquely identify and update records during import instead of using the
primary key. Some external data systems do not store primary keys. In such cases, an alternate key can
be used to uniquely identify records. More information: How alternate key and duplicate detection work
during import
6. In the Data Delimiter drop-down list, select the data delimiter that you've used in your .csv file.
7. Select Review Mapping .
8. On the Review Mapping page, review how your column headings are mapped to the fields in Dynamics
365.

On the left side, by default the Primar y Fields section of the Review Mapping page shows all the
required fields for the entity that must be mapped for the data to be imported successfully.
If you've selected an alternate key, all the fields of the alternate key also become required fields and
must be mapped.
If the column headings of your source file match the field display names, these fields will be
automatically mapped. All the mapped fields will be shown with a green check mark.
If the column headings don't match, the unmapped fields will be shown with a red exclamation point.
Select a Dynamics 365 field to map to the unmapped column heading of your file.

To quickly filter on only the unmapped fields, select Unmapped from the Map Attributes dropdown list.
9. In the Optional Fields section of the Review Mapping page, the left side shows the column headings
in your source file. If the column headings match the field display names, the fields will be automatically
selected in the corresponding drop-down lists.
If the column headings don't match, the unmapped fields will be shown with a red exclamation point.
Select a Dynamics 365 field to map to the unmapped column heading of your file.
You can also choose Ignore from the drop-down list for one or more optional fields. Data from
ignored columns won't be imported into Dynamics 365 Marketing.

10. If any column in your source file includes a fixed set of values, you must map the column to a field of type
Option Set type. A column of this type has values such as "Yes" or "No," or "Hot," "Warm," or "Cold." To
do this, click the button next to the option set field. The Option set mapping section opens:

For each Source Option Values item, click an item from the Dynamics 365 Option Values list
to map it, and then click OK.
The Dynamics 365 Option Values drop-down list combines the values available in the
incoming file with those already in the Dynamics 365 database. For example:
Values in impor t file : Low, High
Values already in Dynamics 365 : Cold, Warm, Hot
Resulting target values : Cold, Warm, Hot, Low, High
After import, the import wizard will add all mapped values to Dynamics 365, but will drop
unmapped values from the import file that aren't yet in Dynamics 365. For example, you could
map the "Low" source value to the "Cold" target value, but map the "High" source value to the
(new) "High" target value. Based on these mappings, the import wizard creates "High" as a
Dynamics 365 target value. It does not create "Low" as a Dynamics 365 target value because you
didn't map any source to this target value.
NOTE
You can also map a column in your source file to a field of type "Two Options" and "Multiselect Option Set"
(where a field can have multiple values). You must map each Source Option Values to the items in the
Dynamics 365 Option Values list. When mapping to a field of type "Multiselect Option Set," if your
source file includes values that aren't available in Dynamics 365 Marketing, new values won't be created in
Dynamics 365 Marketing.

11. If some data in your source file references other existing records in Dynamics 365 Marketing, you must
map the column in the source file to a lookup field of Dynamics 365 Marketing.
For example, you might want to import a file named Leads.csv, which contains customer records. The

Customer column in Leads.csv contains the associated account or contact data. To map this, select the
button next to the lookup field. The Lookup Reference section opens and lists the entities related to the
current entity.

For each entity, select the fields to search during import to retain the relationships between the records,
and then select OK .
12. To save your mapping settings for next time, enter a name in the Name your data map box. This way,
the next time you need to import a similar set of data, you'll be able to use this mapping again.

13. When you're ready to continue, select Finish Impor t to import that data by using your mappings.

How alternate key and duplicate detection work during import
Note the following on how alternate key and duplicate detection works while importing records in Dynamics
365 Marketing:
When duplicate detection is disabled and an alternate key is not defined in Dynamics 365
Marketing
The import process creates new records. If a matching GUID is found, the import process updates the record.
When duplicate detection is disabled and an alternate key is selected
Records with the same alternate key data are updated, and other records are created in Dynamics 365
Marketing.
When duplicate detection is disabled and an alternate key is not selected
In this scenario, the alternate key is considered as the primary key because it is available in Dynamics 365
Marketing. Records that have the same alternate key will fail with an error message during import.
When duplicate detection is enabled and an alternate key is not defined
The duplicate detection rule is followed. The import process creates new records. If any matching GUID is
found, the import process updates the records. If any records match the duplicate detection rule, an error
message is shown.
When duplicate detection is enabled and an alternate key is not selected In this scenario, the
alternate key is considered as the primary key because it is available in Dynamics 365 Marketing. Records
with same alternate key will fail with an error message during import. Duplicate detection rules are also
applied. If any records match the duplicate detection rule, an error message is shown. Records that do not
match the duplicate detection rule will be created in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
When duplicate detection is enabled and an alternate key is selected
The import process updates the records based on the alternate key and then applies duplicate detection.
Records are updated if the alternate key matches; otherwise, they are created in the system.

View the results of an import and correct errors
You must wait for an import job to be completed before you can repair failures.
1. Go to Settings > Advanced Settings > Business Management > Impor t Data . Import jobs for all
recent imports are listed here.
2. Find your job in the list and check its progress. The Status column shows the status of the import by using
the following values:
Submitted
Parsing
Transforming
Importing
Completed
3. After the import is complete, the Success , Failure , and Par tial Impor t columns will show the number of
records that were successfully imported, failed to be imported, or were partially imported.
4. Open the import file to view the records that were not imported or were partially imported. Double-click the
import file record.
5. Use the tabs to see information about failures, success, or partial failure of records during import.

6. On the Failures tab, select Expor t Error Rows to export rows that failed to be imported to a new .csv file.
You can correct the errors in this file, and then import it.

Delete imported records
1. Go to Settings > Advanced Settings > Business Management > Impor t Data . Import jobs for all
recent imports are listed here.
2. Select the import file that you want to delete, followed by one of the following actions:
Delete impor t source file : Deletes the import log file and its details.
Delete impor ted records : Deletes all records that were imported from the selected file.
Delete all : Deletes the import file along with the records that were imported from the import file.
See also
Business management settings Export data

Export data to Word or Excel files
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

You can export Dynamics 365 Marketing data to a Word or Excel template to create standardized documents
that you can share with people who don't use Dynamics 365.
TIP
You can export the templates that are included in Dynamics 365, modify them, and then reimport them as new
templates. This can give you a running start on creating your own custom Excel templates.

Generate a Word document with Dynamics 365 Marketing data
You can export information from a single record by using a Word template, which formats the information into
a readable and sharable document.
To export Dynamics 365 Marketing data by using a Word template, do the following:
1. Open a record, such as a single contact, with information you want to use in your document.
2. On the command bar, select Word Templates , and then under Word Templates , choose the template
want to use. If you don't see the template you are looking for, consider the following:
Only templates built for the selected record type (entity) will be displayed. For example, you won't see
a template created for accounts when you are working with a contact.
If you are looking for a brand-new template, you might need to refresh the page to see it. Either
refresh your browser or close and reopen Dynamics 365 Marketing.
After you select your Word template, Dynamics 365 Marketing creates a Word document from the record you
selected.
Several sample Word templates, for a variety of entities, are included out of the box. Your administrator can add
more as needed, either by customizing the standard ones or creating new ones from scratch. More information:
Manage Word templates

Generate an Excel workbook with Dynamics 365 Marketing
You can export information from a multiple-record list by using an Excel template, which formats the
information and generates graphs to create a readable and sharable workbook.
The process for using an Excel template looks like this:

Step 1: Select an entity to analyze
In Dynamics 365 Marketing, select a record type (entity) to export to an Excel workbook.
For example, go to Marketing > Lead management > Leads .
Step 2: Export Dynamics 365 Marketing data by using an Excel template
On the command bar, select Excel Templates to open a list of available templates, and then choose the one you
want to use for the export.

Dynamics 365 Marketing generates your Excel workbook and downloads it to your computer.
Step 3: Analyze your Dynamics 365 Marketing data in Excel
What you see in the Excel workbook is based on two things:
Rows : Your Excel workbook includes a row for each record that was visible in the view you exported from.
Columns : The columns correspond to the fields in a record. The template you used determines which
columns appear in the table in the exported Excel file.
Step 4: Share the results with others
Save a copy either online or to your computer, and then share the workbook or link with others for their review
and input.
See also
Manage Excel templates
Manage Word templates
Business management settings

Watch these videos to learn more about Dynamics
365 Marketing
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

If you are new to Dynamics 365 Marketing, then these videos will help you gain a quick understanding of the
system and how to work with some of its most-used features.

Get a quick overview
More information: Overview (Marketing)
For an even more detailed video overview of the features and benefits of Dynamics 365 Marketing, including
extended feature demos, see Dynamics 365 Marketing | Business Applications Spring 2018 Release (36:51).

Design marketing emails
More information:
Tutorial: Create a marketing email and go live
Design your digital content
Check your work using previews and test sends
Keyboard shortcuts and accessibility features for content designers
Email marketing overview
Work with email, page, and form templates
Design elements reference

Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns
More information:
Tutorial: Create a simple customer journey
Tutorial: Create a segment
Tutorial: Generate activities from a customer journey
Tutorial: Create an interactive customer journey
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns
Customer journey tiles reference
Working with segments

Qualify your hottest leads with automated lead scoring
More information:
Tutorial: Set up lead scoring
Design lead-scoring models

Register link clicks and website visits
Manage customer information

Browse all Dynamics 365 videos on YouTube
You can always find the latest videos for all Dynamics 365 products by going to our YouTube channel.

Core marketing tutorials
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

The tutorials in this section provide exercises that illustrate the core functionality of Dynamics 365 Marketing. If
you've never used this product before, this is the best place to start. When you have completed the exercises
here, you'll be able to:
Create marketing segments that organize contacts from your database into logical groups that match
your marketing strategies.
Create a marketing email that meets all legal and deliverability requirements, and can deliver
personalized messages to contacts.
Create a simple customer journey that sends a marketing email to all members of a segment and records
interactions such as message opens and link clicks.
Create a landing page with a form that collects information from new and existing contacts and stores it
directly in your organizational database.
Create an automated customer journey that combines email messaging, landing pages, and multiple
paths managed by interactive triggers.
The exercises in this chapter build on one another, so we recommend that new users do them all, in order.

Create a dynamic segment
3/5/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

One of the first and most important decisions you'll make when you design any marketing piece is to choose
the right audience. Only after you know your audience will you be able to tailor your message to best appeal to
that group of people.
In Dynamics 365 Marketing, you'll set up a collection of segments, which you'll define by using terms that
resemble those you already use to describe groups of customers, such as "female wine enthusiasts over 40
living in San Francisco" or "craft beer fans from North Carolina who visited our booth at the festival." Then you'll
use these segments to target marketing initiatives like email-marketing campaigns and customer journeys.
Segments like these, which you define by using a set of rules and conditions, are called dynamic segments
because membership in these segments changes constantly and automatically based on information in your
database. (Static segments are populated by adding contacts explicitly, one at a time.)
In this exercise, you'll create a couple of fictional contacts with email addresses that you can read, and then set
up a test segment that includes those contacts. This test segment will be useful later when you begin to
experiment with customer journeys.
1. Go to Marketing > Customers > Contacts . This takes you to a list of existing contacts. On the
command bar, select New .

2. The New Contact page opens.

Fill out the following fields:
First Name : Enter a fictional first name.
Last Name : Enter a fictional last name.
Email : Enter your own email address (or one that you can receive mail from).

Address 1: City : Enter a fictional city (for this example, we use Atlantis ). This will make it easy to
create a segment that only includes fictional contacts.
3. On the command bar, select Save & Close .
4. Create a second contact similar to the one you just made. Use the same email address and fictional city,
but use a different first and last name.
5. Go to Marketing > Customers > Segments . This takes you to a list of existing segments. On the
command bar, select New .
6. New opens into a dropdown menu, allowing you to choose either a New Dynamic Segment or a New
Static Segment . We're going to create a segment that finds all contacts from our fictional city, Atlantis .
So, select New Dynamic Segment .
7. The Segment Templates dialog box opens; select Skip to close it and continue to the New Segment
screen.

8. Select Add quer y block to create a query against the contact entity. You can see the entity being queried
by checking the value shown on the drop-down list at the top of the query block.

9. By default, the new query block creates Contact based query with a new row. Your segment currently
includes no filters (clause rows), which means it will find all the contacts in your database. But we only
want to find the new test contacts that we just created, so let's add a filter.

10. The row starts with a field containing the ghost test Select attribute . Select this field to open a dropdown list that shows all attributes available on the contact entity. Then type "city" to filter the list and
choose Address 1: City from the list.

11. Two new drop-down lists are now added to the row. Leave the next drop-down list set to Equals . This is
the operator, which defines the way we are going test values in the Address 1: City field of the Contact
entity. Other operators include Contains , Begins with , Contains data , and more, depending on which
type of value (string, number, date, and so on) you are working with.
12. Select the third drop-down list, which contains the ghost text Enter text and type the fictional city name
that you chose for your test contacts (such as "Atlantis" if that's what you chose).

13. Select the Name field at the top of the query and enter a name for your segment (such as "Contacts from
Atlantis").
14. Select Save on the command bar to save your segment and then select Go Live to publish the segment
(you won't be able to use it in a customer journey until it goes live, even though you've saved it).
Marketing checks the segment for errors and reports any problems it finds. If an error is reported, fix it
and try again. If no error is found, your segment is copied to the marketing services, which make it
available for use by a customer journey.

15. Wait for about a minute and then select Refresh on the command bar to refresh the page. You should
now see that a Members tab has been added (if you don't see it, wait a little longer and try to Refresh
again until you do). When the Members tab appears, open it and note that your segment includes the
two fictional contacts that you added earlier.

TIP
You can build very complex queries by using the tools here, creating rows and groups combined with AND clauses and
OR clauses, and adding more query blocks that you can combine using Union , Exclude , or Intersect operations. You
can even query based on properties of other entities, but each query must ultimately end with the contact entity because
segments must always result in a group of contacts. Though segments can't contain lead or account records, you can
design your segments to find contacts associated with these types of records. For more, see Working with segments

See also
Working with segments
Design dynamic demographic or firmographic segments

Create a marketing email and go live
3/29/2021 • 9 minutes to read • Edit Online

Email is a vital marketing channel for most modern organizations. It's also a core feature of Dynamics 365
Marketing, which provides tools for creating graphically rich marketing emails with dynamic, personalized
content. Marketing can send large volumes of personalized marketing emails, monitor how each recipient
interacts with them, drive customer-journey automation based on these interactions, and present results both
for individual contacts and with aggregate statistical analytics.
TIP
Process over view —to set up and execute a simple email campaign, you must do the following:
1. Create an email design that delivers your message and includes required elements such as a subscription-center link,
your physical address, email subject, and email From address.
2. Publish the design by selecting Go live . This copies the design to the Dynamics 365 Marketing email marketing
service, which makes the message available for use by a customer journey (but doesn't deliver any messages yet). The
go-live process also activates any dynamic code and replaces links with trackable versions that are redirected through
Dynamics 365 Marketing.
3. Set up a customer journey that, at a minimum, identifies a published target segment and a published email message
to deliver to that segment.
4. Activate the customer journey by choosing Go Live . The journey then drives the email-delivery process and other
automation features. It personalizes and sends each individual message, collects interaction data, and can follow up
with additional processes based on those interactions.
This exercise describes how to do the first two of these steps. You'll set up the last two steps in the next exercise.

To create a marketing email and go live:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing Execution > Marketing Emails . You will see a list of existing
marketing emails. Select New on the command bar.

2. The New Marketing Email page opens with the Select an Email Template dialog box shown. Each
template provides a starting point for designing a particular type of message. The template dialog box
provides tools for searching, browsing, and previewing your template collection.

For this exercise, select the blank template so that you can step through all the required content. Then
choose Select to apply the template to your new message.
TIP
Several standard templates are provided out of the box, and you can also create your own templates that feature
your organization's graphical identity, required elements, and messaging standards. More information: Create
templates for emails, pages, forms, and journeys

3. The Select an Email Template dialog box closes and the content (if any) from your selected template is
copied to your design. Select the More header fields button at the side of the header to open a dropdown dialog and then enter a Name for your new message.

4. Enter a Subject for your message. The subject is an important setting because it is one of the first things
recipients will see when they receive the email. Recipients may use the subject to decide whether to open
or read the message.

5. In the main part of the page, you now see the design canvas (on the left side), where you can drag,
arrange, and enter content. If you chose the blank template, then your design includes just a single onecolumn section (layout) element with nothing in it. A Toolbox on the right side of the page provides
design elements that you'll use to construct your message. Drag a Text element from the Toolbox tab
into the section element. When you have dragged the element to a suitable location, a blue shaded region
appears. Release the mouse button to drop the element at that location.

6. When you drop the text element, you'll see some placeholder text within the element and a floating

toolbar just below or above it.

Select and remove the placeholder text, and then add your own. Use the toolbar buttons to style your text
as you would in a text editor like Microsoft Word (point to any toolbar button to see what it does). Most
of the buttons are for styling text and paragraphs, but there are also buttons for creating links; entering
dynamic text (more on this later); and moving, copying, or deleting the entire text element.
TIP
The very first text that you enter on the page is especially important because most email clients show this as
preview text for the messages in their inbox list. Here is how it looks in Microsoft Outlook:

Messages that come from a familiar sender that have an enticing subject and relevant preview text are much more
likely to get opened than messages that have just some, or none, of those things.

7. An easy way to personalize the message is to include the name of the recipient in the greeting. Add the
recipient's name as dynamic text by using the assist edit feature as follows:
a. Working in the text element you just added, enter a suitable opening such as "Dear".
b. On the pop-up toolbar, select the Assist edit button

. This opens the assist-edit dialog.

c. Select the Contextual radio button, and then select Contact from the combo box here. The
Contextual setting means that you will place a dynamic value related to the context where you
use the message, while the Contact setting means that the context relates to the individual
recipient (contact) of the message.
d. Select Next to continue to the next page of the assit-edit tool.

e. On the previous page, you choose the contact entity (in context). On this page, you must choose
which field from that entity you want to place. We're building the salutation, so we'd like to show
the recipient's first name here. Select the Proper ty radio button and then start to type "first" into
the combo box here. This searches the available fields for those that include the text "first," which
greatly reduces the number of fields you need to look through. Select First Name from the list as
soon as you can see it.
NOTE
Calculated and rollup fields cannot be used in Marketing emails.

f. Select OK to place the expression you've built and close the assist-edit tool. The full salutation now
looks like this: Dear {{contact.firstname}},. (If you prefer, you can enter that code directly
without using assist edit.)
TIP
You might have noticed that the Subject field also has an assist-edit button. This means that you can put
dynamic text (including the recipient's name) in the subject too.

8. The body of all email messages must include both a subscription-center link and your organization's
physical address. These are required by law in many jurisdictions, and Dynamics 365 Marketing won't let
you publish any marketing email that doesn't have them. These values are provided by the content
settings entity, which enables you to store their values centrally and change them for each customer
journey as needed. Therefore you'll place these as contextual dynamic values, just as you did with the
recipient's name (though in this case, the relevant context is the journey rather than the recipient). Place
them by using assist edit as follows:
a. Choose a suitable location for your physical address, and then use assist edit to place it. Select
Contextual and then ContentSettings on the first page of the assist-edit tool. Select Next and
then pick Proper ty and msdyncrm_addressmain on the second page. Select OK to place the
expression {{msdyncrm_contentsettings.msdyncrm_addressmain}} into your message.
b. Choose a suitable location for the subscription-center link, and then enter some anchor text there
(such as "Manage your subscriptions"). Select the anchor text, and then select the Link button
from the floating toolbar, which opens the Link dialog box. Select the Assist edit button for
the Link field. In the assist-edit dialog, select Contextual and then ContentSettings on the first
page. Select Next and then pick Proper ty and msdyncrm_subscriptioncenter on the second
page. Select OK to place the expression {{msdyncrm_contentsettings.msdyncrm_subscriptioncenter}}
into the Link field.

9. You should usually include at least one visible image in your design because this will invite recipients to
load images, which is required for Dynamics 365 Marketing to log the message-open event. Drag an
Image element from the Toolbox onto the canvas. This time, when you drop the element, you'll see an

image placeholder and the Proper ties tab, which shows configuration settings for the selected element.

10. On the Proper ties tab, select the Image galler y button
Select a file dialog box opens.

at the right side of the Source field. The

Here you can see all the images that have already been uploaded to your Dynamics 365 Marketing
server. Select an image, and then choose Select to place it in your message design. (If you don't see any
images, choose Upload to add a new one.)
TIP
When a message goes live, Dynamics 365 Marketing uploads all relevant images from your library to its contentdelivery network, where they become available as a single source to all recipients. The images aren't attached to
each message, but instead are included as links that are redirected through Dynamics 365 Marketing for tracking
purposes. Recipients won't download any images until they open the message, which saves bandwidth both for
you and them. When a recipient's email client requests the images, Dynamics 365 Marketing knows that the
message has been opened, and by whom.

11. Your message now includes all the minimal required and recommended content, so go to the Preview
tab to see an approximation of how it will be rendered on various screen sizes and how its dynamic
content will get resolved.

Use the buttons in the leftmost column to choose a screen size and orientation to preview. Use the
Contact and Content Settings fields in the Proper ties column to see how your dynamic content will
resolve for various recipients and settings.
12. To make sure your message includes all required content and is ready to send, select Check for Errors
in the command bar. Dynamics 365 Marketing checks your message, and then displays results in the
notification bar at the top of the page. If more than one error is found, then select the expansion button to
see all of them.

If you followed this procedure, your message should pass the error check. If it doesn't, read the error
message, fix the reported issue, and try again until it passes.
13. Until now, your previews and error checks have been simulated. The final test is to deliver the message to
yourself, open it in your email program, and inspect the results. On the command bar, select Test Send . A
Quick Create form slides in from the side.

Enter your own Email Address in the field provided, and select the Test Contact and Test Content
Settings records to use when resolving dynamic content (these work the same as for the simulated
preview). Select Save to send yourself the message. You should receive it in a few minutes.
14. If your message still looks good after you receive it in your inbox and open it, you're ready to publish it by
selecting Go Live on the command bar.

Dynamics 365 Marketing copies your design to the email marketing service, which makes the message
available for use by a customer journey (but doesn't deliver any messages yet). The go-live process also
activates any dynamic code and replaces links with trackable versions that are redirected through
Dynamics 365 Marketing (which identifies the recipient and logs the click). Finally, your message Status
Reason is updated to Live
TIP
While the message is live, it's locked for editing in Dynamics 365 Marketing. If you need to edit a live message,
you must first open it in Dynamics 365 Marketing, and then select Deactivate on the command bar.

See also
Best practices for email marketing
Design your digital content
Keyboard shortcuts and accessibility features for content designers
Email marketing overview
Work with email, page, and form templates
Design elements reference

Create a simple customer journey with email
messaging
3/5/2021 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

As you engage potential customers, they start by discovering your product, evaluate whether it meets their
needs, look for a good offer, and finally make a purchase. We call this process the customer journey. Use
customer journeys to create a model that helps you guide the members of a selected marketing segment
through this process by using automated messaging, activity generation, interactive decision points, and more.
A simple customer journey can include just two steps: identifying the target segment and creating an activity
that addresses the members of that segment. In the following procedure, you'll set up a simple customer
journey that sends an email message to all the members of a target segment.
Before you start, you'll need:
A segment containing the contacts you will send your email to. Your segment should include just one or two
fictional contacts with valid email addresses that you can receive mail from, like the one you set up in Create
a dynamic segment.
A marketing email that is both valid and live. You should be able to use the message you designed and
published in Create a marketing email and go live.
To create a customer journey that executes a one-time email blast:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing Execution > Customer Journeys . This takes you to a list of existing
customer journeys. Select New on the command bar.

2. The New Customer Journey page opens with the Select a Customer Journey Template dialog box
shown. Each template provides a starting point for designing a particular type of customer journey. The
template dialog box provides tools for searching, browsing, and previewing your template collection.
Select Skip to start creating the journey from scratch.

3. Now you are looking at the customer journey designer. Here, you will assemble a pipeline that defines
each step of the journey. Like all journeys, this one starts with the participants, who in this case are the
people you specify as part of a market segment.

4. Select Set audience (or, alternatively, select + ). The Audience properties pane will appear on the right
side of the page. Leave the default settings there (for example, Segment selected as the audience source
type). Select the segment that you want to target with your campaign in the segment lookup field.

5. After you select a segment, the first tile populates with the segment name and the Audience pane
displays the segment properties.

TIP
When your customer journey is live, all contacts start at the Audience tile (the initial step). Contacts move
forward depending on the tile rules, similar to a board game. Some tiles hold on to contacts for a while, while
other tiles complete an action immediately and send the contact to the next tile in the pipeline. Other tiles can
split the path based on contact information or interactions. When the journey is live, you'll be able to see how
many contacts are waiting at each tile, along with a few key results associated with the tile.
In this example, you will add one more tile—an Email tile—which sends an email message to each contact who
enters the tile.

6. Select + on the canvas, and then select Send an email from the contextual menu.

7. Select the email tile on the canvas and select the email message that you want to send. You can use the
sample email message you created earlier in Create a marketing email and go live.

8. Once the email is selected, the Send an email tile populates with the email name and the Send an
email properties pane displays the segment preview and properties.

TIP
All the segments and email messages that you reference in your customer journey must be live before you can go
live with the customer journey itself.

9. Until now, you've been working in the Designer tab. Now go to the General tab, where you can name
your journey and configure its run schedule.
Make the following settings in the General tab:
Name : Enter a name for the customer journey that you can easily recognize later. This name is
internal-only.
Star t date and time : Enter the time when the journey should begin processing contacts. When you
select the field, a suggested default time is provided.
End date and time : Enter the time at which the journey should stop processing contacts. All actions
will stop at this time, even if some contacts are still in the middle of the journey. If you're just testing,
allow a couple of weeks.
Time zone : Select your local time zone (if needed). The other dates and times on the page will be
displayed relative to this zone.
Content settings : This should already be set to the default content settings record set for your
instance. These settings affect the dynamic content of marketing emails sent by this journey (as
mentioned in Create a marketing email and go live).

TIP
While your journey is running, it will continue to process new contacts that join its segment, even if they join after
the start date. This means that new contacts can join in at any time until the end date arrives.

10. On the command bar, select Save to save the work you've done so far.
11. To make sure your journey includes all required content and settings, select Check for errors in the
command bar. Dynamics 365 Marketing examines the customer journey and then displays results.
If errors were found, you'll see a message at the top of the window and various indicators to show where
the problems are. For example, if one of your tiles is misconfigured, you'll see an error icon in the relevant
tile, and you can read details about the error by selecting the tile and opening its Proper ties tab. If you
followed this procedure and your email message is live, your journey should pass the error check. If it
doesn't, read the error message, fix the reported issue, and try again until it passes.

12. Your journey is now ready to go. To start the journey, publish it by selecting Go live on the command bar.
Dynamics 365 Marketing copies the journey to its email marketing service, which executes the journey by
processing contacts, performing actions, and collecting results during the time it is set to run. The
journey's Status Reason is updated to Live .

13. If you have sent test messages to yourself, it might take several minutes for your messages to send, so
allow some time for them to arrive in your inbox. After they do, open them and load the images. Then
you can go back to Dynamics 365 Marketing and see how your journey is going. The Designer tab now
shows information and results for each tile from your pipeline. Open the Insights tab to see detailed
analytics.
TIP
Many entities in Dynamics 365 Marketing provide an Insights tab for analyzing the results of your marketing
initiatives. For example, try opening the email message you sent with this customer journey and check its
Insights tab for even more information.

See also
Generate activities from a customer journey
Create an interactive customer journey
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns
Customer journey tiles reference
Working with segments

Create a landing page with a form
3/5/2021 • 8 minutes to read • Edit Online

A landing page is a webpage that functions as a customer touchpoint for one of your marketing initiatives. For
example, you might send out an email message that invites recipients to sign up for a free white paper
download. To get the download, message recipients must select a link that opens a webpage with a form where
they enter information (which is saved directly in your Dynamics 365 Marketing database), and then they
receive an email with the download link. The same landing page can also be made available to unknown visitors
of your website, who will add themselves as new contacts in your database when they request the download.
In Dynamics 365 Marketing, a landing page is a type of marketing page. Other types of marketing pages include
subscription centers and forward-to-a-friend forms, both of which support email marketing and are more
specialized in purpose.
NOTE
This tutorial describes how to create and publish a landing page when you are using a Power Apps portal to host your
landing pages. However, Power Apps portals are an optional add-on for Dynamics 365 Marketing, so if you don't have a
portal, then you must publish your landing pages and other interactive features for Dynamics 365 Marketing on your
own webserver or CMS system. More information: Create interactive features with or without portals and Integrate
Marketing with a CMS system or Power Apps portal

To create a landing page and go live:
1. Most landing pages include an input form that people can use to submit information, so you'll start by
creating the form itself. Go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Marketing Forms and then select
New on the command bar.

TIP
Forms are standalone records, and each of them can be used on any number of marketing pages. In day-to-day
work, you'll often reuse existing forms rather than create a new one for each landing page. But for this exercise,
you'll create a new one.

2. The New Marketing Form page opens with the Select a Form Template dialog box shown. This is
similar to the template dialog box presented for marketing emails (as you saw in Create a marketing
email and go live). Choose a template, and then choose Select . The template dialog box closes, and your
selected template is copied to your new form.

3. Now you're looking at the form designer, which works like the email designer but provides different tools
in the Toolbox . Start by selecting the More header fields button in the header to open a drop-down
dialog and then make the following settings:
Name : This is an internal name for your form. This is the name you'll see when adding the form to a
page or referencing it in a customer journey.
Form Type : Different types of marketing pages require different types of forms. You're making a
landing page, so set this to Landing Page .
Update Contacts/Leads : Set this to Contacts and Leads . This means that Dynamics 365
Marketing looks for existing contacts and leads that match submissions from this form and will
update any existing contacts and leads, or create new ones.

4. Because we started with a template, the form already contains the fields we need, but we want the first
name, last name, and email to be required (which means that contacts must supply values for these fields
to submit the form). Each required field shows a red asterisk on the form. Select the First Name field to
open the Proper ties panel for that field. Make sure the Required check box is selected. Consider also
adding a reminder message (such as "First name is required") in the Required error message field.
Note that the red asterisk now appears next to the First Name field label to mark it as a required field.
Make sure that the first name, last name, and email fields are all marked as required.

5. Go back to the Toolbox tab and find the Countr y element under the Fields heading . Drag the Countr y
element (or other available field) to your form, but don't make it required.

6. On the command bar, select Check for Errors , and then fix any problems that are reported just as you
did with the email message and customer journey.
7. On the command bar, select Save to save your form and then select Go Live to make your form
available for use on a marketing page.
8. Now you're ready to use your new form on a landing page. Go to Marketing > Internet Marketing >
Marketing Pages , and then select New on the command bar. The New Marketing Page page opens
with the Select a Template dialog box shown. Find and select a template that you like, but make sure
the one you choose shows a Type of Landing page . Select the Select button to load your chosen
template.

9. The Select a Template dialog box closes, and the content from your selected template is copied to your

design. As with the form designer, there are required fields at the top of the page. Open the drop-down
dialog in the header and enter the following:
Name : Enter a name for the page that you can easily recognize later. This name is internal-only.
Type : Make sure this is set to Landing page .
Par tial URL : When you publish the page, this value becomes part of its URL. The page will be
published on your Power Apps portal, so the final URL for the page will have the form:
https:// <YourOrg> .microsoftcrmpor tals.com/ <Par tialURL> . Enter a suitable partial URL (note
that contacts might notice this text when they load your page).

You are now in the page designer, which resembles the form and email designers. Your page already
includes lots of content that came from the template you chose, including placeholder images, sample
text, and more. Most of these are placed by using standard Toolbox items like Text elements and Image
elements, though some layout features are hard-coded in HTML as part of the template. As with email
messages, you can add new design elements, edit text directly on the canvas, and configure design
elements by selecting them and using the Proper ties tab. You can also set global page styles by using
the Styles tab. In a real project, you would spend time now working with all these settings to create and
style your content.
10. Most landing page templates already include an unconfigured Form element that shows a placeholder
with the text Select a form . Find and select it on the page (or add a new Form element from the
Toolbox tab if needed). The Proper ties tab opens when you select the Form element. Set the
Marketing Form field to the name of the form that you created earlier in this procedure. Your form
design is then loaded onto the page.

TIP
Forms are imported by reference—they are not copied to your page. That means that if you go back and edit the
form, any changes you make there will be seen on all existing pages that use that form, so be careful when editing
forms!

11. As you did with the other items you created, select Save on the command bar. Then select Check for
Errors and read the results in the notification area. Address any issues, and recheck until your design
passes. Finally, choose Go Live . If the command is successful, your page will then be published and
available on the internet.
12. Go to the Summar y tab. Here you'll find information about your page, a Timeline where you can add
notes and track its development, and links to various related records. You'll also find the Full Page URL
in the Content section. Select the preview button at the right side of the Full Page URL field to open
the page. Then enter and submit some information through the page.

TIP
Many entities in Dynamics 365 Marketing have a Summar y tab like this one, where you can see general settings,
a timeline, and related records. For some entities, this page is called General.

As people interact with your page, information will become available in the Insights tab of the page
record, including lists of contacts who visited and submitted the form on the page and analytics about its
performance. You should be able to see your test submission on the Submissions panel of the Insights
tab. Similar insights are provided for form records.
IMPORTANT
Many countries/regions (including the European Union) require that you get consent before setting a cookie on a user's
machine. It is your organization's responsibility to be aware of, and conform to, all relevant laws and regulations in the
markets where you operate, including consent to set cookies. You can read more about the EU regulations at
ec.europa.eu/ipg/basics/legal/cookies/. Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies in the following ways:
Marketing pages created and hosted by Dynamics 365 Marketing use cookies to enable the pre-fill feature for known
contacts, and to log when any contact opens a marketing page. Dynamics 365 Marketing pages and page templates
do not include a cookie-consent feature, so you must add it. One way to do this is by adding JavaScript to the section
of your pages using the HTML editor of the page designer. You could develop your own JavaScript or use one of the
many free or licensed solutions already available. You could also use the built-in privacy statement for marketing pages
to announce your use of cookies; however, this might not be sufficient in all jurisdictions because it won't stop the
server from setting the cookie—it just informs visitors that cookies are being used (for more information about this
feature, see Configure landing pages. More information: Create and deploy marketing pages
The websites feature uses cookies to log visits to any web page where you place the tracking script. Cookies work
together with the marketing-pages feature to identify contacts by matching the visitor IDs to landing-page
submissions. If your website already uses cookies and includes a consent feature, then it probably covers the Dynamics
365 Marketing website script. However, if you don't have cookie consent built into your website, you must add it
before adding the website script to pages that market to residents of relevant countries/regions. More information:
Register link clicks and website visits
The event portal uses a session cookie to enable contacts to sign in and register for events. More information: Set up
the event portal. Additionally, it uses cookies to store the user's language.
More information: How Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies

See also
Design your digital content
Keyboard shortcuts and accessibility features for content designers
Design elements reference
Create and deploy marketing pages
How Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies

Create an interactive customer journey with
conditions and signup
3/5/2021 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

In Create a simple customer journey with email messaging, you created a customer journey that sends an email
message to all contacts in a segment. Now we'll go a bit deeper into customer journeys to see how to add
interactive features and decision points by including landing pages and conditions in the design.
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing Execution > Marketing Emails and create a new email message like
the one you made in Create a marketing email and go live. Be sure to include all the minimum
requirements—name, subject, from-contact, subscription center link, and sender physical address—but
don't go live yet.
TIP
Consider choosing a non-blank email template this time. These templates not only have sample content, graphics,
and column layouts, but also include all mandatory elements such as the subscription center link and physical
address.

2. This message will invite recipients to pick up a free download from your website. To get the free
download, they'll need to visit the landing page, submit a form, and then wait for a follow-up email that
contains the download link. (The message content would normally explain all of this, but for this exercise
it's not necessary.) With your new email message still open, drag a Marketing Page design element
from the Toolbox onto the design canvas.

3. When you drop the Marketing Page element in place, it is automatically selected and the Proper ties
tab opens to show its settings.

Set the Marketing Page field to the name of the landing page you made in Create a landing page with a
form (or any valid landing page).
4. Continue to style and format your button as follows:
Edit and style the button text by working directly on the canvas and using the floating toolbar, just
as you would with a Text element. You might enter text such as Click here to register for your
download .
Working on the Proper ties tab, choose a background color, text color, height, and width for the
button.

5. As before, Save your message, choose Check for Errors , fix any issues, and then Go Live .
6. Create two more marketing emails:

A download link message: This message will be sent after a contact submits the form on the
landing page. Set the subject to Thank you for signing up, here's your download link! but
don't worry too much about the content for now. (In a real project, you would include a link to the
promised download here.)
A follow-up message: This message will be sent if a contact does not submit the form after a few
days. Set the subject to Don't miss out! , but don't worry too much about the content for now. (In
a real project, you would repeat most of the original offer here.)
Remember to include all required elements and to go live with each of them.

7. Go to Marketing > Marketing Execution > Customer Journeys and create a new customer journey
like the one you made in Create a simple customer journey with email messaging. As before, add the
following:
Configure an Audience tile in the first position by selecting the Segment you made in Create a
dynamic segment as the source of the audience.
Add an Email tile right after the Audience tile and configure it to reference the first email
message you made for this exercise (with the landing page button).

8. Although your email message includes a link to a landing page, the journey is not aware of that link, or
even of the landing page itself. This journey should react to landing page submissions, so you need to
reference the marketing page inside the email tile properties. Go to the Send an email tile Proper ties
and add the correct Page item inside the Email elements category.

9. Now add a condition ("If/then") tile. If/then tiles add interactivity to the journey by splitting the pipeline
and establishing logical criteria for deciding which path each contact will take. Select an If/then tile from
the in-place menu on the canvas and add it immediately to the right of the Send an email tile.

10. The Proper ties for the If/then tile will automatically appear on the right side of the canvas.

Make the following settings for Condition :
Source : Choose the name of the Marketing Page tile you added to the Send an email tile
properties. This references the name of the marketing page itself.
Condition : Set to have registration .
11. With the If/then tile still selected and the Proper ties tab still open, set Wait up to to establish how long
contacts will wait on this tile before being sent down the false (bottom) path if they don't submit the
registration form. Three days is a typical timeout value, but the best choice depends on your
circumstances.

This expression evaluates to true as soon as a contact submits valid information by using the referenced
landing page. Each contact will wait at this condition tile either until its logic evaluates to true or until the
Wait up to period has elapsed, whichever comes first. As soon as a contact fulfills the requirements, it's
sent down the true (top) path; if the Wait up to expires first, the contact is sent down the false (bottom)
path instead.
TIP
Many types of conditions are possible, depending on which types of tiles are available along the pipeline leading
to the if/then tile. For example, you might define an if/then condition when a contact just opens the landing page,
or define an if/then condition on the email message itself when a contact selects a link or opens the message. You
can also establish complex logic by adding several rules and combining them using AND or OR operators.

12. Add two more Send an email tiles after the if/then tile, one on the top path and one on the bottom path.

Configure the tiles as follows:
Top tile : This message is sent to contacts who submit the form (when the if/then condition
evaluates to true). Configure it to send the download link message that you created earlier in this
procedure.
Bottom tile : This message is sent to contacts who haven't submitted the form within three days of
receiving the initial offer. Configure it to send the follow-up reminder message that you created
earlier in this procedure.

TIP
For the purposes of this exercise, you can stop here. But in a real campaign, you would probably repeat
most of this pipeline along the bottom path, so that you have a follow-up reminder and then an if/then
tile that waits for page submissions. You can reuse the same landing page and download-link message.

13. Save your customer journey. Then, as you've done before, go to the General tab to give the journey a
name and schedule. Finally, Check for Errors and Go Live . More information: Create a simple customer
journey with email messaging
See also
Create a simple customer journey
Generate activities from a customer journey
Create an inbound customer journey
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns
Customer journey tiles reference
Working with segments

Set up automatic lead generation and scoring
3/5/2021 • 6 minutes to read • Edit Online

A big part of marketing has to do with finding new leads, qualifying them, and then sending sales-ready leads to
salespeople. To help you identify the hottest leads, Dynamics 365 Marketing scores each one based on criteria
that includes each lead's demographic details and interaction record. A lead who meets your target
demographic profile and has interacted with your marketing materials (for example, by opening emails,
registering for downloads, browsing your website, or attending an event) will probably get a high score,
provided you've set up your scoring model correctly.
TIP
You can create any number of lead-scoring models, with each lead being scored according to each model. That means
that if you have several models, each lead will also have several scores. A lead becomes sales-ready as soon as at least one
model produces a sales-ready score for that lead.

To create a lead scoring model:
1. Go to Marketing > Lead management > Scoring models . This takes you to a list of existing models.
On the command bar, select New .
2. The New Lead Scoring Model page opens, with the Design tab shown. This designer is similar to
other designers in Dynamics 365 Marketing. You use it to build scoring models by creating a collection of
condition/action tile pairs, where the Condition tile establishes a condition (such as email opened ) and
the Action tile establishes how the score should change when the condition is met (such as, add 50
points ).

Drag a Condition tile from the Toolbox tab to the first position on the canvas.
3. When you drop the tile, it stays selected and the Proper ties tab opens to show its settings. In this case,
the only setting is a name for the tile. You're going to create a condition that looks at the city where a lead
is living, so set the Display Name to City .

4. Expand the new Condition tile by choosing the expansion button in its lower-right corner. Here you can
see that your new Condition tile already has a child Condition tile. The parent Condition tile simply
establishes a name for the stack, whereas the child establishes a logical condition. If the child condition
resolves to true, the lead score will be updated as specified in the Action tile that follows (you'll add that
in a few minutes).

Select the child Condition tile, open the Proper ties tab, and then enter a Display Name for the tile.
You're going to increase the score for leads from London, so name it something like City of London .
TIP
You can add more child conditions by dragging more Condition tiles onto the same parent. If you do this, all
child conditions are combined with an AND operator, which means that all of them must evaluate to true for the
following Action to be applied.

5. Select in the Entity field to place the insertion point. Dynamics 365 Marketing fetches a list of scorable
entities (which can take a few seconds) and displays them as a drop-down list. The list includes all
relevant entities that can be related to a lead record, plus the lead entity itself.

You're looking for the name of the city where the lead works, which is recorded on the lead itself, so
choose the Lead entity here.
6. After you've chosen an Entity , an Expression box is added that provides choices appropriate for that
entity. Use the Field , Operator , and Value fields here to establish an expression that evaluates to true
where City = London .

TIP
You can add more expressions here by choosing + New Expression . When multiple expressions are present,
they are always combined using an AND operator, so they must all evaluate to true for the condition to be true.

7. Drag an Action tile from the Toolbox tab to the space immediately to the right of the Condition tile you
just set up.

8. When you drop the tile, it stays selected and the Proper ties tab opens to show its settings. This is where
you set how a lead's score is changed when the Condition resolves to true.

Set Score Update to +70 . The rule will now give 70 points to any lead working in London.
9. By using a process like the one you used to create the first rule, add a new rule below the first one and set
it to give +40 points to leads living in England (check the Leads entity where Countr y/Region =
England ).

TIP
When your model includes several rules, like this one does, each rule can affect the lead score independently. For
example, the model you built so far will increase a lead score by 110 points for leads who live in London, England.
Likewise, leads from Manchester, England will get +40 points and leads from London, Ohio will get +70 points.

10. Open the Grades tab in the rightmost column.

You can use Grades to establish a schedule of grades associated with each of several score ranges, but
the most important setting here is the Sales Ready Score . When a lead reaches this score, the system
will consider it sales-ready (marketing-qualified) and therefore ready to be forwarded to a salesperson
for further attention. Let's suppose that any lead located in London, England is sales-ready, so set this to
100.
TIP
You can add any number of additional grades to help classify a lead according to its score (such as 0-25=Cold, 2660=Warm, 61-100=Hot). Choose + New on the Grades tab to add and define each required grade.

11. Like customer journeys, landing pages, and email messages, your lead scoring rule must go live before it
can have any effect. Do the following to finish the model:
Go to the Summar y tab and give your rule a Name (such as "London, England").
On the command bar, select Save to save your model.
On the command bar, select Check for Errors , and then read the results and fix any problems
reported.
On the command bar, select Go Live to activate the model. Dynamics 365 Marketing runs a final error
check, and then updates the Status Reason to Going Live . It might take a few minutes for the
process to be completed, at which time the Status Reason will change to Live .
12. Go to Marketing > Lead management > Leads to open a list of available leads. On the command bar,
select + New to create a new lead.

Do the following:
In the Contact section, fill out the Topic , First Name , and Last Name fields. The values aren't
important for this exercise.
In the Company section, set the City to London and the Countr y/Region to England .
On the command bar, select Save .
When it's saved, the page is refreshed and a business process flow (BPF) is added at the top of the
page and several new sections are added to the body.
13. Choose the first step of the business process flow to open its menu, and then make an assignment in the
Existing Contact? field. Choose any contact you can find—the one you choose isn't important for this
exercise. Then save the lead. The associated contact is now listed in the Stakeholders section for the
lead.

IMPORTANT
Automatic lead scoring only works for leads that are associated with a contact. Scoring fails for leads that don't
have a contact associated with them. Also, segments in Dynamics 365 Marketing can only include contacts, not
leads, which means that you can only address marketing emails to contacts.
Your landing pages will typically either create a lead/contact pair when you create a new contact, or associate new
leads with existing contacts when they're available. But when you create a lead manually, as you did here, you
must also associate it with a contact manually to enable lead scoring.

14. Look for the Lead Scores section near the lower-right corner of the page (you might need to scroll).
Each lead scoring model is listed here, including your new one. It might take a few minutes for the score
to be calculated, but after it is, you should see that it shows a score of 110 points.
See also
Design lead-scoring models
Register link clicks and website visits
Manage customer information

Generate activities from a customer journey
3/5/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use activities to plan and record customer interactions such as phone calls, tasks, or appointments. Your
customer journeys can also generate these for you—usually for planning purposes. For example, you might
create a journey like the one you made in Create an interactive customer journey with conditions and signup,
and then add an Activity tile behind the if/then condition that creates a phone-call task associated with each
contact who submits the registration form.

When you add an Activity tile to a customer journey, you'll choose an activity template, which establishes the
type of activity it is, what it should be called, and more. Each contact who enters the tile during the journey will
trigger creation of the activity, and that activity will also be associated with that specific contact. The contact is
then forwarded immediately to the next tile in the journey.
For this exercise, you'll set up a template to create task activities, and then set up a simple customer journey that
generates a task associated with each member of a selected segment.
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing templates > Task templates .
2. On the command bar, select +New . The New Task activity marketing template page opens.

3. The settings here establish the initial settings that will apply to each task created by using this template.
Enter the following (at minimum):
Name : Enter a name for the template itself. This is the only setting here that doesn't affect the tasks
created by the template.
Subject : This will become the subject for each task created by the template. This is the most
important setting.
4. On the command bar, select Save to save your template.
5. Go to Marketing > Marketing Execution > Customer Journeys .
6. On the command bar, select +New to create a new journey.
7. The Customer Journey templates dialog box opens. Choose the Skip button to work without a
template (and create a customer journey from scratch).

8. Select the the Audience tile to set it up. The audience Proper ties pane will automatically appear to the
right of the canvas. Configure the the audience tile to reference the segment you want to target.

More information: Create a simple customer journey with email messaging
9. Add a Task tile to the right of the Audience tile using the in-place menu .
10. Select the Task tile to set it up. The task Proper ties pane will automatically appear to the right of the
canvas.

Make the following settings:
Task : Select the template you created earlier in this procedure.
Assign to : This is the person to whom each task will be assigned. As you can see from the options
here, you can assign each task to the customer journey owner, the owner of each contact, or to the
creator of each contact. The best choice will depend on how your company is organized. For this
exercise, choose Customer journey owner (which is you). This means that all tasks will be assigned
to the same person—the other choices allow tasks to be assigned to different people based on values
from the relevant contact record.
11. On the command bar, select Save .
12. Go to the General tab, and set the Name , Star t date and time , End date and time , and Time zone .
You can set it to start right away, but allow it a few hours to run, just in case.

TIP
A simple journey like this one might be useful for reminding staff to review key contacts each week. You can set
this up by creating a segment that finds interesting contacts to work on for the week, and then use the Is
Recurring settings on the General tab of your journey to rerun the journey once a week for as long as the
journey is active.

13. On the command bar, select Check for Errors , and then read the results and fix any problems reported.
14. On the command bar, select Go Live to activate the journey.
15. Go to Marketing > My Work > Tasks . From the view menu, select All Tasks to make sure you can see
all tasks in the system.

16. You should now see a list of tasks. After your journey has had time to run, you'll start to see your
generated tasks here, with the Subject you specified for the template shown as the Subject and the
Regarding value set to a contact from the segment you targeted with your journey.

See also
Organize your work
Create activity marketing templates for activity tiles
Create a simple customer journey
Create an interactive customer journey
Working with segments
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns
Customer journey tiles reference

Manage images for landing pages and email
messages
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

In Create a marketing email and go live, you saw how to upload an image while adding it to an email message,
and you can use similar techniques to add images to your marketing page designs. Another way to make
images (and other files) available in Dynamics 365 Marketing is to upload them directly to the file library, which
is shared by all users. Your library will typically include brand-identity graphics such as logos, product images,
and clip art.
Here are some best practices for working with images for your marketing materials:
Sketch out your email messages and marketing pages in an image-editing program before you start trying
to design them in Dynamics 365 Marketing. This will make it easier to experiment, enable you to get your
image sizes right, and should speed your work in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Always crop and size your images before you upload them.
When sizing your images, use the dimensions that will apply when viewed on the largest expected customer
display.
Choose your keywords carefully, and remember to apply them to images. As your library grows, this will
become increasingly important.

Manage keywords
To help you organize your images, and to help other users find them, Dynamics 365 Marketing also supports a
system of keywords that you can use to tag each image. You manage the keywords centrally to ensure that the
number of keywords remains manageable and the spelling consistent. When uploading an image, users can
choose a keyword, but they can't create new one on the fly.
To manage keywords:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing content > Keywords . You now see a list of all existing keywords.
2. On the command bar, select New to create a new keyword. Its only setting is Name .

3. Select Save to save your keyword.

View, edit, and add images to your library
To view and edit your image library:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing content > Files . You now see a list of all existing images and files.
Choose any row in the table here to view information about the file and edit its settings (including
keywords).

2. On the command bar, select New to upload a new file. The Upload Files dialog box opens.
3. Either drag a file from File Explorer to this dialog box or choose browse to locate and choose an image
by using a file browser window.

4. While working here, you can:
Drag several images to add more than one image at a time.
Apply keywords to each image by using the Add Keywords drop-down list.
Remove a keyword from an image by selecting the close button (X) for the keyword.
Remove an image by selecting its close button (X) on the right (also an X).
5. Select Save to upload your images to Dynamics 365 Marketing.
6. If you want to edit the display name for an image, go back to Marketing > Marketing content > Files .
See also
Upload and use images and files

Track website visits, social media clicks, and banner
clicks
3/5/2021 • 6 minutes to read • Edit Online

Dynamics 365 Marketing provides several ways to help you get to know your potential customers and to see
how they interact with your various marketing initiatives. We've already mentioned that you can see when email
recipients open a message or select a message link—and when new or existing contacts submit a form from a
marketing page. You've also seen that these actions can affect lead scores and the way contacts flow through
your customer journeys.
In addition to these activities, you can also store information, view analytics, and score leads based on:
How known contacts and anonymous visitors use your website.
How known contacts and anonymous visitors select links you put in social posts, banner ads, and elsewhere.
In this exercise, we'll look into how to set up website and click tracking.

Set up website tracking and read results
Dynamics 365 Marketing can collect information about how your website is used by its individual visitors. To
enable the feature, Dynamics 365 Marketing generates JavaScript code that you must add to each page that you
want to monitor (usually an admin would do this site-wide by using your CMS system). The JavaScript uses
cookies to record each page that an individual browser requests from your website. Visitors will remain
anonymous until they register by using a Dynamics 365 Marketing landing page.
Each such JavaScript that you generate with Dynamics 365 Marketing includes a unique ID, which the system
uses to group all visits to pages that have that script on them. Dynamics 365 Marketing considers all visits to a
matching ID to be part of the same website. Many organizations will use just one JavaScript, but you could also
choose to generate several different ones if you prefer to organize various sites (or parts of sites) independently
of the others.
To set up page analytics for a new website:
1. Go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Marketing websites . You now see a list of existing
websites. Make sure you don't already have one set up for your site.
2. On the command bar, select New . The New Website page opens.

Enter a Name to identify the website (or partial website) that you want to track. A URL and Description
might help other users but won't affect the script or its functionality.
TIP
The Timeout setting enables closely grouped visits from a single browser to be recorded as a single session. A
new session will start after this period of inactivity from a given browser. The default, 20 minutes, is usually a good
value.

3. On the command bar, select Save .
4. The page saves your settings and then is reloaded to include code in the JavaScript code field. Copy this
code (be sure to select all of it) and share it with your webmaster to ensure it gets placed on each relevant
page of your website.
To see your website analytics, go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Marketing websites and open the
website you want to learn about. Here you'll find lists of most-visited pages, geographical information about
where people who visit your site come from, and more. Explore the various tabs offered here for more details
about how visitors are using your site. The JavaScript code also remains available here in case you need to add it
to more pages.

TIP
Each marketing page that you publish from Dynamics 365 Marketing automatically includes its own unique JavaScript
tracking code and therefore appears on the Marketing websites list page as a discrete website. To view analytics of any
of these pages, go to the Marketing websites list view and open its Marketing Pages Websites view.

Set up trackable links with redirect URLs and read results
Dynamics 365 Marketing can generate redirect URLs for you. Each redirect URL targets your Dynamics 365
Marketing server, which logs the click and then immediately redirects the user to the expected content. This
enables you to log clicks on links that you put into social media posts, banner ads, forums, and elsewhere. This
information can help you choose the best channels for getting your message out. These records are also
mapped to specific contacts when possible (usually because they have submitted a marketing form and
therefore have a cookie set in their browser).
To compare the traffic you generate for different channels or campaigns, you should set up a unique redirect
URL for each channel and/or campaign where you want to track link clicks. For example, use one redirect URL
for links you put on Twitter, another one for Facebook, and another one for banner ads. Then you could see
which of these channels produced the most clicks by comparing the related redirect URLs.
To create a redirecting URL:
1. Go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Redirect URLs . You now see a list of existing redirect URLs.
2. On the command bar, select New . The New Redirect URL page opens.

Enter the following:
Name : Enter an internal name for the redirect URL. If you use this feature often, you should come up
with a naming convention that will make it easy to find the right record when you want to come back

and view results, for example "Twitter spring campaign" or "LinkedIn banner".
Original URL : Enter the full URL for the page the redirect URL will target. This is the page that users
will actually be expecting when they select the link.
3. On the command bar, select Save . The page is reloaded with an autogenerated link in the Redirecting
URL field. Copy and use this version of the URL in your communications as needed.
To see usage statistics about one of your redirect URLs, go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Redirect
URLs and open the link you want to learn about. The General info tab shows a map of where the clicks
occurred, and the Timeline tab provides a list of when each click occurred. Redirect URL interactions are also
shown on the Insights form views for leads and contacts for those clicks that the system was able to associate
with a lead or contact, which requires a cookie (as described earlier for website tracking).
IMPORTANT
Many countries/regions (including the European Union) require that you get consent before setting a cookie on a user's
machine. It is your organization's responsibility to be aware of, and conform to, all relevant laws and regulations in the
markets where you operate, including consent to set cookies. You can read more about the EU regulations at
ec.europa.eu/ipg/basics/legal/cookies/. Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies in the following ways:
Marketing pages created and hosted by Dynamics 365 Marketing use cookies to enable the pre-fill feature for known
contacts, and to log when any contact opens a marketing page. Dynamics 365 Marketing pages and page templates
do not include a cookie-consent feature, so you must add it. One way to do this is by adding JavaScript to the section
of your pages using the HTML editor of the page designer. You could develop your own JavaScript or use one of the
many free or licensed solutions already available. You could also use the built-in privacy statement for marketing pages
to announce your use of cookies; however, this might not be sufficient in all jurisdictions because it won't stop the
server from setting the cookie—it just informs visitors that cookies are being used (for more information about this
feature, see Configure landing pages. More information: Create and deploy marketing pages
The websites feature uses cookies to log visits to any web page where you place the tracking script. Cookies work
together with the marketing-pages feature to identify contacts by matching the visitor IDs to landing-page
submissions. If your website already uses cookies and includes a consent feature, then it probably covers the Dynamics
365 Marketing website script. However, if you don't have cookie consent built into your website, you must add it
before adding the website script to pages that market to residents of relevant countries/regions. More information:
Register link clicks and website visits
The event portal uses a session cookie to enable contacts to sign in and register for events. More information: Set up
the event portal. Additionally, it uses cookies to store the user's language.
More information: How Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies

See also
Register link clicks and website visits
Design lead-scoring models
Set up lead scoring
How Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies

Import and email all contacts from a spreadsheet
3/29/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

This tutorial provides an example of how to send marketing email messages to all of the contacts listed in a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
NOTE
The scenario described here will import contacts from an Excel sheet into Dynamics 365, create a segment that finds
those imported contacts, and then create a customer journey to email that segment. This scenario will only work when
the incoming contacts aren't already present in your database. If you are using duplicate detection on import (which most
people do), then any incoming contact that is found to match an existing contact will be dropped from the import and
therefore not included in the segment of imported contacts. Please consider whether this scenario will meet your needs
before trying to implement it.

IMPORTANT
Never rent or buy mailing lists of contacts that haven't opted in to receive marketing emails from your organization. Using
purchased or rented lists will likely produce a high number of hard bounces, spam complaints, spam-trap hits, and other
issues that will reduce your sender reputation and with it your email deliverability rates. In many jurisdictions, sending
unsolicited email without the recipient's consent will violate local regulations (such as the GDPR in the European Union). If
your email marketing campaigns generate too many bounces and spam complaints, you also risk losing your ability to
send email with Dynamics 365 Marketing. It's your organization's responsibility to ensure that it complies with all relevant
laws in the countries/regions targeted by your marketing campaigns.

Step 1: Customize your contact entity
NOTE
This step requires admin privileges, but only needs to be done once per instance. If you're not an admin, then please
contact your admin for help with this step if it's not already been done on your instance.

If you don't already have one, then add a custom field to the contact entity to hold a value that identifies each
contact that is part of a given spreadsheet. For instructions, see How to create and edit fields. Later, you'll be able
to create a segment that looks for a specific value in this field and thereby finds all contacts that were listed in
the original spreadsheet.
For this example, we'll assume you created a text field called "ImportSegment" for this purpose. Configure the
field as follows (these are probably your default settings) and then publish the changes:
Field requirement : Optional
Searchable : Yes
Field security : Disable
Data type : Single line of text
Field type : Simple

Step 2: Prepare your spreadsheet
Create a spreadsheet with one row for each contact you want to import and email. Make sure your spreadsheet
includes a column with values for each of the following (at minimum):
Email address
All fields used for duplicate detection on your instance (email address may be enough, but first and/or last
names are often required too)
All other required fields for the contact entity
Add a column for the custom field that you added in step 1 of this scenario, and then enter an identical value for
all rows. Choose a value that is likely to be unique for your current import (for this example, we'll use
"Summer2019EventImport").
If your spreadsheet doesn't already include column headings, then we recommend you add them to make it
easier to map the rows when you import to Dynamics 365.

When you're done, export the excel spreadsheet to a comma-separated values (CSV) file.

Step 3: Import the CSV file
Import the CSV file that you created in Step 2 into Dynamics 365 Marketing as described in Import records from
a CSV file. As usual, take care when mapping the incoming columns to the correct data fields.

NOTE
On import, Dynamics 365 Marketing will match the incoming contacts against existing contacts using the duplicatedetection rules established for your instance. If a match is found, then the incoming contact will be dropped and the
existing contact will remain unchanged. This means that when a match is found, the matching contact won't be included
in the segment that you will create later to email contacts from the imported file.

Step 4: Create a segment that finds all contacts included in the
spreadsheet
Now create a profile-based dynamic segment in Dynamics 365 Marketing that finds all of the contacts you just
imported by querying the custom contact field you set up in step 1 to identify the import based on the value
you established in step 2. Using the example values established so far, the query should look like this:
Contact | Impor tSegment | is | Summer2019EventImpor t

Give the segment a name, then save and go live.

Step 5: Create the email message and a customer journey that
delivers it
If you haven't already done so, then create, save, and go live with your email message as outlined in the Email
marketing overview
Now you're ready to send the email to your contacts. Create a new journey as usual. Be sure it starts with the
segment you created to find your imported contacts and also includes the email you created to send to these
contacts. More information: Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns

Finish designing your journey as needed. When you're done, set the start date and time and then go live.
See also
How to create and edit fields Best practices for email marketing

Import data
Email marketing overview
Working with segments
Design dynamic demographic or firmographic segments
Create automated campaigns with customer journeys

Tutorials for specific scenarios
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

The tutorials in this section are more general than the guides in the Core marketing tutorials section. The
features covered here are all important parts of Dynamics 365 Marketing, but they are more specialized so
some may only be needed occasionally, and you don't need to do the tutorials in order.
When you have completed the exercises here, you'll be able to:
Set up automatic lead scoring, which can score leads based on demographic information and interaction
records.
Create a customer journey that generates activities (such as phone calls, tasks, or appointments), assigns
them to relevant staff, and associates each with a contact on that journey.
Manage images for use in marketing emails and pages.
Track website visits, social media clicks, and banner clicks so you can use them to score leads and
evaluate the effectiveness of your website and other marketing channels.
The exercises in this chapter assume you are already familiar with the functionality described in the Basic
tutorials chapter, but they don't build on each other, so you can pick and choose the exercises that interest you
most.

Design your digital content
3/5/2021 • 10 minutes to read • Edit Online

Dynamics 365 Marketing provides an advanced digital-content designer for creating, styling, and previewing the
various types of digital content that you can produce and manage with the system, including:
Marketing email messages and templates
More information: Email marketing overview
Marketing pages and templates
More information: Create and deploy marketing pages
Marketing forms and templates
More information: Create, view, and manage marketing forms
The designer features a drag-and-drop interface for building and working with the design, plus an optional
HTML editor for working directly with code and a preview tool that can show how your design will look on
various form factors and orientations.
The designer adapts itself to your current context (email, landing page, and so on) to provide only those design
elements and settings that apply there, but its basic functionality remains the same. It also provides a "foreign
content mode", which is activated if you paste HTML from a third-party application directly into the HTML code
editor; in this case, the designer 0 know which type of content you are designing and therefore hides contextspecific features and provides a more generic design interface.
This topic describes how to work with the designer in general, in all contexts. For more information about how
the designer fits into the various specific contexts, and for details specific to just one context, see the topics
linked in the list at the start of this introduction.

Start by choosing a template
Most non-template entities that provide the content designer also support templates, so when you first create a
marketing email, page, or form, you'll be asked to choose a template.

The template picker provides many controls for searching, sorting, and filtering the templates. Use these
controls to find templates that might meet your requirements, then select a template to see a preview and more
details about it in the Preview area. When you've found the right template, select Select to apply it to your new
design.
The template you choose will initiate your design by establishing the following:
Column layout and initial content : Sets the basic layout (such as one-column or two-column) and
includes initial content (such as images, required links, boilerplate text, and more).
Page or form type : If you're creating a marketing page or form, this tells whether the page is a subscription
center, forward-to-a-friend, or landing page and establishes the basic capabilities of the page or form.
Sample design and content : Some templates already include basic design elements, such as logos,
typography, color palette, sample content, and more. Other templates provide a blank page that includes only
the page type and column layout. You can freely change the sample design and content as you edit and
design the page.
After you've chosen a template, the designer shows your selected template content and you can start editing it.
Your new email, page, or form is created as a simple copy of the template, so any local changes you make won't
affect the template, and any future changes to a template won't affect anything you created based on it.

Establish your basic layout
Use section elements to establish the basic layout of your emails, marketing pages, and marketing forms. Each
section element creates a row of columns into which you can drag various other design elements, like text
boxes, images, buttons, dividers, and more. There are five different section elements, each of which creates a row
with one of five different layout options (one column, two columns (1:1), two columns (1:2), two columns (2:1),
or three columns). You can stack several section elements as needed to create complex designs with various
column layouts in each row.
Add section elements to layout your design

When you're designing an email, page, or form starting with the blank template (or a custom template based on
the blank template), all design elements (other than section elements) must be placed into a section element.
Section elements are provided in the Toolbox panel under the Layout heading.
The blank templates provide a one-column section by default, but you can edit its column layout and/or add
more section elements as needed.
To add a section element, open the Toolbox panel, choose the section element that provides the column layout
you'd like to start with and drag it into position above or below any existing section element in your design.

NOTE
If you choose a template that implement layouts using custom HTML instead of section elements, then section elements
aren't available. Instead, you'll be able to drag design elements into any container defined by the template. This may also
apply to other custom templates that use custom HTML to create layouts. This will usually only apply to templates
created using an older version of Dynamics 365 Marketing.

Edit and configure a section element
When you add a new section element, you'll choose one of five initial column layouts. But once your element is
placed, you can change the column layout and/or design options.
To edit and configure a section element:
1. Select the section element on the canvas. It now displays a blue border and tabs showing the element
type and buttons for deleting or moving the element.
2. The Proper ties panel opens to show the settings for your selected section.

3. Make settings in the following sections as needed:
Section layout : Select a button here to change the column layout to the one indicated by the graphic
on each button. If you remove a column, all of its content will be moved into one of the remaining
columns. If you add a column, the new column will initially be empty.
Section border styles : Use these settings to set the style (none, solid, dotted, dashed, or double), line
width, line color, and corner radius for the border that goes around the entire section (but not between
columns).
Section padding : Specify how much padding (in pixels) you'd like to place between the columns and
the colored border. You can enter separate values for top, bottom, left, and right.
Section margin : Specify how much margin (in pixels) you'd like to place between the colored border
and the outside edge of the section element. You can enter separate values for top, bottom, left, and
right.
NOTE
Microsoft Windows Outlook clients don't support all border-style and border-radius settings.

Add, configure, and edit design elements to create content for your
layout
Section elements create a structure onto which you can drag other types of design elements to create your
content. If you are using section elements, then all of your design elements must be placed into a sectionelement column.
To add a design element, drag the required element from the Toolbox onto the appropriate section-element
column. When you drop most types of elements, the Proper ties panel will open or, for text elements, the
formatting toolbar will open and you'll be able to start entering text.
To configure an existing element's properties, or start entering text into a text element, first select the
containing section-element to activate it, then select the target element to begin editing it. For non-text

elements, this will open the Proper ties panel for the selected element. For text elements, this will open the
floating text-formatting toolbar.
To remove a design element, select it and then select the delete button provided at the upper-right corner
of the element.
To move a design element, select it, then click on the move button provided at the upper-right corner of
the element and drag the element to its new location.

Work with the designer
Most of the time you spend creating a marketing email, page, or form, you'll be using the designer or the HTML
editor to add content, configure design elements, load images, apply styles, and more.

The designer features a toolbar and a content area. The toolbar provides a few basic commands and three
navigation tabs (Design , HTML , and Preview ), which control what you can see and do in the content area.
Use the graphical designer
Choose Designer in the designer toolbar to open the graphical designer. It lets you assemble and design your
content without using any code at all. In most cases, you'll never need to go to the HTML view unless you want
to.

The graphical designer provides an editable preview (canvas), where you can select, edit, or remove content; and
a set of tabs for adding design elements and working with the design:
Toolbox : To add a new design element to your design, drag an element from here to an appropriate place in
the canvas; or select an element here (without dragging) to highlight each position on the canvas where you
could place that element, and then select the highlighted position where you'd like to place it. Each design
element represents a specific type of content, such as a text element, image, or input form. The settings and
features of each design element vary by type.
Proper ties : Most design elements need to be configured to work. For example, an image needs to point to
an image file, a form needs to point to a marketing-form record, and a button needs some text and a
destination. When you add a new design element, that element is automatically selected and its Proper ties
tab opens so you can set it up. To configure (or reconfigure) any design element already in your design, select
it first, and then open the Proper ties tab.
Styles : Use these settings to apply color, spacing, and other graphical options for the overall design.
More information: Design elements reference
Work directly in HTML
If you prefer to work directly with HTML code, open the designer's HTML tab. You might do this to touch up a
few properties that you can't get to by using the graphical editor, or you might paste in HTML code that you
created by using some other program. You could also add advanced scripts and styling to introduce new
functionality. For example, if you're designing a marketing page, you might write scripts to implement the
following features:
Change the properties of one field (or form) based on the values of another field, for example:
Make the Customer No. field visible only if Existing customer is true.
Make the Customer No. required if Existing customer is true.
Clear the State address field if the Countr y field is changed.
Change the list of State values based on the country chosen.
Change the styles of fields to make them visible, required, and so on.

Add custom field-value validations (either when the form is submitted or the field value is changed), such as
requiring that Customer No has only six digits.
Perform actions on form load or submission, such as:
Hide certain fields by default
Disable the submit button until all mandatory fields are filled
Set field values based on values passed in the calling URL
Be careful when working here, though, because the graphical editor expects specific types of markup to
implement its drag-and-drop elements. Without this markup, you won't be able to edit your design elements
any more and might even break them. More information: Use custom attributes to enable designer features in
emails, pages, and forms
The HTML editor provides a few handy code-editing features such as syntax coloring and line numbers. You can
also apply formatting to add line breaks and indents to make the code more readable; to do this, right-click
anywhere in the editor and select Format document from the context menu.
IMPORTANT
When pasting HTML code, ensure you do not have nested sections. Nested sections are not supported in the email
designer. For example, you should not paste elements containing "data-section" or "data-container" attributes into
elements already containing these attributes. Doing so will result in layout rendering problems.

Preview your design
Though the drag-and-drop editor provides an editable preview, this preview is still just an approximation, and
includes a few compromises in its presentation to allow for its editing features. To get a better idea of how your
design will look, go to the designer's Preview tab.

Use the buttons in the left column of the Preview tab to see how your design will look on different screen sizes
and orientations, such as desktop, tablet landscape, or mobile portrait. The preview also reflects the responsive
design features built into many of the templates. However, the preview doesn't run any custom scripts you
might have added (such as for validating form input).

NOTE
Marketing email messages can be trickier to design than webpages because they typically contain dynamic content, and
email clients vary much more widely in the way they render HTML. Therefore, Dynamics 365 Marketing provides a few
extra features for previewing your emails that aren't available for marketing pages or forms. These include sample contact
records, a choice of content settings, and an advanced inbox preview. More information: Check your work using previews
and test sends

See also
Accessibility and keyboard shortcuts
Design elements reference
Email marketing overview
Work with email, page, and form templates
Create and deploy marketing pages
Accessibility and keyboard shortcuts
Go live with publishable entities and track their status

Work with email, page, and form templates
3/23/2021 • 9 minutes to read • Edit Online

Dynamics 365 Marketing comes with a wide variety of professionally designed templates. Most templates
include a column layout, color scheme, sample content, and sample images, whereas others provide just a basic
column layout without sample content. There are also blank templates, which provide no sample content or
structure.

Templates in Dynamics 365 Marketing
The templates included with Dynamics 365 Marketing provide:
A starting point to help you work more quickly
Advanced layouts based on responsive design techniques that help make content look good at any screen
size
A harmonious color palette with a manageable number of colors that you can easily adapt to your own
organization's identity
Tried-and-true designs that have been tested against a wide range of web and email clients to help ensure
they will look great everywhere
The first thing you do each time you create a new message, page, or form is to choose a template. You can easily
work with the supplied content and styles using the designer, but the column layout is semi-permanently
established by the template you choose (you can only change it using the HTML code editor).

When you create a new design, the selected template's content is copied into it. The design and template aren't
linked, so when you edit the design, the template won't change; likewise, any future changes that you make to a
template won't affect any existing designs that were created using it.
You can easily create custom templates to match your organization's communication needs and visual identity.
You can save any existing email or customer journey as a template by selecting Save as template while the
email or journey is open, or work directly in the relevant templates area to create them from scratch. You can

also create page and form templates, but you can only do so by creating them in the templates area—no Save
as template buttons are provided for these, but you could copy/paste the HTML from an existing page or form
into a new template. When setting up a template, you can add various types of metadata (such as purpose, style,
market type, and optimized for) which make each template easier to identify and easier to find by using filters in
the Select a template dialog box shown to users each time they create a new email, page, or form design.
IMPORTANT
The default templates are maintained as part of the solution and might be overwritten when Dynamics 365 Marketing is
updated. Therefore, if you want to customize a default template then you should always save the result using a new name
rather than saving it under its default name—otherwise your customizations could be overwritten during the next
update.

Style a template
All email and page templates included with Dynamics 365 Marketing provide style controls to help you quickly
adapt them to the colors used by your organization or campaign. The style settings vary according to which
template you choose. Designs based on a blank template don't provide styling controls unless you (or your
system customizer) have programmed them to do so by using the right HTML markup.

Here are some common style settings provided by the out-of-the-box templates:
Outer background : The color shown outside of your message content (behind the "paper")
Inner background : The color shown behind your message content (the "paper color")
Hero image settings : The hero image, when present, is usually the largest image on the page, generally
located at or near the top of the message. These settings control the source URL of the image and the style
settings that affect it. Use the browse button for the Hero image setting to choose an image from your
Dynamics 365 Marketing image library.
Font and body text settings : These set typographical options that apply to most of the text in your
message, but usually not headings.
Colors : A good graphic design shouldn't include too many colors, and the colors should harmonize with
each other. Templates typically use two to four colors that you can set individually to match your preferred
color palette. These colors typically map to heading text, call-to-action buttons, text-box backgrounds, and

borders used in the design. The following naming conventions are used most typically (additional colors are
sometimes provided):
Color 1 : Primary buttons
Color 2 : Secondary buttons or feature blocks
Color 3 : Footer
Direction : Depending on which language you're using, you'll choose either LTR (left-to-right) or RTL (rightto-left).
The settings provided for each template are set up using custom attributes in the template's HTML. You can edit
and create these as needed when customizing or creating your own templates. More information: Use custom
attributes to enable designer features in emails, pages, and forms.

Add visual labels for templates
When you design a new marketing email, page, form, or segment, you are first presented with a gallery of
templates to choose from. You can add an eye-catching visual label to any template to make it easier to other
users to find and identify it when browsing the gallery and other displays.
View template labels
For template galleries and lists using the tile view, each label appears as a colorful overlay for each relevant
template. For displays using the grid view (list view), the labels are displayed as column values, where they also
show their configured colored background.
In the following screenshot, you can see a tile view of marketing-page templates labelled with "New" (green),
"Old" (red), and "VIP" (gold). Use the Show as drop-down list to switch views between Grid (list) and Tiles .

The following screenshot shows the same collection of marketing-page templates, but with Show as set to
Grid . In this example, the labels are shown in the Tag column.

Set the label for each template
To assign a label to a template, open the relevant template under the Marketing > Marketing template
heading, open the appropriate tab and then make a selection from the relevant drop-down list. See the
following table for details about how to make this setting for various types of templates on a default instance.
T EM P L AT E T Y P E

N AVIGAT IO N

TA B

F IEL D N A M E ( DRO P - DO W N
L IST )

Customer journeys

Marketing templates >
Journey templates

General

Tag

Marketing emails

Marketing templates >
Email templates

General info

Tag

Marketing pages

Marketing templates >
Page templates

Summary

Tag

Marketing forms

Marketing templates >
Form templates

Summary

Tag

Segments

Marketing templates >
Segment templates

General

Category

Customize your label selection, text, and colors
System customizers can create as many labels as you need for each type of template and define the display text
and background color for each label. For instructions about how to make these customizations, see Create and
customize template labels.

Email template compatibility and previews

Designing and using HTML templates that look good in each of the wide variety of email clients in use today can
be a challenge. Read this section for details about which clients we support with the out-of-box templates, how
you can preview and test them, and other special notes.
Tested email clients
All email templates included with Dynamics 365 Marketing have been tested against a wide range of available
email clients, as listed in the following tables. The templates should work flawlessly on most modern clients, but
some design elements might degrade on older, less-used clients.
DESK TO P C L IEN T S

M O B IL E C L IEN T S

W EB C L IEN T S

W EB C L IEN T S ( C O N T. )

Apple Mail 9/10
IBM Notes 9
Outlook 2000 Win 7
Outlook 2002 Win 7
Outlook 2003 Win 7
Outlook 2007 Win 7
Outlook 2010 Win 7
Outlook 2011 OS X 10.10
Outlook 2013 Win 7
Outlook 2013 120 DPI Win
Outlook 2016 OS X 10.10
Outlook 2016 Win 7
Windows 10 Email Win 10
Thunderbird

Android 4.4
Android 5.1
Android 6.0
Gmail App IMAP Android
4.4
Gmail App Android 6.0
Gmail App iOS
Inbox by Gmail iOS
iPhone 5s iOS 7
iPhone 5s iOS 8
iPhone 6 iOS 8
iPhone 6 Plus iOS 8
iPhone 6s iOS 9
iPhone 6s Plus iOS 9
iPhone 7 iOS 10.3.2
iPad (Retina) iOS 10.3.2
iPad Mini iOS 10.3.2
iPad Pro (12.9 Inch)
iOS,10.3.2

AOL Explorer
AOL Firefox
AOL Chrome
Comcast Explorer
Comcast Firefox
Comcast Chrome
Freenet.de Explorer
Freenet.de Firefox
Freenet.de Chrome
GSuite Explorer
GSuite Firefox
GSuite Chrome
Gmail Explorer
Gmail Firefox
Gmail Chrome
Inbox by Gmail Chrome
Inbox by Gmail Firefox
GMX.de Explorer
GMX.de Chrome
GMX.de Firefox
Mail.ru Explorer
Mail.ru Chrome
Mail.ru Firefox

Microsoft 365 Explorer
Microsoft 365 Chrome
Microsoft 365 Firefox
Orange.fr Explorer
Orange.fr Chrome
Orange.fr Firefox
Outlook.com Explorer
Outlook.com Chrome
Outlook.com Firefox
SFR.fr Explorer
SFR.fr Chrome
SFR.fr Firefox
T-Online.de Explorer
T-Online.de Chrome
T-Online.de Firefox
Web.de Explorer
Web.de Chrome
Web.de Firefox
Yahoo! Mail Explorer
Yahoo! Mail Chrome
Yahoo! Mail Firefox

Known issues with specific email clients
The following known issues apply to the out-of-the-box email templates and custom messages when shown on
specific email clients:
Gmail has a size limit of 104 KB, so markup that exceeds this limit will be cut off. All out-of-the-box templates
are smaller than this, so they shouldn't be affected unless they've been heavily customized.
Outlook 2007 and newer for Windows have the following limitations, though these features are not
currently supported by the email designer nor used in the out-of-the-box templates:
Borders around buttons are not supported.
Rounded corners might not be rendered correctly.
Background images aren't supported when they have text or button overlays.
Outlook supports local customizations and plugins that can affect the way messages are rendered. In
some cases, recipients using customized Outlook installations may see odd layouts or repeated page
elements. These effects can't be simulated by the designer or preview displays. If necessary, you can
use test sends to see how your designs look in specific Outlook configurations.
T-Online email clients will render two buttons, regular Button and VML markup.
The Android 4.4 email client shows only about 60 percent of the template width. We haven't been able to
verify whether horizontal scrolling is possible. As far as we know, this only affects the native Android client,
not the native clients included with phones from most manufacturers, such as Samsung.
SFR.fr email clients display a background color for some links.
Lotus Notes email clients have general rendering issues with the templates.

Litmus issues for email-design previews
Dynamics 365 Marketing provides both a simulated preview and an inbox preview for email messages. Inbox
previews are more accurate because they're rendered for specific email clients. Inbox previews are provided by a
Microsoft partner called Litmus Software, Inc. Litmus previews are created by rending your message on actual
email clients and then returning a screenshot of the result to you. The following known issues can occur with
inbox previews.
Missing footer : Litmus screenshots sometimes fail to capture the entire message height.
Unable to scroll : The returned preview is a static screenshot, which might include scrollbars for messages
that are higher than the screen. You can't actually scroll the image using these.
The message is too high : Sometimes Litmus renders extra content at the end of the email message.
Only half of the message is visible in the preview : This can happen if Litmus takes a screenshot before
the message is fully loaded. Try to reload the preview. If problems persist, then the message may include
dynamic content that isn't resolved.
Outlook previews don't reflect custom plugins : Outlook supports local customizations and plugins that
can, in some cases, affect the way messages are rendered. Litmus provides screenshots based on a standard
Outlook installation—without considering the affect of custom plugins and other local customizations. If
necessary, you can use test sends to see how your designs look in specific Outlook configurations.
See also
Email marketing overview
Create and deploy marketing pages
Design your digital content
Accessibility and keyboard shortcuts
Design elements reference

Use custom attributes to enable designer features in
emails, pages, and forms
3/5/2021 • 16 minutes to read • Edit Online

The content designers provide both a graphical editor and an HTML code editor. The HTML that they generate is
compatible with any HTML renderer, but they also support a few custom attributes that support the drag-anddrop design elements and general style settings provided by the graphical editor. The default message templates
and page templates provided with Dynamics 365 Marketing make use of these custom attributes to make it
easier for you to customize them in specific ways. You can also make use of these custom attributes when
designing your own templates.

Tag and attribute summary
The following table provides a quick reference to the custom attributes and meta tags described in this topic.
C USTO M AT T RIB UT E

DESC RIP T IO N

<meta type="xrm/designer/setting" name="type"
value="marketing-designer-content-editor-document">

When this tag is present in the <head> of your document,
the Designer tab will provide drag-and-drop features. If
this tag is not present, the Designer tab provides the
simplified, full-page editor. More information: Show the
toolbox and enable drag-and-drop editing

<meta type="xrm/designer/setting" name="additionalfonts" datatype="font" value="<font-list>">

When this tag is present in the <head> of your document,
the fonts listed in the <font-list> (semicolon-separated) will
be added to the font menu in the formatting toolbar for text
elements. More information: Add new fonts to the textelement toolbar

<div data-container="true"> … </div>

Marks the start and end of a container where users can drag
and drop design elements. More information: Create a
container where users can add design elements

<div data-editorblocktype="<element-type>"> …
</div>

Marks the start and end of a design element. The value of
the attribute identifies which type of element it is (text,
image, button, and so on). Some design elements support
additional attributes here. More information: Identify design
elements and Lock elements in Designer view

<meta type="xrm/designer/setting" name="<name>"
value="<initial-value>" datatype="<data-type>"
label="<label>">

This tag defines a document-wide style setting that users
can edit using the Designer > Styles tab. More
information: Add settings to the Styles tab

/* @<tag-name> */ … /* @<tag-name> */

Use CSS comments like these to surround a CSS value to be
controlled by a style setting, where <tag-name> is the value
of the name attribute for the meta tag that established the
setting. More information: Add CSS comments to implement
style settings in the head

C USTO M AT T RIB UT E
property-reference= "<attr>:@< tag-name >;<attr>:@<
tag-name >; …"

DESC RIP T IO N

Place this attribute in any HTML tag to place an attribute
with a value controlled by a style setting, where <attr> is
the name of the attribute to be created and <tag-name> is
the value of the name attribute for the meta tag that
established the setting. More information: Add propertyreference attributes to implement style settings in the body

The remaining sections of this topic provide more information about how to use each of the features
summarized in the table.

Show the toolbox and enable drag-and-drop editing
You can paste HTML developed in any third-party tool directly into the HTML tab of the designer to start
building a design very quickly. However, when you do this, the Designer tab will display as a single rich-text
editor that provides a text-formatting toolbar, and shows all images, links, and styles included in your HTML, but
doesn't otherwise provide the Toolbox , Proper ties , or Styles tabs, or any drag-and-drop functionality (this
simplified Designer view is sometimes called the full-page editor). However, you can enable drag-and-drop
functionality for any pasted-in design by adding the following meta tag to the <head> section of your
document:
<meta type="xrm/designer/setting" name="type" value="marketing-designer-content-editor-document">

The following image shows the same design in full-page-edit mode (left) and drag-and-drop mode (right). The
only difference is the design on the right includes the meta tag, so drag-and-drop is enabled, and the side panel
is shown.

NOTE
When using the full-page editor, you can still select, edit, and style text using the text-formatting toolbar (shown), and can
also double-click on images, links, and other elements to set their properties using a pop-up dialog. The toolbar also
includes the Assist edit button for adding dynamic content, such as field values drawn from each recipient's contact
record.

Create a container where users can add design elements
On the Designer tab, users can only edit content contained within a design element, and can only drag new
design elements into those parts of the document that are set up as data containers. Therefore, you can create
templates where some areas (outside of containers) are locked to editing on the Design tab, while other ares
(inside unlocked containers) will accept edits and dragged content.

Use

<div>

tags that include the attribute

data-container="true"

to create data containers, such as:

<table aria-role="presentation">
<tbody><tr>
<td>
LOCKED
</td>
<td>
<div data-container="true">
<!-- DRAG HERE -->
</div>
</td>
</tr>
</tbody></table>

Any text or HTML tags that are nested within a data-container div-tag pair, and aren't part of a design element,
will create a non-draggable, non-editable, area between two draggable areas. For example:
<div data-container="true">
<!-- DRAG HERE --> <p> LOCKED </p> <!-- DRAG HERE -->
</div>

NOTE
When the full-page editor is enabled, all drag-and-drop features are disabled, and you can edit all the content on the
Designer tab, including content outside of data-container div tags (which have no effect in the full-page editor).

Lock a container in Designer view
You can lock a container to make all of its content read-only on the Designer tab. If a locked container contains
design elements, then all content and settings for those elements will remain locked, and the Proper ties tab
will never be shown for them, even if you select them.
You might use the container-locking feature to lock a container after you are done adding and configuring
design components for it.
To lock a container, add the

data-locked="hard"

attribute to the container tag, like this:

<div data-container="true" data-locked="hard">
<!-- All elements and content here are locked, with no properties shown -->
</div>

NOTE
You can also lock content at the design-element level. If content is locked at the container level, then that setting
overrules the locked/unlocked status of all the design elements inside that container. More information: Lock elements in
Designer view

To further enforce container locking, you can limit access to the HTML tab, which will prevent selected users
from accessing the code (where they could otherwise defeat this setting). More information: Control access to
designer features

Identify design elements
Each time you add a design element using the Designer tab, the editor inserts a pair of <div> tags to mark the
start and end of the element, and creates whatever HTML is required to display the element as specified in its
settings on the Proper ties tab.
Design elements are marked with

tags that include an attribute of the form
data-editorblocktype="<element-type>" , where the value of this attribute identifies the type of element that it is.
For example, the following <div> tag creates a text element:
<div>

<div data-editorblocktype="Text">
...
<!-- Don't edit the element content here -->
...
</div>

The following table lists the available values for the

data-editorblocktype

attribute.

DESIGN EL EM EN T N A M E

EL EM EN T T Y P E

Text element

Common design element

Text

Image element

Common design element

Image

Divider element

Common design element

Divider

Button element

Common design element

Button

Content block element

Common design element

Content
(This type of design element also
includes a

DATA-EDITORBLOCKTYPE

AT T RIB UT E VA L UE

data-block-datatype="<blocktype>"

attribute, which identifies which type of
content block it is, where <blocktype> has a value of either text or
image .)
Marketing-page element

Email

Marketing Page

Event element

Email

Event

Survey element

Email

Survey

Form element

Form

FormBlock

Field element

Form content

Field-<field-name>, for example: Fieldemail

Subscription-list element

Form content

SubscriptionListBlock

Forward-to-a-friend element

From content

ForwardToFriendBlock

DESIGN EL EM EN T N A M E

EL EM EN T T Y P E

Do-not- email element and
Remember-me element

Form content

Field-checkbox
(These elements each create check
boxes and are otherwise differentiated
by their internal settings.)

Submit-button element

Form content

SubmitButtonBlock

Reset-button element

Form content

ResetButtonBlock

Captcha element

Form content

CaptchaBlock

DATA-EDITORBLOCKTYPE

AT T RIB UT E VA L UE

For more information about each of these design elements, see Design elements reference.
IMPORTANT
When you are working on the HTML tab, you should avoid editing any of the content between the <div> tags of your
design elements because the results of doing so can be unpredictable, and your edits are likely to be overwritten by the
designer anyway. Instead, use the Designer tab to manage your design-element content and properties.

Lock elements in Designer view
You can lock the content and properties of any design element by adding the following attribute to its opening
<div> tag:
data-protected="true"

For example:
<div data-editorblocktype="Divider" data-protected="true">
…
<!-- Don't edit the element content here -->
…
</div>

When a design element is marked as protected, users working in the Designer tab for a page or email won't be
able to edit the element's properties or content. This attribute is always included for the content-block element,
but you can add it to any type of design element to protect it. Any design element that includes this attribute is
shown as shaded on the HTML tab to indicate that it's protected, but you can still edit it there if you insist. Set
this attribute to "false" (or just remove it) to remove protection from a design element.
NOTE
You can also lock content at the container level, which will overrule the locked/unlocked status of all the design elements
inside that container. More information: Lock a container in Designer view

To further enforce content locking, you can limit access to the HTML tab, which will prevent selected users from
accessing the code (where they could otherwise defeat this setting). More information: Control access to
designer features

Import externally created HTML into the designer

You can use any tool you like to create the initial HTML layout and content for a marketing email, page, or form.
When your HTML is ready, just paste it into the relevant designer and then add any Dynamics 365 Marketing
features that you need as described in the following subsections.
Import your HTML code
To bring HTML created externally into the designer, start by doing the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create a new marketing email, page, or form in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Go to the Design > HTML tab of the designer.
Clear all content from the HTML tab and paste in the HTML you created externally.
Go to the Design > Designer tab of the designer and inspect your design.
If you are working with a marketing email, be sure to use assist edit to place all required content and links
(including a subscription-center link and your physical sender address).
TIP
Because you have just pasted in external HTML, your design probably doesn't include any code that is specific to
Dynamics 365 Marketing, so the Designer shows the full-page editor, which provides features for basic text formatting,
image formatting, and (for emails) assist edit for adding dynamic content. For more information about how to work with
full-page editor, see Show the toolbox and enable drag-and-drop editing. If the full-page editor provides all of the
functionality that you need, then use it to fine-tune your design and then go live with it as usual. If you prefer to use the
drag-and-drop editor to fine-tune your design, see the next section for information about how to enable it.

Enable the drag and drop editor after import
If you'd like to enable the full-featured drag-and drop editor and/or add advanced design elements while
working in the Designer view, you can easily do so by further editing your imported HTML code as follows:
1. Go back to the Design > HTML tab of the designer.
2. Enable the drag-and-drop editor by adding the required meta tag to the &lt;head&gt; section of your
document as described in Show the toolbox and enable drag-and-drop editing.
3. Do the following as needed while working on the Design > HTML tab:
At each part of your design where you'd like to be able to drag one or more design element, add code
to create a data container as described in Create a container where users can add design elements.
If you prefer to position design elements directly in your code without using drag-and-drop, you can
enter the required code directly into the Design > HTML tab. Elements that you add in this way won't
support drag-and-drop, but they will provide settings in the Proper ties panel of the Design >
Designer tab. You can only place text, image, divider, and button elements using this technique (create
containers and use drag-and-drop for other types of design elements). See the table after this
procedure for the HTML structures required to create each of these elements; copy/paste this code
directly from the table as needed.
4. You can now go to the Design > Designer tab and drag design elements into each of the containers you
set up and then use the Proper ties panel to configure each design element that you dragged in or
pasted directly into your code.
N OT ES
DESIGN EL EM EN T T Y P E

Text

PA ST E T H IS C O DE
<div dataeditorblocktype="Text"><p> Enter
your text here</p></div>

You can enter HTML content between
the <p> tags directly here, or go to
the Designer to use the rich-text
editor to do it.

N OT ES
DESIGN EL EM EN T T Y P E

Image

PA ST E T H IS C O DE
<div dataeditorblocktype="Image"><div
align="Center"
class="imageWrapper"><a
href="example.com"
title="example.com"><img
alt="Some alt text" height="50"
src="about:blank" width="50">
</a></div></div>

The easiest way to change your image
source and/or image link is to go to
the Designer and use the Proper ties
panel. But you can also edit the
following attributes directly in the
HTML:
Set the image link and/or title
by editing the href and/or title
attributes of the <a> element.
To remove the link from the
image, clear the content of the
href and title attributes
of the <a> element (but keep
the attributes and the quotes,
such as href="" ).
Set the image source by editing
the src attribute of the <img>
element.
Don't edit any of the other code.

Divider

<div dataeditorblocktype="Divider"><div
align="center"
class="dividerWrapper"><table
aria-role="presentation"
style="padding: 0px; margin:
0px; width: 100%"><tbody><tr
style="padding: 0px;"> <td
style="margin:0px; padding-left:
0px; padding-right: 0px;
padding-top: 5px; paddingbottom: 5px; verticalalign:top;"> <p style="margin:
0px; padding: 0px; borderbottom-width: 3px; borderbottom-style: solid; borderbottom-color: rgb(0, 0, 0);
line-height: 0px; width: 100%;">
<span>&nbsp;</span></p></td>
</tr></tbody></table></div>
</div>

Don't edit any of this code directly in
the HTML editor. Instead, go do the
Designer and use the Proper ties
panel.

Button

<div dataeditorblocktype="Button"><!--[if
mso]><div align="center"><v:rect
xmlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoftcom:vml" xmlns:w="urn:schemasmicrosoft-com:office:word"

Don't edit any of this code directly in
the HTML editor. Instead, go do the
Designer and use the Proper ties
panel.

For more information about how design elements appear in code, see Identify design elements.

Add new fonts to the text-element toolbar
Text-elements provide a pop-up formatting toolbar in the designer, which includes a menu for applying a font to
selected text.

To add new fonts to this font selector, add a
document:

<meta>

tag that uses the following form to the

<head>

of the

<meta type="xrm/designer/setting" name="additional-fonts" datatype="font" value="<font-list>">

Where <font-list> is a semicolon-separated list of font names.

Add settings to the Styles tab
One handy feature of the out-of-box templates is that they provide global style settings on the Styles tab, which
let users quickly adjust the font family, color palette, and other global settings enabled for the template. Each
template includes only those style settings that make sense for that specific design, and you can likewise design
templates that provide just the right style settings for you and your users.

To add a setting to the Styles tab, you must do the following:
Add a

<meta>

tag to the

<head>

of your document to create the setting.

Set up styles and/or HTML tags that apply the settings created by the meta tag.
The following subsections explain how to do each of these things.
Add a meta tag to create the setting
The required <meta> tag takes the following form:
<meta type="xrm/designer/setting" name="<name>" value="<initial-value>" datatype="<data-type>" label="
<label>">

Where:

<name> identifies the meta tag, which you must also reference in the styles and HTML tags where the
setting will be applied.
<initial-value> is an appropriate default value for the style.
<data-type> identifies the type of value users will provide. This setting affects the type of control that is
presented on the Styles tab. You must use one of the values listed in the following table.
<label> specifies the text to be shown in the Styles tab for the setting.
DATAT Y P E VA L UE

DESC RIP T IO N

color

Sets a color using hash-tag values like #000 or #1a32bf.
Creates a color-picker control on the Styles tab.

font

Sets a font-family name. You can also set up font stacks by
using a comma-separated list of font names in order of
preference. Creates a simple input field on the Styles tab.

number

Sets a numerical value with no unit (use text to allow units
like px or em to be specified together with the value).
Creates an input field with up/down buttons that can also be
used to increment/decrement the current value on the
Styles tab.

picture

Sets an image source (as a URL). Creates a simple input field
on the Styles tab.

text

Sets a value that can include both text and numbers. Also
use this data type for numerical values that may include a
unit (like px or em). Creates a simple input field on the
Styles tab.

NOTE
The label shown on the Styles tab may appear in square brackets, such as "[My Style]". The square brackets indicate that
the text being shown does not have a translation available. If you choose a value supported by any of the out-of-box
templates (such as "Color 1"), then a translation will happen to be available, so the square brackets won't appear.

NOTE
A style setting established using a <meta> tag, as described here, is only shown on the Styles tab when that setting is
also referenced in at least one actual style or HTML tag, as described in the next sections.

Add CSS comments to implement style settings in the head
Settings made on the Styles tab can be applied to CSS styles established in the <head> of your HTML
document by surrounding a CSS value with two CSS comments that contain the value of the name attribute for
the matching xrm/designer/setting meta tag. The CSS comment pair takes the following form:
/* @<tag-name> */ <value> /* @<tag-name> */

Where:

<tag-name> is the name attribute for the xrm/designer/setting meta tag that establishes the relevant
Styles tab setting.
<value> is a value that will be replaced when a user edits the relevant Styles tab setting.
IMPORTANT
You can only use these pairs of CSS comments in styles and classes defined within <style> tags in the
There must furthermore be only one set of <style> tags present, with all CSS styles set up there.

<head>

section.

Here is an example where you can see an xrm/designer/setting meta tag that creates a color-picker control
called "Color 1" on the Styles tab. A CSS style then applies this setting to establish the text color for <h1>
elements.
<head>
<meta type="xrm/designer/setting" name="color1" value="#ff0000" datatype="color" label="Color 1">
<style>
h1 {color: /* @color1 */ #ff0000 /* @color1 */;}
</style>
</head>

Add property-reference attributes to implement style settings in the body
Settings made on the Styles tab can be applied as attribute values to any HTML tag in the
document by adding an attribute of the following form to each relevant tag:

<body>

of your

property-reference= "<attr>:@< tag-name >;<attr>:@< tag-name >; …"

Where:

<attr> is the name of the attribute to be created.
<tag-name> is the value of the name attribute for the meta tag that established the setting.
Multiple attributes, if needed, must be separated with a semicolon within a single property-reference
attribute.
Here is an example where you can see xrm/designer/setting meta tags that create two settings for controlling a
hero image (banner) in the document, with controls called "Hero image" and "Hero image height" on the Styles
tab. The property-reference property is then used in an <img> tag to implement those settings.

<head>
<meta type="xrm/designer/setting" name="hero-image" value="picture.jpg" datatype="picture" label="Hero
image">
<meta type="xrm/designer/setting" name="hero-image-height" value="100px" datatype="text" label="Hero
image height">
</head>
<body>
<img property-reference="src:@hero-image;height:@hero-image-height;">
</body>

So, in this example, the

<img>

tag would resolve to something like:

<img src="picture.jpg" height="100px">

See also
Work with email, page, and form templates
Email marketing overview
Create a new email and design its content
Create and deploy marketing pages
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Read this topic to learn how to use each of the design elements that are available for use with the various
content designers. Some elements are available for all designers and some are specific to email, marketing
pages, or forms.
More information: Design your digital content

Section (layout) elements
Use section elements to establish the basic layout of your emails, marketing pages, and marketing forms. In
most cases, all design elements (other than section elements) must be placed into a section element. Section
elements are provided in the Toolbox panel under the Layout heading.
To add a section element, open the Toolbox panel, choose the section element that provides the column layout
you'd like to start with and drag it into position above or below any existing section element in your design.

NOTE
If you start your design by choosing a template that implement layouts using custom HTML instead of section elements,
then section elements aren't available. Instead, you'll be able to drag design elements into any container defined by the
template. This may also apply to other custom templates that use custom HTML to create layouts.

When you first add a section element, it will have the number of columns that matches the choice you made
when you added it. You can change this and other properties afterwards by selecting the section from the
canvas and opening the Proper ties tab, where you can set the following options:
Section layout : Select a button here to change the column layout to the one indicated by the graphic on
each button. If you remove a column, all of its content will be moved into one of the remaining columns. If

you add a column, the new column will initially be empty.
Section styles : Choose a Background color and/or image (Background src ) for the section. This color or
image appears inside the border (including the padding area, but not the margin area). If you use a
Background src , note the following:
Select the Image galler y button to select an image from the Dynamics 365 Marketing file library
(you can also upload new images here).
You can instead enter a custom image URL as text. For email messages, your URL can include dynamic
expressions to show different images to different recipients. Select the Assist edit button to get
help constructing a dynamic expression.
If you've specified an image, the Background size setting is also shown. Select Initial to use the
original image size. Select Fill (cover) to fit the image to the section (the image will zoom to fill the
entire area, as needed, but the original aspect ratio will be maintained, so clipping may occur but
warping won't).
When your image is set with a Background size of Initial , you'll also be able to choose the
horizontal and vertical alignments, which affect the image position. You can chose center, left, or right
alignment for each axis.
If your image doesn't cover the full section area, then the Background color will be shown in areas
not covered by the image.
Section border styles : Use these settings to set the style (none, solid, dotted, dashed, or double), line width,
line color, and corner radius for the border that goes around the entire section (but not between columns).
Section padding : Specify how much padding (in pixels) you'd like to place between the columns and the
colored border. You can enter separate values for top, bottom, left, and right.
Section margin : Specify how much margin (in pixels) you'd like to place between the colored border and
the outside edge of the section element. You can enter separate values for top, bottom, left, and right.

NOTE
Microsoft Windows Outlook clients don't support all border-style and border-radius settings.

Common design elements
This section provides full details for the design elements that are provided in all (or nearly all) of the contexts
where the designer appears (email, marketing pages, and marketing forms).
Text elements
Text elements create a block of text within a column.
You can edit the text of any new or existing text element by working directly in the element on the canvas. Use
the inline toolbar at the top of the selected text element to do inline styling like font face, font color, bold, italic,
paragraph justification, and more. You can also delete, clone, or move a selected text element by using the
toolbar.

Select a text element and use the settings provided on the Proper ties tabs to stylize the element itself by using
colors, fonts, margins, borders, and backgrounds. Many of the settings on the Style tab (which apply to the
overall page, form, or message design) also affect the styling of text-element content unless overruled locally.
For email messages, the text toolbar includes an Assist edit button . Use this to place dynamic text, including
field values such as the recipient's name. More information: Add dynamic content to email messages
Image elements
Image elements add an image to a column, outside a text element. Image elements interact with the Dynamics
365 Marketing image gallery, which helps you store, categorize, find, and share your image files.
When you first add an image element, an image placeholder appears at the location where you dropped the
element. Select the image placeholder and open the Proper ties tab, where you can set the following options.
Source : Specify the image you want to display using a combination of the following:
Enter a URL directly in the field.
Select the Image Galler y button next to this field to select an existing image from the gallery, or to
upload a new one. When an image is selected, its URL is shown here.
If you are using the image in an email message, then you can use the Assist edit button to place
dynamic text as part of the URL. For example, you could include the recipient's contact ID or company
name to select an image that is relevant for each individual recipient. More information: Use dynamic
values to choose an image source or link
Alt text : Enter a short description of the image. This text will be read aloud to contacts that are using a
screen reader, and will also be shown to contacts that have images disabled in their browser or email client.
Link : Enter a URL here if you'd like the image to function as a link.
Alignment : Choose how the image should be aligned relative to its column (left, right, or center).
When you select an image element, you can use an inline toolbar to delete, clone, or move the element.
Video elements
Video elements position videos from your video library in your design. Each video record in your library stores
a name, video URL, embed code, and thumbnail URL. The library doesn't contain the videos themselves, just
these references to them, so you must host your videos somewhere else, such as on one of the major video

platforms like YouTube or Vimeo.
When you first add a video element, an placeholder icon is shown at the location where you dropped it. To
choose the video to show at that location, select the new video element, open the Proper ties panel, and use the
Source lookup field to find and select the block that contains the content you want to include here. If you are
creating an email, then the video element places a thumbnail image with a link to the video; if you are creating a
marketing page, then it places an embed code instead.
For more information about how to set up your video library and use videos in your content, see Create a video
library and add videos to your designs.
Content-block elements
Content blocks let you establish a block of common content that you can reuse in multiple emails, forms, and/or
pages. Use them to establish common headers, footers and other blocks of content that you would like to
standardize across your communications.
Content blocks work like templates. They include a fixed collection of content that you add all at once to a
design. Once added, the content is copied into your design and doesn't maintain any connection to the original
block content, which means that if you edit a content block itself, or its content in a particular design, other
designs that already use that block won't be affected.
Use the content-block element to add a content block to your design. When you first add the element, a
placeholder icon appears at the location where you dropped the element. Select the new content-block element,
open the Proper ties panel, and use the Content block lookup field to find and select the block that contains
the content you want to include here.
More information: Create content blocks that you can reuse in multiple designs
Divider elements
Divider elements insert a horizontal line (<hr>) in a column, outside a text element.
Use the Proper ties and Style tabs to establish the appearance of your new or selected divider.
When you select a divider element, you can use an inline toolbar to delete, clone, or move the element.
Button elements
Button elements create a colorful call-to-action button in a column, outside a text element. Each button is
created by using pure HTML text and styling only (no image files), and acts as a link to the URL you define for it.
Use the Proper ties tab to establish the appearance of your new or selected button.
When you select a button element, you can use an inline toolbar to style the button text and to delete, clone, or
move the element.

Email-only design elements
This section describes design elements that are only available when you are designing a marketing email
message.
Custom-code elements
Use custom-code elements to place code snippets in between the various other design elements on the page.
You can place any type of code that you like using these elements, but usually you'll use them to hold advanced
dynamic content like if-then statements and for-each loops. More information: Add dynamic content to email
messages
Use the Proper ties tab to view, enter, and edit the code to be placed by a custom-code element.

Event registration QR code elements
Each time a contact registers for an event, the system creates a new event-registration record, which identifies
the contact, the event, and other details. It event-registration record also includes a registration ID stored both as
an alphanumeric code and as a machine-readable QR code.
Use QR code elements to place an event-registration QR code in an email message. The code placed in each
message provides the registration ID associated with both the recipient of the message and a specific event. Use
the Proper ties tab to identify the event for which the QR code applies. No other settings are required.
The QR code is a direct encoding of the registration ID itself. On the day of the event, event workers can quickly
and easily scan the code using a QR code scanner or smartphone app. The scanning app could then query the
registration database in Dynamics 365 Marketing to confirm validity and/or to register attendance. Please note,
however, that custom development is needed to create the scanning app and implement the integration with
your Dynamics 365 Marketing system.
Marketing-page, event, and survey elements
Each of these types of elements creates a colorful button in a new row (outside a text element) that links to a
page, event, or survey (depending on the element type). The button is created using pure HTML text and styling
only (no image files), and acts as a link to the page, event, or survey you define for it.
Use the Proper ties tab to establish the appearance of your new or selected button, and to choose the page,
event, or survey it links to.
NOTE
Surveys are optional. If your system admin decided not to include Customer Voice as part of your Dynamics 365
Marketing installation, then the survey element will be shown as unavailable (greyed out) in your Toolbox. Contact your
system admin if you want to enable it.

NOTE
The surveys feature currently provides limited functionality: anonymous surveys can be added to emails but can't serve as
triggers in customer journeys.

The form element for marketing pages
This section describes the form element, which is only available when you are designing a marketing page. This
is currently the only element that is unique for marketing pages.
A form enables visitors to register for something, manage their mailing-list subscriptions, forward a marketing
message, or otherwise submit information to interact with your marketing initiatives.
After it is configured, each form element places a marketing form, which defines the actual fields and field layout
that the form will contain. You'll define your marketing forms separately, and build a library of reusable forms
that you can place on various marketing pages as needed. When you add a form element, you'll be able to
choose from this library to decide which form to use on the current page. The form element also provides
settings on its Proper ties tab that control how the form will behave and appear on the current page. More
information: Create, view, and manage marketing forms
To configure a form element, select it in your layout, open the Proper ties tab, and make the following settings:
Marketing form : Choose the marketing form to be placed by the form element. Usually, you'll just use an
existing form, but you can also create a new one from here if needed. You can only select or create a

marketing form that matches the current page type.
Update contacts/leads: This is a read-only field that shows whether the selected marketing form is set to
update contacts and/or leads in response to form submissions.
Success notification : Enter a message to show to visitors right after they submit the form. Use this to thank
the submitter and confirm their submission.
Success image URL : The success-notification message is rendered as an overlay dialog that includes a
small graphic. By default, it shows a green circle with a check mark. If you prefer a custom graphic (such as
your organization's logo), then upload the graphic somewhere and enter the full URL here.
Error notification : Enter a short message that tells the user that a temporary error has prevented the
system from accepting the form submission. For example, "We can't accept your form submission right now.
Please try again later."
Error image URL : The error-notification message includes a small graphic. By default, it shows a red circle
with an X mark. If you prefer a custom graphic, then upload the graphic somewhere and enter the full URL
here.
Limit exceeded notification : Enter a short message announcing that the system has stopped processing
new submissions temporarily, and inviting the user to try again later. This situation can occur if the server
detects a submission pattern consistent with abuse of the system and has therefore entered a defensive
stance.
Redirect URL : Enter a URL to send the submitter to immediately after they submit the form. This typically
would be a page on your own website that thanks the submitter and confirms their submission, or some
other message related to the purpose of your marketing page.

Design elements for forms
The designer provides many elements that are unique to marketing forms. They are all related to positioning
and configuring various types of input fields and form controls.
Field elements
Each field element creates a single form control (such as an input field, check box, or radio button set) that is
mapped to the contact and/or lead entity in Dynamics 365. For each marketing-form field that you've set up,
you'll find a unique design element named after the field under the Fields heading of the designer's Toolbox
tab. So, for example, if you've mapped the First Name field of the contact entity to a marketing-form field
called "First Name", you'll also have field element called First Name under the Fields heading of the form
designer. More information: Create, view, and manage marketing forms

When you add or select a field in your form, you can read and set the following properties on the Proper ties
tab:
Label : Enter text that describes the value expected by the field (such as "first name"). This text will be
displayed close to the field in the form.
Field information: Below the Label is a box with information about the field mapping. Most of this is readonly and comes from the field setup. You can choose a different field mapping here if you want, but usually
you select that when dragging a field element to your form.
Placeholder : Enter "ghost text" to be displayed in the field until a value is entered. This text is typically
shown in a gray color. You can use this as an alternative to, or in addition to, the field label. This isn't a default
value because if the user doesn't enter a value, the field is submitted as blank.
Default value : Enter a default value for the field. Unlike the Placeholder , if a user submits the form without
editing the default value, then the default value is saved with the submission.
Required : Select this check box to set the field as mandatory. Mandatory fields display an asterisk in the
form. All fields marked as required must be filled in when the user submits the form, otherwise the
submission will be rejected and the Required error message will be shown.
Required error message : Enter a message to show to users if they try to submit the form without
including a value for this field (only available when Required is selected).
Label Position : Choose the position of the field label relative to the field (top, left, or right).
Hide field : Select this checkbox to hide the field from form users. Users won't be able to see the field, but its
value will be saved with the submission. You'll usually set the value either by entering a Default value or by
using JavaScript to supply a value at runtime.
Prefill : Select this box to enable prefilling for this field. When enabled, the form will try to display a prefilled
value for this field when it recognizes the visitor (because the visitor previously submitted a form with the
remember-me box checked). More information: Enable prefilling for forms
IMPORTANT
Forms are nearly always intended to create or update one or more database records—especially contact or lead records.
However, record creation will fail if any fields required by the database are missing when the form is submitted. When
you're designing a form, always be sure to identify all of the fields required by your database, and add a form element
with its Required check box selected for each of them. That will ensure that contacts who submit the form will get an
error message if any required values are missing. If you don't do this, then form submissions may simply be ignored
without informing contacts of the problem. Your database could be customized to require fields that you don't expect, so
be sure to talk to your system customizer or administrator if you're not sure which fields are required. The Check for
errors function for forms doesn't identify all of the fields required by your database, especially custom fields, so you can't
depend on it to inform you of this issue. Always be sure to test your form to confirm that it creates the types of records
you expect it to.

Subscription-list elements
Each subscription-list element creates a check box that a visitor can select to subscribe to, or unsubscribe from,
one of your mailing lists. For each static marketing list that you've configured as a subscription list, you'll find a
unique element named after that list under the Subscription Lists heading of the designer's Toolbox tab.
More information: Set up subscription lists and subscription centers
Subscription list elements are only available when you are working with a subscription center or landing page
form, and their behavior is slightly different in each case:
Landing pages : When the form is submitted, the contact is added to all lists that are checked, but is not
removed from lists that are unchecked. You can choose the default value (checked or unchecked) for each list
as needed. Subscription lists on landing pages aren't prefilled to indicate the visitor's current subscriptions.
Subscription centers : When the form is opened, each check box is always prefilled to indicate the current
visitor's subscriptions. When the form is submitted, the contact is added to all lists that are checked, and

removed from lists that are unchecked.
When you add or select a subscription-list element for a form, you can read and set the following in properties
on the Proper ties tab:
Subscription List : Shows the name of the subscription list the element represents (read-only). You can click
here to open the list itself.
Default Value : This is only available if you are working with a landing-page form. Use it to set the default
state of the check box (checked or unchecked).
Label Position : Position of the label (list name) relative to the check box.
Label : The name of the subscription list, as shown on the form.
Forward-to -a-friend elements
Forward-to-a-friend elements create a collection of input fields that recipients of your marketing email
messages can use to forward a copy of that message to each email address that they specify.
All forward-to-a-friend forms must include exactly one forward-to-a-friend element. This element is not
available for other types of forms.
When you add or select a forward-to-a-friend element in your form, you can read and set the following in
properties on the Proper ties tab:
Ask for friend's name : Controls whether to include a field for entering names in addition to email
addresses. The form always requests email addresses.
Number of recipients : Sets the number of name/email input pair fields created by the element.
Do -not-bulk-email elements
Do-not-bulk-email elements add a check box to a subscription center form that enables visitors to opt out of all
marketing email messages. This feature is required by law in many jurisdictions, and helps maintain your
organization's email reputation throughout the internet, thus helping to keep your marketing messages from
getting filtered away or stuck in spam traps.
All subscription center forms must include exactly one do-not-bulk-email element. You can also include this
element in landing-page forms, but it's not required.
The do-not-bulk-email element is a standard form-field element that is permanently configured to map to the
"Do not bulk email" field of the contact entity. Other than this, all its properties are the same as those for
standard field elements, as described in Field elements.
Remember-me elements
Remember-me elements add a remember-me feature to your form. If a visitor submits a form with the
remember-me box selected, the form will be prefilled with known values the next time they open one of your
Dynamics 365 Marketing forms (while using that same computer and browser). Only the fields specifically
configured to allow prefilling will be filled the next time. You should always include a design element of this type
on marketing pages that are enabled for prefilling. More information: Field elements
The remember-me element is a standard form-field element that is permanently configured to map to the
"Allow form prefill" field of the contact entity. Other than this, all its properties are the same as those for
standard form fields, as described in Field elements.
Submit-button elements
Submit-button elements create a submit button for the form. All forms must include exactly one of these. Its
only property is the button text, which establishes the text shown on the button.
Dynamics 365 Marketing automatically adds a submit-button element to each new form you create. This type of
element is not otherwise available in the Toolbox , so you should take care not to delete it from your forms

because there is no way to add it again (other than immediate undo).
Reset-button elements
Reset-button elements create a reset button for the form, which when selected removes all values for all fields in
that form. All forms must include exactly one of these. Its only property is the button text, which establishes the
text shown on the button.
Reset-button elements are only available when you are working with a forward-to-a-friend or landing-page
form.
Captcha elements
Captcha elements add a captcha to your form, which helps make sure that only humans can submit the form,
thus preventing bots from filling your database full of spam or noise.

You've probably seen captchas before. They require you to recognize and repeat a set of characters designed to
be difficult for a computer to recognize.
The only property for captcha elements is the Language , which sets the language used in the instructions
displayed for the captcha.
Captcha elements are only available when you are working with a landing-page form. Forwarding pages and
subscription centers don't need a captcha because they are only available to registered contacts.
See also
Design your digital content
Accessibility and keyboard shortcuts
Create a new email and design its content
Work with email, page, and form templates
Create and deploy marketing pages
Create, view, and manage marketing forms
Create and manage input fields for use in forms
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IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren’t meant for production use, especially to process personal data or
other data that are subject to legal or regulatory compliance requirements.

Dynamics 365 Marketing isn't just for marketers anymore. With AI and natural language input assistance,
business users can build event-based journeys that reach customers across multiple touch-points, growing
relationships from prospects, through sales and support. Dynamics 365 Marketing’s real-time marketing
features enable organizations to:

Engage customers in real-time
With features such as event-based customer journeys, custom event triggers, and SMS and push
notifications, organizations can trigger customer journeys in real-time, pick the right channel for each
individual, and react to customer-led actions in the moments that matter.

Win customers and earn loyalty faster
Working across all customer touchpoints, real-time customer journeys are truly an end-to-end experience.

Personalize customer experiences with AI
Turn insights into relevant action with AI-driven recommendations for content, channels, and analytics.
Customer Insights segment and profile integration allows organizations to seamlessly leverage the deep
customer understanding in Customer Insights.

Grow with a unified, adaptable platform
Easily customize and connect with tools you already use.
Efficiently manage compliance requirements and accessibility guidelines.
To read about all of the new features, check out our 2021 wave 1 release plan. See a demo of the real-time
marketing features in action from Microsoft Ignite 2021.
NOTE
Preview features are available in the US region. The preview features will be available in the EU region in May. Other
regions will be supported at the time of general availability.

Install the real-time marketing preview
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IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren’t meant for production use, especially to process personal data or
other data that are subject to legal or regulatory compliance requirements.

Starting in the April 2021 Dynamics 365 Marketing release, you can opt in for preview feature updates and
evaluate our new data and AI-powered real-time customer journey orchestration capabilities. The opt-in method
detailed below is different from traditional early access updates.
NOTE
Preview features are limited to North America and Europe.

Steps to opt-in to the real-time marketing preview
1. From Dynamics 365 Marketing, switch to the Settings area using the area switcher on the bottom of the
left navigation.

2. Navigate to Over view > Versions .
3. In the Preview features tile, select Install .

4. Installation may take over one hour to complete. The installation will continue even if you close the
browser window.
5. When installation is complete, you can access real-time marketing features by selecting Real-time
marketing in the area switcher.

Use Customer Insights profiles and segments in
real-time marketing
5/1/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

Real-time marketing enables you to deeply personalize your customer engagement using transactional,
behavioral, and demographic data from Dynamics 365 Customer Insights. With Customer Insights (CI) data, you
can:
Target unified CI customer profiles and segments. This enables you to engage every customer, regardless of
whether the customer's data is in Marketing or CI.
Base dynamic content (such as personalized tokens) in emails, SMS, and push notifications on measures such
as loyalty status, subscription renewal date, parent account, or any other measure you have captured in the
unified customer profile.
For example, let's say you have an e-commerce website. You capture information about the visitors and
shoppers on the website as customer profiles in CI. You decide you want to target visitors that have abandoned
their carts while shopping.
To target visitors with abandoned carts, you first need to define a custom event trigger for any shopper that
abandons a cart. You will need to set the Data type field for the event trigger's Customer Data property to
Profile (Customer Insights) . You will then need to set up an event-based journey using the abandoned cart
trigger.

Alternately, you can create a scheduled journey targeting the customers in an abandoned cart segment. When
creating your journey, you will be able to see segments from both Marketing and Customer Insights in the

Audience dropdown.

Set up your CI environment for real-time marketing
To set up your CI data for real-time marketing customer journeys, complete the following steps:
1. Ensure that the CI environment is set up in a region where the real-time marketing preview is available. If
your current environment is not in a region where real-time marketing is available region, you can create a
new CI environment using a copy of the previous environment.
2. Enable data sharing between your CI environment and the Dataverse organization where Dynamics 365
Marketing is or will be installed. This can be done in the Advanced settings of the CI environment
configuration.
3. Set up Map , Match , and Merge rules in CI to unify customer data and create unified customer profiles. Be
careful while setting up the unification rules. Any future changes to the rule can impact or break live
customer journeys.
4. Create at least one segment.

Set up your Dynamics 365 Marketing environment to automatically
discover CI data
Marketing can automatically discover CI data and make it available for real-time marketing. To ensure automatic
discovery, complete the following steps:
1. If you haven't enabled real-time marketing or are yet to install the Dynamics 365 Marketing application in a
Dataverse org, complete the steps in the section above to first set up your CI environment. If you complete
these steps before real-time marketing is installed in the Dataverse org, the Marketing app will automatically
discover the CI environment. You can verify whether Marketing has discovered the CI environment by going
to Settings > Data management > Customer Insights connector .
2. If you’ve already enabled real-time marketing in the Marketing app prior to setting up CI as described above,
the automatic discovery will not take place. In this case, Settings > Data management > Customer
Insights connector shows the following screen.

To retry CI discovery, complete the above-listed steps in your CI environment, then return to Settings >
Data management > Customer Insights connector and select Connect .

If the setup is correct, Marketing will be able to discover CI and you should see the success indicator.

Set up default properties for unified customer profiles
When using CI customer profiles in real-time customer journeys, you will be required to specify which attributes
in the profile correspond to the customer’s preferred email and phone number. To eliminate the need for
specifying this information every time, you can create default settings that customer journeys will automatically
use from that point on.
Learn more: Audience configuration

Known issues in real-time marketing
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IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren’t meant for production use, especially to process personal data or
other data that are subject to legal or regulatory compliance requirements.

As we continue to work on the real-time marketing preview and refine the experience, we've become aware of
some outstanding issues for you to bear in mind. These issues are summarized in the table below.

Analytics
In the aggregate cross-journey analytics dashboard, an extra step is needed to load the Power BI report in the
Android and iPad native apps. To load the report, go to Analytics , then select a row, select the Show as
from sub menu, then select CC_Analytics_Repor tingControl .
Data retention is 3 months for added details of operational data (such as contacts impacted by delivery and
interaction issues), and 12 months for all other metrics (including operational and aggregate analytics).

Channel optimization
The AI model cannot consider availability and consent at the time of public preview. If a customer blocks a
specific channel (for example, a text message) or has not provided consent to be reached through a specific
channel, the AI model will not have access to this information and may send them down the blocked path.

Consent
Only one email address can be checked for consent for contacts.
Only one physical address field is available for commercial emails.

Dynamics 365 Customer Insights
Data from Customer Insights environments that use the Azure Data Lake Gen v2 storage is not accessible in
real-time marketing. To use Customer Insights data in real-time marketing, you must create a new
environment using a copy of the existing environment, then use the Customer Insights storage option and
enable data sharing with the Dataverse org on which Dynamics 365 Marketing is installed.
Segments and profiles in Customer Insights are not evaluated in real time. Segments and profiles can be set
to refresh on a schedule defined by the Customer Insights admin. When a customer journey uses profiles
from Customer Insights, the earliest you can engage with a new customer is when their profile is created on
the next scheduled refresh. Similarly, when you use segments from Customer Insights, new customers will
only enter the journey on the next scheduled refresh.
Once you start using Customer Insights data in customer journeys, you cannot remove the profile attributes
being used from the data unification process (Map-Match-Merge). Doing so might break customer journeys
and personalization tokens that reference those attributes.

Email editor
The real-time marketing email editor does not contain the following capabilities from the outbound
marketing email editor: video, custom code, content blocks, QR codes, Teams check-in links, marketing page
links, or the Send now function.
Emails created in outbound marketing need to be recreated in the real-time marketing email designer to be
used in real-time marketing.

Event triggers
You cannot instrument C# apps in real-time marketing. If you choose to use an alternate language like
Python, you will have to manage an infra to run Python.

Journey & orchestration
Segment-based journeys will only work with segments that are less than 100,000 members. If you try to use
a segment with more than 100,000 members, only the first 100,000 will enter the journey.

Natural language
Natural language for journey conditions is not compatible with events or behavioral attributes.
"Customers that opened an email" is not a phrase we currently support.
The entity type of the journey will follow the entity type the journey is bound to.
If the journey is contact-bound, the natural language will also require the term "contact."
If the journey is customer profile-bound, the natural language will also require the term "customer."

SMS
Currently limited to one phone number.
Only United States numbers are issued (even when using the app in the United Kingdom).
Dynamics 365 Customer Voice survey links are not supported in SMS messages.

Create real-time marketing emails
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IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren’t meant for production use, especially to process personal data or
other data that are subject to legal or regulatory compliance requirements.

The real-time marketing email editor shares much of its look and feel with the outbound marketing email editor.
As with the outbound marketing email editor, the real-time marketing editor allows you to quickly create
dynamic emails to capture your customers' attention.
Learn more about creating email in Dynamics 365 Marketing: Create a new email and design its content

Features unique to the real-time marketing email editor
In addition to the standard email editor features, the real-time marketing email editor includes unique
personalization capabilities and AI-driven image suggestions.
Powerful email personalization
The real-time marketing email editor has a new assist edit control to bind personalized data. Use personalized
data to dynamically populate information that is unique to each email recipient.
Add personalized data to a real-time marketing email

Create a placeholder by adding a text field then selecting the Personalization button
in
the toolbar.
Select a Select a data field to choose a data source. Your data source can be based on an Audience , an
Event trigger , or Compliance .
After choosing the data source, you can search for the specific attribute or event trigger you are looking for.
Add a Label to quickly identify your token in the message content.
Personalized tokens are highlighted in the content designer.
You can see and edit all your tokens in the Personalize tab in the Toolbox .

AI -driven image suggestions
The new editor analyzes the text content of your email and, using AI, suggests the most relevant images from
the new asset library. The images are tagged automatically, saving you time.
Learn more about the Asset library

Create push notifications
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IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren’t meant for production use, especially to process personal data or
other data that are subject to legal or regulatory compliance requirements.

Push notifications are messages sent to customers who have installed your mobile app. Push messages allow
you to quickly convey offers, messages, or other information directly to users of your app.
You can send push messages as part of real-time journeys, similar to other outbound messages like SMS.

Create a mobile app configuration
To send push notification messages to your customers, you first need to set up at least one Mobile app
configuration first. To create a new mobile app configuration, go to Settings > Customer engagement >
Push notifications and select +New on the top ribbon.

The mobile app configuration connects your existing mobile application (already published on the iOS app store,
Google Play, or both) to Dynamics 365 Marketing.

IMPORTANT
To complete the configuration, an app developer will have to help you get the iOS APNs certificate and/or Android FCM
key for your mobile application. Learn more: Push notification setup for application developers
Dynamics 365 Marketing will then generate an access token that is required to authenticate your application.

To create a mobile app configuration, complete the following steps:
1. Enter a name and description for the configuration
Start by entering a name and a description of your configuration.
2. Configure mobile applications
You can choose to configure an iOS application, an Android application, or both at the same time. Dynamics 365
Marketing will handle both apps under a single mobile configuration.
iOS applications

For iOS applications, Marketing uses the Apple Push Notification Service (APN), a platform service that enables
third-party application developers to send push notifications to iOS users. You can choose from two
authentication modes:
Cer tificate : Uses a certificate to authenticate. Consult Apple developer documentation on how to create a
.p12 (PKCS #12) certificate file that you can upload into Marketing.
Token : Uses a token-based connection to the APN. For token authentication, the following strings are
required:
Signing key: The content of the .p8 file providing the signing key
Key ID: The 10 character Key ID string
Bundle ID: Created together with the APN certificate for your app
Team ID: Refer to Apple Developer documentation to determine how to get your Team ID.
Android applications

For Android applications, Marketing uses the Firebase Cloud Messaging (FCM) service. To configure your
Android application to work with Marketing, you need to enter the FCM API key string.
3. Complete the configuration
Once you have entered the information for the mobile applications you want to connect, select Save to save and
validate the mobile app configuration changes.
If the connection was successful, an access token will be generated. You can generate more access tokens as
needed, for instance, when app developers need to update the application.
To connect the application with Marketing, you will need to share the access token and the application ID with
your app developer. The token will work immediately, as long as the Credential validation field on the right side
of the mobile app configuration page shows as valid.
When the access token is established successfully, the connection is completed and the mobile app
configuration will be validated.
Refer to the step-by-step summary on the right side of the mobile app configuration page for the current status
of your mobile app configuration.

Create push notification messages
After you have successfully created your mobile app configuration, you can start creating push notification
messages by going to Real-time marketing > Channels > Push notifications and selecting +New push
notification in the top ribbon. You will then be taken to the push notification message editor.

In the push notification message editor, you can enter a title, a subtitle, a message, and preview how your
message will appear in iOS and Android.
Using the On-click behavior field, you can also specify the message behavior when customers tap on the
message in their mobile phones.
Open the app : Opens the mobile application
Open the browser : Opens a specified URL
Try test sending the push notification to your mobile app configuration or add it to a journey to see how it can
be used.

To stop messages from being sent, you can deactivate or delete them.

Personalize your push notifications
As with the email editor, you can personalize push notifications to insert dynamic data that is unique to each
notification recipient.
To personalize a push notification:
Select the Personalization button
in the Message field.
Select a Select a data field to choose a data source. Your data source can be based on an Audience , an
Event trigger , or Compliance .
After choosing the data source, you can search for the specific attribute or event trigger you are looking for.
Add a Label to quickly identify your token in the message content.
When you send the push notification from a journey, it will automatically populate the token according to the
attribute you selected.

Send push notification messages in a journey
When creating a real-time marketing journey, you can send push notification messages by:
Specifying the mobile application configuration.
Then choosing the push notification message you want to send from the journey.

Track your push notification messaging metrics from channel insights
You can see how customers reacted to your push messages by checking the push notification analytics in the
message itself and within journeys.

Create outbound text messages
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IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren’t meant for production use, especially to process personal data or
other data that are subject to legal or regulatory compliance requirements.

Text messages (SMS) allow you to reach customers directly on their mobile devices. You can send text messages
from real-time marketing by generating a phone number to use within the app.
NOTE
For the duration of the preview, following the roll-out of Azure Communication Services, text messaging is only supported
in the countries listed below.
SU P P O R TED CO U NTR IES

SU P P O R TED TY P E

L E G A L D E S I G N AT I O N

R ANG E

United States

Toll-free

Transactional

Domestic

Generate a sender phone number
To generate a phone number to use in real-time marketing, go to Settings > Text messages and select +New
Number on the top ribbon.
Once you agree to the Voice and text message terms and select your country, you will be provided with a tollfree United States phone number.

Toll-free numbers are usually a good option for transactional A2P messaging, which means sending automated
messages to large groups. They do not require template registration, therefore, once you get a number you can

immediately start sending messages.
NOTE
During preview, the text message service is limited to a single toll-free phone number with a limited number of outbound
messages per month. The phone number you receive will be your dedicated number for the duration of the preview.

TIP
Carriers, just like email providers, have ways of filtering spam messages. This results in the phone number being blocked
and becoming unusable. Due to carrier filtering, you should only use toll-free numbers for transactional messages (as
opposed to promotional messages). We recommend avoiding sending any promotional content or any misleading
information. Promotional content includes any free products or discount offers.

Create text messages
After you create your phone number, you start authoring text messages by going to Real-time marketing >
Channels > Text messages and selecting +New text message in the top ribbon. This will take you to the text
messaging editor.

IMPORTANT
In the text messaging editor, the message designation is pre-selected as transactional for numbers that might be prone to
carrier filtering if used for promotional or marketing messaging. To make sure that your number is not blocked by carriers,
it is highly recommended to use this number for transactional messaging only.

To test your message, try test sending it to any United States mobile number. You can also add it to a journey to
see how it can be triggered by events.

Personalize test messages

Personalizing text messages allows you to insert dynamic data that is unique to each message recipient. You
may want to dynamically populate a name, an appointment time, a location, or any other unique data.
To personalize a text message:
Select the Personalization button
in the Message field.
Select a Select a data field to choose a data source. Your data source can be based on an Audience , an
Event trigger , or Compliance .
After choosing the data source, you can search for the specific attribute or event trigger you are looking for.
Add a Label to quickly identify your token in the message content.
When you send the text message from a journey, it will automatically populate the token according to the
attribute you selected.

Track your text message metrics from channel insights
You can see how customers reacted to your text messages by checking the text message analytics in the
message itself and within journeys.
NOTE
Delivery reports for text messages are received from different carriers in every country. This may result in false positives
or negatives from time to time, depending on the carrier. Consider this when you are checking the delivery reports of
your text messages.

Use AI-driven run-time channel optimization
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Channel optimization takes the guesswork out of determining the right channel to reach each customer for the
intended journey goal. Channel optimization continuously monitors how each customer responds to
communication channels without requiring you to define a complex set of conditions.

How channel optimization works
The real-time marketing AI model picks the optimal channel for your customer based on their historical data.
The AI model considers the customer’s channel preferences to determine which channel is most likely to achieve
the journey outcome.
The AI model does operates autonomously and in real-time to understand the journey goal and explore ways in
which it can optimize for the goal. Initially, every channel is given equal probability to reach the journey goal. But
as time goes by, the AI model learns which option is most likely to succeed, given the customer's historical
activity (which channel they engaged the most with in the past).

Prerequisites
Journey goal : You must have a defined journey goal for the channel optimization to start working.
Content for your channels : You must have the content for the channels (email, push, SMS) you wish to
optimize.

Create and add channel optimization
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to Real-time marketing > Customer engagement > Journeys and open a new or existing journey.
Select the + sign in the journey canvas and create a Send messages through the right channel tile.
Choose at least two channels you want to optimize for.
Make sure you have a defined journey goal to help the AI model understand what you want to optimize for.
Determine which channel will act as your default. This is your “safe” option under which approximately 10%
of your audience will automatically be filtered through. The default channel will allow you to compare the
results of the AI recommendations to your control group.
NOTE
The AI model will still evaluate the channels objectively if the audience distributed to the default channel
successfully reaches the journey goal.

6. Choose the content for your channels.

Assess channel optimization analytics
Following the launch of the customer journey, the following measures can help you analyze each channel's
effectiveness.
Optimization effectiveness : This provides a comparison view of how the AI performed versus the control
group based on journey goal achievement.
Channel engagement : This provides insights into how customers engaged with the channel they were
distributed to. The calculation is the number of unique clicks or opens divided by the total number of

messages sent.
Audience distribution : Provides insights into what portion of the audience was filtered using the AI model
versus not.

Special cases
If you notice a No message sent screen for one of the channels, that means that either the AI model has not
routed customers down that channel or the message was sent but your customers have not yet interacted with
it by opening the message or clicking the links.
In some cases, the app may be able to fetch engagement data from one channel but not the other.

Create an event-based journey
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IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren’t meant for production use, especially to process personal data or
other data that are subject to legal or regulatory compliance requirements.

Event-based customer journeys enable you to react to customers’ actions in real time. Journeys can be triggered
based on real-world interactions like walking into a store and connecting to Wi-Fi. Journeys can also be
triggered by virtual interactions such as visiting a shopping site. The real-time nature of the journey ensures that
you can respond to customers immediately and convert their expression of interest into a sale.

Creating an event-based journey for abandoned cart reminders
To illustrate the capabilities of an event-based journey, we will create a personalized, multi-channel, event-based
journey that can be used to bring prospective buyers with abandoned carts back to your website to complete
their purchase.

Pre-requisites
Create custom event triggers
Work with your website team to capture the customer's Abandoned cart and Purchase completed actions as
custom event triggers. For more information on creating custom events, see Real-time marketing event
triggers.
The Abandoned cart event trigger should be raised whenever a customer adds products to the cart but does
not complete the purchase.
The Purchase completed event should be raised whenever a customer completes their purchase.
Create email, text, and push notifications
We will use three touchpoints across various channels to remind customers to complete their purchase.
Initial email reminder : When a customer abandons a cart, they will get an email to remind them to
complete their purchase.
Second text reminder : If the customer has not opened their email one day after the initial reminder, we will
try to reach them with a text message.
Final push notification : If the customer has not completed their purchase one day after the second
reminder, we will send a final push notification.
You can build the journey while the content is in the Draft state. To publish and go live with the journey, the
content must be in the Ready to send state.

Set the journey start
When creating an event-based journey, you can specify the following properties to configure how customers

start the journey:
Choose an event trigger : This is the event trigger that customers must perform to start the journey. We
want customers to start the journey when they abandon their cart, so select the Abandoned cart event as the
event trigger.
Repeating this journey : Specify whether a customer can repeat the journey and how soon can they repeat
it if they perform the event trigger again. For an abandoned cart reminder journey, this can be immediately,
as the Abandoned cart event is only triggered once for every abandoned cart. For other types of journeys,
especially those involving event triggers that are more frequent (like visiting a website), you may want to
consider adding some delay before letting people repeat the journey.
Star t date and time : Customers can start the journey only if they perform the event trigger after this start
date and time. Select today's date if you want the journey to start listening to the abandoned cart event
trigger immediately after it has been published.

Additional configuration for starting the journey can be found in the journey task pane. See Real-time marketing
journey tile reference.

Set the journey goal
The goal for this journey is to drive a purchase. You can use the Purchase completed event trigger to track and
capture when users meet this goal. The Amount of people needed for this goal can be set to 50% to
indicate that you want at least 50% of customers who abandon carts and are targeted by this journey to go on
to complete the purchase.

Set the journey exit
By default, customers leave the journey when they have completed all the steps. However, you can set additional
journey exits by using event triggers. For this journey, you want to make sure you only send the reminder
messages if customers have not yet completed their purchase. By setting the journey exit to the Purchase
completed event, you can ensure that the moment any customer completes the purchase, they will exit the
journey and no longer receive the reminder messages. Setting the journey exit to an event trigger provides an
easy way to remove customers who perform the event trigger from the journey, ensuring that customers do not
receive irrelevant messages from your customer journey.

Add the abandoned cart reminders
Use the plus sign on the journey canvas to add the abandoned cart reminders to your journey.

1. Send an email : Select the Initial email reminder email that you want to send. For the Send to field, select
the attribute that contains the email address you want to send the email to.
2. Add an if/then branch : In the Branch off this field, select the previous email Initial email reminder. You
want to Wait for the Email opened event trigger. Set the time limit to 1 day. This if/then branch will check to
see if the customer opens the Initial email reminder email within one day after it was sent. If the customer
opens the email within one day, they will immediately go down the yes branch. If the customer has not
opened the email one day after it was sent, they will go down the no branch.
3. Send a text message : Under the no branch, you can send the Second text reminder. For the Send to field,
select the attribute that contains the phone number you want to send the text message to. This text message
will only be sent if the customer did not open the first email message within a day. Because the if/then
branch already has a time limit of one day, the text message will be sent one day after the email was sent.
4. Add a wait : Add a wait and select A set amount of time. Set the duration to 1 day. This will ensure that
customers wait for one day after the text message before moving forward to the next step.
5. Send a push notification : As the final step, send the Final push notification reminder.

Publish the journey
After adding all the steps to the journey canvas, the journey is ready to go live and message real customers.
Before publishing the journey, make sure all related content (email, text messages, and push notifications) is in
the Ready to send state. Any event triggers must also be published and their code integrated. The journey
cannot be modified after it is published, so it's a good idea to verify that all the steps in the journey are exactly

how you want them before publishing.
Once the journey is published and live, you can look at the journey analytics page to understand how it is
performing.

Work with segments in real-time marketing
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IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren’t meant for production use, especially to process personal data or
other data that are subject to legal or regulatory compliance requirements.

Real-time marketing uses segments directly from outbound marketing and Customer Insights. You can view the
segments available to you in real-time marketing by going to Audience > Segments .

Segments from outbound marketing
To create a journey based on a segment from outbound marketing:
1. Go to Audience > Segments .
2. Select any segment, then select +New journey in the top ribbon.
A new screen will open allowing you to use your selected segment to start your Segment-based journey.
You can also start a new journey from the segment details page.
To create a journey from the details page:
1. Go to Audience > Segments .
2. Select the name of any segment.
3. From the details page, select +New journey in the top ribbon

Create a new segment within your customer journey
You can create a new segment directly within the customer journey editor by selecting any Attribute tile, then
going to Segment > Look for segment > +New segment in the right-hand pane.
This will take you directly to the segment builder, where you can create and save your segment.

Edit your segment
To edit your segment, select any segment name from the segments list. This will take you to the details view.
Select Open Segment on the top ribbon. This will open the selected segment in its source builder. In the
builder, select Edit to edit your segment.
You can determine the source of a segment by looking at the Source column in the segments list.

Segments created in Customer Insights
If you have a subscription to Dynamics 365 Customer Insights and have connected your instance to Dynamics
365 Marketing, segments from Customer Insights will also be available to you in real-time marketing.
Learn more: Use Customer Insights profiles and segments in real-time marketing
As shown in the image below, you can see whether a segment is a Marketing segment or a Customer Insights
segment when you make a segment selection in your customer journey.

Learn more about setting up and managing a Customer Insights connection to Dynamics 365 Marketing.

Exclusion segment
To exclude a segment in your customer journey, go to the right pane in the journey editor and select Entr y
criteria . Then, go to Exclude this segment and select any segment you want to exclude.
NOTE
The segments shown for exclusion are based on the entry audience entity type. For example, if the entry audience
segment is based on the Contact entity, only contact-based segment will be shown.

Conditioning your customer journey based on a segment
To add a segment to a condition, select an Attribute in your customer journey, then add a condition in the pane
on the right side of the page.

Suppression segments
You can use a segment as an exit criterion for your customer journey.
To use a suppression segment, select Exit criteria in the right pane in the customer journey editor. Then, choose
a segment under Exit by segment .

Create a segment-based journey
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IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren’t meant for production use, especially to process personal data or
other data that are subject to legal or regulatory compliance requirements.

Segment-based journeys can be used to create outbound journeys like sending out announcements or a nurture
campaign. To create journeys that can react to customers' actions in real-time, see Create an event-based
journey.

Creating a segment-based journey to send an announcement
To illustrate the capabilities of segment-based journeys, we will create a simple journey that sends an
announcement about an upcoming product to your most valuable customers. If the customers show interest in
the product by clicking on the product link, we will send them a follow-up message when the product is
launched.

Pre-requisites
Create segments
Create a segment of your Most valuable customers. Segment-based journeys work with segments from
outbound marketing as well as segments from Customer Insights.
If you choose to use outbound marketing, the email and text content must use Contact as the
audience data for personalization.
If you choose to use Customer Insights, the email and text content must use Customer Profile as the
audience data for personalization.
Create email and text messages
Product announcement email: This will be the initial email announcement that is sent to your most valuable
customers. This email must contain a link to the new product.
Product launched text message: This will be a followup text message that is sent after the product is
launched. This followup will only be sent to customers that clicked on the link in the first email.
You can build the journey while the content is in the Draft state. In order to publish and go live with the journey,
the content must be in the Ready to send state.

Set the journey start
Customers start a segment-based journey when they qualify to be part of a segment. You can set the following
properties for starting the journey:
Audience : This is the Most valuable customers segment.
Frequency : Select one-time journey, since this announcement will only be sent once.

Star t date and time : Specify the start date and time when you want to send the announcement. Everyone
who is part of the most valuable customers segment at the start date and time will enter the journey at that
time.

Add the announcement messages
Use the plus sign on the journey canvas to add the individual steps in your journey.
1. Send an email : As the first step of the journey is to send the product announcement, select the Product
announcement email. For the Send to field, select the attribute that contains the email address you want to
send the email to.
2. Add an if/then branch : Set the Branch off this property to the previous Product announcement email.
You want to Wait for the Email link clicked event. For Which link , select the link to view the product details.
Finally, set the time limit to 1 day to indicate that customers have up to one day after receiving the email to
click on the product link.
3. Add a wait : If customers click on the view product link within one day, they will proceed down the Yes
branch. Under the yes branch, add a Wait and select Until a specific date and time. Here, you can specify the
exact date and time that the product will launch. This is helpful if, say, the product launches a few days after
your email announcement. Customers will wait on this step until the specific date and time. If the date and
time has already passed, customers will immediately proceed to the next step.
4. Send a text message : After waiting for the product launch, you can send the Product launched text
message. For the Send to field, select the attribute that contains the phone number you want to send the
text message to.

Publish the journey
After adding all the steps to the journey canvas, the journey is ready to go live and message real customers.
Before publishing the journey, make sure all related content (email, text messages, and push notifications) is in
the Ready to send state. The journey cannot be modified after it is published, so it's a good idea to verify that
all the steps in the journey are exactly how you want them before publishing.
Once the journey is published and live, you can look at the journey analytics page to understand how it is
performing.

Real-time marketing event triggers
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IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren’t meant for production use, especially to process personal data or
other data that are subject to legal or regulatory compliance requirements.

Event triggers control the flow of event-based journeys. They represent customer actions such as a whitepaper
download, a form submitted, or a Wi-Fi sign-up. Event triggers can also represent significant business events,
such as a purchase that has shipped or completion of an enrollment process.
Event triggers can be used to start, continue, or stop a journey. For example:
A Contact created event can be used to start a journey to welcome a new user.
An Email opened event can be used to trigger a follow-up response in a journey that engaged users by
sending the users a promotional email.
An Order placed event can be used as exit criteria to terminate a journey designed to periodically remind a
customer to complete a purchase order.

Event types
Real-time marketing offers three types of events in the event triggers catalog: custom events, interaction events,
and business events.
Custom events
Custom events are defined by real-time marketing users. Custom events provide a flexible way to capture any
customer action or significant business event.
Refer to Custom events triggers in real-time marketing for more information, including important notes about
security for custom events.
Interaction Events
Interaction events represent customer interactions with journey elements such as e-mail, SMS, and push
channels. Interaction events cannot start or terminate journeys; they are used within a journey and represent a
logical continuation of a preceding step. For example, when a journey sends an email message, a set of events
such as Email delivered, Email bounced, or Email opened becomes available to journey authors, allowing them
to make decisions about possible next steps.
Business Events
Business events represent changes in Dynamics 365 applications such as Sales or Service. These changes can
reflect either the creation of a new record, or an update to an existing one. The following business events are
available:

Contact created
Contact e-mail address updated

Contact address updated
Contact phone number updated
Lead created
Incident created
Incident state updated
Opportunity created
Opportunity state updated

Custom event triggers in real-time marketing
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IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren’t meant for production use, especially to process personal data or
other data that are subject to legal or regulatory compliance requirements.

Custom events are a flexible way to capture important moments and interactions, allowing you to orchestrate
uniquely engaging customer interactions.
A custom event is a user-defined signal that can contain and transport any type of information that a customer
journey can act upon. Real-time marketing users are in full control of what custom events represent and what
kind of information they convey.
Creating a custom event in real-time marketing is straightforward. However, custom events require
collaboration between marketing users and a developer team who will be responsible for integration of small
snippets of code in systems that will ultimately trigger the event.
Creating a custom event involves three steps:

1. Initial event creation
This step is performed in the Event triggers section of real-time marketing. To create the custom even, select
+New event from the top ribbon and follow the on-screen instructions to define:
Title and Description
Give the event a short, descriptive title. Include a description to help other users find the right event trigger in
the catalog.
Attributes
Event attributes enrich the event and provide additional context for the journey to create branches or
personalize content. For example, a Wi-Fi sign-up custom event may contain a Location attribute that represents
the physical location where a customer has completed a sign-up. The value of the Location attribute could then
be used in a journey to send a different message depending on whether the sign-up comes from the parking lot
or the main lobby.
Attributes have a Name and a Data type . Choosing the correct data type (Text, Number, or True or false, or
Date/time) is important to ensure that customer journeys can provide appropriate comparators in conditions.
For example, if an attribute is of data type Number , the journey will provide a comparator such as less than or
equal to. If an attribute is of type Date/time , the journey will provide comparators such as before, on, and after.

IMPORTANT
A special type of attribute called Customer data is present by default in every custom event. This attribute will contain
customer-specific data such as names, addresses, or phone numbers to be used in customer journeys. It is important to
choose the correct data type for this attribute, which can either be a Dynamics 365 Contact or Lead, or an Customer
Insights profile. Consult with your developer team to ensure the correct data type is used.

2. Event integration
Once the event is created, a code snippet is generated by the system. You can download the code snippet and
share it with developers. Or, developers can access the snippet directly through the link provided by the app.
NOTE
To directly access the code snippet, developers will need access to the Dynamics 365 Marketing app.

The code snippet contains extensive instructions detailing how to integrate the event code on external systems.
You can integrate the event using JavaScript (for web pages), C# or Python (for standalone systems), or through
the iOS and Android SDKs.
TIP
Some integration of custom events can present security implications. The code snippet that is provided with the event
contains an ingestion key that uniquely identifies the real-time marketing instance. An attacker with access to the
ingestion key could possibly send spurious events that can trigger unintended customer journeys. It's a good practice to
(a) protect the ingestion key wherever possible, and (b) limit the use of attributes in custom events, especially when those
attributes can be used to personalize content and act as potential attack vectors such as cross-site scripting.

3. Finalize the event
Once the integration has been completed, the Event triggers page will show information to confirm that the
custom event is working as expected. With the integration complete and verified, the event will be marked as
Ready to use , which will make the event visible and available in journeys.

Real-time marketing journey tile reference
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This article describes the various capabilities available in real-time marketing customer journeys. For complete
examples of creating customer journeys, see Create an event-based journey and Create a segment-based
journey.

Journey start
The journey start configuration lets you define how customers can start the journey.
Event-based journey
Event trigger to star t the journey : Customers will start the journey as soon as the selected event trigger
occurs.
Repeating the journey : Lets you configure how soon customers can repeat the journey if the event trigger
to start the journey occurs again. You can allow customers to repeat the journey immediately, or only allow
them to repeat the journey after a delay interval.
Exclude this segment : Members of this segment will not be allowed to start the journey. This is an easy
way to filter out certain segments of customers from starting the journey, even if they performed the event
trigger to start the journey.
Journey Timing : Lets you specify the time window in which customers can start the journey. Customers
must perform the journey start event trigger after the start time to enter the journey. No new customers will
be allowed to start the journey after the end time. The end time only affects when customers can start the
journey. If a customer is already in the journey, they will be allowed to continue the journey even after the
end time.
Segment-based journey
Audience : The audience property lets you specify the segment of people that will start the journey.
Segment-based journeys support segments from outbound marketing as well as segments created in
Dynamics 365 Customer Insights. The journey will use audience data based upon the segment selected. For
example, if the journey is started with an outbound marketing segment that contains a segment of Contacts ,
the journey will use Contacts as its Audience data. Similarly, if the journey is started using a Customer
Insights segment that is a segment of Customer Profiles , the journey will use Customer Profile as its
Audience data. Once an audience segment has been selected, all other segments used in the journey must be
of the same type (segment from outbound marketing or Customer Insights segment).
Exclude this segment : Members of this segment will not be allowed to start the journey. Specifying an
exclusion segment lets you remove anyone from the Audience that starts the journey.
Frequency : Lets you specify whether the journey should repeat.
One time: One time journeys run only once with a static audience segment. This is useful for scenarios

like one time email blasts that are sent on a specific date to a fixed set of customers.
Ongoing: Ongoing journeys run only once with a dynamic audience segment. This is useful for
scenarios like nurture campaigns where anyone who gets added to the audience segment can start
the journey as soon as they are added to the segment.
Repeating: These journeys repeat based on the time interval specified. Every time the journey repeats,
all the members of the audience segment will go through the journey. If any new members get added
to the segment between the repeat interval, those new members will only go through the journey the
next time the journey repeats. This type of journey is useful for scenarios like renewal reminders,
where you may want to send people through the journey every time they are up for a renewal.

Journey end
By default, customers will end the journey when they complete all the steps. You can set additional ways for
customers to exit the journey by using event triggers or segments.
Exit when an event occurs : Customers who perform this event trigger will immediately exit the journey no
matter where they are in the journey. This provides an easy way to remove customers who perform the event
trigger from the journey, ensuring that customers do not receive irrelevant messages from your customer
journey.
Exit by segment : Customers who are part of this segment will immediately exit the journey. This capability
is often referred to as a suppression segment and helps you ensure that members of this segment are
suppressed from the customer journey. Exit by segment will remove members of that segment from
wherever they are in the customer journey. This is notably different from the exclude by segment property in
journey start, which will only exclude members of the exclusion segment from starting the journey.

Journey goal
Journey goals let you track and analyze the performance of the journey. You can use an event trigger as the
journey goal and measure the success of the journey based on the customers who perform the event trigger as
they are going through the journey.
Journey goals can also help you determine the winner of A/B tests and find the best channel for channel
optimization. For more information about using A/B tests, see Experiment and refine real-time marketing
journeys

Messaging customers
Real-time marketing customer journeys lets you reach customers through various channels including:
Send an email
Send a text message
Send a push notification
A/B test
A/B tests allow you measure which channel or content messaging strategy leads to higher success. For more
information about using A/B tests, see Experiment and refine real-time marketing journeys.
Channel optimization
Channel optimization uses AI to find the best channel to reach each individual customer and improve your
engagement. To learn more about channel optimization, see Use AI-driven run-time channel optimization

Branching the customer journey
If/then branch

The if/then branch lets you branch the customer journey based on customer actions like opening an email or
completing a purchase. The if/then branch will wait for the customer to perform the event trigger within the
time limit specified. If the customer performs the event trigger, they will immediately proceed down the yes
branch. If the customer does not perform the event trigger within the time limit specified, they will proceed
down the no branch after the time limit has passed.
For example, you can configure the if/then branch to wait for the Email opened event on a previously sent email.
If the time limit is set to 1 day, the if/then branch will wait for the customer to open the email within that day. If
the customer opens the email within that day, they will immediately proceed down the yes branch. If the
customer does not open the email within that day, they will proceed down the no branch after one day.
Attribute branch
The attribute branch lets you branch the journey based on various attributes including:
Customer's attributes : You can branch the journey based on the customer's attributes like address or age.
The journey's audience defines which attributes will be shown. For example, if the journey is for Contacts,
only attributes for Contacts will be shown.
Customer's segment membership : You can branch the journey based on whether the customer is part of
a segment. The journey's audience defines which segments will be shown. For example, only Contacts-based
segments will be shown for journeys that are meant for Contacts.
Attributes in event triggers : You can branch the journey based on attribute values in event triggers. For
attribute values to be shown, the event trigger must have previously occurred in the journey. Thus, you can
only check the attribute values for an event trigger that starts an event-based journey, or event triggers being
used in an if/then branch.
The attribute branch checks for attribute values the moment a customer enters this step. For example, when a
customer enters the attribute branch step, the segment membership condition will check whether the customer
is part of the specified segment at that instant.

Wait
The wait step will hold the customer in the journey for the specified wait period.
You can configure the wait step using the following parameters:
A set amount of time : Customers will wait for the specified amount of time (for example, one hour or one
day). The time period starts as soon as customers enter the wait step.
Until a specific date and time : Customers will wait until the specified date and time. If the date and time is
already in the past, customers will immediately proceed to the next step.
Until a time specified by an event trigger : Customers will wait for the date and time that is specified by
an event trigger attribute. This configuration is useful for scenarios like appointment reminders, where you
can choose to wait one day before the appointment to send a reminder. The date and time information must
be included in an event trigger that has previously occurred in the journey.

Set a business goal and measure progress through a
journey
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Most customer journeys are created to drive a specific customer behavior or action such as making a purchase,
signing up for an event, or renewing a subscription. You can now choose the intended behavior as the goal of
your customer journey and set a target you want to hit. Using the goal, you can measure the success of the
customer journey on an ongoing basis. Goal settings enable you to make incremental improvements to reach
your targets more quickly and effectively.
Using the goal-setting feature, you can:
Define goals that track customer engagement, drive a purchase, increase customer loyalty, customer
onboarding, send general announcements or customize it to fit your desired outcomes.
Measure the success of the customer journey on an ongoing basis using the goal metric and a target.
Optimize your A/B tests and channel selections based on the journey goal.
Express goal targets in count or percentage to determine how well a journey is performing.

Create a real-time marketing business goal
1. Go to Real-time marketing > Customer engagement > Journeys and open an existing journey or
create a new one.
2. Select Goal on the right side pane.
NOTE
You can only select one goal per journey.

3. Under The goal of this journey is , select the general purpose of the journey, for example, Engage
customers .
4. Under This goal is met when , define successful criteria for the goal. The successful criteria may be in the
form of completing a custom event, or completing an event from the event catalog.
5. Under The amount of people needed for this goal is , specify a target amount you believe would mean
success. For example, you might determine the goal was successful if 50% of the customers that go through
the journey achieve it.

Example goals and measurement criteria

GO A L

EXA M P L ES

P O SSIB L E GO A L M EA SUREM EN T S

Drive a purchase

- Cart abandonment campaigns
- Promote sales for new products

- Checkout custom event trigger on
the website
- "Thank you for purchasing" email
open

Engage customers

- Satisfaction survey campaigns

- Message is opened or clicked

Increase loyalty

- Upsell campaigns

- User is upgraded from a lead to a
contact

Onboard new people

- Remind customers who did not finish
the sign-up process

- Message is opened or clicked

Send a general notification

- New product announcements
- Alerts about upcoming changes

- Message is opened or clicks

Attribution window for the journey
A user can only count towards the journey goal as long as they are actively a part of the journey. There is a
default listening time of three days after the journey completed, in case the desired action takes place after the
user left the journey. The app will not count the journey success of a user if they:
1. Never entered the journey because they were part of an exclusion segment.
2. Exited the journey because they were added to a suppression segment and hit the goal after they exited the
journey.
3. The journey is completed and the user hit the goal after the default three-day window expired.
If a user is part of two journeys with the same goal, and the user hits the goal event after journey 1 has ended
(or they have exited), but before journey 2 has ended (or they have exited), the user will only count towards the
journey 2 goal.

Analytics
Filter by goal categor y : To view all campaigns that share a similar goal, filter by the goal category. To filter by
the goal category, go to the Analytics section in the left navigation pane and select the filter icon.

Use natural language in real-time marketing
journeys
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Natural language input enables you to use common words and phrases to describe a simple condition you want
to include in your customer journey. The data model is built on top of Common Data Model (CDM).

Sample conditions
You can create a segment that will evaluate your Dynamics 365 organizational database for customers that meet
a certain criterion. For example, customers with an annual income of $100,000.
Examples of simple conditional phrases using natural language:
Search by company

Customers who work at Microsoft (Profile)
People that work in a company named Amazon (Profile/Contact)
Search by demographic

Female customers (Profile)
Female contacts (Contacts)
Contacts in Seattle (Contacts)
Customers who are in Ohio (Contacts)
Contacts with vice president as job title (Contacts)
Customers with vice president as job title (Contacts/Profile)
Search based on customer preferences

Customers whose preferred contact method is email (Contacts/Profile)
Contacts whose preferred contact method is email (Contacts)
Active contacts (Contacts)
Search by segment membership within your organization

Customers that are in Loyalty Segment

Give us feedback
The natural language model is constantly learning. If you try a query that doesn’t work, you are always welcome
to provide feedback.
To provide feedback:

1. Select the thumb down icon.
2. Select Send feedback .
3. Enter a short explanation of what happened. Add comments about what you would expect the phrase to look
like.

Experiment and refine real-time marketing journeys
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Real-time marketing in Dynamics 365 Marketing uses powerful AI-driven A/B tests to examine your event-based
customer journeys, allowing you to gain insights into how best to reach your customers.
Using A/B tests, you can measure which channel or content messaging strategy leads to higher success. Each
test compares a control group of users (version A) against a variant (version B). The control group receives a
default experience. The variant group receives a different experience or message. By comparing the results of
the groups, you can determine which is the most effective.
The journey will usually run the entire test automatically. The test starts by sending version A and B to a small
part of your audience as they funnel through the journey. The journey then analyzes the interaction results and
chooses a winner based on your selected criteria (click through, open rate, or journey goal). The journey then
sends the winning version to the rest of your audience automatically.

Creating and adding an A/B test:
1. Create your initial content in the email editor, as usual. Perfect the content and be sure to check it for errors
to make sure it can go live.
2. When your content is ready, go Real-time marketing > Customer engagement > Journeys and select
an existing journey or create a new one.
3. After you have selected a journey, select the plus sign to add element, then do the following:
Select the Test message or channels against each other element in the dialog.
Choose which channel you wish to test in version A and version B, then select Create test .
4. A side pane titled A/B test will open. Enter the following information in the side pane:
Display name : To identify your test, enter a name for it. This name is displayed in the A/B test panel
and in the customer journey analytics when you are looking at which tests are running. Once the
journey is live, you cannot rename your test.
Versions : Pick the content for the channel you prepared in step one. You can do this through a dropdown by either selecting the child tiles in the journey builder, or by making a selection on the side
panel.
Audience Choose the audience distribution you would like. The slider is automatically on 50-50, but
you can set the slider to your desired distribution. The minimum a version can receive is 10%, and the
maximum is 90%. Remember that, traditionally, version A is your control group and version B is your
variant.
Winning metric : You can set the winning condition for your test by choosing a winning metric: The
version with the most journey goal events hit, the most clicks, or the most opens.
This test ends : You can also choose between ending the test automatically or at a specific date and

time. For best results, we recommend letting the test determine a winner automatically when the
results reach statistical significance. Once a clear winner is determined, the system will send the
winning version to the rest of your audience. The losing version will be discarded.
Default version : Lastly, choose a default version, should the test not end successfully. In cases where
a winner has not been determined by the deadline specified through the date and time, the default
version is automatically sent.
5. Finish setting up your journey as usual and then go live.
NOTE
You can add up to five tests per journey by repeating the steps above. You can test similar channels (email A vs email B) or
test different channels (email vs text message).

Monitor the lifecycle of your A/B tests
After you have published your journey, you can open it to track the lifecycle of your tests.
Draft : These tests have not ran yet, so you can still edit the settings.
In progress : These tests are currently being run. The settings are locked and you can’t make significant
changes.
Stopped : Theses tests are on pause and can be resumed by the marketer.
Ended : These are tests were completed by finding a statistically significant winner or by timing out when
scheduled to end at a set date and time. Ended tests cannot be reused.

Understand your results
There are three possible A/B test result outcomes:
1. Test concluded with a clear winner : The test concluded that one version is performing better than the
other. The winning version has a “winner” badge and is distributed to any new customers that funnel through
the journey.
2. Test was not conclusive : The test concluded that recipients are as likely to engage with version A as with
version B. In this case, the default version is sent to any new customers that funnel through the journey.
3. The test was stopped : This means that you or one of your coworkers stopped the test before it could
conclude. In this case, the version specified by you or your coworker is sent to any new customers that funnel
through the journey.
See also
Create real-time marketing emails
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Real-time marketing's dashboards and cross-journey insights present metrics, views, and insights summarized
across single or multiple journeys, providing you with a deep understanding of journey, channel, and content
performance. The built-in dashboards focus on engagement goals, so you can fine-tune the effectiveness of your
journeys, channels, and content.

Real-time marketing analytics overview
With real-time marketing analytics, you can:
Evaluate the effectiveness of journeys against your objectives.
Troubleshoot journeys by identifying areas of friction.
Discover what is working so that you can amplify or recreate the same approach elsewhere.
Understand the effectiveness of various channels of communication.
Journey operational analytics
Evaluate journey performance in near real-time through built-in operational analytics. The Sankey view in the
designer helps you understand the user flow through the journey to understand which branches are working
well.
Select any component to view near real-time operational analytics in the right pane, including:
Goal analytics : If a goal has been defined a target set, you can view how the journey is progressing towards
its goal and if it has met the goal.
Channel analytics : For any message in the journey (email/text/push notification), view the delivery funnel
and additional metrics to diagnose the content performance.
AI optimization : Near real-time data to help you evaluate how applying AI optimization has helped your
engagement rate.
Aggregate cross-journey analytics
The built-in aggregate cross-journey analytics dashboard shows relevant metrics and insights for all your
journey orchestrations in one place. Review recent journey effectiveness and quickly share reports with
stakeholders.
Channel analytics
Better understand each message's performance using near real-time analytics and historic trends.
In addition to email analytics, you can review text message and push notification performance using the built-in
channel reporting.

How to use aggregate cross-journey analytics
Aggregate cross-journey analytics allow you to analyze your orchestrated journeys and evaluate their
performance. Cross-journey analytics address your reporting needs by providing a performance dashboard out
of the box with beautiful Power BI visuals. Use the dashboard to enhance stakeholder presentations regarding
your journey's performance.
The cross-journey analytics dashboard allows you to check in on the performance of all your orchestrated
journeys in one place. This allows you to discontinue under-performing journeys early, or identify ways to
optimize and increase a journey’s performance as it continues. Within the dashboard, there are widgets to:
Give a journey overview to evaluate journey effectiveness against objectives.
If a goal target has been set, you can view if the journey is on trend to achieve its goal.
Identify possible friction points of engagement where customers are getting stalled.
Identify the content pieces where customers are especially engaged, in order to recreate them.
Check in on the experiments that have been run in a journey.
The following sections describe the widgets in greater depth.
Overall effectiveness
The list of journeys provides you with key metrics for a clear overview of journeys. Fields such as Days active
and Inflow help you understand if your journey is gaining or losing momentum. If your journey has a goal
target set (for example, 10%), the target will be available in the table and represented on the journey goal chart
to the right, showing its trend.
The journey list allows you to select and drill down into a specific journey to present a “single journey” analytical
view. You can also select the journey name to go to the journey canvas to better understand the journey design
and operational analytics in near-real time.
Audience participation in journeys
You can review journey inflow and outflow in an aggregated view, or select an item to see specifics. The
participation tree map titled Why people par ticipated in the journeys gives you a clear indication of which
segments or real-time events are triggering most of your audience to join the orchestrated journey. You can use
the tree map to identify your most engaged segments and event triggers to utilize them in the future
orchestrations.
The Why people left journeys pie chart helps you determine why individuals are exiting journeys. There are
multiple reasons an individual could exit, for example, if they successfully completed the journey, or if they were
part of a suppression segment, or if they ran into a problem. This can be beneficial for troubleshooting issues.
Channel engagement successes
This tile provides a ranking of content messages your audience responded best to. The evaluation is done for
messages across all the channels (email, text messages, and push notifications) to provide a unified view
highlighting engagement high points. Metrics like the Highest deliver y rate , Opened rate , and Click
through rate are used to create this ranking.
The channel engagement successes tile helps identify the content that is performing well, allowing you to reuse
it in future orchestrations.
Channel engagement issues
Complementing the engagement successes tile is a report for messages that are possible friction points with a
lower engagement rate across all channels (email, text messages, and push notifications). Here you are
presented with messages that had the highest Deliver y failure rate , Unopened rate , and Unsubscribe rate .
These statistics don't always mean that the journey containing the messages is doing poorly. Rather, the metrics
indicate that the other messages in the journey may have performed better.

Channel performance
With more out of the box channels available in real-time marketing, you can compare channel performance
across journeys. Use metrics like Content deliver y rate , Open rate , and Click through rate to understand
channel engagement with your audience. You can then leverage high performing channels in new
orchestrations, or make more use of underutilized channels to achieve higher audience participation.
Experimentation
Here, you can see an overview of all the experiments that have been run for the journey and the outcomes. Use
this information to gain further insights into your audience preferences.

Real-time marketing asset library
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The new, centralized asset library lets you upload files that are automatically tagged by the app using AI. When
authoring your email content, you can use the asset library's AI-driven suggestions to find the images that best
complement your email content.
NOTE
The asset library supports JPEG, GIF, and PNG images.

Asset library features

Quickly upload assets
You can upload a single media file, bulk upload a few media files, or even upload an entire folder.
Organize and find assets with ease

Use tags to organize your assets as needed. All images uploaded into the library are automatically analyzed and
described by AI (using AI tags). As a result, you can easily find an image containing a searched object. For
example, by typing “house,” you will find all images showcasing houses, regardless of their file names. You can
also sort your assets by Title or Last modified date.

View assets in different ways
Depending on your preferences, you can view your assets as a single photo, a thumbnail view, or a list view.
Update your assets when needed
You can replace your assets with newer versions whenever needed.

Manage user compliance settings
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Compliance terms and definitions
Consent center (Real-time marketing > Audience > Consent center ): The area within real-time
marketing where you can manage your customers’ consent per contact point, either for email or mobile
phone number.
Compliance (Settings > Customer engagement > Compliance ): The area within the Dynamics 365
Marketing settings where an administrator sets up compliance for:
Real-time marketing : The administrator can select the consent model, enter the company’s physical
address, and define the content of the end user’s preference center page.
Outbound marketing : The administrator can enable use of the minimum consent level attribute for
customer journeys and audit the Consent given field (formerly called GDPR configuration).
Consent model : The model that is applied throughout the system. There are two options to select from:
Restrictive and Non-Restrictive (see details below).
Preference center page : A web page where your customers can change their consent settings for receiving
emails and text messages, as well as for tracking.
Audience data (Settings > Customer engagement > Audience configuration ): The administrator can
define which fields from Profile , Lead , and Contact entities contain customers’ email addresses and mobile
phone numbers, and which fields can be used by email and SMS channels in real-time marketing.
Contact-based consent : Customer consent that is stored on a contact level (for example, on a contact
record). Consent is applied any time an email or SMS message is sent to the contact on any of the email
addresses or phone numbers associated with it. Outbound marketing consent is contact-based.
Contact point-based consent : In this model, customers give consent for specific contact points, for
example, a work email address or a private phone number.
If there are other emails or phone numbers provided by the same customer, consent must be
requested separately for each of them.
If multiple people share the same email address or phone number, then they also share consent. For
example, if contact A opted out from email 1, contact B (sharing same email) will be opted out as well.

Compliance setup
At the time of setup or later, an administrator needs to go to Settings > Customer engagement >
Compliance and define the consent model, the company address, and customize the preference center page
for your end users.
First, the administrator must select which consent model your system will use. The consent model selection is

made once and can’t be changed afterwards. By default, the Restrictive model is selected.
There are two options to select from. With the Restrictive model, your customers will be required to opt in in
order to receive marketing emails and text messages, and allow behavior tracking. Default values for these fields
are the following:
A L LO W EM A IL

A L LO W SM S

A L LO W T RA C K IN G

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

With the Non-restrictive model, your customers’ initial opt-ins will not be required to receive marketing
emails and allow behavior tracking. In compliance with the United State Telephone Consumer Protection Act
(TCPA), sending text messages will still require customers to opt in first. Default values for these fields are the
following:
A L LO W EM A IL

A L LO W SM S

A L LO W T RA C K IN G

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

The administrator will also need to enter a valid physical postal address for your organization. By default, the
address that was entered during the Dynamics 365 Marketing setup is displayed. You may change the address at
any time. The address will be included in the content of all marketing emails.
IMPORTANT
If the physical address field is empty, marketing emails will be blocked in customer journeys.

Preference page
The second step in setting up the compliance center is defining the content for the Preference page. The
Preference page is the public web page that your customers can access to review and change their consent
settings.
NOTE
The following Preference page examples are not recommendations or advice on what you are legally required to have in
your compliance Preference page. It is your sole responsibility to ensure that you comply with all applicable laws, including
obtaining valid consents from your end users.

The Preference page includes the following content:
Page title : The title of the page.
Description : A description that explains the purpose of the page.
Names and descriptions of all three consent dimensions.
Allow email
Allow SMS
Allow tracking
Legal text : Usually contains hyperlinks to your Terms of Service and Privacy Policy, which are displayed at
the bottom of the page.
Consent change reason label : Text for the Consent change reason dropdown.
Submit button label : Text for the Submit button.
Thank you page : Text for the confirmation or thank you page (in case of success).

Error page : Text for the error page (in case of error in submitting).
After configuring the Compliance and Preference page tabs, select the Save button.
NOTE
Settings for outbound marketing consent will be taken from your Marketing environment (GDPR configuration). These
settings are optional,and depend on the approach you’ve selected to manage consent in outbound marketing customer
journeys. Learn more: Manage user compliance settings

Outbound consent
Outbound marketing has a different consent model than real-time marketing. Real-time marketing's consent
model, however, does not affect outbound marketing functionality. In other words, if you install real-time
marketing, all of outbound marketing's features and requirements are left intact.
Learn more about outbound marketing's consent model: Data protection and the GDPR
After you install real-time marketing, you will notice a slight change in the settings related to the GDPR
configuration. To enable the GDPR configuration, go to Settings > Compliance > Outbound consent .

By default, both switches are turned off. If you had a GDPR configuration enabled before, the system will respect
your previous settings.
In outbound marketing, you can configure each customer journey (and lead scoring model) to only process
contacts that have given a minimum required level of consent. To enable this consent control, activate the
Enable the minimum consent level selection drop down switch.
The second switch, Log consent changes for this field , enables logging of contact attribute Consent given
changes.
Use outbound consent in customer journeys
To use this feature in customer journeys:
1. Gather consent from your end users. Consent should be captured in the Consent given field.
2. Set a minimum consent level for the customer journey.
You can find the audit data for the Consent given field in a user's contact record.

Manage consent for email and text messages in
real-time marketing
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The real-time marketing Consent center allows you to track consent information given by your customers.
NOTE
Real-time marketing consent is contact-point based. Customer consent is stored per email address or phone number, as
opposed to being stored per Contact record. Outbound marketing consent processes that you have already defined are
not influenced by the real-time marketing settings.

Whether consent is checked before sending emails and text messages depends on the consent model that you
select on Compliance page. Learn more about compliance settings

How consent is respected for emails
When creating a new email message, one of the parameters you need to set up is Message designation . To set
up message designation, select the gear icon in the email header. This will open the Email header settings
pane on the right side of the page. Navigate to the Email settings section.
The message designation is a drop down field in which you can choose Commercial or Transactional . By
default, new email messages are designated as commercial.

As required for commercial email, a Company Address placeholder and an Unsubscribe link are added to the
email footer automatically. The company address reflects the value set on Compliance page. The unsubscribe
link leads to the Preference page, where customers can review and change communication preferences.
The presence of a company address and unsubscribe link is checked when you select Ready to send . The app
will notify you if one of these parameters is missing.
If you want to send commercial email, the app will check whether the email addresses of the target audience
have granted consent when a customer journey is started. Messages will only be sent to customers whose email
addresses were opted-in.

How consent is respected for text messages
In the real time marketing Public Preview, only transactional text messages can be sent. Sending transactional
text messages requires a mobile number has opted in before it can receive the message.

Adding consent data
When you initially install real-time marketing, the real-time marketing consent center (Real-time marketing >
Audience > Consent center ) will contain no records, even if you already gathered consent in outbound
marketing. You can add consent information using one of three methods:
1. Add new consent records for email and text messages manually by selecting the corresponding option from
the top ribbon.
2. Import consent settings from an Excel file.
TIP
If you don't see the Impor t from Excel option in the top ribbon, you may have to select the three dots on the
right side of the ribbon to see more items.

3. Load consent information that was already captured for contacts from previous Dynamics 365 Marketing
settings.

Loading consent from contacts
To load consent from contacts, an administrator must select Load consent from the top ribbon on the Consent
center page.
The following message will appear:

To load consent from contacts, the following prerequisites must be met:
1. Only one email address from a contact record will be loaded. This field is defined in the Audience
configurationand can be changed by administrator.
2. Consent information is loaded from the Allow bulk email field of a contact record.
3. If two or more contacts share the same email address, consent for the email will be set to Allow only when
all contacts contain the value Bulk email=Allow . In all other cases, consent for the email address will be set to
Do not allow .
4. If consent for the email already exists in real-time marketing (for example, you decide to load consent from
contacts after some email consent items were already manually added), the above-listed rule applies. The
email address is only opted in if both email consent values are set to Allow and all consent records from
contacts that share the same email address are set to Allow .
Consent loaded from contacts relates to emails only and includes the following fields: Allow email, Allow bulk
email, and Allow tracking.

View consent records
In the Consent center, you can view a list of all contact-point consents and their related attributes (type, status,
source of consent data, and date modified).
To see a compact view for a single consent record or make changes to it, select the contact point name from the
list of records.

Audit consent records
You can keep a record of all consent-related changes per contact record (who made the changes and when). The
auditing system is usually disabled by default, so you'll need to set it up if you want to use it to log consent
changes.
To access auditing features:
1. Open the Settings menu at the top of the page and select Advanced settings .
2. The advanced-settings area opens in a new browser tab. Note that this area uses a horizontal navigator at the
top of the page instead of a side navigator. Navigate to Settings > System > Auditing .
3. Select Global audit settings , then select the Star t auditing checkbox. Begin the audit by selecting OK .
4. Select Entity and Field Audit Settings . In the left column, in the list of fields, select Contact Point
Consent . Ensure that auditing for this field is switched on.
5. You can access all information about field changes in the Audit summar y View area of the Auditing page
in Advanced settings .
IMPORTANT
If you restore data in customer journey orchestration, all consents will be returned to the state they were in at the time
backup was made. This may result in consent data being obsolete. To avoid complications, export all consent data into
Excel before starting the restore process and use it as a reference after the restore is completed.
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Audience configuration allows you to manage your audience data sources. Real-time marketing supports
Contact , Lead , and Customer profile entities.
To access the Audience configuration settings , go to Settings > Customer engagement > Audience
configuration .

Contacts and Leads have default recipient fields set up for emails and phone numbers. The values from these
fields are automatically populated in the Send-to field. You can modify the default settings by adding more
recipient fields or changing the default field content.
Customer Profiles have no default fields set. You can choose which fields from a Customer Profile should be
used when sending an email or text message.

Change your audience configuration
To make changes to the audience configuration, select a data source (Contact , Lead , or Customer profile ) and
review the information in the right pane.

You can change the default recipient or add more recipient fields. You can select any of the fields you added
when adding an email or SMS tile to a customer journey.
A default value is displayed in the Send-to field, but you can select any other recipient field from the drop-down
menu.
IMPORTANT
For Contacts, only one recipient email address can be used. This is done to remove consent ambiguity. In outbound
marketing, a Contact record may store several email addresses with one consent for the entire contact. But in real-time
marketing, consent is given per each email address. Learn more in Compliance settings

Real-time marketing link tracking mechanics
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help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren’t meant for production use, especially to process personal data or
other data that are subject to legal or regulatory compliance requirements.

When executing customer journeys, all relevant hyperlinks are replaced with trackable links. If the content of a
message is HTML, we also create an invisible pixel inside the message body. The invisible pixel is necessary to
determine whether a user clicked on a link or opened the message.
Replaced links have the following format:
https://[geo-specific].dynamics.com/api/orgs/[hashed organization-identifier]/r/[link identifier]

Links are replaced when the following conditions are met:
The links are not marked as non-trackable inside the message editor.
The recipient customer profile indicates that the customer has consented to tracking.
When the recipient selects a link or opens a message with a tracking pixel, two things happen:
1. The recipient is redirected to the original URL.
2. The link click interaction is recorded.
If the recipient previously opted-out from tracking, the interaction is generated as anonymous. When the
recipient has opted-out, the interaction does not store a customer profile reference.
NOTE
All links generated in the text message channel are shortened, regardless of whether they are replaced with tracking links.
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Push notification configuration for real-time marketing requires some setup that must be completed by an app
developer. To complete the mobile app configuration, the developer must register devices.
Once the configuration is complete, the developer must also implement the user mapping at runtime. This
ensures that the correct person in the Marketing app (represented as a Contact, Lead or Customer Insights
profile) is mapped to the correct person using the mobile app on a particular device.

Device registration for iOS applications
To register a device running an iOS application, the following request should be issued:
Request URL:
POST {PublicEndpoint}/api/v1.0/orgs/{OrganizationId}/pushchannel/apps/{ApplicationId}/devices/{UserId}

Request Body:
{
"ApnsDeviceContract": {
"ApnsToken": {ApnsToken}
},
"ApiToken": {ApiToken}
}

Parameters:
PublicEndpoint : Taken from the "Public Endpoint" field of the mobile app configuration entity.
OrganizationId : Taken from the "Organization ID" field of the mobile app configuration entity.
ApplicationId : Taken from the "Application ID" field of the mobile app configuration entity.
UserId : Identifier of the user in CRM. Can be a contact ID, a lead ID, or a Customer Insights ID.
ApiToken : Access token taken from the "Access Tokens" section of the mobile app configuration entity.
ApnsToken : Device registration token. Learn more about how to locate the token

Device Registration for Android Applications
To register a device for an Android application, the following request should be issued:
Request URL:
POST {PublicEndpoint}/api/v1.0/orgs/{OrganizationId}/pushchannel/apps/{ApplicationId}/devices/{UserId}

Request Body:

{
"FcmDeviceContract": {
"FcmToken": {FcmToken}
},
"ApiToken": {ApiToken}
}

Parameters:
PublicEndpoint : Taken from the "Public Endpoint" field of the mobile app configuration entity.
OrganizationId : Taken from the "Organization ID" field of the mobile app configuration entity.
ApplicationId : Taken from the "Application ID" field of the mobile app configuration entity.
UserId : Identifier of the user in CRM. Can be a contact ID, a lead ID, or a Customer Insights ID.
ApiToken : Access token taken from the "Access Tokens" section of the mobile app configuration entity.
FcmToken : Device registration token. Learn more about how to locate the token

Implement user mapping
Once the setup is complete, in order for the mobile application to work correctly, the developer needs to
configure mapping from Dynamics 365 Marketing customers to mobile application users. This ensures that the
correct person (represented with the correct entity and record ID) receives the expected mobile push
notification.
This step is not related to the mobile application setup (whether on Android or Apple devices), but rather, to the
logical connection between the person represented as a Marketing record and the counterpart record as a
mobile application user.
First, the correct entity must be selected. This step is crucial because, in Marketing, it is possible to orchestrate to
multiple Dataverse entities (such as a Contact or Lead) or to a Customer Insights profile. Then, the correct record
ID should be passed along to the mobile application and the mobile application should identify the user with
that ID.

User mapping example
As an example, if the Contact Dataverse entity is used, and the email address field is used as the unique key for
an end-user as a Contact, one possibility is to retrieve the correct ID using an OData GET call to Dataverse is the
following:
https://<your Marketing instance>.dynamics.com/api/data/v9.0/contacts?$filter=emailaddress1 eq
'andrew@contosoltd.com'

This query to Dataverse will return a single contact that has 'andrew@contosoltd.com' as the email address.
Once this ID is acquired (in this example, a Contact ID), it should be used as the UserId parameter in the mobile
application.
There are more options available to implement this mapping and they depend upon the needs and
requirements of your scenario.
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The process for creating marketing emails in Dynamics 365 Marketing begins with understanding what makes
them such a powerful tool for your marketing campaigns. After you create a good design aimed at a specific
segment of your audience, you preview it and check for errors before going live. You can fine-tune the reach and
effectiveness of your message through advanced operations like merging database values, adding dynamic
content, and introduce programming logic.

How marketing email works in Dynamics 365 Marketing
Marketing email works quite differently from the person-to-person messaging that you already use. Here are a
few of the most important differences:
Marketing email messages target entire market segments, but each message is individual
Your marketing email messages aren't just standard messages with giant To or Bcc fields. Long lists of
recipients are difficult to manage and analyze, and messages that do this will typically get swept up by spam
filters and never be delivered to your contacts. In Dynamics 365 Marketing, you'll target a single marketing
email message design to an entire marketing segment, but each individual message is personalized for each
recipient and delivered, one at a time, from your organization to the recipient.
Mail-merge features enable personalized and dynamic content
You can design your messages to include information that gets personalized for each recipient. For example,
each delivered message might include the recipient's name or other content that varies based on the
recipient's gender, location, preferred-customer status, or other information from your contact database.
Personalized features such as these can greatly improve your open and response rates.
Marketing email messages are hosted by the marketing ser vices, so you must "go live" rather
than just send messages.
Live messages are hosted by a marketing service linked to your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance, where
they are kept ready to be personalized and sent to individual recipients any number of times. You can think of
a live marketing email message as a master document that stays on your server and typically includes active
logic, ready to generate and send individual email messages when called from a customer journey.
Required content and automated error-checking help improve deliverability and ensure
compliance
When you try to go live with a message, the system checks for common technical errors and makes sure it
includes all required content. Required content includes features that will help maintain your organization's
email reputation and features that are typically required by email-marketing regulations in most countries
and regions (such as the CAN-SPAM regulations in the United States). Required features include a
subscription center link (so contacts can manage their email subscriptions with you), your organization's
physical address, a message subject, and a valid return address.
Set up a customer journey to deliver messages to a target segment
When your email message is live, it's ready for use in a customer journey. The customer journey establishes a
target segment (which is a strategically selected list of contacts) and includes logic for working with that
segment. For example, the customer journey might target a segment of contacts who live in New York City,
and begins by sending an email message announcing an event in the city. The customer journey then applies
a "trigger" that separates contacts who sign up for the event from those who don't; customers who sign up
receive an automatic thank-you email, while those who haven't signed up within a week will get a reminder
email. This customer journey requires three email messages (invite, thank you, and reminder), all of which

must be live before you start running the customer journey.
You can use a single marketing email message in several marketing contexts
In addition to the ability to merge recipient information and other dynamic content, each marketing email
message can also adapt to various marketing contexts defined by the content settings assigned to each
customer journey where it's used. Examples of context include supporting page links (such as subscription
center and forward pages), your postal address, social-media links, and more. With this feature, you can use
a single live email message in several different customer journeys or campaigns.
View and analyze message results
Dynamics 365 Marketing keeps track of what happens to the marketing message it sends, and records when
each contact opens, clicks, or forwards the message. The system tracks when messages are opened by
including a unique web beacon in each message (recipients must load images for this to work). For each link
included in your original message design, Dynamics 365 Marketing creates a redirect link that's unique for
each recipient, so all clicks get routed through Dynamics 365 Marketing, which logs the message and contact
IDs and forwards the contact to the correct original URL.You can review results and analytics for these and
other details grouped by customer journey, email message, email template, and more. More information:
Analyze results to gain insights from your marketing activities
You should provide a for warding form rather than allow contacts to for ward messages directly
from their email client
Dynamics 365 Marketing provides a forward-to-a-friend feature that contacts should use if they want to
share your message with friends or colleagues. This is because the system can track when messages are
forwarded by a contact who uses the forward-to-a-friend form, but not when contacts simply forward a
message by using their standard email client. Messages forwarded using an email client will still contain the
web beacon and personalized links of the original recipient, so your email results will show all interactions
with these forwarded messages as being done by the original recipient too—but when a contact uses the
forward-to-a-friend form, Dynamics 365 Marketing generates a new web beacon and personalized redirect
links for each forwarded message.

Process overview: How to create and go live with a marketing email
Below is an overview of the general process for creating and sending a marketing email. Complete details are
provided later in related topics.
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing Execution > Marketing emails to open the marketing email list view.
2. Select New to create a new message.
3. Choose a template, which establishes the basic format of your message.
4. Design your message by using the drag-and-drop designer or HTML editor.
5. Add a compelling Subject for your message.
6. Preview your message by using the Preview tab and by sending test messages.
7. Save your work as often as you want. The message remains in draft status until you go live with it.
8. Run an error check on your message. This makes sure you've included all the required elements and
haven't introduced any invalid code. If errors are found, you'll see error messages with advice about how
to fix them. Fix the errors as suggested, and continue to recheck until the message passes the error check.
9. Select Go Live . A final error check is done automatically as part of this process, so you won't be able to
go live with a message unless it passes the check.
10. The message is now live and ready on your server, but it hasn't been addressed or sent yet; to do that,
add it to a customer journey.
11. Check your email results to gain insights based on how contacts interacted with your messages.

See also
Tutorial: Create a marketing email and go live
Create a new email and design its content
Add dynamic content to email messages
Set the sender, receiver, language, and legal designation Check your work using previews and test sends
Check for errors, go live, and deliver
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Read this article to learn how to create an email message and design its content. See also the email marketing
overview for a summary of the full message creation, delivery, and analysis process for email marketing.
For a step-by-step tutorial on how to create and send your first marketing email message, see also Create a
marketing email and go live

Create a new email marketing message
To create a new email marketing message, go to Marketing > Marketing Execution > Marketing emails
and select New on the command bar.

Establish your basic layout by choosing the right template
The first thing you are asked when you create a new message is to select a template. Dynamics 365 Marketing
includes many templates, each of which includes both structural and style elements. You can select Skip to start
with a blank template, which lets you start from scratch with an empty message. After you select a template or
choose Skip , you'll be in the email designer, where you can finish creating your email content.

When you create a new message from a template, the template content is copied into your new message. The
message and template aren't linked, so when you edit the message, the template won't change. Likewise, any
future changes that you make to a template won't affect any existing messages that were created using it.
You can also create your own custom templates. Custom templates can help you and others in your organization
create new messages more quickly in the future. Design your templates so that they reflect your organization's
graphical identity and fit closely with the types of campaigns you run most regularly. You can save any existing
message as a template by selecting Save as template on the command bar. You can also work directly in the
templates area (Marketing > Marketing Templates > Email templates ) to view or edit existing templates
and create new ones. When setting up a template, you can add various types of metadata (purpose, style, market
type, and optimized for) which make each template easier to identify and find by using filters.
More information: Work with email, page, and form templates

Make basic and required settings
After choosing a template, a new email message opens showing the initial content from your selected template.
We recommend that you start by making a few basic and required settings for the message. You can also wait
until later to update these settings, if you prefer.
Enter a name for the message
Each email message must have a name, which identifies the message when you're looking at the list view or
when selecting messages to include in a customer journey. To enter a name, select the Email name field on the
left side of the header and enter a name for your new message.

Enter a subject for the message
Enter a subject for your message by selecting Add a subject in the email header section at the top of the page
and filling in the Subject field inside the Email header pane. This is a very important setting because this is
one of the first things recipients will see when they receive the email, and they may use this to decide whether to
read the message.
You can also add a preheader, which shows up next to or below the subject line in the recipient's inbox.
Preheader allows you to create custom text that displays in your recipient's inbox before they open the email
message. The preheader is your chance to create a line that grabs the recipient's attention as soon as they see
your message.

Other important settings
Other important settings are also provided in the Email header pane, but these should already show default
values that should work fine in most situations.

To access all the Email header settings, select a section when hovering over it. The Email header settings
include the following:
Send settings
To address : This must contain an expression for finding each address the message will be sent to.
This should almost always be the dynamic expression provided by default, which is
{{contact.emailaddress1}} .
From address : This is the email address for the person who sends the message. This is the default
email address set for your organization in the Admin settings . The domain shown here should be
authenticated as belonging to your organization, which can dramatically impact deliverability.
From name : This is the name that recipients will see as the sender when they receive the message.
This is the default from name set for your organization in the Admin settings . Recipients are more
likely to open your message if they see a name they recognize here.
Reply-to address : The email address that reply messages are sent to when you want the messages
to go to a different email address than the from address.
Email settings
Email template : The template you selected when creating the email. You can change the template by
selecting the template name.
IMPORTANT
If you change the template, your current email content will not be preserved (apart from the email
header).

Email type : Email can be either commercial (default type), or transactional.
Content type : This can be either a normal email (default content type), or a confirmation request for
double opt-in scenarios.

Language : The language your email is in.
Plain text
Automatically generate plain text : This option is set to Yes by default. You can, however, set it No
and provide your own plain text version of the email.
Plain text preview : This field shows the preview of the plain text version of your email.
For complete details about how to use these settings, see Set the sender, receiver, language and legal
designation for a message. We recommend that you don't change any of these settings until you've read that
topic.

Design your content
The email content designer resembles the other digital content designers provided in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Work with it as follows:
Use the Designer tab graphical tool to design your content by using drag-and-drop, point-and-click
operations. Add new elements to your design by dragging design elements from the Designer > Toolbox
tab to the canvas. Choose a design element that already exists in your design, and then open the Designer >
Proper ties tab to configure it and style it. To style the overall message with basic fonts, colors, and
background, select the canvas and open the General styles tab.
When you select a design element on the canvas, you'll usually see a formatting toolbar just above the
element. The controls offered by the toolbar vary depending on which type of element you've selected. Most
toolbars provide buttons to move, copy, or delete the selected element, in addition to specialized buttons that
vary by element type. The toolbar also includes an arrow, which allows you to quickly switch to the parent
element that contains the selected element.
When a text element is selected, you'll get a full formatting toolbar that you can use to apply basic text
formatting like you would in Microsoft Word. It also includes a Personalization button
,
which you can use to add dynamic content such as a mail-merge field that displays the recipient's name.
More information: Use assist edit to place dynamic field values
To resize an image, divider, or button, click to select the element. You will see small circles on the corners and
sides of the element. Select a circle and drag to resize.
Use the HTML button to edit the raw HTML directly. You might use this to paste in an existing HTML
design, or to fine-tune the code in ways that aren't supported by the graphical editor (such as custom
attributes or logic).
More information: Design your digital content
IMPORTANT
When you're designing email content, you should always try to minimize the size of your messages as much as you can.
When it comes to the text and code content (not including referenced image content), we recommend that you always
keep your files under 100 KB for the following reasons:
Emails larger than 100 KB are often flagged as spam by spam filters
Gmail truncates messages after the first 102 KB of source text and coding.
Emails larger than 128 KB can't be delivered by a customer journey (the journey will fail its error check if it includes
messages larger than this)
Large emails take longer to load, which may annoy recipients.

NOTE
Microsoft Outlook supports local customizations and plugins that can affect the way messages are rendered. In some
cases, recipients using customized Outlook installations may see odd layouts or repeated page elements when viewing
pages designed in Dynamics 365 Marketing. These effects can't be simulated by the designer. If necessary, you can use
test sends to see how your designs look in specific Outlook configurations.

Add standard, required, and specialized links to your message
Marketing messages are delivered as HTML and therefore support hyperlinks. Some types of links provide
access to special features that are hosted by Dynamics 365 Marketing, whereas others can simply be standard
links to content anywhere on the web. A subscription center link is required before any commercial message can
pass the error check and go live, but other links are optional, so you can use them only as needed.
The following list describes the types of links that are available. You'll use the assist edit feature to add links as
text in a text element, while other types of links are added by using a button or image.
Text/button/image links can like to:
URL : You can add standard links to any text content by highlighting the link text and selecting Link on the
text toolbar. You can also add link URLs to many other types of design elements, including images and
buttons. When your message goes live, Dynamics 365 Marketing replaces each link with a unique
redirect URL that targets your Dynamics 365 Marketing server and identifies the message recipient,
message ID, and the destination you specified for the link. When a contact clicks a link, Dynamics 365
Marketing logs the click and then forwards the contact directly to the URL you specified.
Event, Teams check-in, marketing page, or sur vey : These links go to an event website, Teams checkin, marketing page, or a survey. You can add them as text links in a text element, or as colorful call-toaction buttons or images. To create a button, drag an event, survey, or landing-page element to your
email design and then configure which item the element should link to. To create a text link, select some
text in a text element, and then use the assist-edit feature.
Other types of links:
Subscription center (required) : All marketing commercial email messages must include a link to a
subscription center. A subscription center includes mailing lists available from your organization,
including an option for contacts to opt out of all marketing emails. Contacts might also be able to update
their contact details here. Dynamics 365 Marketing includes a standard subscription center, which you
can edit to contain your subscription lists and to reflect your graphical identity (you can also create
additional pages to support multiple subscription options, languages, or brands).
NOTE
A link to your subscription center is automatically added in the footer of all out of the box layout-enabled email
templates.

You can add a subscription center link to your page or email manually by highlighting the link text and
selecting Link on the text toolbar, and then using the assist-edit feature to select the subscription center
URL from the content settings.
For ward to a friend : This type of link opens a form that contacts can use to forward a marketing email
to their own friends or colleagues by entering recipients' email addresses. It's a good idea to include this
type of service for your contacts because messages forwarded by using the forward form are counted
correctly in your email results and analytics (messages forwarded by using a contact's local email client

forward feature won't be registered in Dynamics 365 Marketing, and all message opens and clicks
performed by the recipients who were forwarded the message will be credited to the original recipient). A
forward-to-a-friend page ID can be included in each set of content settings, but none is provided out of
the box, so you must create a forwarding page and add it to your content settings to use this feature. You
add a forward-to-a-friend link to your page by highlighting the link text and selecting Link on the text
toolbar, and then using the assist-edit feature to select the subscription center URL from the content
settings.
View as a web page : This link opens the marketing email message in a web browser. Some recipients
will find this useful if their standard email client is having trouble rendering the message. You add this
link to your page by highlighting the link text, selecting Link on the text toolbar, and then using the assistedit feature to select the view-as-webpage URL from the message object.
For more information about assist edit, content settings, and the message object, see Add dynamic content to
email messages.

Add dynamic content
Dynamic content is content that gets resolved just before a message is sent to a specific individual. You'll
typically use dynamic content to merge information from the recipient's contact record (such as first and last
name), to place special links, and to place information and links from the content settings. If you're comfortable
working in code, you can also create custom logic that includes conditional statements, while loops, and more.
You can use dynamic content in your message body and in the message header fields (subject, from address,
and from name).
For complete details about these and other dynamic-content features, see Add dynamic content to email
messages
See also
Email marketing overview Create a marketing email
Design your digital content
Accessibility and keyboard shortcuts Design elements reference
Work with email, page, and form templates
Upload and use images and files
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Dynamic content gets resolved just before a message is sent to a specific individual. You'll typically use dynamic
content to merge information from the recipient's contact record (such as first and last name), to place special
links, and to place information and links from the content settings. If you're comfortable working in code, you
can also create custom logic that includes conditional statements, for-each loops, and more. You can use
dynamic content anywhere in your message body and can also use a few types of dynamic values in the
message header fields (subject, from address, and from name).

Use content settings to set up repositories of standard and required
values for email messages
Content settings are sets of standard and required values that are available for use in marketing email
messages. Each includes a subscription-center link, a forward-to-a-friend link, social-media links, your postal
address, and other information that can be placed into the message as dynamic values by using the assist-edit
feature.
Dynamics 365 Marketing is delivered with a single default content-settings record, which is preconfigured to use
the default subscription center (also included out of the box). You can customize this record as needed, and you
can also create additional records. You'll set up each customer journey to use a specific content-settings record,
which means that all messages sent by that journey will use the same record. However, each journey can use a
different record, which means that you can use an identical marketing-email design in two or more customer
journeys, each specifying a different content-settings record. If you have more than one content-settings record,
exactly one of them will be the default and will be applied automatically to each new customer journey that you
create.
The values for content settings are first evaluated at send time, which means that you can edit a content-settings
record at any time, and all pending and future email messages will automatically use the latest values.
Each content-settings record that you use must be available to the external marketing services, which manage
email assembly and delivery. Therefore, you must publish your content-settings records by choosing Go Live
whenever you create a new one.
NOTE
If you have other types of values that you often use in email messages, and/or that you want to manage at the customerjourney level, then you can add them as custom fields to the content-settings entity just as you can for other types of
entities in Dynamics 365. However, in the current release, all custom fields for the content-settings entity must be of type
text (string). More information: Customizing Marketing

To view, edit, or create a content-settings record:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing templates > Content Settings .
2. A standard list page opens where you can view, sort, search, and filter the list to find a specific record and
use buttons on the command bar to add or remove a record. Select a record to open it for editing or
select New on the command bar to create a new one.
3. The Content Settings form opens. If you are editing a record that is already live, you must choose Edit

in the command bar before you can edit it. If you are creating a new one, you can just start filling in the
fields.

4. Make the following settings, as needed:
Name : Enter a name for the customer-settings record. This is the name shown when you're assigning
content settings to a customer journey or email-message preview.
Owner : Shows the Dynamics 365 Marketing user who created the record.
Address main : Enter the main part of your organization's postal address. All marketing email
messages must include a valid main address taken from a content-settings record. Select the
button to use assist edit to enter an expression that references a field from an existing record (such as
an address field from a specific account record).
Address line 2 : Enter supplemental postal address information (if needed). Select the button to
use assist edit to enter an expression that references a field from an existing record (such as an
address field from a specific account record).
Default : Set to Yes to make the current content-settings record the default for all new customer
journeys. There must always be exactly one default; if you change the default, the existing default will
automatically be changed to No .
LinkedIn URL , Twitter URL , Facebook URL , and YouTube URL : For each of these social-media
services, enter the URL for the landing page for your organization.
Subscription center : Specify an existing marketing page that is set up as a subscription center. All
marketing email messages must include a valid subscription-center link taken from a content-settings
record. Select the button to use assist edit to enter an expression that references the Full page
URL field for the specific page you want to use. The resulting expression will look something like this
(where the GUID will vary based on the record you choose using assist edit):

{{msdyncrm_marketingpage(3343053c-8daf-e911-a85e-000d3a3155d5).msdyncrm_full_page_url}}

For ward to a friend : Specify an existing marketing page that is record up as a forward-to-a-friend
page. Select the button to choose from a list of available pages. Select the button to use assist
edit to enter an expression that references the Full page URL field for the specific page you want to
use. The resulting expression will look something like this (where the GUID will vary based on the
record you choose using assist edit):
{{msdyncrm_marketingpage(36458a9e-72af-e911-a859-000d3a3159df).msdyncrm_full_page_url}}

5. Select Save in the bottom-right corner of the window to save your settings.
6. If you are editing a content-settings record that was already live, then the record is republished
automatically when you save it. If you are creating a new record, then select Go live on the command bar
to publish it to the marketing services so you can start using it.

Use assist edit to place dynamic field values
Assist edit helps you construct valid dynamic expressions to position field values from recipient contact records,
the message content settings, and other database values. This button is provided on the text formatting toolbar
whenever you select a text element in the graphical designer. The button is also provided for some settings
fields, such as the subject, from-address, and from-name fields.
NOTE
The assist-edit dialog only shows entities and relations that are synced with the marketing-insights service. If you need to
show information or use relations for one or more entities that aren't listed, then ask your admin to add the relevant
entities to the marketing-insights service. If you are an admin, then see Choose entities to sync with the marketinginsights service for instructions.

Use assist edit to place a dynamic expression
To use assist edit:
1. Position your cursor in the field or text element where you want to insert the dynamic text, and then
select the Assist edit button . The assist-edit dialog opens.

2. Do one of the following:

Select Dynamic content to place a value that can change based on the context where you use the
message, and then choose one of the following from the drop-down list here:
Contact : Places a field value, such as a first name, from the recipient's contact record. These
values vary by recipient.
ContentSettings : Places a field value from the content settings. Values such as a subscription
center URL, forwarding URL, and the sender postal address are available here. These values can
vary according to the customer journey where the message is used.
FormDoiSubmission : Places a dynamic field for form double opt-in. This field does not
require a relationship value, as discussed below.
Message : Places values that relate to the message itself; currently, this includes the open-aswebpage URL and the various dynamic values used in double opt-in emails.
Select Static content to place a fixed value from a specific record (such as the name of an upcoming
event). This value is the same regardless of where you use the message or who receives it. Then make
the following settings to identify the entity and record that contains the value you need:
Select an option (top combo box): Select the entity (such as event or account). To search for
an entity, place your cursor in this box and start to type its name until the entity you want is
shown.
Choose a record (bottom drop-down list): Select the specific record by name. This list shows
all records from your selected entity. As with the entity, you can also search here.
3. Now you must identify the specific field you want to place. Do one of the following:
Select Related entity to find a field from an entity that is related to the one you picked on the
previous page. Then make the following settings to identify the relation and the field you want to
show:
Select relationship : The relationship defines which second entity you want to hop to, and the
path you will take to get there. To search for a relationship, place your cursor in this box and
start to type its name until the relationship you want is shown, and then select it. For more
information about how to understand the way relationships are represented here, see the next
section.
Select field : Choose the field name you want to show. As with the relationship, you can also
search here. This drop-down list is only available if you've chosen an N:1 relationship.
4. At the bottom of the dialog, you now see the final expression. Select Inser t to place that expression.

IMPORTANT
Lists created using for-each loops are not rendered in a particular order and are not sortable by any field.

How assist edit presents database relationships
When you are selecting a relationship in assist edit, the options are displayed using one of the following naming
conventions:

FieldName (Primar yEntity) -> Secondar yEntity
When the primary entity is in parentheses and shows a field name, it’s a many-to-one (N:1) relation that
leads to a single record from the secondary entity. You should therefore usually use the second drop-down
list to choose a field from the secondary entity to display with your expression.
Primar yEntity -> FieldName (Secondar yEntity)
When the secondary entity is in parentheses and shows a field name, it’s a one-to-many (1:N) relation that
can lead to multiple records from the secondary entity. You therefore can’t choose a field (the second dropdown list is disabled) and must instead use this relation as part of a for/each loop to display values form
each available related record.
Primar yEntity -> Secondar yEntity
When neither entity is in parentheses, it’s a many-to-many (N:N) relation, which can connect multiple records
in both directions. You therefore can’t choose a field (the second drop-down list is disabled) and you cannot
use this relationship for personalization. This is because the relationship is maintained by an intermediate
entity, and you can only traverse to the intermediate entity from the primary entity.
Where:

Primar yEntity is an entity at the starting side of the relationship. It is always shown on the left side of the
arrow. This is the entity you chose on the previous page of the assist-edit dialog. For example, a Contact
(primary entity) can be related to an Account (secondary entity) through the contact's Company Name field
(field name); this would be shown as: Company Name (Contact) -> Account .
FieldName is always shown next to an entity name (which is in parenthesis). This is the name of the field

through which the relation is established. The named field belongs to the entity in parenthesis, and displays a
value from the entity of the other side of the arrow (but actually contains the ID of the related record that
value is drawn from). In some cases, you'll notice a relationship between the same two entities, each of which
flows through a different field.
Secondar yEntity is the destination of the relationship. It is always shown on the right side of the arrow. The
value(s) that you display with your final expression will come from a field belonging to the secondary entity.
NOTE
For N:N relations, no field value is shown. That means that if you have more than one N:N relation between the same two
entities, you'll see multiple identical-looking relations in the drop-down list. This situation is very rare, but if you see it,
you'll have to use trial-and-error to identify the correct relation to use. To confirm, you can check the resulting expression
to see if it looks like you chose the right relation (relations are shown differently here and may provide a clue), or set up a
test message that includes both versions of the N:N relation and use a test customer journey to deliver it to yourself.

Here are a few examples:
Company Name (Contact) -> Account : This relationship is used by the Contact entity to display
information from the Account entity in a contact record's Company Name field. In other words, it links to
the company (account) that the contact works for.
Managing Par tner (Contact) -> Account : This relationship is used by the Contact entity to display
information from the Account entity in a contact record's Managing Par tner field. In other words, it links
to the company (account) that is the managing partner for a contact.
Contact -> Primar y contact (Account) : This relationship is used by the Account entity to display
information from the Contact entity in an account record's Primar y Contact field. In other words, it finds
all of the accounts where the current contact is assigned as the primary contact.
Contact -> Contact (Event Registration) : This relationship is used by the Event Registration entity to
display information from the Contact entity in an event-registration record's Contact field. In other words, it
finds all of the event registrations made by (or for) the current contact.
Expressions created by assist edit
Assist edit creates an expression that uses a format such as the following:
{{EntityName.FieldName}}
{{EntityName(RecordID).FieldName}}
{{EntityName.RelationshipName.FieldName}}
{{EntityName(RecordID).RelationshipName.FieldName}}

Note that the notation used for relationship names in the resulting expressions doesn't match the way they are
represented in the assist-edit dialog. Here are some examples of resulting expressions:
{{contact.firstname}}

Places the recipient's first name.
{{msdyncrm_marketingpage(3343053c-8daf-e911-a85e-000d3a3155d5).msdyncrm_full_page_url}}

Places the value of the msdyncrm_full_page_url field from the marketing page record specified by the GUID
in parenthesis. You might typically use an expression of this form in a content settings record to specify a
subscription center or forward-to-a-friend page.
{{msdyncrm_contentsettings.msdyncrm_subscriptioncenter}}

Places the URL for the subscription center page identified in the content settings configured for the customer
journey that sends the message.
{{msdyncrm_contentsettings.msdyncrm_forwardtoafriend}}

Places the URL to the forwarding page identified in the content settings configured for the customer journey

that sends the message.
{{Message.ViewAsWebpageURL}}

Places the URL for opening the current message in a web browser.
{{msevtmgt_event(8a519395-856c-4e22-b560-650ce6d6a79d).msevtmgt_webinarurl}}

Places the webinar URL for the event identified by the specified event ID (in parentheses).
{{msdyn_survey(39128da2-c968-4627-9595-f030b6571be4).msdyn_name}}

Places the name of the survey identified by the specified survey ID (in parentheses).
{{contact.contact_account_parentcustomerid.name}}

This expression finds the name of the account for the company where a contact works.
{{contact.contact_account_msa_managingpartnerid.name}}

This expression finds the name of the managing partner for the account for the company where a contact
works.
Once you have an expression that works, you can copy and paste it anywhere. You don't have to use assist edit
every time.
IMPORTANT
You can have, at most, two hops (periods) in your field expressions. Don't try to create more complex expressions by
adding more hops to the expressions produced with assist edit.

TIP
If you require the types of data that are supported by assist edit, then it's usually best to use the assist-edit feature to
place the code rather than try to type it from scratch. This will ensure that the entity, relation, and field names match
those used in the database and will help you avoid misspellings.

Dynamic values in To, From-name, From-address, and Reply-to fields
On the Summar y tab of the Marketing Email form, you can make various non-content-related settings for
your message in the Sender and receiver section. This includes values and expressions for establishing the to,
from-name, from-address, and reply-to values the message will use.

One typical way to take advantage of this feature is to set the From name and From address to the owner of
the contact record. Then, by assigning the owner of each contact record to the salesperson managing that
contact, recipients will receive marketing emails that show a from address of somebody they may know, which
can greatly increase open rates. Here's how:
1. If your Marketing instance isn't already set up to sync the User (systemuser) entity with the marketinginsights service, talk to your admin about setting this up. If you are the admin, then see Choose entities to
sync with the marketing-insights service for instructions.
2. Open your email message and go to the Summar y tab.
3. Delete the contents of the From name field and then select the Assist edit button next to this field.
4. On the first page of the assist-edit dialog, select Contextual and set it to Contact . Then select Next .
5. On the second page of the assist-edit dialog, select Related entity and then:
Set the top drop-down list (relationship) to Owning User (Contact) -> User .
Set the bottom drop-down list (field) to Full name .
6. Select OK to place the expression, which should be: {{contact.contact_systemuser_owninguser.fullname}} .
7. Delete the contents of the From address field and then select the Assist edit button next to this field.
8. On the first page of the assist-edit dialog, select Contextual and set it to Contact . Then select Next .
9. On the second page of the assist-edit dialog, select Related entity and then:
Set the top drop-down list (relationship) to Owning User (Contact) -> User .
Set the bottom drop-down list (field) to Primar y email .
10. Select OK to place the expression, which should be:
{{contact.contact_systemuser_owninguser.internalemailaddress}} .
You can use similar techniques to place the owning user's name or email address anywhere in the message
content. You could do this using assist edit, or copy/paste the handlebar expressions, or even type the handlebar
expressions manually.

Use dynamic values to choose an image source or link
You can use a dynamic expression to define the source URL for image elements. To do so, select the image
element, go to its Proper ties panel and then select the Assist edit button next to the Source field to place

dynamic text as part of the URL. You'll typically mix this with static text to assemble a complete URL. For
example, you could include the recipient's contact ID or company name to select an image that is relevant for
each individual recipient.
You can likewise use assist edit to help construct a dynamic expression for setting a Link destination for the
image.
NOTE
The Dynamics 365 Marketing files library generates a unique GUID-based file path for each image you upload, which
means that the images in the files library have unpredictable URLs that don't include your original file name. Therefore, to
use the technique described here, you must host your images on your own website or any third-party hosting service
where the URLs are predictable and can include a value that you can easily extract from a Dynamics 365 field.

Find record IDs
Non-contextual field expressions (which use the form {{EntityName(RecordID).FieldName}} ) require a record ID
to identify the specific record the value must come from. Usually, assist edit will help you find these IDs, but
sometimes you might need to find an ID manually while you are designing dynamic features for a message. To
find the ID for any record:
1. Open the record you want to reference.
2. Look at the URL shown in your browser's address bar, which should show a URL such as:
https://<MyOrg>.crm.dynamics.com/main.aspx?appid=c8cba597-4754-e811-a859000d3a1be1a3&pagetype=entityrecord&etn=msevtmgt_event&id=5acc43d5-356e-e811-a960-000d3a1cae35

3. Find the part of the URL that starts with &id= , which is followed by the ID number of your current record.
Copy that number (the value only) and use it in your expression.

Advanced dynamic content
You can add advanced logical processing to your email designs, which can make the content even more
responsive to recipients, demographics, and context. This type of customization requires you to have a basic
understanding of scripting and programming.
As you've seen in previous examples, dynamic content is surrounded by double braces ( {{ and }} ). This
includes both standard field values that you add using the assist-edit feature, and the more advanced
programming constructs described in this section.
TIP
If you want to display double braces in a message, rather than use them to denote the start or end of a code block, then
prepend (escape) the first brace with a backslash, such as \{{ or \}} . The slashes won't appear in your final, rendered
message, but the double braces will.

Conditional statements and comparisons
Conditional (if-then-else) statements display content depending on whether one or more conditional
expressions resolve to true or false. You can add the code required to create these statements by placing it
within a text element, or by placing custom-code elements in between the other design elements. More
information: How to enter advanced dynamic content in the designer
Conditional statements take the following form:

{{#if (<operator> <value1> <value2>)}}
Content displayed when the expression is true
{{else if (<operator> <value1> <value2>)}}
Content displayed when the first expression is false and the second one is true
.
.
.
{{else}}
Content displayed when all expressions are false
{{/if}}

Where:
The conditional block must always open with {{#if … }} .
Conditional expressions must be contained in parentheses.
Conditional expressions start with an <operator> , which must be one of the values listed in the following
table. It establishes how the first value is to be compared to the second value.
<value1> and <value2> are values to be compared by the conditional expression, and each can be either
dynamic or constant values. If either <value1> or <value2> is a constant string value (not a number or
expression), then it must be surrounded with single quotes ('); for real numbers, use a period (.) as a decimal
delineator.
If <value1> is a Boolean field (also known as a two options field in Dynamics 365), then don't include an
<operator>, <value2>, or the parentheses. Boolean fields always have a value of either true or false, so you
should just use them directly to establish the condition, such as: {{#if contact.is_vip}} .
{{else}} and {{else if … }} clauses are optional.
The conditional block must always close with {{/if}} .
The following table lists all the operators that you can use in your conditional expressions. Other operators are
not currently available, nor can you use complex Boolean expressions (such as with AND or OR operators) in
your conditional expressions.
DY N A M IC S 365 M A RK ET IN G SY N TA X ( C A SE SEN SIT IVE)

O P ERATO R

eq

Equal to

ne

Not equal to

lt

Less than

gt

Greater than

lte

Less than or equal to

gte

Greater than or equal to

For example, this conditional statement could be used to establish the language used in a message salutation
based on the country of each message recipient:
<p>{{#if (eq contact.address1_country 'Denmark')}}
Hej
{{else if (eq contact.address1_country 'US')}}
Hi
{{/if}} {{contact.firstname}}!</p>

Here's an example of a conditional statement based on a Boolean (two options) field called is_vip ; note that
because Boolean fields always return a value of true or false, no operator, comparison value, or parentheses are
included in the condition:
<!-- {{#if contact.is_vip}} -->
<h3>Be sure to show your VIP card to receive a 20% discount!</h3>
<!-- {{/if}} -->

TIP
You can test for empty field values by using:
{{#if (eq contact.lastname '')}}

Where

''

is two single quotation marks, not a double quotation mark. This finds empty fields, but not null fields.

TIP
Though you can't use complex Boolean expressions in your conditional expressions, you can implement similar
functionality as follows:
Not supported:
{{#if A and B}}<DisplayedContent>{{/if}

Is equivalent to (supported):
{{#if A}}{{#if B}}<DisplayedContent>{{/if}}{{/if}}

Not supported:
{{#if A or B}}<DisplayedContent>{{/if}

Is equivalent to (supported):
{{#if A}}<DisplayedContent>{{/if}} {{#if B}}<DisplayedContent>{{/if}}

TIP
When you are testing for values that are stored as an option set in the database, use the index values for the option set,
not the display values. For example, you might have a field called contact.customertypecode , which holds an integer to
identify the type of customer it is. Each customer type code also has a display name, such that 0 = "copper", 1 = "silver",
and 2 = "gold". In this case, you must set up your expression to use the index (integer), not the matching display value.
Therefore, if you're looking for gold customers, you should use:
{{#if (eq contact.customertypecode 2)}}

TIP
When you are testing large numerical values, such as "1,932,333", then leave out the thousands separator (,) in the
comparison statement, even though you might often see these presented in the UI. To test for this value, your expression
should therefore look something like:
{{#if (eq contact.customernumber 1932333)}}

For-each loops
For-each loops let you step through a collection of records that are related to a specific current record—for
example, to provide a list of all the recent transactions associated with a given contact. You can add the code
required to create these statements by placing it within a text element, or by placing custom-code elements in
between the other design elements. More information: How to enter advanced dynamic content in the designer
For-each loops take the following form:
{{#each Entity.RelationshipName }}
...
{{this.RelatedField1}}
...
{{this.RelatedField2}}
...
{{/each}}

Where:
The loop block must always open with {{#each … }} .
Entity.RelationshipName identifies the set of related records that the loop will iterate over.
The loop starts with the first available related record, and repeats for each available related record until all
related records have been listed. Note that the related records will be returned in an arbitrary and
unpredictable order.
{{this.RelatedField<n>}} identifies a field name from the related record. The "this" part of this expression
refers to the related record being processed in the current loop iteration, and must be followed by a valid
field name for the related entity. You can include any number of fields in each loop.
The loop block must always close with {{/each}} .
For example, your database could include a list of products that a contact has ordered. You could list these in an
email message using code such as:
<p>You have purchased:</p>
<ul>
<!-- {{#each contact.contact_product_productid}} -->
<li>{{this.name}}</li>
<!-- {{/each}} -->
</ul>

In this example, the Dynamics 365 Marketing system has been customized to include a custom entity called
product, which is set up with a 1:N relationship between the contact and product entities on the productid field.
For the product entity to be available to your email messages, it must also be synced with the marketinginsights service (as usual).

IMPORTANT
Field values from lookups and related tables aren't shown in the Preview tab of the designer, or in test sends. Likewise,
for-each loops aren't rendered in previews or test sends. To test your related-field expressions and/or loop functionality,
set up a simple customer journey to deliver the message to yourself.

How to enter advanced dynamic content in the designer
You must be careful when entering advanced dynamic code in the designer because there are many, sometimes
unexpected, ways to get it wrong, which will break your code. Here are some tips for how to enter and test your
code:
Use custom-code elements to place code snippets between design elements on the Designer tab. This is
much more visible and reliable than placing the code directly into the HTML using the HTML tab. However,
you might also use dynamic code within a text element, in which case you'll probably need to clean up that
code on the HTML tab, as mentioned later in this list. (When working in the full-page editor, select on a
custom-code element to edit its content.)

When you enter code into a text element on the Designer tab, any extra spaces and carriage returns that you
add will create &nbsp; and <p> tags in your code, which can break it. Always go to the HTML tab
afterwards, where you'll see all of these extra tags, and be sure to remove them.
When you enter code into a text element, all of your dynamic-content code must either be contained within a
set of start and end tags (such as <p> and </p> ) or within an HTML comment (for code that is entirely
separate from displayed text). Do not place code outside of comments or valid HTML tag pairs (or customcode elements), as that will confuse the editor (especially if you switch between the HTML and Design tabs).
You must work on the HTML tab inspect and correct the HTML within your text elements.
Do not place carriage returns between code elements that are part of the same expression (such as in a foreach loop) unless you enclose each line within its own set of HTML tags (as illustrated in the for-each loop
example given after this list).
The assist-edit feature is often helpful for constructing expressions that fetch values from your database

because it helps you find database table, field, and relation names. This tool is available when working within
a text element on the Designer tab, and when entering values is certain fields that support it (like the email
subject). Assist edit isn't available when working on the HTML tab or within a custom code element, so you
can instead start by using assist edit in any text element, and then cut/paste the resulting expression into
your custom-code element or HTML.
The relationship name that you use when creating loops or placing lookup values must match the one used
in the marketing-insights service. This relationship name is not necessarily the same as the one used to
customize Dynamics 365. To find the correct relationship name, use the assist-edit feature.
For example, you could set up the salutation line of an email message by entering the following onto the HTML
tab of the designer (either inside or outside of a text element):
<p>{{#if (eq contact.address1_country 'Denmark')}}Hej{{else if (eq contact.address1_country 'US')}}Hi{{/if}}
{{contact.firstname}}!</p>

The following example (also shown previously) shows how to use comments to enclose code that exists entirely
outside of displayed content (also on the HTML tab):
<p>You have purchased:</p>
<ul>
<!-- {{#each contact.contact_product_productid}} -->
<li>{{this.name}}</li>
<!-- {{/each}} -->
</ul>

See also
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Set the sender, receiver, language and legal
designation for a message
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When you're designing an email message, use the Summar y tab to set a few basic options for it, including to:
Set values or establish an expression for the sender name and sender address
Set an expression for finding the recipient address from each contact record.
Set the legal designation of the message, which affects the requirements for what the message must (and
must not) contain.
Set the language used by the email.
View and edit the text-only version of your message.

Set the legal designation to identify each message as either
commercial or transactional
Most of the messages you send using Dynamics 365 Marketing will probably be commercial messages, which
are bulk messages sent to many recipients and once. However, you can also use the solution to send
transactional messages. Transactional messages must relate exclusively to a specific transaction between your
organization and another individual or organization (such as a receipt, account statement, or consent request),
and must not include advertisements or promotional content.
Transactional messages are typically regulated differently from commercial messages. They are considered
personal communications, not promotional communications, and therefore have different content and consent
requirements. In Dynamics 365 Marketing, the main practical different between transactional and commercial
messages is that different validation rules apply. Specifically, commercial messages require a subscription-center
link while transactional messages do not. Also, Marketing manages consent independently for each of these two

types of messages.
By default, all new messages that you create will be commercial messages. To change the legal designation of a
message:
1. Open the message.
2. Go to the Summar y tab.
3. Set the Legal Designation to Commercial or Transactional , as required.
Take care not include promotional content in messages that you have set as transactional. It is your
responsibility to be familiar with, and conform to, all relevant laws that apply in the countries/regions where you
deliver commercial and transactional messages.
Each contact record has two settings that establish that contact's consent for receiving email messages from
your organization. You can find these consent settings for any contact by opening the relevant contact record,
going to the Details tab and looking in the Contact preferences section, which includes the following two
settings:
Email : This setting is among the standard fields for the contact record, and is included with nearly all
Dynamics 365 applications. Contacts where this is set to Do not allow have indicated that do not want to
receive any type of email from your organization, so Marketing will send neither commercial nor
transactional messages to these contacts.
Bulk email : This setting is added to the contact record when you install Marketing. Contacts where this is set
to Do not allow have indicated that do not want to receive commercial email from your organization, but
they may still allow transactional messages. Each contact can enable or disable this option for themselves
using any subscription center (all subscription centers provide a check box for controlling this).
The following table shows the result of attempting to send a commercial or transactional email message to
contacts with each combination of settings for these two options.
EM A IL

B UL K EM A IL

C O M M ERC IA L EM A IL

T RA N SA C T IO N EM A IL

Allow

Allow

Sent

Sent

Allow

Do not allow

Not sent

Sent

Do not allow

Allow

Not sent

Not sent

Do not allow

Do not allow

Not sent

Not sent

Set the email language
Use the Language field to specify the language of the current message. This affects the values shown for
option-set fields in dynamic content.
Option sets provide a fixed set of values, which are stored as an index (incrementing integer), but displayed as
text. For example, a field could be provided for selecting a T-shirt color where 1="red", 2="green", 3="blue", and
so on. If you are supporting several languages, then each index value for the option set might have a different
display value for each language. The value you choose for the Language here will determine which language is
used to display option-set values in your email. If you select a language for which no values are defined, then
another language will be shown instead (typically English, if it's available).

Set sender and receiver options

In addition to the message description and plain-text version, the Summar y tab also offers Sender and
receiver settings. Usually you shouldn't edit these, but they can be useful in some scenarios.
IMPORTANT
Domain authentication with DKIM is an increasingly important part of making sure your messages land in recipients'
inboxes rather than getting filtered away as junk. DKIM helps prove that messages claiming to come from your
organization really did come from it. It requires that the From address for each message you send uses a domain that
you've authenticated using DKIM (email addresses use the form account-name@domain-name). By default, all new
Dynamics 365 Marketing installations come with a pre-authenticated sending domain ending in "-dyn365mktg.com". You
may also have authenticated one or more of your own sending domains (which we highly recommend).
When you create a new email, the From address is automatically set to the email address registered for your Dynamics
365 Marketing user account. However, if your email address uses a domain that is not yet authenticated using DKIM,
then the initial From address will be modified to use an authenticated domain. The resulting From address will still
show the account-name of the user creating the message, but will now show a DKIM-authenticated domain-name that's
registered for your Marketing instance (for example, "MyName@contoso-dyn365mktg.com"), which will provide the
deliverability benefit, but probably isn't a valid return address. You can overrule this by editing the From address after
creating the message if needed, but this will probably lower your deliverability. If you want to send messages that show
your real email address as the from address, then we highly recommend that you ask your admin to authenticate your
email-address domain (if it's not already). More information: Authenticate your domains

The following Sender and receiver settings are available:
From name : This is the name shown to recipients as the person who sent the email. By default, this is the
name of the user who created the email. You can edit this to use a static value, or choose the Assist edit
button to define an alternative dynamic value.
From address : This is the email address shown to recipients as the address of the person who sent the
email. By default, this is the email address of user who created the message. You can edit this to use a static
value, or choose the Assist edit button button to define an alternative dynamic value. (See also the
IMPORTANT box at top of this section.)
To address : This should almost always be set to {{ contact.emailaddress1 }} , which sends the message to
each contact included in the customer journey that sends the email. You might change this to use a different
email address field (such as emailaddress2), or enter a dynamic expression that chooses the best of several
available email fields. Don't enter a static email address here because that will cause customer journeys to
send the message just once to that static address rather than to each contact processed by the journey
(insights will show that all other contacts were blocked).
Reply-to address : This should usually be blank, which means that replies to the message will be sent to the
From address . If you set a value here, replies to your message will be sent to this address rather than the
displayed from address. You can edit this to use a static value, or choose the Assist edit button to define
an alternative dynamic value. If you use this setting, we recommend that you use the same domain for the
reply-to address as for the from address (email addresses use the form account-name@domain-name).

Inspect and edit the text-only version of your message
The HTML mail standard allows for messages to include both an HTML version and a plain-text version of your
content. The purpose of the plain-text version is to allow your message to be legible when shown by email
clients that don't support HTML (or which have HTML turned off). Mail clients will only show one version to
users, and unless you're dealing with a very special market, it will almost always be the HTML version. It's a bit
like the system of providing alt-text for images.
So why bother with the plain-text version? To improve deliverability. One of the red flags that anti-spam systems
look for is an email message that includes HTML content but no plain-text content (or plain-text content that

doesn't match the HTML content). To help ensure that your marketing email messages don't get flagged as
spam, Dynamics 365 Marketing generates a plain-text version of your HTML design and includes it when it
sends the message. Usually you won't have to worry about the plain-text version, but you can still inspect and
optimize it if you like.
Start by designing the HTML version of your message. When you're almost done, go to the Summar y tab of
your message, where you'll see various settings and metadata for the message. Scroll down to the Plain Text
section to see the text that was auto-generated based on your HTML content.
To fine-tune the text version, clear the Automatically generate check box to unlock the text field, and then
edit the text as needed. From now on, though, your text version will no longer be linked to the HTML version
and won't be updated to match any changes you make to the HTML.
To go back to tracking the HTML version, reselect the Automatically generate check box. This will remove
any customizations that you've made to the plain text and update it to match the current HTML design on an
ongoing basis.
See also
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Your marketing email messages will probably be seen by many potential customers, so you'll want to make sure
they look just right when opened, regardless of which combination of device and email software each recipient
is using. Dynamics 365 Marketing provides several tools to help you test and evaluate your design before you
use it in an email campaign.
IMPORTANT
Previews and test sends give you a fast, convenient way to test your design. However, not all features work with previews
and test sends. The following limitations apply:
For-each loops don't render.
Subscription center links will open the subscription center page, but the page won't function.
You can't test send confirmation-request messages.
To test these features, create a simple customer journey that targets a very small segment (such as one that includes a
single contact with your email address) and sends the message you want to test.

Preview your message in the designer
The content designer provides two types of previews when you're designing a marketing email message:
Standard preview : Go to the Designer > Preview > Basic Preview tab to see the standard designer
preview and choose between various form factors, contacts, and content settings.
Inbox preview : Go to the Designer > Preview > Inbox Preview tab to see real-world inbox previews that
show your design exactly as it will appear in a wide variety of target email clients and platforms.
See the next sections for details about each of these types of previews.
NOTE
Microsoft Outlook supports local customizations and plugins that can affect the way messages are rendered. In some
cases, recipients using customized Outlook installations may see odd layouts or repeated page elements when viewing
pages designed in Dynamics 365 Marketing. These effects can't be simulated by the standard or inbox preview displays. If
necessary, you can use test sends to see how your designs look in specific Outlook configurations.

Use the basic preview feature
Go to the Designer > Preview > Basic Preview tab to see an in-browser preview that simulates how your
message will typically be rendered on various form factors (desktop, tablet, or phone) and orientations (portrait
or landscape).
Use the form-factor icons on the left side of the Designer > Preview > Basic Preview tab to switch between
the available form factors for the preview.
Use the following drop-down lists on the right side of the Designer > Preview > Basic Preview tab (under
the Proper ties heading) to test the effects of your dynamic content and logic:
Contact : Choose a representative contact record to supply field values. Field values from your selected

contact, and other dynamic content that reacts to these values, will be shown in your preview.
Content Settings : The content settings establish a marketing context for your message, and values stored
here might affect your message content. The content settings also include information about your
organization, including its postal address and the ID of a Dynamics 365 Marketing subscription center page.
In a basic setup, you might have just one set of content settings for your entire organization. But in a more
advanced configuration, you might reuse a single marketing email message in several different contexts
(such as for different products or different events); in this case, the content settings can be different for each
customer journey where you use the message. More information: Use content settings to set up repositories
of standard and required values for email messages.

Use the advanced inbox preview feature
Go to the Designer > Preview > Inbox Preview tab to see real-world inbox previews that show your design
exactly as it will appear in a wide variety of target email clients and platforms. This feature renders your
message by using native code from each of the listed target platforms, and then delivers your preview as an
image file showing the precise results. As with the simple preview, you can use the Designer > Preview >
Inbox Preview > Proper ties tab to choose a Contact record and Resource Set from which to draw dynamic
values (see also the previous section).
The inbox preview is provided by a Microsoft partner called Litmus Software, Inc. (litmus.com). Your Dynamics
365 Marketing license includes a limited number of inbox previews per month, and this quota is shared by your
entire organization. After your organization has used all the available previews for the month, each user must
set up their own Litmus account if they want to create additional previews. Personal Litmus quotas apply to
individual users, not to the entire organization. When you've used all your free previews, you'll be given the
option to sign in to Litmus directly from the Inbox Preview tab in Dynamics 365 Marketing. After you're signed
in, the integration is seamless.
The Inbox Preview tab displays a grid of icons, each labeled with the name of a different destination platform
or email client. Initially, each preview is dimmed and shows a key (locked) icon, which means that you haven't
yet generated that preview by using your current design and settings. Select one of these icons to generate that
preview and unlock its icon. Each time you unlock a preview, you'll use one preview from either your
organization's or your personal quota. The unlocked preview remains available for viewing until you change the
design or the Proper ties (dynamic text) settings, at which time all existing previews will no longer be valid and
will be shown as locked again.
NOTE
Litmus must be enabled for your instance before you can use it. More information: Configure default marketing settings

Preview dynamic text from contact information
The email preview resolves dynamic text from a selected sample contact record, allowing you to see exactly how
an email message will look when it arrives in the recipient's inbox.
After you've added dynamic content such as a contact's first name in the subject line, go to Designer >
Preview > Proper ties . In the Contact box, select a contact whose information you'd like to use for the
preview. The preview will automatically refresh and then display the resolved dynamic text from the contact that
you chose.
You can even test send (see below) messages with dynamic data including dynamic field values, entity
relationships, loops, and conditionals.

Send a test message
Select Test Send on the command bar to send your current design to one or more email addresses. This
command initiates an error check, and then, provided your message passes the error check, a flyout panel opens
asking you to specify the following:
Email address : Enter one or more target email addresses (comma-separated). You'll typically just use your
own email address here.
Test contact : Select a contact record to supply values for dynamic content (such as a first name in the
salutation). For a live message, these values come from the contact record for each individual recipient.
Test content settings : Select a content-settings record to supply values for dynamic content (such as a
subscription-center URL or the sender postal address). For a live message, the content-settings record is
specified by the customer journey that sends the message.
Select the Save button the bottom of the flyout panel to send the message to your specified email address(s).
NOTE
You can test-send both draft and live email messages, so you don't have to go live to do a test send.

See also
Tutorial: Create a marketing email and go live
Email marketing overview
Create a new email and design its content
Add dynamic content to email messages
Set the sender, receiver, language, and legal designation Check for errors, go live, and deliver

Email accessibility checker
4/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

The accessibility checker helps you make the content easy for people of all abilities to read. With this feature,
you can check the accessibility of emails created using the Marketing content designer and receive guidance on
suggested fixes.
Once you are done designing your email content, just click the Accessibility checker listed under Email
checker in the Designer tab. The checker will run the content against Microsoft Accessibility Standards to find
any issues.

The accessibility checker will list any issues it finds that do not conform with Microsoft Accessibility Standards.

You can drill down into any of the accessibility issues found to get help on how to fix the particular issue.

Once you have made an update, you can hit the button at the end "Check it again" to ensure your fix has passed
the accessibility requirements.

Check for errors, go live, and deliver the messages
3/5/2021 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

When you're done designing and previewing your email, you're ready to start sending it. First, you need to check
it for errors. Then, once it passes the error check, you must go live to activate it and make it available on the
marketing services. Finally, set up a customer journey to establish the target segment, delivery schedule, and
follow-up actions.

Required elements: How to pass the error check
Before you can go-live with or test-send your message, it must pass an error check. You can run an error check
at any time by selecting Check for Errors on the command bar. An error check is also run automatically each
time you select Go Live or Test Send .
All messages must include the following:
Subscription center link, using a URL taken from the content settings using the expression
{{msdyncrm_contentsettings.msdyncrm_subscriptioncenter}} (required for commercial messages only). More
information: Add standard, required, and specialized links to your message and Use assist edit to place
dynamic field values
Sender's physical address, taken from the content settings using the expression
{{msdyncrm_contentsettings.msdyncrm_addressmain}} . More information: Use assist edit to place dynamic field
values
A Subject entered as static text or a dynamic expression that resolves to valid text.
A From name and valid From address entered as static text or dynamic expressions that resolve to a valid
name and address.
An HTML body (your message content).
A plain-text version of the message. This version must exist and must also include a subscription center link
and the sender's physical address (this usually gets generated automatically, but you should review it).
The following are also confirmed by the check:
All dynamic expressions and HTML code must compile and generate valid values.
All videos and images referenced from the Dynamics 365 Marketing content libraries must exist.
The To field must be an expression (not a static value) that results in a valid email address. The customer
journey that sends the message will use this expression to find the address to use for each recipient (contact)
processed by the journey. The default expression provided for this ( {{contact.emailaddress1}} ) is usually
best, but you might customize this to support custom scenarios (such as email addresses stored in another
field).
The From address should use a domain that is authenticated and registered using DKIM as belonging to
your organization. You can go live with a From address that uses an unauthenticated domain, but you'll get
a warning because this isn't recommended. You can't go live with a domain that is authenticated as belonging
to another organization (this generates an error). More information: Authenticate your domains

NOTE
Errors that result from problems with your dynamic expressions are described in detail and provide a code sample that
should help you locate the problem. However, one message, which shows the text "Dynamic content references a static
entity that's missing a record ID", can appear for two different reasons. The first reason is the one implied by the text,
which means you included a reference to a specific record, but left out the ID of the record you want to show. The second
reason (which is only loosely related to the displayed text) is that you are referencing an entity that isn't yet synced with
the marketing-insights service and therefore isn't available to the error checker; to fix this, ask your admin to confirm
whether the required entity is synced, and to add it if it isn't. More information: Choose entities to sync with the
marketing-insights service

Go live and set up a customer journey to deliver your message
While you prepare a message, it stays in a draft state, which means that it's inactive and can't be sent. To send it,
you must first go live with it (which activates its dynamic content and moves it to the bulk messaging server),
and then add it to a customer journey.
To publish a message, open it and select Go Live on the command bar. Dynamics 365 Marketing will run a final
validation check, as described in the previous section, and—if it passes—publish the message. If errors are
returned, read the error messages, address the issues, and try again until the message is successfully published.
To address, schedule and deliver the message, set up a customer journey that includes a segment tile to define
the target audience and an email tile that references your live email design and delivers it to each contact that
enters the tile. You can also include any number of other tiles, including triggers and follow-up actions. To run
the customer journey and begin sending messages, choose a start date and end date and go live.
IMPORTANT
You should limit the HTML content of email messages to a maximum size of 100KB. This size limit includes all HTML text,
styles, comments, and embedded graphics (but not anchored external graphics). If the HTML content exceeds 128KB,
you'll receive a size warning, but you can still go live with the email and any customer journey that includes the email.
When you go live with a message, Dynamics 365 Marketing processes the HTML content to create inline styles, compress
spaces, and more, so it can be hard to know the exact final size of the message. If you have a message that you suspect
violates the HTML size limit, do the following:
1. Open a web browser and enter a URL of the form:
https://<your_domain>/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_marketingemails(<email_id>)

Where:
<your_domain> is the root of your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance (such as "contoso.crm.dynamics.com").
<email_id> is the ID for the message you want to check. To find this ID, open the message in Dynamics 365
Marketing and find the value of the id= parameter shown in your browser's address bar.
2. Search for the value of the field "msdyncrm_emailbody" in the returned JSON.
3. Copy the value of that field into a text program that can tell you the exact size of the HTML content.

More information: Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns and Go live with publishable entities
and track their status

Gain insights from your email results
Once you start delivering an email message using a customer journey, Dynamics 365 Marketing will begin to
collect information about how recipients interact with that message. The system provides a wealth of
information, including analyitics, KPIs, graphs, and more, to help you gain insights from your marketing results.
More information: Analyze results to gain insights from your marketing activities

See also
Tutorial: Create a marketing email and go live
Email marketing overview
Create a new email and design its content
Add dynamic content to email messages
Set the sender, receiver, language, and legal designation Check your work using previews and test sends

Quickly design and deliver a marketing email with
send now
3/5/2021 • 6 minutes to read • Edit Online

Dynamics 365 Marketing provides a flexible and powerful framework for designing interactive email campaigns
comprised of target segments, marketing email messages, customer-journey automation, and more. But
sometimes, when all you want to do is write a quick email and send it to a few specific recipients, all of these
extra components and capabilities can just get in the way. In this situation, use the send now feature, which lets
you design an email as usual and then just select Send now to choose your recipients and deliver the message.
In the background, Dynamics 365 Marketing creates a static segment to contain your recipients and a customer
journey preconfigured to send your message to that segment. The journey goes live automatically and starts
sending right away. After this, you can open the generated customer journey to view results and insights as
usual. Both the segment and the journey that are generated by this feature are easy to identify because
Dynamics 365 Marketing assigns them the same name as the email message that generated them.

Requirements and limits of the send-now feature
Compared to the standard procedure for sending marketing emails, in which you manually set up a segment
and customer journey to send a message you've already designed, the send-now feature adds a few limitations.
These are:
You can send to a maximum of 30 contacts, selected one at a time (as with a static segment).
Your message can include dynamic expressions, but you can't use relations. That means you can have just
one hop (period) in your dynamic expressions, so for example, {{contact.name}} is supported but
{{contact.contact_account_parentcustomerid.name}} isn't.
Your message must still pass the standard error check, and must therefore include all the standard required
content (including a subject, a subscription-center link, your organization's physical post address, and valid to
and from addresses).

Design and send an email with send now
To use the send-now feature:
1. Create a marketing email message as usual. Be sure to include all the required elements and to set all
required fields, including a Subject and a Name , and save the message.
NOTE
The name is especially important because this name will also be applied to the segment and customer journey
created by this feature. Always be sure to choose a meaningful name before selecting Send now .

2. Select Check for errors on the command bar to make sure your message is ready to send. If errors are
found, correct them and try again until your message passes the check.
3. Select Send now on the command bar.
4. The Send new marketing email dialog opens. The following settings and information are provided
here. All settings are required, but some may already be filled out to match your message settings if you
made them already. If your message is already live, then the Subject and From fields are read-only.

Subject : This is the subject that recipients will see. You probably set this up already when designing
the email, but this can strongly affect your open rate, so be sure to check it one last time.
From : This is the user account whose name and email address will appear as the sender of the
message. By default, all messages are initially configured to show the creating user's name and email
address as the sender of the message, but you can choose another user here if you prefer.
Recipients : In this area, build the list of contacts you want to send your message to. To add a contact,
use the Look for contacts field to find and select a contact record (repeat to add more contacts).
Each time you select a contact from this field, it gets added to the Recipients list. To remove a contact
you've added, select the left column to place a check mark on the target contact and then select the
Remove button.

5. When you've added all the contacts you want to reach with your message, select Send now . Dynamics
365 Marketing now does the following:
Creates a static segment that includes your selected contacts. The segment is given the same name
as your email message.
Creates a customer journey that is preconfigured to target the generated segment and deliver
your email message to all the contacts it contains. It's also set to start running immediately.
Goes live with the segment, journey, and email.
Star ts sending the messages as soon as possible.
6. Dynamics 365 Marketing lets you know that your messages are being sent and provides a button that
will bring you to the customer journey it created for you. As with all customer journeys, you'll be able to
open this journey to analyze its results and gain insights about your email deliveries.

Find, view, and edit the generated segment
When you use send now, Dynamics 365 Marketing generates a static segment that contains the contacts you
selected while using the feature, and saves the segment using the same name as the email message you used to
generate it.
NOTE
If you have used the send-now feature more than once from the same email message, then you'll also have more than
one segment with that name. In this case, you can use the Created on date column to tell them apart.

Once generated, send-now segments work exactly like any other static segment. You can find the segment by
going to Marketing > Customers > Segments and then searching for your email name.
Unless you are very fast, Dynamics 365 Marketing would probably already have sent messages to most or all
the contacts in the generated segment by the time you open it (so it usually won't help to remove any names
here). But you could add new contacts to the segment if you forgot a few, provided you do so before the
generated segment ends. Journeys generated by the send-now feature are usually scheduled to end after 24
hours, but you can edit the journey to extend this if needed.
Because the generated segment automatically goes live right away, you must select Edit on the command bar
before you can edit it. Select Save when you're done to return to the live state. Provided you do this while the
generated journey is running, the journey will deliver messages to the newly added contacts as soon as you
save your changes. If you Stop the segment, then it will stop sending new contacts down the journey pipeline
until you start it again—this could allow you to prevent some contacts from being processed if they haven't
been already. More information: Segment go-live operations and status
For more information about how to edit static segments, see Design static segments.

Open the generated customer journey and gain insights
The customer journey generated by the send-now feature brings everything together, manages the delivery, and
displays results. Like the generated segment, the generated journey has the same name as the email message
that created it. You can find the journey by going to Marketing > Marketing execution > Customer
journeys and then searching for your email name.
NOTE
If you have used the send-now feature more than once from the same email message, then you'll also have more than
one customer journey with that name. In this case, you can use the Created on date column to tell them apart.

Journeys generated by the send-now feature have the following characteristics:
A simple, two-tile pipeline that starts with a segment tile configured to use the generated segment, followed
by an email tile configured to send the email that generated the journey.
The journey goes live instantly and is set to start right away, so the start date and time are the same as the
date and time the journey was generated.
The journey is configured to run for 24 hours, but you can edit the journey to extend this if needed.
As usual, the Designer tab shows insights about what happened at each tile, and the Insights tab provides
general insights about the journey. More information: Customer journey insights

As with all other journeys, if you Stop the journey it will pause (and be editable) until you go live again. You can
also select Edit to go into live-edit mode without pausing the journey. Your editing options are limited, however,
because the journey has already been live. More information: Customer journey go-live operations and status

Check the spam risk of your email content
4/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

The spam checker feature applies artificial intelligence to analyze the content of each marketing email message.
Spam checker then generates a range that predicts how likely the message is to be flagged by content-based
spam filters.
There are two ways to view your spam risk:
Automatically : A spam check is always made as part of the standard Check for errors and Go live
processes. Spam risk results are shown together with other results of the error check. Spam risk results are
classified as high, medium, or low (lower is better). If you get a high or medium spam risk level, you should
consider revising your content.
Manually : As you are designing your email, you can check your spam risk at any time by going to the
Designer tab. Unlike the automatic error-check results, this display also provides information about which
types of issues are most likely responsible for increasing your risk level.
To manually view and interpret the spam risk for a message:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing execution > Marketing emails , and then either create or open an
email message.
2. Design your email content as usual using the email designer.
3. Before you go live, open the Designer > Email checker tab for your message and select Spam
checker to run the check on your current content. The check may take a couple of minutes but is usually
faster.

4. When the analysis is finished, you get a low, medium, or high-risk result. If you click the Details panel,
you are given recommendations on how to decrease your spam risk. A low risk is encouraged however

due to the nature of marketing content, some errors are to be expected.

Though exact thresholds may vary based on your topic and audience, here are a few guidelines for
interpreting the score:
0 – 40 (green): This is a good score, so congratulations! The content of your message is mostly free of
red-flag terms and is likely to be both delivered to and appreciated by your recipients.
40 – 80 (yellow): This is a medium score. You should consider revising the content, especially if you are
on the higher end of this range.
80 – 100 (red): This is a high score. Your message is likely to be blocked by spam filters, and messages
that are delivered are likely to be badly received and may even be reported as spam by recipients.
When you're revising your content, remove high-pressure words and phrases, plus any other content that
you would consider spammy if you received this message yourself. Consider also the issues listed as the
top factors affecting your risk results.
If you would like to know more about how the scores are generated, you can visit this website.
5. When you are satisfied with your spam risk level, go live with your message as usual.
See also
Tutorial: Create a marketing email and go live
Email marketing overview
Create a new email and design its content
Add dynamic content to email messages
Set the sender, receiver, language, and legal designation
Check for errors, go live, and deliver

Design and run A/B tests on your email designs
3/5/2021 • 13 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use email A/B testing to find out which of two similar designs is likely to be most successful and then send the
winning design to the remaining audience automatically. You start by creating an initial design (the "A" version),
and then use that as the basis to create a "B" version of the design in which you have modified a small part of it
(such as the subject or an image). Finally, choose your conditions for success (such as most opened or most
clicked) and run the test as part of a customer journey.
The journey runs the entire test automatically. It starts by sending version A to a small part of your segment (for
example 10% of contacts, selected randomly) while also sending version B to another part of the segment
(typically also 10%). It waits for a period of time you choose (for example, 24 hours) and then analyzes the
interaction results and chooses a winner based on your selected criteria (such as most opened). The journey
then sends the winning design to the rest of the segment (the remaining 80%) automatically.

Create a marketing email for A/B testing
To set up an A/B test, start by creating your basic design (this will be the A version) and then create one or more
B versions where just a small part of the design has changed. Each B version allows only one type of change
(such as subject, body, or from address), but you can define several test for the same design, where the A
version is always the same, but with a different B version for each test.
To set up A and B designs for a message:
1. Create your initial design as usual, as described in Create a new email and design its content. Perfect the
design as much as possible and be sure to check it for errors to make sure it can go live.
2. When your A design is finished, do one of the following:
If you haven't yet defined any test for this email, then select the Add A/B test button at the top corner
of the designer.
If you already have one or more tests defined, select A/B test at the top corner of the designer to
open the A/B test panel and then select the Add test button at the top of the panel.

3. The Add a test dialog opens. Do the following:

Set the Test type to one of the following: - Subject : Lets you choose a different subject for the B
version of your design. - From name : Lets you choose a different from-name for the B version of the
design. Recipients will see this as the name of the sender of the message. This won't change the actual
the from-address, which will remain the same for both versions. - Body : Lets you select one or more
design elements in the email body and then change those elements' settings, content, or appearance
in the B version of the design.
Enter a Test name to identify the test. This name is displayed in the A/B test panel and in the
customer journey email tile when you are choosing which test to run for that journey
Select Add to add your test to the A/B test panel.

NOTE
You can add as many tests as you like by repeating the previous two steps. Remember that the A version is the
same for all tests, but the B version is specific for each test, so you can have many different B versions.

NOTE
You can run each test just once, on a single email tile in a single journey. As soon as you configure a journey to
run a test, you won't be able to select that test for any other email tile or journey. If you'd like to run several tests
on a single design, then add more tests to A/B test panel.

4. A new test of your selected type is now added to Draft section of the A/B test panel. Note the following:
You might have any number of tests available. Each test shows its name and type (indicted by an icon
next to the name).
Select a test from the A/B test panel to work with that test. When a test is selected, its name appears
in bold and it is expanded to show Version A and Version B buttons for working with that test.
You can change the name of any listed test by selecting the test and then selecting the Rename button
shown next to the test name when it's active. This name is displayed in the customer journey email tile
when you are choosing which test to run for that journey .
For subject and from-name tests, the parameter being controlled by your selected test shows either an
A icon or a B icon to indicate what you are testing and which version is being shown (and
editable). The icon changes to match the version button you have selected ( Version A or Version B ).
For body tests, each element being tested shows a colored frame around it (when selected) that
matches the color of the version button you have selected (blue for Version A or pink for Version B
). See the next step for details about how to set this up.

5. Select a test from the A/B test panel and then select the Version B button. Do one of the following,
depending on which type of test you are making:
For subject tests, the Subject field should now show a B icon . Enter a new subject here.
For from-name tests, the From name field should now show a B icon . Enter a new name here.
For body tests, add an element to the test by selecting it on the canvas to highlight it and then select
the A/B button in the tab at the top of the highlighted frame. This is a toggle button, so you can
select it again to remove an element from the test—it shows a white background for elements
being tested, and shows a dark-blue background for elements that are the same for each version.
For tested elements, the frame color indicates the version: light-blue for version A and dark-pink for
version B. You can add as many elements as you want to the test, but usually it's best just to test just a
few elements (or one element) at a time.

6. Now change the design of the item(s) you have enabled for testing. For subject and from-name tests, edit
the appropriate field text; for body tests, you can edit text content for text elements or Proper ty tab
settings for other types of design elements. You can toggle back and forth between versions using the

Version A and Version B buttons and continue to edit each version while it's being displayed.
NOTE
Even after you have enabled A/B testing you can still edit parts of your message that aren't part of any tests.
When you to this, your edits will affect all versions (the A version and all B versions), regardless of which test and
version button are currently selected. But if you edit a setting that's enabled for testing, then you are only editing
the version selected using the Version A and Version B buttons. Remember that the A version is the same for
all tests, but the B version is unique for each test.
Be careful when adding new design elements to a message that already has a body test set up. After doing this,
always make sure your new elements are fully defined with the correct content and settings for each of version of
each test.

7. Continue working in this way until you have set up all of the tests you want to run on the current email
design.
8. When you're done setting up your designs and tests, select Go live to make your message available for
use with a customer journey.

Prepare to execute your test from a customer journey
When you're email is ready to test, use a customer journey to send it. You can include A/B-test emails in any type
of journey, regardless of complexity, and including journeys that you are using in a production campaign. The
strategy is to send each design to a small part of the full segment being targeted by the journey, wait to see how
those recipients react to each version of the message, and then send the best performing message to the rest of
the segment. You can choose what the winning conditions are (most clicks or most opens), and also how long to
run the test for.
IMPORTANT
To produce reliable test results, you should always send each version (A and B) to a minimum of 100 recipients before
allowing the system to choose a winner. A typical recommended setup would use a 1,000-member segment (or larger),
with a test distribution that sends version A to 10% of the segment, version B to another 10%, and then sends the
winning design to the remaining 80%.
It's possible to run an A/B test with as little as just one or a few recipients for each version, but this can often result in an
uneven or non-random distribution of versions and unreliable final results. We recommend that you only do this while
experimenting with the feature.

To add an A/B test to a journey:
1. Set up your journey as usual, and be sure to include one or more email tiles where you can place your
A/B-test email(s).
2. Select an email tile that included in your journey pipeline and open the Proper ties tab in the side panel
to start configuring the tile.
3. In the Marketing email message field on the Proper ties panel, select the email message you set up
for A/B testing. Note that when a message that has one or more A/B tests designed for it is selected for
an email tile, that tile shows A and B icons in its corner. These are shown in gray for now because you
haven't yet set up the test for this tile (they will turn blue after you enable the test).

4. Scroll down in the Proper ties panel until you see the A/B testing switch and then select it to turn on
the test. This opens the A/B test settings.

NOTE
If you select an email message that has A and B designs but don't enable A/B testing for the tile, then version A
will be sent to all recipients.

5. Make the following settings to set up the test:
Choose A/B test : Your selected email design must have at least one test set up that hasn't been used,
but it might have more. Select the name of the test that you want to run on this tile. You can run at
most one test at a time.
A/B distribution : Set the slider to choose how many contacts (as a percentage of the total number of
contacts in the target segment) you'd like to include in the test. Half of the test audience will receive
version A, and the other half will receive version B. All test contacts, and the versions each receives, are
selected randomly.
Winning metric : Choose whether to decide the winning design based on the click-through rate (how
often a recipient clicked on a link in the message) or on the open rate (how often a recipient opened
the message). In each case, the winner is the version that produced the most clicks or opens as a
proportion of the total number of times that version was sent.
Test duration : Use these settings to establish how long the test should run. For best results, we
recommend running each test for at least 24 hours, or longer if possible—especially if you are
targeting a worldwide audience (to compensate for time zones). At the end of this time, the system
will analyze the results and send the winning design to the remaining contacts in the segment.
Contacts who received the "losing" design won't be re-sent the winning one.
If the results are inconclusive, send : Choose what to do if the test doesn't produce a clear winner.
In this case, you can choose to send version A, version B, or a random 50/50 split of both versions to
all remaining contacts.
6. Finish setting up your journey as usual and the go live.

Monitor the lifecycle of your A/B tests
Each test defined for a given email message can only be run once. As soon as a test starts to get processed by a
customer journey, or has been processed, you won't be able to use it again with any other customer journey. As

a result, you might sometimes try to set up an A/B test for an email tile in a customer journey and be surprised
when you can't select the test you want to run. In this case, you can just add another test.
To view the run status of each A/B test defined in an email message, open the message and expand the A/B Test
panel. Each test available for the message is listed under one of the following headings. Each heading includes
an expand/collapse button for showing or hiding the tests in each category.
Draft : These are tests that haven't been run yet, so you can still edit their settings and choose them when
configuring an email tile for a customer journey.
Scheduled : These are tests that are already set up to be run by a customer journey, but that journey hasn't
started yet. Their settings are locked and you can't run them in any other customer journey.
In progress : These are tests that are currently being run. Their settings are locked and you can't run them in
any other customer journey.
Finished : These are tests that are complete and can't be used again. To view the results, go to the customer
journey where you ran the test.

Inspect your test results
You can check the progress and results of your A/B tests at any time by examining the email tiles of your
customer journey. To do so:
1. Open the customer journey.
2. Select the email tile where you are running an A/B test.
3. Scroll down to the bottom of the Data panel for the selected email tile. Here you'll see a display that
shows the name of the test, the percentage of contacts that you sent each version to (including the
winning version), how much time there is left in the test, and which design was declared the winner
(provided the test has finished).

4. Select the View details link here to get even more information about the test results. This opens a dialog
that shows KPIs for each design from the test. For more information about email KPIs and how to
interpret them, see the Insights glossary.

You can also see the results of an A/B test by opening the message itself. From here, open the A/B test panel,
expand the Finished category of tests and select the Test insights button for the test you want to see.

Replace the A version with the B version after a test is finished
Regardless of the results of an A/B test, version A will remain the standard version of the message. Future test
will continue to test against version A, and all journeys that don't run an A/B test will send version A to
everyone. Therefore, and especially if version B wins a test, you might consider making that B version the new A
version going forward.
Cau t i on

When you replace version A with version B, version A is permanently deleted and replaced with version B from
the selected test. You can't undo this.
To replace version A with version B from a selected test:
1. Open the message where the A/B test has finished.
2. Expand the A/B test panel to see the list of test.
3. Expand the Finished category of tests in the A/B test panel.
4. Select the test where the B version is the one you want to make the new A version and select the Replace
with version B button.

5. You're prompted to confirm the action. If you're sure you want to continue, then confirm and then save
your message.
See also
Design your digital content
Design elements reference
Email marketing overview
Create automated campaigns with customer journeys
Customer journey tiles reference

Troubleshoot email campaigns
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What types of lookup fields are supported?
Dynamics 365 Marketing uses the same lookup types as other Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement apps.
When creating an email template containing dynamic content that will be used in customer journeys, however,
you should make note of what entity type any Customer lookup field is referring to.
Customer lookup fields may reference a contact or an account entity, but not both. For example, you might
create an email template containing the following dynamic content:
"Hello {{contact.contact_contact_parentcustomerid.firstname}}”
The email's dynamic content references a contact entity. If you create a customer journey with segment
members comprised of contact and account entities from Customer lookup fields, the above email template
will only deliver to the contact entities. Any account entities in the segment will be blocked.
To avoid blocked emails, the customer journey should filter segment members by the relationship to the contact
entity or the account entity so that each segment member can be sent to the email template with the
appropriate dynamic content.

Create and deploy marketing pages
3/5/2021 • 12 minutes to read • Edit Online

A marketing page is a webpage that includes a form where people can register for an offer, update their contact
information, manage mailing list subscriptions, and more. All the information submitted through a marketing
page is automatically captured by Dynamics 365 Marketing and applied immediately to your customer
database.
Marketing pages integrate with—and provide expanded functionality for—many other Dynamics 365 Marketing
features, including email marketing, customer journeys, behavior analysis, lead scoring, and result analytics.
IMPORTANT
The marketing-page feature described in this topic requires that you have a Power Apps portal associated with your
Dynamics 365 Marketing instance. If your admin chose to install Marketing without a portal, then the features described
in this topic won't be available to you. If you attempt to go live with a marketing page without having a portal available,
you'll be alerted to the issue and offered a chance to install a portal if you like (admin privileges required). For details
about how to create landing pages without using a portal (or in addition to the portal), see Integrate with landing pages
on external websites.
Note, however, that a simple default subscription center is available even if you don't have a portal. This page is hosted by
your Dynamics 365 Marketing server and can be customized using the features described in this topic. More information:
The default subscription center.

Overview: How to create a new marketing page and go live
The overall process of creating a new marketing page and making it available on the web goes through the
following stages:
1. Go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Marketing Pages , and select New in the command bar to
start creating a new page.
2. Choose a page template, which creates your initial design by establishing the page type, column layout,
and sample content.
3. Add and edit your page content. Use the graphical editor to drag new page elements to your design
(including forms, text, images, and more), and use the HTML editor to add extra features, custom styles,
and scripts. Along the way, you might need to create new forms, but usually you'll be able to use existing
ones.
4. When you are satisfied with the design, check it for required content and technical errors by selecting
Check for Errors in the command bar. If a problem is found, read the description, address the issue, and
try again until the page passes the error check.
5. Select Save in the command bar. Your page is now verified and saved in your system, but is still not
available on the web. Select Go Live to publish it to your Power Apps portal, where it will be made
available at a public URL. You are now ready to start promoting it by including links to it in your
marketing email messages, banners, social-media posts, and other marketing initiatives.
More information: Design your digital content
The remainder of this topic provides more information about these steps, including how to work with forms and
form fields, how to integrate marketing pages into emails and customer journeys, and how to read and interpret

results.

Types of marketing pages
There are three basic types of marketing pages:
Landing pages
Landing pages provide a webpage with an input form that visitors can use to sign up for a download,
discount, mailing list, or other perk by entering their contact details. When a visitor submits a form, Dynamics
365 Marketing automatically stores the submitted values in your database, creating new records or updating
existing ones as needed.
Subscription centers
All marketing email messages must include a link to a subscription center, where mail recipients can go to
unsubscribe, choose other lists to subscribe to, or update their contact information. You can choose which
mailing lists to include in each subscription center, but all subscription centers will also include a check box
the visitor can use to opt out of all marketing emails.
For ward to a friend
If you'd like to enable recipients of your marketing email messages to forward those messages to friends
who might also be interested in your offers, create a forward-to-a-friend marketing page and include links to
it in your marketing email messages. Dynamics 365 Marketing tracks when messages are forwarded by
contacts who use the forward-to-a-friend form, but not when contacts simply forward a message by using
their standard email client. Messages forwarded using an email client will still contain the web beacon and
personalized links of the original recipient, so your email results will show all interactions with these
forwarded messages as being done by the original recipient too—but when a contact uses the forward-to-afriend form, Dynamics 365 Marketing generates a new web beacon and personalized redirect links for each
forwarded message. Forward-to-a-friend recipients also won't see any personalized information that was
intended for the original recipient. For reasons of data privacy, all data entered into a forward-to-a-friend
form is deleted after 30 days, so no new contact or lead records are created unless a recipient of the forward
chooses to register with your organization using a landing page.
Dynamics 365 Marketing also includes both Customer Voice (for running online surveys) and Event
Management (which includes a full-featured event website that provides event information and registration).
Like marketing pages, these provide interactive webpages that run as Power Apps portals, and work similarly to
marketing pages under the hood, but they are more specialized so you'll work with them differently. More
information: Set up the event website, and Create and run online surveys

Create, view, and manage marketing pages
Create a new marketing page
To create a new marketing page, do one of the following:
Go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Marketing Pages to go to the full list of all pages currently
available on your instance, and then select +New in the command bar. You'll first be asked to choose a
template, which establishes the page type and column layout and might also provide sample content.
Then you'll be in the content designer, where you can start designing your page.
While working in a marketing email message or customer journey, add a marketing page tile or design
element to your journey or message, and then select +New on the Proper ties tab instead of choosing
an existing page. A quick-create flyout slides in from the side of the screen, where you must enter values
for all required fields and then select OK . A new marketing page is created with your selected settings
and is applied to your new customer-journey tile. However, you'll still need to finish the page later by
choosing a template and customizing it as needed. You can do that now by selecting Edit on the
Proper ties tab while the page is selected, or you can do it later either from here, or from the full list at

Marketing > Internet Marketing > Marketing Pages .
Set the required field values
Every time you create a new marketing page, you must fill out the required fields shown in the header of the
page. Select the More header fields button at the side of the header to open a drop-down dialog and make
the following settings:
Name : Enter a name for the page that you can easily recognize later. This name is internal-only.
Type : Choose the type of page you are making. Each type has different requirements and options.
Par tial URL : When you publish the page, this value becomes part of its URL. The page will be published on
your Power Apps portal, so the final URL for the page will have the form:
https:// <YourOrg> .microsoftcrmpor tals.com/ <Par tialURL> . Enter a suitable partial URL (note that
contacts might notice this text when they load your page).
(These settings are also available on the Summar y tab.)

Select Save on the command bar after you've finished making these settings.
Design your content
After choosing a template, you'll be in the page content designer, which resembles the other digital content
designers provided in Dynamics 365 Marketing. Work with it as follows:
The Content > Designer tab provides a graphical tool that you use to design your content by using
drag-and-drop, point-and-click operations. Add new elements to your design by dragging elements from
the Content > Designer > Toolbox tab to the content canvas. Choose a design element that already
exists in your design, and then use the Content > Designer > Proper ties tab to configure and style it.
When you select a design element on the canvas, you'll usually see a pop-up toolbar just above the
element. The tools it offers vary depending on which type of design element you've selected. The toolbar
typically provides commands to move, copy, or delete the selected element. For text elements, the toolbar
offers commands for applying basic text formatting as you would in Microsoft Word.
To style the overall page with basic fonts, colors, and background, select anywhere in the background of
your marketing page in the designer. After you select the background, the Proper ties tab will display
General layout options.

Use the Designer > HTML tab to edit the raw HTML directly. You might use this to paste in an existing
HTML design, or to fine-tune the code in ways the graphical editor doesn't support (such as custom
attributes or logic).
IMPORTANT
HTML code for marketing pages published to the portal must be less than the maximum size of the adx_copy attribute
of the adx_webpage portal entity, not including images or imported scripts. If you attempt to publish designs larger
than the maximum size of the adx_copy attribute, you will receive an error message.

More information: Design your digital content
Establish marketing page templates
Dynamics 365 Marketing comes with a collection of sample templates to help get you started quickly. You can
also save your own templates, which you might do to establish your own visual identity and quickly create new
pages that conform to it.
You can view, edit, and create all marketing page templates by going to Marketing > Marketing templates >
Page templates . The process for creating a new template is similar to creating a new page, but you'll start from
a blank slate rather than choose a template at the beginning.
More information: Work with email, page, and form templates

Deploy your marketing pages
While you are building a marketing page it remains in draft status, and is therefore editable in Dynamics 365
Marketing but is unavailable to customers on the internet. When your page is ready for use, you must publish it
by selecting Go Live . Your design will be checked for errors and then, provided it passes, be published to your
portal. If a problem is found, read the error message, address the issue, and try again.
You can edit a live page by selecting Edit in the command bar. While you are editing it, it remains available on

the internet. After editing, select Save to go live with your changes. Your design will be checked for errors and
then, provided it passes, your updates will be published.
NOTE
Most marketing pages include an embedded form, which you must design and publish separately from the page. The
imported form is validated together with the page when you publish it, so if an embedded form has been removed or
changed so it is no longer valid, then you'll see a validation error when publishing or saving an edited page.

You can remove a live page from the internet by selecting Stop in the command bar.
More information: Go live with publishable entities and track their status

Integrate landing pages with other marketing initiatives
To include a link to a landing page in a marketing email, you can either create a dynamic text link (in a text
element) that references the page by using the assist edit feature, or add a dedicated marketing-page element,
which creates a colorful call-to-action button that links to the page. More information: Add dynamic content to
email messages and The form element for marketing pages
You can create customer journeys that include triggers that react to marketing page submissions, so that
contacts who submit the page are treated differently from those who don't. To do this, include a marketing page
tile in your journey design and then place a trigger that references that tile and specifies logic for how to react to
it. To trigger on a marketing page linked to in a marketing-email message, add an email tile for the message and
then add a marketing page tile as a child tile of that message. More information: Use customer journeys to
create automated campaigns

View submitted data and analyze page performance
To view form submissions and analytics about page usage and performance:
1. Go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Marketing Pages and use the search, sort, and filtering
controls to find the page you want to inspect.
2. Go to the Insights tab.
3. Explore the various tabs and displays here to view submissions and gain insights.
More information: Analyze results to gain insights from your marketing activities

Configure marketing page defaults and matching strategies
Administrators can choose settings that control several aspects of the way all marketing pages function on your
instance and the way they match incoming page submissions to existing contacts and leads. More information:
Configure landing pages

Privacy notice

IMPORTANT
Many countries/regions (including the European Union) require that you get consent before setting a cookie on a user's
machine. It is your organization's responsibility to be aware of, and conform to, all relevant laws and regulations in the
markets where you operate, including consent to set cookies. You can read more about the EU regulations at
ec.europa.eu/ipg/basics/legal/cookies/. Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies in the following ways:
Marketing pages created and hosted by Dynamics 365 Marketing use cookies to enable the pre-fill feature for known
contacts, and to log when any contact opens a marketing page. Dynamics 365 Marketing pages and page templates
do not include a cookie-consent feature, so you must add it. One way to do this is by adding JavaScript to the section
of your pages using the HTML editor of the page designer. You could develop your own JavaScript or use one of the
many free or licensed solutions already available. You could also use the built-in privacy statement for marketing pages
to announce your use of cookies; however, this might not be sufficient in all jurisdictions because it won't stop the
server from setting the cookie—it just informs visitors that cookies are being used (for more information about this
feature, see Configure landing pages. More information: Create and deploy marketing pages
The websites feature uses cookies to log visits to any web page where you place the tracking script. Cookies work
together with the marketing-pages feature to identify contacts by matching the visitor IDs to landing-page
submissions. If your website already uses cookies and includes a consent feature, then it probably covers the Dynamics
365 Marketing website script. However, if you don't have cookie consent built into your website, you must add it
before adding the website script to pages that market to residents of relevant countries/regions. More information:
Register link clicks and website visits
The event portal uses a session cookie to enable contacts to sign in and register for events. More information: Set up
the event portal. Additionally, it uses cookies to store the user's language.
More information: How Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies

See also
Create a landing page
Design your digital content
Accessibility and keyboard shortcuts
Design elements reference
Upload and use images and files
How Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies
Go live with publishable entities and track their status

Provide personalized page content
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As with marketing emails, you can create landing pages, and other types of web pages that display content that's
personalized for known contacts. The solution makes use of the following techniques:
Known contacts are identified by a cookie set on their browser
The required cookie is set in a user's browser when they open any Dynamics 365 Marketing landing page,
embedded form, or subscription center. The cookie might initially be anonymous but gets linked to a contact
record when the contact submits a landing page with valid contact details or opens a subscription center
using a personalized link sent to them in email.
JavaScript is used to fetch values from the relevant contact record to the marketing page
Dynamics 365 Marketing generates the code you must add to your page to connect to the database and
fetch the field values, but you must modify this with the specific field names you want to use, and also write
your own JavaScript to make use of those values on the page. You might display contact values directly, or
use them programmatically to modify page content, layout, and more.
Personalized pages must run either on an authenticated domain or the Power Apps por tal, and
use HTTPS
For security purposes, personalized pages are only supported on domains that are authenticated with
Dynamics 365 Marketing (including native marketing pages running on a Power Apps portal, which are
always authenticated). Personalized pages must furthermore be accessed using HTTPS (not HTTP).
Data access is restricted to explicitly allow listed fields from the contact entity
For security, the solution will only provide those field values that you specifically configure to make available
to personalized landing pages.
Contacts must accept form prefilling to see personalized marketing page content
For privacy, the solution only allows personalized content to be shown to contacts whose contact record has
the allow-prefill flag set. This same flag enables landing pages to display forms that are prefilled with values
from the contact record of a known contact (identified by the same cookie). Contacts can set or clear their
allow-prefill flag themselves using a subscription center or landing page form, provided your form includes a
"remember me" setting.
Use the personalized page entity to establish the allow list and generate the JavaScript
Go to Marketing > Marketing content > Personalized pages to identify which contact fields to make
available and generate the code for bringing those values onto the page.
You can use fields of the following types on personalized pages:
Single line of text
Option set (see note)
Two options
Whole Number
Floating point number
Decimal number
Currency
Multiple lines of text
Date and time
Multi-select option set (see note)

NOTE
Option-set values are returned as index values (integers), not display values.

Authenticate your external domains
Domain authentication helps ensure that your organization's websites (external domains) really do belong to
your organization, and that your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance is authorized to interact with those domains
and send marketing emails associated with them. It requires your system administrator to prove ownership of
each domain by submitting signed certificates through the DNS system. Before you start developing a
personalized page for your website, be sure to ask your system administrator whether your domain is
authenticated for use with Dynamics 365 Marketing. For instructions, see Authenticate your domains.
For native marketing pages, which are designed in Dynamics 365 Marketing and run on your Power Apps
portal, authentication is automatic, so you don't need to set up an authenticated domain for these.

Set up page personalization
To prepare the page-personalization feature, you must establish the allow list of contact fields and generate the
JavaScript code you'll need to import field values onto your page. You'll do this by working with personalized
page records.
Personalized pages are go-live entities, which means that a record must be live for its fields allow list to take
effect.
To set up one or more personalized page records:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing content > Personalized pages .
2. A list of existing personalized page records opens. Do one of the following:
If you want to edit a record that's already shown here, select it to open it and start editing. If the record
already shows a Status reason of Live , then select Stop in the command bar to unlock it for editing.
If no records are shown, or if you want to create a new one, then select New in the command bar to
create a new one. Then enter Name for the record and select Save in the command bar to create the
record and show all available settings

3. The Fields table shows a list of contact fields already allow listed by this record (if any). To add a new
field to the allow list:

Select the New personalized page field button next to the Fields table heading. (If you don't see
the button, then expand the More commands menu (ellipsis button) and select New personalized
page field from there.)
The New personalized page field page opens. Identify the field you want to allow list by making
the following settings:
Personalized page : This shows the name of the personalized page record you are editing,
and to which you will add the new field. Don't change this.
Name : Select the name of the field you want to allow list from this drop-down list. All available
fields from the contact entity are available here.
Owner : This defaults to your user account. Usually you should leave it.
Select Save & Close on the command bar. This returns you to the personalized page record you were
editing, where you should now see your new field added to the Fields table.
4. If you want to edit or remove a field from the allow list, select the target field to highlight it, then do one
of the following:
To remove the selected field, expand the More commands menu (ellipsis button) and select Delete
personalized page field .
To edit the selected field, select the Edit button next to the Fields table heading or from the More
commands (ellipsis) menu (depending on your screen size).
On smaller screens, each listed field shows a More commands menu that you can open to Edit or
Delete that field directly.
5. When you're done setting up the Fields list, select Go Live on the command bar to activate the record.
The fields listed in that record are now available for use on marketing pages. Also, the JavaScript code
field now shows the generated code that you must add to each page you want to personalize, as
described in the next section.

Add personalization to a landing page or web page
After you've set up a personalized-pages record to allow list all the fields you need and generate the required
JavaScript, as described in the previous section, do the following to add personalized features to your page:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing content > Personalized pages and open the record that allow lists all
the contact fields you need for your page.
2. Make a note of the exact spelling of each field in the Fields list.
3. Select all the text in the JavaScript code field and copy it to your clipboard.
4. Do one of the following:
To personalize a marketing page published by Dynamics 365 Marketing, go to Marketing > Internet
marketing > Marketing pages and open (or create) the page where you want to add
personalization. Then go to the Content > HTML tab for your selected marketing page.
To personalize a page from your own website, edit the page in your CMS system or any text or code
editor.
5. Paste the JavaScript code into the <head> section of the HTML. Your pasted code should look something
like this:

<script src="https://mktdplp901cdn.azureedge.net/public/1.35.1022.0/static/js/loader.js"></script>
<script>window.msdyncrm_personalizedpage = {
id:"438d3652-e339-e911-a9d2-000d3a147cc6",
success: function(data) {
// TODO: do something with data like
// var firstname = data.Data["firstname"];
// alert(firstname);
},
error: function() {
}
};</script>

6. The provided JavaScript includes some sample code in comments (which start with //). For each contact
field that you want to use on your page, create an uncommented code line of the following form:
var <LocalFieldName> = data.Data["<RealFieldName>"]

Where:

<LocalFieldName> is the name you'll use to refer to the field using JavaScript on the marketing page.
You can choose any name you like, but usually you'll pick one that matches the read field name.
<RealFieldName> is the name of the field as defined in Dynamics 365. This must match one of the
fields you allow listed earlier, as listed in the Fields table of the page-personalization record.
For example:
var first = data.Data["firstname"]

7. Each contact field that you enabled in the <head> is now available to JavaScript on the page. Use
standard JavaScript techniques to reference and use the values.
IMPORTANT
If you're running your personalized page on an external website, make sure it always communicates with visitors using
HTTPS, not HTTP. Also, as already mentioned, make sure that your external domain is authenticated for use with Dynamics
365 Marketing

Test your page personalization
As mentioned in the introduction to this topic, page personalization requires that a contact is known and allows
prefilling of marketing pages. To test your page personalization, do the following:
1. Set up page personalization and create your personalized page as described earlier in this topic.
2. Open (or create) a marketing page that's live and running on your instance and that includes a marketing
form with the following:
A field design element for each of the values you want to test on your personalized page.
A remember-me design element (which creates a checkbox that enables/disables prefilling and page
personalization for the submitting contact)
3. Fill out all the fields on the registration form and be sure to mark the "remember me" check box. When you
submit the form, Dynamics 365 Marketing will set a cookie in your browser, which enables the system to
identify you the next time you open a marketing page.
4. Allow about 30 seconds for the system to process the submission and create a new contact record.
5. Open your personalized marketing page and confirm the personalization features work as expected.

Create, view, and manage marketing forms
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A marketing form defines a set of input fields arranged into a form layout. You'll probably build a small library
of reusable forms that you can place on all your various marketing pages as needed. To add a marketing form to
a specific marketing page, use a form element to position the form and choose local settings for it, which apply
to that page only.
Each marketing form is made from a collection of fields, buttons, graphical elements, and a few configuration
settings. Each field included in your form must be set up in Dynamics 365 Marketing as a marketing form field,
which establishes options for how that field is presented in forms where it appears, and which lead or contact
fields it maps to in the database. Some features of a marketing form depend on which type of form it is—for
example, a subscription center form can include subscription lists.

Marketing form types and subscription behavior
As with marketing pages, each marketing form has a type, which maps directly to the page type where you can
use that form. Though you can include more than one form on a marketing page, all forms on the page must be
of the same type, and that type must match the type of the page itself. The available types are:
Landing page form : This is a general-purpose form for collecting contact information on marketing pages
that are not subscription centers or forwarding forms. Landing page forms can also offer mailing-list
subscriptions for opt-in, but they can't show the visitor their current subscriptions or allow them to opt out of
any lists (for this, they must use a subscription form). When the form is submitted, Dynamics 365 Marketing
tries to match the incoming data to an existing contact; if a match is found, the matching record is updated,
otherwise a new record is created. The new or updated contact will also be subscribed to each mailing list
where the check box is selected, but will not change their subscription status for any mailing list where the
check box is cleared.
Subscription form : Provides fields where contacts can view and edit their contact details, and shows a
collection of mailing lists (with check boxes) where the contact can add or remove subscriptions. When the
form is submitted, all contact fields are updated to match the submission, and the contact is removed from
all lists where the check box is cleared and added to all lists where the check box is selected. A subscription
form only modifies existing contacts, and never creates new ones.
For ward to a friend : Provides a short collection of fields, each of which will accept an email address
entered by a contact when forwarding a marketing message to other colleagues.
You should usually choose your form type before you start designing the form. For details about how to set the
form type, see Form summary and configuration. For more information about how the form type affects your
form's design and requirements, see Design and validate your form content

Create and edit marketing forms
To create a new marketing form, do one of the following actions:
Go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing forms to go to the list of all forms currently
available on your instance, and then select New in the command bar. You'll first be asked to choose a
template, which establishes the form type, column layout, and sample content. Then you'll be in the form
designer.
While working on an existing marketing page design, add a form element to your design, and then select
New on the Proper ties tab instead of choosing an existing form (be sure to save your page design first if

you haven't already done so). You'll then be asked to choose a template, which establishes the form type,
column layout, and sample content. Then you'll be in the form designer.
The form designer is similar to other types of digital content designers in Dynamics 365 Marketing, but only
provides design elements and settings that are appropriate for marketing forms.
To edit an existing form, do one of the following actions:
Go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing forms to go to the form list page. Use the search,
sort, and filter controls to find the form you want to edit, and then select its name in the list to go to the form
designer.
Open a marketing page where you use the form, select the form element in the canvas, and then go to the
Proper ties tab of the page designer and open it from there.

Form summary and configuration
Each marketing-form record includes a Summar y tab and a few basic settings in the header. Use these to set
options and get more information about the form.
Settings in the header
The header settings are available at the top of the page no matter which tab is shown. To edit them, select the
More header fields button (which looks like a down-pointing chevron) at the side of the header to open a
drop-down dialog with the following settings:
Name : Enter a name for the form. This is the name you'll see in the forms list and when adding the form
to a marketing page.
Form type : Choose whether the form should function as a Landing page , Subscription center , or
For ward to a friend form. This setting affects the requirements for what your form must contain and
where you can use it. More information: Marketing form types and Design and validate your form
content
Update contacts/leads : Choose which types of records can be created or updated in response to a
form submission. Usually you should leave this set to Contacts and leads , which will update both types
of records and link them together as needed to support lead scoring and insights. However, you might
instead choose to update Only contacts or Only leads if you want to prevent one of these types of
records from being changed. If you choose Only contacts or Only leads , you can even allow form
submissions without updating the contact or lead. This gives you the option to collect form data, then
export to Excel create a custom Workflow or Flow to map the data to an entity of your choosing. More
information: How form settings affect lead scoring and interaction records
Status reason : Shows the current go-live status of the form. A form must be live before you can use it in
a marketing page or embed it on an external site. You can't change this setting here; use buttons on the
command bar instead. More information: Go live to make your marketing form available for use

Settings on the Summary tab
The following settings and information are provided on the Summar y tab:
General information : Here you can read and assign a name to the form record, read and set the owner,
and see when the form was created and last modified.
Contact and Lead matching strategies : These settings control which incoming form-field values are
matched against existing contact and lead records. If an existing record has matching values in all the
specified fields, then that record will be updated with the incoming values (for the other fields); if no
match is found, then a new contact and/or lead record will be created. Default strategies are provided for
new forms. More information: Set matching strategies
Generate leads without matching : This setting controls whether or not the form will attempt to match
an existing lead (using the specified Lead matching strategy ), or if instead it will always create a new
lead for each submission. Set to No to apply the matching strategy, or to Yes to create a new lead every
time.
Purpose and Visual style : These fields provide more information about the form. For form templates,
these values affect how the form can be found on the Purpose and Visual style tabs of the template
gallery. These settings don't affect the actual layout or functionality of the form in any way.
Prefill fields : Set to Yes to enable prefilling for the form; set to No to disable it. You can only change this
option for landing-page forms—subscription-center forms always use prefilling, while forward-to-afriend forms never use it. More information: Enable prefilling for forms
Submission behavior : These settings establish how the form interacts with people who submit it. They
establish the default settings for when you place the form in a marketing page using a form element,
though you can override these by editing the form element properties. They also establish the behavior
for when the form is embedded on an external website. The following settings are provided here:
Success notification : Enter a message to show to visitors right after they submit the form. Use this
to thank the submitter and confirm their submission.
Success image URL : The success-notification message is rendered as an overlay dialog that includes
a small graphic. By default, it shows a green circle with a check mark. If you prefer a custom graphic
(such as your organization's logo), then upload the graphic somewhere and enter the full URL here.
Error notification : Enter a short message that tells the user that a temporary error has prevented

the system from accepting the form submission. For example, "We can't accept your form submission
right now. Please try again later."
Error image URL : The error-notification message includes a small graphic. By default, it shows a red
circle with an X mark. If you prefer a custom graphic, then upload the graphic somewhere and enter
the full URL here.
Limit exceeded notification : Enter a short message announcing that the system has stopped
processing new submissions temporarily, and inviting the user to try again later. This situation can
occur if the server detects a submission pattern consistent with abuse of the system and has therefore
entered a defensive stance.
Redirect URL : Enter a URL to send the submitter to immediately after they submit the form. This
typically would be a page on your own website that thanks the submitter and confirms their
submission, or some other message related to the purpose of your marketing page.
Store all form submissions : Marketing-form records provide a tab called Form submissions ,
where you can see all incoming submissions for the current form that haven't been processed yet.
Failed submissions will remain listed here so you can inspect, possibly fix, and resubmit them. Set this
option to Yes if you'd also like to keep a record of all successfully processed submissions here, which
you'll also be able to inspect, update, and resubmit if needed. Set this to No to keep only pending and
failed submissions in the list. Either way, all successfully processed submissions will be applied to your
database, and you'll always be able to see these submissions on the Insights > Submissions tab
(but you can't edit or resubmit from there). More information: Edit and resubmit form submissions
Timeline : Shows a history of notes and other activities related to the current form. Most types of entities
in Dynamics 365 Marketing include this type of display.
Related marketing pages : Here you can see a list of marketing pages where this form is used. Select
any listed page to open it.
Related fields : Here you can see a list of fields used in this form. Select any listed field to open its
definition.

How form settings affect lead scoring and interaction records
Typically, you'll use marketing forms as part of your lead generation and scoring strategy. If so, then it's
important to understand how some of the settings in the header and on the Summar y tab can affect contact
generation, lead generation, record updates, lead scoring, and interaction records. The most important setting in
this regard is the Update contact/leads setting in the header, which affects what happens when a contact

submits a form, as described in the following subsections. For more information about these issues, see Design
lead-scoring models.
Create/update both contacts and leads

When a form is submitted with Update contact/leads set to Contacts and leads (which is the standard and
recommended setting):
Both leads and contacts will be created or updated as needed.
The system applies the Contact matching strategy to see if an existing contact matches the submission.
If a matching contact is found, update its fields to match the submission.
If no contact is found, then create a new one based on the submission.
If Generate leads without matching is set to Yes , the system always creates a new lead, regardless of the
Lead matching strategy .
If Generate leads without matching is set to No , the system applies the Lead matching strategy to
look for an existing lead that matches the submission.
If a matching lead is found, update its fields to match the submission.
If no lead is found, create a new one based on the submission.
The system stores the found/created contact ID in the Parent Contact for lead lookup field for the
found/created lead.
The system generates a form-submitted interaction record with both the found/created lead ID and the
found/created contact ID.
Create/update leads only

When a form is submitted with Update contact/leads set to Only leads :
Contacts are never created or updated, so the Contact matching strategy setting is ignored and has no
effect.
If Generate leads without matching is set to Yes , the system always creates a new lead, regardless of the
Lead matching strategy .
If Generate leads without matching is set to No , the system applies the Lead matching strategy to
look for an existing lead that matches the submission.
If a matching lead is found, update its fields to match the submission.
If no lead is found, create a new one based on the submission.
The system checks whether a Dynamics 365 Marketing cookie is present on the contact's computer. (If the
cookie is present, that means that this contact used this computer to open a subscription center or submit a
form to Dynamics 365 Marketing before, so the system can recognize the contact.)
If a cookie is found, then store the contact ID in the Parent Contact for lead lookup field for the lead.
If no cookie is found, then newly created leads won’t have any parent contact (but existing leads will
keep their parent contact, if present).
The system generates a form-submitted interaction record with the found/created lead ID. If a cookie was
found, then the contact ID is also stored in the interaction record, but if no cookie was found, the contact ID is
null.
IMPORTANT
Leads with no parent contact can’t be scored by lead-scoring models, and interactions with no contact ID can't contribute
to a lead score.

Create/update contacts only

When a form is submitted with Update contact/leads set to Only contacts :
Leads are never created or updated, so the Lead matching strategy setting is ignored and has no effect.

The system applies the Contact matching strategy to see if an existing contact matches the submission.
If a matching contact is found, update its fields to match the submission.
If no contact is found, then create a new one based on the submission.
The system generates a form-submitted interaction record that includes the found/created contact ID (but
the lead ID is null).
Do not create/update contacts or leads

You can also collect form data, but choose not to create new contacts or update contacts or leads. This feature
allows you to access data from form submissions in a form submission entity. It does not map or update any
fields to an entity at the time of the form submission. This option provides advanced users the flexibility to
decide how to handle the form submission entity without changing any contact or lead data in the CRM
database.
IMPORTANT
Forms created without updating contacts or leads cannot be used in customer journeys, as the contact or lead will not be
mapped and the journey cannot provide a matching strategy. The submission record created can, however, be exported
to Excel, or be linked to update any entity record via a Workflow or a Flow.

To prevent mapping form data to contacts or leads, go to Settings > Advanced settings > Marketing
settings > Landing pages > Default Marketing page configuration and switch on Allow for form
submissions without update to contact/lead .

After you enable allowing form submissions without updating contacts or leads, you will have the option to
select No update in the marketing form settings.The submission records are created at the time of submission,
however the process stops before any contact or lead is updated.

When a landing page type form is submitted with Update contact/leads set to No update :
Contacts and leads are not created or updated, so the Lead matching strategy and Contact matching
strategy setting is not required and has no effect.
The system generates a form-submitted interaction record with the field submission values, but leaves
the lead ID null. The contact ID will also be left null unless it is available from previous interactions such
as a form submission or email link click.
The no update setting only works with landing page form types.
While not updating any contact or lead, no update enables selection of form fields of entities other than a
contact or lead. This provides users with a rich selection of form fields and allows the possibility to use
the option sets under these fields. The no update setting does not map the fields or create any matching
strategy, and works as a prototype selection for data collection purposes only.
The fields used in the form can be from any entity, however they will not map to the specific entity. The
fields will only be used for data collection purposes.
The unmapped fields can be created when needed to use as an option set from any entity, such as custom
fields and custom entities.
For example, if you want to use a “Card type” custom field inside your form, under a “Credit card
application” custom entity, you would use the following parameters when creating the form field:
Unmapped entity = Credit Card Application
Unmapped attribute = Card Type
As shown in the image below, this would give you a field with “Debit” and “Credit” options that you
created previously, which you could then use as a dropdown field for collecting credit card applications
without updating contacts or leads.

NOTE
Advanced users can create custom Workflows to map form data collected through the No update option to custom
entities. Learn more: Map form data to entities with custom Workflows

Design and validate your form content
When creating or editing a form, you'll be in the form designer, which is an example of the Dynamics 365
Marketing digital-content designer that offers design elements for working with forms.

Use the designer to add, configure, and arrange the various fields, buttons, and graphical elements that your
form requires by working as follows:
Assemble your form by dragging fields and design elements from the Toolbox tab to the canvas.
Configure each element by selecting it and going to the Proper ties tab. More information: Design elements
reference
TIP
The Toolbox tab of the form designer shows each field for which a field mapping is established. If you don't see the field
you are looking for, then you probably need to set up a mapping for it as described in Create and manage input fields for
use in forms

The designer also provides the usual tools for editing the HTML code and viewing previews in various screen
sizes and orientations. More information: Design your digital content
Design element availability and requirements vary by form type, as outlined in the following table. Be sure to
include all the elements that are required for the type of form you are designing.
DESIGN EL EM EN T T Y P E

L A N DIN G PA GE

SUB SC RIP T IO N C EN T ER

F O RWA RD TO A F RIEN D

Text , Image , Divider , and
Button

Yes

Yes

Yes

Field

Yes

Yes

No

Subscription List

Yes

Yes

No

For ward to a friend

No

No

Required

Do not bulk email

Yes

Required

No

DESIGN EL EM EN T T Y P E

L A N DIN G PA GE

SUB SC RIP T IO N C EN T ER

F O RWA RD TO A F RIEN D

Remember me

Yes

Yes

No

Submit button

Required

Required

Required

Reset button

Yes

No

Yes

Captcha

Yes

No

No

You can also view and edit the raw HTML code for the form by going to the Designer > HTML tab. There, you
can paste code you've copied from other applications and add features that aren't available in the graphical
designer (such as custom scripts for validating form input).
When you're done designing your form, select Check for errors to make sure you've included all the required
content and settings. Dynamics 365 Marketing checks your form and displays the results. If it reports any errors,
read the error text, try to correct the issue, and then check for errors again until the form passes validation.
IMPORTANT
Forms are nearly always intended to create or update one or more database records—especially contact or lead records.
However, record creation will fail if any fields required by the database are missing when the form is submitted. When
you're designing a form, always be sure to identify all of the fields required by your database, and add a form element
with its Required check box selected for each of them. That will ensure that contacts who submit the form will get an
error message if any required values are missing. If you don't do this, then form submissions might simply be ignored
without informing contacts of the problem. Your database could be customized to require fields that you don't expect, so
be sure to talk to your system customizer or administrator if you're not sure which fields are required. The Check for
errors function for forms doesn't identify all of the fields required by your database, especially custom fields, so you can't
depend on it to inform you of this issue. Always be sure to test your form to confirm that it creates the types of records
you expect it to.

Go live to make your marketing form available for use
Your marketing form remains in draft status while you are building it, and it is therefore editable in Dynamics
365 Marketing but is unavailable for use on marketing pages. When your form is ready for use, you must
publish it by selecting Go Live . Your design will be checked for errors and then, provided it passes, be moved to
the live state, thereby making it available for use on a marketing page or to be embedded on an external site. If a
problem is found, read the error message, address the issue, and try again.
You can edit a live form by selecting Edit in the command bar. While you are editing it, it remains functional on
all live pages where it is already being used, and available for use on new pages. After editing, select Save to go
live with your changes. Your design will be checked for errors and then, provided it passes, your updates will be
published.
You can prevent a live form from being available for use on new pages by selecting Stop in the command bar.
More information: Go live with publishable entities and track their status

Establish marketing-form templates
As with marketing pages themselves, marketing forms are also based on templates, so when you need to create
a new form, you are provided with a collection of form templates to help get you started more quickly.
Dynamics 365 Marketing comes with a collection of sample form templates, and you can also save your own

templates, which you might do to establish your own visual identity and quickly create new forms that conform
to it.
You can view, edit, and create form templates by going to Marketing > Marketing templates > Form
templates . The process for creating a new template is nearly the same as creating a new form.

Add a form to a marketing page
Use a form element to add a form to a landing page. After adding the element, you'll choose (or create) the
actual form that the element will show and can also choose other configuration settings that affect how it will
work on that page.
When you're choosing which form the element will show, you can only choose forms whose type matches the
type of marketing page you are working on (landing page, subscription center, or forward to a friend).
More information: The form element for marketing pages

View submissions and gain insights from form interactions
Once your form is part of a live marketing page, it will start to collect information about how people are using it,
including records of form submissions and other details. The system provides a wealth of information, including
analytics, KPIs, graphs, and more, to help you gain insights from your marketing results. More information:
Analyze results to gain insights from your marketing activities
See also
Design your digital content
Design elements reference
Create input fields for forms

Use marketing forms for event registration
4/22/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

The event management application now allows you to use marketing forms for event registrations. You can
create forms with a variety of fields, embed forms on your website, and use the forms for event registration.

Create a marketing form for event registration
1. Go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing forms to go to the list of all forms currently
available on your instance.
2. Select New in the command bar.
3. Choose the eventRegistrationForm template.
4. The template will load into the form designer.

Settings in the header
The header settings are available at the top of the page. To edit the header settings, select the More header
fields button (which looks like a down-pointing chevron) at the right side of the header.

The button opens a drop-down dialog with the following settings:
Name: Enter a name for the form. The form name you enter is the name you'll see in the forms list and when
adding the form to an event page.
Form type: For event registration marketing forms, leave the selected form type set to Event registration.

Design customization, validating, and going live
You can customize your registration form's design and check for errors just as you would with any marketing
form. You can even add custom fields or multi-select buttons. If no errors are returned after you validate your
form, you are ready to go live to make your form available for use.

Enable prefilling for forms
3/5/2021 • 6 minutes to read • Edit Online

The prefill feature for marketing-page forms provides returning contacts with a form that already shows their
previously entered information, like their name and email address. Contacts will usually find prefilled forms to
be more convenient, which is likely to improve the submission rate. Prefilled forms can also help lower dataentry errors, thereby improving the quality of your data. However, you must also consider your contacts' privacy,
so you'll be able to control precisely which fields on which forms will allow prefilling, and each contact can
choose for themselves whether or not to allow prefilled landing-page forms. Subscription center forms,
however, always support prefilling due to the role they play in the system.
For general information about how to create, design, and work with marketing pages, see Create and deploy
marketing pages.

How prefilling works for different types of forms
Dynamics 365 Marketing supports three marketing form types: landing pages, subscription centers, and
forward-to-a-friend. Because each form is very different, each of them treats prefilling differently.
Landing-page forms
The following rules apply for prefilling landing-page forms:
Landing-page forms manage prefilling at three levels: field, form, and contact. Only fields explicitly
configured to allow prefilling can provide prefilled values, and only on forms where prefilling is enabled, and
only for contacts that enabled the "remember me" feature the last time they submitted a form.
All landing-page forms that have prefilling enabled must include a "remember me" check box, which enables
contacts to manage the feature.
When a contact submits a landing-page form with the "remember me" check box selected, Dynamics 365
Marketing creates or updates the contact record with information from the incoming form, sets the Prefill
marketing form field to Allow for that record, and stores a cookie in the contact's browser. The cookie
contains a public hash code, which Dynamics 365 Marketing can use to find a contact record and returned a
form prefilled with values from that record the next time that contact requests the form using the same
browser (not in private-browsing mode).
When a contact submits a landing-page form with the "remember me" check box cleared, Dynamics 365
Marketing creates or updates the contact record with information from the incoming form and sets Prefill
marketing form to Disallow for that record.
When a contact with Prefill marketing form set to Disallow opens a landing page, Dynamics 365
Marketing won't return any contact-record values even if the cookie is present, and regardless of the prefill
settings for the form and its fields.
When a contact with Prefill marketing form set to Allow opens a landing page, Dynamics 365 Marketing
requests the cookie, finds the matching contact record (if any), and returns a form where all fields enabled for
prefilling show matching values from that contact's contact record.
NOTE
You can view the allow-prefill and other contact preferences for any contact. To see it, open the contact record, go to the
Details tab, and review the Contact preferences section. More information: Manage information about your current
and prospective customers

Subscription center forms
The following rules apply for prefilling subscription-center forms:
Subscription forms always allow prefilling, and all fields in the form will allow prefilling regardless of their
Prefill setting.
All marketing email messages must include a link to a subscription center. The link always includes an ID that
Dynamics 365 Marketing uses to identify both the recipient and the message. When a contact selects this
link, Dynamics 365 Marketing uses the submitted ID to find the contact record and return a form prefilled
with contact values and the current state of each included subscription list. Dynamics 365 Marketing also sets
a cookie just like the one it sets for landing pages.
If a contact opens a subscription center page directly, rather than selecting a link from an email, then the ID
won't be present in the URL. Instead, Dynamics 365 Marketing requests the cookie as backup to identify the
contact. If the cookie isn't found, then the subscription center won't work because it won't know who it's
talking to.
Links in email test sends also don't include a recipient ID, which means that when you open a subscription
center link in a test-send email, the subscription center probably won't work. To test a subscription center,
create and run a simple customer journey with a segment that only targets your own email address and a
test message that includes the subscription-center link.
Forward-to -a-friend forms
Prefilling isn't supported for forward-to-a-friend forms because these forms don't display information from the
database. The email addresses that contacts enter here aren't checked against addresses already in the database,
and the values entered aren't connected to the submitting contact in any way. These addresses are only stored
temporarily—they aren't used to create new contact records, nor are they visible to Dynamics 365 Marketing
users.

Create a landing-page form with prefill enabled
To create a form with prefilling enabled on one or more fields:
1. Go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing forms . Then either open an existing form to edit it
or choose New on the command bar to create a new one.
2. Set the Form type (near the top of the page) to Landing page .
3. Go to the Summar y tab and find the Content section. Make sure the Prefill fields setting here is set to
Yes . (If this is set to No , then the form will not support prefilling for any fields.)
4. Go to the Designer tab and add all the required fields and other design elements.
5. None of the fields allow prefilling by default. To enable prefilling for a field:
Select the field element on the canvas.
Open the Proper ties tab in the side panel.
Select the Prefill check box.
6. Repeat the previous step for each field where you want to enable prefilling.
7. Make sure your form includes a Remember me element. This creates the check box that contacts can use to
control the prefill feature. (It's usually added automatically when you enable prefilling for the form.)
8. Save your form.

Create a subscription-center form with prefill enabled
Prefilling is always enabled for all fields in a subscription center form. To create a subscription-center form:
1. Go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing forms . Then either open an existing form to edit it
or choose New on the command bar to create a new one.
2. Set the Form type (near the top of the page) to Subscription center . This option does the following:

The Prefill fields setting on the Summar y tab is automatically set to Yes and becomes read-only.
All fields will support prefill, regardless of their Prefill setting.
You don't need to include a Remember me element, but you should consider adding one to enable
contacts to enable prefilling the next time they visit one of your landing pages.
You must always include a Do not email element.
3. Go to the Designer tab and add all the required fields, subscription lists, and other design elements.
4. Save your form.
More information: Set up subscription lists and subscription centers.

Enable prefill for an embedded form
If you have embedded a marketing form on an external website (such as your own organization's website),
rather than publishing it on a marketing page published on a Power Apps portal, you must authenticate the
domain where you have embedded the form and also configure the form to enable prefill. For instructions, see
Integrate with forms published on an external website.

Embed forms on external websites
5/4/2021 • 12 minutes to read • Edit Online

Dynamics 365 Marketing provides a complete solution for designing, publishing, and hosting landing pages on
a portal created with the Power Apps portals feature that runs on your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance.
However, you can also create or embed forms on your own external website that submit values back to
Dynamics 365 Marketing. These external pages function similarly to native Dynamics 365 Marketing landing
pages, so they'll generate contacts or leads in your database when they're submitted. However, a few limitations
apply, depending on how you implement the external forms.
There are two basic methods for integrating an external form page with Dynamics 365 Marketing:

Embed a Dynamics 365 Marketing form on an external page
Use form capture to integrate Dynamics 365 Marketing with a form you create externally in your content
management system (CMS)
The third way of publishing a marketing page is to place a native marketing form on a native marketing page
created and published by Marketing on a portal created with Power Apps portals.
The following table summarizes the capabilities available with each of these approaches.
C A PA B IL IT Y

EM B EDDED M A RK ET IN G
F O RM

C A P T URED EXT ERN A L
F O RM

N AT IVE M A RK ET IN G PA GE

Form design

Dynamics 365 Marketing

External/CMS

Dynamics 365 Marketing

Page design and publishing

External/CMS

External/CMS

Dynamics 365 Marketing

Form prefill

Yes

No

Yes

Subscription center
functionality

Yes

No

Yes

Forward-to-a-friend
functionality

No

No

Yes

Link to forms from email
messages

Yes

Yes

Yes

Open inbound campaigns

Yes

Yes

Yes

Use form visits or
submissions as criteria for
journey triggers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Requires a portal created
with Power Apps portals

No

No

Yes

Requires an external website

Yes

Yes

No

Generates leads or contacts

Yes

Yes

Yes

EM B EDDED M A RK ET IN G
F O RM

C A P T URED EXT ERN A L
F O RM

N AT IVE M A RK ET IN G PA GE

Matches and updates leads
or contacts

Yes

Yes

Yes

Requires form-capture
script

No

Yes

No

Website-tracking script

Automatic

Recommended

Automatic

C A PA B IL IT Y

Embed a Dynamics 365 Marketing form on an external page
An embedded form is a marketing form that you design by using the Dynamics 365 Marketing form designer,
which you then embed on an external page by using JavaScript code generated for you.
Create an embedded form
To design a form in Dynamics 365 Marketing that you can embed on an external website:
1. In Dynamics 365 Marketing, go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing forms .
2. Create the form and add the required fields to it, as usual.
Configure all field elements just as you would with standard marketing forms.
Make layout and style settings just as you would with standard marketing forms.
You can use CSS on your external page to further style the imported marketing form. When you're
done designing your form in Dynamics 365 Marketing, open its Designer > HTML tab to see the CSS
classes assigned to each element.
3. Save the form, and go live.
4. Open the Form hosting tab that appears.

5. In the Related marketing form pages column, select Add new form page (select the the ellipsis
button here to find this command if you don't see it). A quick-create flyout slides in. A form page is a
virtual page where you can make a few extra configuration settings for forms that will be embedded
externally.
6. Use the quick-create form to set up your form options. The settings here are the same as the settings for
a form element placed on a marketing page.
7. Select Save to create the new form page, and go back to the Form hosting tab for your form.
8. If your form doesn't use prefill, complete the following steps:
a. Go to Settings > Advanced settings > Marketing settings > Authenticated domains . A list

of existing authenticated domains opens.
b. Select New on the command bar to add a new domain.
c. A new authenticated domain record opens. Make the following settings:
Domain name : Enter the name of the domain you want to authenticate.
Select the Enable for forms hosting checkbox.
9. If your form does use prefill (including all subscription center forms), you must authenticate the domains
where you'll use the form. More information: Enable prefilling on embedded forms
10. Select the form page name in the Related marketing form pages column to open its settings and view
the embed code.
11. Copy the embed code and paste it onto the page of your website where you want to use it.
NOTE
Depending on what type of web server and CMS system you're using, you might need to adjust the code (for example, by
escaping some special characters), or adjust your system settings to allow scripts such as this one to be pasted in. For
details, go to your web server and CMS documentation.

Enable prefilling on embedded forms
Form prefilling enables your forms to include prefilled values for known contacts. Prefilling makes your forms
easier for contacts to use and can therefore help to increase your submission rates. The feature uses cookies to
identify contacts who have previously submitted a form or opened a subscription center by using a personalized
link sent in email.
Because form prefilling requires the form to fetch contact values from your Dynamics 365 database, a few extra
security measures are in place to help protect contacts' privacy. This means that contacts need to opt in for form
prefilling and that you must authenticate each external domain where you'll embed the form. The solution only
allows prefilled values to be shown to contacts whose contact record has the allow-prefill flag set. Contacts can
set or clear their allow-prefill flag themselves by using any landing page form, provided the form includes the
setting. Dynamics 365 Marketing users can also edit a contact record directly to edit this setting for that contact.
To create a form with prefilling that you can embed on an external website:
1. Set up domain authentication for the external domain (website) where you'll host your form, and be sure
to select the Enable prefilled forms checkbox. You don't need to also enable email authentication on
that domain, but you can. For instructions, go to Authenticate your domains.

2. Create a form with the required fields and design elements, as described in Create, view, and manage
marketing forms.
3. Enable prefilling for the form, as described in Enable prefilling for forms.
4. Save the form, and then go to the Form hosting tab (first available on save) to set up a form page for it
as described in Create an embedded form. Note that you don't need to add authenticated domains to the
allow list on the Form hosting tab because authenticated domains provide even better security than the
allow list provided here.
5. As described in Create an embedded form, copy the JavaScript code generated for the new form page
and paste it onto a webpage or CMS page for your website.
Embed a subscription center as a hosted form
You can embed a subscription center form on an external site just as you can a standard landing page form. The
only difference is that you must set the Form type to subscription center . Subscription centers require
prefilling, so you must authenticate your external domain, set up the form, and embed the generated form code
on your page as described in the previous section.

Use form capture to integrate a form created externally
Form capture makes it possible for forms created on an external website to submit information directly to
Dynamics 365 Marketing. The resulting solution works just like a native marketing page created in the
marketing app, except that prefill isn't supported. This makes it easier for page designers to create forms that
match the rest of their site's graphical design and features, and which also submit values to Dynamics 365
Marketing.
To enable form capture, you must generate a form-capture JavaScript in Dynamics 365 Marketing and add that
script to your external form page. Then you'll be able to load that page into Dynamics 365 Marketing to map its
fields to marketing fields. At runtime, the form-capture JavaScript captures each form submission and submits
the values to Dynamics 365 Marketing for processing and storage.
Capture a new external form

To set up a form capture:
1. Use your CMS system and other coding tools to design a page with an input form that has the required
fields and features.
2. Sign in to Dynamics 365 Marketing and go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Form fields . Each
of the records listed here establishes a mapping between a field available for use in a marketing form and
an actual field from the contact or lead entity in the underlying database. Check to make sure that each of
the fields required by your external form is correctly mapped here, and add any missing fields if
necessary. More information: Create and manage input fields for use in forms
3. Go to Marketing forms , and select Capture form . This will start the form capture wizard that will take
you through each step, starting with tracking script placement into your webpage.
4. Enter the form location : Enter the URL of the third-party page where the form capture wizard will
check if there is a valid tracking script inserted. Your webpage will open in a new tab where the wizard
will continuously check for tracking scripts. This enables the wizard to detect dynamically injected scripts.
Leave this tab open until you're finished capturing your form.

5. Select the button in the new tab to proceed to the next steps in the form capture wizard.
6. Check for a tracking script : If this is your first time capturing this form and you need to generate a
script for your website, select I need a new script . This will create a website entity, which you can access
in the Marketing websites section and rename later. If you already have a script, use the dropdown list
to find your script for the form’s webpage.

NOTE
Go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Marketing websites to view your website entity records created
via the wizard. Each of the website records listed here (if any) provides a website-tracking and a form-capture code
for a specific website or sub-site.

7. Place the script into your webpage : Copy the tracking script and place it at the top of your webpage
HTML code, or share it with your developer to do so. In third-party pages, this is done via inserting
embedded HTML code. After adding the script to your webpage, refresh the tab that contains your
webpage so that the update is visible to the form capture wizard.

8. Choose the form : After you refresh the webpage, you'll see all available forms. You can select the form
you'd like to capture.
9. Map the fields : Before exiting the wizard, map the fields from your form to the Dynamics 365 fields so

that the entries can be logged and stored under the entities in your Marketing environment.
10. Over view and go live : After you exit the wizard, you'll see an overview of the mapped fields. Make sure
the fields are mapped correctly before going live to ensure that the form capture is successful.
11. Go to the Summar y tab and finish setting up your marketing form just as you would a native marketing
form. Be sure to provide a Name that makes sense; decide whether to update contacts, leads, or both;
and choose your matching strategies for finding existing records to update. More information: Form
summary and configuration
NOTE
Form-capture forms don't support prefill, so don't try to set up prefilling for them.

12. Select Save on the command bar to save your marketing form.
13. Select Go live on the command bar to activate your new marketing form so that it can begin to accept
data from your external form.
Edit a live form-capture form
When a form-capture form is live, all its settings are read-only. If you update your external form or need to edit
your form-capture form for any reason, do the following:
1. Open the relevant marketing form record.
2. Select Edit on the command bar to put the record into the live-edit state. (The form remains active in this
state.)
3. You can now make changes on the Summar y tab as needed, but the field mappings on the Design tab
remain locked. If you need to edit the field mappings, select Sync form on the command bar to load the
latest version of your external form and unlock these settings.
4. Select Save on the command bar when you're done editing the record. Your changes are saved and the form
goes live again automatically. (Select Cancel edit to discard your unsaved changes and go back to the live
state.)

Reference hosted or captured forms in emails and customer journeys
After you've set up a captured or hosted form, you're ready to start using it in your marketing emails and
customer journeys. Here, both hosted and captured forms work in exactly the same way.
Link to an external form from an email message
Unlike local landing pages, there is no design element dedicated to external forms. Therefore, use either a button
element or a standard text link to your embedded form by using its page URL from your web server.
Use external forms with journey triggers
Dynamics 365 Marketing includes a marketing form tile for customer journeys. It works just like the marketing
page tile, both to enable customer journey triggers to react to form visits and submissions, and to create
inbound campaigns.
To set up a journey that invites contacts to visit an external form and then reacts to form visits or submissions:
1. Create and go live with a marketing email message that includes a link to the page where you're hosting
the form.
2. Create a customer journey as usual.
3. Start the journey with a segment that targets the contacts you want to invite to visit your landing page.

4. At the location where you want the journey to send the message, add a Marketing email message tile
that references your message.
5. Drag a Marketing form tile from the Toolbox onto your Marketing email message tile to add the
form as a child of that message. Then follow this message tile with a Trigger tile.

6. Expand the Marketing email message tile to see the Marketing form tile you just added to it. Select the
Marketing form tile, open the Proper ties panel, and configure it to reference the form record that
created the JavaScript (form page) that you've embedded on your external site.

7. Select the Trigger tile and open its Proper ties panel.
8. Select New next to the Set rules heading in the trigger properties.

9. A new rule is added to the trigger. Set the Source to the name of the Marketing form tile that you
added to the Marketing email message tile, and set the Condition to Marketing form visited (to
trigger when a contact loads the form) or to Marketing form contact registered (to trigger when a
contact submits the form).

10. Continue designing your customer journey as required.
11. Save and go live.
Use external forms with inbound campaigns
You can create an inbound campaign by placing a Marketing form tile at the start of a journey, and then
configure the tile to reference the marketing-form record that created the embedded or captured form that
you're using on your external site. This will cause each contact who submits the form to be added to the journey,
as though they had joined a segment targeted by the journey. You could already do something similar for
marketing pages hosted on a portal creaated with Power Apps portals, but now you can also do it with an
externally hosted marketing form.

Create and manage input fields for use in forms
3/29/2021 • 8 minutes to read • Edit Online

Each field that appears in a marketing form must map unambiguously to a contact or lead field in your
Dynamics 365 database, where values submitted for that field will be stored. When you're designing a form, the
Toolbox tab of the designer lists a design element for each field that is already set up, so all you need to do to
add that field is drag the matching field element to your form (see also Design your digital content). The most
commonly used fields (such as name, address, and email) are set up by default, but if you want to use additional
fields, you must set them up first. Read this topic to learn how to create and manage fields for use in your
marketing forms.
IMPORTANT
Don't map more than one marketing-form field to the same field in the database. If you do, you might experience issues
such as empty drop-down lists for the double-mapped field. If you are having issues related to redundant field mappings,
delete all of the redundant fields, create a new one to replace them, and update your forms as needed.

Create or edit a marketing-form field
To create a new marketing-form field, do one of the following:
Go to Marketing templates > Form fields to see the full list of all fields currently available to your
organization, and then select +New in the command bar. This creates a new, blank field mapping and
opens it for editing.
While working on an existing marketing form, look at the Toolbox tab to the right side of the canvas.
Under the Fields heading here, you'll see a design element for each field that is already set up on your
instance. If you don't see the one you want, select +New next to the Fields heading. A quick-create flyout
slides in from the side of the screen, where you can make all the most important settings, and then select
Save . The new Field element is then added to the Toolbox tab.
To edit an existing field, go to Marketing templates > Form fields to see the full list of all fields currently
available on your instance. Browse, search, sort, and filter the list to find the field you want to edit, and then
select it to open it.

Marketing-form field configuration
The following table describes all configuration settings that are available for marketing-form fields. All settings
are available when working with the field record itself; the quick-create form provided when creating a field
from the form designer includes the most important of these settings, but not all of them.
SET T IN G

DESC RIP T IO N

Label

Name of the form field record. This becomes the name of the
element provided in the designer for placing the field. It
should almost always match the field name.

Field type

The type of data—such as text, number, or date—accepted
by the field. More information: Field type and format options

SET T IN G

DESC RIP T IO N

Contact mapping

Choose the contact field to map to this marketing-form field.
Leave this blank to disable contact mapping for this field.
You must provide a value for Contact field mapping ,
Lead field mapping , or both; you won't be able to save
your field mapping without a value in at least one of these
fields.

Lead mapping

Choose the lead field to map to this marketing-form field.
Leave this blank to disable lead mapping for this field. You
must provide a value for Contact field mapping , Lead
field mapping , or both; you won't be able to save your
field mapping without a value in at least one of these fields.

Placeholder

Defines the "ghost text" shown in the field until a value is
entered, typically displayed in a gray color. Use this to
indicate what kind of value should be entered. If the user
doesn't replace the ghost text by entering a value, the field is
submitted as blank.

Default value

The default label shown for the field when you add it to a
form. You can override this default for any specific form by
configuring the field element that creates the input field for
that form; you might do this to translate the form to a
different language. More information: The form element for
marketing pages

Required

Choose whether a field must contain a value before the form
can be submitted. Required fields have a red asterisk placed
next to the field label.

Required error message

Create a custom error message that appears when a user
has not entered information in a required field.

Label position

Choose whether you want the field label positioned on top,
or to the left or right of the field.

Character width

Set a custom width for the characters entered in the field.

Maximum characters

Define the maximum number of characters that can be
entered in the field.

Hide field

Toggle this switch to hide a field. Hidden fields are not
displayed to form recipients.

Prefill

Provides returning contacts with a form that already shows
their previously entered information, like their name and
email address. More information: Enable prefilling for forms

Field type and format options
TYPE

F O RM AT

REN DERIN G C O N T RO L

DESC RIP T IO N

Single line of text

Email

Email Input
Text Box

Creates a simple input field
that accepts values that
resemble an email address.

TYPE

F O RM AT

REN DERIN G C O N T RO L

DESC RIP T IO N

Single line of text

Text

Text Box

Creates a simple input field
that accepts all types of text
values.

Single line of text

Text Area

Text Area

Creates a text area input
field that accepts all types
of text values.

Single line of text

URL

URL Input

Creates a simple input field
that accepts values that
resemble a URL.

Single line of text

Phone

Phone Input

Creates a simple input field
that accepts values that
resemble a phone number.

Single line of text

n/a

Text Area

Creates a text area, several
lines high, for entering a
large amount of text.

Option set

n/a

Radio Buttons

Maps to a field with a
limited number of
predefined values (as
defined in the database).
Creates a set of radio
buttons, with one button
for each value.

Option set

n/a

Drop-down

Maps to a field with a
limited number of
predefined values (as
defined in the database).
Creates a drop-down list for
selecting a value.

Two options

n/a

Check box

Maps to a Boolean field,
which accepts a value of
either true or false. Creates
a check box, which is
selected when true and
clear when false.

Two options

n/a

Drop-down

Maps to a field that accepts
one of just two possible
values (typically true or
false). Creates a drop-down
list with two entries, with
the display text for each
defined in the database.

Two options

n/a

Radio Buttons

Maps to a field that accepts
one of just two possible
values (typically true or
false). Creates a pair of
radio buttons, with the
display text for each defined
in the database.

TYPE

F O RM AT

REN DERIN G C O N T RO L

DESC RIP T IO N

Whole number

n/a

Number Input

Creates a simple input field
that accepts a whole
number (no decimals).

Floating point number

n/a

Number Input

Creates a simple input field
that accepts a floatingpoint (decimal) number.
Supports a level of precision
up to 5 decimal places and
can range from 100,000,000,000 to
100,000,000,000.

Decimal number

n/a

Number Input

Creates a simple input field
that accepts a floatingpoint (decimal) number.
Supports a level of precision
up to 10 decimal places and
can range from 100,000,000,000 to
100,000,000,000.

Date and time

Date Only

Date Picker

Creates a date picker, which
lets visitors choose a date
from a pop-up calendar
display. Does not accept a
time.

Date and time

Date and Time

Date-Time Picker

Creates a date and time
picker, which lets visitors
choose a date from a popup calendar and a time
from a drop-down list.

Lookup field

n/a

Lookup

Creates a field that is linked
to a particular entity type,
enabling you to create a
drop-down list of options
that were created in
advance. For example, you
could use a lookup field to
create a drop-down list of
all accounts. More
information: Adding lookup
fields

When you publish a marketing page, Dynamics 365 Marketing hosts it by using its portals feature at a public
URL that you can share with prospects. When you first create the page, Dynamics 365 Marketing automatically
creates a new website record for it, where you can go to analyze its traffic and performance. More information:
Register link clicks and website visits

Cascading form fields
Cascading fields allow you to create hierarchy relationships between two option fields in a marketing form. You
can use cascading fields to create parent-child relationships for filtering option sets from a parent field. The
filtering will show users fewer options from the child set once the user chooses an option from the parent level.
The child option set stays hidden until a choice is made in the parent option set. Supported data fields for

creating cascading fields include option sets, two options, and multiselect option sets.
To create a cascading field:
1. Add two multiselect options or option set (radio button) fields to a form.
2. Select the child set that you want to nest into the parent field.
3. On the Proper ties pane, go to Field attributes > Filter by and select Set up relationships .

4. Set the parent and child options that will be connected.

NOTE
If there are no fields that can be selected as a parent, the Field attributes section is not shown.

Adding lookup fields and troubleshooting
After creating a custom entity to use with a lookup field, or if your lookup field is not working, you should
double check that you have the settings listed below enabled for the entity you're using with the lookup field.
NOTE
We currently do not support filtering entities by state code. Entities will appear in lookups regardless of their state code.

1. Enable and configure relevance search for the entity you want to use with the lookup field. The relevance
search configuration is located in the Power Platform admin center.

2. Within the relevance search configuration, locate and select the entity on the left side that you want to
include in the lookup field. Next, add the entity to the right panel by selecting Add .

If the lookup field that you want to set up is a custom field you've created, ensure that Service User Roles are set
up for the entity.
For a new custom entity, you will need to enable the proper Security Role permission for your org. You will often
need to set the Security Role manually.
1. To set the Security Role manually, go to Settings > Security > Security Roles > Marketing Ser vices
User > Custom Entities .
2. Under the Custom Entities tab, find the name of your custom entity and mark the Read column box
(the second column) green.

See also
Design your digital content
Design elements reference
Create, view, and manage marketing forms

Set up subscription lists and subscription centers
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A subscription center is a marketing page that known contacts can use to manage their communication
preferences and contact details with your organization. All marketing email messages that you create by using
Dynamics 365 Marketing must include a link to a subscription center. Marketing email messages will fail the
error check if you try to go live with a message that lacks this link.
There are two reasons for requiring a subscription center link in all marketing email messages:
Legal requirements : Many countries and regions have laws that require all marketing email messages to
include an unsubscribe link.
Deliverability : Spam filters and internet reputation monitors can identify marketing email messages, and
might remove messages that don't include an unsubscribe link.
All subscription centers include a do not email check box. When a contact chooses this option, the do not
bulk email flag gets set on his or her contact record and Dynamics 365 Marketing will never send any
marketing email messages to that contact. Optionally, your subscription center can present several additional
subscription options, such as a list of available newsletters. By presenting several different mailing lists on your
subscription center, you gain an opportunity to learn more about your contacts' specific interests while also
giving contacts more options beyond the legally required "do not bulk email" option.
Each subscription list exists as a static marketing list in Dynamics 365, while do not bulk email is an explicit
attribute of the contact entity. That means that do not bulk email overrules subscription list memberships, but
it also means that list memberships will be reactivated if a contact later clears do not bulk email .
The only way a contact can access a subscription center is by clicking a link sent to them in email. Email links are
always personalized for the recipient, which means that Dynamics 365 Marketing always knows which contact
has requested the subscription center and therefore populates it with that contact's current details and
subscriptions. You can also add subscription lists to standard marketing pages, which enables inbound
(previously unknown) contacts to sign up for one or more mailing lists at the same time they register.
IMPORTANT
Subscription lists are managed at the contact level. If multiple contacts share the same email address, only the specific
contact who opted out will stop receiving communications. Other contacts using the same email address will continue to
receive communications. If you require opt-outs to be processed at the email level, you will need to create custom
processes. More information: Manage subscriptions at an email level.

How and where to publish your subscription centers
A good subscription center is vital for any organization doing email marketing. As mentioned previously, the
feature is required by law in many jurisdictions, and you must link to it from every marketing email you send.
You can run as many subscription centers as you like, for example to support various brands or product families,
but you must always have at least one. Each subscription center can offer as many different subscription lists as
you like, but each subscription center must provide an option for contacts to opt-out of all marketing emails.
The default subscription center
A default subscription center is provided with every Dynamics 365 Marketing instance. This default page runs
natively on the service fabric for your instance and doesn't require a Dynamics 365 portal or external website.

This is to ensure that all organizations running Dynamics 365 Marketing can provide this essential feature, even
if they don't have a Dynamics 365 portal or external website.
To find, customize, and view the default subscription center:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing pages to open a list of available marketing pages.
Find the page called Default Marketing Page in the list. This is the default subscription center.
Select the Default Marketing Page to open it.
Go to the Summar y tab and look at the Full page URL . This URL uses the same domain as your Dynamics
365 Marketing instance. Select the globe button here to open the page in a new browser tab.
5. The page is already live by default. If you'd like to customize it, select Edit in the command bar and then work
with it just as you would with any other marketing page. More information:
6. Select Save when you are done customizing. The page automatically publishes your changes and returns to
the live state.
IMPORTANT
Never delete the default subscription center page! This is the only page that is published on the service fabric rather than
on a portal or external site. There is no way to create a new page that is published in this way, so if you delete the default
subscription center, you'll need to create an alternative on your portal or external site.

As with all marketing pages, the subscription form on the default marketing page is a marketing form that is
defined separately and placed on the page using a form design element. You can edit the form directly and don't
need to open the page to do so. To find, customize, and view the default subscription form:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing forms to open a list of available marketing forms.
Find the form called Default Subscription Center Form in the list. This is the default subscription form.
Select the Default Subscription Center Form to open it.
The form is already live by default. If you'd like to customize it, select Edit in the command bar and then work
with it just as you would with any other marketing form.
5. Select Save when you are done customizing. The form automatically publishes your changes and returns to
the live state. All pages that use the form will now automatically use your updated version.
Custom or additional subscription centers
You can publish subscription centers as a native marketing page running on a Dynamics 365 portal, or set up a
marketing form that's embedded on an external site. You can use either of these types of pages as your primary
subscription center if you prefer not to use the default one.

Create a subscription list
To create a subscription list using easy subscription lists:
1. Go to Marketing > Customers > Subscription lists to open a list of existing subscription lists.
2. Select New subscription list on the command bar.
3. A new list is created, preconfigured to function as a subscription list. Enter Name for the list and fill out
the other information as needed.

4. Select Save to create the subscription list. After saving, you can use the Members tab to view, edit, or
remove members for the list. Usually, however, you should allow your contacts to manage their own
subscriptions using your subscription center.

Add a subscription list to a subscription form
Now that you have a subscription list available, you can add it to a subscription form. The procedure is nearly
the same as when you add other types of input fields to a form.
1. Go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Marketing Forms .
2. You now see a list of forms. On the command bar, select New to create a new one.
TIP
You could instead edit an existing form by choosing it from the list, but for this exercise we'll describe how to
create a new one. Note that if you edit an existing form, your edits will affect all marketing pages that use that
form because forms are imported by reference, not copied to the page like template content.

3. The Marketing form templates dialog box opens, which helps you find and choose a template to help
get started quickly. Select the Filter button near the top of the dialog box.
4. The Filter panel opens. It's important to select a template of the correct type (subscription center), so
start by filtering the template list by setting the Form type to subscription center . Then select the
close button of the Filter panel to view the results.

5. Select one of the subscription forms now shown in the gallery. We're using the heraklion template as
the example in this procedure, so choose that if it's available. Then choose Select .
6. Your selected template is now copied to your new form design.

As you can see, the template has already provided the following:
A basic contact-information form that includes several typical fields
A Do not email check box (which is required for all subscription forms)
A Submit button (which is required for all forms)
Two headings with placeholder text surrounded with square brackets.
Work directly on the canvas to select each of the placeholder headings (including the brackets) and
replace them with actual headings (for example, Update your contact information and Newsletter

subscriptions ).
TIP
Many of the supplied templates for emails, pages, and forms employ this convention of using square brackets to
mark instructional placeholder text. They also typically use pseudo-Latin ("lorem ipsum") text as a placeholder for
body text, and sometimes example text for headlines, but these don't use square brackets because the text isn't
instructional.

7. On the Toolbox tab, scroll down until you find the Subscription lists heading. You should see the
subscription list that you just made listed here, plus any others that were already in your system. Drag it
from the Toolbox to the space under the Newsletter subscriptions heading.

TIP
Only forms of type subscription center show subscription lists in the Toolbox.

8. On the command bar, select Save to save your new form.
9. On the command bar, select Go live publish the form, which makes it available for use on marketing
pages.

Create a subscription center marketing page
Go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Marketing Pages and create a subscription center page by using
the same basic procedure that you used to create a landing page, but be sure to do the following:
1. Make sure the page Type is Subscription Center , or choose a marketing page template where Type is
Subscription Center .
2. Include a Form element that references the subscription form you just made. Configure the form's
Submission behavior with relevant messages and a Redirect URL .
3. Enter values for all other required fields (Name and Par tial URL ).
4. Select Check for Errors and address any issues reported.
5. Select Go Live .
For a detailed walkthrough of how to create a marketing page, see Create a landing page with a form.

Identify a subscription center in content settings
Content settings hold common values that you can place into an email message as dynamic text by using assistedit (or by typing the correct code). You can create as many content-settings records as you need, and you must
assign one to each customer journey. Because of this architecture, you can use the same email message in
several customer journeys, but the subscription center link (and other content settings) included in the message
can be different for each journey.
To work with content settings records, go to Marketing > Marketing templates > Content Settings . This
brings you to a list of current content settings. As usual, you can edit any listed record or select New on the
command bar to create a new one.
TIP
Like email messages and customer journeys, content settings must be published to the Dynamics 365 Marketing email
marketing service (by selecting Go Live ). If you need to edit a live content-settings record, choose Edit on the toolbar
after opening the record, make your changes, and then select Save ; on save, it automatically publishes your changes and
returns to the live state.

Each field shown here (besides the Name and Default setting) can be referenced dynamically in your email
messages. The two fields, Address Main and Subscription Center must be referenced in all marketing
emails, so they are likewise required here.

To specify a subscription center in the content settings:
1. Select the Subscription Center field.
2. Select the Assist edit button

for the Subscription Center field.

3. The assist-edit dialog opens. Select the Static radio button.

4. From the Select an option combo box, select Marketing page .
5. From the Choose a record combo box, select the name of the subscription center page you want to use.
If you have a large number of pages, you can enter some text here to filter the list, which can make the
page you want easier to find. You have now identified the marketing-page record that will be your
subscription center for this content-setting record.
6. Select Next to continue.

7. Select the Proper ty radio button.
Note the code shown at the bottom of the dialog—this is the actual expression that you have built based
on your choices so far
8. From the Select field combo box, select FullPageUrl . This is the field from the marketing-page entity
that holds the URL for the marketing-page record you identified on the previous page.
9. Select OK to add the dynamic expression you have built to your content settings.
TIP
The expression you just created by using assist edit is of the form:
{{ EntityName ( EntityID ). AttributeName }}
This expression evaluates to the value of the named attribute (in this case, the URL of a marketing page) from a
record of the named entity and ID.
Using similar techniques, you can also reference a For ward to a Friend page and you can even construct
Address Main by grabbing field values from an account record.

10. Make other content settings as needed. When you are done, Save , Check for Errors , and then Go Live .
For more information about content settings and the assist-edit tool, see Add dynamic content to email

messages.

Identify the content settings to use in a customer journey
As mentioned, content settings are defined on the customer journey level, and apply to all email messages sent
by that journey. To view and edit the content settings applied to a journey:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing Execution > Customer Journeys .
2. Find your journey in the list, or select New in the command bar to create a new one.
3. Go to the General page of the customer journey record.

4. Use the Content Settings field to choose the Content Setting record that applies to the current journey.

Include a subscription center link in a marketing email
To add a subscription center link to a marketing email:
1. While working in a text element, add some link text (such as manage subscriptions ) at an appropriate
place.
2. Select the anchor text, and then select the Link button
dialog box.

from the floating toolbar, which opens the Link

3. Select the Assist edit button for the Link field. In the assist-edit dialog, select Contextual and then
ContentSettings on the first page. Select Next and then pick Proper ty and
msdyncrm_subscriptioncenter on the second page. Select OK to place the expression
{{msdyncrm_contentsettings.msdyncrm_subscriptioncenter}} into the Link field.

4. Select OK to create the link.
More information: Create a marketing email and go live

Test your subscription center
To test your subscription center, you must send yourself a subscription-center link in a live email from a live
customer journey. The subscription center won't work correctly if you open its URL directly, or select a link sent
in a test message.
Subscription centers only work when they "know" who they are talking to. This enables the subscription center
to display existing contact information in editable fields (like name and email), and also to indicate which of the
available subscription lists the viewer already belongs to. The only way most people will be able to open the
subscription center is by selecting a link sent to them in a marketing email from a customer journey. Links such
as these include an ID that lets the subscription center know which contact has requested the page. (In fact, all
links in marketing emails include an ID that's linked to both the contact and the message, which enables the
system to report which link each contact has selected in each message.)
If you open a subscription center by opening its URL directly (or by using a link sent in a test message), an error
message will display indicating that the system is not able to verify your contact information.
To fully test your subscription center, set up a simple customer journey that targets a single contact record with
your email address and sends out a simple marketing email that links to your subscription center (similar to the
journey presented in the previous section, but be sure to use a limited segment). When you receive the message,
select the subscription center link and test its features.

View and edit which lists each contact subscribes to
View, add, or remove subscription list memberships for a displayed contact
To view, add, or remove list memberships for a displayed contact:
1. Go to Marketing > Customers > Contacts .
2. Open the contact you want to view or edit.
3. Open the Details tab of the contact record and find the Subscription lists section.
Each subscription list that the contact already belongs to is listed here.
To remove the contact from any of these subscriptions, select the More options button (which looks
like an ellipsis) next to the target list and then select Remove .
To add the contact to any existing subscription list, select the More commands button (which looks
like an ellipsis) in the Subscription lists heading and then select Add existing marketing list . A
flyout opens. Use it to search for and select each list that you want to add the selected contact(s) to.
The select Add to add the contacts and close the flyout.

Add contacts to lists from a contact list or form view
To add displayed contacts to a subscription list or static marketing list:
1. Go to Marketing > Customers > Contacts .
2. Do one of the following:
Set filters and view options to find a collection of one or more contacts. Then place a check mark in the
left-hand column for each contact you want to add or remove.
Open or create a contact record.
3. On the command bar, open the Lists and segments drop-down list and select one of the following:
Add to subscription list : To add the currently shown or selected contacts to one or more existing
subscription lists.
Add to marketing list : To add the currently shown or selected contacts to one or more existing static
marketing lists.
(Note that you can also add or remove the contact(s) to/from static segments using this drop-down list.
More information: Manage segment memberships from a contact record)
4. A flyout opens. Use it to search for and select each list that you want to add the selected contact(s) to. The
select Add to add the contacts and close the flyout.

Manage subscriptions at an email level
Depending on your Marketing setup and the region in which you operate, you may need to process opt-outs at
an email level. The following are ways to process email level opt-outs:
Don’t allow users to create multiple contacts with the same email address
If an email address is linked to existing contact, you can prohibit users from creating a new contact with the
same email address. Limiting each email address to a single contact eliminates duplication, ensuring that optouts apply to the correct contact every time.
You can apply duplicate detection rules to your entire organization (Settings > Advanced > Business

Management > Duplicate detection ). This function is enabled by default. Dynamics 365 includes duplicate
detection rules for accounts and contacts. The email address rule specifically detects, “Contacts where the same
email address is found.” If duplicate detection is enabled, duplicates are detected when:
A record is created or updated: The system checks for duplicates when a user enters or updates records.
During data impor t: When you use the Import Data wizard to load contacts or accounts, the wizard detects
duplicate records.
The global duplicate detection rule only applies to the “Email” field.

If you need to create additional duplicate detection rules, for example, for an “Email Address 2” field, you can
add another rule by following the instructions in this Power Platform guide.
NOTE
Changing or deleting system rules may cause duplicate detection to not function as expected.

NOTE
When Business Units are enabled, the Business Unit that owns the form is included in the matching criteria. This means
that forms could create contacts with the same email in a different Business Unit. If you require unique email addresses
per org, turn the Business Unit feature off.

NOTE
When configuring a contact matching strategy, it makes sense to keep matching on the email only (default) for forms and
events matching strategies.

Run bulk system jobs to detect email duplication
As some changes to the customer database are not captured by the global duplicate detection rules (for
example, when merging contact records or activating them), you can check for duplicates periodically using
scheduled jobs. To create a scheduled job, go to the Power Platform admin center then select Settings > Data
management > Duplicate detection jobs . Create a new job, add the email address fields you want to check,
and define the schedule.

After detecting duplicate email records, you can choose a master record and merge, delete, or edit other
duplicates.
If you need to further customize duplicate email processing, refer to the Detect duplicate data using code article.
Update consent for all contacts sharing the same email address once one contact has opted out
You can create a marketing form to capture your customers’ preferences. You can configure the form to collect
data, but not to create new contacts or update existing contacts at the time of submission. This feature provides
you with flexibility to decide how to handle the form submission entity before creating or updating contacts.
You can then set up a workflow that will extract the email address from the submission and query the database
with it to get the list of contacts with the same email address and update their preferences.
NOTE
The No update setting only works with landing page form types.

For more information, see Mapping form data to entities with custom Workflows and other documents in the
Developer guide.
See also
Create and deploy marketing pages
Create a simple customer journey
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns
Customer journey tiles reference
Working with segments
How Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies

Edit and resubmit form submissions
3/5/2021 • 7 minutes to read • Edit Online

Marketing forms must be designed to submit values for all mandatory fields and fields used in contact
matching, lead matching, and duplicate detection. For option-set fields, forms must also provide valid index
values that map correctly to available values in the database.
Every now and then, errors in form design or changes to system settings can cause form submissions to fail.
When a submission fails, the system will store what it can of the erroneous submission so you can examine it
later and possibly recover key information from it. This information can also help you learn how to correct your
form designs and/or system settings to prevent failed submissions in the future.
Optionally, you can configure the system to also keep all incoming form submissions, including submissions
that were successful and have already been processed and applied to your database. This will give you the
chance to edit and resubmit both successful and failed submissions.
On resubmitting an edited submission, you'll be able to choose whether your update should count as a new
form-submit interaction, or if it should be recorded as the original submission.

Why submissions can fail
Submissions can fail for any of the following reasons:
Bad option set values : Option set fields are usually presented as drop-down lists in forms. For each option
presented by the drop-down list, the database stores both a display value (shown by the form) and an index
value (an integer submitted and stored in the database, which maps each index value to a display value). An
error can occur if the form submits an index value that isn't available in the database. This might happen if
the database has changed since the form was designed, or if the form design includes an error that allows
bad values to be submitted.
Mismatch of option sets between leads and contacts : You can create forms that update or create both
a contact and/or a lead. In this case, each field value from the form should be stored by two records from two
different entities. Because the fields for each entity are created and updated separately, it can happen that one
entity is updated, but not the other. As a result, submissions may fail some or all of the time when option set
values don't match.
Missing required fields for matching strategies : Matching strategies enable the system to match
incoming form submissions to existing records. When a match is found, the system will typically update the
existing record rather than create a new one. Each matching strategy establishes a set of fields to use when
matching, and only identifies a match when all fields named by the matching strategy have matching values
in both an existing record and the incoming submission. However, if the form doesn't include values for all of
the matching-strategy fields, then the submission will fail. In this case, you either need to change the
matching strategy or change the form to include all matching-strategy fields as required fields for the form.
Remember that your contacts and leads may be using different matching strategies, so forms that affect both
of these entities must also meet matching-strategy requirements for both entities too. More information: Set
matching strategies
Incompatible customizations on the contact or lead entities : Sometimes, customizations applied to
the contact and/or lead entities will interfere with form submissions. For example, you may have a custom
business process flow that has made a field mandatory, but that field is missing or not mandatory on your
form. Custom plug-ins that affect contact or lead creation can also prevent new records from being created
for these entities in response to form submissions.

Find and inspect incoming submissions
To find incoming submissions:
1. Go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing forms to open a list of existing forms.
2. Find and open the form you want to inspect.
3. Go to the Form submissions tab. Incoming forms that haven't been processed yet are listed here as
pending. If any failed submissions have been received, you'll see them listed here too. If you've
configured the form to store all incoming submissions, then you'll also see successful submissions here.
The Status Reason column reports the pending/success/fail status of each submission.

4. To inspect a submission, select and open it from this list (for example, with double-click). A new page
opens showing details of the submission, including a failure description (if relevant), technical details, and
a list of values submitted.

5. Do the following:

For failed submissions, inspect the information provided in the Failure Description and Failure
Technical Details fields to troubleshoot your form issues. You may discover how to adjust your form
and/or system settings to prevent future submission failures. See Why submissions can fail for more
information about what can go wrong and how to fix it.
Inspect the Values table to see what was submitted for each field in the form.
To modify a field value, select it in the list to open a page where you can edit it. Then select Save in the
bottom corner of the window and select the back button in your browser to return to the submission.
To add a missing field value, select the New marketing field submission button at the top of the
Values table to open a page where you can choose a marketing form field to submit to, and a value to
submit to that field. Then select Save and close on the command bar to go back to the submission.
6. Repeat the previous step until you've gathered all the information you need and edited the field values as
needed. Then select Save in the bottom corner of the window and select the back button in your browser
to return to the form record.
7. If you changed any form values and would like to resubmit the form, then go back to the Form
submissions tab, find and select the submission you'd like to resubmit, and select the Retr y submission
button at the top of the Submissions list. A pop-up dialog opens asking you whether you'd like to create
a new interaction record for your resubmission.
Select Yes to store your resubmission as a new interaction. With this option, your various insights will
indicate that the contact submitted the form one more time with your new values.
Select No to update the original interaction. With this option, your various insights will indicate that
the contact had submitted the form with your updated values in the first place.
8. Your updated submission will probably show a Status reason of Pending for a short time while the
system process it. To update the status, select the Refresh button at the top of the Submissions list to
refresh the display. Eventually you will see whether your new submission ended as a Success or Failure .
If you aren't showing successful submissions, then the submission will simply disappear on success.
NOTE
Forms of type Subscription center and For ward to friend do not create submissions under the Form submissions
tab. To view subscription center activity, go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing forms , open the
subscription center you want to examine, and click the Insights tab.

Choose whether to keep all incoming submissions or just failures
The Form submissions tab always lists all incoming submissions for the current form that haven't been
processed yet (pending). Failed submissions will also always be listed here so you can inspect, possibly fix, and
resubmit them. However, you can choose whether to also keep successfully processed submissions here. Either
way, all successfully processed submissions will be applied to your database, and you'll always be able to see
these submissions on the Insights > Submissions tab (but you can't edit or resubmit from there).
To set this option for any specific marketing form:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing forms to open a list of existing forms.
Open or create the form you want to apply this option to.
Go to the Summar y tab.
In the Submission behavior section, set the Store form submission option to one of the following:
No : To only keep a record pending and failed submissions on the Form submissions tab.
Yes : To also keep a record of all successfully processed submission here.

NOTE
If you change this option from No to Yes , your change will only apply to future submissions. You won't see processed
submissions that were made while this option was set to No .

Your administrator can establish a site-wide default setting that for this option, which will apply to all newly
created forms. More information: Configure landing pages
See also
Create, view, and manage marketing forms

Upload and use images and files in online content
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Images are an important part of most marketing-page and marketing-email designs. The images you use must
be available publicly on the internet so your emails and pages can access and display them. Though you could
host your images anywhere, one convenient place to keep them is in the Dynamics 365 Marketing image library,
which stores the images, hosts them publicly, and provides an image browser that helps you find and place
them while working in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
NOTE
For security purposes, this feature only allows you to upload image files. The following image formats are supported:
GIF
BMP
JPEG
PNG
You will see an error message if you attempt to upload a file of an unsupported type.

NOTE
The maximum file size for uploaded images is 5 MB.

Upload files to Dynamics 365
Whenever you add an image element to a marketing page or email, you can choose to add an image that
already exists in your Dynamics 365 Marketing library or upload a new one. After you've uploaded a file in this
way, the file will also be available for use in other designs.

You can also add images for use later in some future design. You might do this to establish a collection of clipart images that your message and page designers can use as needed. Go to Marketing > Marketing content
> Files to see a list view of all files available to your organization, and then select New to upload a new file. You

can also find and edit existing images here.
Note that you can apply keywords each time you upload a file. Keywords can make it much easier for other
users to find and identify files in the future, so we recommend that you use them.

Establish keywords
Keywords make it easier to find your images later when you want to use them in content. Each time you upload
a new image, you're offered a chance to apply a keyword to it. You can also add or remove keywords from
existing images by going to Marketing > Marketing content > Files .
To help keep your keywords under control, Dynamics 365 Marketing requires you to establish a list of specific
keywords that users can apply to their files. Users must therefore select keywords from a list rather than enter
free text. This helps prevent users from applying competing ontologies and also helps prevent typos.
To view and edit the keywords available to your organization, go to Marketing > Marketing content >
Keywords . All existing keywords are listed here. Select any listed keyword to edit it, or select New to create a
new one. You can also delete keywords here.
Be careful when editing or deleting keywords. If you edit an existing keyword, all existing files that use it will
instead show the new value from now on. If you delete a keyword, it is simply removed from all files that use it.

Use images in your content
To add an image to a marketing page or email, start by dragging an image element onto your design, which
positions a placeholder. Then select the element with the placeholder image and open the Proper ties tab,
where you can define the source, alt text, and link for the image. Select the browse button for Source to
open an image browser where you can find any image already uploaded to Dynamics 365 Marketing.

To find an image more quickly, try using the Filter Keyword drop-down list to show only images that include
the keyword you selected.
If the image you need isn't there, select Upload a Picture to add a new one. We recommend that you apply
one or more keywords when uploading the image to make it easier for you and others to find later.
See also
Manage images

Create content blocks that you can reuse in multiple
designs
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Content blocks let you establish a block of common content that you can reuse in multiple emails, forms, and/or
pages. Use them to establish common headers, footers, and other blocks of content that you would like to
standardize across your communications.
Content blocks work like templates. They include a fixed collection of content that you add all at once to a
design. Once added, the content is copied into your design and doesn't maintain any connection to the original
block content, which means that if you edit a content block itself, or its content in a particular design, other
designs that already use that block won't be affected.
You can lock the content of a content block to prevent it from being changed in any design where it is used. Use
this to gain improved control over common content and/or design choices.
IMPORTANT
Even if you choose to lock a content block, users that have access to the designer's HTML tab will still be able to edit it by
modifying the code directly. To prevent this, administrators can use designer feature protection to limit access to the
HTML tab by some or all users. More information: Control access to designer features

NOTE
When you first create a content block, it's considered to be in a draft state and therefore isn't available for use in your
designs until you select Go live for that block on the command bar. This helps make sure that other users don't use your
content block until you're finished designing it. However, unlike most go-live entities, content blocks aren't published to
an external service when they go live, they just become available for use with other entities in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
More information: Go live with publishable entities and track their status.

Create a content block and go live
To create and publish a content block:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing content > Content blocks .
2. Select a listed content block to edit it or select New on the command bar to create a new one.
3. A content designer opens. It works just like other content designers in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
4. Design your content by doing one of the following:
If you are working in the graphical designer (the Design > Designer tab), then you can only include a
single design element in your content block, and only text and image elements are supported. Drag
either a text element or an image element from the Toolbox to the canvas and configure your
element as usual. More information: Design elements reference
If you are comfortable working with HTML code, and if a single design element won't meet your needs
for the content block, then you can create much more complex content by working on the Design >
HTML tab instead of the Design > Designer tab. However, you still can't add code to create more

than one design element within the content block.
NOTE
Any CSS styles that you include in your content block could be overruled by styles in the document where you
eventually host the content. If you want to prevent this, design your content blocks with inline styles that include
the !important attribute.

NOTE
When you are designing a content block in the graphical designer, the image element requires that you specify
the image using a URL rather than select one from the file browser. You can still use images stored in your file
library, but you must look up the URL first by going to Marketing > Marketing content > Files .

5. Select Save in the toolbar to save your work.
6. Open the Details tab and make the following settings:
Name : Assign a name to the content block.
Availability : Choose the types of designs where you'd like to make this content block available
(emails, forms, and/or pages).
Protected : Choose whether you and other users will be able to apply in-line edits to the block's
content (in the Designer view) after the block is placed into a design.
7. When you are done designing your content, select Go live from the command bar to make it available to
other entities in Dynamics 365 Marketing.

View, delete, or edit your content blocks
To work with your existing content blocks, go to Marketing > Marketing content > Content blocks . This
opens a standard list view, where you can create or delete content blocks using check boxes and buttons in the
command bar. Select any listed content block to view or edit it. The settings here are the same as those
described in Create a content block and go live.
If you open a content block that is already live, then it is locked for editing. To unlock it, choose one of the
following buttons on the command bar:
Edit : Select this button to unlock the content block for editing but keep it live. The block will remain live while
you edit, so if anyone else uses it in a design before you save, they will get the previous version. When you
are done editing, select Save to save your changes and go live with the new version at the same time (this
will also lock the block again).
Stop : Select this button to take down the live version of the content block. The content then becomes
editable to you, but you won't be able to use the content block in any new designs until you publish it again.
When stopped, you can save your work without going live, but the block will remain unavailable for use until
you select Go Live .
NOTE
When you edit and save a content block, designs that already use the block will not be updated to match your changes
(and vice versa). Block contents are simply copied into the design where they are used as soon as you add the block.

More information: Go live with publishable entities and track their status

Use content blocks in an email, form, or page

To add a content block to an email, form, or page design:
1. Open or create an email message, marketing page, or marketing form.
2. Drag a content-block element from the Toolbox panel to the appropriate location in your design.
3. Select the new content-block element, open the Proper ties panel, and use the Content block lookup
field to find and select the block that contains the content you want to include here.
4. Continue working with your design and go live when you are ready to start using it in other designs.
NOTE
If a content block is unprotected, you can directly edit its elements and properties after inserting it into an email template.
If you create a contact block outside of the Marketing app, it must contain user ownership, html hierarchy, and custom
attributes that the content editor recognizes. To learn more about custom attributes for Marketing, visit Use custom
attributes to enable designer features in emails, pages, and forms.

Preview: Create a video library and add videos to
your designs
3/5/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

IMPORTANT
This is a preview feature. A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a
release so customers can get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and
may have limited or restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren't meant for production use and are subject to a separate
supplemental terms of use.

Use Dynamics 365 Marketing to store information about each of the videos that you use in your marketing
initiatives and then include those videos in your emails and pages by adding a video design element that
references a video from your video library.
For each video you add to your library, you'll specify a name, video URL, embed code, and thumbnail URL. The
library won't contain the video itself, just these references to it, so you'll need to host your video somewhere
else, such as on one of the major video platforms like YouTube or Vimeo.
When you add a video to one of your designs, the designer will automatically use the settings it needs for the
type of design you are creating. For pages, the designer will embed the video, so visitors can play it without
leaving the page. Most email clients don't support embedded videos, so for emails the designer will embed the
thumbnail image and link it to the video URL so contacts can select the thumbnail to open the video in a new
browser tab.

Add a video to your library
To add a video to your library in Dynamics 365 Marketing:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing content > Videos to open a page that shows a list of all videos already
in your library.
2. Select a listed video to edit it or select New on the command bar to create a new one.
3. The Video form opens. Make the following settings:
Name : Assign a name to the video that will make it easy for you and other users to recognize.
Owner : This is the user who owns this video record, which can sometimes affect who can view and/or
edit it. It defaults to the user who creates the record.
Video URL : Specify the URL that will open the video in a browser. This link will be used to link to the
video from its thumbnail image when you use it in an email message.
Video thumbnail URL : Specify the URL of a still image that represents the video. This image will be
embedded and linked to the video URL when you place the video in an email design. Most video
hosting platforms make this URL available publicly—see the documentation for your video hosting
service if you don't know how to find it. You could instead create your own thumbnails and host them
in your Dynamics 365 Marketing files library or elsewhere if you prefer.
Video embed URL : Specify the code required to embed the image on a web page. This code will be

used when you place the video on a marketing page so visitors can watch it right there without
leaving the page. Most video hosting platforms will provide this code for you—see the documentation
for your video hosting service if you don't know how to find it.
4. Select Save in the toolbar to save your work.

View, delete, or edit your videos
To work with your existing videos, go to Marketing > Marketing content > Videos . This opens a standard list
view, where you can create, edit, or delete videos using check boxes and buttons in the command bar. Select any
listed video to view or edit it. The settings here are the same as those described in the previous section.

Use a video in a design
To add a video from your video library to the design of a marketing email or marketing page:
1. Open or create an email message or marketing page.
2. Drag a video element from the Toolbox panel to the appropriate location in your design.
3. Select the new video element, open the Proper ties panel and use the Source lookup field to find and select
the video from your library that you want to include here.
4. Continue working with your design and eventually go live when you are ready to start using it.

Working with segments
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Segments let you create groups of related contacts that you can target with customer journeys. Segments are
created using the segment designer. One way to build segments is by querying across related entities including
contacts, leads, accounts, events, marketing lists, and more. You can also query the marketing-insights service to
find contacts that have engaged with your marketing initiatives. The marketing-insights service also allows you
to query contacts that you aren't reaching because of issues such as email bounces.
The segment designer resembles other querying tools found in Dynamics 365 (such as the advanced-find
feature), but is more flexible and powerful. The segment designer is the only tool that lets you query interaction
records from the marketing-insights service.
NOTE
Marketing segments are different than marketing lists. More information: Marketing segments vs. marketing lists

Segments in Dynamics 365 Marketing
A market segment is a collection of contacts that you target with a customer journey. In some cases, you'll target
all the contacts you have. But in most cases, you'll choose who you want to target based on demographic,
firmographic, behavioral data, and other considerations.
For example, if you're opening a new store in San Francisco, you'll probably promote the opening day event only
to contacts who live near San Francisco. Or, if you're running a sale on dresses, you might only send related
marketing email messages to your contacts who are female. You may want to target the contacts who have
shown interest in the dresses in the past. In this case, you can narrow the segment by only targeting contacts
who have opened emails related to dresses in the past. Decisions like these will affect how you communicate
with the segment. These decisions will also influence which channels you'll choose, what kind of graphics you'll
pick, which kinds of arguments you make, and more.
Types of segments
Segments can be dynamic or static.

Dynamic segments are set up by using logical expressions, such as "all contacts from New York" or "all
contacts who like The Mets." Membership in dynamic segments changes constantly to reflect new or
removed contacts and updated contact information. Both demographic and firmographic segments are
examples of dynamic segments.
Static segments establish a static list of contacts who are selected on a per-contact basis rather than created
logically based on field values. Marketers and salespeople might create and populate a static list based on
private knowledge or offline interactions.
Segments can have blocks of queries based on profiles, interactions, or other segments.

Profile blocks query the profile records stored in the marketing-insights service. Profiles records are synced
between your Dynamics 365 organizational database and the marketing-insights service. Profile records
include the entities you normally work with in the Dynamics 365 UI, such as contacts, accounts, leads, and
any other entities that you choose to sync.
Behavioral blocks query the interaction records stored in the marketing-insights service. Each of these
records is generated automatically and related to a specific contact record. Interaction records are accessed

to generate various insights displays in the Dynamics 365 Marketing UI. Interaction records aren't synced to
the Dynamics 365 organizational database. They are generated in response to contact interactions such as
opening an email, clicking an email link, submitting a form, or registering for an event.
Segments are synced with the marketing-insights service
Dynamics 365 Marketing works together with the marketing-insights service, which operates using its own
marketing-insights database to provide advanced segment definitions and customer analytics. The integration
results in powerful combined functionality when the two systems work together. Your contact records and
marketing lists are continuously synchronized between the two systems, which lets the marketing-insights
service apply its powerful data processing and analytical tools to your contacts, and combine this information
with data from other types of Dynamics 365 records.
IMPORTANT
The marketing-insights service processes changes to segment membership asynchronously, which means you can't
predict the order in which changes are processed. In some cases, such as when processing very large databases, it can
take up to six hours for a given segment to update. You therefore can't rely on any one segment being processed before
or after a specific other segment, so be careful when orchestrating related campaigns or using suppression segments.

Segments must be live before you can use them
When you first create a new segment, it is in a draft state, which means that it is unlocked so you can work with
its definition and other settings, but you won't be able to use it in customer journeys. When you are ready to use
your segment, you must open it and select Go Live from the command bar, which enables it and moves to the
live state.
IMPORTANT
While you are designing your segment, you can select the Get estimated segment size link to get an estimate for the
number of contacts that will be included in the segment. Usually the estimate will be exact, but sometimes the final size
may vary slightly (you must go live with the segment to view its exact size and membership).

If you need to edit a segment after it has gone live, open it and then select Edit from the command bar to put it
into the "Live, Editable" state or Stop from the command bar to put it back into the "Draft" state.
More information: Go live with publishable entities and track their status

View and manage your segments
To work with your segments, go to Marketing > Customers > Segments . This opens a standard list view,
which you can use to search, sort, filter, create, and delete your segments. Open any segment to view its details,
or select New to create a new one.

Create and go live with a new segment
Read this section to get a basic overview of how to create a segment and start it running so you can see its
members and use it to target a customer journey.
1. Go to Marketing >Customers > Segments to open a list of current segments.
2. Select New to start creating your new segment, and select the type of segment you would like to create:
Dynamic segment : Creates a dynamic segment that can query contact records and interaction records, as
well as include, intersect, or exclude contacts in existing segments. While querying contact records, you can
add relations as needed to create a more complex query.

Static segment : Creates a segment where you manually select each member rather than creating a logical
query that automatically adds them. For details about how to work with this kind of segment, see Design
static segments
3. If you selected a dynamic segment : The Segment template dialog box opens, showing a list of
available templates. Each template provides a fully or partially defined query designed for a particular
purpose, as indicated by the template name. Select any template to read more information about it in the
information panel. Filter and Search features are provided to help you find the template you're looking
for. Select a listed template and then choose Select to load the template, or choose Cancel to start
building a new segment from scratch.

If you selected a template, your template will load and you skip this step. If you selected Cancel on the
Segment template dialog, a blank designer opens, allowing you to start your segmentation from scratch.
You can begin by selecting a query block (referred to as a profile block above, an interaction block, or a
segment. You can add other blocks to this block, and pick the relationship between the blocks. You can
choose contacts that appear in either of the blocks by selecting "or," contacts that appear in both blocks by
selecting "and also," or contacts that appear in the first block but not in the second by selecting "but not."
Next, the segment designer opens, showing settings and tools that are appropriate for your selection or
template. Start by naming your segment at the top of the segmentation canvas.
4. If you selected a static segment : A quick create menu appears, asking you to set a name for the segment
and select a few primary options. You can create a description for the segment, select the timezone of the
segment, and select if the scope of the contacts queried for the segment includes the entire organization or
just your business unit.
In the static segment designer, you can handpick contacts individually by selecting the "Add" button on the
"General" tab.
You can also use a query to quickly filter your contacts, and then select some (or all) of them to be added to
your static segment by selecting the Add by Quer y button. Similarly, you can use a query to quickly select
certain contacts that you want to remove from a segment by selecting the Remove by Quer y button.

Using queries to add or remove members from the static segment: When the "Add by Query" or
"Remove by Query" option is selected, the Manage Segment Members dialog opens. Here you can
craft queries based on contact properties, as well as properties of entities related to the contact
(Account, Lead, Event Registration) to fetch a list of contacts who fit that query. Note that these
contacts have not yet been added to your static segment.
You can select one or multiple contacts from the query results and click on the Add selected button
to add them to the segment. If you are removing segment members, click the Remove selected
button. You can also add/remove all the contacts that your query fetched by selecting the Add all or
Remove all button.
If you would like to edit the query that fetched the list of contacts, click on the Edit quer y button.
5. Select Save on the toolbar to save your segment.
6. Use the tools provided by the designer to establish your segment membership criteria, as described
elsewhere in this topic, for your selected segment type.
7. When you're done designing the segment, select Go live on the toolbar to start running the segment,
find all of its members (as needed), and make it available for use with your customer journeys. Once your
segment is live, it will include a Members tab, where you can go to see exactly which contacts are part of
the segment.
NOTE
After you go live with a dynamic segment, you can check when it was last evaluated and the next evaluation time at top
of the segment Members tab.

Tabs and settings for segments
Tabs are shown as a set of headings under the header, which shows the name of the segment. Select any of
these headings to go to the relevant tab. Each tab is described briefly in the following subsections.
The Definition tab
Use the Definition tab to establish the membership of the segment. For dynamic segments, you'll find a query
builder here. For static segments, you'll select specific contacts one at a time.
The General tab
The General tab provides a few basic settings and general information about the segment. Many of the values
here are established when you first create the segment and then become read only. Some fields are only present
if your application is configured to use them. All fields are read-only when the segment is live. The fields you see
may include some or all of the following:
Name : The name of the segment as it appears in the segment list and when selecting segments for a
customer journey.

Created on : The date the segment was created.
Segment Type : Shows the segment type (dynamic or static). This is permanently established when you first
create the segment.
External source : For segments that are synced from an external source, such as Dynamics 365 Customer
Insights, information about the external source is shown here.
External segment URL : For segments that are synced from an external source, such as Dynamics 365
Customer Insights, the URL of the external source is shown here.
Time Zone : Shows the time zone of the segment. This is the timezone that the segment uses to calculate
dates relative to the current time. For example, if you choose the partial date operator "All contacts who
registered for an event in the last three days," the three-day duration is calculated using the segment time
zone.
Activation status : Shows whether the segment is in a draft or live state. Only live segments are available
for use in customer journeys. (This is also referred to as the Status reason .)
Owner : Shows the name of the user who owns the segment.
Scope : This setting only appears when business-unit scopes are enabled for your instance. When scopes are
enabled, this can have a setting of Business unit or Organization , but only privileged users (such as
managers or admins) will be able to change it. When set to Business unit , the segment will only contain
contacts that belong to the same business unit as the segment owner, even when the query would normally
find more contacts than this. When set to Organization , the segment will contain all contacts that match the
query, regardless of who owns the contacts or the journey. When this feature is disabled, the segment
behaves as though it were set to Organization . More information: Use business units to control access to
Marketing records
Description : A description of the segment.
Members : The number of contacts that are currently included in the segment.
The Members tab
The Members tab is only shown after your segment has gone live at least once. Use it to see which contacts are
part of the segment. It typically takes a few minutes for the Members tab to populate after you go live with a
segment.
The Insights tab
Many types of entities, including segments, show a tab labeled Insights after a record has gone live at least
once. This tab shows results, analytics, KPIs, and other information about how that record has been used and
how contacts have interacted with it. More information: Analyze results to gain insights from your marketing
activities
The Related tab
Almost all types of entities in Dynamics 365 Marketing include a Related tab. Use it to find records that are
related to the currently open record. This "tab" is just a drop-down list where you can select the type of related
records you'd like to see. On selecting a record type (entity), a new tab named for that entity is added to the
page where you can see a list of the related records of the selected type. When you select a new entity from the
Related tab, it replaces the one currently shown.
NOTE
The Related tab for segments sometimes includes an entry for Customer journeys , but this entry only finds journeys
where the current segment is a suppression segment. It doesn't find journeys that use the current segment as a target
segment. The reason for this is that suppression segments are related directly to the customer journey entity, while target
segments are linked to journeys less directly, through a tile configuration, and therefore aren't resolved in the Related
tab.

See also

Work with segment templates
Create a segment
Set up subscription lists and subscription centers
Go live with publishable entities and track their status

Marketing segments vs. marketing lists
3/5/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

Even without Dynamics 365 Marketing installed, some Dynamics 365 apps provide a few basic marketing
features, which include the ability to create both static and dynamic marketing lists that you can use with the
quick campaigns feature also included with these apps. However, Dynamics 365 Marketing predominantly uses
a separate feature called marketing segments to target its full-featured customer journeys, both of which are
unique to Marketing.
The following table summarizes a few important differences between the various types of marketing lists and
segments.
SUP P O RT ED
O P ERAT IO N

STAT IC SEGM EN T

DY N A M IC SEGM EN T

STAT IC M A RK ET IN G
L IST

DY N A M IC
M A RK ET IN G L IST

Use in customer
journey

Yes

Yes

Subscription list only

No

Use in campaign /
quick campaign

No

No

Yes

Yes

Include in a segment

Yes (compound
segment)

Yes (compound
segment)

Yes

No

Show on subscription
center

No

No

Subscription list only

No

Query interaction
records from the
marketing-insights
service

No

Yes

No

No

Go live to activate

Yes

Yes

No

No

Runs on the
marketing-insights
services

Yes

Yes

No

No

Add/remove a
contact while viewing
the contact record

Yes

No

Yes

No

Resulting entities

Contacts only

Contacts only

Contacts, leads, or
accounts

Contacts, leads, or
accounts

Key differences between how lists and segments are made
To create a segment, you must work directly in Dynamics 365 Marketing. Marketing lists can be created using
any of several different Dynamics 365 apps and add-ons.
Unlike marketing lists, marketing segments run on the marketing-insights service, which is designed to crunch
large amounts of data without impacting the performance of your Dynamics 365 user interface and other

functions.
You design your segments using Dynamics 365 Marketing and then go live with each segment to activate it.
Marketing emails, customer journeys, lead-scoring models, and many other Marketing features have a similar
life cycle.
As you run your customer journeys, events, and more using Dynamics 365 Marketing, the marketing-insights
services collect huge amounts of information about how each contact interacts with your marketing initiatives.
Marketing segments run directly on the marketing-insights services and therefore have access to this data so
you can create a segment that, for example, finds all contacts who registered for a specific event, or opened a
specific email, or visited a specific website; this information isn't available to marketing lists.
You can mix several segments and combine them with various logical operators (union, include, or exclude) to
create compound segments. In this way, you can mix several simple segments to create advanced selection logic.

How to use marketing segments with Dynamics 365 Marketing
The primary role of marketing segments is to create collections of related contacts that you can target using a
customer journey. You can use a dynamic segment, static segment, or subscription list to target a customer
journey, but you can't use a dynamic marketing list, so the only way to target a customer journey based on a
dynamic database query is to create a dynamic segment.

How to use marketing lists with Dynamics 365 Marketing
Dynamics 365 Marketing makes use of static marketing lists to create subscription lists, which enable contacts
to sign up for your various mailing lists. Subscription lists are a special type of static marketing list that can only
contain contacts. Unlike most marketing lists, you can also use subscription lists to target a customer journey
directly.
Another way to make use of a static marketing list in Dynamics 365 Marketing is to set up a dynamic segment
that queries that list. This technique is limited to static marketing lists—dynamic lists aren't supported. For
contact-based static lists, you can set up a segment that queries the list and then traverses to find the list
members. For static marketing lists that contain accounts or leads, your segment must select, for example, the
parent contact for each lead or the primary contact for each account. For dynamic lists, you must recreate the
original logic as a segmentation query because you can't query them directly like you can a static list.

Key differences between how lists and segments are evaluated
Evaluation is the process of calculating the members of a segment or list based on its membership criteria.
Segments and lists evaluate their memberships quite differently.
Dynamic segments based on profiles and relationships are first evaluated once they go live. The
calculation occurs asynchronously, and the results of the initial query are available soon after the go-live
process is complete. While you're working with a segment in Dynamics 365 Marketing, you may need to
refresh the page a minute or so after going live to view its members. While live, each segment is reevaluated
once every hour or so to refresh its member list.
Dynamic segments based on interactions are also first evaluated once they go live. While live, each
behavioral segment is flagged when a new, relevant interaction arrives. Each flagged segment is then
reevaluated as soon as the marketing-insights services have calculation capacity available.
Static segments are populated manually and then submitted to the marketing-insights services when they
go live. Static segments are reevaluated each time a user changes them in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Dynamic marketing lists are evaluated on demand, such as when a user requests to see them, or when a
campaign activity or quick campaign is distributing activities for the member audience.
Static Marketing Lists return their lists of members on demand, such as when a user requests to see them,

or when a campaign activity or quick campaign is distributing activities for the member audience.
See also
Working with segments
Set up subscription lists and subscription centers
Create a marketing list using in-app marketing (Sales)

Design dynamic demographic or firmographic
segments
3/29/2021 • 19 minutes to read • Edit Online

Demographic and firmographic segments are dynamic segments that query profile records stored in the
marketing insights database. Profile records include the entities you normally work with in the Dynamics 365
Marketing UI, such as contacts, accounts, leads, and any other entities. They are synced between your Dynamics
365 Marketing organizational database (where you can work with them in the UI and other Dynamics 365 apps)
and the marketing insights database (where you can query them from a segment).
This type of segment is called dynamic because its membership is defined as a query, which provides a logical
description of the contacts the segment should contain, but doesn't list any contacts by name. Member ship in
dynamic segments can change from moment to moment in response to new contacts being added or updated
in the database.
Both demographic and firmographic segments are examples of dynamic profile segments. The only difference is
that new firmographic segments are created with a relation to the accounts entity by default (which you are free
to remove). For more information about other types of segments, and links to articles about how to work with
them, see Working with segments

Create or edit a demographic or firmographic segment
To manage your segments, go to Marketing > Customers > Segments and then do one of the following
Select any listed segment to open it for editing.
To create a new demographic or firmographic segment, select New on the command bar. The Segment
templates dialog box opens; select Cancel to close it, and then select the Demographic or Firmographic
option, as described in Working with segments.
Now design the logic for your demographic or firmographic segment as described in the remainder of this
article. For more information about other types of segments, and links to articles about how to work with them,
see Working with segments

Elements in a query block
A query block is a collection of logical clauses and clause groups. A query block can be simple (possibly with just
one clause), or complex (featuring multiple nested groups and relations). Your segments can also include
multiple query blocks combined with union, exclude, and/or intersect operators, but often you'll have just one
query block.
Each query block in your segment must result in a list of contacts, which are selected by the logic defined in that
block. Each block must therefore establish a path through various entities, each linked through relations, and
which ends with the contact entity. A simple query block might query the contact entity alone, but a more
complex one could reference or pass through several entities.
The following image shows an example of typical query block in a dynamic profile segment query. It highlights
the key features of the designer that you'll use to create your query.

Legend:
1. Entity : You can query any entity that's synced to the marketing-insights service. However each query
block must end with the Contact entity. You'll typically choose to start with the Contact entity and
simply remain there (possibly adding clauses that query-related entities), but you can also choose to
begin with another entity and then link through one or more relations to end with Contact entity as the
last one in your query block.
2. Related entity : Related entities link the current entity to a related entity through a specific field of one of
the two entities. In this example, you see a relation from the contact entity to the account entity, annotated
as Account (Contact -> Account (Company name)) . That means that we are linking to the Account
entity, which relates back to the Contact entity—in this case through a lookup field on the contact entity
called Company name . This relation opens a clause group that will find some accounts based on the
criteria nested below this relation, and then relates back to the base entity (contact) by finding all of the
contacts that work for the found companies (contacts that link to those companies through the contact
Company name field). If needed, you can nest related entities within each other as your work farther
and farther away from the base entity.
3. Clause group : Clause groups are collections of logical clauses (rows) that are combined using either
AND or OR operators. The AND operator is more exclusive; it only finds records that meet all of the
criteria of each clause in the group. The OR operator is more expansive; it finds all records that meet any
of the criteria for the group. Use the drop-down list at the top of the clause group to select the operator.
You can nest clause groups inside one another. The system resolves the most deeply nested groups first
and then works its way up. The example shown here will find accounts (the parent entity) that are either
in the financial or accounting industry, but only those that also have a category of preferred customer.
4. Single clause (row) : Clauses represent the basic building blocks of the query. Each asks a specific
question about a specific field value and finds records that answer that question. Each row starts by

naming a field from the parent entity, followed by an operator (such as equals, contains, starts with, or
ends with), followed by a value. Use the drop-down lists and fields provided to define the field, operator,
and value for each new clause that you add, as needed. The example shown here finds contacts where the
city part of their address equals New York.
NOTE
Calculated and rollup fields cannot be used for segmentation.

5. Add item : Use the Add buttons to add a new row, clause group, or related entity at that location in the
query structure. Select the button to open a drop-down list, and then select which type of item you want
to add there (Add row , Add group , or Add related entity ). Finally, configure the new row, clause
group, or relation as needed using the drop-down lists and fields provided for the new item.
6. Add quer y block : Use this button to add a new block to the query. Each query block resolves to a
collection of contacts, which you then combine using union, exclude, and/or intersect operators. A Sankey
diagram is provided at the bottom of the page to help you visualize how your query blocks combine and
flow into each other. The effect is similar to creating a compound segment, but in this case you are
combining query blocks within a single segment rather than individual existing segments.
7. Segment name : View and edit the name of your segment here.
8. Explore related entities : Select this button to open a diagram that illustrates how various entities relate
to each other in your database (especially, how they relate back to the contact entity). This can help you
decide how to make use of related entities in your query.
9. View selector : Use this drop-down list to select your preferred view for the query designer. Choose Tree
view to show clause groups the way you see them in this diagram, with the operator (OR/AND) that
applies to the group shown at the top of the group. Choose Natural to show the operator (OR/AND) at
the start of each row.
10. Full-screen editor : Select this button to open the segment designer in full-screen mode, which provides
more screen real estate for viewing and editing your query.
11. Command menu : Use the command menu (...) to operate on the group where it appears, or selected
elements in that group. The following commands can appear here (depending on the context):
Delete : Deletes the entire group.
Delete selected : Deletes only the selected rows from the group.
Ungroup all : Moves all of the rows in the group up one level, which merges them into the group
above this one.
Ungroup selected : Moves only the selected rows into the group above this one.
Group selected : Creates a new group containing the selected rows, nested below the current group.
12. Expand/collapse group or block : Select a chevron button to expand or collapse all the rows in the
group or query block below that button. This lets you switch between getting the big picture and viewing
individual query details, which can be handy for complex queries.
13. Select box : Use these check boxes to mark rows that you can operate on using the command menu.
14. Delete button : To remove a clause (row) from your query, select the delete button next to the row you
want to remove.

Build clauses
Each segment query is made up of individual logical clauses that are grouped and combined using logical

operators (AND/OR). Each clause looks for records that have a specific value (or range of values) in a specific
field for a specific entity.
The segmentation designer supports fields of all data types supported by Dynamics 365, including: option set,
two option set, multiple option set, single line of text, multiple lines of text, whole number, floating number,
decimal number, currency, look up, date time, and customer.
Build a clause that finds standard field values
Standard fields are fields where users can freely enter any value (of the appropriate data type). A typical example
is the First Name field of the contact entity. Users are free to enter any text in this field, and the field is directly
part of the contact entity. The following illustration shows how to construct a clause based on a standard field.

Legend:
1. Entity name : This is the entity that the field comes from. It appears at the top of a collection of groups
and/or rows. All clauses below a given entity will return records of that type.
2. Field name : This is the field that the clause will test. Each field shows an icon that indicates the type of field it
is (text, number, date, lookup, option set, and so on). If you know the name of the field you want to specify
here, then start typing its name in this field to filter the drop-down list.
3. Operator : This is how the clause will test the values of the specified field. The choices here depend on the
data type of the field. For example, string fields allow operators such as is, is not, contains, begins with, ends
with, and more. Number fields offer comparisons such as equal to, less than, and greater than.
4. Value : This is the value the clause will test for using the specified operator. With standard fields, this is free
text, so you can type anything you like. Press return to add the value you've typed. After adding a value, you
can add more values by typing them and pressing return again. If you enter more than one value here, then
the clause will find records that match any of these values (as if they were separate clauses combined with an
OR operator). To remove a value from here, select its close icon, which looks like an X.
NOTE
You can only select entities that are available to the marketing-insights service. If you need an entity that isn't listed,
please ask your administrator to enable it. For instructions, see Choose entities to sync with the marketing-insights
service.

Build a clause that finds option-set values
Option-set fields are fields that accept a limited set of specific input values. They are typically presented to users
as drop-down lists in input forms. For example, the contact entity might include a Role field that provides
specific options such as Decision Maker , Employee , and Influencer . The available values are part of the
entity itself, so they don't refer to any related entities.
Option-set fields work in nearly the same way as the standard fields described in the previous section. The only
difference is that when you are entering the value(s), you'll only be able to choose from among the values

defined in the entity for that option set. As with standard fields, you can specify multiple values, which are
combined with an OR operator.
Build a clause that finds multiple option-set values
Multiple option-set fields are nearly the same as option-set fields, but they allow each record to accept multiple
values while option-set fields accept just a single value. For example, the contact entity might include a Favorite
pets field that provides the values Dogs , Cats , and Birds , and each contact might have none, one, two, or all
three of these values applied to it.
In the segment designer, multi option-set fields provide operators that appropriate for processing multiple
values. For example, you can list several values and set the operator to contains all of (to only find contacts
where all listed values are present) or contains any of (to find all contacts that have at least one of the listed
values).
Create a clause that finds a lookup value
Lookup values are values that come from a related entity. For example, the contact entity has a lookup field
called Company Name , which relates to the account entity. In the contact record, this field stores the unique ID
of a related account record, but the system displays the name of the company, which is found by looking up the
account ID and finding the value of the matching account record's Name field.
When you're selecting the field name for a clause, lookup fields show a magnifying-glass icon.
Provided the related entity is available to the marketing-insights service, you'll be able to select from among
available values when you assign a value for your clause. In the previous example, you'd be able to choose from
a list of available company names. If the related entity is not available to the marketing-insights service, then
you'll have to look up and enter the record ID instead. Your administrator can add whatever entities you need to
the marketing-insights service as required; for instructions, see Choose entities to sync with the marketinginsights service

Move between entities with relationships
When you create a new segment, it automatically starts with a default group based on the contact entity, as we
saw in the previous example. So long as you only want to query values directly on the contact entity, then it's
straightforward to add various clauses and combine them with AND/OR operators until you've defined the set
of contacts you're looking for. However, you can also build much more complex queries that reference some
other entity (such as accounts), queries that entity according to some criteria (such as number of employees)
and then relates back to the contact entity to find the contacts associated with those accounts.
All segments must end with the contact entity, so any time you start with a non-contact entity you must
eventually traverse back to the contact entity. However, you can normally start with the contact entity and
remain there by referencing related entities as nested groups. In each case, you hop from entity to entity by
using a relationship. As with rows and groups, you can add a related entity using the Add button.
When you are selecting a related entity, the options are displayed using the following naming convention:

DestinationEntity ( PrimaryEntity -> SecondaryEntity ( FieldName))
Where:

DestinationEntity is the entity you are going to. All rows listed below the relationship will query fields from
this entity.
Primar yEntity is an entity at the starting side of the relationship. It is always shown on the left side of the
arrow. For example, a contact (primary entity) can be related to an account (secondary entity) through the
account's primary contact field (field name).
FieldName is the name of the lookup field through which the relation is established. It is always shown in

parenthesis. The named field belongs to the primary entity, and displays a value from the secondary entity
(but actually contains the ID of the related record that value is drawn from). In some cases, you might see two
or more relationships between the same two entities, each of which flows through a different field.
Secondar yEntity is the destination of the relationship. It is always shown on the right side of the arrow.
The arrow indicates whether it is a 1:N relationship (-> ) or an N:N relationship (<-> ). (N:1 relationships are
arranged to be shown as 1:N relationships.)
For example:
Account (Account -> Contact (Primar y Contact)) : This opens a new group where you can query
accounts (the destination entity) to return a list of contacts that are shown as the primary contact for each
found account (because "Primary Contact" is a lookup field on the "Account" entity).
Account (Contact -> Account (Managing Par tner)) : This opens a new group where you can query
accounts (the destination entity) to return a list of contacts that show that account as their managing partner
(because "Managing Partner" is a lookup field on the "Contact" entity).
Event Registration (Event Registration -> Contact (Contact)) : This opens a new group where you can
query event registrations entity (the destination entity) to return a list of contacts that have registered for the
found events (because "Contact" is a lookup field on the "Event Registration" entity).
Lead (Lead -> Contact (Parent Contact for lead)) : This opens a new group where you can query leads
(the destination entity) to return a list of contacts associated with (as the parent of) each of the found leads
(because "Parent Contact for lead" is a lookup field on the "Lead" entity).
IMPORTANT
Your segment must always end on the contact entity. If you start with some other entity, then you must always end with
a relation back to the contact entity.

TIP
While you're designing your query, select the Explore related entitites button to see a graphical map of how the
current entity relates to other entities. This tool can help you figure out how to traverse the various entities to create a
path that ends at the required Contact entity. Available paths and entities are shown in blue, while entities and paths
that aren't directly available to the current entity appear in light gray. Already used paths and entities are shown in dark
gray.

Example: Define a simple segment based on contacts
A simple query uses a single group that references the contact entity only. When you create this type of segment
definition, set up a query with clauses that test various field values from your contact records and combine the
various clauses using the logical operators AND and OR. For an example, see the tutorial Create a dynamic
segment.

Example: Define a more complex segment based on opportunities
Here's an example of how to define a segment that finds contacts associated with opportunities with an
estimated revenue of $100,000 or more.
1. If your Marketing instance isn't already set up to sync the Oppor tunity (oppor tunity) entity with the
marketing-insights service, talk to your admin about setting this up. If you are the admin, then see
Choose entities to sync with the marketing-insights service for instructions.
2. Go to Marketing > Customers > Segments and select New on the command bar. The Segment
templates dialog box opens; select Cancel to close it, and then select Demographic on the Let's
create your segment screen.
3. A new demographic segment opens. Check the view setting near the upper corner of the Definition tab
and make sure it's set to Tree view . (You could use either view, but in this procedure we show and
describe the tree view, so it's a good idea to use it for now.)

4. Open the Add drop-down list under the Contact entity and select Add related entity .

5. A new related entity is added to your query. Select the field with Select related entity in ghost text to
open a large drop-down list of available relations. Type "opportunity" in the field to filter the list and then
select Oppor tunity (Oppor tunity -> Contact (Contact)) from the drop-down list. This relation links
the parent Contact entity to the Oppor tunity entity through the Contact field of the Oppor tunity
entity. The Contact field identifies the contact associated with each found opportunity. More information:
Move between entities with relationships

6. Open the Add drop-down list under the new related entity and select Add row to begin defining the
collection of opportunities you're looking for.
7. A new row is added to your query. Use it to create the following logical expression:
Est. Revenue | Is greater than or equal to | 100000

8. The segment currently finds all contacts associated with opportunities with an estimated revenue of
$100,000 or more. If needed, you can now add more opportunities-based criteria indented under the
Oppor tunity (Oppor tunity -> Contact (Contact)) relation to expand or limit the set of opportunities
found. You could likewise add more contact-based criteria directly under the Contact entity (at the base
of the tree, outside the Oppor tunity (Oppor tunity -> Contact (Contact)) relation) to expand or limit
the set of contacts found.
9. Select the field that shows Enter segment name as ghost text. Then type a name for your segment.
10. On the command bar, select Save to save your segment and then select Go live .

Combine multiple query blocks
You can design your segment to include multiple query blocks and then set rules for how to combine the
groups. Often, you could obtain the same results with a single, complex query block, but it can be sometimes be
easier to design and visualize your segment using multiple query blocks instead.
The following image shows the dynamic-profile segment designer with when several query blocks are present.

Legend:
1. Collapsed quer y block : All of the query blocks in this example are shown as collapsed, which means you
can't see the detailed logic of each group. However, this view makes it easy to see all the groups and adjust
the logic being used to combine them. Use the chevron button at the right side of each query block to
expand or collapse it.
2. Quer y block operator : Between each query block is an operator, which establishes the logic for combining
the previous group with the next one. Use this drop-down list to choose one of the following:
Union : Combines all members of the two groups.
Intersect : Finds only contacts that are members of both groups. Contacts present in just one of the
groups will be removed.
Except : Removes all contacts from the incoming group from the current result.
3. Sankey diagram : This diagram makes it easy to visualize the way all of the various groups are being
combined by your selected logic. It indicates how two incoming groups will be combined, the order of the
combination, and the approximate effect that the combination logic will have on the resulting, combined
group. Select the Flow view tab at the bottom of the page if you don't see the diagram there.

View and edit the raw query
The segment designer provides a graphical interface for creating the logic for a dynamic segment. As you work
with the settings, you are actually creating a text-based query in the background. This is the query that the
system will actually run against your database. Usually you don't need to use the query for anything, but
sometimes it can help in troubleshooting. You can also copy/paste queries into the designer, which you might
use to create a copy of an existing segment or to share a query design through email.
To find, view, and edit the query, scroll to the bottom of the page and open the Quer y view tab here.
See also
Working with segments

Design behavioral segments
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Behavioral segments query the interaction records stored in the marketing insights database. Each of these
records is generated automatically in response to something a contact did (such as open an email or visit a web
page), and is related to the specific contact record associated with that action (if known). Interaction records are
used to generate various insights displays in the Dynamics 365 Marketing UI, but they aren't synced to the
Dynamics 365 Marketing organizational database.
The result of a behavioral segment query is always a set of contacts who performed the relevant type of
interaction according to the conditions established by the query.
This type of segment is dynamic because its membership is defined as a query, whose results can change from
moment to moment in response to new interactions being added to the database.
To create a behavioral segment, create a segment and then select the Behavioral option, as described in Create
and go live with a new segment.
The following image shows an example of typical behavioral segment query and outlines key features of the
designer user interface.

Legend:
1. Interaction name : Use this drop-down list to select the type of interaction the behavioral segment will look
for.
2. Full-screen editor : Select this button to open the segment designer in full-screen mode, which provides
more screen real estate for viewing and editing your query.
3. Show/hide interaction filters : Select this button to show or hide filters for setting limits on the total
number of interactions and/or a moving-window time period.
4. Interaction filters : Use these to set a minimum or exact number of interactions that a contact must have
performed to be included in this segment. You can also set a moving-window filter to only consider
interactions that occurred recently, such as in the last two weeks. To enable the moving-window filter, change

the third drop-down list from interactions to interactions in the last . The date of the moving window is
always calculated based on the current date, so if you enable this, then some contacts may slip out of the
segment with each passing day unless they remain engaged. In this example, the filter will find contacts who
clicked on a message at least once in the past 45 days.
5. Additional restrictions : These settings work just like they do for demographic and firmographic segments,
but here they enable you to filter results based on values for the selected type of interaction records. For
example, you might want to find clicks on email messages sent by a particular customer journey (as shown
here). As with demographic and firmographic segments, you can add as many clauses and clause groups as
you need here.
NOTE
Unlike profile segments, behavioral segments allow for only a single query block, which means that the Flow view tab
isn't available, and your entire query must contain just a single block. However, you can combine behavioral segments
with other interaction or profile segments by creating a compound segment.

View and edit the raw query
The segment designer provides a graphical interface for creating the logic for a dynamic segment. As you work
with the settings, you are actually creating a text-based query in the background. This is the query that the
system will actually run against your database. Usually you don't need to use the query for anything, but
sometimes it can help in troubleshooting. You can also copy/paste queries into the designer, which you might
use to create a copy of an existing segment or to share a query design through email.
To find, view, and edit the query, scroll to the bottom of the page and open the Quer y view tab here.

Find record IDs
Often, you'll want to find interactions associated with a specific form, customer journey, message, event, or other
specific record. To do this, you'll need to find the ID of the record you're looking for. To do this:
1. Open the record (such as event or email) that you want to refer to.
2. Check the address bar in your browser, which should show a URL such as:
https://<MyOrg>.crm.dynamics.com/main.aspx?appid=c8cba597-4754-e811-a859000d3a1be1a3&pagetype=entityrecord&etn=msevtmgt_event&id=5acc43d5-356e-e811-a960-000d3a1cae35

3. Find the part of the URL that starts with &id= , which is followed by the ID number of your current
record. Copy that number (the value only) and use it in your expression.
See also
Working with segments
Generate dynamic segments from customer journey results

Generate dynamic behavioral segments from
customer journey results
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After going live with a customer journey, you'll be able to monitor the progress of contacts through the journey
pipeline. You can use many of these results to automatically generate behavioral segments that find all contacts
that are being counted by a given result. This provides a handy way to find all contacts that did certain things in
a particular journey. Because behavioral segments are dynamic, they will continue to grow as the journey
processes more contacts.
TIP
You might use this to split long, complex journeys into shorter, easier to manage journeys. For example, you might create
a standard demographic segment to target the initial journey, and then create auto-generated segments that find
contacts that ended on a particular tile or did a particular thing in that journey. Finally, you'd create follow-up journeys
that target the appropriate segments that were auto-generated based on what each contact did on the initial journey.

NOTE
The segments you create using the procedures in this topic are initially saved in the draft state. You must go live with each
segment before you can use it to target a journey.

TIP
You'll be able to see and edit the full logic for each segment created in this way, so you can also use these techniques to
get started creating custom segments, or to learn how to create segmentation logic for use in other contexts.

Generate segments based on customer journey tiles
You can generate dynamic segments that find contacts that got a specific result at a specific tile in the journey. To
do this:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing execution > Customer journeys and open a journey from the list. The
journey must already be live for the required data to be available.
2. Select a tile from the journey pipeline and inspect the Data panel, which shows how many contacts that
tile has processed and, sometimes, more other information about what they did there. Here’s the Data
panel for an email tile:

3. Identify the type of information you'd like to use in your new segment and select the Save as segment
button for that value. For example:
Processed : Nearly all types of tiles provide this value and a Save as segment button for it. This will
find all contacts who were successfully processed by this tile in this journey.
Unique clicks : This is only shown for email tiles. This will find all contacts that clicked on this email
when sent by this journey.
Hard bounces : This is only shown for email tiles. This will find all contacts that produced a hard
bounce after this email was sent by this journey.
4. A quick-create flyout slides in from the side of the screen. Use it to assign a Name and Description of
the segment you are creating.
5. Select Save and Close at the bottom of the quick-create flyout to create the segment. You'll now be able
to find it under Marketing > Customers > Segments . If you're fast, you can open the new segment
right away by selecting View record in the pop-up announcement.

Generate segments based on incomplete journeys
There are several reasons why a contact may be unable to complete a journey. In some cases, the contact may

get stopped due to changing permissions or suppression segments. In other cases, the contact may be able to
complete a journey, but one or more email messages may have been blocked along the way. In each case, you
may want to generate a segment with these contacts so you can analyze them and possibly reach out to these
contacts with another journey, by telephone, or in some other way.
To generate segments based on incomplete journeys:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing execution > Customer journeys and open a journey from the list. The
journey must already be live for the required data to be available.
2. Go to the Insights tab for the journey and then select Incomplete journeys from the side panel.
3. Select one of the rows under the Stopped contacts or Blocked emails headings to view a list of
contacts stopped or blocked for that reason.
4. select the Save as segment button at the top of the relevant list to generate a segment containing all
contacts who were stopped or blocked on that journey for that reason. The segment will continue to track
the list if more contacts join it later.

5. A quick-create flyout slides in from the side of the screen. Use it to assign a Name and Description of
the segment you are creating.
6. Select Save and Close at the bottom of the quick-create flyout to create the segment. You'll now be able
to find it under Marketing > Customers > Segments . If you're fast, you can open the new segment
right away by selecting View record in the pop-up announcement.

See also
Design behavioral segments
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns
Analyze results to gain insights from your marketing activities

Preview: Natural language use in segments
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IMPORTANT
A preview feature is a feature that is not complete, but is made available before it’s officially in a release so customers can
get early access and provide feedback. Preview features aren’t meant for production use and may have limited or
restricted functionality.
Microsoft doesn't provide support for this preview feature. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Technical Support won’t be able to
help you with issues or questions. Preview features aren't meant for production use and are subject to a separate
supplemental terms of use.

NOTE
You will need your administrator to turn on the feature switch for the Segmentation Natural Language Queries
functionality under Segmentation before you are able to access it.

IMPORTANT
The the natural language feature for segments currently only supports English language queries.

If your administrator has enabled the natural language feature, you can use Natural Language Query (NLQ) to
build segments in Dynamics 365 Marketing. Natural language input enables you to use common words and
phrases to describe the people you want to include in dynamic and static segments without learning all the
specifics of the Common Data Model (CDM) and best practices for building queries.
Using the instructions in Working with segments, type and submit a statement, and the service will fill the query
fields using information collected from your contacts, accounts, leads, and activities.

Sample segments
You can create a segment that will evaluate your Dynamics 365 organizational database for contacts that meet
certain criteria. For example, contacts living in a certain area who have an email address.
You might name the new segment “Contacts who live in Chicago with email and an upcoming birthday” and
then define the segment as follows:
Contacts who live in Chicago with an email address and with a birthday in the next month

Example: Contacts who live in Chicago with an email address and with
a birthday in the next month
Building the segment
Remember to enter the phrases using normal language. You could enter, "Contacts who live in Chicago with
an email address and with a birthday in the next month."
Give the segment a descriptive name that will help you find it later.

Reviewing the results
After going live with the segment, select Members to review the results.

Example: A more complex segment
A more complex segment that includes both profile and behavioral queries gives better results that let you make
a better-targeted customer journey, perhaps helping reactivate a lapsed customer. For instance, you can create a
segment that includes:
Contacts who live in Chicago who have an email address (profile).
Account name is Ford and status is active and revenue is larger than $1,000,000 (profile).
This segment would find a group of contacts who have purchased from your company in the last six months in
Chicago that are now unreachable through the email address in your organizational database, suggesting that a
new email needs to be established for that contact.

Phrases you can use in natural language queries
You can use a variety of phrases to find contacts and accounts with various attributes. This is not a complete list.
Find contacts by location
Contacts who live in Atlanta
Contacts who live in New York State
Contacts in Canada
Contacts near Seattle
Find contacts who share birthdays or anniversaries
Contacts whose birthdays are in October
Contacts with an anniversary in June
Find contacts related to accounts
Contacts associated with Microsoft company who live in the Czech Republic
Contacts associated with Microsoft company born between 1970 and 2000 who have an income
greater than $50,000
Find contacts with upcoming life events
Contacts with birthdays next month
Find accounts missing profile information
Companies with no business phone
Companies with no contact person or a contact person without a phone number
Find contacts with particular attributes
Find contacts with an email address
TIP
Marketing segments are not always processed in the order that the query blocks are expressed, so it’s better to express
queries in the positive “contacts who have purchased in the past 90 days” than to exclude contacts with a negative or
suppression segment, like “contacts who have not purchased in the past 180 days.” Dynamic segments can be created to
include, intersect, or exclude contacts in segments, allowing you to build more complex queries.

See also

Working with segments
Design dynamic demographic or firmographic segments

Export dynamic segment members to Excel
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Export members from a dynamic segment straight to an Excel file, no matter how large the segment is. To export
dynamic segment members to Excel:
1. Go to Marketing > Customers > Segments .
2. Open or create a dynamic segment.
3. If the segment isn't live, select Go live on the command bar. Only live segments are fully resolved to include
all relevant contacts.
4. Select Expor t members from the top ribbon on the page.
5. Your Excel file is generated and automatically downloaded.
NOTE
Excel files exported from dynamic segments do not automatically update. If the members of your dynamic segment
change and you want an updated Excel file, you must export a new file.

See also
Working with segments
Design dynamic demographic or firmographic segments
Design behavioral segments

Design static segments
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Static segments enable you to choose and add segment members manually based on existing lists or search
results.
To create a static segment, go to Customers > Segments . Click the New dropdown on the top ribbon. Then,
select the Static Segment option, as described in Create and go live with a new segment.

Using static segments
When you create a new static segment, you can add segment members manually (one by one) or with a query
(selecting multiple contacts once).
Adding segment members manually
To add segment members manually, click the Add button in the Members tab of the static segment editor. After
you click the button, the Lookup Records pane will appear on the right. To search for a specific record, enter a
contact name in the Look for Records search box. To see the full list of contacts, click the Look for Records
search box and press Enter .
To add contacts, click each name you want to add. The selected contacts will be shown in the gray field on top of
the pane. When you’re done with selection process, click Add at the bottom of the pane. The selected contacts
will be added to your segment.
Adding segment members by query
Because your database may contain many contacts, the segment designer now includes an Add by Quer y
option. Adding contacts by query differs from dynamic segments in that it is executed only once. You can use the
Add by Query option to find the right group of contacts to add to a static segment without choosing them
individually.
To add segment members by query, click the Add by Quer y button in the Members tab of the static segment
editor. A window titled Manage Segment Members will appear. In the Manage Segment Members window, you

can edit the query and execute it by clicking the Find button.

In the list of query results, you can manually select contacts by clicking to the left of the contact name. You will
see a check mark appear next to each selected contact. To add the selected contacts to your segment, click the
Add Selected button at the bottom of the window and close the query window. To add the entire query list,
click the Add All at the bottom of the window. If you need to refine your query, click the Edit Quer y button.
When you're done choosing contacts for your static segment, you will see all of them listed on the Members
tab. To start using the segment, select Go Live in the top menu, as usual.
See also
Working with segments
Manage segment memberships from a contact record

Manage segment memberships from a contact
record
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Instead of working directly with a segment definition, you can add or remove a contact to/from any static
segment while viewing their contact record. This enables users such as salespeople, who know their contacts
well but don't have access to the segment entity, to manage the segments a contact belongs to while working
directly with that contact record.
NOTE
You can only use contact records to add or remove contacts to or from static segments, not dynamic segments. Both live
and draft segments are supported.

To add or remove a contact to/from a static segment using their contact record:
1. Go to Marketing > Customers > Contacts .
2. Open or create a contact record.
3. On the command bar, select one of the following:
Add to segment : To add the current contact to one or more existing static segments.
Remove from segment : To remove the current contact from one or more existing static segments.
4. A dialog box opens, showing a list of available segments. Select each segment that you'd like to update
and then choose Select to apply your changes.

See also
Working with segments
Define a static segment
Manage information about your current and prospective customers

Work with segment templates
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Like many entities in Dynamics 365 Marketing, segments support templates, each of which provides an initial
collection of settings that help users get started creating common types of segments more quickly.

Create a segment based on a template
Each time you create a new segment, the Segment templates dialog box opens, showing a list of available
templates. Each template provides a fully or partially defined query designed for a particular purpose, as
indicated by the template name. Select any template to read more information about it in the information panel.
Filter and Search features are provided to help you find the template you're looking for. Select a listed template
and then choose Select to load the that template, or choose Cancel to start building a new segment from
scratch.

Segment templates can sometimes include "parametrized" rows, in which a row provides help text instead of a
value. This helps make each template flexible enough to use in multiple situations. If you see these, be sure to
replace the help text with the value you'd like to define for your current segment.

Use the standard templates
Dynamics 365 Marketing comes with a collection of standard templates designed to help get you started
creating a variety of common segments. Each provides an initial query structure, but you'll usually need to finish
the query by supplying the values you are looking for and/or by adding new rows and groups as needed.
The standard templates also provide good examples that can help you learn common techniques for designing

your own segments.
You'll find the standard templates listed together with any custom templates you've created under Marketing >
Marketing templates > Segment templates . You can freely customize, rename, and delete (or deactivate)
the standard templates as needed.

Save a standard segment as a template
To save any standard segment as a segment template, go to Marketing > Customers > Templates and either
open an existing template or create a standard segment as usual. When your segment includes all of the logic
you want to include in your template, select Save as template on the command bar. A flyout slides in from the
side of your screen. Use it to name and describe your template and select Save and close to add it to your
template collection.
You can now find your new template in the Marketing > Marketing templates > Segment templates area,
and can edit it as needed as described in this topic.

Manage your segment templates
All of the segments listed in the Segment templates dialog box can be found under Marketing > Marketing
templates > Segment templates , which provides a list of available templates. You can view, create, and edit
all types of segment templates while working here. The basic procedure is the same as when creating a standard
segment
To edit a listed template, select it and then choose Edit on the command bar (or double-click a listed template).
Then edit the template just as you would a standard segment of that type.
To delete a listed template, select it and then choose Delete on the command bar (or double-click a listed
template).
Each template listed on the Active segment templates view will be shown in the Segment template dialog
box each time a user creates a new segment. Templates listed on the Inactive segment templates view are
saved, but not shown in the Segment template dialog box. To change the activation status of a template, select
the target template and then use the Activate and Deactivate buttons on the command bar to set its activation
status.

Enter template descriptions and metadata
The information shown for each template in the Segment templates dialog box comes directly from the
template itself. You can edit these values by going to on the General tab of each template while working in the
Segment templates area.

Create or edit a segment template with parameters
WARNING
Due to a known issue, you must only create parameterized rows, as described in this section, for fields that are directly on
the contact entity itself—not for any related entities such as account or other entities. If you parameterize a row for a
related entity, then your template will become permanently broken and you'll have to start over. We expect to solve this
issue in the next monthly update or very soon thereafter.

When you create or edit a template while working in the Segment templates area, you can create query rows
that function as parameters that show help text rather than predetermined values. These are called
parameterized template rows, and you can only create them when working in the Segment templates area,
not when saving as a template from the Segments area.

To include one or more parameterized rows in a segment template:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing templates > Segment templates and select New to create a new
template or open any existing template for editing.
2. Design your basic segment logic as needed.
3. For any row that you want to parameterize, mark the checkbox at the end of the row. Then open the
More options menu for that row, which looks like an ellipsis (...), and select Make template .

4. The value field for your selected row turns into a parametrized value. Enter some help text here so users
will know what kind of value to enter when they create a segment based on this template. Note also that
the parameterized value now shows a template icon.

5. Repeat these steps until you've configured all rows as needed. (If you need to de-parametrize a row, open
the More options menu for that row, which looks like an ellipsis (...), and select Make clause )

6. Select Save in the bottom corner to save your work.

Template labels
As with other types of templates in Dynamics 365 Marketing, segment templates support adding visual labels
that help users identify and find the templates they are looking for when using a template gallery or list. More
information: Work with email, page, and form templates
See also
Working with segments
Design dynamic demographic or firmographic segments
Design behavioral segments
Design static segments
Combine segments into a compound segment (combined audiences)

Market to Dynamics 365 Marketing segments on
LinkedIn with LinkedIn Matched Audiences
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LinkedIn Matched Audiences is a LinkedIn feature that lets you match a collection of contacts stored on an
external system, like Dynamics 365 Marketing, to an audience of LinkedIn members with matching email
addresses. Dynamics 365 Marketing comes ready to take advantage of this capability, so you can leverage your
Dynamics 365 Marketing static segments to create a matching audience of LinkedIn members. Then, when you
run a campaign on LinkedIn, you can target the same segments that you set up in Dynamics 365 Marketing and
also turn any leads generated on LinkedIn into Dynamics 365 leads through the LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms
integration feature also offered by Dynamics 365 Marketing.
IMPORTANT
To use or try out this feature you need a LinkedIn profile and must enable the LinkedIn Campaign Manager for that
account. You can then create ad campaigns, generate test leads, and synchronize matched audiences for free. If you
decide to actually run an ad campaign on LinkedIn, LinkedIn charges may apply, as established in the LinkedIn terms of
use.

IMPORTANT
Dynamics 365 Marketing encrypts each email address using a one-way hash before sending it to LinkedIn. LinkedIn will
be able to match these addresses to existing LinkedIn members but cannot decode the email addresses themselves. This
important technique helps protect the privacy of your Dynamics 365 contacts.

IMPORTANT
LinkedIn members can use their LinkedIn settings to opt-out of having their data shared with external apps. LinkedIn
members who have enabled this opt-out option won't be matched to incoming Dynamics 365 Marketing audiences and
therefore won't be included in your LinkedIn Matched Audiences even if they would otherwise match your Dynamics 365
Marketing segment.

To create a LinkedIn Matched Audience from a Dynamics 365 Marketing segment, the segment must meet the
following requirements:
The segment must be static (not dynamic).
The segment must be live.
LinkedIn requires that Matched Audiences contain at least 300 contacts, so if fewer than 300 matches are
found to your Dynamics 365 Marketing segment, the matched audience won't be usable on LinkedIn.
For best results we recommend segments of 10,000 contacts or more, but 300 matching contacts is the
absolute minimum.
To create a LinkedIn Matched Audience from a Dynamics 365 Marketing segment:
1. Open your segment in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
2. Open the LinkedIn Matched Audience tab.

3. Select Next to initiate the matched-audience wizard, which will walk you through all the steps needed to
sign in to your LinkedIn account and authorize the integration.
4. Follow the instructions on your screen to complete the integration. When you're done, you'll be in the
LinkedIn campaign manager, where you can see your new audience and all the other audiences you have
uploaded so far.

5. You can now use your new audience to target a LinkedIn campaign. Please see the LinkedIn
documentation for details.
NOTE
If your segment changes in Dynamics 365 Marketing, those changes won't be reflected in its LinkedIn Matched Audience.
If you want to use an updated Dynamics 365 Marketing segment on LinkedIn, you must create a new Matched Audience
using the previous procedure.

See also
LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms integration
Configure LinkedIn Lead Gen

Use segments from Dynamics 365 Customer Insights
with Dynamics 365 Marketing
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NOTE
Effective November 2020:
Common Data Service has been renamed to Microsoft Dataverse. Learn more
Some terminology in Microsoft Dataverse has been updated. For example, entity is now table and field is now column.
Learn more
This article will be updated soon to reflect the latest terminology.

Dynamics 365 Customer Insights applies artificial intelligence to analyze rich pools of customer data collected
from across other apps like Dynamics 365 Sales, Service, and Marketing. Its standard functionality generates
powerful analytical displays for each contact, which makes the information easy to understand and use. The
integrated solution can:
Load data from Dynamics 365 Marketing into Customer Insights and combine it with customer data from
other sources.
Apply data cleansing, enrichment, fuzzy matching, and more.
Use segments created by Customer Insights to target customer journeys in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
For complete details, see the Customer Insights documentation.

Prerequisites
Dynamics 365 Customer Insights is a separate product from Dynamics 365 Marketing. To use the features
described in this topic, you must already have a Customer Insights instance available before you can integrate it
with Dynamics 365 Marketing. You can use either a trial or a production license of Customer Insights while to
try out the integration, but must eventually purchase a full license if you decide to continue using it.

Overview: Working with Customer Insights segments in Marketing
Read this section for an overview of how to work with segments shared between Customer Insights and
Marketing. See the later sections in this topic for detailed instructions.
Connect Customer Insights to Marketing to grant access to your contact records
Customer Insights has its own database for holding contact records and other information, and its own tools for
working with that information, including tools for creating segments. That means that Customer Insights
requires access to your Marketing database to enable it to work with your marketing contacts. You set this up by
adding your Marketing instance as a data source in Customer Insights.
For complete instructions, see Add a data source in the Customer Insights documentation.
Export Customer Insights segments to get them into Marketing
You bring Customer Insights segments into Marketing by exporting them. The systems can communicate
directly, so once the connection is set up, you'll be able to export segments with just a few clicks in Customer
Insights. You set this up by adding your Marketing instance as an export destination in Customer Insights.

See the later sections of this topic for details about how to set this up.
Customer Insights segments in Marketing are mirrored and refreshed periodically
You can configure the frequency of automatic refreshes for Customer Insights segments by changing your
system preferences in Customer Insights. For more information, see the Schedule tab topic in the Customer
Insights documentation. You can also re-export manually at any time.
Each time a segment in Marketing is refreshed by Customer Insights, it completely replaces that segment on the
Marketing side. It doesn't do an incremental update, so any customization you have made to the segment using
the Marketing tools will be overwritten.
Even if the segment is live in Marketing, Customer Insights will still be able to refresh it without stopping the
segment.
Customer Insights segments look like static segments in Marketing
Segments exported from Customer Insights to Marketing look like static segments. In Marketing, you'll be able
to see which contacts are in the segment, but not the logical rules used to create the segment in Customer
Insights. To modify the query criteria for these segments, you must work in Customer Insights and then allow
the systems to sync.
NOTE
Static segments in Marketing look different from segments in Customer Insights. In Marketing, the Designer tab for
draft segments displays a list of all contacts in your database, and uses checkboxes to indicate whether or not each listed
contact is a member of that segment. For live segments, Marketing also provides a Members tab, which shows only the
contacts that are members of the segment. In Customer Insights, you'll just see a list of contacts that are part of the
segment.

Customer Insights segments won't create new contacts in Marketing
When you export a segment to Dynamics 365 Marketing, the resulting segment will only contain contacts
already in Marketing that match incoming contact IDs from the Customer Insights segment. Contacts in
Customer Insights that have IDs that aren't present in Marketing (possibly because they came from another data
source) will be ignored, so new contacts won't be created in Marketing.
Customer Insights segments show details on the General tab in Marketing
One way to tell whether a segment in Marketing is being managed by Customer Insights is to open the segment
and go to its General tab. The following fields here indicate that the segment comes from Customer Insights
and provide information about the integration:
External source : Shows a value of "Customer Insights" for segments that came from Customer Insights.
This field is blank for segments defined natively in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
External Segment URL : Shows the URL of the Customer Insights instance where the segment came from.
Select the globe button at the edge of this field to open the URL. This field is blank for segments defined
natively in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Description Shows the date and time the segment was last refreshed by being exported or re-exported
from Customer Insights. This field is either blank or holds custom descriptive text for segments defined
natively in Dynamics 365 Marketing.

You must go live with your Customer Insights segments to use them in Marketing
When a new segment arrives in Marketing from Customer Insights, it will be in the draft state. To use it with a
customer journey, you must go live, just as with segments created natively in Marketing.
Once a segment is live in Marketing, Customer Insights will still be able to refresh it without stopping the
segment.
Don't edit Customer Insights segments in Marketing
Though you can use the native tools in Marketing to add and remove contacts for a segment exported from
Customer Insights, you shouldn't do so. Your changes will be overwritten the next time Customer Insights
refreshes the segment. Instead, work directly in Customer Insights if you need to modify its exported segments.

Bring your Marketing contacts into Customer Insights
To make your Marketing contacts available in Customer Insights, you must set Customer Insights to use your
Marketing database up as a data source. From Customer Insights, use the Common Data Ser vice connector to
connect to Marketing and sign in using your usual Marketing credentials.

For complete instructions, see Add a data source in the Customer Insights documentation.
Once your Marketing instance is connected as a data source, you'll probably also need to unify the data with
your Customer Insights customers. For details about this, see the Unify topic in the Customer Insights
documentation.
Once the data source is set up, it will continue to work and refresh automatically. Usually, you'll only need to do
this once.

Set your Marketing app as an export destination in Customer Insights
To make the segments you create in Customer Insights available in Dynamics 365 Marketing, you must set up
your Marketing instance as an export destination in Customer Insights. You only have to do this once.
To configure your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance as an export destination in Customer Insights:

1. Sign into Customer Insights.
2. Go to Admin > Expor t destinations .
3. Select Add destination on the command bar.
4. The Edit destination dialog opens. Make the following settings:
Type : Select Dynamics 365 Marketing (Segments) .
Ser ver address : Enter the full domain name for your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance.
Ser ver admin account : Select Sign in to open a pop-up window where you can sign into your
Dynamics 365 Marketing instance. Sign in using an account with admin privileges on the Marketing
instance.
Indicate which Customer Insights field matches the Dynamics 365 Contact ID : Select the
field in Customer Insights that stores contact IDs of contacts in Marketing. Unless you've customized
this, you should usually select CustomerId .
Display name : Enter a name for this destination as you'd like it to appear in the destinations list in
Customer Insights.

5. Select Next to continue to the Select segments to expor t page. If you have any segments available in
Customer Insights, they are listed here. Mark the checkbox for each segment you'd like to export to
Marketing right away. You can also do this later if you prefer, or if you haven't created your segments yet.

NOTE
The segment list includes all currently defined segments, including Draft and Inactive segments. Though you are
able to select draft and inactive segments here, these segments won't be exported to Dynamics 365 Marketing.

6. Select Save to save your export destination.

Configure a Customer Insights segment to export to Marketing
Any time you create a new segment for export, or decide you want to start exporting an existing segment, add
that segment to the appropriate export destination to make it available in the Marketing Instance it connects to.
Once you have enabled export for a segment, it will continue to refresh periodically until you remove it from
that export destination.
To export a new Customer Insights segment to a Marketing instance:
1. Sign in to Customer Insights.
2. Go to Segments .
3. Find the segment you want to start exporting, select the Expand all actions button (which looks like
three vertical dots) to open the action menu. Then open the Add to menu and select the export
destination that you want to add the segment to.

NOTE
The Add to menu only shows destinations that the current segment isn't already exporting to.

NOTE
The segment list includes all currently defined segments, including Draft and Inactive segments. Though you are
able to add draft and inactive segments to an export destination, these segments won't be exported to Dynamics
365 Marketing.

Edit the selection of Customer Insights segments being exported to
Marketing
You can edit the list of Customer Insights segments being exported to any destination, both to add or remove
segments being exported and refreshed there. To do so:
1. Sign into Customer Insights.
2. Go to Admin > Expor t destinations .
3. Find the destination you want to edit, select the Actions button (which looks like three vertical dots) to open
the actions menu, and then select Edit from the actions menu.
4. The Edit destination dialog opens, showing your destination setup.
5. Select Next to continue to the Select segments to expor t page. All of the segments currently available in
Customer Insights are listed here. Select the check box for each segment you'd like to export and clear the
check box for each segment you want to stop exporting.
6. Select Save to save your changes.
NOTE
If you remove a segment from the export list, then that segment will no longer be refreshed by Customer Insights, but
the last exported versions will still remain available in Dynamics 365 Marketing.

Manually refresh integrated segments
Although your segments will automatically refresh a few times a day based on your refresh schedule in
Customer Insights, you can manually refresh your segments at any time. To do so:
1. Sign into Customer Insights.
2. Go to Admin > Expor t destinations.
3. Select the Expor t button at the top of the destinations list. This will trigger an export to all available
destinations.
See also
Working with segments

Use customer journeys to create automated
campaigns
5/28/2021 • 19 minutes to read • Edit Online

Dynamics 365 Marketing can help you visualize and automate the journey that customers take on their way to
making a purchase. A simple customer journey could include a short interaction, such as a single email
campaign. A complex journey might include the full process from discovery, through nurturing, and on to
identifying qualified leads. Customer journeys can also generate and assign tasks (such as a scheduled followup phone call) and trigger business workflows.
Dynamics 365 Marketing provides a graphical journey modeler that works like a simple board game. Each
contact starts on the first square (by becoming part of a target segment), and then progresses through one
square at a time, with each square representing a marketing initiative, decision point, or internal action item.

The previous figure shows how a simple customer journey might look. A more complex example could work like
this:
1. A new contact from New York wants to subscribe to your newsletter and fills out a form on a marketing
page. This results in a new contact record in your database.
2. A dynamic segment finds all newsletter subscribers from New York, so the new contact automatically
joins that list.
3. You've created a customer journey that starts with the New York subscribers segment as tile one, so the
contact starts there and moves directly to the next tile.
4. The next tile is an email tile, so the system automatically sends a marketing email to the new contact, and
the contact moves on to the next tile. The email message offers a free white paper for download.
5. The next tile is an if/then (condition) tile. The tile keeps the contact here until either a week goes by, or the
contact selects the download link. The if/then tile branches the path, so if the contact selects to download
the paper, they'll take the "true" path immediately. But if a week goes by without the contact making a
selection, the contact will follow the "false" path.
6. The top ("true") path continues with more tiles designed to nurture the lead further. Because the contact
selected the link, Dynamics 365 Marketing generated a lead for that contact, which represents their
expression of interest in the product promoted in the white paper. Some tiles along this path might
initiate or evaluate lead interactions (such as event invitations), while others might generate internal

events (like assigning a task or launching a workflow in the CRM system). As the contact interacts with
your initiatives, the lead builds up its score until it's ready to forward to sales.
7. The bottom ("false") path starts with another email tile, which sends a reminder with a second chance to
download the white paper, after which the contact might continue down the same type of nurturing path
if they respond, or get dropped for now if they don't.

Set up a customer journey
To view and create your customer journeys, go to Marketing > Marketing Execution > Customer Journeys .
This brings you to a standard list view, where you can search, sort, and filter the list to find an existing journey.
To create a new journey, select New on the command bar.
When you create a new customer journey, you'll first be presented with a list of customer journey templates,
which can help you get started quickly. The Customer journey templates dialog box provides a categorized
overview of templates and a search form to help you find the one you're looking for. Each template represents a
particular type of campaign and includes a pre-configured pipeline and a few related settings that will help you
create a customer journey of the selected type.

You can also choose to start from scratch instead of using a template. The pipelines provided by a template
represent the form and logic of your campaign, but you'll still need to configure the various tiles by—for
example—assigning the specific marketing email message that should be sent by each email tile.
When creating or editing a customer journey, you'll be working on the customer journey form page. On the first
tab ("Designer"), you'll see the canvas, where you'll build up your campaign pipeline by adding, arranging, and
configuring the tiles that represent each step in the journey. General settings and fields for metadata are
available on the second tab ("General").

Design your journey
Use the Design tab to design your campaign by adding tiles into a logical flow, and then configure each tile.
Working with tiles and the pipeline
You can add tiles to the pipeline by selecting them from the in-place menu shown each time you select the "+"
button on the canvas.

The first tile in the pipeline establishes the target audience for the customer journey. This is what determines
which contacts are sent down the pipeline. You'll typically start with a segment tile, which finds contacts based
on a logical query (a dynamic segment) or on a static segment, where individual contacts are added and
removed manually.
After you establish the target audience, most tiles provide features such as those illustrated in the following
figure.

Legend:
1. Tile type : Shows what type of tile it is ("Send an email," "Wait for," "Phone call," and so on). The icon inside
the tile also indicates the tile type.
2. Entity name : Shows the name assigned to a selected entity, for example, the name of the email ("Contoso
Chairs").
3. Tile configuration status : Shows if the tile is configured already or not. The unconfigured status is
indicated by a white-colored tile with a call to action (for example, "Choose an email"). A configured status is
indicated by a colored tile with the selected entity name.

NOTE
To create a condition based off of the element inside an email (such as checking if your recipient visited a Customer Voice
survey linked inside your email), go to Send an email > Proper ties and select an appropriate element (such as a
Customer Voice survey) inside the Email elements category.

For a complete list of available tiles and information about how to use them, see the Customer journey tiles
reference.
Add tiles using the arrow keys
Though most people add and arrange tiles by selecting them from the in-place menu using a mouse, you can
also add tiles without using the mouse at all. The optional input methods make the customer journey designer
more adaptable to your working preferences while also making it more accessible for people who have trouble
working with a mouse.
1. Press the Tab key until the cursor moves into the canvas area and the + button is highlighted, or its name
is read aloud by a screen reader.
2. Press the Enter key on your keyboard and choose the type of tile you want to add from the drop-down
list using your mouse or arrow keys. After you select the tile, press the Enter key.

3. The pipeline is now updated to show all the available insertion points where you can drop your new tile.
Use your mouse or arrow keys and the Enter key to choose the location and drop the tile there.
More information: Accessibility and keyboard shortcuts
Configure tile settings
Each tile represents a step in the customer journey. You'll make configuration settings to establish what happens
at each of these steps. Most tiles interact with some other type of record in Dynamics 365 Marketing, such as a
target segment, marketing email message, event, or action. Other types of tiles—like wait tiles ("Wait for," "Wait
until"), conditions ("If/then"), and splitters—react to things that happen during the journey itself and control the

path that each contact takes when these things happen.
To configure a tile, select it in the pipeline, then go to the tile settings tab to the right of the canvas. The settings
tab will show you all the settings that apply to the type of tile you've selected. When you add a new tile, its
settings tab is automatically activated so you can start configuring the tile right away.
NOTE
For live or stopped journeys, the tile settings are listed in the Proper ties tab to the right of the canvas.

For tiles that must refer to some other record in Dynamics 365 Marketing, such as emails or events, you can
choose to leave the record unspecified, choose an existing record, or create a new record to use with the tile. All
tiles of this type include the Proper ties settings highlighted in the following figure.

Legend:
1. New actions are available when you select the search button then choose the new record you want to create
("New Marketing email," "New Appointment activity," and so on). "New" actions create a new record of the
type required by the selected tile. Selecting a "new" action opens an in-place editor. The editor slides over the
journey canvas, allowing you to create a new record, such as an email, without leaving the customer journey
designer. When you finish creating your new record, the record will be linked to your selected tile.
2. Search button : Select to find an existing record of the type required by the current tile. To narrow the
search, start by entering part of the record name you are looking for in the field next to the search button,
then select the button.
3. Current record : If the tile is already configured, this shows the name of the record associated with the
current tile. As mentioned, you can also use this as a search field, together with the search button, to look for
other existing records.
4. Edit : If the tile is already associated with a record, select the record name to open the in-place form for
editing that record. From there, you'll have full access to the record's information and settings.
More information: Customer journey tiles reference

Choose the journey's target segment
One of the most important choices you'll make when setting up a customer journey is deciding which of your

contacts to include on the journey.
Target a standard segment
The most common way to target a customer journey is to start with a segment tile, then choose a segment for it.
You can combine several segments and choose the relevant logic for combining them (such as
union/intersection or include/exclude).
For information about how to create a segment, see Working with segments
For information about how to configure a segment tile and set logic for combining segments, see Customer
journey tiles reference
Target a subscription list
All Dynamics 365 Marketing instances must provide a subscription center, which enables contacts to sign up for
various mailing lists. You'll probably want to set up customer journeys to send messages to each of these
mailing lists from time to time. To target a mailing list with a customer journey, place a segment tile configured
to load a subscription list as the first tile in the journey. For more information about subscription lists and the
subscription center, see Set up subscription lists and subscription centers.
To set up a segment tile to target a subscription list:
1. Create a customer journey that targets an audience based off of a segment (segment being a source type
of the audience).
2. Set the Segment field to Subscription List , which activates the Look for Marketing list field. Then
use the Look for Marketing list field to find the subscription list you want to use for this journey.

IMPORTANT
When a customer journey targets a subscription list, any contact that unsubscribes from that list using a subscription
center will automatically be removed from that journey within about 24 hours, even if they are already partway through
it. However, if a user removes a contact from the list manually using the Dynamics 365 Marketing interface, that contact
will continue to be processed by any journeys they already are on, and may continue to receive messages until all active
journeys are complete. For this reason, it is usually best to request that all contacts manage their own subscriptions using
the subscription center.

Create an inbound customer journey
An inbound customer journey is one that contacts join by filling out an online form rather than being part of a
target segment. To create an inbound journey, set the audience based on form submissions (set the "Source
Type" to "Submitted a form") instead of a segment. Alternatively, you can create a segment configured to find
contacts who submitted a particular form. More information: Create an inbound customer journey

Set general options, including execution schedule and content
settings
Use the General tab to give your journey a name, assign ownership, set its execution schedule, choose content
settings, view its timeline history, and more.
Target contacts or accounts
You must set each customer journey to target either contacts or accounts. Use the Target setting on the
General tab to configure this option for each journey.
When you target contacts, the journey will treat each contact as an individual, without considering the
company (account) that the contact works for.
When you target accounts, the journey can group contacts by the company (account) that each contact works
for, which can affect the way contacts are processed as they traverse the journey, for example:
Trigger tiles can send all contacts from the same account down the same path.
Activity tiles can generate just one activity (such as a task or phone call) for each account, even if
several contacts from that account are included in the journey.
Launch-workflow tiles can trigger their workflow once for each account, even if several contacts from
that account are included in the journey.
Create-lead tiles can generate leads associated with accounts rather than contacts.
Journey insights shown in the Data panel can be filtered by account.
More information: Account-based marketing
Set the minimum consent level
If data protection is enabled for your instance (for example, because you need to comply with the GDPR), then
use the Minimum consent setting to control the minimum level of consent that each contact must have
provided to be included on this journey. The level you choose should depend on the types of operations your
journey will execute.
It is your organization's responsibility to ensure that it is operating in full compliance with all relevant dataprivacy regulations when you use customer journeys and all other features of Dynamics 365 Marketing.
More information: Data protection and the GDPR
Set the business-unit scope
Business-unit scopes are an optional feature. When they are enabled for your instance, then the General tab
includes a Scope setting, which controls which contacts will be permitted to join the journey based on businessunit ownership.
When business-unit scopes are enabled:
The Scope setting is available and can have a value of Organization or Business unit .
Business unit scoped journeys will only process contacts that belong to the same business unit as the
journey owner—even if the journey targets segments, lists, and/or pages that include contacts belonging to
other business units.
Organization scoped journeys will process all targeted contacts, regardless of which business unit owns the
journey.
Only users with organization-level create/update permissions can choose the Organization scope setting.
Less privileged users are limited to creating journeys scoped at the Business unit level.
When business-unit scopes are disabled:
The Scope setting isn't shown.
All journeys are scoped at the organization level, which means that they will process all contacts in the

targeted segments, lists, and/or pages, regardless of which business unit owns the journey and each contact.
More information: Use business units to control access to Marketing records
Set the execution schedule
All customer journeys are active for a limited time. During this time, the journey processes all contacts that are
part of its target segments, stepping them through each tile according to its settings. The journey starts by
processing all contacts that are already in its segments, and it will continue to process new contacts that are
added to the segment during the time it is active. At the end of the schedule, it stops processing all contacts,
regardless of where they are in the journey. Use the Star t date and time and End date and time settings on
the General tab to set up the start and end dates, and use the Time zone setting to establish the time zone to
use when interpreting these values.
Choose your content settings
Content settings are sets of standard and required values that are available for use in marketing email
messages. Each includes a subscription-center link, a forward-to-a-friend link, social-media links, your postal
address, and other information that can be placed into the message as dynamic values by using the assist-edit
feature. You'll set up each customer journey to use a specific content-settings record, which means that all
messages sent by that journey will use the same content settings. However, each journey can use a different
content-settings record, which means that you can use an identical marketing-email design in two or more
customer journeys, each specifying a different set of content settings.
To choose the content settings used by a journey, go to its General tab and make a selection for the Content
settings field.
For more information about how to create and configure content-settings records, see Use content settings to
set up repositories of standard and required values for email messages
If you have more than one set of content settings, exactly one of them will be the default and will be applied
automatically to each new customer journey that you create. For more information about how to establish the
default content-settings record for new journeys, see Configure default marketing settings.
Set up a recurring journey
Usually, a journey takes each contact through its pipeline exactly once. Even if you use several segments, and a
given contact appears in more than one of them, each contact is processed at most once. However, you can also
set up a recurring journey in which all contacts are reprocessed at regular intervals during the active period.
To set up a recurring journey:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open your journey and go to the General tab.
Set Is recurring to Yes . This opens two additional settings here.
Set the Recurrence inter val to the number of days each recurrence should last.
Set the Recurrence count to the maximum number of recurrences each contact can experience.
NOTE
Your recurrence schedule must fit within your start and end dates, such that:
inter val * count ≤ end date – star t date .

IMPORTANT
When the last iteration of a recurring journey is complete, the journey will change to a Stopped state. When the journey
is stopped, it is assumed that the iteration schedule is completed. Attempting to restart the stopped customer journey
will immediately result in the journey transitioning back to the stopped state.
You can extend the customer journey after the last iteration of a recurring journey by increasing the Iterations count
value. After you've increased the iterations count, the customer journey will go back to a Live state.
To see the iterations that are already executed and executing, go to Related > Customer Journey Iterations . For each
iteration, the Created On value marks the time that the iteration was started.

Add a suppression segment
A journey's suppression segment contains a list of contacts that the journey won't send any messages to, even if
those contacts are also included among the segments explicitly targeted by the journey, and even if those
contacts are already partly through the journey.
You can use any existing segment as a suppression segment. To choose a suppression segment for your journey,
open its General tab and then choose a segment in the Suppression segment lookup field.

Go live to start running the journey and processing contacts
When you first create a new customer journey, and while you're working on it, the journey shows a Status
reason of Draft . While it's still in draft, the journey is inactive and it won't try to send any messages or do any
other processing. When everything's in place and you're ready to start running the journey, you publish it. This
updates the journey's Status reason to Live , and as soon as the specified Star t Date arrives, the journey will
start processing all contacts in its target segment.
When you've finished designing your customer journey, do the following to verify and publish it:
1. Double-check the Star t Date and End Date on the General tab. The customer journey won't do
anything until the Star t Date arrives and it will stop processing all contacts, no matter which tile they're
on, as soon as the End Date arrives. Remember also that any contact who joins the target segment while
a journey is running will also be processed by that journey, starting at the first tile.
2. Select Check for Errors in the command bar to verify your campaign setup and check it for errors. This
step makes sure that all required marketing emails and pages are assigned and published, and also
checks for other prerequisites and common errors. If problems are found, you'll see an error message
with advice for how to fix it. Continue to check, fix reported errors, and check again until your journey
passes the test.
3. Now you're ready to publish, so select Go Live in the command bar. Dynamics 365 Marketing runs the
error check one last time. If your journey passes, it is published to the marketing services, which also host
your published marketing email messages and marketing pages.

IMPORTANT
You should limit the HTML content of email messages to a maximum size of 100KB. This size limit includes all HTML text,
styles, comments, and embedded graphics (but not anchored external graphics). If the HTML content exceeds 128KB,
you'll receive a size warning, but you can still go live with the email and any customer journey that includes the email.
When you go live with a message, Dynamics 365 Marketing processes the HTML content to create inline styles, compress
spaces, and more, so it can be hard to know the exact final size of the message. If you have a message that you suspect
violates the HTML size limit, do the following:
1. Open a web browser and enter a URL of the form:
https://<your_domain>/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_marketingemails(<email_id>)

Where:
<your_domain> is the root of your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance (such as "contoso.crm.dynamics.com").
<email_id> is the ID for the message you want to check. To find this ID, open the message in Dynamics 365
Marketing and find the value of the id= parameter shown in your browser's address bar.
2. Search for the value of the field "msdyncrm_emailbody" in the returned JSON.
3. Copy the value of that field into a text program that can tell you the exact size of the HTML content.

Gain insights by monitoring journey progress and results
As soon as your journey starts running, it will begin to generate and collect information about where your
contacts are in their journey and how they've interacted with its various elements such as emails, pages, and
events. Dynamics 365 Marketing provides a wealth of information, including analytics, KPIs, graphs, and more,
to help you gain insights from your marketing results. More information: Analyze results to gain insights from
your marketing activities

View milestones in the customer journey life cycle
Customer journeys pass through many states while you create, edit, and run them. You can now view a full
history of these milestones for any customer journey. To see the milestone history, open any live or previously
live journey, go to the Designer tab, and view the Journey milestones panel on the right side of the page.

See also
Customer journey tiles reference
Create a simple customer journey
Create an interactive customer journey
Create an inbound customer journey

Generate activities from a customer journey
Working with segments
Accessibility and keyboard shortcuts
Go live with publishable entities and track their status

Customer journey tiles reference
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Read this article to find out more about how to work with each type of tile available for constructing your
customer journeys. For general information about how to create a customer journey and work with tiles, see
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns.
Audience
Segment : A segment is a collection of contacts grouped according to a common attribute or explicit
assignment. More information: Working with segments
Form submitted : All new or existing contacts who submit the form will be sent along the customer journey.
More information: Create an inbound customer journey. You can also create an audience based on a
submitted form by creating a segment comprised of people who submitted the form.
Record updated : Use the record-updated tile to monitor all records belonging to a specific entity, and then
find the contact associated with any of those records that gets created, deleted, or updated while the journey
is running. All contacts found by this tile will be sent along the customer journey.
Messages
The content that your customer journey delivers to contacts as they traverse the pipeline. Message tiles include
email for now.
Send an email : This tile sends a marketing email message to each contact who enters it.
Branches
If/then : This tile has replaced the Trigger tile. The If/then tile holds contacts either until a defined
condition is true, or until a defined amount of time expires. The If/then tile splits the path. Contacts who
fulfill the conditions in time will follow the true path. Contacts who haven't met the conditions when the
time expires will follow the false path.
IMPORTANT
To be able to define a condition, you need to first define at least one other tile in a journey. This is necessary so
that its entity (or any of the entity’s dependencies) can be selected as a condition source.

Split : This tile has replaced the Splitter and Splitter-branch tiles. The Split tile adds a fork to the
customer journey pipeline, sending a random selection of contacts along each available path.
Wait/delay
Wait for : This tile has replaced the duration Scheduler tile. The Wait for tile holds contacts for an amount of
time before sending them to the next tile in the journey. You could use this to insert a delay of, say, a week
between sending an initial marketing email message and then sending a reminder.
Wait until : This tile has replaced the date and time Scheduler tile. The Wait until tile holds contacts until a
certain date is reached. For example, you could set the tile to wait until December 31 before sending the
contacts to the next tile in the journey.
Actions
Create lead : The create-lead tile creates a new lead for each contact or account that enters the tile. It doesn't
try to match any existing leads, so it always creates a new one. Each lead created will be linked either to the
contact who entered the tile, or to the account that contact belongs to (the company or organization they
work for).

Run workflow : Use a Run workflow tile to invoke a custom workflow at any point in the customer journey.
You can use this tile to advance a process stage, create alerts, and more. Workflows are highly customizable.
Many organizations work with internal or external consultants to optimize workflows for their own unique,
internal business requirements.
LinkedIn campaign : The LinkedIn campaign tile links each contact who passes through it to a specific
LinkedIn campaign. Thus, this tile makes it possible for a subsequent trigger tile to react to submissions of
any LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms that belong to that campaign on LinkedIn.
Sales activities
Appointment, Phone call, Task : We have split the old Activity tile into three separate tiles to add various
types of sales activities more easily. These tiles are records of planned or completed real-world activities that
relate to some other record in Dynamics 365. When a contact enters an Appointment, a Phone call, or a Task
tile, the tile generates a new Dynamics 365 Marketing activity related to that contact (or the company or
organization they work for). The contact then proceeds immediately to the next step in the customer journey.
Custom tiles
Custom channel : Custom channel tiles provide similar capabilities to the standard tiles described earlier
(such as sending communication, tracking customer interactions, and adding triggers) but are created by
partners and third-party developers to extend the marketing capabilities in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
These custom tiles will appear in the designer if you have installed a partner-developed custom channel
for customer journeys or have created and deployed your own custom channel for your Dynamics 365
Marketing instance.
Custom channels use the existing extensibility infrastructure and tooling in Dynamics 365, such as
custom entities, workflows, and plug-ins, which allow developers and partners to leverage their
knowledge of Dynamics 365. More information: Extend customer journeys using custom channels
Legacy tiles
IMPORTANT
The following legacy tiles will be phased out and removed at a future date. Each description details how to achieve the
same results as the legacy tiles in the updated customer journey designer.

Event : Event tiles are typically referenced in email tiles, where they represent a link to an event website
that is included in the message's content. In the old designer, event tiles were used also to enable trigger
tiles placed later in the pipeline to “know” about the event link and to react to contact interactions with
the link (registered or attended).
In the new designer, the same can be achieved by adding a given event as a dependency to an email (in
the properties of the email tile).
Marketing form : The marketing form tile represents an embedded or captured form hosted on an
external website. In the old designer, this tile could be used as a nested tile under email tiles to represent a
link to an external page that is included in the email message’s content (the external page had to include
the captured or embedded marketing form represented by the tile). The marketing form tile could also be
used to enable trigger tiles placed later in the pipeline to “know” about the external-page link and to react
to contact interactions with the link.
In the new designer, the same can be achieved by adding a Marketing form entity as a dependency to an
email (in the properties of the email tile).
In the old designer, the marketing form tile was also placed at the start of a journey to create an inbound
campaign. When placed at the start of a journey, all new or existing contacts who submitted the form
were sent on that journey.

With the new designer, this is no longer needed as the audience can be defined using a form, by selecting
the form submitted as a source. Alternatively, an audience can be defined by using a segment of all the
people who submitted a given form.
Marketing page : The marketing page tile represents a native marketing page designed in Dynamics 365
Marketing and running on a Power Apps portal. In the old designer, this tile could be used as a nested tile
under email tiles to represent a marketing page link that is included in the email message’s content. It
could also be used to enable trigger tiles placed later in the pipeline to “know” about the marketing link
and to react to contact interactions with it.
In the new designer, the same can be achieved by adding a Marketing page entity as a dependency to an
email (in the properties of the email tile).
In the old designer, this tile was also placed at the start of a journey to create an inbound campaign.
When placed at the start of a journey, all new or existing contacts who submitted the page were sent on
the journey.
With the new designer, this is no longer needed because the audience can be defined with the form
submitted as a source. Alternatively, an audience can be defined using a segment of all the people who
submitted a given page.
NOTE
The Marketing survey tile has been removed from the designer. Marketing surveys should instead be referenced in an
email tile or used as a condition when defining a segment.

See also
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns
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Export customer journey insights into a .CSV file
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You can now export all customer journey interactions into a .CSV file for further analysis or reporting. You can
easily export interactions from the same category (for example, Delivered emails) with just a click of a button.

Export a .CSV file
1. Go to Insights and select the interaction category you want to export (for example, Delivered emails ).
2. Click the Expor t to CSV button in the right top corner of the selected table.
3. The .CSV file is automatically downloaded with the same columns and data as the table you selected to
export.

IMPORTANT
You cannot download different categories of interactions (e.g., Sent + Delivered + Blocked + Deliver y failed ) all at
once into a single file. You must export each category individually.

Set expiration dates for selected email tiles in a
customer journey
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Some of your customer journeys may include email messages with time-sensitive content. Time-sensitive
emails could include time-limited offers, holiday promotions, or a two-week reminder for an upcoming event.
Because contacts might join the journey at any time, you can now prevent delivering outdated information by
setting an expiration date for one or more selected email messages. Any contact who enters an email tile after
its expiration date has passed will pass through the tile without being sent the message.

Set an expiration date for an email message
1. Select the email tile in your customer journey.
2. Select the email tile, then open the Expiration category in the email properties pane on the right side of
the window. Switch the Email expiration toggle to On .
3. Set the static expiration Date and time (for example, October 5, 2020 at 12:00 AM). Specified expiry
times use the customer journey's time zone.

4. Once a journey is live, the expiration date is shown above the email tile:

Identify expired-message results in insights
Each time a customer journey skips sending an expired message, the event is noted in the following insights:
The message is counted as sent, but blocked (because of the expiration date).
In accumulated KPIs and charts, expired messages are counted as blocked.
In detailed insights, expired messages are listed under Blocked > Other reasons .

Use automated scheduling to help improve email
engagement
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The automated scheduling feature applies artificial intelligence to identify the days and times when each contact
is most likely to be actively reading their email. The feature has two main components:
Auto scheduler for customer journeys : Enables customer journeys to schedule message deliveries to
each individual contact automatically based on the best time to email calculated by the AI for that contact.
Detailed email interaction results : Provides informative heat-map graphs that summarize the emailinteraction trends for each individual contact. The following insights are provided here:
Email open times : Shows how often the contact opened one of your emails for each hour of the day
on each day of the week. This can indicate the days and times when the contact is usually using their
email client.
Email reaction times: Shows how quickly the contact opened a message in relation to the hour of
the day and day of the week it was delivered.
Best time to email : Displays a matrix that indicates which times on which days of the week are
probably best for sending a message to the current contact. For each contact, the AI analyzes their
reaction-time and open-time results and combines them with data collected for similar contacts to
generate the overall recommendations.
NOTE
Before you can use automated scheduling, your admin must enable and configure it. If you don't see the features
described in this topic, then please ask your admin to enable automated scheduling for your site. More information:
Enable and configure artificial intelligence features

Create a customer journey that automatically sends messages at the
optimal time
Normally, customer journeys process all contacts in a target segment at once and deliver messages according to
the run schedule without regard to each contact's interaction history. With automated scheduling, however, you
can use AI to apply delivery times optimized for each individual recipient. This can often improve your open
rates.
To create a journey that uses optimized delivery times:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing execution > Customer journeys and then either create or open a
journey.
2. Design your journey as usual but turn on the Automated scheduling for each email tile where you
want to use automated scheduling. To activate automated scheduled, click on the email tile, go to
Schedule , and flip the toggle for Automated scheduling enabled .

3. Repeat the previous step for each email in your journey where you want to use automated scheduling.
NOTE
Automated scheduling establishes a time window around the specified date and time, and then holds each contact until
an optimal time arrives.

View email interaction details and delivery recommendations for a
contact
To see information about when a specific contact tends to open your messages, how long it takes them to open
them, and advice for the best time to send to them:
1. Go to Marketing > Customers > Contacts to open your list of contacts.
2. Find and select the contact you want to analyze.
3. Open the Insights tab and then select Email open times from the tab navigator. This page includes
three graphs that summarize how and when this contact interacts with your emails, plus a graph that
shows the best time to email to this contact based on those results.

4. Read the Email open times graph as follows:
The x-axis indicates the hours of day.
The y-axis indicates the days of the week.
Colored squares at each day/time intersection indicate how often the contact opened a message at
that day and time. The darker the square, the more often the contact opened a message at that time.
5. Read the Email reaction time graph as follows:
The x-axis indicates the hours of day.
The y-axis indicates the days of the week.
Colored squares at each day/time intersection indicate how long the contact typically takes to open a
message delivered at that day and time. The darker the square, the faster the contact tends to open
messages delivered at that day and time.
6. Read the Best time to email matrix as follows:
The x-axis indicates the hours of day.
The y-axis indicates the days of the week.
Colored squares at each day/time intersection indicate the days and times that the AI thinks are best
for delivering to this contact. The darkest squares indicate the days and times that the AI thinks are
best for delivering to this contact, and the lightest squares are worst. Most day/time combinations are
in between, but the darker the better.
When you choose to auto-schedule email delivery, the system will use these results to decide when to deliver to
each contact.

Create and manage customer journey templates
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Each time you create a new customer journey, you're asked to select from a gallery of customer journey
templates that are available on your instance.

Each template is assigned a language and purpose, and you can filter the gallery by these values to make the
template you're looking for easier to find. You can view details about any listed template by selecting it in the list.
You can establish your own collection of custom templates to meet the needs of your organization. Also, the
only way to create a copy of an existing customer journey is to first save it as a template, and then create a new
journey based on that template.

Save an existing customer journey as a template
If you've created a customer journey structure that you think you'd like to use again as a starting point for future
campaigns, then you can save your journey as a template. Once your template is created, you'll be able to select
it from the template browser each time you create a new journey.
When you save an existing customer journey as a template, the pipeline structure, all tile settings, and all
journey settings are saved in the template. Depending on how you want to use it, it might make sense to edit the
template after you save it to clear some of the settings that you'll most likely want to customize for each new
journey (such as the specific email messages assigned to the email tiles).
To save an existing customer journey as a template:

1. Go to Marketing > Marketing execution > Customer journeys .
2. Open your existing customer journey.
3. Select Save as template on the command bar.

4. A quick-create form opens at the side of the window.

Make the following settings:
Name : Specify a name for the template. Users will see this name when selecting the template from
the template gallery on creating a new journey.
Owner : Specify the user that owns the template (by default, this will be you). This can affect which
other users will be able to see and use the template.
Purpose : Select the word that best describes how and where to use this template. Users can filter the
template gallery based on this value to make it easier to find in the right template.
Target : Choose whether this template should target contacts or accounts. This value is taken from the
current customer journey that you are saving as a template.
Language : Choose the language the template is in. Users can filter the template gallery based on this
value to make it easier to find in the right template.
Description : Enter a brief description of the template and what it's for. This description is shown in
the template gallery when a template is selected.
Is recurring : Choose whether the template should create a recurring journey or not. This value is

taken from the current customer journey that you are saving as a template.
5. Select Save and Close to create your template.

Create a new template from scratch
If you are planning for future, not yet existing, customer journeys, then you can create templates from scratch
rather than starting from an existing customer journey.
To create a template from scratch:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing templates > Journey templates .
2. Select New on the command bar.
3. Set up the template and make all settings just as you would a standard customer journey.
4. Save your template when you're done.

Edit, delete, or deactivate an existing template
If you've got a template that you don't use anymore, then you can remove it from your system to keep it from
cluttering up your template gallery. You might choose to hide the template by making it inactive, or to delete it
permanently. You can also edit any existing template if you've discovered an error or your needs have changed.
To edit or delete an existing template:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing templates > Journey templates .
2. Find the template in the list that you want to delete or edit
To delete a template, mark it in the list by selecting any part of the row other than the template name.
Then select Delete on the command bar. The template is permanently deleted.
To deactivate a template, mark it in the list by selecting any part of the row other than the template
name. Then select Deactivate on the command bar. The template will no longer be shown in the
gallery but can still be reactivated if you need it again.
To edit a template, select the relevant template name in the list to open the standard customer journey
editor. Make the required settings and then save.
To reactivate an inactive template:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing templates > Journey templates .
2. Open the system-view selector and switch to the Inactive customer journey templates view.

3. Mark the template that you want to reactivate by selecting any part of the row other than the template
name. Then select Activate on the command bar. This moves the selected template back to the Active
customer journey templates system view and will also make it available in the customer journey
template gallery.

Create an inbound customer journey
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Inbound customer journeys seek to attract new, unknown contacts, so they typically target new contacts who
submit a form on a landing page to register for a newsletter, download a whitepaper, or receive some other
perk. You'd typically promote your inbound campaign by running ads and posting links on social media. (In
comparison, an outbound customer journey is one that starts with a segment made up of contacts that are
already included in your Dynamics 365 Marketing database. An outbound journey usually starts by sending out
marketing emails to the members of a segment.)
Though messaging and promotion strategies are typically different for inbound versus outbound campaigns,
you design inbound customer journeys in Dynamics 365 Marketing using the same tools as with an outbound
customer journey. The most important difference is that you typically start an inbound customer journey with
an audience consisting of contacts who submitted a specific form instead of a segment, though you could also
set up a segment that finds contacts who submitted a specific form. In this configuration, all contacts (both new
and existing) who submit the form immediately start down that journey.

Use a form to launch an inbound campaign
You can create an inbound campaign by setting up the contacts who Submitted a form as the source of your
Audience tile at the start of a journey. You can then configure the tile to reference the marketing form record
that created the embedded or captured form you are using on your external site. This will cause each contact
that submits the form to be added to the journey, as though they had joined a segment targeted by the journey.

Use a behavioral segment to find contacts who submitted a form
Another way to create an inbound journey is to start with an behavioral segment that is based on form-submit
or event-registration interactions, and filtered for a specific form or event ID. This technique will work with both
native and externally hosted forms, and with event registrations.
See also
Create a simple customer journey
Generate activities from a customer journey
Create an interactive customer journey
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns
Customer journey tiles reference

Create activity marketing templates for activity tiles
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The activity tile enables a customer journey to generate an activity record (such as a phone call, task, or
appointment), associate the activity with each contact who enters the tile, and assign each activity to a Dynamics
365 user for follow-up. Each activity tile uses an activity marketing template to define the type and details of the
activities it generates.
To view, edit, and create an activity marketing template, go to one of the following areas, depending on which
type of activity you are setting up:
For phone-call activities, go to Marketing templates > Call templates .
For task activities, go to Marketing templates > Task templates .
For appointment activities, go to Marketing templates > Appt. templates .
In each case, you'll go to a list showing templates of your selected type. The list includes the usual controls to
search, sort, and filter the list, and to add or remove templates.
All types of activity marketing templates have the following required settings:
Name : The name you'll see when assigning the template to an activity tile.
Owner : The Dynamics 365 user who owns the template. The user the activity gets assigned to is established
by the settings for the tile that uses the template.
Subject : The subject shown on each activity record generated by using this template.
Other settings for activity marketing templates vary by activity type and, like the Subject , are saved with each
activity generated by using the template. These other settings map to those used by the activity records
themselves.
See also
Generate activities from a customer journey
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns
Action tiles

Troubleshoot customer journey customization errors
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The Recovery items tab allows system administrators to track customization errors, improving the customer
journey workflow creation process. If there are items in the Recovery items tab, non-system admin users will
receive a notification that says, "There are work items to recover. Check the recovery items tab."

The Recovery items tab contains a grid with customization errors and gives administrators options to handle
them. For customer journeys, typical errors occur when a CRM workflow is used in a customer journey but is
not marked as On Demand in the workflow properties.

After selecting rows in the Recovery items tab, you can delete the items (which will delete them from blob
storage), or you can fix the issue and "recover" any item, which will replay the previously failed functionality.
See also
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns
Create a simple customer journey
Create an interactive customer journey
Create an inbound customer journey
Generate activities from a customer journey

The lead lifecycle
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Read this topic to learn how Dynamics 365 Marketing handles leads and uses them to support your marketing
and sales processes.

Establish your marketing contacts
All marketing activities in Dynamics 365 Marketing focus on contacts, and Marketing treats each lead record as
an expression of interest that is linked to a specific contact record.
The marketing segments that you set up to establish the target group for a customer journey are likewise
populated with contact records, not lead or account records. That means that leads or accounts that aren't
related to a contact record can't be targeted by a customer journey. However, you can still set up segmentation
logic that starts by finding records such as accounts, leads, or opportunities based on their local values and then
resolves to find the contacts that are linked to those records. For more information about how to implement a
leads-based marketing strategy, see Market to leads. For more information about how to implement an accountbased marketing strategy, see Account-based marketing.
Dynamics 365 Marketing provides automated lead scoring, but this feature also requires each scored lead to be
associated with either a contact or an account record. Leads that don't link to a contact or account record can't
be scored by Marketing.
So, the starting point for engaging potential customers in Dynamics 365 Marketing is to establish your
collection of contact records through the following mechanisms:
Create contacts manually in the Dynamics 365 Marketing UI.
Import contacts from a file.
Customer opt-in from a landing page (typically created together with a linked lead).
Customer opt-in from an event registration (typically created together with a linked lead).
Created together with (and linked to) a lead synced from LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms.

Lead generation
As contacts interact with your marketing initiatives, you'll generate leads to represent expressions of interest
made by those contacts. You might generate a lead manually (such as after a meeting or phone conversation), or
you might allow the system to generate them automatically (such as in response to an event registration). Leads
are usually generated in one of the following ways:
Use the Dynamics 365 Marketing UI to create a lead record and then manually link it to a new or existing
contact record.
Import leads from a file and then manually map each lead to a contact or account.
Customer opt-in from a landing page (matched to an existing contact or creates a new, linked contact).
Customer opt-in from an event registration (matched to an existing contact or creates a new, linked contact).
Synced from LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms (matched to an existing contact or creates a new, linked contact).
Created by a create-lead tile in a customer journey. These leads can be linked to either a contact or an
account, depending on the tile and customer journey settings.

Lead and contact matching strategies

When generating contacts and leads automatically (such as after a page submission or event registration),
Marketing applies matching strategies to decide whether a matching lead and/or contact already exists before it
creates new ones. Each matching strategy compares field values for the lead or contact that the system is about
to create against the matching field values for existing records, and only creates a new record if no match is
found. This helps ensure that:
You will avoid creating duplicate leads or contacts.
You can use landing page submissions to update existing lead and/or contact records.
New leads can be associated with existing contacts when they are available.
The new interaction is still recorded and credited to the correct contact for lead-scoring purposes.
You can choose which fields to consider in your matching strategies—the standard settings use just the email
address for contacts and both email address and marketing-page ID for leads. You can establish any number of
matching strategies and can even use different strategies for different marketing forms. At minimum, you'll have
a default set of lead and contact matching strategies (one of each), which is automatically applied to all new
marketing forms.
More information: Configure marketing pages

Lead nurturing and scoring
Once generated, there are many ways that organizations can decide how to nurture and qualify their leads.
The lead represents an expressed interest in that specific campaign or initiative (this is called the marketing
context of the lead). Some contacts might have several lead records activated at the same time, each tracking a
different level of interest in a different campaign or product. Even a well-known contact with a long history of
purchases might get a new lead created when they interact with a newer campaign.
After a single interaction, a new lead is usually still considered unqualified, which means that you don't have
enough confidence in it to ask a salesperson to engage. Marketers typically put contacts with leads like these
into a nurturing campaign, which seeks to build interest by supplying additional information and new offers.
The automated scoring system enables Marketing to calculate a score for each lead based on demographic
details, firmographic details, and actions taken by the associated contact (or for account-based leads, contacts
belonging to the associated account). Scorable interactions include, for example: opening an email, submitting a
landing page, visiting your website, or attending an event. You can design your segments and customer journeys
to react to promising patterns in contacts' behavior, so you can engage them further with targeted messaging
and enticing offers that nurture their interest.
Each scoring model includes a sales-ready threshold. When a lead's score passes this threshold, it gets marked
as sales ready, which can trigger other events within Dynamics 365, including advancing the lead through its
business process and alerting teleprospectors or salespeople to pick it up.

The lead business process
Like many entities in Dynamics 365, lead records support business processes. A sample lead process for
marketing is provided out of the box, but most organizations will customize this or create a custom one that
matches their own internal processes. The supplies process creates a timeline that tracks the progress of the
lead from generation to sales acceptance. Each stage of the business process timeline provides a drop-down
menu of fields that support that stage of the process and a button for marking that stage complete and
activating the next stage of the process.
The following image shows the out-of-box business process, which creates the horizontal bar in the page header.
The Inquiry stage is currently active, and the menu for this stage is shown open. Select any stage of the process
to open its menu, where you can enter values, switch to that stage, or advance to the next stage as needed.

If you don't see the marketing business process on your lead record, then select Process > Switch process on
the command bar and then choose the Lead to oppor tunity marketing sales process in the Switch
process dialog box. This is the out-of-box process supplied with Marketing; your organization might have its
own to match your internal process, in which case you should select that one instead (the rest of this section
describes the out-of-box process).
The standard process guides users through the following stages:
1. Inquir y : Indicates a new lead. Open the menu to read or set the parent contact and/or account. The parent
contact or parent account is usually assigned automatically if the lead was created by a landing page or event
registration, but this is the only way to manually associate a lead with its parent contact or account.
2. Automated marketing qualification : When the lead receives a score from a lead-scoring model, it usually
advances to this stage automatically, though you can also move it here manually (as with all stages). The lead
waits here while Marketing nurtures and scores it. Marketing continues to apply your lead-scoring models to
the lead until it reaches the sales-ready threshold defined by a model. On reaching that threshold, the lead is
usually marked as sales ready automatically, though users can also manually mark the lead as sales-ready
and/or teleprospecting ready here. If the lead gets marked as sales ready (whether by automated scoring or
manual assignment), then it skips over the teleprospecting stages and goes straight to Sales acceptance .
3. Teleprospecting acceptance : When a lead gets marked as ready for teleprospecting, it comes to the
attention of one of your phone operators, for example by showing up on their dashboard or through a
generated task. If the lead meets their minimum criteria of engaging on the phone, they select the
Teleprospect accepted check box here, which advances the lead to the next stage.
4. Teleprospecting qualification : When a phone operator gets in contact with the lead, they fill out the fields
here to hold important information gathered during the conversation. If the phone operator concludes that
the lead is promising, then they select the Sales ready check box, which advances the lead to the next stage.
5. Sales acceptance : When a lead gets marked as sales ready, it comes to the attention of a salesperson, for
example by showing up on their dashboard or through a generated task. If the lead meets their minimum
criteria for qualification, the manager assigns it to a salesperson and selects the Sales accepted check box
here. The salesperson can then start working on the lead, possibly going on to convert it to an opportunity
and eventually closing the sale.
Business processes are highly customizable and can be used to drive further automation. They are a standard
feature of many Dynamics 365 apps. You'll typically also customize your system to support other aspects of this
process, such as by setting up dashboards and custom views for teleprospectors and salespeople to discover
their newly qualified leads, and by setting up workflows that automate other aspects of your internal sales
processes. More information: Business process flows overview

NOTE
If you are integrating Dynamics 365 Marketing with Dynamics 365 Sales, then you should probably also customize the
lead views and dashboards shown to salespeople to ensure that only sales-ready leads are shown to them. More
information: Understand model-driven app views and Create or edit model-driven app dashboards

Market to leads with Dynamics 365 Marketing
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NOTE
Effective November 2020:
Common Data Service has been renamed to Microsoft Dataverse. Learn more
Some terminology in Microsoft Dataverse has been updated. For example, entity is now table and field is now column.
Learn more
This article will be updated soon to reflect the latest terminology.

Dynamics 365 Marketing uses contact records to represent prospective customers and enables marketers to
engage with those contacts through initiatives such as customer journeys, events, and landing pages. When a
contact submits a lading page, Marketing typically auto-creates a lead for that contact, and marketers can
manually add leads for contacts at any time. Dynamics 365 Marketing then nurtures and scores those leads
through a qualification process, and hands off marketing-qualified leads to salespeople for further qualification
into opportunities. In this way, Marketing uses contacts to represent people and leads to represent specific
expressions of interest made by those people. You can read more about this process in Manage customer
information and The lead lifecycle.
Dynamics 365 is a highly flexible and customizable system, where each organization can decide how to make
use of the various types of records it contains. Some organizations may prefer, or already have in place, a more
sales-driven process, where salespeople save new potential customers as lead records and only create a contact
record based on a lead once that lead made a purchase or entered into an ongoing business relationship with
the organization. So, does that mean you can't market to leads using Dynamics 365 Marketing—of course not!
Read this topic to learn how to integrate sales-driven (lead-centered) and marketing-driven (contact-centered)
processes using Dynamics 365. Techniques include:
Build marketing segments by querying lead records.
Automatically generate contact records based on "orphaned" lead records and associate the two.
Make marketing contacts easy to tell apart from sales contacts so you can set up custom views that show the
right contacts to the right people.
The resulting system will align with industry best practices and provide many benefits for your customerengagement process, including:
By conceptualizing leads as expression of interest, you can ensure that they are first qualified from a
marketing perspective, and then from a sales perspective. When a salesperson enters a lead, the system
assumes that the sales team has already taken over the responsibility to engage with that lead, just as they
would with an already marketing-qualified lead.
You maintain a clean database that includes both qualified and non-qualified contacts while avoiding
duplicates and ghost records.
You can see a complete 360° view of each contact's engagements and touch points, including for contacts
that have several associated leads tracking their interests in various products and campaigns.

Build a segment of contacts associated with leads
Dynamics 365 Marketing lets you create segments based on queries against your customer database and then

use those segments to target your customer journeys. The resulting segments must contain only contact
records, but you can still set up query logic that starts by finding leads based on lead-record values and then
populates the segment with the associated contact records.
For example, to set up a segment that finds all the leads collected at a recent conference, you could do the
following:
1. Go to Marketing > Customers > Segments and select New on the command bar. The Segment
templates dialog box opens; select Cancel to close it, and then select Demographic on the Let's
create your segment screen.
2. A new demographic segment opens. Check the view setting near the upper corner of the Definition tab
and make sure it's set to Tree view . (You could use either view, but in this procedure we show and
describe the tree view, so it's a good idea to use it for now.)

3. Open the Add drop-down list under the Contact entity and select Add related entity .

4. A new related entity is added to your query. Select the field with Select related entity in ghost text to
open a large drop-down list of available relations. Type "lead" in the field to filter the list and then select
Lead (Lead -> Contact (Parent Contact for lead)) from the drop-down list. This relation links the
parent Contact entity to the Lead entity through the Parent Contact for lead field of the Lead entity.
The Parent Contact for lead field identifies the contact that Dynamics 365 Marketing associates with
each lead. More information: Move between entities with relationships

5. Open the Add drop-down list indented under the new related entity and select Add row to begin
defining the collection of waitlist items you are looking for.
6. In the group below the lead relationship, set up a query to find the leads you need. In the following

example, we'll look for leads collected at a recent conference; each of these were assigned a Topic of
"Contoso Ltd Conference".

7. Continue to add rows and groups as needed to define the collection of leads and contacts you are looking
for.
To find leads, work in the space indented below the Lead (Lead -> Contact (Parent Contact for
lead)) related entity. The criteria that you add here will all refer to various fields of the lead entity.
To further filter the collection of contacts that are related to the found leads, work in the area directly
under the Contact entity (outside of the Lead (Lead -> Contact (Parent Contact for lead))
related entity). The criteria that you add here will all refer to various fields of the contact entity.
For example, the following query finds all the leads from the Contoso Ltd Conference, but then reduces
the audience to only include contacts that have the role of decision maker.

8. Select the field above the query that shows Enter segment name as ghost text. Then type a name for
your segment.
9. On the command bar, select Save to save your segment and then select Go live .

Automatically generate contacts for orphaned leads
Segments, customer journeys, and other Dynamics 365 Marketing features require that each lead has a contact
associated with it. However, sales-driven setups may follow a different model, where leads are created as the
first touchpoint, without necessarily having contact records associated with them.
To solve this, you can use Dynamics 365 custom workflows to automatically generate and link a contact record
for each new or existing unmatched lead record. To create the link, populate the parentcontactid field of each
lead record with the GUID of the relevant contact record (this field is labelled as Parent contact for lead when
you're designing a workflow in the UI). This field connects to the contact record through an N:1 relation called

lead_parent_contact

.

For more information about workflows, start with the Classic Dataverse workflows.
Also, any user can manually select or create a contact for a lead by using the Inquir y stage of the Lead to
oppor tunity marketing sales process business process on the lead record.

Keep automatically generated contacts from confusing users
Use the marketingonly flag on the contact entity to differentiate the automatically generated (marketing-only)
contacts from other types of contacts. This makes it easy to tell these two types of contacts apart and to set up
list views for salespeople that only show sales-qualified contacts without including the marketing-only contacts.
If you are using a workflow to generate marketing-only contacts automatically, then your workflow should also
set the marketingonly flag for the contacts it creates. Once the lead is qualified as an opportunity, another
workflow could clear this flag from the related contact entity, thereby marking it as a sales-qualified contact.
Marketing pages can create new leads when a known contact submits the page and no matching lead is found
for that contact. To keep from generating duplicate leads, you should set the lead-matching strategy used by
your landing pages to make sure existing leads will be found and scored when appropriate instead of creating
new ones. For more information about how to set up your lead-matching strategy, see Configure landing pages.

Looking forward
In the current version of Dynamics 365 Marketing, the techniques described here must be custom implemented
by admins and customizers to meet the specific needs of your organization. In the future, we hope to provide
more out-of-the box functionality that will make these customizations faster and easier to implement. For
example, by providing:
An initial contact-creation workflow that is inactive by default, but which you can activate and customize as
needed to support your in-house processes.
Contact list views that are preconfigured to show or hide marketing-only contacts for various audiences as
needed (for example, a marketing view that shows all contacts, and a sales view that hides marketing-only
contacts).
A built-in feature that creates and associates contacts when you import large numbers of leads at once.
Going forward, we will continue to gather market feedback to identify solutions for business scenarios that still
are not supported by this marketing model.

Account-based marketing
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Account-based marketing helps marketers working in organizations that focus on business-to-business sales to
support their salespeople's strategies and sales processes. Feature include:
Account-based journeys , which can generate account leads, trigger decisions at the account level, assign
activities related to accounts, provide account-based insights, and more.
Account-based personalization of email content , which enables you to design content that displays
information from, and reacts to, the account record associated with each recipient.
Account insights for each account record to provide results and KPIs that reflect interactions made by all
contacts that belong to that account.
Account-based leads and lead scoring , which enable you to generate leads related to accounts and score
each of them to reflect activities of all the contacts that belong to an account.
With account-based marketing, business-to-business (B2B) marketers can use Dynamics 365 Marketing to
target each business account as a single unit, so you can focus on those accounts that are most likely to
generate the largest revenue and close more deals. Use account-based marketing to:
Discover : Identify key stakeholders and create segments of high-value accounts.
Orchestrate : Engage accounts through account-based customer journeys.
Personalize : Tailor email content for specific accounts.
Nur ture : Generate and nurture account-based leads via account-based lead scoring models.
Repor t : Analyze account engagement and optimize your programs.
IMPORTANT
Keep in mind that even when you are using account-based marketing, Dynamics 365 Marketing still focuses on contacts
as its fundamental entity. Segments still contain contacts (not accounts or leads), journeys still process contacts, and leads
can only be scored provided they have a parent contact or parent account (with associated contacts) assigned. Accountbased marketing features help provide an account-based perspective by segmenting contacts based on properties of the
account they belong to, scoring account-based leads based on interactions made by the contacts that belong to those
accounts, and so on, as described in this topic.

Create segments for account-based journeys
As with all types of segments, the segments that you create for use with account-based customer journeys must
resolve to a collection of contacts. However, when an account-based journey processes the segment, it will often
look up the account each contact belongs to, and may sometimes group contacts by their account.
Create a firmographic segment
Firmographic segments are dynamic segments pre-configured to include a query into the account entity, but
which resolve to the contact entity. Here's how to set up a segment like this:
1. Go to Marketing > Customers > Segments and select New on the command bar. The Segment
templates dialog box opens; select Cancel to close it, and then select Firmographic on the Let's
create your segment screen.
2. A new firmographic segment opens. Check the view setting near the upper corner of the Definition tab
and make sure it's set to Tree view . (You could use either view, but in this procedure we show and

describe the tree view, so it's a good idea to use it for now.)

3. Note that your firmographic segment already includes a link to the related account entity, as indicated by
the Account (Contact -> Account (Company Name)) relationship. This relationship tells you that
you are referencing the Account entity, and that the relation between that entity and the parent Contact
entity (shown at the base of the tree) goes through the Company Name field of the Contact entity. The
Company Name field holds the name of the company (account) that each contact works for, so this
query will find employees of the accounts we are about to define. More information: Move between
entities with relationships

4. Use the drop-down lists and input fields in the rows indented under the Account (Contact -> Account
(Company Name)) relation to define the set of accounts you'd like to find. All of the criteria you enter
here are based on values found in your account records (not contact records). For example, to find all
accounts in Chicago with an annual revenue of $100,000 or more, you'd include the following two rows
here, and combine them with an AND operator:

5. The segment currently finds all contacts who work for the accounts that have the properties you
specified. If needed, you can now add more contact-based criteria to further limit the set of contacts
found for the segment (for example, to filter by job title). To add criteria for the contact entity, work
directly under the Contact entity (at the base of the tree, outside the Account (Contact -> Account

(Company Name)) relation). For example, to find only contacts with a job title of purchaser, open the
Add drop-down list at the base of the tree, select Add row and then specify the row as follows:

6. Select the field that shows Enter segment name as ghost text. Then type a name for your segment.
7. On the command bar, select Save to save your segment and then select Go live .
8. Wait for about a minute and then select Refresh on the command bar to refresh the page. You should
now see that a Members tab has been added (if you don't see it, wait a little longer and try to Refresh
again until you do). When the Members tab appears, open it and note that the list includes a column that
shows which company name (account) each contact belongs to.

Create a static segment using an account filter
When you set up a static segment, you'll mark a check box for each specific contact you want to include in the
segment. The segment won't change after that unless you edit it manually. If your database includes many
contacts, then you'll probably find it useful to use the filter control to find the contacts you are looking for.
1. Go to Marketing > Customers > Segments and select New on the command bar. The Segment
templates dialog box opens; select Cancel to close it, and then select Static on the Let's create your

segment screen.
2. The static-segment designer opens which shows a list of all contacts in your database, plus a set of filter
controls that can help you find the contacts you want to include. Select the filter button to expose the
filter controls.

3. Use the filter to find the contacts that you want to include in the segment. One query that might be useful
when setting up segments for account-based marketing is one that filters the list by company name. To
do that, use the various drop-down lists in the Filter area to set up a query clause of the following form:
Contact | Company Name (Account) | is / is in | <company_names>
Where the <company_names> is a list of one or more company names. If you include more than one
company name, then an OR operator is applied, which means the filter will find contacts from all of the
accounts you list here.
4. You can continue to add clauses to your query using the And and Or buttons until you've found the
collection of contacts you're looking for.
5. Mark the check box for each contact you want to include in your static segment and select Save .
6. Continue to search for and add contacts until you have assembled the segment you need. Save and Go
live when you're done.

Account-based personalization of email content
Use dynamic content to personalize the content of your marketing email messages according to the account
that each recipient belongs to. You can use this ability to display the recipient's account name or account ID
directly or use these values to control logic such as if-then statements.
Use handlebars expressions of the following form to place account information in your display text or logical
expressions:
{{contact.<relation>.<attribute-name>}}

Where:
Contact identifies the contact entity, which here refers to the recipient of the message.
<relation> is an expression that defines the connection from the contact entity to some other entity. When
connecting to the account entity, use contact_account_parentcustomerid.
<attribute-name> is the name of a field from the account entity whose value you want to use.

For example, use the following to place the name of the account associated with a mail recipient:
{{contact.contact_account_parentcustomerid.name}}

Another helpful expression is the following, which places the record ID for the account record that recipient
belongs to:
{{contact.parentcustomerid}}

Unlike the account name, the record ID is always unique and will never change for any given record.
For more information about dynamic content and handlebars expressions, see Add dynamic content to email
messages.

Account-based customer journeys
You must set each customer journey to be either contact-based or account-based. This option modifies many of
the ways that the journey's tiles will work. Use the Target setting on the General tab to configure this option
for each journey.

The following subsections summarize how various tiles behave for account-based journeys. Tiles not mentioned
here work the same for both contact and account-based journeys (as described in the Customer journey tiles
reference).
Trigger tiles
For account-based journeys, trigger tiles can work based on contacts or on accounts.
Account-based trigger tiles treat accounts as a single unit, so they will always send all contacts from the same
account down the same path (true or false).
Contact-based trigger tiles process contacts one at a time, so contacts from the same account are permitted
to flow down different paths.
Use the Based on property to set this option for each tile. This option is not available to triggers in contactbased journeys.

Activity tiles
When a contact flows through an activity tile in account-based journeys, you can choose to create just one
activity for each account, or to generate an activity for each individual contact. If you choose to assign an activity
for each account, you can choose to assign it to the journey owner, account owner, or account created-by user.
Use the Create for each and Assigned to settings to choose these options for each activity tile. The account
option is only available when you are working with an account-based journey.

Launch-workflow tiles
When you are creating an account-based journey, you can control how each launch-workflow tile should react to
each contact that enters it:
Launch for each contact : The tile triggers the workflow once for each contact that flows through the tile.
The workflow will receive a reference to a single contact record.
Launch for each account : The tile triggers the workflow just once for each account, and the workflow
receives a reference to the account record. If additional contacts from a previously processed account flow
through the tile, the tile will ignore them.
Use the Launch for each setting to choose this option for each launch-workflow tile. The account option is only
available when you are working with an account-based journey.

Create -lead tiles
When you are creating an account-based journey, you can control how each create-lead tile should react to each
contact that enters it:
Create for each contact : The tile generates a contact-based lead and associates it with each contact.
Launch for each account : The tile generates an account-based lead and associates it with the account
associated with the contact that entered the tile. If additional contacts from a previously processed account
flow through the tile, the tile will ignore them.
Use the Create for each setting to choose this option for each create-lead tile. The account option is only
available when you are working with an account-based journey.

NOTE
The create-lead tile doesn't try to match any existing leads. It always creates new leads, regardless of whether you are
creating account or contact leads.

Account-based journey insights
When you are viewing insights on the Designer tab for an account-based journey, you can filter the KPIs shown
for any selected tile by account. To do so, select a tile and then choose an account from the Filter by account
field in the Data tab.

Account-based leads and lead scoring
Leads can be associated with accounts or contacts. If a lead is associated with both a contact and an account,
then that lead is treated as a contact lead when it comes to lead scoring (the account is ignored). Leads
associated with neither a contact nor an account can't be scored by a lead-scoring model in Marketing. The
following rules apply for lead-scoring models:
You can set each lead-scoring model to apply to either contact-based leads or to account-based leads.
Interactions made by all contacts related to an account contribute to the score of an account-based lead. So,
for example, each contact from an account that opens an email message could increase the score of the lead
associated with that account.
You can set demographic or firmographic scoring conditions that score on the lead record itself (by setting
Entity = Lead), or on the related account (Entity = Lead.Parent account), or on the related contact (Entity =
Lead.Parent contact).
IMPORTANT
The accounts entity does not store any GDPR consent information—only contact entities include it. Lead-scoring models
that operate on the account level aren't able to respect the consent of the contacts that belong to that account, but they
can still score account leads based on interactions generated by all of those contacts. That means that you must be
careful not to use automatic lead scoring for automated decision making (profiling) related to account-based leads if those
decisions affect individuals. You can still use the feature to score account leads, but you must not use it for indirect contact
scoring if the score is used for automated decision making. More information: Data protection and the GDPR

To set a scoring model to be lead-based or account-based, use the Entity target setting on the Summar y tab
for the model.

One way to score a lead based on the account associated with it is to set up a condition tile with the following
properties:
1. Set Entity = Lead .
2. Add an Expression where Parent Account for lead account = <account-ID> , where you can find
the account ID by opening the account record and checking for the value of id parameter at the end of
the page URL.

For more information about lead scoring in Marketing, see Design lead-scoring models.
To view and assign which contact and/or account is associated with each lead, open the lead and then select the
Inquir y stage of the Lead-to-oppor tunity marketing sales process business process display. Then view or
edit the Existing contact? and Existing account? fields shown here.

Account insights
The account entity provides marketing results, KPIs, and insights that are like those provided for contacts. Use
them to see email results, web visits, event registrations, form submissions, and many other interaction details
that were collected for all contacts that belong to the displayed account. For details about how to find the
account insights and interpret their results, see Analyze results to gain insights from your marketing activities.

Design lead-scoring models
3/29/2021 • 13 minutes to read • Edit Online

Dynamics 365 Marketing can calculate a score for each lead based on demographic details, firmographic details,
and actions taken by the associated contact (or for account-based leads, contacts belonging to the associated
account). Scorable interactions include, for example: opening an email, submitting a landing page, visiting your
website, or attending an event.
Each scoring model includes a sales-ready threshold. When a lead's score passes this threshold, it gets marked
as sales ready, which can trigger other events within Dynamics 365, including advancing the lead through its
business process and alerting tele prospectors or salespeople to pick it up.
IMPORTANT
Automatic lead scoring can introduce data-privacy issues that are regulated by laws such as the GDPR. It is your
organization's responsibility to ensure that it is operating in full compliance with all relevant data-privacy regulations when
you use lead scoring and all other features of Dynamics 365 Marketing. More information: Data protection and the GDPR

Lead-scoring prerequisites and requirements
The lead-scoring feature brings together many aspects of Dynamics 365 Marketing, including contacts, leads,
customer journeys, marketing forms, interactions, insights, and more. Therefore, it's important that you
understand a few things about the way the feature works and how you must configure and use your system to
make it function as expected.
Only leads associated with parent contacts or accounts can be scored
Automatic lead scoring only works for leads that are associated with a parent contact or an account. Scores
won't appear for leads that don't have a parent contact or account associated with them.
For leads generated or updated by marketing forms configured to update both leads and contacts, the
marketing form always finds or creates the records required to establish the lead/contact pair (but not all form
configurations do this, as explained in the following section). Also, any user can manually associate a lead with a
parent contact or parent account by opening the lead record and using the Inquir y stage of the Lead to
oppor tunity marketing sales process business process. Here, the relevant fields are labeled Existing
contact? and Existing account? , respectively.

In the database itself, the Parent Contact for lead lookup field of the lead entity identifies the associated
contact, and the Parent Account for lead lookup field identifies the associated account. These are the same
fields set by Existing contact? and Existing account? input fields of the Lead to oppor tunity marketing

sales process business process.
Also, segments in Dynamics 365 Marketing can only include contacts, not leads or accounts, which is another
good reason to make sure all leads that you use for marketing have a contact or an account (with related
contacts) associated with them.
Form configuration can affect which leads and interactions are available for use with lead scoring
One major way that Dynamics 365 Marketing helps you generate new leads and contacts is through its
marketing form and marketing page features. In a typical case, the solution works like this:
1. A Dynamics 365 user creates a marketing form, which defines a collection of fields and options to be
presented to a known or prospective contact.
2. The Dynamics 365 user adds the marketing form to a marketing page design or embeds it on an external
web page.
3. A known or prospective contact opens the page and submits the form.
4. Depending on how the form is configured, Dynamics 365 Marketing may update or create a lead and/or
contact record based on the submission.
5. Dynamics 365 generates an interaction record for the form submission and associates it with the lead and/or
contact based on how the form is configured. This interaction might be referenced by a lead-scoring model
and therefore increase the related lead's score.
A standard form configuration allows the form to create and update both Contacts and leads . With this
configuration, you'll always get new leads and interactions that have a contact correctly associated with them.
However, you might also configure your marketing form so that it only creates/updates leads or only
creates/updates contacts. Though these options can help prevent your lead or contact records from being
updated unexpectedly, they can also interfere with automated lead scoring as follows:
Forms set to update Only leads won't match, create, or update contact records. That means that leads
created by these forms won't have any contact assigned and therefore won't be scored until one is assigned.
Also, the interaction record generated for the form submission probably won't have a contact ID, which
means that that interaction won't be available for scoring the lead even if you later associate the lead with a
contact. (However, if a Dynamics 365 Marketing cookie is available on the contact's machine, this may be
used to register the form-submission interaction with the contact identified by the cookie.)
Forms set to Only contacts won't match, create, or update lead records. The form-submission interaction
will still be correctly associated with the contact in all cases. Existing leads associated with the submitting
contact can therefore be scored based on the submission, but if no lead exists, then the new or existing
contact still won't have a lead and won't be scored because scores only apply to leads.
For more information about these settings and how they affect lead scoring, interaction records, and other
aspects of Dynamics 365 Marketing, see Create, view, and manage marketing forms.

Create, view, and manage your lead-scoring models
Lead-scoring models provide rules for how a lead's score will automatically increase or decrease based on
specific activities and interactions, demographic information, and over time. The model also establishes a
schedule of grades that characterize ranges of scores in plain language (such as hot, warm, and cold), and sets a
specific score threshold as "sales ready", which means that the lead can now be forwarded to a salesperson.
A typical lead-scoring model would increase a lead's score slightly in response to a single email open or website
visit, moderately in response to an email click or landing-page submission, and significantly in response to an
event registration or attendance. The model could also stop counting interactions that happened some time ago,
effectively reducing a lead's score as it ages. It might also increase or decrease a lead score based on
information about the associated contact or company, such as location, purchase history, company size, industry,
job title, and more.

You can create as many scoring models as you want. If you have more than one model, all leads will be scored
according to each model and you'll be able to see the score and grade for each of them.
To view, edit, and create lead-scoring models, go to Marketing > Lead management > Scoring models . This
opens a standard list view, where you can create, delete, search, sort, or filter items in the list. Select any item in
the list to open it, or select New to create a new one.

You'll spend most of your time working on the Design tab, which opens when you first open or create the
model. This is where you define the model's logic by dragging tiles from the Toolbox tab to the canvas to
construct one or more condition/action tile pairs. Each pair starts with a Condition tile, which establishes a rule
(such as email clicked) and ends with an Action , which defines how the score should be adjusted when the
condition is met. Your model can include any number of condition/action pairs.
The scoring-model canvas is similar to the customer-journey canvas. Add tiles by dragging from the Toolbox
tab. Select a tile and open the Proper ties tab to make settings for that tile. Use the toolbar above the canvas to
cut, copy, paste, and delete a selected tile; you can also add a tile and take a snapshot from here.
Name your model and choose the entity target
The first thing you should do when setting up a new lead-scoring model is to give it a name and choose which
type of entity it will target (accounts or contacts). Proceed as follows:
1. Open the Summar y tab.
2. Enter a descriptive name in the Name field.
3. Set the Entity target to Account or Contact . This setting establishes which type of leads the model will
score.
Contact-based leads are associated with a contact record, and are scored based on information and
interactions related to that contact only.
Account-based leads are associated with an account record. They are scored based on information
from the account, plus information and interactions related to each contact that belongs to that
account.
Leads associated with both a contact and an account are treated as contact-based leads.
4. Select Save to save your settings.
More information: Account-based marketing

Set up a condition
The condition tile is a compound tile, which includes both parent and child tiles. When you add a condition, both
the parent and one child are created. Use the expand/collapse button at the lower-right corner of the tile to show
or hide the child tiles.

The parent condition tile just gives the condition group a name. Select the parent and open the Proper ties tab
to assign the name. You can assign as many child conditions as you need by dragging additional condition tiles
onto the parent.
NOTE
All conditions belonging to the same parent are combined using an AND operator, which means that all sibling conditions
must evaluate to TRUE for the attached action to be triggered.

The logic for the condition is contained in the child tile(s). Choose a child condition tile and open the Proper ties
tab to establish the logic.

Set up the logic for a condition tile by making the following settings:
Display Name : Shows the name for the tile, as shown on the canvas.
Entity : Choose a Dynamics 365 entity to monitor or check for the condition. For example, choose
EmailClicked to look for records where a contact has clicked a link in an email.
Frequency : Choose how often the condition should be triggered. Choose Each to score on each
occurrence (such as to increase the score on each email click). Choose At least to score just once (such as
to increase the score on the first email click, but ignore subsequent ones). Choose None to score only
when zero qualifying examples of the selected entity have occurred during the date range (for example,
to lower the overall score for contacts having zero email clicks).
Date Range : Enter a date before which scorable events won't be counted. For example, set this to a year
to ignore all email interactions that occurred more than a year ago. This can result in scores going down
over time as interactions age.
New Expression : Select this button to add a new expression to the condition. The additional expression
further tests the condition based on stored data. For example, you could add an expression for "City =
New York", which would modify the condition so that only email clicks made by contacts in New York City

would trigger the condition. You can add as many extra expressions as you like to create complex
conditions.
NOTE
All expressions belonging to the same condition are combined using an AND operator, which means that all
expressions must evaluate to TRUE for the overall condition to be true. To score for all qualifying occurrences (for
example, to score for any email open, regardless of message or journey) remove all expressions using their close
box (including the expression added by default).

IMPORTANT
Calculated and rollup fields cannot be used in expressions.

There are two categories of conditions:

Fixed rules are based on fixed demographic or firmographic data found in lead or contact records.
Behavior rules are based on interactions like email clicked, event registered, or website visited.
Set up an action
The action tile that comes after a condition tile controls how a lead's score will be modified when the condition is
met. To set the action, select (or add) an action tile after a condition tile, then open the Proper ties tab, where
you can set the score to either increase or decrease by any integer value.
View all conditions at once as text
The canvas provides an easy, graphical way to assemble your scoring rules, but it leaves most settings hidden
until you open a tile's Proper ties . To get a quick overview of all your logic, set the View drop-down list (above
the canvas) to Text . This shows you a compact, text-based view of your rules, expressed in a way that's similar to
an actual database query.

Establish grades and the sales-ready score
The main reason for scoring leads is to provide a way to identify your best leads and to decide when a lead
should be forwarded to a salesperson for more attention. Therefore, you'll nearly always set a sales-ready

threshold for each lead-scoring model. You can also set up a schedule of grades as a way to offer an
interpretation of the score (such as cold, warm, or hot) as it progresses toward sales-ready.
When a score reaches the sales-ready threshold, a plug-in automatically sets the sales-ready flag on the lead to
True . If a lead is scored by multiple models, the flag is set as soon as any model reaches the threshold. This
triggers a workflow called "Lead to Opportunity Stage Transition", which automatically moves the lead to the
sales-acceptance stage of the lead lifecycle. You can customize this workflow as needed.
The grades and sales-ready score apply to the entire model, regardless of how many conditions it contains. To
set them, open the Grades tab next to the canvas.

Enter an integer in the Sales Ready Score field to set the sales-ready score.
To add an additional grade, select New , which adds a new section to the tab, where you can enter a grade name
and the score range where it applies. Grade ranges must be continuous and non-overlapping.

Create advanced lead scoring conditions by using traversals
When you are setting up a condition tile for lead scoring, you can set up the Entity you are testing to include
traversals across interactions and profiles by using a dot notation, where each hop is separated by a period. For
example, you could start with an interaction such as EmailClicked and traverse to the associated Contact profile,
and then test for values from the contact profile. Here's an example of how to set this up:
1. Open the Proper ties for a Condition tile. Then set the Entity to EmailClicked .

2. In the Entity field, type a period after the EmailClicked entity you just added to open a new drop-down
list that shows the various types of hops you can make from here. Choose Contact to hop to the contact
profile.

3. Now you can add Expressions to specify values that come from the contact record associated with each
email click. For example, you might only want to score on clicks for contacts that live in Chicago.

NOTE
You can establish up to five hops by using this technique.

Here are a few more examples of how to use hops to create useful conditions:
Lead.Lead.Parent contact : Lets you score leads associated with contacts who have particular properties
(such as contacts who have a Microsoft email address—where Email | contains | @microsoft.com).
Lead.Parent contact.Parent customer account : Lets you score leads associated with contacts who
belong to accounts with particular properties (such as accounts where Number of employees | > | 500).
Lead.customeentity : Lets you use a custom entity in your lead scoring model. The custom entity must have
a 1:N relationship with the Lead entity and must be included to sync with the marketing-insights service in
the Marketing data configuration.

Find leads that were scored by a selected model
To find all the leads that a selected model has scored:
1. Go to Marketing > Lead management > Scoring models to open a list of models and then open the
one you want to inspect.
2. Select the Related tab to open a drop-down list of related entities and then select Lead scores from the
list.

3. A new Lead scores tab is added and opened. Here you can see each lead that your selected model has
scored, plus the score and grade for each of them. You can select any listed lead to open it, or select
Expor t lead scores to download the list as an Excel file.
See also
Set up lead scoring
Register link clicks and website visits
Manage customer information
Accessibility and keyboard shortcuts
Go live with publishable entities and track their status

Event planning and management
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Live events and webinars are a vital sales and marketing channel. But events and webinars can be complex to
arrange, execute, and follow up on. The Dynamics 365 Marketing event management feature helps you every
step of the way, from initial planning and budgeting through promotion and publication, attendee registration,
webinar broadcasting, final analytics, lead generation, and evaluation of ROI.
Key event-management features include:
Seamless contact, registration, and attendance management features in one system.
Business processes that guide users through the essential steps of event planning.
Session, session track, and speaker management.
Managing attendee passes to grant access to specific sessions or tracks.
Venue management for tracking buildings, rooms, and room layouts.
Guest logistics for registering hotels, room allocation, and reservations.
Tracking sponsors and their sponsorships for each event.
Creating Microsoft Teams webinars and live events.
Reviewing the attendance history of each contact, including events and sessions attended.
Dynamics 365 Customer Voice survey integration.
A fully functioning event website you can publish that includes:
Self-service attendee registration.
Important details about all published events, including event name, venue, passes, session schedule,
and speakers.
All information drawn directly from your Dynamics 365 Marketing event-planning records, with
updates automatically reflected on the event website.
To create, view, and edit your events and all event-related records, go to the Events work area of Dynamics 365
Marketing, where you can create a new event and—working from this single event record—add most of the
other types of records and information that you need to plan, publish, promote, and analyze it. Like many types
of records in Dynamics 365, the event record provides a customizable business process workflow that helps
guide you through each step of the process.
Use other parts of the Events work area to work with specific record types that relate to event planning, such as
logistics, sessions, attendees, sponsors, and more. Depending on what you are doing at the time, you might
access these types of records when working in the parent event record, or you could go to the area dedicated to
a specific record type to work with that type of record only, or work across events.
After your event, session, track, speaker, and pass records are all in place for an event, you are ready to publish it
on the event website, where attendees can read about the event and register for it. You must also publish each
related session and track that you want to show on the website for each event. More information: Publish
events, sessions, tracks, and related records to the website

NOTE
If you have created a Portal hosted event website, you must manually overwrite your sample website with the latest
version to maintain functionality after applying any Dynamics 365 Marketing update.
If your event website is self-hosted, you must install the latest self-hosted sample website to maintain functionality after
applying any Marketing update.

Open the event management work area
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The event management features of Dynamics 365 Marketing are collected into their own work area to make it
easy to find all the relevant entities and settings while you are focusing on events.
To find the event management work area:
1. If you haven't already done so, sign in to Dynamics 365 as a user with event-management privileges.
Then use the app-selector menu to open the Marketing app.

2. Expand the work-area area menu at the bottom of the side navigator and select Events .

3. You are now in the Events work area, and can navigate between event-related entities using the side
navigator, just as with the core Marketing work area.

For more information about how to get around in Dynamics 365 Marketing and work with its common features,
see Find your way around Marketing.

Set up an event
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The event planning process in Dynamics 365 Marketing starts with creating an event record. The event record
guides you through each step of event planning. The record collects all of your planning details, gives links to
related records, and provides a business-process timeline. After you create the event record, you can set up your
event team, manage speakers and sessions, set up event passes, and set up a venue.

Create the root event record
Creating an event record is the first step when setting up your event in Dynamics 365 Marketing. Everything
related to a given event will be stored either directly in the event record or in other records that are linked to
that event.
Though Marketing offers many views into other record types, you'll probably do most of your work directly in
the relevant event record. When working in the event record, you'll be able to view and create most types of
related records and everything that you do will automatically be related to that event.
You can see a list of all your event records by opening the Events work area and going to Events > Event >
Events . From here you can use the standard list-view controls to search, sort, and filter the list to find and open
an existing event, or to create a new event record.
If you often run similar events, you can save time by creating one or more event templates and then choosing
an appropriate template when you first create a new event.

As with other forms in Dynamics 365, the event form provides a summary of its most important settings at the
top, where you'll also find the business workflow timeline, which helps organize your work at each stage of the
event-management process. A standard business workflow for events is provided out of the box, but you can
customize it to match the process in place at your organization.
The first time you create a new event, you must specify values for each of the required fields (marked with a red
asterisk). We recommend that you fill out the business-critical fields as well (select each business workflow item,

then fill out the items marked with a blue plus sign). All required and business-critical fields are available at the
top of the page in the business workflow, where you can fill them out quickly and easily. All settings that you
enter in the business workflow will also be visible among the other event details further down the page. You can
still view and edit these settings even after you move forward to the next stage in the workflow.
After you enter values for all the required fields, you can save the record. You'll probably return to the event
record many times over several days while you plan your event. Use the workflow as a to-do list and to track
your progress during each stage.
The main body of the page repeats all the important information requested by, and shown in, the workflow, plus
much more. The main body is organized into tabs, which you can navigate by using the links near the top of the
page body. You can enter your planning details in the main body of the page whenever you want to—you don't
have to wait until you get to a specific part of the workflow. The following subsections give a summary of how
to use each available tab.
Only live events, sessions, and tracks are shown on the event website. When you're ready to take an event,
session, or track live, open the relevant record and go live as described in Publish events, sessions, tracks, and
related records to the website.
The General tab
Here you can see and edit your basic event information, including:
Key information : Includes the name of your event and other basic details. The following settings are
provided:
Event name : Enter a name for the event.
Event type : Choose the type of event. The event type is for information only and won't affect any
features. Use it to make your event easier to find and identify.
Registration count : Shows the number of people who registered for the event. The maximum value
that can be shown here is 50,000, but you can still store more registrations in the system.
Check-in count : Shows the number of attendees that checked in during the event. The maximum
value that can be shown here is 50,000, but you can still store more check-ins in the system.
Event URL : Shows the address of your event website. If you're using the default location on your
Power Apps portals solution, the event URL value is read-only and provided automatically. If you are
hosting your website at a custom location, then select the Custom event URL check box and edit the
value here. Select the globe button next the event URL field to open the site. More information: Open
the event website
Schedule : Provides settings for specifying the time zone, start, and end dates for your event. The schedule
section also provides a countdown of the days until your event. You can also set up a recurring event here. If
you change the start date for an event that's already been saved, you'll be asked whether you want to change
the end date and the session schedule to match it.
Timeline : As with most types of entities in Dynamics 365, you can use this section to build a record of the
activities (such as calls, emails, and appointments) that you and others do in relation to the current record.
You can also share notes here. Use the links, buttons, and menus at the top of this area to create new items
and to search and sort the list.
Stream this event online : Set up your event as a Microsoft Teams webinar,a Teams Live Event, a Teams
Meeting, a third-party webinar provider, or on-site only.
Location : Specify the location where your event will take place. The location is hierarchical, and you can
specify only as much detail as you need. For example, you can specify just a building. But to specify a room,
you must first choose the building that contains that room. You can assign a separate location to each session
if applicable. You can create location records from here, or choose from among existing venue records. Each
location record can contain useful information such as address, facilities, capacity, and more.
Venue constraints : The venue constraints section only appears for on-site events. Each time you set a new
Location , the Maximum event capacity value shown here updates to match the capacity configured for

your last selected building, room, or layout (if available). You can then edit the value manually to override the
capacity figure if needed. You can also enable the waitlist here to handle registrations that arrive after the
event is full.
Waitlist : The waitlist section only appears if you enable the waitlist in the Venue constraints section. Use
the waitlist to configure options regarding how to invite waiting contacts when space becomes available.
Webinar setup : The webinar setup section only appears for webinar and hybrid events. Use the settings
here to set up your webinar configuration and find the URLs for viewing and presenting the webinar.
The Agenda tab
The Agenda tab includes details about the schedule of sessions happening during your event. Here you can
find, create, and edit each of the following options for the current event:
Allow registrants to create their own agenda : This setting is only available for events that don't have
any passes set up. It's shown above the calendar when no passes are defined, but is hidden when passes are
defined. It affects the way checkout works on the event website as follows:
When this is set to Yes , the website offers session-level registration. When a registrant selects
Register now , the event website shows a list of all of the available sessions, and the registrant can
add one, some, or all of them as needed.
When this is set to No (or if the setting is hidden), the website offers event-level registration. When a
registrant selects Register now , the event website shows a list of passes available, each of which
provides access to one or more specific sessions and can also show a different price. Registrants can
choose the pass that best matches their needs, but can't make custom session selections.
Sessions calendar : Shows a calendar of sessions defined for your event. You can create and edit sessions
using the calendar. More information: Work with marketing calendars.
Sessions list : Each session is typically a single presentation, class, discussion, or webinar. This table repeats
the information also shown in the calendar. You can also create or edit sessions here.
Session tracks : Each (external) track is a collection of related, non-conflicting sessions that likely would be
of interest to the same audience. Attendees might sign up for a specific track, which you can manage by
using passes. You can also set up internal tracks, which are not exposed to attendees but can help you with
your planning.
Speaker engagements : Each speaker engagement maps a speaker to a session occurring at your event.
Sponsors : Companies who are sponsoring the event.
The Website and form tab
The Website and form tab provides options for creating a custom event website and integrating marketing
forms for event registration. In this tab you can set a custom event URL, set a registration end date, and set
registration parameters. The following options are available:
Custom event URL : If you are hosting your event website on your own server, or in a custom location of
your Power Apps portals solution, select this check box and edit the Event URL as needed.
Readable event ID : This is a unique ID for the event. It is generated the first time you save the event, and is
based on the event name. The readable event ID becomes part of the URL for opening the event website to a
particular event.
Event image : Choose a banner image to show on the event website when browsing the event. You can
choose any image that is already uploaded to your file library, or upload a new one from here.
Por tal payment gateway : To enable online payment during online event registration, set up an account
with a third-party online payment provider and then prepare a payment page on your portal according to
their instructions. Then choose that page here. This setting only has an effect for event websites hosted on
the Power Apps portal (it has no effect on externally hosted event websites).
Set registrations end date : Set this toggle to Yes to set a date and time after which contacts will no longer
be able to register for the event. Setting an end date for registrations is useful if you would like a cutoff to

allow you to finalize your attendee list before the event starts. You can also include a Website message
regarding the event registration stop date. Set the toggle to No to leave registration open until the start of
the event.
Use marketing form for registration : Set the toggle to Yes to use a previously prepared marketing form
for event registration. When the toggle is set to yes, a Marketing form option appears below, allowing you
to search for the marketing form you would like to use. If you select No , the event will use the default event
marketing form.
Enable CAPTCHA : Set the toggle to Yes to include a CAPTCHA on the registration page of your event
website. Set the toggle to No to disable the CAPTCHA.
Enable multi-attendee registration : Set the toggle to Yes to allow users of the event website to register
several attendees at once. Set the toggle to No to allow just one attendee per registration.
Allow anonymous registrations : Controls whether contacts can freely register themselves for an event on
the event website, or if they must first set up an account with a user name and password. Contacts who
create an account have several advantages including: the ability to register any number of attendees and the
ability to return to view schedules or edit their registrations at any time. This setting only has an effect for
event websites hosted on the Power Apps portal (it has no effect on externally hosted event websites).
Create leads for event registrations : Set to Yes to create a new lead for each contact that registers for
the event. Set to No to turn off lead generation for events. More information: Generate and match contacts
and leads from event registrations.
NOTE
As mentioned, the Registration count and Check-in count fields can each count up to a maximum of 50,000
contacts. The system can easily handle more registrations and/or check-ins than this, but for values higher than
50,000, these fields are no longer accurate.

Custom registration fields : Here you can view and create custom registration fields, which enable
registrants to provide extra information (such as dietary restrictions or gift options) when they register for
the event.
The Registration and attendance tab
Use the Registration and attendance tab to see who registered for the event, who attended, and who
canceled. You can also create registrations and check-ins here. The following sections are available:
Passes : View and create types of passes, which function as tickets to your events, sessions, and tracks.
Event registration : This table provides a list of people who registered for your event. You can also
register people manually here. If you are using custom registration fields, then you can also view the
values submitted by each attendee here.
Event check-ins : Here you can see who attended the event and enter attendance records.
Waitlist : See who's on the waitlist for this event.
Contacts who canceled : Lists contacts who were registered for the event but who have now canceled
their registration. The list includes cancellations made by contacts using the event website and by users
using the Marketing app. If you'd like to communicate with contacts who canceled from one or more
events, you can set up a behavioral segment based on EventRegistrationCancelled interactions and then
use that segment to target a customer journey.

NOTE
With the February 2020 Marketing release, canceled event registrations are deactivated, not deleted. To cancel an
event registration from within Marketing, simply deactivate the record.
To determine your current Marketing version, refer to Find out which version of Dynamics 365 Marketing you are
running.

The Additional information tab
Use the Additional information tab to set up your event team and record general information, goals, and
financial details. The following sections are provided here:
Additional information : Enter a basic description and outline your goals.
Financials : View and record financial details for your event. These values appear in dashboard charts and
analytics, but are intended for information only, not for formal accounting or bookkeeping.
Event team members : Set up your event team by adding links to coworkers and external contacts who are
helping you organize the event. The table shows each team member's name and role, so you can easily see
who to call and find their contact info when needed.
The Room reservations tab
The Room reser vations tab provides a calendar that shows the rooms assigned to the currently displayed
event and its sessions. Unreserved rooms aren't shown, nor are events or sessions without assigned rooms. This
calendar is read-only, so you can't create sessions or reservations here. More information: Work with marketing
calendars.
The Recovery items tab
The Recover y items tab allows system administrators to track customization errors, improving the event
workflow creation process. This tab contains a grid with customization errors and gives administrators options
to handle them. For events, typical errors occur during registration on event websites.

After selecting rows in the Recovery items tab, you can delete the items (which will delete them from blob
storage), or you can fix the issue and "recover" any item, which will replay the previously failed functionality.

NOTE
If there are items in the Recovery items tab, non-system admin users will receive a notification that says, "There seems to
be some issues with this event. Ask your system admin for assistance."

The Related menu
The Related menu provides links to event-related topics ranging from activities to speakers. If you select a topic
in the related menu, a new temporary tab for that topic appears to the left of the related menu.
Although you can edit and save items related to the selected topic in the temporary tab, the temporary tab will
not remain next to the Related menu after the event is saved and closed.

Set up your event team
Your event team includes coworkers and external contacts who are helping you organize the event. Each event
record lists each team member's name and role, plus links for more information, so you can easily see who to
call and find their contact info when needed.
You can view and edit the list of all team members who worked, are working, or will work on all your events
by going to Events > Event > Event Team Members . Use this area to set up a database of people who are
available to help with your various events.
You can view and edit the list of team members associated with a specific event by going to Events > Event
> Events , opening the appropriate event, and looking at the Event Team Members section of the
Additional information tab. The list on the Events page works the same as the list on the Event Team
Members page, except that it only shows and adds team members who are assigned to the current event.
Each team member record can be associated with a contact or user record.

Users are people who work for your organization and have a Dynamics 365 license.
Contacts come from your contact database, which will include customers, potential customers, vendors,
partners, and other external people (or internal people who don't use Dynamics 365).
When you create a new team member record, you'll be able to choose whether to associate it either with a user
or a contact. If you choose to associate the record with a contact, the team-member record will display relevant
information from that contact record. User records don't include any contact information, so if you associate the
record with a user, the association will be shown but no additional information will be loaded. The teammember record also provides information about the member's role and which events the team member has
worked on. You can create team members from either the Event Team Members list page or directly from a
specific Event record.
When you're looking at a list view of team members, the list includes both a User and a Contacts column, but
only one of the columns will show a value. From the list, you can go to the user or contact record by selecting
the name in the list, or you can open the team-member record itself by double-clicking on a row anywhere away
from the person's name.

Manage event sessions and speakers
The core attractions of your event offering will typically be its sessions and speakers. A simple event might have
just one session, whereas a conference will typically have several sessions spread over several days.
Set up event sessions and tracks
A session represents a subdivision of things that are happening at your event. Each session is usually a
something like a seminar or keynote, but the concept is flexible so you can adapt it as needed. For example, if
your event is a trade show rather than a conference, you can use sessions to represent booths.

A large conference might have several sessions running concurrently, and might even feature several session
tracks, which organize multiple related and non-conflicting sessions by audience so attendees can easily choose
the best track for themselves without having to study the entire offering. Later, you'll be able up event and
session passes to manage ticketing.
There are two types of tracks: internal and external. Use internal tracks during the planning phase to group
sessions along organization lines, such as according to team resources or required equipment. Use external
tracks to group sessions by content or audience. External tracks are published on customer-facing platforms
such as event websites and mobile apps. As needed, you can set up a pass type for each relevant external track,
but you wouldn't set up passes for internal tracks. Use the Track Type setting, at the top of the form to set the
track to internal or external.
Use the Agenda tab of an event record to view and set up sessions and sessions tracks for that event.
Each session is associated with a specific event and speaker, and includes scheduling details. You can view,
create, and edit sessions using either the calendar display or the table.
Only live sessions and tracks are shown on the event website. When you're ready to go live with a session or
track, open the relevant record and go live as described in Publish events, sessions, tracks, and related
records to the website.
For each track, you can assign an audience and a few other descriptive details and then add member
sessions, one at a time. All sessions in a track must be from the same event.
Set up and assign session speakers
Use the following pages to manage your speakers and speaker engagements:
Events > Par ticipants > Speakers : Lists all speakers who are available for previous, current, or future
events, and lets you set up new speakers.
Events > Event > Events : Work on the Agenda tab of the appropriate event record to set up speaker
engagements for that event. You can also create new speaker records here if needed while setting up speaker
engagements.
Each speaker record can include a photo, contact details, and biographical details that you can eventually publish
to the event website for attendees to review. It also includes a record of all speaking engagements and sessions
where the speaker has presented or will present. You can choose to link a speaker to a contact record, but it's not
required. The contact, photo, and biographical information in the speaker record is independent from the
contact record, so you can safely keep private contact information (possibly stored in the contact record) away
from the public speaker information (stored in the speaker record) that will be published to your event website.
More information: Set up the event website
When setting up a speaker engagement, you map a speaker to a specific session for the event record you are
working with. To set up a speaker engagement:
A speaker record must exist.
If you're assigning a session, a session record must exist. (For single-session events, you might not have a
session record and instead will treat the event itself as a session.)

Set up event passes
Event passes are essentially tickets that you can sell or give away to grant access to your event and/or its various
sessions and tracks. Passes are optional, but if you want to use them, you'll start by setting up the basic types of
passes that you need for an event and adding the applicable sessions to each of them. Later, you'll assign a pass
of the appropriate type to each attendee by mapping each event registration to one or more pass types. Passes
can also be shown on the event website, so attendees can register for the passes they want while registering for
the event itself; in this case, the registration/pass mapping is made automatically. For each assigned pass,

Dynamics 365 Marketing generates a unique QR code, which you can print onto a physical badge that event
personnel can quickly scan on entrance to confirm eligibility and record attendance.
For each pass type, you'll set the event where it applies and then assign a category (attendee, speaker, sponsor,
journalist, and so on), a price, an allocation (the number available), and other details. You can also assign a
collection of one or more sessions for the pass, which grants access to all the sessions in that track, but not
necessarily to all sessions at the event.
For a simple event, you might set up a single pass type that grants access to all sessions for all types of
attendees. For a complex event, you might have passes for each of several session tracks, and might require
specific pass types for accessing certain areas of the venue (such as a lounge just for journalists). Passes only
make sense for physical attendees—you wouldn't set up passes for webinar-only attendees, events, or sessions.
To view and create passes for an event, open the appropriate event record and go to its Registration &
Attendance tab. You can view, edit, and create passes by working in the Passes area here. To add sessions to a
pass, first create and save it here, then open it for editing and use its Eligible sessions tab to add sessions to it.
NOTE
You can add sessions to a pass individually or add an entire track at once. If you choose to add a track, all of the sessions
that currently belong to that track will be added to your pass. However, when you add by track, you won't create a link to
the track itself; instead, you just add all the sessions that currently belong to that track to the current pass. Future edits
to the track won't affect the pass, so you must edit each existing pass specifically if you need to change the sessions that
belong to it.

When setting up a pass, pay attention to the Passes Allocated field, where you set the number of passes
available, and its related fields: Passes Sold and Passes Remaining . Each time a pass is granted to an
attendee, the Passes Sold number automatically increases and the Passes Remaining number decreases.
When Passes Remaining reaches zero, that pass will be shown on the event website as "sold out" and will no
longer be available for purchase by further attendees. If you set Passes Allocated to zero, that pass won't be
shown on the website at all; you might do this for VIP passes, or to keep a pass as a draft until you're ready to
publish it by setting Passes Allocated to a positive value.

Set up the event venue
A venue is any physical location where you hold an event or session. It might be a single building with just one
room, or one of several rooms in a building. For each venue, you can register many types of important details,
including name, location, facilities, capacity, layout, events that will or have occurred there, and more. After
you've set up a venue, you can assign events and sessions to it as needed.
Use the various types of venue entities in the Events > Venue Management area to construct a hierarchical
model of your event location. Later, you'll be able to assign events and sessions to each venue space from your
model. You only need to include as much detail as you need, so a simple building with just one room doesn't
need to have any rooms defined for it, and a simple room with just one layout doesn't need to have any layouts
defined for it. But you can't set up a room without a building or a layout without a room.
Use the following entities to model your venues:
Events > Venue Management > Buildings : Buildings represent free-standing structures that might or
might not be divided into rooms.
Events > Venue Management > Rooms : Rooms represent subdivisions of buildings, and each must be
assigned to a building record also stored in the system.
Events > Venue Management > Layouts : During an event, you might use a single room to host several
types of sessions, each of which might require a different arrangement of chairs and other facilities. The

room layout might have practical consequences that affect, for example, seating capacity. Each layout must
be associated with a particular room, but you can set up any number of layouts for each room.

Set up session-level registration and waitlisting
3/5/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

Session-level registration enables event organizers to give attendees the ability to assemble their own events
from among all available sessions. In most ways, events with session-level registration work the same as those
with event-level registration, but there are a few key differences, as outlined in the following table. Keep reading
this topic for more information about these differences.
EVEN T - L EVEL REGIST RAT IO N

SESSIO N - L EVEL REGIST RAT IO N

Session selection during
registration

Preconfigured: Events can offer
multiple passes, each of which provides
access to a preselected collection of
sessions.

Customized: Registrants choose exactly
the sessions they want.

Maximum capacity
(On-site only, not for webinar or
hybrid events)

Set at the event level

Set at the session level

Waitlists
(On-site only, not for webinar or
hybrid events)

One waitlist per event

Individual waitlist per session

Event passes

Optional (required for online payment)

Not supported

Online payment

Optional, per pass

Not supported

Registration list

Available on the event record only

The event record lists each contact
that registered for at least one session
for that event; each session record
shows registrations for that session.

Enable session-based registration
To enable session-based registration, start by setting up the event as usual, including basic settings and session
schedule, but then go to the Agenda tab for the event and set Allow registrants to create their own
agenda to Yes .
NOTE
As mentioned in the introduction to this topic, session-based registration isn't supported for events that have passes
defined. If you don't see the Allow registrants to create their own agenda setting, then it might be because you
have one or more passes defined (you can see these on the Registration and attendance tab). If you define a pass
after enabling session-based registration, then session-based registration will be disabled automatically.

Set the maximum capacity for each session
With session-based registration, the system tracks registrations for each session rather than for the event as a
whole. When session-based registration is enabled, the session capacity is a required field and is also requested
by the quick-create form for sessions. However, if you enable session-based registration after creating the

session, you may need to go back and set the capacity for each session.
When the system has received enough registrations to fill the capacity of the session, it will mark that session as
sold out. If you enabled the waitlist, then registrants can choose to join the waitlist, but if you haven't then they
won't be able to self-register for any sold out sessions using the event website. (Users of Dynamics 365
Marketing, however, can overrule the capacity limit by adding new registrations directly into the system.)
To set or change the maximum capacity of a session:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the event record that that session belongs to.
Go to the Agenda tab.
Find the Sessions section of the Agenda tab and select a session.
In the Venue constraints area, enter a value for the Maximum session capacity .

Note : If you fill out any of the fields in the Location area ( Building , Room , and/or Layout ), then the initial
value for the Maximum session capacity is automatically taken maximum capacity set for the most specific
location (if available).

View and edit event and session registrations
To view and edit registration details for a session-level event:
To view all registrations for the event (people who registered for at least one session), open the relevant
event record, go to the Registration and attendance tab and scroll to the Event registration section. You
can also add or remove registrations from here.
To view all registrations for a specific session), open the relevant event record, go to the Agenda tab, scroll to
the Sessions list and select a session. In the open session record, go to the Registration and attendance tab
and scroll to the Sessions registrations list. You can also add or remove registrations from here.

Session-level waitlists
The session-level waitlist works similarly to the event-level waitlist except that it manages a separate waitlist for
each session. For details about how to set up and use the waitlist (including details about session-level waitlists)
see Set up and manage an event waitlist. That topic also shows how to set up a customer journey that
automatically lets contacts on the waitlist know when a spot has become available for them.
Session-level waitlist differ from event-level waitlists as follows:
Waitlist members are shown on the session record rather than the event record. To see them, open a session,
go to the Registration and attendance tab and scroll down to the Waitlist section. From here, you can
add, remove, invite, and register attendees on the waitlist.
If you'd like to create a segment of waitlisted or invited registrants for a session, use the session ID rather
than the event ID.
See also
Event planning and management
Set up an event
Set up and manage an event waitlist

Set up and manage an event waitlist
3/29/2021 • 9 minutes to read • Edit Online

You can assign a maximum capacity to each event or session when needed. When the number of registrations
reaches that capacity, the system won't accept any more active registrations, but you can still allow new
registrants to add themselves to a waitlist.
Read this topic to learn how to set up a waitlist and how to invite contacts on the list when space becomes
available.
IMPORTANT
Event-level and session-level waitlisting is only available for on-site events. Hybrid and webinar events don't support
waitlisting.

How the waitlist works
The waitlist holds a list of contacts who submitted a registration through the event website after an event or
session was fully booked. The waitlist registers the time and day that each contact registered, so when space
becomes available, contacts are either automatically registered or offered an invitation to register in the same
order that they joined the waitlist. You can choose whether contacts will be automatically registered when space
becomes available for them, or whether they should instead be sent an invitation to register manually.
For events or session already at capacity, visitors to the event website can only join the waitlist, but Dynamics
365 Marketing users from your organization can still add new registrations by opening the event record and
doing one of the following:
If you are using event-level registration, go to the Registration and attendance tab for the event and add
new registrations to the Event registration list here.
If you are using session-level registration, go to the Agenda tab and open the relevant session. Then go to
the Registration and attendance tab for the session and add new registrations to the Session
registration list here.
Registrants added to the Event registration or Session registration lists in this way will join the event
immediately without getting placed on the waitlist. Users can also add registrants directly to the session or event
Waitlist from here.
When new space becomes available, the waitlist reacts as follows:
1. The oldest existing waitlist record is identified by checking the registration date/time.
2. One of the following occurs, depending on whether the contact is using automatic registration or not:
If the identified waitlist record has Automatically register set to Yes , then an event registration
record is generated for the contact and the associated waitlist record is deleted.
If the identified waitlist record has Automatically register set to No , then the waitlist record has its
Invited field changed from No to Yes to indicate that space is now available for that contact. You
should create a segment that finds these contacts (where (Automatically-register = No) and (Invited =
Yes)) and then use a customer journey to send them an email that invites them to visit the event
website to accept the slot.

Enable a waitlist for an event
To enable or disable the waitlist for any event (for both event-level and session-level registration):
1. Open the Events work area, go to the events list (Events > Event > Events ), and then open or create an
event.
2. Open the General tab and find the Venue constraints area.

3. Make the following settings:
Maximum event capacity (event-level registration only): Enter the maximum number of people who
can attend your event. The waitlist will only take effect after this number of contacts have registered.
This setting isn't shown if you are using session-level registration; in this case, set the capacity for each
session individually.
Waitlist this event : Set to Yes to enable the waitlist feature and reveal the Waitlist section, which
contains the other settings described here.
Number of invitations per slot : When an extra space becomes available, the system will invite this
many contacts from the waitlist, in the same order they joined. Often you will set this to one, but if you
are using manual waitlist registration, then you might choose a higher number to increase the chance
that at least one contact will follow through with the registration. When a slot opens, the system
changes this many waitlist records' Invited field from No to Yes .
Automatically register waitlisted contacts : Automatic registration is only available for free
events, so if you have one or more passes set up for your event, this setting is never shown because
passes imply a paid event. When shown, set this to Yes to automatically register the next contact in
line when space becomes available. When this is set to Yes , all waitlist records for this event will
therefore have their Automatically register fields set to Yes . When this is set to No , then you can
choose whether or not to allow contacts to choose this option for themselves while joining the waitlist.
Contact can choose to be registered automatically : This option is only shown for free events
where you aren't using automatic registration. If you have or more passes set up for your event, this
setting is never shown because passes imply a paid event. When shown, set this to Yes to provide a
check box on the registration form where contacts can choose to be registered automatically. Choose
No to use manual registration for all contacts. The Automatically register field for each waitlist

record will be assigned to match either this option or the choice made by contacts when they join the
waitlist.

View the waitlist
To see who is currently on the waitlist for any event or session:
1. Open the Events work area, go to the events list (Events > Event > Events ), and then open the event.
2. If you are using session-level registration, then go to the the Agenda tab for the event and open the
session you want to view.
3. Open the Registration and attendance tab for your selected event or session and scroll down to the
Waitlist section. (Note that the Waitlist section is only shown when the waitlist is enabled.)

Here you'll find a list of each contact who is waiting to be invited to this event or session. You can see the
following information for each:
Contact : Shows the name of the contact that registered. This is a lookup value taken from the actual
contact record. Select the name to open the contact record. Double-click anywhere else on a row to
open the waitlist item itself.
Automatically register : Shows whether this contact chose to be registered automatically when
space becomes available.
Invited : Shows whether this contact is now eligible to be invited. This value is initially set to No but
will automatically change to Yes when space becomes available, provided this contact is not set to
register automatically, and this contact is next in line.
Event : Shows the name of the event.
Created on : Shows the date the contact submitted their waitlisted registration.

Send invites for newly available places
When space becomes available for a waitlisted contact using manual registration, you need to let them know so
they can sign up. You can automate the messaging using the standard segmentation and customer journey

features of Dynamics 365 Marketing. The way you set up the segment varies slightly depending on whether you
are using session-level or event-level registration.
Make sure the required entities is being synced
The segmentation engine used by Marketing relies on database information being synced from your main
customer database to an external service that is optimized to work with big data, analytics, and segmentation. To
maximize the performance of your system, you should only sync those specific entities that you want to use in
your segmentation. If you are using waitlists, then you must sync the waitlist entity to enable you to find and
communicate with waitlisted contacts. If you are using session-level waitlisting, then you should also sync the
session entity.
Talk to your system administrator to make sure the waitlisted entity is being synced. If you are the admin, then
go to Settings > Advanced settings > Marketing settings > Marketing data configuration and make
sure the Waitlist Item (msevtmgt_waitlistitem) entity is selected; for session-level waitlisting, also select the
Session (msevtmgt_session) entity. More information: Choose entities to sync with the marketing-insights
service
Create a segment that finds waitlisted contacts to invite
To create a segment that finds contacts who are not using automatic registration, but who should now be invited
to register, do the following:
1. Go to Marketing > Customers > Segments and select New on the command bar. The Segment
templates dialog box opens; select Cancel to close it, and then select Demographic on the Let's
create your segment screen.
2. A new demographic segment opens. Check the view setting near the upper corner of the Definition tab
and make sure it's set to Tree view . (You could use either view, but in this procedure we show and
describe the tree view, so it's a good idea to use it for now.)

3. Open the Add drop-down list under the Contact entity and select Add related entity .

4. A new related entity is added to your query. Select the field with Select related entity in ghost text to
open a large drop-down list of available relations. Type "waitlist" in the field to filter the list and then
select Waitlist Item (Waitlist Item -> Contact (Contact)) from the drop-down list. This relation links
the parent Contact entity to the Waitlist Item entity through the Contact field of the Waitlist entity.
The Contact field identifies the contact associated with each found waitlist item. More information: Move
between entities with relationships

5. Open the Add drop-down list under the new related entity and select Add row to begin defining the
collection of waitlist items you are looking for.
6. A new row is added to your query. Use it to create one of the following logical expressions:
For event-level registration:
Event | Equals | <YourEventName>
Where <YourEventName> is the name of the event.
For session-level registration:
Session | Equals | <YourSessionName>
Where <YourSessionName> is the name of the session.

7. Open the Add drop-down list under the previous row and select Add row . Use the fields and drop-down
lists for the new row to set up the following clause:
Automatically register | Equals | No .

8. Add a third row here and set up the following clause:
Invited | Equals | Yes

9. Select the field above the query that shows Enter segment name as ghost text. Then type a name for
your segment.
10. On the command bar, select Save to save your segment and then select Go live .
Create a customer journey to send messages or invitations to waitlisted contacts
To deliver messages to your waitlist members, set up a customer journey that uses an appropriate segment
(such as the one described in the previous section) followed by an email tile that sends a message that matches
that segment. Set the journey to run for the entire registration period of your event.
Each email message should inform the recipient about what has happened (invited to register or some other
news item), and include an event element to link to the relevant event website or registration page.
For a journey sending invites to waitlisted contacts who aren't auto-registered, consider adding an event tile as a
child of the email-message tile so you can add a trigger that reacts to registration and follows up as needed.
The following example shows a journey that sends email to tell contacts using manual registration that space
has become available for them and that they should register to claim it. Note that the message shows a child
event tile, and that the invite flow includes a trigger, which is set to react by sending a welcome mail to contacts
who register. After a few days, the trigger sends contacts who don't register down the bottom path, where a
workflow removes unresponsive contacts from the waitlist so other waiting contacts can be invited (this
requires that you create a custom workflow to handle this).

More information: Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns, Email marketing overview, Customer
journey tiles reference
See also
Event planning and management
Set up session-level registration and waitlisting
Set up an event

Create and manage recurring events
3/5/2021 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

If you host an event that occurs regularly, such as a monthly partner call, annual developers conference, or
quarterly earnings presentation, then you might benefit by setting up a recurring event. Recurring events
provide many benefits in situations like these, including:
Generate several identical events all at once.
Take advantage of flexible scheduling options, which let you schedule events that occur yearly, monthly, daily,
bi-monthly, semiannually, and more. You can even schedule each event to occur, for example, on the second
Tuesday every other month.
Manage the entire series from a single source. For example, if you change the name of the event series, all
uncustomized events that are a part of the series will also get the new name.
Customize individual event occurrences. For example, you could schedule the August event of the series to
start in the third week of the month, while leaving all other monthly occurrences at the first week of the
month.
Maintain a common schedule for each recurrence. Sessions in an event series are scheduled in relation to the
starting date of each event occurrence (for example, a welcome speech at 8:00 AM on day 1, workshop at
1:00 PM on day 2, and so on). This way, the agenda for each individual event occurrence always follows the
start date of the occurrence.

Set up a recurring event
To set up a recurring event:
1. Open the Events work area and go to Events > Event > Events to open the events list view.
2. Select + New on the commend bar to create a new event.
TIP
It is usually best to create a recurring event from scratch rather than edit an existing single event into a recurring
event.

3. Set up your event by giving it a name and making other basic settings on the General tab as usual, but
don't leave the General tab yet.
IMPORTANT
When you're setting up a recurring event, set the recurring schedule before you add any sessions to the agenda.
This ensures that your sessions are correctly created as recurring sessions (with relative start dates) rather than
absolute sessions (that have a fixed calendar date and therefore won't recur).

4. In the Schedule section on the General tab, set This is a recurring event to Yes . The Event
recurrence section opens.

5. Use the settings in the Event recurrence section to establish the pattern for your schedule of
occurrences. The example shown in the previous screenshot creates a series where each event runs from
9:00 AM – 5:00 PM on the first Monday every other month, and which ends after 10 occurrences.
NOTE
The maximum number of recurrences is 150. If you enter a combination of settings that would produce more than
150 recurrences, you will get a warning and won't be able to save the event until you adjust your settings.

6. Select Save in the bottom-right corner of the window.
7. Continue to set up your event using all the available tabs as needed. More information: Set up an event

Edit all events in a series
When you set up a recurring event, all the events in that series maintain a link to the series itself. That means
you can edit all the noncustomized occurrences at once to, for example, change the venue for all occurrences.
To edit all non-custom events in a series:
1. Open the Events work area and go to Events > Event > Events to open the events list view.
2. Do one of the following:
Find any occurrence of your target event series in the list and select that event to open it. The
Open recurring item dialog opens; select The entire series to edit the entire series (rather than
just the event occurrence you happen to have selected).

Open the view selector (located just above the list) and choose Event Series . The list now shows

just one row for the event series you have set up. Select an event series to open it.

3. Edit the event series as required and save your settings.

Customize individual occurrences from a series
You can customize any individual event that belongs to an event series—for example, to move the summer
occurrence of a quarterly event to an outdoor venue. Customized events stop tracking updates that you make to
the series itself. If you change your mind later, you can revert any customized event to make it track the series
settings again, but this will drop all custom settings for that occurrence.
To change a single event that is part of a series:
1. Open the Events work area and go to Events > Event > Events to open the events list view.
2. Set the view selector to Active Events (or almost anything other than Event Series or Event
Templates ). You should now see a list of individual event occurrences (and non-recurring events).

3. Find and select the event occurrence that you want to customize. The Open recurring item dialog
opens; select Just this one to edit the event occurrence you have selected (rather than the whole series).
Then select OK to make the current occurrence a custom occurrence.

4. Edit your custom occurrence as required and save your settings.

Revert a custom occurrence to a standard occurrence
Customized event occurrences from a series don't track changes made for the series itself. But you can still
revert a customized occurrence to return it to a standard occurrence, which will then adopt all current settings
for the series and return to tracking the series.
To revert a customized event-series occurrence to a standard occurrence from that series:
1. Open the Events work area and go to Events > Event > Events to open the events list view.
2. Set the view selector to Active Events (or almost anything other than Event Series or Event
Templates ). You should now see a list of individual event occurrences (and non-recurring events).

3. Find and select the custom occurrence that you want to revert. The Open recurring item dialog opens;
select Just this one to edit the custom occurrence and then select OK .

4. In the banner at the top of the page, choose As Default to revert the current custom occurrence to a
standard occurrence.

5. Confirm the operation and then save your settings.
See also
Event planning and management
Set up an event

Create and use event templates
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

If you often create similar events, then you can save time by setting up one or more event templates. Each
template can hold all the same settings as a standard event, including:
Basic event setup (name, description, type, and so on)
Event venues
Event sessions and speakers
Event passes
When you create an event from a template, the main template record and all its related records are copied to
create new, standard records. No link to the template remains, so you can now work with your new event just as
you would with an event that you created from scratch.
NOTE
Session speakers aren't part of the event, but are linked to from each session. These links are preserved in the template
and included in events created based on a template, but the speaker records themselves are not copied or otherwise
affected.

Save an event as a template
You can save any event as a template. To do so, open the event and select Save as template on the command
bar.

Create an event from a template
To create a new event based on a template:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the Events work area and go to Events > Event > Events to open the events list.
Select Create from template on the command bar.
The Create from template dialog opens. Use it to find the template you want and then select OK .
Your new event is created. Give it a new name, set its start date, and then select Save in the bottom-right
corner of the window.
NOTE
When you create an event based on a template, it will initially show the start date, end date, and session schedule that
was saved with the template. You can change the start and end date of the event and all of its sessions all at once simply
by changing the event Star t date ; all other dates and times will be adjusted accordingly.

View and edit your event templates
To view the event templates available on your system:
1. Open the Events work area and go to Events > Event > Events to open the events list.
2. Open the view selector (located just above the list) and choose Event templates .

3. The list now shows only event templates. You can open and work with these templates just as you can
with standard events. Changes you make to a template won't affect events that were created based on
that template.
See also
Event planning and management
Set up an event

The event management dashboard
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

The event-management feature provides a preconfigured dashboard that gives a broad overview of your eventplanning activities and the overall results for all your events. It also provides a wall feed that tracks all activities
that are linked to the primary event-related records. Use the dashboard to get a quick overview of all the events
you're planning and to see how successful your previous events have been.
You can see the event-management dashboard on any dashboard page in any area of Dynamics 365. To view it,
choose Event Management Dashboard from the view selector at the top of any dashboard page.
See also
Organize your work

Set up a Microsoft Teams webinar
5/29/2021 • 11 minutes to read • Edit Online

This article explains how to use Microsoft Teams as an online meetings provider for Dynamics 365 Marketing
events. Teams event functionality is now incorporated directly into Marketing, allowing you to use Teams
webinars for one/some to many online events, and Teams meetings for interactive online meetings.
NOTE
To use Microsoft Teams as a webinar provider, you must have a Microsoft 365 license that allows you access to the Teams
service. If you do not have the correct license, you will not see the Teams Meeting, Teams Webinar, or Teams Live Event
options as a part of the Streaming providers list.

Create an online event
To create a Teams event, select Events in the left navigation pane of the Marketing app. Then select +New in the
ribbon. You will see a new banner highlighting that Teams is available as a streaming provider.

NOTE
The field Event Format is hidden from the event form and is automatically set. Set the Do you want to stream this
event toggle to Yes , and it will show the streaming options. If you are using a custom form, ensure that you hide this
field and set the value to Hybrid event .

Event streaming options
After you flip the Do you want to stream this event toggle to Yes , you will have three options for selecting
the streaming provider.
Teams webinars
Use Teams webinars to create online presentations. One or multiple presenters can share content, videos, and
audio. Participants can view the content and optionally engage with the presenters. Audience engagement is in
the form of reactions, posting in the chat, or answering poll questions. The attendees cannot share their own
audio, video, or content.

Webinars are useful for conference keynotes or meetings where a few presenters are presenting to a large
audience. Webinars can support up to 1,000 attendees (in an engagement enabled mode) and up to 10,000
attendees in the view-only mode.
NOTE
You can only create "public" Teams webinars from Dynamics 365 Marketing. These events are open to anyone who
registered for the event.

Webinar settings

The default webinar settings are configured to provide the best attendee and presenter experience. However,
you can easily tweak these settings from your Dynamics 365 Marketing event. To change the default settings, set
the Change meeting options switch to Yes . This reveals the settings for the webinars, which can be tweaked
on a per-event basis.

Read more about Teams Meeting settings here.
Webinar roles
RO L E N A M E

W H AT DO T H EY DO ?

H O W TO C REAT E T H EM ?

Event owner

The user who owns the event record in
Dynamics 365 Marketing.

Set the event owner by using the
Assign button on the event ribbon.

RO L E N A M E

W H AT DO T H EY DO ?

H O W TO C REAT E T H EM ?

Teams meeting owner

The user who created the webinar in
Marketing. The Teams meeting owner
is designated as the owner of the
event in Teams. Changing the owner of
the event record in Marketing does
not change the owner of the webinar
in Teams. Any change to the event
record in Marketing will only reflect in
Teams when done by the owner or
when they select Sync to Teams .

Sign in as this user in Dynamics 365
Marketing and create a new event with
a webinar or meeting stream.

Presenter

In a Teams webinar, a presenter is a
person who presents audio, video, or a
screen to the live event, or moderates
the Q&A. Presenters can only share
audio, video, or a screen (desktop or
window) in webinars produced in
Teams.

If you want to invite another person to
present to the webinar, add them to
the event or the session as a speaker.
To add the person as a speaker, create
a speaker engagement at the event (or
session) level. The speaker is added as
the “presenter” for the webinar. Ensure
that the speaker email ID is filled in.

Invite a guest to present in a webinar
Ensure that the guest user is added to your Teams instance. You only have to do this once. Learn more about
adding guest users: Guest to present
As a best practice, Teams recommends that you create a channel for producers and presenters of the live
event so they can chat and share information before the event. Guests who don't have Microsoft 365
credentials won't see the calendar in Teams. To make it easy for guests to join the event, producers can post
the event link to the channel. Presenters can then open Teams, go to the channel, and select the link to join
the event.
Add a guest as a presenter in your webinar by adding them as a speaker in your event or session in
Dynamics 365 Marketing using the steps detailed in the table above.
Teams meetings
The Teams meetings option allows you to create an interactive online meeting experience where all attendees
can share audio, video, or content. More information about Teams meetings: Meetings in Microsoft Teams
Teams live events
NOTE
We recommend that you use Teams webinars for your presentation event needs. Although Teams live events are still
available, Teams webinars provide richer functionality out of the box.

Use Teams live events to create webinar-style online meetings. Live event presenters can share content, video,
and audio. Attendees can view the content, but cannot share their own audio, video, or content.
Live events are useful for conference keynotes or meetings where a few presenters are presenting to a large
audience. The audience can optionally submit questions using the Q&A feature for the live event. More
information on Teams live events: What are Microsoft Teams live events?
NOTE
You can only create "public" Teams live events from Dynamics 365 Marketing. These events are open to anyone.
Attendees are not required to sign in to attend the event.

Live event settings

SET T IN G

DESC RIP T IO N

Recording available to attendees

Attendees can watch the event on demand using DVR
options for 180 days.

Do you want to enable Q/A for this event

Attendees can interact with producers and presenters in a
moderated Q&A.

Attendee URL

The URL that attendees will use to join the live event.

More information on details and settings for Teams live events: Schedule a Teams live event
Live events roles
RO L E N A M E

W H AT DO T H EY DO ?

H O W TO SET T H EM UP ?

Event owner

The user who owns the event record in
Dynamics 365 Marketing.

Set the event owner by using the
Assign button on the event ribbon

Teams meeting owner

The user who originally created the live
event in Marketing. The Teams
meeting owner is designated as the
owner of the event in Teams. Changing
the owner of the event record in
Marketing does not change the owner
of the live event in Teams. Any change
to the event record in Dynamics will
only reflect in Teams when done by
this user or when they select Sync to
Teams .

Sign in as this user in Dynamics 365
Marketing and create a new event with
a live event or meeting stream.

RO L E N A M E

W H AT DO T H EY DO ?

H O W TO SET T H EM UP ?

Presenter

In a Teams live event, a presenter is a
person who presents audio, video, or a
screen to the live event, or moderates
Q&A. Presenters can only share audio,
video, or a screen (desktop or window)
in live events produced in Teams.

If you want to invite another person to
present to the live event, add them as
a speaker to the event or the session.
To add the person as a speaker, create
a speaker engagement at the event (or
session) level. The speaker is added as
the “presenter” for the live event.
Ensure that the speaker email ID is
filled in.

Producer

A producer is a host that makes sure
attendees have a great viewing
experience by controlling the live event
stream. If you want another user to
have the ability to produce the live
event, you can add the producer user
as an Event Team Member . This will
only work when the Event Team
Member is a Dynamics 365 Marketing
and Microsoft Teams user. On an
event, navigate to the Additional
Information tab and add the team
members. Team members can have
any role in Dynamics 365 Marketing,
but they will always be producers in
the Teams live event.

Notes :
Captions configuration options (Teams preview feature) are not available when creating live events from
Dynamics 365 Marketing.
More about Teams roles: Get started with Microsoft Teams live events
How to invite a guest to present in a Live event
Ensure that the guest user is added to your Teams instance. You only have to do this once. Learn more about
adding guest users: Guest to present
As a best practice, Teams recommends that you create a channel for producers and presenters of the live
event so they can chat and share information before the event. Guests who don't have Microsoft 365
credentials won't see the Calendar in Teams. To make it easy for them to join the event, producers can post
the event link to the channel. Presenters can then open Teams, go to the channel, and select the link to join
the event.
Add a guest as a presenter in your live event by adding them as a speaker in your event or session in
Dynamics 365 Marketing using the steps detailed above.
Others
If your organization has already set up a webinar provider (using ON24), you can find the existing webinar
configurations after setting the streaming provider to Other . Doing so reveals the classic "Webinar
Configuration" settings. More information on the classic webinar settings: Set up a webinar

The Teams live event or meeting attendee link
The Teams attendee URL is created when you save a Marketing event that is being streamed with Teams. You can
navigate to the Teams live event or meeting using the attendee URL.

NOTE
To invite a registrant to join the event, do not share the attendee URL directly. Instead, use the method described below.

Calendar integration
Once a live event or meeting is created or updated, and the producers and presenters are added (by adding
Team members and Speakers) - the meeting will show up in their Outlook calendar as well in their Teams
calendar. This would be a read-only version of the event, and changes made to this event (from the Teams
meeting owner's calendar) would not reflect back in Dynamics 365 Marketing. The speakers and team members
can join the live event from their calendar.
NOTE
Guest users as presenters will not see the event on their calendar. Send guest users the attendee link from the event in
Dynamics 365 Marketing.

Inviting registrants to attend the live event through email
After creating the event, going live with it, and gathering registrations, you should send the registrants an email
to provide the attendee URL. In the Marketing email designer, you will find a new Teams check-in element in
the new Events communication area.
The Teams check-in button generates a unique attendee URL for each registrant. When the registrant selects
the button, Marketing will create a relevant check-in record for them, giving insights about the attendance of the
live event in Marketing.
IMPORTANT
Because the Teams check-in button generates a unique URL for each registrant, anyone who selects the Teams checkin button from a forwarded email will not be able to check in to the event.

TIP
If an attendee selects the Teams check-in button more than 30 minutes before the event starts, the check-in will not
be created. This is a hard-coded feature to prevent accidental check-ins when a recipient tests the link after they receive
the email.

To create a Teams check-in button :
1. Create a new email in the email editor.
2. In the Toolbox pane, go to Events communication and drag and drop the Teams check-in element
into the email. This will create a check-in button.

3. In the Proper ties pane, select the Event or Session you want the customer to join. (Note: the Event or
Session needs to be set to a Teams live event or meeting and must be in “Live” state before you can select
it). Design the button according to the design of the email.

4. To preview the button in the Preview panel, select a contact that has a registration for the selected Event
or Session.

Keeping Dynamics 365 Marketing and Teams in sync

A user who has access to an event record and permissions to edit the record in Dynamics 365 Marketing can
make any change to a record. However, since the same user may not have created the corresponding live event
or meeting in Teams (and thus may not be the "Teams Meeting owner"), the changes the user made to the event
record in Marketing are not propagated to Teams. This functionality is similar to functionality within Teams,
where a user cannot make changes to a live event or meeting created by another user.
In scenarios where event record changes are not propagated to Teams, the Marketing app displays a warning to
any user who is not the Teams meeting owner. If the user who is the Teams meeting owner for that event opens
the event record, the user would see a Sync with Teams button in the ribbon. Clicking on the Sync with
Teams button syncs the changes made to the event by any non-owner users.
NOTE
Teams meeting owners are set to the user who creates the live event or meeting in Dynamics 365 Marketing. You cannot
change the owner once the event has been created. This is different from the owner of the event record in Marketing.

Viewing the event recording
Once the live event is over, the attendees can view the recording of the event by navigating to the attendee URL
from their email. The recording will be available if the creator of the live event in Marketing sets the Recording
available to attendees flag to Yes .
See also
Event management settings
Set up a webinar

Set up a webinar
3/5/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

A webinar (short for "web seminar") is a live event that one or more people can watch simultaneously online.
You can set up any session or event to function as a webinar. An event or session can be webinar-only (where
live attendance is not possible) or a simulcast for attendees who can't make it to the venue to attend a live event.
You can also set an event or session as onsite only, which will disable webinars for that item and hide its webinar
settings.

Webinar prerequisites
Before you can set up a webinar, the following must be in place:
Your organization must have an account with a webinar provider, and you must have sign-in credentials to
access your organization's account with them.
Dynamics 365 Marketing must be configured to use your organization's webinar account. Your administrator
might already have done this for you. If you are the admin, see Event management settings for instructions.
During the webinar itself, you must set up a camera, microphone, projector, and other equipment as required to
capture and broadcast the session through your webinar provider. Check with your webinar provider for
information about how to do this, and always test the system end-to-end before your webinar begins.

Configure an event or session for broadcast as a webinar
To configure an event or session for broadcast as a webinar:
1. Sign in to Dynamics 365 Marketing, and open the event or session that you want to set up as a webinar.
2. On the Event or Session page, find the Format setting (on the General tab) and set it to Webinar (for
webinar-only) or Hybrid (to simulcast a live session).
3. The General tab should now include a Webinar Set-up section. Make the following settings:
Webinar Configuration : Identify the webinar-configuration record you will use for this event or
session. This configuration record establishes the webinar provider and account that you'll use to run
the webinar. Select the magnifying glass icon for this field, and then select a configuration. Your admin
must create a configuration entry for each webinar provider that your organization uses; typically,
you'll just have one. Talk to your admin if you're not sure which to choose (if you are the admin, see
Event management settings for more information).
Webinar Type : Choose the webinar type. This setting can affect the collection of features available to
presenters and attendees of the webinar. The available options are established by your webinar
provider, so please contact your provider if you need more information about which type to choose.
Language : Choose the language the webinar will be presented in.
Producer : Choose the event team member that is responsible for managing the webinar during the
event here. More information: Set up your event team
4. Allow the event or session to save itself (which usually occurs every few seconds), or select Save in the
lower-right corner of the window to save it immediately. As soon as you've saved an event with a valid
webinar configuration, Dynamics 365 Marketing will create the webinar in your webinar provider's
system, which will return the following values:
Webinar URL : A link to the webinar at the webinar provider. Dynamics 365 Marketing uses this link

to synchronize registrations and metrics between the two systems.
Presentation Manager URL : A link that the presenter can use to control his or her presentation.

Send the webinar URL to attendees
Attendees can join the webinar by selecting a link sent to them in email. Some webinar providers may send an
invitation message including this link for you, while others may require that you send out the links (or you may
prefer to send the links yourself).
If you want to send out the links yourself then one way to do so is to set up a customer journey with an event
tile followed by a trigger tile that reacts to event registrations and then an email tile that sends a message with
the URL to each contact that registers.
See also
Event management settings
Early access: Set up a Microsoft Teams webinar

Manage event sponsorships
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Sponsors are people or organizations who contribute funds, equipment, or services in return for having their
logos and messages placed in your event materials (including the event website) or at the event itself.
Open the Events work area and go to Events > Sponsorship Management > Sponsorships to view, edit,
and create sponsorship records. Each record here must be associated with an event record, and the sponsoring
company (account record) must also be stored in Dynamics 365 Marketing. Each record can also include
information about the sponsorship deal itself, including the sponsorship type (money, services, or equipment),
sponsorship value, and other details. If any sponsored articles are associated with this sponsorship, they are also
listed here.
TIP
The event website typically lists the sponsors of each event, where they are shown using a name and logo. For details
about how to add logos to your event sponsors, see Configure website graphics and registration options.

You can also set up Sponsorable articles, which are items that are visibly present at the event, and feature a
sponsor's logo or message. These typically include small freebies given away to event attendees, but could also
be some type of infrastructure or facility provided to event-goers. Go to Events > Sponsorship Management
> Sponsorable ar ticles to view, edit, and create these records. Each sponsorable article record must relate to a
parent sponsorship record (which identifies the sponsoring company and the event) and include price and
quantity information.

Manage attendee logistics and accommodation
availability
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use the entities in the Logistics area to provide information that can help attendees from farther away to plan
accommodation for their trip. Register local hotels, record their contact information, allocate sets of rooms that
will be made available to attendees, and take reservations for the allocated rooms. You can also register various
other types of attendee-facing vendors here, such as airlines, car rentals, food caterers, and more.
Logistics features are mostly informational, and they are not exposed directly to attendees through the standard
event website. For example, you can enter hotel reservations in Dynamics 365 Marketing based on
communications you've had with attendees, but you'd still need to contact the hotel to let them know about the
reservations.
Use the following entities of the Events work area to record and provide logistics services for attendees:
Events > Logistics > Event Vendors : Enter and view event-vendor details here. Each event vendor must be
associated with an account (external company) already recorded in your system. You can assign each vendor
a type, such as hotel group, airline, car rental, and so on.
NOTE A hotel group is typically a company that operates a chain of hotel properties under the same
name, such as Marriott. You can associate individual hotels with the hotel group type, as explained
below.
Events > Logistics > Hotels : Enter and view details about specific hotel properties here. You can associate
each hotel record with a contact from your database, so you'll know who to call if you have any questions for
the hotel. You can associate the hotel record with a hotel group (event vendor) if the property is part of a
group. The hotel group and contact details are shown here, if they are defined. You must always specify the
hotel's address as part of its record. You can also view and add room allocations for the current hotel here.
Events > Logistics > Hotel Room Allocations : Room allocations represent a block of rooms that the
hotel has agreed to make available during your event. Each room allocation record specifies the number of
rooms allocated and the type of rooms they are (single, double, or suite). Each allocation must be associated
with a hotel that is registered in your database. If you have allocated several different room types in the same
hotel, you must set up a separate allocation for each type. You can also view and add room reservations
associated with the current allocation here.
Events > Logistics > Hotel Room Reser vations : Here you can reserve rooms for attendees from among
the rooms you have allocated. More information: Book hotel rooms for staff, speakers, and guests

Set up the event website
3/5/2021 • 18 minutes to read • Edit Online

The event website provides an online resource where people can read about your event and its speakers, create
an account, register for the event, purchase passes, view their session schedule, and more. The following image
shows a simplified site map of your event website as your attendees will see it.

The event site is preconfigured to fetch all the relevant graphics and information for each published event from
Dynamics 365 Marketing, and to enable visitors to create a registration account (including username and
password), edit their profile, register themselves and others for an event, choose session passes, view their event
schedule, and modify or cancel an event registration.

Customize and host the event website
The first time you install Dynamics 365 Marketing, the event website is installed onto your Power Apps portals
solution and is ready to use right out of the box. The website is built using the Angular framework (which makes
it easy to customize) and you can choose to host it anywhere (not just on the Power Apps portals solution). The
following table describes the hosting options.
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Availability

Discontinued (no longer
available)

Installed out-of-the-box;
fully customizable

Download the project,
customize it, and deploy it
to your own server

Event information and
graphics

Fetched directly from
Dynamics 365 event
records

Fetched directly from
Dynamics 365 event
records

Fetched directly from
Dynamics 365 event
records

Payment gateway

Build a gateway page using
native Power Apps portal
entities and customize it
according to instructions
from your third-party
payment provider

Build a gateway page using
native Power Apps portal
entities and customize it
according to instructions
from your third-party
payment provider

Customize the Angular app
according to instructions
from your third-party
payment provider

Registration account and
sign-in

Implemented using native
Power Apps portal features;
works out-of-the-box

Implemented using native
Power Apps portal features;
works out-of-the-box

You must integrate the
event website with Azure
Active Directory (AAD) to
enable registration accounts

The Payment gateway
setting of the event record

Use this setting to select a
Power Apps portal page to
use as the payment
gateway for each event

Use this setting to select a
Power Apps portal page to
use as the payment
gateway for each event

This setting has no effect
for externally hosted event
websites

The Allow anonymous
registration setting of the
event record

Use this setting to control
whether attendees can
register without first
creating a registration
account

Use this setting to control
whether attendees can
register without first
creating a registration
account

This setting has no effect
for externally hosted event
websites

Link to the event website

The URL is generated
automatically for each
event. Check the Event
URL field of the event
record to find it.

The URL is generated
automatically for each
event. Check the Event
URL field of the event
record to find it.

The URL depends on where
you host the site. You can
store the URL in the event
record by selecting the
Custom event URL check
box and then filling in the
Event URL field.

F EAT URE

You can download the Angular project from the Microsoft download center, customize it in your preferred
development environment, build the project, and then either overwrite the version on your Power Apps portal,
set it up as a new site on your portal, or host it on your own server. The entire final site comprises just two files:
a JavaScript file (named main.js ) and a stylesheet (named styles.css ).
The first time you install Dynamics 365 Marketing, the then-current event website is installed onto your Power
Apps portals solution and is ready to use right out of the box. The website won't be updated or overwritten
when you update Dynamics 365 Marketing, so you can freely customize the copy that's installed on your portal.
However, Microsoft will continue to develop the event website and improve it with with each new release of
Dynamics 365 Marketing, so if you want to take advantage of the latest features, you can always download it,
compare it with your own customized site, and add any of the new features that you like.
For more information about how to download the latest version of the event website, customize it, build it, and
then deploy it on a Power Apps portal or external website, see Build and host a custom event website.

Publish events, sessions, tracks, and related records to the website
Most of the information shown on the website comes directly from your event models and their various related
records, so all you need to do get the website online is make sure that all the information is available in
Dynamics 365 Marketing and that the event itself, plus its relevant sessions and tracks, are set to be published
on the website. The event and all its settings remain editable even after you go live, and any changes you make
to a live event, and its related live records, will immediately be reflected on the website too.
Event sessions work similarly to the event itself, and essentially function as sub-events that, taken together,
create the overall event schedule. The event website shows a schedule of live sessions that belong to each event.
An event can include both live and not-live sessions, but only live sessions belonging to live events are shown
on the website.
Event tracks are collections of sessions, usually related by theme or audience. Tracks provide a convenient way
for attendees to register for several related sessions at once. Like event sessions, you must publish each track to
make it appear on the website for its related event. An event can include both live and not-live tracks, but only
the live tracks belonging to live events are shown on the website.
Event, session, and track entities all have a Publish status field, which users can use to store information about
the readiness of the event, including whether it's ready to publish or live. This value is shown as a drop-down list
in the upper-right corner when you are editing an event or session record, but is part of the main form for
session tracks.

The default values for Publish status are Draft , Ready to go live , In progress , Live , and Cancelled . Other
than Live , all these values are for information only, so you can use them to track your work progress and
coordinate with coworkers as needed. The Live value works slightly differently depending on which entity you
are working with as follows:
For events and sessions, the Live value only appears in the Publish status drop-down list while the event
or session is actually live. To go live with an event or session, use the Go live button on the command bar
while the relevant event or session is open. You can stop a live event or session either by selecting Stop on
the command bar or by changing the Publish status to anything other than Live .
When you create a new session using the quick-create form (which you can do while working with the
calendar view on the Agenda tab for an event), the form includes a Publish status drop-down list that does
include the Live value. In this case, you can set the Publish status to Live while creating the session to go
live right away.
For session tacks, use the Publish status drop-down list both to go live and to stop a live track (the
command bar doesn't include Go live or Stop buttons). Set it to Live to publish the track and make it visible
publicly on your event website. Set the Publish status to any value other than Live to hide the track on
your event website. For tracks, the Publish status drop-down list is located on the General tab for the track
record rather than at the side of the header (as it is for events and sessions).
The following table summarizes how to publish each publishable entity to the website, and which types of

information are publish for each of them. Be especially careful and thorough when entering values for published
fields, because they are exposed to the public.
EN T IT Y
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Events

Publish each event manually by
opening the event record and selecting
Go live on the command bar.
Unpublished events won't be shown
on the website.
All published events are listed on
the All Events page of the
website.

Event name, Start date & time, End
date & time, Primary venue,
Description

Sessions

Publish each session manually by
opening the session record and
selecting Go live on the command
bar. Unpublished sessions won't be
shown on the website.
Each published session is listed on
the Sessions page for the event it
belongs to, on the Speaker page
for the speaker presenting it, and
on the Session Tracks page for
tracks it belongs to.

Session title, Start date & time, End
date & time, Session summary,
Detailed description, Session tracks,
Duration

Speakers

Speakers are published automatically
when you publish a session they are
assigned to.
Speakers are listed on the front
page for each event where they
are speaking, on the Speakers
page, and on session pages for
each session they are running. A
speaker profile page shows
additional details and a schedule of
sessions for that speaker.

Name, Photo, Title, About, LinkedIn,
Twitter, Website

Session Tracks

Publish each track manually by
opening the track record and setting
the Publish status to Live . (For
session tracks, the Publish status
menu is located on the General tab
instead of in the header.) Unpublished
tracks won't be shown on the website.
Published external tracks are listed
on the Session Tracks page for
the event they belong to. Each
session track shows its name and a
list of sessions that belong to it
(with links).

Name, Audience

You can only publish external
tracks (not internal ones).

EN T IT Y
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Passes

Passes are published automatically
when you publish the event they
belong to.
All passes associated with a
published session track are listed
on the Pass Information page
for the event the track belongs to.
The system tracks the number of
passes available and the number
assigned, and indicates when
passes are sold out.

Name, Name of the related track
record, Pass price, Sold out status

Sponsors

Sponsors are published automatically
when you publish the event they
belong to.
Sponsors associated with
published events are displayed at
the bottom of most pages of the
website for those events.

Event sponsor (the name of the related
account record), Logo (taken direcly
from the sponsor record, not the
related account)

Configure website graphics and registration options
The website provides several per-event configuration options that you can set up using the relevant event
record, without needing to customize the website code. These include graphics, check-out, and payment options.
Upload and assign website graphics
The website features a banner image for each event, and also shows speaker photos and sponsor logos.
You can set the banner image shown for any event by editing the event record, going to the General tab
and using the Por tal image setting.
Speaker images come from each speaker record (not from the related contact record). To upload a
speaker image, go to Events > Par ticipants > Speakers and open the relevant speaker record. Then
select the existing photo (or generic placeholder) in the heading area of the page to open a dialog where
you can upload an image. More information: Set up an event

Sponsor images come from each sponsorship record (not from the related account record), which you
can edit by working in the event record where the sponsorship applies (found on the Agenda tab, which
links to related sponsorship records), or by finding the appropriate sponsorship record under Events >
Sponsorship management > Sponsorships . As with speaker images, you can upload an image (such
as a logo) to be displayed on the event website by selecting the existing photo (or the generic
placeholder) in the heading area of the sponsorship record page.
Set registration options

When a visitor to the website decides to register for your event, they proceed as follows:
1. Open the event website and choose an event.
2. Select the Register button.
3. The registration page opens. If you've enabled anonymous registration, then the visitor can enter registration
details right away, or they can choose to sign in (or to create an account first). If you've disabled anonymous
registration, then they must sign in or create an account before they can register anyone.
The registration can allow several people to be registered at once, or you can set it to allow just one
attendee to be registered at a time.
If your event offers pass-level registration and includes more than one pass, then the form allows a
different pass to be selected for each registrant as needed. (Session-level registration isn't available
when you use this option.)
If your event offers session-level registration, then the form allows the registrant to assemble their
own schedule from all available sessions. (Passes and online payment aren't available if you use this
option)
If you've chosen to enable a CAPTCHA, then the visitor must fill out the CAPTCHA field to continue
after entering details about each registrant.
One advantage of creating a registration account is that those contacts can sign in again to view their
event schedules and to cancel registrations if needed.
If you are hosting the event website on a Power Apps portal, then visitors who use the site to create a
registration account must do so using an email address that doesn't belong to any contact already in
your database.
4. If your event requires payment, a payment gateway opens and the visitor must enter their payment details.
5. When payment confirmation is received (or right away, if no payment is required), contact records are
matched or created (as required) and registration records are created and linked to each new or existing
contact that was entered into the registration form.
6. If you've enabled lead generation for the event, then a new lead record will be generated for each registered
contact.
Here's how to configure each of the options that's described as optional in the previous procedure:
1. Do the following if you want to support online payment for events:
Create an account with a third-party payment provider.
Customize your event website (or set up the portal) to include a payment page that interacts with your
payment provider. More information: Set up online payment for events.
Set up at least one pass for the event. (Events with no passes assigned will skip the payment page.)
2. Go to Events > Event > Events and then open or create an event.
3. On the General tab of the event form, go to the Key information section. If you want to generate a lead for
each contact that gets registered for this event, set Create leads for event registrations to Yes .
4. Scroll down to the Website section and make the following settings:
Enable CAPTCHA : Set to Yes to include a CAPTCHA field on the registration page. Set to No to hide
it. This setting works for both portal hosted and externally hosted event websites.
Por tal payment gateway : If you are hosting the event website on a Power Apps portal, set this to
the name of the portal page that you set up to implement a payment gateway. A default or simulated
payment page may be used if you leave this setting blank (to disable payment, either customize the
site to remove the feature, or don't create any passes for your free events). This setting has no effect if
you are hosting your event website externally.
Enable multi-attendee registration : Set this to Yes to allow users of the event website to register
several attendees at once. Set to No to allow just one attendee per registration.
Allow anonymous registrations : If you are hosting the event website on a Power Apps portal, set
this to No to require all visitors to create an event-website account before they can register

themselves or others for an event; set to Yes to allow visitors to register without creating an eventwebsite account. This setting has no effect if you are hosting your event website externally; see Build
and host a custom event website for details about how to enable registration accounts on externally
hosted sites.
5. Go to the Agenda tab and set the Allow registrants to create their own agenda option to Yes if you
want to use session-level registration, or to No to use pass-level registration (with optional online payment).
6. Save your settings.

Simulate payment for demo purposes
If you'd like to demo the event website checkout process, but haven't yet set up the integration with a thirdparty payment provider, then you can enable simulated payment as described in Event administration.
WARNING
You must only enable simulated payment when presenting a demo of the event website. You must always disable it again
before going to production because the simulated feature can introduce a security vulnerability if enabled in a production
environment.

Generate and match contacts and leads from event registrations
When a new event registration is received, Dynamics 365 Marketing looks to see if a matching contact record
already exists. If a match is found, then a new event registration is created and linked to that contact. If no match
is found, a new contact record is created and linked to the new registration record.
Your admin can choose to match incoming registrations by email alone; first name and last name; or email, first
name, and last name. For details about how to choose your matching strategy, see Event administration.
If you choose to enable lead generation for events, then a new lead will also be generated for each registration
and linked to the appropriate contact. The system won't attempt to match to an existing lead. To control whether
or not to generate new leads for any event, open the event record and set the Create leads for event
registrations option to Yes or No .

Open the event website
To find the URL for your sample event website and open it:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the relevant event record.
Make sure the Publish status is set to Live .
Open the General tab and find the Key information section.
The Event URL field here shows the address of the website for this event. This URL is provided automatically
if you're using the event website that was installed together with Dynamics 365 Marketing, but if you're
hosting the site somewhere else, you (or another user) must mark the Custom event URL check box and
specify this value as required. Select the globe button at the edge of this field to open the URL.

The URL for any specific event takes the following form:
https://<domainAndPath>/?event=<ReadableEventID>

Where:

<domainAndPath> is the location where you installed the event website on your portal or external site.
<ReadableEventID> is a readable ID that was generated the first time you saved the event record (based on

the event name). To find this value, open the relevant event record, go to the General tab, scroll to the
Website section, where you'll find the Readable event ID . If you leave off this ID then the event website
opens to a list of available events.

Privacy notice
IMPORTANT
Many countries/regions (including the European Union) require that you get consent before setting a cookie on a user's
machine. It is your organization's responsibility to be aware of, and conform to, all relevant laws and regulations in the
markets where you operate, including consent to set cookies. You can read more about the EU regulations at
ec.europa.eu/ipg/basics/legal/cookies/. Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies in the following ways:
Marketing pages created and hosted by Dynamics 365 Marketing use cookies to enable the pre-fill feature for known
contacts, and to log when any contact opens a marketing page. Dynamics 365 Marketing pages and page templates
do not include a cookie-consent feature, so you must add it. One way to do this is by adding JavaScript to the section
of your pages using the HTML editor of the page designer. You could develop your own JavaScript or use one of the
many free or licensed solutions already available. You could also use the built-in privacy statement for marketing pages
to announce your use of cookies; however, this might not be sufficient in all jurisdictions because it won't stop the
server from setting the cookie—it just informs visitors that cookies are being used (for more information about this
feature, see Configure landing pages. More information: Create and deploy marketing pages
The websites feature uses cookies to log visits to any web page where you place the tracking script. Cookies work
together with the marketing-pages feature to identify contacts by matching the visitor IDs to landing-page
submissions. If your website already uses cookies and includes a consent feature, then it probably covers the Dynamics
365 Marketing website script. However, if you don't have cookie consent built into your website, you must add it
before adding the website script to pages that market to residents of relevant countries/regions. More information:
Register link clicks and website visits
The event portal uses a session cookie to enable contacts to sign in and register for events. More information: Set up
the event portal. Additionally, it uses cookies to store the user's language.
More information: How Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies

See also
Set up online payment for events
Change the URL for event websites hosted on Power Apps portals
Create interactive features with or without portals
Set up an event
Go live with publishable entities and track their status

Set up online payment for events
5/18/2021 • 7 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTE
Effective November 2020:
Common Data Service has been renamed to Microsoft Dataverse. Learn more
Some terminology in Microsoft Dataverse has been updated. For example, entity is now table and field is now column.
Learn more
This article will be updated soon to reflect the latest terminology.

If you have one or more events where contacts must purchase a pass, then your contacts will probably
appreciate being able to pay for their passes online while they are registering for the event on your event
website.
To enable online payment, you must make an agreement with a third-party payment provider who can
authenticate and capture payment details. Your payment provider will supply you with details about how to
implement their system, which you'll usually do by adding code supplied by your provider to a web page
running on your event website. You'll typically also need to tell your provider the URL to request from Dynamics
365 Marketing to indicate a successful payment.
Once your new payment gateway is in place on your event website, you can configure your various events to
use it, or assign it as the default for all new events.
The procedure for building and enabling a payment gateway depends on how you host your event website:
If you are hosting the event website on a Power Apps portal, then see Create a payment gateway when
hosting on the Power Apps portal for instructions.
If you are hosting the event website on an external server, then see Create a payment gateway when hosting
on an external site for instructions.

Create a payment gateway when hosting on the Power Apps portal
Add a new payment gateway to your event website
To add a new payment page to your event website:
1. Make an agreement with a third-party payment provider and prepare a web page that provides a
payment front end, as described in their documentation.
2. Sign in to Dynamics 365 Marketing and go to the custom app by choosing Dynamics 365—custom
from the app selector.

3. In the custom app, use the area switcher at the bottom left of the page to open Por tals . Then go to
Content > Web Templates

4. Select + New on the control bar to create a new web template.
5. Enter a Name for your template and set the Website to the Event Por tal . Then paste the web-page
code you developed for the gateway into the Source field.

6. Save your template by selecting the Save button at the bottom-right corner of the window.
7. Go to Por tals > Website > Page Templates and select + New on the command bar to create a new
page template.

Make the following settings:
Name : Enter a name for your page template.
Website : Select the Event Por tal .
Type : Set to Web Template .
Web Template : Select the web template that you created earlier in this procedure.
8. Save your page template.

9. Go to Por tals > Content > Web Pages and select + New on the command bar to create a new web
page.

Make the following settings:
Name : Enter a name for your web page.
Website : Select the Event Por tal .
Parent Page : Select Home .
Par tial URL : Enter a folder name that you want to show in the URL path for this page. This text must
form part of a valid URL, so use only letters, numbers, hyphens, and underscores (avoid spaces,
special characters, invalid URL characters, and slashes). This value becomes part of the page URL
using the following pattern: https://<YourPortalDomain>/<PartialURL>/ .
Page Template : Select the page template that you created earlier in this procedure.
Publishing State : Set to Published .
10. Save your page. Your new payment gateway is now available to your event website.
Set the payment gateway for an event
To assign a payment gateway to an event:
1. In the Marketing app, go to Events > Event > Events to open the events list.
2. Find and open an existing event or create a new one.
3. On the General tab of the Event form, scroll down to the Website section and select your payment
gateway page in the Por tal payment gateway field.

4. Restart your portal or refresh its server cache to make sure your new setting takes effect right away. For
instructions, see How can I fix occasional portal issues?.
NOTE
The payment gateway is only displayed for events that have at least one event pass configured for them. More
information: Set up event passes

Receive payment confirmation
For details about how to develop the system for receiving payment and finalizing registrations, see Develop a
system to finalize event registration later in this topic.

Create a payment gateway when hosting on an external site
If you are hosting the event website on your own web server, then you must download and customize the event
website to include the payment option as needed. Your payment provider will give you the instructions you need
to interact with their system.
For more information about how to download the latest version of the event website, customize it, build it, and
then deploy it on a Power Apps portal or external website, see Build and host a custom event website.
For details about how to develop the system for receiving payment and finalizing registrations, see Develop a
system to finalize event registration later in this topic.
NOTE
When you are hosting on an external site, the Payment gateway and Allow anonymous registration settings for the
event record have no effect. You can implement these preferences by customizing the site directly.

Develop a service to finalize event registration
After a contact submits their registration and payment details, the following events occur:

1. The event website sends a registration request to the Dynamics 365 Marketing "register" endpoint.
2. Dynamics 365 Marketing creates a temporary event registration, associates it with the current browser
session, and then opens a page that links or redirects to your payment provider and forwards the payment
details.
3. On capturing payment, the payment provider must confirm with Dynamics 365 Marketing by calling a
custom back-end service created by you. Your custom service must authenticate against your Dynamics 365
Marketing instance and trigger a custom action called msevtmgt_FinalizeExternalRegistrationRequest
(described later in this section).
4. When your back-end service triggers the custom action, Dynamics 365 Marketing finalizes the registration
by turning the temporary registration into a standard registration record that users can see in the system.
For registrations that include several attendees, a separate registration record is created for each of them.
You'll probably need assistance from a developer to create the custom back-end service. You (or your developer)
can use any implementation technology you like to create it.
Your back-end service must authenticate against your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance to enable the service to
execute the custom actions needed to finalize the workflow. More information: Authenticate to Microsoft
Dataverse with the Web API
Depending on your payment provider, your back-end service may also be able to apply additional checks to the
transaction. This isn't strictly required to finalize the registration, but it is good practice. If you need additional
purchase details to verify the transaction, you can get the data by executing the custom action
msevtmgt_GetPurchaseDetailsAction . It expects the input parameter PurchaseId , which is the ID of the temporary
event registration. The output result of this custom action returns the event name, purchase amount, currency
name, ISO currency code, and currency symbol.
Starting with version 1.12.10024 (June 2020), the custom action msevtmgt_ListDetailedPurchaseInfo can be used
to retrieve additional purchase details. It expects the input parameter PurchaseId , which is the ID of the
temporary event registration. The output result of this custom action returns the event name, purchase amount,
currency name, ISO currency code, currency symbol, and a list of attendees.
After your back-end solution has verified payment, it must invoke the
msevtmgt_FinalizeExternalRegistrationRequest (or adx_FinalizeExternalRegistrationRequest if you are using a
version prior to 1.13 (April release 2019)) custom action against your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance. This
custom action requires the following input parameters:
: The ID of the temporary event registration that was generated after the contact submitted their
registration and payment details.
ReadableEventId : A value that uniquely identifies the event. One way that you can see this is by opening the
relevant event record, going to the General tab and finding the Readable event ID field.
UserId : Identifies the contact who made the purchase. This is the ID for the contact record in Dynamics 365.
PurchaseId

For more information about how to execute custom actions, see Use Web API actions.
See also
Set up the event website

Change the URL for event websites hosted on
Power Apps portals
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If you chose to integrate with a Power Apps portal when you installed Dynamics 365 Marketing, then you were
able to choose an initial subdomain for the portal. The resulting URL for the portal takes the form:
MySubdomain .microsoftcrmpor tals.com . That URL then becomes the standard domain at which your event
website is hosted under a path such as MySubdomain .microsoftcrmpor tals.com/events/ EventID . Each
time you go live with an event, a link to that event on the event website is added to the event record (in the
Event URL field on the General tab for the event). This is also the URL that you will share with contacts who
want to register for your event.
If you aren't satisfied with the subdomain name you chose when you installed Marketing, then you can change it
any time (however, the base domain must still be microsoftcrmpor tals.com ).
WARNING
Changing the subdomain of your portal will affect all Dynamics 365 Marketing features that are integrated with that
portal, including the event website for all events and all marketing pages that are published there. This means that all
existing links to those resources will no longer work after you change the subdomain. The most important of these is your
subscription center, which must be accessible, by law in many countries/regions, via a link in all marketing email messages
that you send. Be sure to plan carefully when you choose to change your portal subdomain to ensure that all the email
campaigns you are running will continue to provide valid links to your subscription center, event website, and all
marketing pages linked to by your marketing email messages. It is your organization's responsibility to ensure your
marketing initiatives are in full conformity with all relevant laws and regulations.

Change the default portal URL for events and pages
To change the URL for your portal and the default URL for your events and pages:
1. If you haven't already done so, change the subdomain for your Power Apps portal by following the
instructions given in Change the base URL of a portal. Be sure to read the warning in the introduction to
this topic before changing this.
2. In Dynamics 365 Marketing, select Marketing in the top ribbon to change apps, then select Power Apps
por tals .

3. You are now in the Portals app. Go to Por tals > Website > Website bindings .
4. A list of website bindings opens. Often, there will be just one. Select the binding for your event portal to
open it. This same website is normally used for both the event website and all marketing pages on the
same portal.

5. Edit the Site name field to match the new name you selected as your portal base URL. Enter the full
domain and subdomain, such as MySubdomain .microsoftcrmpor tals.com .

Update existing events and marketing pages records
After you've changed your portal subdomain, all new events will show the new base URL in their Event URL
field on going live. However, all existing events will still show the old URL, which no longer works.
Marketing pages published to the same portal are also affected in similar ways. Like events, pages provide a
clickable link to the page itself (in the Full page URL field on the Summar y tab), which will continue to show
the old (nonfunctioning) URL until you update them.
IMPORTANT
After changing your portal subdomain, you must update the URL for all events and pages that you link to in any
marketing email that you will send now or in the future. When you send the message, each of these links uses the thencurrent value the URL fields of those resources. This occurs at email send time, not email publish time, so provided you
change the URL for each page and event record, all email messages that are already live will use the new URL when they
are sent by a customer journey. You don't need to modify or republish the messages themselves.

WARNING
If your subscription center is hosted on your portal, then it is especially important that you update its URL as described in
the following procedure. If you don't, you risk sending marketing email messages that violate local laws. Also, after you
change this URL, all the marketing emails you previously sent will no longer contain a working unsubscribe link, so you
should consider sending an announcement about the change to all of the contacts you market to. It is your organization's
responsibility to ensure your marketing initiatives are in full conformity with all relevant laws and regulations.

To update the URL for any existing, live event or page record after changing your portal URL, you must stop and
then republish each individual record. To do this:
1. Open the event or page.
2. Select Stop on the command bar.
3. Select Go live on the command bar. The Event URL or Full page URL field is now updated, so all
marketing emails that refer to these events and pages will now use the correct new URL.
4. Repeat this procedure for each page or event record that you are still using. We recommend that you do it
for all events and pages in your system.
You can update the URLs for many events at the same time, but you'll still need to update marketing pages one
at a time. To update several events at once:
1. Go to Marketing > Event management > Events to open the events list.
2. Place a check mark in the left column for each event you want to change. Or select the check mark in the
head of the table to select all the events currently displayed. (If you have several pages of events in your
list, you can't select events on other pages, so you'll need to repeat this procedure for each page if you
need to update all events.)
3. Select Edit on the command bar. The Change multiple records dialog box opens. Expand the Header
section here.

4. Set the Header > Publish status drop-down list to Draft and then select the Change button to apply
your change.

5. You return to the events list. Select the same set of events as before and then select Edit on the command
bar once again.
6. Set the Header > Publish status drop-down list to Live and select the Change button to apply your
change.
7. All the events you selected now show the updated Event URL .
See also
Set up the event website

Add custom fields to your event registration form
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The default registration form presented by the event website includes fields for first name, last name, email
address, and pass type (for paid events with at least one pass). If you'd like to receive additional information
from attendees, such as for special needs, food allergies, or a gift preference, then you can easily add these as
custom fields to your registration form. You can choose which custom fields to add to each event, and your
registration records will include the values submitted by registrants.

Set up a custom registration field
Go to the Custom registration fields page to view and create all the custom registration fields that are
available for use with your various events. You'll be able to choose which of these to include for each of your
events. To set up your custom fields:
1. Open the Events work area and go to Events > Event > Custom registration fields .
2. A list of your current custom fields is shown. Select New from the command bar to add a new field or
select any listed field to edit that field.

3. Make the following settings:
Owner : The name of the user who owns this record.
Text : The field label, exactly as it will be shown on the form.
Is Required : Sets whether Dynamics 365 Marketing should require registrants to specify a value for
this field. Set this to Yes to mark the field as required.
Type : Sets the type of input field created on the form. Simple text creates a text field where
registrants can type a value. Boolean creates a check box (yes or no option); Single choice creates a
drop-down list, where registrants can choose just one value; and Multiple choice creates a set of
check boxes, where registrants can enable as many options as they want.
Choices : This setting is only shown when the Type is set to Single choice or Multiple choice . Enter
each available option here, with options separated by a carriage return.
4. Choose Save in the bottom-right corner of the window to save your settings.

Add a custom registration field to an event
Once you have set up the custom fields you require, you can assign them to events as needed. To assign a
custom field to an event:
1. Go to Events > Event > Events .
2. A list of your current events is shown. Select New from the command bar to add a new event or select
any listed event to edit that event. (If you are creating a new event, then enter values for all required fields
and choose Save in the bottom-right corner of the window to save it before continuing.)
3. Go to the Registration & attendance tab and then look at the Event custom registration fields
section, which lists all the custom fields already enabled for this event. If the field you are looking for isn't
already listed, then select the Add new event custom field button at the top of this list.

4. A new page opens, where you can set up the field for this event. Make the following settings:

Custom registration field : Select an existing custom field that is already set up for your instance as
described in the previous section.
Event : This is the event where you will add this custom field. The current event should already be
shown here.
Order : Enter an integer to control the position of this field (relative to other custom fields). Lowest

values are displayed first in the registration form.
5. Choose Save in the bottom-right corner of the window to save your settings.

Read all custom field values submitted for an event
Each event record provides a list that shows all the custom-field values submitted by registrants for that event.
To see them:
1. Go to Events > Event > Events and open an event.
2. Go to the Registration & attendance tab for your selected event.
3. Scroll down to the Event registration section. The Registration responses table here lists each value
supplied by each registrant for each custom field.

Read custom field values submitted for individual registrations
Each event registration record includes the values that the registrant entered for each custom field. To read
them:
1. Do one of the following to open a registration record:
Go to Events > Event > Event registrations to open a list of all registrations for all events. Find and
open a registration in the list.
Go to Events > Event > Events and open an event. Then go to the Registration & attendance tab.
Find and open a registration from the Event registration section of the page.
Go to Marketing > Customers > Contacts and open a contact. Then go to the Events Attended
tab and find and open a registration record in the Registered events section of the page.
2. Once you have an event registration record open, go to its Registration Responses tab.

3. The Registration responses table here shows each custom-field value that was submitted together
with this event registration.

Invite, register, and house event attendees
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After your event is fully modeled in Dynamics 365 Marketing, you're ready to start promoting it. The system
provides many tools to help you do this.

Invite contacts to your events
After your event is planned and set up, it's time to start promoting it! Dynamics 365 Marketing provides several
tools to help you do this:
Create a marketing email message that includes an event element in its design. The event element creates a
call-to-action button in your message that takes message recipients directly to your event website. More
information: Email marketing overview and Event elements.
Set up a customer journey that sends your marketing email message to all the relevant contacts, registers
message interactions, and reacts to event registrations. More information: Use customer journeys to create
automated campaigns.
Create banners and social media posts to promote your event. Include a link to your event website in each
post, and use the Dynamics 365 Marketing redirect-URL feature to create short URLs that register clicks with
Dynamics 365 Marketing and instantly forward contacts to your event website. You could create a different
redirect URL for each social-media site, banner, or message, which would enable you to collect separate click
results for each URL, so you can evaluate the success of each channel or initiative. More information: Set up
redirect URLs

Register attendees for events, sessions, and passes
Event registration enables attendees to sign up for your event and reserve their seats for specific sessions or
tracks. It also helps you gauge interest in the event, and to signal demand to event planners for purposes such
as capacity planning. Event managers can use registration records to evaluate in advance how many resources
they'll need to have available, which sessions require larger rooms, or even whether a session should be
canceled. Advance registration also enables attendees to be confident that their place is reserved for all the
sessions they want to attend.
The event website enables contacts to register themselves for any event that you are managing in Dynamics 365
Marketing. Depending on the registration options you've chosen, attendees may be able to choose their
schedule by selecting among available passes (each of which grants access to a different collection of sessions),
or by selecting each session individually to assemble their own custom schedule. A simple event might just have
one registration option that applies to all attendees. You can even implement online payment, but some custom
development is required. Waitlists are available for sold out events or sessions.
Dynamics 365 Marketing users can also register attendees manually by creating event registrations, session
registrations, and pass assignments directly in the app. This lets you provide phone-based registration, for
example. Manual registrations also enable users to bypass the Waitlists if needed.
Each registration results in an event-registration record, which pulls together a registrant's profile, their passes,
the sessions they'll attend, and, eventually, the sessions they did attend. Each registration record has a unique ID,
which the system encodes into a QR code that you can embed in a registration-confirmation email sent to each
registrant (see also Event registration QR code elements). You'll also find the QR code embedded in each
registration record so you can use it in other contexts, such as to print badges to be handed out at the event.
At the event, event organizers can scan the QR code presented by each attendee to capture the registration ID,

which can then be used to verify the registration and/or register attendance at each event or session. The QR
code provides only a registration ID, so event organizers must do some custom development to implement the
verification, check-in, and registration features they need. One way to do this could be by creating a custom
smartphone app.
To view all current registrations and pass assignments, and to create them manually in the system, work in
either of the following entities of the Events work area:
Events > Event > Event Registrations : You can view and create registrations for all events here.
Events > Event > Events : Open an event record here and go to the Registration & Attendance tab to
view and create registrations for the selected event. To view or create individual session registrations, go to
the Agenda tab of the event record and open a session listed there.

Set up segments for communicating with event attendees
As you prepare for (or follow up after) an event, you'll probably want to communicate with people who signed
up for it from time to time. One good way to do this is to set up a segment to find the right attendees and then
create a customer journey that sends email messages to them, sets up follow-up activities, and more.
To create segments that find contacts associated with event entities, your system must synchronize event-related
entities with the marketing-insights service. If your Marketing instance isn't already set up to sync the required
event entities, talk to your admin about setting this up. If you are the admin, then see Choose entities to sync
with the marketing-insights service for instructions. The primary event entity (Event) is normally set to sync by
default, but the event registration entity (Event Registration), which can be useful for communicating with
registered contacts, is not.

Book hotel rooms for staff, speakers, and guests
If your organization has set up hotels and room allocations for your event in Dynamics 365 Marketing, you can
view and create room bookings by going to Events > Logistics > Hotel Room Reser vations . Each room
booking links an event-registration record (and its associated contact) to a hotel room allocation set up in
Dynamics 365 Marketing. Each room allocation represents a block of rooms of a specific type (single, double, or
suite) at a specific hotel during a specific event. After all the rooms in an allocation are booked, that allocation is
considered sold out unless you can request more from that hotel. Room bookings don't specify a room number,
just a room type (based on allocation) and a unique reservation number.
More information: Manage attendee logistics and accommodation availability
See also
Email marketing overview
Event elements
Create automated campaigns
Customer journey tiles reference
Set up the event website
Create an interactive customer journey with conditions and signup

Follow up after the event
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After an event is over, you'll want to evaluate how it went and start following up.

Collect attendee feedback with a survey
Dynamics 365 Marketing includes Customer Voice, which is a feature for creating online surveys and analyzing
the results. We recommend that you take advantage of this feature by creating a follow-up survey for attendees
to give feedback on the event.
To promote the survey, you might create a marketing email message that links to it and deliver that message to
a segment of attendees that you've set up. You might even provide an incentive for submitting the survey, such
as a free download. You can include this message in the same customer journey that you used to promote the
event, but use trigger and scheduler tiles to ensure the message is only sent after the event, and only to people
who attended.
NOTE
The surveys feature currently provides limited functionality: anonymous surveys can be added to emails but can't serve as
triggers in customer journeys.

More information:
Create and run online surveys.
Email marketing overview.
Use customer journeys to create automated campaigns

Hand off to sales
Contacts who take the time to attend your marketing events are quite likely to be serious about making a
purchase, so you'll want to follow up with them right away to keep them interested. Because Dynamics 365
Marketing integrates your marketing and sales operations, your salespeople also have access to all the new
contacts and leads your event has generated. They can act right away by getting in touch with contacts and
setting up new opportunities.
During the event, people from your organization might have been busy talking to potential customers and
collecting their contact details. They might register these details in Dynamics 365 Marketing while at the event
or type them all in soon afterwards. Contacts who registered by using the event website automatically become
contacts in Dynamics 365, and your lead-generation and lead-scoring rules in Dynamics 365 Marketing might
have resulted in sales-ready leads based on registrations and other interactions. Other leads might not be salesready yet but could be good candidates for your next nurturing campaign.

Review events and sessions attended by any contact
Event and session attendance records are available for all contacts. This information can be very helpful to
salespeople when identifying their hottest leads, or when preparing for a call or meeting. Just open a contact
record and go to its Events Attended tab.

View and analyze event results

By the time your event is finished, you'll have generated a wealth of new data in Dynamics 365, and the system
is well-equipped to help you analyze that data by using detailed analytics. Here are a few places where you can
look for event analytics:
The event management dashboard : This dashboard gives a broad overview of your event planning
activities and results from all your events. You can view it by choosing Event Management Dashboard
from the view selector at the top of any dashboard page in Dynamics 365. More information: The event
management dashboard
Event records : Open the Events work area, go to Events > Event > Events , and open the main event
record for your event to see results and analytics that relate to that event only. These offer much more detail
than the dashboard does about many aspects of the event.
See also
Manage customer information
Customer journey tiles reference

Record and view financial information for events
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You can record financial information for your events with Dynamics 365 Marketing. For example, you can:
Record speaker costs (standard cost or for an engagement).
Record venue costs (standard cost or for an event).
Record sponsorship income for event sponsorship.
Record individual sponsored articles, with the total cost of all sponsored articles calculated for an event.
Record prices for event passes.
View high-level financial data for an event combined with calculated values for venue costs and sponsorship
income.

Record speaker costs
To record a speaker's standard fee:
1. Open the Events work area and go to Events > Par ticipants > Speakers .
2. Open or create a speaker record.
3. On the General tab, set the Speaker cost to the standard price usually requested by that speaker.
To record a speaker's fee for an engagement:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open the Events work area and go to Events > Event > Event .
Open or create an event record.
Go to the Agenda tab of the event record.
Under the Speaker engagement section, open or create a speaker engagement.
On the General tab of the speaker-engagement record, set the Speaker cost to the price that applies to this
engagement.

Record venue costs
To record a venue's standard cost:
1. Open the Events work area and go to Events > Venue management > Buildings .
NOTE
You can't specify prices for individual rooms.

2. Open or a building record.
3. On the General tab of the venue or building record, set the Cost to the standard price normally charged for
that venue or building.
To record a venue's cost for an event:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the Events work area and go to Events > Event > Event .
Open or create an event record.
Go to the Financials tab of the event record.
The Event venue cost field shows the cost of the main venue selected for the event. If your price is different

for this event, then edit this value as needed. After you edit the value, it no longer automatically tracks the
cost of the event venue. Delete the value to reset.
NOTE
This value doesn't roll up the individual costs of sub-venues, if available—it only shows the cost of the main venue.

Record sponsorship revenue
There are several types of sponsorships, including monetary, services, and equipment. Of these, you can only
record revenue for sponsorships where the Sponsorship type is set to Monetar y .
To record revenue from a sponsorship:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the Events work area and go to Events > Sponsorship management > Sponsorships .
Open or create a sponsorship record.
Make sure that Sponsorship type is set to Monetar y .
Set the Sponsorship amount to the price this sponsor has agreed to pay to sponsor your event.

To view or record the total sponsorship revenue for an event:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the Events work area and go to Events > Event > Event .
Open or create an event record.
Go to the Additional information tab of the event record and find the Financials section.
The Revenue from sponsorship field shows the sum of all sponsorship revenue associated with the event.
If your total revenue is different from this, you can edit the value as needed. After you edit the value, it no
longer tracks the totals from all sponsorships. Delete the value to reset.

Record the cost of sponsored articles
Typically, sponsored articles are event facilities or giveaways that are sponsored by an external company. If your
organization pays for the articles, you can record the cost in the relevant sponsored article record. Each
sponsored article record is associated with a parent sponsorship record, where you can record revenue for the
sponsored articles.
To record the cost of a sponsored article:
1. Open the Events work area and go to Events > Sponsorship management > Sponsorable ar ticles .
2. Open or create a sponsorable articles record.
3. Make sure that a parent Event sponsorship record is identified. This is where you should record any
revenue associated with this sponsorable articles record.
4. Set the Number of units to the number of units included in the deal.
5. Set the Cost per unit to your price for each unit.
Note that the total cost for the sponsored article is computed for you and displayed in the Total cost field.

Record prices for event passes
In addition to sponsorships, you can gain revenue from an event by charging for admission. Manage this by
setting up event passes, which function as tickets, to your event.
To assign a price to an event pass:
1. Open the Events work area and go to Events > Event > Event .
2. Open or create an event record.

3. Go to the Registration and attendance tab of the event record and find the Passes section. Here you can
view and create each type of pass that is available for the event.
4. Open or create a pass in the Pass section.
5. Set the Pass price to the price of the pass.

Record and review overall event financial data
Each event record provides an Additional information tab that includes a Financials section where you can
view and record financial details for the event. Financial details include:
Target revenue . Records an estimate of the total revenue from pass sales, sponsorships, and other
revenues. This can be useful during budget planning. This field is not calculated, so you can enter any value
you want.
Total registration fee (package cost) : Records the total registration fee. This field is not calculated, so you
can enter any value you want.
Event venue cost . Tracks the standard cost of the main venue assigned for the event, as recorded in the
venue record. However, the default does not include rolled-up costs of sub-venues or other costs. You can
edit this value if needed, but once edited, it will stop automatically tracking the cost of the main venue. Delete
the value to reset.
Miscellaneous costs . Records any miscellaneous costs. This field is not calculated, so you can enter any
value you want.
Total revenue from the event . Records the total actual revenue from the event according to your records.
This field is not calculated, so you can enter any value you want.
Currency . Specify the currency you are using for all the values on this page.
Budget allocated . Records the total amount you intend to spend on the event. This field is not calculated, so
you can enter any value you want.
Total cost of external members . Records the total cost of external members. This field is not calculated, so
you can enter any value you want.
Total cost of event activities . Records the total cost of event activities. This field is not calculated, so you
can enter any value you want.
Revenue from sponsorship . Initially tracks and adds together the revenue specified for each sponsorship
associated with this event. You can edit this value if needed, but once edited it will stop automatically tracking
revenues from associated sponsorship records. Delete the value to reset.

Create interactive features with or without portals
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Dynamics 365 Marketing provides features for creating landing pages, subscription centers, online forms, event
websites, and other ways of interacting with your customers online. Each of these features is intended to be
used by marketing contacts to view and submit information to and from the Marketing app. There are two ways
to provide these interactive features:
Run on a Power Apps por tal : With this option, the Marketing app works together with the Power Apps
portals solution to provide fully automated publishing and hosting of marketing pages and the event
website. You can provide all of these features without changing, or even owning, your own website. However,
it requires a portals license and the features aren't fully native on your organization's website.
Run on your own website or CMS system : with this option, you host the interactive marketing features
on your own website. This method enables you to integrate the features into your own website structure and
to match your site design perfectly. It also lets you provide these features without requiring a Power Apps
portals license. However, it does require you to implement these features manually and to maintain your own
website.
You can also run with a mix of both of these techniques or switch between them if needed.

Run your interactive marketing features on an external site (portalfree)
When it was first released, Dynamics 365 Marketing could only be installed provided you also had a Power Apps
portal available on your tenant because the portal was required for running key features. But now you can
install even without a portal available. Here's how to offer interactive marketing features without running a
portal:
Marketing pages: You can either embed forms generated by Dynamics 365 Marketing onto an external
page, or create your forms using native tools and then capture them for use in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
More information: Integrate with landing pages published on an external website
Subscription center : All marketing email messages must include a link to a subscription center. A
subscription center is simply a type of marketing page, but because of the vital function they play for email
marketing, a default subscription center is provided with the product. It runs directly on your Dynamics 365
Marketing instance without requiring a portal, but can still be customized and published using the marketing
page designer in Dynamics 365 Marketing. You can instead use an external subscription center running as an
embedded form on your own website. More information: Integrate with landing pages published on an
external website and The default subscription center
Event website: The event website is a self-contained web application developed using the Angular
framework. For instructions about how to download, customize, and install it on your own website, see Build
and host a custom event portal. You can also run this same exact project on a Power Apps portal if you prefer.
More information: Integrate Marketing with a CMS system or Power Apps portal

Use portals to host your interactive marketing features
The portals solution is highly flexible and customizable. You can create portals for a wide variety of purposes
(such as self-service, registration, and data management) and audiences (including customers, partners, and
employees).

If all you need are the standard marketing page and event website features provided by Dynamics 365
Marketing, then, you never actually have to access the portal capabilities directly because Dynamics 365
Marketing creates, configures, and manages these portals automatically. However, you can also use the portals
solution to create custom portals and websites that include features that interact directly with Dynamics 365
data.
For complete details about how to work with the portals solution, see its online help.
Work with marketing pages
Behind the scenes, each marketing page is created as a portal website that is hosted by Power Apps portals.
However, you won't find them listed anywhere in the portals area of the custom app. Instead you'll set them up
by using the Marketing Pages , Marketing Forms , and Marketing Form Field entities in the Marketing
work area. More information: Create and deploy marketing pages.
To view traffic information about each marketing page (such as who visited, where they visited from, and for
how long), go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Marketing websites , and then choose the Marketing
Page Websites view from the view-selector menu at the top of the page. Here you'll see a separate website
listed for each marketing page you have published. Select any of these to view the traffic information. Go back
to the Active Websites view to see the list of standard websites that you are monitoring by using this feature.
These are websites where you have added a tracking script generated by Dynamics 365 Marketing, but which
are not hosted as Power Apps portals. More information: Register link clicks and website visits
Work with the event website
The event website is a self-contained web application developed using the Angular framework. You can host the
event website on your own webserver or on a Power Apps portal. If you installed Dynamics 365 Marketing with
portal integration enabled, then the event website was installed there automatically.
For general information about how to work with the event website, including when it's hosted on a portal, see
Set up the event website.
For instructions about how to download, customize, and install the event website on a Power Apps portal, see
Power Apps portal hosted
Create custom portals solutions
To set up your own custom portals solutions, you must work with the full Power Apps portals settings, which are
only available in the Power Apps portals app. To get to the app, open the app-selector menu and select Power
Apps por tals .
For complete details about how to work with the portals solution, see its online help.
See also
Deliver web engagement experience with portal capabilities for Dynamics 365
Find your way around

Add surveys to your marketing campaigns
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NOTE
Microsoft Forms Pro has evolved into Dynamics 365 Customer Voice, providing you with additional survey capabilities
and business benefits. The change is being introduced in phases and will be available in all geographical regions in the
next few weeks, except for US Government Community Cloud customers. Dynamics 365 Customer Voice will be available
on US Government Community Cloud by October 2020. For more information, see the Dynamics 365 Customer Voice
documentation.

Dynamics 365 Marketing includes built in support for adding surveys to your marketing campaigns. Build
surveys using Dynamics 365 Customer Voice and access them directly from Marketing components including
the segment builder, the email designer, and the customer journey design. You can use surveys to make datadriven decisions and apply your findings to your marketing initiatives. You can even automate survey
experiences and use data generated from surveys for advanced segmentation and customer profiling.
IMPORTANT
You will need your administrator to turn on the feature switch for the "Dynamics 365 Customer Voice Marketing
integration" functionality before you are able to access it.

Step one: Create a survey in Dynamics 365 Customer Voice
All surveys that you create in a Dynamics 365 Customer Voice environment are ready to use in Marketing. To
learn about creating surveys, refer to the Create a survey article.

Use surveys with dynamic segments
Your entire Dynamics 365 Customer Voice dataset is available for your Marketing scenarios. With survey data,
you can segment based on surveys, survey responses, specific questions answered, etc.
To use survey data in segments:
1. Go to Customers > Segments in the left navigation bar.
2. Create a new dynamic segment by clicking New > New Dynamic Segment in the top menu.
3. You can choose from Dynamics 365 Customer Voice data options depending on whether you create an
interaction based or a profile based segment.
Interaction-based segment Dynamics 365 Customer Voice options (these may still be listed as Forms Pro
options in the menu):

Profile-based segment Dynamics 365 Customer Voice options:

Dynamics 365 Customer Voice survey links in email messages
To add a Dynamics 365 Customer Voice survey to an email message, go to the email content designer. Then go
to Toolbox > Advanced elements > Dynamics 365 Customer Voice . Drag and drop the Customer Voice
sur vey element into your email.

In the Proper ties tab, choose the survey you would like to use.

After you choose a survey, you can customize the email styling just as you would with any other email message.

Dynamics 365 Customer Voice automation in customer journeys
Marketing gives you the option to automate customer journey actions based on Dynamics 365 Customer Voice

survey data.
NOTE
As of the October 2020 Marketing release, the Dynamics 365 Customer Voice tile no longer appears in the contextual
window that appears when adding a new tile to the canvas. To add the tile, you must set the options for an email tile as
shown below.

To add a Dynamics 365 Customer Voice survey to customer journey:
1. Go to the customer journey designer. Then create or choose an existing customer journey with an email
tile. Make sure the email tile is associated with an existing email.

2. Select the email tile. In the right pane, go to Email elements > + Add item and select Customer Voice
sur vey in the dropdown menu.

3. In the Email elements section, select a Dynamics 365 Customer Voice survey from the lookup field.

4. In the Email elements section, check the is anonymous box if you do not want to distribute a named
survey.
5. You can add an If/then tile to further understand how contacts engage with the survey.

You can use following If/then options:
If/then based on source (email or survey)
If/then based on a specific question
If/then based on an answer
IMPORTANT
Entity names related to Forms Pro have changed to "Customer Voice." For example, if you are using Advanced Find to
search entities related to your surveys, you will need to search for Customer Voice, not Forms Pro.
The entities associated with Dynamics 365 Customer Voice surveys are listed below:
Customer Voice localized survey email templates
Customer Voice projects
Customer Voice satisfaction metrics
Customer Voice survey questions
Customer Voice survey activities
Customer Voice email templates
Customer Voice survey invites
Customer Voice survey question responses
Customer Voice survey responses
Customer Voice surveys
Customer Voice unsubscribed recipients

See also
Create marketing forms

Create and run online surveys
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IMPORTANT
As of July 1, 2020 , Voice of the Customer surveys are no longer supported in Dynamics 365 Marketing. You can read
more about the discontinuation of Voice of the Customer surveys here.
If you want to create new surveys in Marketing, you should use Dynamics 365 Customer Voice.

Dynamics 365 Marketing includes a Surveys app, which you can use to design and publish online surveys that
can be integrated with your events, marketing emails, and customer journeys.
NOTE
The surveys feature currently provides limited functionality: anonymous surveys can be added to emails but can't serve as
triggers in customer journeys.

In the current version of Dynamics 365 Marketing, Surveys is provided as a separate application, but it still
operates on the same database as your other Dynamics 365 applications, so it has access to the same records
(such as contacts and accounts), and the surveys you design will be available to other Marketing features.
Use the app-selector menu to switch between Surveys and your other Dynamics 365 apps.

The Surveys app provides the same settings and options as the Customer Voice app. More information:
Customer Voice online help
See also
Create a survey
Find your way around

Schedule and post messages on social media
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Dynamics 365 Marketing can schedule and post messages directly to your organization's accounts on social
media sites. Marketing's powerful social post designer allows you to create rich content to engage your
audience. Use the Social posts settings to author and schedule your posts.
NOTE
Before you can start publishing messages, your administrator must configure and authenticate each social-media account
that you will publish to. More information: Configure your social media accounts

Schedule and post a message
Use the Social posts entity to author and schedule your posts. You can post from any social media account that
your admin has set up and authenticated in Dynamics 365 Marketing.
To schedule and publish a message to one of your social-media channels:
1. Go to Marketing > Marketing execution > Social posts .
2. A calendar opens. Already published posts are greyed out. Scheduled posts have icons to quickly identify
which social networks the posts are directed to. Do one of the following:
To schedule a social post using the calendar, choose a calendar view (month, day, or week), select a day
or time slot to highlight it, and then select again (click or press enter) and choose New item from the
context menu. More information: Work with marketing calendars
To schedule a message using date pickers, or to send it right away, select New on the command bar.

3. A new social post record is created. Make the following settings:
Name : Enter an internal name for the post. This name will be shown on the calendar, but won't appear
in the post itself.

Social channel : Choose the social channel on which to post your message (such as Facebook,
LinkedIn, or Twitter). This drop-down list only shows those channels that your administrator has set up
in Dynamics 365 Marketing. If you don't see the channel you are looking for, contact your admin. More
information: Configure your social media accounts
Social configuration : Select the specific account through which to post your message. This dropdown list shows each account that your admin has set up and authenticated in Dynamics 365
Marketing for the selected channel. If you don't see the account you are looking for, contact your
admin. More information: Configure your social media accounts
Message : Enter the text content of your post here.
The countdown will inform you how many characters you have left. Use the countdown to align
your message length with social network requirements, such as Twitter.
You can enhance your messages with Emojis.
You can use hashtags to tag your messages across social media sites.
Media : If you'd like to include an image with your post, select the Add media button.
Preview : On the right side of the designer, you will see a rendered preview of your social post. The
preview corresponds with the selected social network formatting.

4. When you are done designing your post, select one of the following buttons at the bottom of the page:
Schedule : Select this to save your post and schedule it to be published at the configured Schedule
time . (This button only appears if you've chosen a schedule.)
IMPORTANT
The dates and times for the posting schedule use the time zone configured in your personal settings. To
view or edit your time zone, open the Settings menu

Post now : Select this to publish your post right now. Your message will be posted immediately and
shown on the calendar for the current date and time. The label of this button changes based on
whether you've already set a schedule or not.
Change schedule : Establish a specific date and time to post the message or edit the existing one. The

label of this button changes based on whether you've already set a schedule or not.
Edit, reschedule, or cancel a post
You can edit, reschedule, or cancel any post that hasn't been sent yet. Just find and select it on the calendar to
open the record, and then edit the settings or select Delete on the command bar as needed.
Posts that were already sent are read-only, so you can't change or reschedule them, but you can remove them
from the calendar or delete if you want. When you delete a post that has already been sent, it will be removed
from the calendar and from the social-media sites.

Marketing on LinkedIn with Dynamics 365
Marketing
3/5/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

LinkedIn is a social network that focuses on companies, professionals, and working life. It can be a great source
for running targeted campaigns, exploring professional networks, and generating new leads. Dynamics 365
Marketing offers several features for running and integrating marketing campaigns on LinkedIn. Integration
points include:
Schedule and publish social posts to LinkedIn personal and company pages from Marketing
Import leads generated by LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms into Marketing
Design customer journey triggers that react to Lead Gen Form submissions
Create LinkedIn Matched Audiences based on Dynamics 365 Marketing segments
This article gives an overview of these integration points and includes links for more information.
IMPORTANT
To use or try out this feature you need a LinkedIn profile and must enable the LinkedIn Campaign Manager for that
account. You can then create ad campaigns, generate test leads, and synchronize matched audiences for free. If you
decide to actually run an ad campaign on LinkedIn, LinkedIn charges may apply, as established in the LinkedIn terms of
use.

Integrate with LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms
Lead Gen Forms are a LinkedIn feature that lets you attach forms to target marketing campaigns that you run on
LinkedIn. LinkedIn users that fill out and submit one of these forms are indicating an interest in your campaign,
which identifies them as potential leads.
Import leads generated by your LinkedIn campaigns
Normally, LinkedIn simply provides you with a list of LinkedIn users that submitted one of your lead-gen forms,
together with the answers they provided. But when you incorporate your LinkedIn account with Dynamics 365
Marketing, all of these leads generated on LinkedIn are automatically synced as leads in Dynamics 365. Each
incoming lead can either update an existing lead (if a match is found) or create a new one. Furthermore, each
incoming new lead can be linked either to a matching contact (if found) or to a new contact created for the lead
(if no match is found).
For information for users about how to link your LinkedIn account to Dynamics 365 and how to analyze the
leads synced from LinkedIn, see LinkedIn Lead Gen integration.
For information for administrators about how to set up this feature, see Set up the LinkedIn Lead Gen
integration and define a lead matching strategy.
Use LinkedIn form submissions to trigger decision points in customer journeys
You can configure customer journey triggers to react when contacts on that journey submit a Lead Gen Form
during a specific LinkedIn campaign while the journey is active. To do so, use a LinkedIn-campaign tile to link
each contact who passes through it to the relevant LinkedIn campaign. This makes it possible for a subsequent
trigger tile to react to submissions of any LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms that belong to that campaign.
You'll often use this feature in combination with a LinkedIn Matched Audience that's based on one of your

Dynamics 365 Marketing segments. That way, you can target the same segment of contacts with your customer
journey as you do with the LinkedIn campaign linked to the LinkedIn-campaign tile.
For more information about the LinkedIn campaign tile for customer journeys, see LinkedIn campaign.
For more information about customer journeys in general, see Use customer journeys to create automated
campaigns.

Create LinkedIn Matched Audiences from Dynamics 365 segments
LinkedIn Matched Audiences is a LinkedIn feature that lets you match a collection of contacts stored on an
external system to an audience of LinkedIn members with matching email addresses. Dynamics 365 Marketing
comes ready to take advantage of this capability, so you can leverage your Dynamics 365 Marketing static
segments to create a matching audience of LinkedIn members. Then, when you run a campaign on LinkedIn, you
can target the same segments that you set up in Dynamics 365 Marketing and also turn any leads generated on
LinkedIn into Dynamics 365 leads through the LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms integration feature mentioned
previously.
For more information about matched audiences, see Market to Dynamics 365 Marketing segments on LinkedIn
with LinkedIn Matched Audiences

Post updates directly from Marketing to LinkedIn
Dynamics 365 Marketing can schedule and post messages directly through any of your organization's socialmedia accounts, including on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. This lets you establish your content and posting
schedule using the Dynamics 365 marketing calendar, where you'll also be able to see a full history of your
posts to all supported social media sites.
For information for users about how to author and schedule posts on LinkedIn and other social-media sites, see
Schedule and post messages on social media.
For information for administrators about how to configure each of your organization's social media accounts for
use with this feature, see Configure your social media accounts.

LinkedIn Lead Gen integration
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Dynamics 365 Marketing includes a connector for LinkedIn Lead Gen. Use this feature to see how people are
interacting with your marketing initiatives on LinkedIn and to bring leads and lead information generated by
using the LinkedIn Lead Gen tools into Dynamics 365.
IMPORTANT
To use or try out this feature you need a LinkedIn profile and must enable the LinkedIn Campaign Manager for that
account. You can then create ad campaigns, generate test leads, and synchronize matched audiences for free. If you
decide to actually run an ad campaign on LinkedIn, LinkedIn charges may apply, as established in the LinkedIn terms of
use.

Enable lead sync from LinkedIn to Dynamics 365 Marketing
To enable leads to be synced from LinkedIn to Dynamics 365:
A system admin must assign security roles to users and set up the matching strategy for new leads from
LinkedIn. In Dynamics 365, this user must have the LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms Connector
Administrator security role.
At least one LinkedIn member with access to LinkedIn Campaign Manager must Authorize Dynamics 365
to sync data from LinkedIn Campaign Manager, as described in the following section. In Dynamics 365,
this user requires at least a LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms Connector Salesperson security role.
For more information about assigning security roles to users, see Create users and assign security roles
Authorize Dynamics 365 to sync data from LinkedIn Campaign Manager
To use this feature, you must authorize Dynamics 365 Marketing to connect to LinkedIn using an existing
LinkedIn account that has access to LinkedIn Campaign Manager. To do this:
1. Go to Marketing > LinkedIn Lead Gen > User Profiles . A list of existing profiles opens (if any).
2. Select Authorize on the command bar.
3. A browser pop-up window opens with a LinkedIn sign-in form. (If your browser is set to block pop-up
windows, then you must configure it to allow pop-ups from your Dynamics 365 Marketing domain then
select the Authorize button again.) Enter the credentials for your LinkedIn profile and then select Sign
In . (If you are already signed into LinkedIn on this browser, then you might skip this step.)
4. A LinkedIn permissions dialog opens, providing details about the connection you are setting up. Read the
text and, provided you agree with the terms, select Allow to continue. (If you previously accepted these
conditions for your LinkedIn account, then you might skip this step.)
5. A Dynamics 365 authorization dialog opens, providing additional privacy information. Read the text and,
provided you agree with the terms, select Yes to continue.
6. On success, the system creates a new LinkedIn user profile and syncs it with LinkedIn. Your new profile
opens immediately after this, so you should now see details from your LinkedIn account, including
associated accounts, campaigns, and Lead Gen forms. This new profile is also now listed on the User
Profiles page, where you can select it to return to these details at any time.

Usually it's not required, but you can trigger an optional, on-demand sync of LinkedIn form submissions after
authorizing a profile by selecting Reset synchronization .

Analyze leads and lead performance
When a new lead is synced from LinkedIn, Dynamics 365 can either update an existing lead record if the person
is already known, or create a new lead if it's the first contact with this person. New LinkedIn leads appear as
LinkedIn Form Submissions in Dynamics 365. The information in LinkedIn form submissions consists of the
answers given by LinkedIn members when they submitted the forms.
When a LinkedIn lead matches a lead record in Dynamics 365, the lead record is updated with additional
information. In addition to the updates of individual lead records, charts on dashboards can represent the
performance of a marketing campaign on LinkedIn.
See the details of a lead
To see the details of a lead record in Dynamics 365 Marketing, go to Marketing > Lead management >
Leads , and then select the lead record from the list. If the lead was created by Dynamics 365 Connector for
LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms, the lead source is LinkedIn Sponsored Content . If an existing lead record was
updated, Dynamics 365 updates the lead field values by using the information submitted by the lead on
LinkedIn. More information: Create or edit a lead (Sales and Sales Hub)
To see the information collected by LinkedIn Lead Gen for any lead, regardless of how it was created, open the
lead and go to its LinkedIn Lead Info tab.
Review the aggregated lead performance
Work with a dashboard containing charts about the source of new leads or create new dashboards by using the
charts that matter the most to get your reporting completed.
When you create your own dashboard, consider adding a chart for the record type LinkedIn Form
Submissions to see how your campaigns perform compared to each other. Or, you can create a Leads by
Source chart for the lead record.
Analyze individual LinkedIn Lead Gen forms and submissions
To see all form submissions in Dynamics 365 Marketing, go to Marketing > LinkedIn Lead Gen > Form
Submissions . You can drill down to individual submissions to see the details of the lead and the information
provided by the LinkedIn members when they answered the underlying LinkedIn Lead Gen form. LinkedIn Lead
Gen forms refer to the ad campaigns on LinkedIn that generate leads. Every campaign creates a new Lead Gen
form, and answers to the campaigns are captured as LinkedIn form submissions.

See the sync status for LinkedIn data
Go toMarketing >LinkedIn Lead Gen >Sync Status , to find an aggregated overview about the data that was
pulled from all LinkedIn user profiles to Dynamics 365 Marketing. At a glance, you can see when the most recent
synchronization took place and find out how many leads were created or updated.
See also
Working with segments
Configure LinkedIn Lead Gen
Manage customer information
Market to Dynamics 365 Marketing segments on LinkedIn

Register link clicks and website visits
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You can measure customer engagement with your website, banner ads, and other online marketing initiatives in
several ways, including by:
Adding a script to the pages of your website that enables Dynamics 365 Marketing to record how people use
your website and to connect browsing records to anonymous and known contacts.
Setting up redirect URLs, which log clicks on links that you post to social-media sites, ad banners, and other
places online. You'll be able to see how often a link was clicked, when it was clicked, and the physical location
where it was clicked. You'll also be able to see which redirect URLs any given lead or contact clicked on
(provided they are working on a machine where the right cookie is set).
IMPORTANT
Many countries/regions (including the European Union) require that you get consent before setting a cookie on a user's
machine. It is your organization's responsibility to be aware of, and conform to, all relevant laws and regulations in the
markets where you operate, including consent to set cookies. You can read more about the EU regulations at
ec.europa.eu/ipg/basics/legal/cookies/. Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies in the following ways:
Marketing pages created and hosted by Dynamics 365 Marketing use cookies to enable the pre-fill feature for known
contacts, and to log when any contact opens a marketing page. Dynamics 365 Marketing pages and page templates
do not include a cookie-consent feature, so you must add it. One way to do this is by adding JavaScript to the section
of your pages using the HTML editor of the page designer. You could develop your own JavaScript or use one of the
many free or licensed solutions already available. You could also use the built-in privacy statement for marketing pages
to announce your use of cookies; however, this might not be sufficient in all jurisdictions because it won't stop the
server from setting the cookie—it just informs visitors that cookies are being used (for more information about this
feature, see Configure landing pages. More information: Create and deploy marketing pages
The websites feature uses cookies to log visits to any web page where you place the tracking script. Cookies work
together with the marketing-pages feature to identify contacts by matching the visitor IDs to landing-page
submissions. If your website already uses cookies and includes a consent feature, then it probably covers the Dynamics
365 Marketing website script. However, if you don't have cookie consent built into your website, you must add it
before adding the website script to pages that market to residents of relevant countries/regions. More information:
Register link clicks and website visits
The event portal uses a session cookie to enable contacts to sign in and register for events. More information: Set up
the event portal. Additionally, it uses cookies to store the user's language.
More information: How Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies

Monitor how visitors use your website
When people come to your website, they are expressing an interest in your organization and its products. And
where they go on your site tells you even more about what they are interested in. Frequent or extended
browsing sessions with your site, especially in the products or purchasing areas, can be a strong indicator of a
contact who is ready to buy.
To enable website tracking, you must add JavaScript code generated by Dynamics 365 Marketing to each page
that you want to track. Each script that the system generates has a unique ID value, which identifies the
individual script and is stored with each visit it records (other than this, each script is identical). Dynamics 365
Marketing treats all visits to pages that have the same script as occurring on the same website. You might use
just one script on all pages, or you might set up several different scripts to divide your site into logical areas of

interest. If your organization runs several websites (such as one for each brand), you would typically track each
one separately by using different JavaScript code on each of them, though you could also track them all as a
single site. The easiest way to add the JavaScript code to all the pages of your site that need it is probably by
adding the code to the page templates in your CMS system.
IMPORTANT
The website tracking script that is supplied by this feature will attempt to set a cookie for all visitors to your site. If your
site includes a feature that allows visitors to opt-out of cookies, the website tracking script will still attempt to set its
cookie even for visitors who have opted-out. If you want to fully respect the opt-out preference of your site visitors, then
you must modify the website tracking script as required so that it also works with your site's opt-out mechanism.

Find or create tracking and form-capture codes for your website
For each collection of webpages that you want to treat as a discrete unit in Dynamics 365 Marketing, you must
set up a website record, which generates both tracking and form-capture codes for use on those pages.
1. Go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Marketing websites to see the current list of websites you
are tracking.
2. Find the website you want to work with, or select New to create a new one.
3. Your new or existing website record opens. Here you can enter and read information and settings for
your website. You'll also find results and analytics gathered for the current site so far (if any). The
following settings and information are most important when setting up a website for tracking:
Name : Shows a name for the website record, which you'll see in the list view and anywhere else you
need to identify the record.
URL : Shows the address of the site (or sub-site) where you'll use the codes generated by this record.
This isn't required, nor is it used in the generated codes, but this can be important information to help
you and other users know where the code is being used.
Timeout : The system counts all page loads requested by a single visitor within a short space of time
as belonging to the same session. A session is closed when the amount of time specified here passes
with no new page requests from that visitor.
4. If you're working with a new website record, then select Save on the command bar to generate the
website-tracking and form-capture codes. After you've saved the record at least once, you'll see the
following:
JavaScript code : This is the code that you must place on each webpage that you want to track as
part of the current website. It is read-only. Copy the code from here and paste it onto each webpage
(or CMS template) as needed.
Form capture code : This is the code that you must place on each external webpage that includes an
externally designed form that you'd like to use to submit data back to Dynamics 365 Marketing. Copy
the code from here and paste it onto each webpage (or CMS template) as needed. More information:
Use form capture to integrate a form created externally.
View site -visit data and analytics
The same website record where you find the JavaScript tracking code also shows the data collected by using
that code. To see the results, go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Marketing websites and open the
website record you want to examine. Browse the following three tabs to see what has been happening on your
site:
General Info : This is where you find the basic metadata and JavaScript code for the current site. After your
script has started to collect data, you'll find the results here, including your top 10 pages and other
information.

Timeline : Shows a detailed timeline of each click recorded for the current website over time.
NOTE
Website results and insights are also reported for each individual contact record. More information: Contact insights

Track visitors to your marketing pages
Each time you publish a marketing page, Dynamics 365 Marketing sets up a new website (including unique
JavaScript tracking code) to track interactions with that page only. You'll find these in the Marketing > Internet
Marketing > Marketing websites list next to your other websites. For more information about how to work
with website tracking and view the results, see the previous section.

Set up redirect URLs
Redirect URLs are links that redirect through your Dynamics 365 Marketing server on their way to some other
piece of content that the person who clicked the link is actually looking for.
Dynamics 365 Marketing logs each click on a redirect URL as it passes the user on to the actual target. By using
different redirect URLs in your banner ads, tweets, Facebook posts, and elsewhere, you'll be able to see how
many people clicked on each of those links, where they were (physically) when they did so, and more. This can
help you evaluate which of your communication channels are having the greatest impact, and which you should
improve or abandon.
Find or create a redirect URL
To find or create a redirect URL.
1. Go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Redirect URLs to see the current list of redirect URLs you
have set up.
2. Find and open the redirect URL you want to work with, or select New on the command bar to create a
new one.
3. Your new or existing redirect-URL record opens. Here you can enter and read description information and
settings for your redirect URL. You'll also find results and analytics gathered for the current redirect URL
so far (if any). The following settings and information are most important when setting up a redirect URL:
Name : Enter a name for the redirect-URL record, which you'll see in the list view and anywhere else
where you need to identify the record. You should use a name that reflects how and where you will
use the link, such as "LinkedIn spring campaign."
Original URL : Enter the URL for the page or download that should open when somebody clicks on
the redirect URL (after being logged and forwarded from the Dynamics 365 Marketing server).
Redirecting URL : This is the redirecting URL, generated by Dynamics 365 Marketing, that you can
copy and use wherever you want to post the link. It is generated the first time you save the record.
4. Select Save to save your work and generate the redirecting URL.
View redirect URL click data and analytics
The same redirect-URL record where you can find the redirecting URL also shows the data collected by using
that URL. To see these results, go to Marketing > Internet Marketing > Redirect URLs and open the
redirect-URL record you want to examine. Browse the following two tabs to see information gathered by the
URL:
General Info : This is where you find the basic metadata and the redirecting URL itself. After your redirecting
URL has started to collect data, you'll find the results here, including a map with geodata and other

information.
Timeline : Shows a detailed timeline of each click recorded over time.
NOTE
Redirect URL results and insights are also reported for each individual contact and lead record. More information: Contact
insights

See also
Design lead-scoring models
Set up lead scoring
How Dynamics 365 Marketing uses cookies
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The marketing calendar provides a calendar-style view where you can see and create time-based items like
journeys, events, sessions, and appointments. It resembles Microsoft Outlook in both appearance and use.
The calendar is provided as a control that admins and customizers can add to, and optimize for, any form or
entity in the system.

Types and locations of marketing calendars
There are two basic types of marketing calendars:
Entity-level calendars : Entity-level calendars appear when you first open an entity from the main
navigator, such as events, customer journeys, or the main marketing calendar. They appear where you'd
normally see a list view, and when present, you can switch between the calendar view and list view. Here
you'll see relevant records plotted on the calendar according to their scheduled dates, and you can open any
listed record from here. This type of calendar can show several types of entities and provides a system view
selector for filtering the records shown.
Form-level calendars : Form-level calendars appear while you are viewing a specific record, such as a
specific event. They are integrated into the form view. These might appear in their own tab on the form, or as
a section on a tab with other sections of settings also available. This type of calendar can only show and
create records of one type of entity and they don't provide a system-view selector. They are often configured
to show information that is related to the specific record where they appear.
Other than the differences noted here, both types of calendars look the same and work in similar ways.
The room reservation calendar
The room reservation calendar is a form-level calendar provided for event records. To use it, go to Events >
Event > Event , open an event record and then go to its Room reser vations tab. The calendar shows all room
reservations assigned to the currently displayed event and its sessions. Unreserved rooms aren't shown, nor are
events or sessions without assigned rooms. The calendar is read-only, so you can't create any sessions or
reservations here.
The speaker engagement calendar
The speaker engagement calendar is a form-level calendar provided for speaker records. To use it, go to Events
> Par ticipants > Speakers , open a speaker record and then go to its Speaker engagements tab. The
calendar shows all speaking engagements that are associated with the currently displayed speaker.
Custom calendars
System customizers can add custom calendars to nearly any entity or form, so your system may include more or
other calendars than those described in the previous sections. If you are an admin or system customizer, then
see Create and customize marketing calendars for details about how to add, customize, and remove custom
calendars.

Use the calendar
View and browse the calendar
The following illustration highlights the major display and navigation features of the marketing calendar. It
shows an entity-level calendar that displays many types of entities. Form-level calendars are nearly the same,

and the legend for the figure points out the differences.

Legend:
1. System view selector : Use this drop-down list to choose a system view, which establishes a
preconfigured filter that controls which records you can see in the calendar (or list). The name of the
current view is shown here. This option is only provided for entity-level calendars; for form-level
calendars, the system view is preconfigured and fixed.
2. Today button : Select this button to jump to the current date while keeping the current calendar view and
system view. In multiday views, the current day is highlighted. (If the current day is already shown and
selected, then you won't see any change.)
3. View selector : Select a button here to display a single day, full week, or full year. You can also choose an
agenda view, which provides a compact list of calendar items.
4. Show as : Select this button to open a drop-down list where you can switch between the calendar
presentation or the standard list presentation. This option is only provided for entity-level calendars; for
form-level calendars, the calendar is always shown.
5. Increment buttons : Select the left or right buttons here to increment the displayed date range by one
unit (day, week, or year, as selected in the view selector).
6. Displayed date range : Names the current displayed date range. Select this value to open calendar
controls that let you jump quickly to another date, week, or year.
7. Overrun display (month view only): For days where there are more items scheduled than can be shown
in the current view, this value indicates how many unseen items are scheduled (such as +1 ). To view all
items scheduled for days with an overrun display, either double-click on the white space between the
date number and the +n display, or use the arrow keys of your keyboard to select a day and then press
Enter. Choose any item in the pop-up window to view details about it or edit it, or choose New item to

add a new calendar item to this date.

8. Scheduled item: Scheduled items appear as labeled colored bars, where the color indicates the type of
item it is. By default, events are green, sessions are blue, and appointments are red. Select any scheduled
item to view a read-only summary of it in a pop-up dialog, which also includes an Edit button that lets
you open the full record for editing. Some item types might go straight to the editing page (depending on
how your calendar is set up).
Create items in month view
To create a new calendar item while working in month view:
1. Select a day in the calendar using your mouse or cursor arrows.
2. Either click again on the selected date or range or press Enter on your keyboard. A pop-up window shows
you all items scheduled for the selected day (if any) and includes items hidden in the standard view due
to space constraints.

3. Choose New item from the pop-up window and then choose which type of item (such as event, session,
or appointment) you'd like to create. The types of items presented may vary according to the calendar's
configuration.
4. A quick-create form opens from the side of the window. Use it to specify a few of the most important
settings for the new item. (To make more detailed settings, you might need to open the record's full
editing form later.)
5. Select Save at the bottom of the quick-create form to save the new item.
Create items in day or week view
To create a new calendar item while working in day or week view:
1. Select a day and time range. If you are using a mouse, click and drag to select the range. If you are using a
keyboard, first select the start time and press Enter, then use the arrow keys and Shift+Enter to select the
end time.
2. Either click again on the selected date range or press Enter on your keyboard. A pop-up menu opens; use
it to choose the type of item to create.

3. A quick-create form opens from the side of the window. Use it to specify a few of the most important
settings for the new item. (To make more detailed settings, you might need to open the record's full
editing form later.)
4. Select Save at the bottom of the quick-create form to save the new item.
See also
Create and customize marketing calendars

Go live with publishable entities and track the golive status of records
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Many entities within Dynamics 365 Marketing require you to go live with a record before you can incorporate it
into your marketing initiatives. The go-live process checks a record for errors, prepares it for use, and then
marks it as available. In some cases, the go-live process ends by moving the record to a marketing service,
which runs in parallel and processes data-intensive features like bulk email sending, collecting and analyzing
results, or populating dynamic segments. The go-live process is also referred to as publishing.
Some entities require you to stop live records before you edit the entity, while others let you push updates from
the Marketing application without stopping the live process. In some cases, you won't be able to make certain
types of changes (or even any changes at all) after you go live with a given record.

Monitor go-live status with the status and status reason fields
Most entities in Dynamics 365 have a Status and a Status reason field. A record's Status is either active or
inactive, which indicates whether the record is in use, and affects where the record is visible and selectable in the
user interface. The Status reason gives more information about the Status , and often functions as a substatus
(which it usually does for publishable entities in Marketing).
For most entities, you can manually assign the active or inactive Status for each record using buttons on the
command bar. For example, you might mark a contact as inactive, which hides that contact from most views but
keeps it in your database for future or historical reference. For publishable entities in the Marketing application,
the system usually manages the Status reason value (which is read-only) to give you more information about
the publish status. For some publishable entities, the Status field is managed by the system and may not be
editable directly either.
All entities provide a view selector for list views where you choose a saved query such as "Active journeys," "All
live journeys," "Inactive journeys," and so on. In most cases, you can find inactive records by going to the
"Inactive …" view, where you can usually reactivate a record if needed.

Customer journey go-live operations and status
For customer journeys, the Status and Status reason fields are managed by the system to indicate the
journey's current go-live and operational status. Both values are read-only.

STAT US

STAT US REA SO N

DESC RIP T IO N

Active

Draft

The journey has never been live and
can be edited, saved, or deleted
without restrictions.
To publish a draft journey, open it and
then choose Go Live on the
command bar.

Active

Live

The journey is currently live. If the
current date is between the journey
start and end dates, then it is
processing contacts. The journey will
automatically go to the stopped state
when its end date passes.
To stop a live journey, open it and then
choose Stop on the command bar.
To edit a live journey without stopping
it, open it and then choose Edit on the
command bar.
You can't delete a journey while it's live.

Active

Stopped

The journey was once live, and may
have already processed some contacts,
but is now stopped, so it won't process
any more contacts or take any other
actions. It may have stopped because
the end date passed, or because you
stopped it manually.
30 days after the end date, the journey
will automatically change from
active/stopped to inactive/expired.
After a journey has expired, you can no
longer edit or restart it, but until then
you can extend the end date and
restart it if needed.
While stopped, you can edit and save
the journey without going live. Select
Go live to start running the journey
again.
You can delete a stopped journey even
if its end date hasn't passed.

Active

Live, editable

The journey is currently live, but you
have chosen to edit it locally. The live
journey will continue to process
contacts and take other actions while
you work with the local version.
Make the required changes and then
choose Save to update the live
journey automatically (after an error
check) and return to the active/live
state. You can't delete a journey while
it's in this state.

STAT US

STAT US REA SO N

DESC RIP T IO N

Active

Error

An error occurred while the journey
was going live. This issue is usually
temporary so you should wait a short
time, then try again to go live.

Active

Going live

The journey is currently in the process
of going live.

Active

Stopping

The journey has been live but is
currently in the process of stopping
due to a stop request.

Inactive

Expired

The journey end date or user-triggered
stop date passed at least 30 days ago
and the journey can't be restarted. You
can delete expired journeys if needed.

Some customer journey settings become locked (read-only) based on the journey's status reason. Some settings
become permanent after you've gone live once. The following table summarizes these effects.
F IEL D

DRA F T

L IVE- EDITA B L E A N D
STO P P ED

L IVE A N D OT H ERS

Name

Editable

Editable

Locked

Start date and time

Editable

Editable only if the journey
hasn't started yet.

Locked

End date and time

Editable

Editable

Locked

Is recurring

Editable

Locked

Locked

Recurrence count

Editable

Editable

Locked

Recurrence interval

Editable

Editable (see note)

Locked

Content settings

Editable

Locked

Locked

Suppression segment

Editable

Locked

Locked

Time zone

Editable

Locked

Locked

Template

Editable

Editable

Locked

Pipeline (tile positions)

Editable

Locked

Locked

Tile settings

Editable

Editable (see note)

Locked

If you attempt to stop records such as email messages, forms, or segments utilized by live customer journeys, a
warning pops up to prevent you from stopping a record that may disrupt a live journey.

NOTE
If you change the recurrence interval after the journey has already started, the current iteration will continue to run using
the previous interval. Your new interval will take effect starting at the next iteration.

NOTE
If you change the segment source for one or more segment tiles after a journey has started, the journey won't process
any contacts that are no longer part of the segment and that haven't yet left the segment group tile. However, removed
contacts that have already started the journey (that have left the segment group tile) continue to be processed to the
end. The removed segment might be fully unprocessed, partially processed, or fully processed, depending on how far it
progressed by the time you removed it. New contacts added by a new segment join the journey as usual, and contacts
that were part of both the replaced and new segment continue where they left off.

Marketing email go-live operations and status
You can manually set the Status of a message to active or inactive by using the buttons on the command bar.
The Status reason indicates the message's go-live state and is read-only.
STAT US

STAT US REA SO N

DESC RIP T IO N

Active

Draft

The message has never been live and
can be edited and saved locally
without restrictions.
To publish a draft message, open it and
then choose Go Live on the
command bar.

STAT US

STAT US REA SO N

DESC RIP T IO N

Active

Live

The message is currently live and can't
be edited locally. It is available to be
sent at any time by a customer
journey.
To stop a live message, open it and
then choose Stop from the command
bar.
To edit a live message without
stopping it, open it and then choose
Edit on the command bar.

Active

Stopped

The message was once live, and may
have already been delivered to some
contacts, but is now stopped so no
new copies are being sent. If the
message is used in a customer journey,
then the message won't be sent by the
journey until you start it again (and
contacts will wait at the related email
tile).
While stopped, you can edit and save
the content without going live. Select
Go live to republish it.

Active

Live, editable

The message is currently live (and that
version could be sent by a customer
journey at any time), but you have
chosen to edit it locally at the same
time.
Make the required changes and then
choose Save to update the live
message automatically (after an error
check) and return it to the active/live
state.

Inactive

Expired

A user has manually deactivated the
message using the Deactivate button
on the command bar. If the message
was previously live, then this operation
also stops it.

Some email settings become locked (read-only) based on the message's status reason. Some settings become
permanent after you've gone live once. The following table summarizes these effects.
F IEL D

DRA F T

L IVE- EDITA B L E A N D
STO P P ED

L IVE A N D EXP IRED

Legal designation

Editable

Locked

Locked

Content type

Editable

Locked

Locked

Name

Editable

Editable

Locked

F IEL D

DRA F T

L IVE- EDITA B L E A N D
STO P P ED

L IVE A N D EXP IRED

Subject

Editable

Editable

Locked

Design

Editable

Editable

Locked

From user

Editable

Editable

Locked

From name

Editable

Editable

Locked

From address

Editable

Editable

Locked

To

Editable

Editable

Locked

Reply to

Editable

Editable

Locked

Template

Editable

Editable

Locked

Generate plain text

Editable

Editable

Locked

Plain text content

Editable

Editable

Locked

Content settings go-live operations and status
You can manually set the Status of a content-settings record to active or inactive by using the buttons on the
command bar. The Status reason indicates the content-settings record's go-live state and is read-only.
STAT US

STAT US REA SO N

DESC RIP T IO N

Active

Draft

The record has never been live and can
be edited and saved locally without
restrictions.
To publish a draft content-settings
record, open it and then choose Go
Live on the command bar.

Active

Live

The record is currently live and can't be
edited locally. It is available for use at
any time by a customer journey.
To stop a live content-settings record,
open it and then choose Stop from
the command bar.
To edit a live content-settings record
without stopping it, open it and then
choose Edit on the command bar.

STAT US

STAT US REA SO N

DESC RIP T IO N

Active

Stopped

The record was once live, and may
have been used, but is now stopped. If
the record is used in a customer
journey, then the journey won't send
any messages until you start it again
(and contacts will wait at the related
email tile).
While stopped, you can edit and save
the record without going live. Select
Go live to republish it.

Active

Live, editable

The record is currently live (and that
version could be used by a customer
journey at any time), but you have
chosen to edit it locally at the same
time.
Make the required changes and then
choose Save to update the live record
automatically (after an error check) and
return it to the active/live state.

Inactive

Expired

A user has manually deactivated the
record using the Deactivate button
on the command bar. If the record was
previously live, then this operation also
stops it.

All settings for content settings records are editable when the record has a status reason of Draft, Live-editable,
or Stopped, but all are locked when the record is Live or Expired. No settings become permanent as a result of
the record going live once.

Lead-scoring model go-live operations and status
You can manually set the Status of a lead-scoring model to active or inactive by using the buttons on the
command bar (as with most entities). The Status reason indicates the model's current go-live state and is readonly.
STAT US

STAT US REA SO N

DESC RIP T IO N

Active

Draft

The model is either new or stopped
and you can edit all its settings.
To publish a draft model, open it and
then choose Go Live on the
command bar.

Active

Error

An error has occurred.

Active

Going live

The model is currently in the process
of going live.

STAT US

STAT US REA SO N

DESC RIP T IO N

Active

Live

The model is currently live and scoring
your leads. The model can't be edited
locally while in this state, but you can
stop it at any time by choosing Stop
on the command bar, then edit and
go-live again if needed.

Active

Stopping

The model has been live but is
currently in the process of stopping
due to a stop request. After stopping,
the model returns to the Draft state.

Inactive

Expired

A user has manually deactivated the
model using the Deactivate button
on the command bar.
If the model is live, then you must stop
it (by choosing Stop on the command
bar) before you can deactivate it.

Segment go-live operations and status
The Status reason indicates the segment's current go-live state and is read-only.
STAT US

STAT US REA SO N

DESC RIP T IO N

Active

Draft

The segment is new and has never
been live. You can edit all settings.
To publish a draft segment, open it and
then choose Go Live on the
command bar.

Active

Live

The segment is currently live and
continuously updating its contacts list.
It might be in use for targeting a
customer journey.
The segment can't be edited locally
while in this state, but you can stop it
at any time by choosing Stop on the
command bar, then edit and go live
again if needed.

Active

Live, editable

The segment is currently live, and can
still be used, but you have chosen to
edit it locally at the same time.
Make the required changes and then
choose Save to update the live
segment automatically (after an error
check) and return to the active/live
state.

STAT US

STAT US REA SO N

DESC RIP T IO N

Active

Stopped

The segment was once live but is now
stopped and can be edited if needed.
While stopped, you can edit and save
the segment without going live. Select
Go live to republish it.

Inactive

(none)

Segments should never have an
inactive status.

Some segment settings become locked (read-only) based on the segment's status reason. Some settings
become permanent after you've gone live once. The following table summarizes these effects.
F IEL D

DRA F T

STO P P ED

L IVE A N D OT H ERS

Segment type

Editable

Locked

Locked

Segment name

Editable

Locked

Locked

Segment ID

Editable

Locked

Locked

Dynamic query

Editable

Editable

Locked

Filter (for finding static
members)

Editable

Editable

Locked

Static members

Editable

Editable

Locked

Owner ID

Editable

Locked

Locked

Description

Editable

Locked

Locked

Marketing page go-live operations and status
You can manually set the Status of a marketing page to active or inactive by using the buttons on the command
bar (as with most entities). The Status reason indicates the page's go-live state and is read-only.
STAT US

STAT US REA SO N

DESC RIP T IO N

Active

Draft

The page has never been live and can
be edited and saved locally without
restrictions.
To publish a draft page, open it and
then choose Go Live on the
command bar.

STAT US

STAT US REA SO N

DESC RIP T IO N

Active

Live

The page is currently live and available
publicly on the internet.
To stop a live page, open it and then
choose Stop on the command bar.
To edit a live page without stopping it,
open it and then choose Edit on the
command bar.

Active

Stopped

The page was once live, and may have
already been used, but is now stopped
and unavailable publicly on the
internet.
While stopped, you can edit and save
the page without going live. Select Go
live to publish the page again.

Active

Live, editable

The page is currently live, and can still
be used, but you have chosen to edit it
locally at the same time.
Make the required changes and then
choose Save to update the live page
automatically (after an error check) and
return to the active/live state.

Active

Error

An error occurred while the page was
going live. This is usually a temporary
issue, so you should wait a short time,
then try to go live again.

Active

Going live

The page is currently in the process of
going live.

Active

Stopping

The page has been live but is currently
in the process of stopping due to a
stop request.

Inactive

Expired

A user has manually deactivated the
page using the Deactivate button on
the command bar.
If the page is live, then you must stop
it (by choosing Stop on the command
bar) before you can deactivate it.

All marketing-page settings are editable when the page has a status reason of Draft, Live-editable, or Stopped,
but all are locked when Live, Expired, or transitioning. No settings become permanent as a result of the record
going live once.

Marketing forms go-live operations and status
Marketing forms are reusable form elements that you can embed in your marketing pages. They are published
to the marketing services, where they are made available to marketing pages running on the portal. You can
also embed the forms onto any web page, such as on your own website, rather than on a Dynamics 365

Marketing page.
You can manually set the Status of a draft or stopped marketing form to active or inactive by using the buttons
on the command bar (as with most entities). The Status reason indicates the page's go-live state and is readonly.
STAT US

STAT US REA SO N

DESC RIP T IO N

Active

Draft

The form has never been live and can
be edited and saved locally without
restrictions.
To publish a draft form, open it and
then choose Go Live on the
command bar.

Active

Live

The form is currently live and available
publicly on the internet.
To stop a live form, open it and then
choose Stop on the command bar.
To edit a form page without stopping
it, open it and then choose Edit on the
command bar.

Active

Stopped

The form was once live, and may have
already been used, but is now stopped
and unavailable publicly on the
internet.
While stopped, you can edit and save
the form without going live. Select Go
live to publish the form again.

Active

Live, editable

The form is currently live, and can still
be used, but you have chosen to edit it
locally at the same time.
Make the required changes and then
choose Save to update the live form
automatically (after an error check) and
return to the active/live state.

Active

Error

An error occurred while the form was
going live. This is usually a temporary
issue, so you should wait a short time,
then try to go live again.

Inactive

Expired

A user has manually deactivated the
form using the Deactivate button on
the command bar.
If the form is live, then you must stop
it (by choosing Stop on the command
bar) before you can deactivate it.

All marketing-form settings are editable when the page has a status reason of Draft, Live-editable, or Stopped,
but all are locked when Live. No settings become permanent as a result of the record going live once.

Events, session, and tracks go-live operations and status
When you go live with an event, Dynamics 365 Marketing makes that event available to the event website. The
event website displays many types of information that are defined on, and linked to, the event record. The event
and all its settings remain editable even after you go live, and any changes you make to a live event, and its
related live records will immediately be reflected on the website too.
Event sessions work similarly to the event itself, and essentially function as sub-events that, taken together,
create the overall event schedule. The event website shows a schedule of live sessions that belong to each event.
An event can include both live and not-live sessions, but only live sessions belonging to live events are shown
on the website.
Event tracks are collections of sessions, usually related by theme or audience. Tracks provide a convenient way
for attendees to register for several related sessions at once. Like event sessions, you must publish each track to
make it appear on the website for its related event. An event can include both live and not-live tracks, but only
the live tracks belonging to live events are shown on the website.
Event, session, and tracks all have a Status field, which works the same way as it does for most entities, but their
go-live functionality works slightly differently than for other types of entities. For details, see Publish events,
sessions, tracks, and related records to the website.
See also
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Set up the event website

Analyze results to gain insights from your marketing
activities
3/5/2021 • 18 minutes to read • Edit Online

Dynamics 365 Marketing keeps track of the way your contacts react to your various marketing initiatives and
provides detailed analytical views to help you understand your impact and learn what works best. For example,
each of the following entities provides statistics, analytics, and key performance indicators (KPIs) based on your
marketing results:
Contacts
Leads
Segments
Customer journeys
Email messages
Lead scoring models
Marketing pages
Marketing forms
Websites
Redirect URLs

Open and use the insights
For nearly all entity types, you can view related results and analytics by opening a record and then switching to
the Insights tab.

IMPORTANT
Marketing analytics are processed in less than 10 minutes per 100,000 items (emails sent, contacts, etc.). Processing,
however, can take up to 1 hour, especially when processing a large number of items. For example, 1,000,000 items may
take up 6 hours to process. The processing speed decreases when the number of items exceeds the maximum limit listed
in the fair use policy.

Move between insight categories
Some Insights tabs include two or more categories of insights. You can navigate between these categories by
using the vertical navigator at the side of the page. Use the Menu button at the top of the tab to open or

close the navigator.

Filter insights by date range and usage
At the top of most insights tabs, you'll find settings that let you filter the information shown—for example, by
date (From and To settings) or usage (such as which Customer journey an email was used in).

Read and understand insights and KPIs
When you're reviewing your insights, you'll see graphs, timelines, and values for a wide variety of results,
interactions, and key performance indicators (KPIs). To learn more about what each display is telling you, hover
your mouse pointer near the value you're interested in until the info icon appears, then hover on this icon to
view a tool tip with a description of that value.

For more information about many of the most-used insights and how they are calculated, see the Insights
glossary. Many of the tool tips also reference this glossary.

Contact insights
To view contact insights, go to Marketing > Customers > Contacts , select a contact record, and then open its
Insights tab.
Here you can find a complete history of how your selected contact has interacted with your marketing
initiatives. This can help you to understand what this specific contact is interested in and which types of
messages they respond to. Marketers might use this information to get deeper knowledge about specific
decision makers so they can better target future initiatives, while salespeople might use this to find out how best
to talk to this person should they choose to contact them directly.
Contacts provide the following insights categories:
Over view : View a timeline of all interactions the contact has made and a chart of interactions broken down
by type.
Email interactions : View complete details of email results for the selected contact, including a list of all
messages sent to them, plus lists of all opens, clicks, bounces, and more.
Web interactions : See which pages and links from your websites and marketing pages the contact has
opened, and which links they selected. Also lists each redirect URL this contact has clicked on.
NOTE
Only pages that include a Dynamics 365 Marketing tracking script are counted here.
The Websites visited list shows all tracked pages that were visited by this known contact.
The Websites clicked list shows all of the links this user clicked on when viewing a tracked page. Each visited
link is show as a full URL, and repeat visits are listed just once, with a counter.
If you embed a marketing form into an external webpage, a tracking tag is included and visits to that page are
therefore shown here.
Results from anonymous visits and redirect-URL clicks that occurred prior to becoming a known contact are
shown as insights against the known contact.

Event interactions : See a timeline of event interactions, and event registration, check-in, and cancellation
records for the current contact.
Marketing form interactions : See which marketing forms the contact has submitted and the content of
each submission.
Subscription list interactions : See which subscription lists the contact joined or left, and when.
Email open times : See the days and times when the contact usually opens your emails and how long they
usually wait before opening them. This information also informs the automated scheduling feature, which
adds a Predicted best send times chart here when enabled.

Lead insights
To view lead insights, go to Marketing > Customers > Leads , select a lead record, and then open its Insights
tab.
Most of the insights displayed for a lead are the same as those shown for contacts and are taken from the
contact record associated with the current lead, as previously described in Contact insights. One exception to
this is the Over view tab, which also tracks lead-specific information such as the lead's age (how long the record
has been active) and its progress over time.
For leads associated with an account rather than a single contact, the insights combine interactions made by all

contacts that belong to that account.
NOTE
Because interaction records relate only to contact records, not lead records, most insights are only available for leads that
are associated with a contact record (or with an account record, which itself relates back to contact records). More
information: Use leads to register and track expressions of interest

Account insights
To view account insights, go to Marketing > Customers > Accounts , select an account record, and then open
its Insights tab.
Most of the insights displayed for an account are the same as those shown for contacts as previously described
in Contact insights, except that subscription list interactions are not provided. These insights represent the
combined interactions of all contacts associated with that account (these are contacts that have that account
listed as their Account name ; they usually represent employees of that company).

Segment insights
To view segment insights, go to Marketing > Customers > Segments , select a segment record, and then
open its Insights tab. Here you can see how the membership of your selected segment has changed over time.

Customer journey insights
To view customer journey insights, go to Marketing > Marketing execution > Customer journeys and
select a journey. Journeys show some insights on the Designer tab and others on the Insights tab. Insights are
only available for customer journeys that are (or have been) live.
Customer journeys provide three categories of insights: Designer , Insights > Over view and Insights >
Incomplete journeys .
Designer insights
For live journeys, the Designer tab is a read-only version of your journey pipeline. It looks the same here as
when you were designing the journey, but now it presents results and doesn't include a toolbox or editing
controls. Above each tile, you can see an overview of how contacts flowed through that tile, as shown in the
following illustration. By inspecting these values, you can get a quick overview of how your various contacts
flowed through the structure, which path they chose, and which problems they may have had. (Each of these
KPIs is also shown in the Data panel when a tile is selected.)
Below email tiles, you'll see the dependencies for the email.

Legend:

1. Inflow : Shows the number of contacts who entered this tile.
2. Processing : Shows the number of contacts that are still being processed by this tile. For example, they may
be waiting on a trigger tile until the trigger condition (or timeout period) is met.
3. Stopped : Shows the number of contacts that were stopped from continuing the journey at this tile. There are
two main reasons that a contact might get stopped: they got added to the journey's suppression segment, or
they lowered their consent level below the minimum threshold set for the journey.
4. Marketing page : Shows a marketing page dependency.
5. Event : Shows an event dependency.
6. Customer Voice sur vey : Shows a Customer Voice survey dependency.
7. Dynamics 365 Customer Voice sur vey : Shows a Dynamics 365 Customer Voice survey dependency.
8. Marketing form : Shows a marketing form dependency.
For even more information about what happened on a tile, select it from the pipeline and look at the Data panel.
The information shown here depends on the tile type.

All types of tiles provide a Volume section on the Data panel with the following information:
Volume > Queued : Shows the number of contacts in the customer journey that have not yet reached the
selected tile. The queued contacts number is only displayed when there are contacts in a live customer
journey that have not yet reached the tile.
Volume > Inflow : Counts how many contacts entered the tile.
Volume > Processing : Counts how many contacts are still waiting for that tile to finish processing them.
For trigger tiles, for example, this value indicates the number of contacts that are waiting for the trigger
condition to be met or for the timeout to arrive.
Volume > Stopped (only shown when stopped contacts exist): Counts the number of contacts that were
stopped from continuing the journey at this tile. There are three main reasons that a contact might get
stopped at a tile during a journey: they unsubscribed from the mailing list targeted by the journey, they got
added to the journey's suppression segment, or they lowered their consent level below the minimum
threshold set for the journey. This value is also displayed as the second value shown above the tile in the
pipeline. Some tile types provide a Save as segment button here; select this button to generate a
segment that includes all contacts that were stopped at exactly this tile of this journey. You can see a detailed
breakdown of which contacts stopped here and why by going to the Incomplete journeys view.
Volume > Failed (only shown when failed contacts exist): Counts the number of contacts that failed to be
processed by the tile, typically because of an internal error. This value is also displayed as the third value
shown above the tile in the pipeline. Some tile types provide a Save as segment button here; select this
button to generate a segment that includes all contacts that failed at exactly this tile of this journey.

Volume > Processed : Counts the number of contacts that were successfully processed by this tile and
passed on to the appropriate next tile. Some tile types provide a Save as segment button here; select
this button to generate a segment that includes all contacts that were successfully processed by exactly this
tile of this journey. This value is also displayed as the first value shown above the tile in the pipeline.
In addition to the Volume section, some tiles also show additional sections and links in the Data panel,
depending on the tile type. These can include the following:
KPIs : For tile types that collect key performance indicators (KPIs), such as email tiles, you can read detailed
results here. For more information about many of the terms that might be shown here, see the Insights
glossary.
Paths : Trigger and splitter tiles include this section, which tells you how many contacts went down each
available path.
View details : This link is provided on the Data panel for tile types that have even more information
available. Select this link to open the associated record, where you can explore its full insights panels. For
example, email and event tiles provide this link, which opens the insights panels for the specific message or
event associated with the tile.
The Insights tab for A/B test email tiles has a special section above the Volume section that shows the progress
of any live A/B tests. The percentages show the percent of contacts in the segment each test email message will
go to, as well as the percent of contacts that will receive the winning email message.
In the screenshot below, 10% of contacts received message A, 10% received message B, and the remaining 80%
received the inconclusive default, which was set to message A.

Insights > Overview
Open the Insights tab and select Over view to view basic email results, plus information about how many
contacts interacted with the emails and marketing pages used by this journey.
Insights > Incomplete journeys
When you're analyzing the results of a customer journey, one of the most important things to find out is
whether all your messages were delivered as expected—and if not, who was affected and what went wrong?
Open the Insights tab and select Incomplete journeys to view each reason why a contact might fail to
complete the journey and lists each contact that falls into each of these categories for the current journey.
Stopped contacts

Stopped contacts are contacts that got stopped in the middle of a journey. Contacts will stop their journey as
soon as any of these situations occur, so no further messages or other journey actions will be applied thereafter
to the affected contact(s). A contact can get stopped for any of the following reasons:
Contact joined the suppression segment : The contact joined the suppression segment for the customer
journey.
Contact lowered consent below threshold : These are contacts that lowered their data-protection
consent level, and are now below the minimum level of consent for this journey. This is an important part of
GDPR compliance. More information: Data protection and the GDPR.
Contact lowered external consent below threshold : This is the same a Contact content not given but
applies when consent is being managed by an external system rather than the internal one provided with

Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Select a reason in the left column of the table to see a list (in the right column) of contacts that were stopped for
that reason.
Blocked emails

A blocked email is a message that the system didn't attempt to send even though it was scheduled. Usually, this
is related to contact preferences or a technical problem with the message itself, such as missing data or a
missing setting. Contacts will continue on the journey even if a message gets blocked, so later messages might
still get sent successfully. A message might get blocked for any of the following specific reasons:
Contact has do-not-email set : A setting on the contact record indicates that that contact doesn't wish to
receive marketing email (or any email) from your organization.
Duplicate recipient address : The journey already sent the message to this email address. You probably
have more than one contact record with the same email address.
Recipient address isn't valid : There is something wrong with the recipient address (such as no "@"),
which means that the message can't be delivered.
Sender address isn't valid : The email is designed with a sender address that is blank or malformed. This
may affect your entire send (if you are using an invalid static address or expression), or it may affect just a
few messages if you are using a dynamic expression that only fails for some contacts for which data is invalid
or missing.
Reply-to address isn't valid : Same as for the invalid sender address, but this applies to the reply-to field.
Email contains block listed links : Dynamics 365 Marketing analyzes the content of outgoing messages to
make sure they don't contain any blaok listed links. If one is found, the message is blocked. The system keeps
an internal list of block listed sites that are known to be used for phishing, hosting malware, and other issues.
This feature helps make sure that you don't accidentally include a link to one of those sites in your marketing
messages.
Email is missing required fields : A required field (such as the subject) contains no value. Usually, this type
of error would be found when you error-check the message, but if you are using a dynamic expression on a
required filed, then the expression could fail to evaluate for some or all recipients.
Contact deleted : The target segment included a contact that has since been deleted.
Contact is inactive : The target segment included a contact that has been set to inactive.
Insufficient email credits : Your organization has used up your email credits for the month. More
information: Quota limits
Select a reason in the left column of the table to see a list (in the right column) of contacts that weren't sent a
message for that reason.

Email insights
To view email insights, go to Marketing > Marketing execution > Marketing emails , select an email
message, and then open its Insights tab. Insights are only available for email messages that are (or have been)
live.
Here you can find a complete history of how various contacts have reacted to the selected message, which links
they selected, and where they were when interacting with the message. You can also see delivery details.
Because you can reuse an email message in several different journeys, the filter settings for email insights
include a field for specifying which journey you would like to analyze. If you don't select a journey, then the
information you see applies to all journeys where the message was used. As with most other entities, you can
also filter email insights by date range.
Marketing email messages provide the following categories on the Insights tab:

Over view : Provides a general overview that includes KPIs, top-10 links, responses over time, geographical
data, and more.
Deliver y : Provides details about your delivery results (such as processed, delivered, blocked, or bounced),
including lists of contacts affected by each type of result. There is also a table of overall results by recipient
domain.
Links : Provides an analysis of each link included in the message. It includes a graphical reproduction of the
message that shows a heat map highlighting your links. The heat map shows a red overlay to indicate the
most clicked link, and follows the spectrum down to blue, which indicates the least clicked link. Hover your
mouse pointer over a link to see the number of total clicks, unique clicks, and the click-through rate (total
number of unique clicks for a given link divided by the total number of unique clicks overall). Use the dropdown list at the top of the heat map to choose which KPI to use when coloring the links. All links are also
listed in a table below the heat map.
Interactions : Provides full lists of recipients that were counted for each of several KPIs (such as opens, clicks,
and forwards), plus a timeline of interactions.
For more information about the carious types of email results and KPIs listed on these pages, see Insights
glossary.

Lead scoring model insights
To view lead scoring model insights, go to Marketing > Lead management > Scoring models , select a
model, and then open its Insights tab. Insights are only available for models that are (or have been) live.
Here you can find a timeline showing the number of leads processed by the model over time.

Marketing page insights
To view marketing page insights, go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing pages , select a
marketing page, and then open its Insights tab. Insights are only available for pages that are (or have been) live.
Here you can find a complete history of how various contacts have interacted with the page and the
submissions made using it.
Because you can reuse each marketing page in several different journeys, the filter controls for page insights
include a field for specifying which journey you would like to analyze. If you don't select a journey, then the
information you see applies to all journeys where the page was used. As with most other entities, you can also
filter marketing page insights by date range.
Marketing pages provide the following categories on the Insights tab:
Over view : Provides a general overview that includes KPIs, responses over time, geographical data, and
more.
Submissions : Provides a table that lists the full content of each submission made through the page.
Metadata and several important field values are shown in the table columns for each submission; hover your
mouse pointer over a value in the Form submissions column to open a tooltip that shows all values
included in a given submission.
Visits : Provides a table that lists information about each time the page was opened.

Marketing form insights
To view marketing form insights, go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing forms , select a form,
and then open its Insights tab. Here you can find a complete history of how various contacts have interacted
with the form and the submissions made using it.
Although you can use each form on multiple pages and in multiple journeys, all form insights combine data

from all usages, though you can still filter results by date range.
Marketing forms provide the following categories on the Insights tab:
Over view : Provides KPIs such as the total number of form submissions, contacts created or updated, and
leads created or updated by the form.
Submissions : Provides a table that lists the full content of each submission made through the form.
Metadata and several important field values are shown in the table columns for each submission; hover your
mouse pointer over a value in the Form submissions column to open a tooltip that shows all values
included in a given submission.

Website insights
To view website insights, go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Marketing websites , select a website
record, and then open its Insights tab.
Marketing pages provide the following categories on the Insights tab:
Over view : Provides a list of the most popular website pages that include the script created and tracked by
this website record, and a map that shows where people were when opening those pages.
Visits : Shows a table that provides details about each time a page that includes the script created and
tracked by this website record was loaded.
Form visits : Shows a table that lists each time an anonymous or known contact opened a page on this
website that included an embedded or captured marketing form.
Form submissions : Shows a table that lists each time a contact submitted an embedded or captured
marketing form from this website. Hover your mouse pointer over a value in the Form submissions
column to view the values sent with any listed submission.

Redirect URL insights
To view redirect URL insights, go to Marketing > Internet marketing > Redirect URLs , select a redirect URL
record, and then open its Insights tab.
Redirect URLs provide the following categories on the Insights tab:
Over view : Displays a map that shows where people were when they selected the redirected link.
Timeline : Shows a table with details about each time the redirect URL was selected.
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This topic provides definitions of terms commonly used to describe marketing results, insights, and KPIs. Many,
but not all, of these relate to email results, and the definitions here also include a few technical details about how
these results are found and calculated.
More information: Analyze results to gain insights from your marketing activities
Contact stopped in journey
From time to time, a contact may get stopped in the middle of a customer journey for some reason, in which case
they will wait at the tile where they were stopped until conditions change again (but typically they won't). There are
three main reasons why a contact might get stopped at a tile during a journey: they unsubscribed from the mailing
list targeted by the journey while it was running, they joined the journey's suppression segment while it was
running, or the lowered their consent level to be below the minimum threshold set for the journey while it was
running. Unsubscribes are counted together with suppression list changes.
Email block bounced
A block bounce is registered for emails messages that bounce for some reason other than a hard or soft bounce.
This result is rare, and might indicated a remote bounce, which occurs when a server initially accepts an email, but
then returns a bounce message sometime later. This might happen when the receiving email server is running local
filtering rules that identify issues such as lack of sender authentication, flagged content, or because the sending IP is
on a block list. These are otherwise treated as soft bounces.
Email blocked
The message was blocked due to rules established within Dynamics 365 Marketing, so no attempt to send it was
made. Blocking can occur when: a contact is marked as "Do not bulk email" and/or "Do not email"; the send list
includes duplicate email addresses; you've used up your send quota for the month; the message includes invalid,
missing, or block listed addresses for the recipient, sender, and/or reply-to; other required fields are missing for the
message. Examples of block listed addresses include known anonymous email servers and generic addresses such
as do-not-repy@constoso.com or office@contoso.com.
Email clicked
Each reported email click indicates that a contact clicked on a link sent to them in a marketing email. All links
included in marketing emails are modified to redirect through Dynamics 365 Marketing and to include information
about which message included the link and which contact it was sent to. So on each click, Dynamics 365 Marketing
notes the click, the message that contains it, and the contact who clicked on it, and then forwards the contact on to
the page originally specified by the message designer. Marketing can report both total clicks and unique clicks.
Unique clicks count at most one click on each link by each recipient. Total clicks also count multiple clicks of the
same link by any recipient, so total click values could sometimes be larger than the number of opens or deliveries
for a given message. The technique used to register clicks can sometimes produce misleading results when a
message is forwarded—see Email forwarded in this glossary for details.
Email click-through rate (CTR)
The email click-through rate indicates how often a message delivery resulted in at least one click on any of the links
it contains. It’s reported as a percentage of total deliveries. Only unique clicks are counted, so after the first click, it
doesn’t matter how many links a recipient clicks on, or how many times. For more information about how clicks are
counted, see Email clicked in this glossary.
EmailCTR = (UniqueMessageClicks/TotalDelivered) * 100%

Email delivered
A marketing email message is considered to have been delivered if it was sent (not blocked) by Dynamics 365
Marketing and no bounce was reported. Messages reported as delivered might still end up unopened or caught in a
spam filter along the way.

Delivered = SegmentContacts – DuplicateContacts – BlockedContacts – StoppedContacts – HardBounces –
SoftBounces – BlockBounces

Email feedback loop
A feedback loop occurs when an email gets delivered and then a recipient's email client returns a feedback
message to Dynamics 365 Marketing. This typically means that the recipient used their email client to mark the
message as spam. If you continue to send messages to an address that has returned this feedback, you risk
lowering your server's send reputation, which will reduce your delivery rate. When feedback is received, Dynamics
365 Marketing will automatically stop sending new messages to that address, but your email results will still show
each attempt as a feedback loop.
Email for warded
An email is registered as forwarded each time an original recipient uses a Dynamics 365 Marketing forward-to-afriend marketing page to forward it. If a contact instead forwards a message using their email client, then no
forward will be record in Dynamics 365 Marketing, and the forwarded message will still include links and a web
beacon that identify the original recipient, so all subsequent opens and clicks will continue to be matched to the
original recipient in Dynamics 365 Marketing. If the original recipient instead forwards using a forward-to-a-friend
form, then new links and a new web beacon will be generated for the new recipients and all opens and clicks will be
correctly attributed to the new recipients. We therefore recommend that you include forward-to-a-friend links in all
of your marketing messages and encourage recipients to use them instead of forwarding with their email clients.
For more information about web beacons and how email clicks and opens are counted, see Email click and Email
opened in this glossary.
Email hard bounced
A hard bounce indicates that you tried to send an email message to an address that isn't valid. A hard bounce might
occur because the domain name doesn't exist or because the recipient is unknown. Multiple hard bounces can lower
your server's send reputation, which will reduce your delivery rate, so you should remove hard-bouncing addresses
from your contact records. When an address returns a hard bounce, Dynamics 365 Marketing will automatically
stop sending new messages to that address for six months, but your email results will still show each attempt as a
hard bounce.
Email opened
An email is registered as having been opened each time a recipient opens the message and allows it to load images.
It works because Dynamics 365 Marketing includes an embedded link to a clear, 1x1 pixel image in each message it
sends. This type of image is sometimes called a web beacon. The actual web-beacon image is stored on the
Dynamics 365 Marketing server, so each time a contact opens the message and loads its images, that message
requests the beacon image using a URL that includes information about which message and which contact is
requesting it. Marketing can report both total opens and unique opens. Unique opens count at most one open of
each message by each recipient. Total opens also count multiple opens of the same message by any recipient. Some
lists of email-opened results include information about the browser and operating system that was used, but these
values are not available for messages opened on a Gmail client (the open is shown and counted, but the browser
and OS values are blank). Note that if a contact doesn't allow the images to load when opening a message, then no
open will be recorded, but link clicks will still be counted, which can make it appear as though you have more
unique clicks than unique opens. Likewise, web beacons can sometimes produce misleading results when a
message is forwarded—see Email forwarded in this glossary for details.
Email processed
A processed email is a message that has been successfully rendered for a specific recipient, resulting in a message
that is valid and ready to send.
Processed = Inflow - Processing – Stopped – Failed

Email sent
A sent message is one that Dynamics 365 Marketing attempted to deliver to a contact during a customer journey,
after removing duplicate, stopped, and blocked contacts. Some of these messages may still fail to get delivered due
to soft or hard bounces.
Sent = SegmentContacts – DuplicateContacts – BlockedContacts – StoppedContacts

Email soft bounced
A soft bounce occurs when an email is sent to a valid server, which recognizes the user, but which still rejects the

message for some reason. A soft bounce may occur because the recipient's mailbox is full, the mail server is
temporarily unavailable, or the email account has been closed. If five messages in a row sent to a given address
result in a soft bounce, then Marketing will treat that address as a hard-bouncing address and stop trying to send to
it.
Email unopened
The number of times a message was delivered, but no open was recorded. See also Email opened and Email
delivered in this glossary for more information about how these values are found.
Unopened = TotalDelivered – UniqueOpens

Form submitted
A form submission is recorded each time somebody submits a marketing form. This includes both forms that are
placed on a marketing page and forms that are embedded on an external site.
Form visited
A form visit is recorded each time somebody opens a page that includes a marketing form. This includes both forms
that are placed on a marketing page and forms that are embedded on page on an external site.
Link click-through rate (CTR)
The link click-through rate indicates how often a specific link in a specific message was clicked by any recipient at
least once. It’s reported as a percentage of total deliveries. Only unique clicks are counted, so after the first click, it
doesn’t matter how many times a recipient clicks the link. For more information about how clicks are counted, see
Email clicked in this glossary.
LinkCTR = (UniqueLinkClicks/TotalDelivered) * 100%

Page submitted
A page submission is recorded each time somebody submits a marketing page that includes a marketing form. This
only includes pages hosted on a Power Apps portal, not submissions of marketing forms that are embedded on a
page on an external site.
Page visited
A page visit is recorded each time somebody visits a marketing page. This only includes pages hosted on a Power
Apps portal, not pages on external sites that have a Dynamics 365 Marketing website tracking script.
Redirect URL clicked
Redirect URLs create links that connect to your Dynamics 365 Marketing server, which records the click, and then
redirect immediately to some content that the requester is looking for. You can use them to track clicks from
banners, ads, social media posts, and more. If a redirect URL is clicked by a known contact using a browser where a
Dynamics 365 Marketing cookie has been set (as a result of submitting a landing page), then the click is linked to
the relevant contact; otherwise the click is recorded as anonymous.
Subscription submitted
A contact clicked on the subscription center link sent to them in email, and then submitted the subscription center at
least once, regardless of whether the contact changed their subscriptions or contact details.
Total generated leads
The number of leads generated as a result of an email message. A new lead is counted when a recipient clicks a
landing-page link in the message and then submits the landing page, which generates a new lead for that contact as
a result. Landing page submissions that don't generate a new lead aren't counted (for example, because a matching
lead already exists or because the landing page isn't set up to generate leads).
Unsubscribed
A recipient clicked on the subscription center link in an email and then unsubscribed from one or more mailing lists.
This value counts, at most, one unsubscribe per message per recipient.
Web beacon
Web beacons are what makes it possible for Dynamics 365 Marketing to detect when a marketing email messages
has been opened by a recipient. The beacon is a transparent, 1x1 pixel, remote image that Dynamics 365 Marketing
embeds in each marketing email it sends. The image link is unique for each message, and includes not only the URL
of the image to load, but also an ID that Dynamics 365 Marketing uses to identify the message and the contact it
was sent to. The actual web-beacon image is stored on the Dynamics 365 Marketing server, so each time a contact
opens a message and loads its images, Dynamics 365 Marketing logs which message was opened and by whom
and then returns the image.

Website clicked
A website click is recorded each time somebody clicks a link on a page that includes a Dynamics 365 Marketing
website tracking script. This includes both marketing pages hosted on a Power Apps portal and external pages that
host a form or tracking script created with Dynamics 365 Marketing. The feature uses a cookie to uniquely identify
each web browser that visits a site, but each visitor is anonymous until he or she submits a marketing page with
form values that match an existing contact or create a new one. If a known contact switches to a new device, a new
browser, or to private-browsing mode, website visits will again be recorded as anonymous until that contact
submits a marketing page using that device/browser combination.
Website visited
Dynamics 365 Marketing records a website visit each time somebody loads a page that includes a website tracking
script created using Dynamics 365 Marketing. This includes both marketing pages hosted on a Power Apps portal
and external pages that host a form or tracking script created with Dynamics 365 Marketing. The feature uses a
cookie to uniquely identify each web browser that visits a site, but each visitor is anonymous until he or she submits
a marketing page with form values that match an existing contact or create a new one. If a known contact switches
to a new device, a new browser, or to private-browsing mode, website visits will again be recorded as anonymous
until that contact submits a marketing page using that device/browser combination.
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NOTE
Effective November 2020:
Common Data Service has been renamed to Microsoft Dataverse. Learn more
Some terminology in Microsoft Dataverse has been updated. For example, entity is now table and field is now column.
Learn more
This article will be updated soon to reflect the latest terminology.

Dynamics 365 Marketing provides a wide selection of built-in analytics throughout the application. But you can
also create your own custom analytics and reports from your Dynamics 365 Marketing data by using Power BI.
We provide endpoints that you can use to connect Power BI to Dynamics 365 Marketing, plus a downloadable
Power BI template that you can open in Power BI Desktop, connect to your Dynamics 365 data sources and then
customize as needed. When you're done setting it up, you can publish and share your Power BI report using the
standard Power BI online tools.

Data sources for custom analytics
To create custom analytics, you can connect two different data sources, each of which provides a different type
of data:
Profile data is stored in the organizational database and includes the entities and records that you see, edit,
and create when working directly in Dynamics 365 Marketing. These include common entities like contacts,
accounts, leads, events, customer journeys, and more. You'll use the Power BI data connector called "Common
Data Services for Apps" for this type of data.
Interaction data is stored in the marketing-insights service database and includes information about how
your contacts interacted with your marketing initiatives, including email opens, email clicks, event
registrations, page submissions, and more. You can see this type of information when you look at the insights
built into Dynamics 365 Marketing, but you can't create these records nor view them directly. In the current
release, you'll use the Power BI "Azure Blob Storage" connector for this type of data. In future releases, you'll
also be able use the dataflow connector.
You'll be able to connect directly to your Dynamics 365 Marketing database from Power BI to fetch your profile
data, but to access interaction data you'll need to set up Azure Blob Storage, configure Dynamics 365 Marketing
to save interaction data there, and then connect Power BI to your blob storage.

Set up Azure Blob storage and connect it to Marketing
1. Sign into portal.azure.com using the same account where you are running Dynamics 365 Marketing.
2. If you don't already have one, then create a general-purpose storage account in the Azure Blob storage as
described in Quickstart: Upload, download, and list blobs using the Azure portal.

NOTE
Your general-purpose storage account can be either V1 or V2. Both will work with the Power BI template supplied
by Microsoft, but we recommend using V2 if possible because it will support more advanced Power BI capabilities
in the future.

3. Create a blob storage container in your storage account, also as described in Quickstart: Upload,
download, and list blobs using the Azure portal.
4. Launch the Microsoft Azure Storage Explorer, which is a desktop app, and connect it to your Azure
account. If you don't already have it, you can download if for free from
https://azure.microsoft.com/features/storage-explorer/.
5. In the Storage Explorer, navigate down to the blob storage container you just created.

6. Right-click on your blob storage container and then select Get shared access signature from the
context menu. The Shared Access Signature dialog opens.

Make the following settings:
Choose a Star t time and Expir y time to establish the period during which your signature will
remain valid. Note that the signature must remain valid for as long as you intend to run the export—
the export will stop immediately when the signature expires.

Enable all four Permissions by selecting their check boxes.
7. Select Create to create the signature. The dialog refreshes to show a URL and Quer y string . Select the
Copy button to copy the URL shown here and paste in a temporary text file so you can use it later in this
procedure.

8. Sign into Dynamics 365 Marketing and go to Settings > Advanced settings > Marketing settings >
Marketing analytics configuration . A list of marketing analytics configurations opens. If a record is
already listed here, then select it to open it; otherwise, select New from the command bar to create a new
record.
9. The Marketing analytics configuration page opens.

Make the following settings:
Name : Enter a name to identify this configuration record.
Expor t to blob storage sas token : Paste the URL you copied earlier in this procedure.
Expor t from date : Optional. When left empty, all interactions available in the Marketing application

will be exported. If a date value is specified, then only the interactions that happened after this date
will be exported. This is useful for reducing the amount of data exported if you are not interested in
creating reports for older interactions.
NOTE
Parallel exports are not supported, only one export configuration is allowed.

10. Save your settings.

NOTE
The URL you pasted here has two parts: a storage URL identifying your storage account and container name, and
an SAS token that allows Dynamics 365 Marketing to connect to your blob storage. To prevent other people from
being able to connect to your blob storage, only the storage URL will be saved in the Dynamics 365 database. The
full URL, including the SAS token, will be stored securely in Dynamics 365 Marketing. This is why you can never
see the full URL in this form.

11. After a short time, Dynamics 365 Marketing will begin to export interaction data as individual files to
your blob storage container, where you'll be able to pick it up using Power BI. You'll also be able to see
these files and an associated JSON file in the Azure Storage Explorer.

NOTE
Interactions are exported on the fly, but only until the provided SAS token expires. You can update the SAS token
at any time by pasting a new URL in the Expor t to blob storage sas token field and saving the configuration.
The already stopped export will be automatically restarted. This is only possible for the same storage account or
container. If you need to export to a different storage account and container, stop the current export, delete the
configuration, and create a new one.

Get Power BI templates and connect them your Marketing data
Once your Azure Blob storage is set up and connected to Dynamics 365 Marketing, you're ready to start
working in Power BI to connect to your data sources and design your analytics. Do help get you started, we
provide a gallery of pre-built templates and sample reports that you can download, explore, customize, and
connect to your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance.
More information: Download and use marketing analytics templates and sample reports for Power BI

Download and use marketing analytics templates
and sample reports for Power BI
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This article provides a gallery with links to downloads and details for each Microsoft Power BI template and
sample report that's currently available for Dynamics 365 Marketing. It also explains how to connect a
downloaded template to your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance. These resources help you produce custom
analytics reports with Power BI for your Dynamics 365 Marketing organization.

Gallery: Download Power BI reports and templates
TIP
Download your marketing analytics reports and templates directly from our gallery—ready to use with Dynamics 365
Marketing!

Choose from a growing number of marketing reports for easy download, and find the information to help you
select the reports that fit your needs. Each template and report provides useful views, charts, and analytics. You
can use the standard features of the Power BI Desktop to explore the data sources and analytical displays, and
customize them to meet your own organization's requirements.
NAME

DESC RIP T IO N

Generic template
(framework and tools)

This report provides generic
parameters, data sources,
and query code you can
use to query for any
marketing data from
Microsoft Dataverse and
the interaction store.

Basic leaderboard report
(journeys and email
marketing)

Identify your most effective
journeys and marketing
messages.

Email marketing report

Deep-dive into your email
marketing plans, activities,
and interactions.

Segmentation report

Analyze how segments are
used in your marketing
activities.

Marketing program
effectiveness

Analyze the end-to-end
effectiveness of your
marketing programs,
including automation,
journeys, channels, lead
generation, conversion, and
revenue generation.

T EM P L AT E

REP O RT

NAME

DESC RIP T IO N

Marketing reach analysis

Identify contacts and how
you're reaching out to
them. See all audiences
reached in selected
journeys, together with
their related interactions.

Marketing form submission
report

Get an overview of the
submission stream across
all your marketing forms.

T EM P L AT E

REP O RT

The source code for all of these reports is available publicly on GitHub.

Connect a Power BI template to your Dynamics 365 Marketing
instance
After your Azure Blob storage is set up and connected to Dynamics 365 Marketing, you're ready to start working
in Power BI to connect to your data sources and design your analytics.
1. If you haven't done so already, download the templates you need from the gallery.
2. Select a template and open it in Power BI Desktop. If you don't already have Power BI Desktop, you can
download it for free from https://powerbi.microsoft.com/desktop/.
3. The first time you open a Power BI template, you'll be asked to specify connection strings and credentials
to connect to both Azure Blob storage and to Dynamics 365 Marketing.

To connect to the Dynamics 365 database, use the same user credentials that you use to sign in to
Marketing.
You can find connection details for your Azure Blob storage by using Azure Storage Explorer.
Specify how many days of interaction data that you want to load (counting back from today).
4. Select Load to load the template into Power BI.
NOTE
If you see loading errors the first time you open a template, open the query editor, select a query that has been
highlighted with a warning icon, and then select Retr y on the notification message bar. Repeat for each query that
shows a warning. After all queries have loaded, select Close & Apply .

IMPORTANT
There is a two hour limit for Power BI report refresh. To prevent a timeout, we recommend keeping the data in
your blob storage under these limits:
50,000 blobs in total
5GB of data in total

See also
Data sources for custom analytics
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NOTE
Effective November 2020:
Common Data Service has been renamed to Microsoft Dataverse. Learn more
Some terminology in Microsoft Dataverse has been updated. For example, entity is now table and field is now column.
Learn more
This article will be updated soon to reflect the latest terminology.

Designed for the data analyst who's fluent in Power BI report building, the marketing analytics reporting
framework provides an important foundation that includes the M-Code, queries, functions, data connectors, and
parameter processing that are at the core of every marketing analytics report.
Use the following links to download a template for running the report on your own organization and a sample
report filled with sample data.
DO W N LO A D REP O RT T EM P L AT E

DO W N LO A D SA M P L E REP O RT

NOTE
You can find the full list of marketing analytics downloads in the marketing analytics reporting gallery.

Building custom marketing analytics with Power BI
The file repository provides a set of Power BI files (.pbx) and their respective template files (.pbit) that you can
use to build your own marketing analytics reports. The focus of the Power BI code framework is to provide
ready-built and easy-to-use data sources that connect to data from Dynamic 365 Marketing, including date
filters and one-liner query building in M-code to access specific profile and interaction tables.

Out-of-the-box connection dialog box
You can connect to your data with ease. When you open a template file, the framework presents a connection
dialog box for configuring and publishing marketing analytics.

The meta-model browser
You can use the meta-model browser to discover profile and interaction types. Each report comes with a set of
hidden report pages that can help you browse through the available types of profiles in your organization in
Microsoft Dataverse, and all the interaction types that are referenced in the marketing model. You can select
interaction types and study the attributes that you'll be able to use for analytics reporting.

Your marketing interaction data stream
You can study the available interaction data and data generation over time. This valuable tool helps to validate
the interaction data inflow in your marketing instance as it's reflected in the data arriving in your Azure storage.
You can quickly see whether data is arriving as expected and study which type of interaction data, in what
volume, is being captured over time. This not only helps you select use cases for marketing analytics, but in
general it helps you troubleshoot your marketing analytics configuration and the processes in your marketing
application.

Working with queries in Power BI

When working with queries in Power BI, keep the following recommendations in mind:
Use pre-built quer y code to load, filter, and analyze your data.
The framework comes with a rich set of pre-built queries, functions, parameters, and tables that make it
easy to access data from your Marketing instance. You'll typically select the interaction types to load and
then add queries for the profile and interaction data that you're looking for. Those tasks are wellsupported; often, they'll require just one line of query code per interaction, plus a few useful formatting
instructions.
Configure the interaction data you want to include in the repor t.
Over time, a marketing organization collects large amounts of data, especially interactions, but also a set
of signals emitted by the marketing automation engine.
A good practice is to only load the data that's required for your specific report. Although marketers will
configure their reports with a maximum age limit for the interactions to consider, it's the duty of the data
analyst who creates a marketing analytics report to specify which interaction types should be considered
for loading. Limiting the amount of interaction types greatly improves the refresh performance, because
the Power BI code will filter interaction data as early as possible.

With the help of template code, it's easy to load data for selected profiles and interactions, and then add the
relations that connect the data.
The best way to learn how to achieve this is to look at the sample queries for profiles and interaction in the
query editor. To load the data for a specific profile, add a new query and fill in one line of code with the
respective profile/entity name, as shown for the msdyncrm_marketingpage entity in the following example:

let
Source = GetCDST_CustomProfileTable("msdyncrm_marketingpage")
in
Source

Typically, you'd add more operations to include only selected attributes and perform some formatting, if needed.
Similarly, you can add queries to load interactions into your analytics report—also with one line of M-code, as in
the following illustration.

Common report pages
Each template and sample report contains the following common pages:
The Help page is an empty page where you can document anything that you want your audience to
know about when they access the report. Each report page provides a help button at the top that opens
this page.
The Interaction data flow page is hidden by default. It provides insights into the volume of interaction
data that your marketing organization generates over time.

The Interaction files leaderboard shows you the largest volume of data generated by all the
interaction types and data emitted by your marketing organization, compared to the subset of data you
actually consume in your analytics report.

Two additional pages, CDS-T entities and Interaction types , provide detailed lookup for any profile
type and the full interaction data model available for analytics reporting. You'll also find information
about which interactions are enabled for loading in your report configuration. Note that not all
interaction types are supported by the data-publishing mechanism.

Happy analytics repor ting with Dynamics 365 Marketing!

Leaderboard report for customer journeys and
email marketing
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

The leaderboard report for customer journeys and email marketing identifies your most effective journeys and
messages. Use the following links to download a template for running the report on your own organization and
a sample report filled with sample data.
DO W N LO A D REP O RT T EM P L AT E

DO W N LO A D SA M P L E REP O RT

NOTE
You can find the full list of marketing analytics downloads in the marketing analytics reporting gallery.

In addition to the common report pages and a report home page, this analytics report includes the following
pages:
A detailed leaderboard of email marketing activities
A detailed leaderboard of customer journeys
A leaderboard of KPIs, with timelines

Leaderboard of email marketing activities
The detailed email marketing leaderboard lets you compare and rank your marketing messages based on the
following KPIs:
Total emails delivered
Total email opens, unique opens, and open rate
Total link clicks, unique clicks, and click rate
Total form submissions, unique submissions, and submission rate
Total subscriptions, unique subscriptions, and submission rate
Use the data range, message status, and journey status columns to filter the messages. The interactions can also
be filtered by age.
Users can configure the leaderboard chart control, rearrange columns, and sort the list by any selected KPI as
needed.

Leaderboard of customer journeys
KPIs related to email marketing are aggregated across all marketing messages that are part of a journey. The
report compares and ranks your journeys based on the following KPIs:
Number of contacts processed by the journey
Total emails delivered
Total email opens, unique opens, and open rate
Total link clicks, unique clicks, and click rate
Total form submissions, unique submissions, and submission rate
Total subscriptions, unique subscriptions, and subscription rate
Use the data range and status slicers to filter the journeys. The interactions can also be filtered by age.
Users can configure the leaderboard chart control, rearrange columns, and sort the list by any selected KPI as
needed.

Leaderboard of KPIs with timelines
This report lists all the KPIs, marketing messages, and journeys selected by the sliders. In addition, you can look
at the individual interaction timelines that lie behind the KPIs. Try filtering the various journeys and messages, or
slicing and dicing to compare your marketing activities by various criteria.

Happy analytics repor ting with Dynamics 365 Marketing!

Email marketing analytics report for Dynamics 365
Marketing
3/5/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

This marketing analytics report provides insights into your email marketing and related activities. Use the
following links to download a template for running the report on your organization and an example report filled
with sample data.
DO W N LO A D REP O RT T EM P L AT E

DO W N LO A D SA M P L E REP O RT

NOTE
You can find the full list of marketing analytics downloads in the marketing analytics reporting gallery.

In addition to the common report pages, this analytics report includes the following pages:
Home page
Email marketing plan overview
Email marketing template usage report
A leaderboard of your most effective email activities
Detailed email interaction timeline
Geo-mapping your interactions
Detailed link-click analysis
Blocked email messages and other failures

Email marketing report home page
Each report includes a filter pane on the left that lets you quickly select the relevant marketing activities to focus
on. You can also chose the relevant time frame for your exploration.
TIP
Use the report home page to get a quick overview of your core marketing automation objects, customer journeys, and
email marketing messages.

Here you can define report-wide data filtering, select the data range you'd like to include, and limit the view to
include just the customer journeys and marketing messages you're interested in.An additional view shows the
timeline of interactions arriving from your audience, which helps you set filters and define what to show.

Email marketing plan overview
The marketing plan presents a view of your marketing activities in the form of a Gantt chart. It shows how
frequently individual marketing messages are used in your customer journey.
The view retains the slicer filter you selected previously and carries additional KPIs for the scope of data you're
viewing.

You can open each chart in full-screen view to better study its data.

Email marketing template usage report
The template report shows which marketing message templates are being used in your marketing automation.
It can be important to ensure that you're using the correct templates in certain journeys. Select which journeys
you'd like to check, and then inspect the number of messages sent and which templates were used.

Leaderboard—your most successful email marketing automation and
messages
The leaderboard shows you which of your marketing automation and messages are performing best. Your bestperforming customer journeys with their respective email marketing messages are ranked for various criteria,
such as most unique opens, most clicks, or most conversions (leads captured). Select the criteria and then
compare customer journeys or emails across selected or all customer journeys in which they appear.

NOTE
A more detailed leaderboard report is also available. It supports a more fine-grained leader analysis based on more
interactions for both your customer journeys and email marketing activities.

Email marketing interaction timeline
The timeline view shows the trend of responses and other email-related interactions over time. Select the charts
for the various interactions to focus on in the respective timeline. A few KPIs show the most opened/read
messages, the messages with the most link clicks, and more.

Geo mapping—see where your audience is located
This report shows a map of roughly where recipients were when they opened or clicked a marketing email. It
uses the IP addresses recorded for each interaction to approximate the location.

Email links clicked
This detailed link-click report breaks down how many times each link was clicked and gives a ranking for your
most opened links. A detailed click-stream timeline shows the history over time.

Email sending failures and blocked sending
This important report shows all the sending failures and blocked emails that occurred over time, and lists the
reasons for each of them. A per-message view identifies the most relevant messages and reports on failures so
you can plan any required mitigations.

Happy analytics repor ting with Dynamics 365 Marketing!

Segmentation usage report
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

With the marketing segmentation usage report, you can analyze how segments are used across your marketing
activities. The marketing segment usage report shows which segments are used in which marketing activities
and helps you identify orphaned segments.
Use the following links to download a template for running the report on your own organization and a sample
report filled with sample data.
DO W N LO A D REP O RT T EM P L AT E

DO W N LO A D SA M P L E REP O RT

NOTE
You can find the full list of marketing analytics downloads in the marketing analytics reporting gallery.

Leaderboard and segmentation usage report
The leaderboard report helps you identify the most-used segments and the journeys that use the most
segments.

Orphaned segmentation report
The orphaned segment report identifies segments that aren't used anywhere. We recommend that you regularly
clean up your unused segments to prevent clutter and reserve your processing resources for segments that you
actually use.

Happy analytics repor ting with Dynamics 365 Marketing!

Marketing program effectiveness analysis for
Dynamics 365 Marketing
3/5/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use this report to analyze the end-to-end effectiveness of your marketing programs, including automation,
journeys, channels, lead generation, conversion, and revenue generation. Use the following links to download a
template for running the report on your own organization and a sample report filled with sample data.
DO W N LO A D REP O RT T EM P L AT E

DO W N LO A D SA M P L E REP O RT

NOTE
You can find the full list of marketing analytics downloads in the marketing analytics reporting gallery.

This report walks you through and end-to-end analytical exploration that starts from your marketing plan and
continues all the way to return on investment (ROI) and attribution to sales versus marketing. Start your
exploration on the home page, which provides a high-level overview of your marketing activities. Then go to the
marketing plan to see a Gantt chart that shows when your customer journeys are running and which messaging
is being used. At the next station, you can find out who exactly is included in your audience, and what feedback
and interactions have been detected. Go to the leaderboard to compare which of your automated marketing
activities performs best.
Next stop is lead generation, where you can find out which leads were created by inbound versus outbound
marketing activities, see the stage the leads are in, and view related customer interactions. Explore the full lead
pipeline to find all leads, whether they're inbound/outbound or sales-generated; these leads are grouped by
their current stage, as they leave marketing, go through tele-prospecting, and finally become sales-accepted. At
the end of the exploration, the return on investment report helps you see where the opportunities with highest
budget, highest estimated revenue, and actual total amount have been generated—by inbound marketing,
outbound marketing, or direct sales activities.
In addition to the common report pages, this analytics report includes the following pages:
Home page
Marketing automation plan overview
Journey reach
A leaderboard of your most effective marketing automation activities
Lead-generation performance analytics
Lead pipeline report for inbound and outbound lead generation
An ROI report

Marketing automation report home page

TIP
The report home page gives you a quick overview of your core marketing automation objects, customer journeys, and
email marketing messages.

Each report includes a filter pane on the left that lets you select the relevant marketing activities to focus on. You
can also chose the relevant time frame for your exploration. You can define report-wide data filtering here, select
the data range you'd like to report on, and limit the view to selected customer journeys.

Marketing automation plan overview
The marketing plan report shows all your customer journeys in a Gantt chart together with related marketing
messages. You can use the sliders to apply filters that sync across other reports. This helps you to set the scope
for your explorations.

Journey reach

The journey reach report dives into who was addressed by, and who responded to, your marketing activities. In
this report you'll see all the audience members that have been included in and processed by your customer
journeys. A dispatchment indicates that a contact has been pushed—typically from a segment—into the
customer journey.
You can search dispatched contacts by name or email address. Then dive into details either per contact or
aggregated at the customer journey level.

Leaderboard—your most successful email marketing automation
activities
The leaderboard shows which of your marketing automation plans performed best. Your best-performing
customer journeys, along with the respective audience interactions, are ranked by various criteria, including
unique opens, clicks, conversions (leads captured), subscriptions, and more. Select the criteria and then compare
customer journeys or emails across selected—or all—customer journeys in which they appear.

Lead generation flow originating from inbound/outbound marketing

The lead generation report helps you find out which leads were created from inbound versus outbound
marketing activities. Outbound leads will have the originating customer journey field set, and will also have
stages assigned and related customer interactions attached to the respective contact.

Lead pipeline—see leads originating from inbound/outbound
marketing and from sales
In the lead pipeline report, all leads originating from Dynamics 365 Marketing are grouped by their sales stage.
The leads are split according to whether they came from inbound or outbound marketing activities. The leads
originating from marketing move through the teleprospecting-ready and teleprospecting-accepted stages and
then on to the sales-accepted and sales-ready stages. Sales-ready leads are typically the most promising and
will probably be picked up by salespeople for extra attention.

ROI report—judge effectiveness according to your return on
marketing investments
Use the ROI report to compare revenue generation originating from inbound/outbound marketing and sales.

This report splits your opportunities into three groups to help you attribute revenue to your marketing activities
or direct sales. Each group shows the number of opportunities, the total budget for the opportunities in this
group, the estimated revenue, and the actual total amount.
The group association is done through the originating leads based on whether those originated from customer
journeys, marketing pages, or sales campaigns.
The first block contains the opportunities that originated from sales campaigns. The second block aggregates all
opportunities that originated from inbound marketing—these have been created based on an inbound visit to a
marketing page that can't be attributed to an outbound customer journey. The third are all the opportunities that
have been attributed to a customer journey.
This report assumes all customer journeys to be outbound. However, you can extend your journey model to
include an inbound versus outbound classification, and associate respective opportunities accordingly, if this is
relevant for your marketing automation configuration.

Happy analytics repor ting with Dynamics 365 Marketing!

Marketing reach analysis for Dynamics 365
Marketing
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use this report to identify contacts and how you're reaching out to them. See all audiences that have been
reached in selected journeys, together with their related interactions.
Use the following links to download a template for running the report on your own organization and a sample
report filled with sample data.
DO W N LO A D REP O RT T EM P L AT E

DO W N LO A D SA M P L E REP O RT

NOTE
You can find the full list of marketing analytics downloads in the marketing analytics reporting gallery.

Happy analytics repor ting with Dynamics 365 Marketing!

Marketing form submission report
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use this marketing analytics report to get insights into the submission stream of your marketing forms. You'll be
able to see all the details of your marketing form submissions in one report, and then slice and dice over the
timeline, related marketing messaging, and automation.
Use the following links to download a template for running the report on your own organization and a sample
report filled with sample data.
DO W N LO A D REP O RT T EM P L AT E

DO W N LO A D SA M P L E REP O RT

NOTE
You can find the full list of marketing analytics downloads in the marketing analytics reporting gallery.

In addition to the common report pages, this analytics report includes the following pages:
Home page
A timeline of form submissions
Details of form submissions
Submission values
Conversion leaderboard

Marketing-form submission report home page
TIP
The report home page gives a quick overview on your marketing forms and the submission volume.

Each report includes a filter pane on the left that lets you quickly select the relevant marketing activities to focus
on. You can also chose the relevant time frame for your exploration.

Marketing-form submission timeline
Use this report page to see a timeline of form-submission history across all your marketing forms.

Marketing-form submission details
You can also find a more detailed view of all form submissions.

Marketing-form submission value report
See what values have been submitted against which fields for all marketing forms.

Conversion leaderboard
This leaderboard displays various types of conversions from your marketing forms. It shows which forms:
Attracted the most submissions from new and returning visitors.
Created the most new contacts or updated the most existing contacts.
Created the most new leads or updated the most existing leads.

Happy analytics repor ting with Dynamics 365 Marketing!

Developer guide (Marketing)
5/21/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Extend Dynamics 365 Marketing
Extend customer journeys using custom channels
Create a custom channel
Build and host a custom event portal
Retrieve interactions for a contact
Metadata reference for your organization

Related resources
Administrator Guide (Marketing)
User Guide (Marketing)
Developer Guide for Dynamics 365

General extensibility concepts
Introduction to entities
Write plug-ins to extend business processes
Automate your business processes in Dynamics 365
Workflows overview
Web resources for Dynamics 365

Extend customer journeys using custom channels
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Customer journey orchestration in Dynamics 365 Marketing lets marketers create multi-step, multi-channel
marketing campaigns that target a specific segment, deliver marketing email messages, respond to contact
interactions, launch workflows, and more. More information: Use customer journeys to create automated
campaigns
Customer journeys are built by adding tiles from the in-place menu on the designer canvas to build the journey
execution flow. Beyond the out-of-the box tiles provided for customer journeys, partners can create custom
channels to extend the marketing capabilities in Dynamics 365 Marketing.

You can create a custom channel, such as text (SMS) or social media, and expose the channel as a “tile” in the
journey designer and make it accessible from the in-place menu on the canvas under the "Custom tiles"
category. These custom channels provide similar capabilities to the out-of-the box channels, including sending
communication, tracking customer interactions, and adding if/then conditions to branch the paths within a
customer journey.
See also
Customer journey tiles reference
Marketing Help & Training

Overview of custom channel
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

A custom channel contains custom entities, workflows or plug-ins containing your custom logic, and a couple of
web resources that help surface the custom channel as a “tile” in the customer journey designer. All these
components are bundled into a solution that can be imported into a Dynamics 365 Marketing instance to enable
a custom channel.
The following illustration provides a high-level overview of the operation flow for a custom channel:

1. When a contact record, which has the compliance field set to allow using custom channels, goes through a
customer journey, an instance (record) of the Custom Channel Activity
(msdyncrm_customerjourneycustomchannelactivity ) entity is automatically created. For example, for a
segment of 50 contacts with 40 contacts enabled for custom channel, the customer journey would generate
40 records of the Custom Channel Activity entity. For information about the compliance field, see Define
the Tile XML file.
2. On creation of the entity instance, the custom business logic present in a partner-developed plug-in or
workflow is triggered, and interacts with the external service to execute custom operations. For example,
send a message to the external service and receive a response from the external service.
3. Activity execution feedback is processed through a custom action, CustomChannelActivity
CreateInteraction , and the interactions are sent to the marketing-insights service to enable analytics and
triggers on the interactions. For example, one message could generate three interactions: sent, delivered,
opened.

See also
Workflows overview
Write plug-ins to extend business processes
Web resources in model-driven apps

Create a custom channel for customer journey
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Creating a custom channel for customer journeys involves using the extensibility infrastructure provided for
model-driven apps in Dynamics 365 (Dynamics 365 Sales, Dynamics 365 Customer Service, Dynamics 365 Field
Service, Dynamics 365 Marketing, and Dynamics 365 Project Service Automation). These include custom
entities, workflows, plugins, and web resources, which allow developers and partners to use their existing
knowledge of Microsoft Dataverse. For detailed information about these concepts, see Microsoft Dataverse
Developer Guide.
Creating a custom channel for customer journeys broadly involves the following steps:
Step 1: Create required entities and forms
Step 2: Configure the tile for custom channel
Step 3: Create a workflow or plug-in to implement your custom logic
Step 4: Test your custom channel tile

See also
Publish custom channel on AppSource
Configure and use custom channel

Step 1: Create required entities and forms for
custom channel
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

You might want to create custom entities and forms to store and display information about your custom
channel. You might also want to build a configuration page to help users connect to an external service that your
custom channel interacts with. Finally, you could build some dashboards to display some analytics information.
More information:
Create or edit entities (record types)
Create and design forms
Create or edit dashboards
NOTE
You can view all the entities and their properties, attributes, and relationships by using the Entity Metadata Browser tool.
More information: Dynamics 365 Marketing entity reference

Step 2: Configure the tile for custom channel

Step 2: Configure the tile for custom channel
3/29/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

Custom channel is exposed as a “tile” in the customer journey designer. You define the tile using two files: an
XML file and a CSS file.

Define the Tile XML file
Define tile properties of the custom Tile in an XML file. The XML file name should be in the following format:
<SolutionPublisherPrefix>_<FileNamePrefix>CustomerJourneyDesignerTileConfig.xml .
For example, if you want to use SpecialTile as the name for your XML file then the file name will be the
following assuming the solution publisher prefix in your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance is "sample":
sample_SpecialTileCustomerJourneyDesignerTileConfig.xml
Sample Tile XML file
The following is a sample Tile XML file. Description of the elements in the XML file is available later in this topic:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<!-- file name should only contain alpha-numeric characters and underscore -->
<!-- format: <fileNamePrefix>CustomerJourneyDesignerTileConfig.xml> -->
<LibraryTile>
<!-- mandatory -->
<!-- icon: CSS class defining your tile icon-->
<!-- fontFamily: CSS class defining font-family for your icon-->
<!-- cssFileName: your CSS file name in CRM-->
<Definition icon="sample_SpecialTile" fontFamily="sample_SpecialTileSymbolFont"
cssFileName="sample_SpecialTileCustomerJourneyDesignerTileConfig.css" />
<!-- mandatory -->
<ChannelProperties>
<!-- mandatory -->
<EntityType>sample_specialmessage</EntityType>
<EntitySetName>sample_specialmessages</EntitySetName>
<TitleFieldName>sample_name</TitleFieldName>
<ComplianceField>donotphone</ComplianceField>
<!-- mandatory -->
<!-- Lookup view id for your entity-->
<LookupViewId>4112769C-F12D-4F63-B8C3-9068FECBB4E9</LookupViewId>
<!--Quick view form id for your entity -->
<QuickViewFormId>404BA31B-2C12-4233-8711-804B78DE1267</QuickViewFormId>
</ChannelProperties>
<!-- optional -->
<ResponseTypes>
<ResponseType id="sent">
<Labels>
<!-- Labels should always have a Label for 1033 -->
<Label locId="1033">Sent</Label>
<Label locId="1031">[Sent]</Label>
</Labels>
</ResponseType>
<ResponseType id="delivered">
<Labels>
<!-- Labels should always have a Label for 1033 -->
<Label locId="1033">Delivered</Label>
<Label locId="1031">[Delivered]</Label>
</Labels>
</ResponseType>
<ResponseType id="keyword" custom="True">
<!-- there should be only one response type with attribute custom=true -->
<Labels>
<!-- Labels should always have a Label for 1033 -->
<Label locId="1033">Keyword match</Label>
<Label locId="1031">[Keyword match]</Label>
</Labels>
</ResponseType>
</ResponseTypes>
<!-- mandatory -->
<Labels>
<!-- Labels should always have a Label for 1033 -->
<Label locId="1033">Special</Label>
<Label locId="1031">[Special]</Label>
</Labels>
<!-- mandatory -->
<Tooltips>
<!-- Tooltips should always have a tooltip for 1033 -->
<!-- mandatory -->
<Tooltip locId="1033">Custom Tile tool tip</Tooltip>
<!-- optional -->
<Tooltip locId="1031">[Custom Tile tool tip]</Tooltip>
</Tooltips>
</LibraryTile>

Tile XML file elements
The XML file has the following elements:

Definition : Defines the icon by specifying the following properties:
P RO P ERT Y

DESC RIP T IO N

icon

CSS class defining your tile icon. This definition is
available in your CSS file.

fontFamily

CSS class defining font-family for your icon. This
definition is available in your CSS file.

cssFileName

Your CSS file name containing the definitions.

Example:
<Definition icon="sample_SpecialTile" fontFamily="sample_SpecialTileSymbolFont"
cssFileName="sample_SpecialTileCustomerJourneyDesignerTileConfig.css" />

ChannelProper ties : Contains information about the custom entity that you created to store and
manage data related to your custom channel.
EL EM EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

EntityType

Logical name of the custom entity.

EntitySetName

Collection name (plural name) of the custom entity.

ComplianceField

Contains a boolean attribute of the Contact entity whose
value determines whether an instance of the Custom
Channel Activity
(msdyncrm_customerjourneycustomchannelactivit
y ) entity is created when the Contact record goes
through a customer journey.
For example, if you set the value of this element to
donotphone:
<ComplianceField>donotphone</ComplianceField>

The value of this attribute will be checked for a
Contact record while going through a customer
journey and an instance of the Custom Channel
Activity entity will be created only if the value of the
donotphone attribute for the contact record is false .

LookupViewId

Lookup view ID for the custom entity.

QuickViewFormId

Quick view form ID for the custom entity.

ResponseTypes : Add information about the expected response types. The id property defines the name
or the ID of a response type. The Labels element lets you specify localized labels for the response type.
Use the locId property in the Label element to specify localized label names. For example:

<ResponseTypes>
<ResponseType id="sent">
<Labels>
<!-- Labels should always have a Label for 1033 -->
<Label locId="1033">Sent</Label>
<Label locId="1031">[Sent]</Label>
</Labels>
</ResponseType>
</ResponseTypes>

Tooltips : Provides tooltip for the tile; can also specify localized values using the locId property. For
example:
<Tooltips>
<!-- Tooltips should always have a tooltip for 1033 -->
<!-- mandatory -->
<Tooltip locId="1033">Custom Tile tool tip</Tooltip>
<!-- optional -->
<Tooltip locId="1031">[Custom Tile tool tip]</Tooltip>
</Tooltips>

Define the Tile CSS File
Define the style of the custom channel tile in a CSS file. Make sure that your Tile CSS file name matches to the
file naming convention for the Tile XML file, and matches the value that you specified in the cssFileName
property of the Tile XML file.
For example, in this case, your Tile CSS file name will be:
sample_SpecialTileCustomerJourneyDesignerTileConfig.css
The following is an example of a CSS file where the font styles are defined using the same prefix name
(sample_SpecialTile) that you used in the Tile XML file earlier to refer to the font styles:

@font-face {
/* The font-family name should be unique. Recommendation: use the config (XML) file name generated
without the file extension */
/* Assuming the config file name is
sample_SpecialTileCustomerJourneyDesignerTileConfig.xml so the example uses
'sample_SpecialTileCustomerJourneyDesignerTileConfig' below*/
/* format: font-family: '<config xml file name generated by CRM>' */ font-family:
'sample_SpecialTileCustomerJourneyDesignerTileConfig';
src: url('data:font/opentype;base64, <fontInBase64String=>') format('woff');
}
/* The fileNamePrefix is determined from the configuration (XML) file name:
<YourConfigFilenamePrefix>CustomerJourneyDesignerTileConfig.xml */
/* Example: config file 'sample_SpecialTileCustomerJourneyDesignerTileConfig.xml' */ /* Then the prefix is
'sample_SpecialTile'*/
/* format: <fileNamePrefix>SymbolFont */
.sample_SpecialTileSymbolFont {
/* font-family value defined in the font-face directive */ font-family:
'sample_SpecialTileCustomerJourneyDesignerTileConfig';
}
/* format: <fileNamePrefix>::before */
.sample_SpecialTile::before { /* your tile icon code */
content: "\f099";
}
/* format: #libraryElementCustom_<fileNamePrefix> > span.lib-iconContainer */
#libraryElementCustom_sample_SpecialTile > span.lib-iconContainer { /*background color for your tile icon in
the library panel*/
background-color: #0072c6;
}
/* format: .Custom_<fileNamePrefix> span.tileImageWrapper */
.Custom_sample_SpecialTile span.tileImageWrapper {
/*background color for your tile icon in the library panel*/ background-color: #0072c6;
}
/* format: .Custom_<fileNamePrefix>.tileOutline.selected */
.Custom_sample_SpecialTile.tileOutline.selected {
/*Color for border; Rendered when your tile is selected*/ border-color: #0072c6;
}
/* format: .Custom_<fileNamePrefix>.tileLeftBorder */
.Custom_sample_SpecialTile.tileLeftBorder {
/*Color for left border rendered on the tile when drawn on canvas*/ border-left-color: #0072c6;
}

Step 3: Create a workflow or plug-in to implement your custom logic

Step 3: Create a workflow or plug-in to implement
your custom logic
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Partners can create a workflow or plug-in to implement their custom logic. For information about creating a
workflow or plug-in, see:
Workflows overview and Automate your business processes
Write plug-ins to extend business processes
The workflow or the plug-in should be configured to:
1. Execute on the creation of an instance of the Custom Channel Activity
(msdyncrm_customerjourneycustomchannelactivity ) entity. An instance of this entity is created
whenever a contact, which has the compliance field set to allow use of custom channels, goes through the
customer journey. For information about the compliance field, see Define the Tile XML file.
2. Interact with the external service to perform the required operations. For example, in case of a Special
custom channel, your custom code should be able to send messages using the external service provider and
receive responses or feedback, if any.
3. Call the Custom Channel Activity Create Interaction action to send the customer journey feedback to the
marketing-insights service for further processing.
Step 4: Test your custom channel tile

Step 4: Test your custom channel tile
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

To make the custom channel tile available in the customer journey designer:
1. Create a solution. More information: Create a solution
2. Add the tile CSS file as a Style Sheet (CSS) web resource to the solution you created. Note the
generated file name as the name will contain publisher prefix (for example, sample_). This file name
needs to be used in the tile XML file. More information: Create or edit web resources to extend a web
application
3. Add the tile XML file as a Data (XML) web resource to the solution you created. The file name must end
with 'CustomerJourneyDesignerTileConfig.xml’.
4. Save the solution and publish all customizations.
5. Create a customer journey to open the customer journey designer. Go to Marketing > Marketing
Execution > Customer Journeys , and then select New . For more information about creating a journey,
see Create a simple customer journey.
The tile should show up in the Custom Content section of the tile library in the customer journey
designer.

Publish custom channel on AppSource

See also
Web resources in model-driven apps

Publish custom channel on AppSource
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Once you have your custom code (plug-in or workflow), tile, and custom entities/forms tested and ready for the
custom channel, you can publish it on Microsoft AppSource from where users can download and install it in
their Dynamics 365 Marketing instance.
To do so, add all the components for the custom channel in a solution, and then publish it on Microsoft
AppSource. For detailed information about publishing apps on AppSource, see Publish your app on AppSource.

See also
Video: Microsoft AppSource: find the right app for your business

Configure and use custom channel
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

This step is typically performed by administrators of your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance.
To configure a custom channel in your instance of Dynamics 365 Marketing, administrators can:
1. Search for the required custom channel on Microsoft AppSource.
2. For a custom channel, select Get it now or Free trial depending on the pricing of the custom channel.
3. If you are signed into AppSource using your work or school account that you have registered with Microsoft
while signing up for Dynamics 365 Marketing, you will be prompted to accept the license agreement for the
custom channel. Otherwise, you will be prompted to sign in using your work or school account. After signing
in, you will be prompted to accept the license agreement for the custom channel. Click Continue to accept
and proceed.
4. The next page will let you select the instance where you want to add the custom channel. Select the
appropriate instance, select the check boxes to accept Microsoft legal terms and privacy notices, and click
Agree to install.
Installing a custom channel installs a managed solution for the custom channel in your instance. After the
custom channel is installed in your instance, users will see the new custom channel tile in their customer journey
designer when they create a customer journey.

For information about creating a customer journey, see the following topics in the Marketing User Guide:
Create a simple customer journey with email messaging
Create an interactive customer journey with conditions and signup
See also
Remove custom channel
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This step is typically performed by administrators of your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance.
To remove a custom channel app from your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance, you will first have to ensure that
none of the components of the custom channel app are in use. This implies that before removing a custom
channel app, you will have to remove the custom tile from your customer journeys, or delete the customer
journeys containing the custom tile altogether. This includes journeys in any state: draft, live or even past
journeys in stopped/expired state.
This is because the custom channel app is a managed solution, and the solution component dependency
tracking feature prevents you from deleting a managed solution if any of the managed solution component is
used by other components in a customization.
After you have taken care of the dependencies, delete the managed solution to remove the custom channel app
from your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance. More information: Uninstall or delete a solution
If there are any customer journeys that still use one or more components of the custom channel app solution,
you will receive the following error on deleting the custom channel app solution:

Review your customer journey records to identify the ones still using the custom tile, remove the custom tile
from the customer journey or the customer journey record itself, and then retry deleting the custom channel
app solution.

See also
Configure and use custom channel
Introduction to solutions
Work with solutions

Build an approvals feature
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Dynamics 365 Marketing provides an infrastructure with extensibility features that offer new possibilities for
developers, and one way to take advantage of this new extensibility is to create an approvals feature, possibly
including integration with Power Automate.
This topic outlines one way that you could develop an approvals feature for Marketing. The feature described
here would enable organizations to implement an approval workflow in which most users can't make some
types of important entities (such as emails, customer journeys, or segments) Go live right away. Instead, an
approver must inspect each record and decide whether to allow it to Go live , or whether more work is needed.
The approver is typically an administrator or manager who is identified as an approver in the system.
IMPORTANT
The approval feature described here is intended to support a collaborative workflow among colleagues and helps prevent
accidentally going live with an entity that is not yet ready. We recommend that you also develop plug-ins that prevent
users from going live from any state that isn't approved and also prevent users from editing fields on the records that are
in the approval-required, approved, or live state.

The approval process
The customizations outlined in this topic will help you design and implement an approval workflow that works
as described below:
1. Standard users (non-approvers who we will call Marketers) no longer see a Go live button on entity
forms where approvals are enabled. Instead, this is replaced by a Request approval button on the
command bar. These entities use a custom collection of Status reason values, which are used to track the
approval status of each record. Records requiring approval begin with a Status reason of Approval
required .
2. When the marketer has finished creating a new record (such as an email design), they select Send for
approval , which checks that the entity is valid and triggers the following changes:
The Status reason for this record changes to Approval requested .
The record is locked to further changes.
An email message gets automatically sent to the approver configured in the system, telling them their
approval is required. The message includes buttons to approve or reject. It has a link to view the
relevant record in the Dynamics 365 Marketing (where the approve and reject buttons are present).
For the approver, Approve and Reject buttons are now provided on the command bar.
3. The approver responds by doing one of the following:
Approve: The record changes its Status reason to Approved. The Go live button is also made available
to all users for this record. Any user can now go live with the record, provided no edits are made. If a
user edits an approved record, the Go live button is again replaced with a Request approval button,
and the Status reason is changed to Approval required .
Reject: The record changes its Status reason to Rejected. The Request approval button is added again
to the command bar. The user can now make changes and then resend for approval.
4. This process is repeated until the record is approved and live.

Extensibility functions to support approvals
The following functions are added inside the Marketing solution (from the August release) and can be used to
override or use the default logic for entities with a complex lifecycle (marketing email, customer journey, content
settings, marketing page, marketing form, and segment).
F UN C T IO N N A M E

DESC RIP T IO N

MsDynCrmMkt.ExtensibilityCallback.liveEditablePreAction

Used to introduce the code that executes before an entity
enters the live editable state.

MsDynCrmMkt.ExtensibilityCallback.customUpdateFormCon
trols

Triggered when the main form of the entity executes. This
gives the possibility to unlock all the controls of the page
and make them editable.

MsDynCrmMkt.ExtensibilityCallback.canGoLive

Gives the ability to completely override the logic to show or
hide the Go live ribbon.

MsDynCrmMkt.ExtensibilityCallback.preventSave

Allows to control the save behavior of the entity.

MsDynCrmMkt.ExtensibilitySupplier.entityValidator

Returns a validator factory. Once correctly initialized, can be
used to verify that the configuration of the specific entity is
valid.

The only limitations that remain to customize the Marketing solution are:
1. New states between transient state (Going live and Stopping) and fix stage are ignored.
2. If you want to go directly into Live state, without passing through Going live state, make sure the entity
values are not changed.
3. Do not remove any of the existing states.
4. When an entity enters into an inactive state, it cannot be reactivated.

Implementation
Step 1: Create a new solution
1. Create a new solution and name it Sample Approval .
2. Add customer journey entity to the solution.
3. Navigate to Solutions > Sample Approval > Entities > Customer Journey > Fields .
4. Select the Statuscode attribute and add the following new states:
Approved
Approval requested
NOTE
Copy the values of the new states created for further use. You need these values while creating custom
ribbon buttons.

5. Select Edit Status Reason Transitions , select the ellipsis (...) next to the options available, add the
status reasons as shown below, and then select OK .

6. Create a new field msdyncrm_restorestatuscode of data type Whole number , which stores the
previous state information.
7. Inside the solution, create a new entity that can be named, for example, approvals. We use this entity to
decide whether the user logged in the system is an approver or a marketer.
8. Create two new users: approver and marketer. The approver has write access to the above created entity,
while the marketer has no system administrator or system customizer privileges.
Step 2: Create ribbon buttons
To make our solution to work, we need to create three custom ribbon buttons, as explained below. To create
custom ribbon buttons, see Customize commands and the ribbon or use any of the tools available in the
Microsoft community.
RIB B O N

EN A B L E RUL ES

A C T IO N

Approve

- Be an Approver
- Be in Approval-required state

Move the entity to the Approved
state.

Reject

- Be an Approver
- Be in Approval-required state

Move the entity back to the previous
state (use the
msdyncrm_rstorestatuscode field to
retrieve).

Ask approval

- Be a Marketer
- Be in draft, error, or stopped state

Store the actual state of the entity in
the msdyncrm_restorestatuscode
field, run a validation check on the
entity, and if the entity is valid move
the entity to the Approval
requested state.

We must remove the possibility for the marketer to enter the live editable state. This is important because
when a request for approval comes from a draft, error, or stopped state, and the approver decides to reject the
changes, the changes are kept and it's up to the marketer to make new ones. This logic can't be applied to the
live-editable state because if the approver rejects a live-editable record, it will revert back to live. If we were to

keep the changes, the user could be confused because what they see in the form will be different from what is
saved in our services.
To prevent this problem, we should revert the changes proposed by the marketer. If the entity isn't strongly
customized, we suggest achieving this by introducing an extra field inside the entity and use this field to serialize
the entity when a record enters the live-editable state.
For this scope, we introduce a new extensibility point
MsDynCrmMkt.ExtensibilityCallback .liveEditablePreAction . If we create an event on load of the form,
named as above, this code will be called when the record enters a live-editable state. The deserialization can be
done both inside the action of the Reject ribbon or inside a plug-in. We strongly suggest the second approach
because it gives better control of the typing and is compatible with Power Automate integration.
Step 3: Leverage extensibility points
For our example, we will need to use two of the extensibility points mentioned above. Both should be added as
an event on load on the main form of the customer journey inside the new solution created before.
MsDynCrmMkt.ExtensibilityCallback .canGoLive : This function, if defined, is used to decide when to
show the Go live button. For our example, we will need to check that the entity is in draft, error, stop state
and the logged-in user is a marketer, or we are in the approved state.
MsDynCrmMkt.ExtensibilityCallback .customUpdateFormControls : This function, if defined, is
executed after the form is fully loaded. In our specific case, we can use it to unlock the fields we want to make
editable for the marketers.
Step 4: Create two system views
To easily identify the entities that are in the Approval required and Approve states, we suggest creating two
system views in the customer journey entity to display all the entities that need approval, and all the entities that
are already approved and waiting to Go live . More information: Create or edit a view

See also
Build approvals feature using Power Automate
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NOTE
Effective November 2020:
Common Data Service has been renamed to Microsoft Dataverse. Learn more
Some terminology in Microsoft Dataverse has been updated. For example, entity is now table and field is now column.
Learn more
This article will be updated soon to reflect the latest terminology.

By integrating your approvals feature with Power Automate, you can implement features such as these:
Automatically generate and send request-for-approval emails to approvers.
Include active approve and reject buttons in request-for-approval emails.
Easy customization of the approval steps, using a framework that most administrators will be able to
understand and adjust for themselves.
To set up an approval workflow in Power Automate:
1. Sign in to Power Automate with your Dynamics 365 Marketing credentials.
2. Select the Solutions tab from the left pane and then from the list of available solutions, select Sample
Approval .
3. Select New and then select Flow .
4. Enter the Flow Name in the upper left corner, select the Triggers tab, search for When a record is
updated , and then select it.

5. Enter the following values in the required fields and select New step .

Environment: Select the environment.
Entity Name: Select the customer journey entity.
Scope: Set the scope to Organization.
6. In the Choose an action step, search for Common Data Ser vice and select Condition from the
Actions tab.

7. In the Condition section, enter the condition parameters as shown here.
NOTE
The value of the Approval requested should be entered in the value parameter.

8. Select Add an action in the If yes tab, search for approvals , and then select Star t and wait for an
approval from the list.

9. In the Star t and wait for an approval tab, select Approve/Reject - First to respond for Approval
type . Then enter the following details:
Title: Enter a title of your choice.
Assigned to: Enter the email address of the approver.

10. Select Add an action to add one more action to the Star t and wait for an approval tab, select
Condition from the Actions tab.
11. Enter the condition parameter values as shown below.

12. Select Add an action in the If yes tab, select Common Data Ser vice , and then select Update a
record .

13. Enter the details as shown here:
Environment: Select the environment. It should be the same as the one you selected earlier.
Entity Name: Select customer journey entity from the list.
Record identifier: Set the customer journey ID.
Select Show advanced options and set the Status reason value to Approved .

14. In the If no tab, select Add an action , select Common Data Ser vice , and then select Get record from
Actions tab.

15. Enter the details in the required fields as shown below.

16. Select Add an action , select Common Data Ser vice , and then select Update a record from the
Actions tab.

17. Enter the values as shown below.

18. Select Save and then select Flow Checker to verify if there are any errors in the flow.

See also
Build an approvals feature
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The event management feature helps you to organize, manage, and process the events. When you install the
event management solution, you get an event portal that gives the users a web application where they can get
to know more about the event details. More information: Event Portal.
The event portal consists of two parts:
1. Frontend
2. REST API backend
You can implement the frontend using any of the available frameworks. The frontend part is a single page
application and is fully customizable. The backend and the customization of the backend depends on the hosting
type.
You can host a custom event website in two ways:
1. Self-hosted
2. Power Apps portal hosted

Prerequisites
You can build your frontend or customize the provided demo event website.
NOTE
The provided demo event website is an Angular framework based website. However, since the backend is not dependent
on the frontend, you can use any framework of your choice.

To get started with customizing the demo event website, you need to follow these steps:
1. Download the source code. Make sure that the version of the source code matches the version of the
event management solution installed in your instance. More information: Download sample event
website
2. Install Node.js version 10.x or higher.
3. Open Command Prompt or Windows PowerShell and run the command to check whether the installation
is successful or not.
node -v

NOTE
If you have a terminal or shell already open, restart it before typing in the command.

4. Run the command to install the Angular CLI (command-line interface) required to build and run the
Angular application. More information: Angular CLI.

npm install -g @angular/cli

5. Navigate into the directory where you have downloaded the source code and run the command to fetch
all the necessary packages required to run the website.
npm install

NOTE
You need to run the command in the same directory where the

package.json

file is located.

6. See public API documentation to interact with the backend services.
7. Dynamics 365 Marketing instance with Event Management solution and Portals solution installed. To
install, see Dynamics 365 Marketing

Download sample event website
NOTE
Newer versions of Event Website will be available once new features and bug fixes are be released.

Select the version you would like to download from the table below.
NAME

REL EA SE

C H A N GES

UP LO A DED

Sample Event Website

1.34.0 (April release)

- Minor improvements and
bug fixes.

Download

Sample Event Website

1.30.0 (December release)

- Minor improvements and
bug fixes.

Download

Sample Event Website

1.28.0 (October release)

- Added possibility to opt in
for local date conversion.
- Added additional website
language configurations.

Download

Sample Event Website

1.27.0 (September release)

- Added possibility to
configure the display of the
dates.
- Minor improvements and
bug fixes.

Download

Sample Event Website

1.24.0 (June release)

- Updated deployment
script to allow single file
deployment for Portals.
- Minor improvements and
bug fixes.

Download

Sample Event Website

1.23.0 (May release)

- Fix accessibility issues.
- Minor improvements and
bug fixes.

Download

NAME

REL EA SE

C H A N GES

UP LO A DED

Sample Event Website

1.22.0 (April release)

- Fix accessibility issues.
- Minor improvements and
bug fixes.

Download

Sample Event Website

1.21.0 (March release)

- Added stop registrations
for events.
- Minor improvements and
bug fixes.

Download

Sample Event Website

1.20.0 (February release)

- Integrate marketing forms
for event registrations.
- Minor improvements and
bug fixes.

Download

Sample Event Website

1.19.0 (December release)

- Fix accessibility issues.
- Update website
languages.
- Improve speaker page.
- Minor improvements and
bug fixes.

Download

Sample Event Website

1.18.0 (October release)

- Minor improvements and
bug fixes.

Download

Sample Event Website

1.17.0 (September release)

- Improve workflow for paid
events.
- Fix compatibility issues for
IE11.
- Improve event details
page.
- Minor improvements and
bug fixes.

Download

Sample Event Website

1.16.0 (August release)

- Improve loading behavior
of event page.
- Improve UI/UX of custom
registration field of type
boolean.
- Minor improvements and
bug fixes.

Download

Sample Event Website

1.15.0 (July release)

- Add information to the
session list view, if the
session is full.
- Add validation to custom
registration fields.
- Improve translations.
- Fixing missing fontawesome icons after
deploying to Portals.
- Minor improvements and
bug fixes.

Download

NAME

REL EA SE

C H A N GES

UP LO A DED

Sample Event Website

1.14.0 (June release)

Upgrade to Angular 7,
improve UI & UX of
checkout page, update and
improve translations,
improve
DeployToD365Instance.ps1
script, improve custom
registration field validation,
other bug fixes

Download

Sample Event Website

1.13.0 (April release)

Waitlist functionality on
session level, UI polishing,
bug fixes

Download

Sample Event Website

1.12.2 (March release)

UI & UX improvements,
bug fixes

Download

Environment Configuration parameters
The src\environments folder contains sample configuration files for different environments (self-hosted,
portal hosted, development). The configuration set up for the custom event website is made by creating an
environment.ts file inside the \src\environments folder. You can find instructions on how to change the
configuration in the related topics Environment configuration for self-hosted and Environment configuration for
Portal hosted.
Some of the parameters that you need to understand before you start configuring your custom event website:
PA RA M ET ER

DESC RIP T IO N

production

Enables or disables the production mode of the Angular
application. More information: Angular Documentation.

buildVersion

This field links to the version specified in the package.json
file by default. There is no need to change this property.
However, if you prefer not to expose the version of the
application, you can set it to null .

apiEndpoint

The URL that points to the event management API endpoint
(which is used to retrieve information of events and to make
registrations).

localizationEndpoint

Points to the URL where the localization files are stored (by
default they are stored in the root directory).

imagesEndpoint

Specifies the base URL from where images are served. This
configuration enables you to serve images from a different
location, which might be required if you want to use a
content delivery network or image-processing service.

useRestStack

This setting specifies which API is used. If set to true, then
the new event management public API is used. If set to false,
then the deprecated event management Portal API is used.
This API can only be used if you host the custom event
website on Portals. To use the new event management
public API, you need to register the web application.

PA RA M ET ER

DESC RIP T IO N

emApplicationtoken

This token authenticates your web application against the
event management public API. You can retrieve the
application token by registering a new web application in
Dynamics 365 Marketing instance. This token is not required
if you're using the deprecated event management Portal API.

isAuthenticationEnabled

This flag specifies whether the user authentication is
supported or not (that is, the user can register or sign in). If
set to false, then the application doesn't display a way to
sign in or register.

useAadB2C

Specifies whether you want to use Azure Active Director y
B2C identity management for authentication. If you want
to use Power Apps por tals identity management then
this flag needs to be set to false. If AAD B2C is enabled, then
you need to configure the aadB2CConfig variable.

aadB2CConfig

Configuration object used by event management application
when AAD B2C identity management is enabled.

useMockData

This setting can be used to return mock objects instead of
making real API calls.

dateSettings

This setting can be used to configure how the dates will be
formatted in the website. If convertToLocalDate flag is set
to true, all dates will be automatically converted to the end
users local time.

languageSettings

This setting can be used to configure how languages will be
loaded in the website. If forceSingleLanguage flag is set to
true, the website will be loaded in the language specified in
websiteLanguageLcid . The showLanguageDropdown flag
allows to show or hide the language dropdown. By default,
language dropdown is visible and the website will use the
end users browser language.

Backend customization
System customizer wants to add a new field to the existing event management entity and wants to see that field
in the event website. For example if the custom_new_field field is added to the evtmgmt_pass entity. The
passes for the event can be retrieved using the API endpoint api/v2.0/events/{readableEventId}/passes , but the
result doesn't contain the newly added field.
To expose the new field to be visible in the API, follow the steps below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Open your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance.
Open Advanced Find
Select the Website Entity Configurations entity from the dropdown and click on Results
Click on New Website Entity Configuration to create a new record.
Enter the name of your choice in the Name field.
Select the entity that you want an extra field to be visible in the Selected Entity field.
Write a JSON array that contains the new custom field that should be visible through the API in the Selected
fields . This exposes the new custom field through the API, and you can utilize it in the frontend.

See also
Self-hosted
Power Apps portal hosted
Localization
Host your custom event website on Azure

Self-hosted custom event website
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Before you start hosting the self-hosted custom event website, complete the actions mentioned in Prerequisites
topic.
The frontend can be fully customized and hosted by yourself. Additionally, you can choose to use our backend
service, or you can develop your backend. To interact with the backend service, see Public API documentation.
If you choose to develop your backend service, you need to take care of the Dynamics 365 Marketing
authentication and the web services by yourself. If you want the event registration linked to the appropriate user
who created it, make sure that you create the Dynamics 365 Marketing contact record for every new website
user.

To give users full control of the event website, you can host the frontend by yourself.

Register your web application
To use event management public API, you need a web application token. The web application token is used to
control API requests that are associated with your organization. More information: Register your web
application.

Web application environment configuration
1. Duplicate the environment.selfhosted.ts configuration file located in the \src\environments folder and
name it as environment.ts .
2. Open the environment.ts configuration file in the developer environment of your choice.
3. Change the value of the apiEndpoint variable to {web-application-endpoint}/EvtMgmt/api/v2.0/ where
{web-application-endpoint} needs to be replaced with the value from the Endpoint field in the newly
created web application record in your instance.
4. Make sure that the useRestStack variable is set to true.
5. Update the URL for imagesEndpoint . If you want to serve the images from the same server, the URL should
look like this: https://HOST/assets/images/ (HOST needs to be replaced with your domain name).
6. Change the emApplicationtoken variable to point to the URL from the Token field in the newly created in the
web application record.
7. If you want to use the Azure Active Directory, you need to set the useAadB2C variable to true and modify
the aadB2CConfig . More information Configure Azure Active Directory.

Configuration for Azure Active Directory
To learn how to set up AAD B2C tenant and configure the event management to work with AAD B2C, see Setting
up event management to work with AAD B2C

Development
Open Command Prompt or Windows PowerShell and run the command from the root directory to build and
locally serve the website. Additionally, this command prints the URL and port where you can reach the
application (The default location is localhost:4200 ).
ng serve

Specifying environment directly
Starting with June Release 2019, it is possible to specify the environment directly in the
With the following command, you can automatically use the configuration from the
file.

ng serve

command.

environment.selfhosted.ts

ng serve --configuration=self-hosted

Building
Open Command Prompt or Windows PowerShell and run the command from the root directory to build the
website for production.
ng build --prod

You can find the built website in the dist folder of the root directory.
See also
Power Apps portal hosted
Custom event website localization

Host your custom event website on Azure
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This topic walks you through the process of hosting your custom event website on Azure . More information
Build and host custom event website.

Prerequisites
1. Download the source code to customize the provided demo website.
2. Install Node.js version 10.x or higher.
3. Download the Azure Storage Explorer

Step 1: Create an Azure storage account
To create an Azure storage account, follow the steps below:
1. Login into Azure portal and click on Sign in , if you don't have an Azure account, register for it.
2. Click on Storage accounts and click on Add to create a new storage account.

3. In the Subscription and Resource group dropdown, select your subscription from the existing list of
subscriptions. When you select an existing Subscription , the resource group field displays the
available resource groups. If you don't have an existing one, create a new Resource group .

4. Enter the Storage account name and also select the Location .
5. Set the values as shown in the screenshot and click on Review + create
NOTE
You can modify all the settings that suit your needs.

6. Review your configuration and click on Save
Enable static website hosting
1. Select the newly created Storage account and click on Static website
2. Enable the Static website by flipping the switch and name the Index document name and Error
document path as index.html (must be lowercase)

3. Click on Save . A new field Primar y endpoint is shown. Copy the URL from the Primar y endpoint
field. This is the URL from which you reach your custom event website.

Step 2: Register your web application
To use event management public API, you need a web application token. The web application token is used to
control API requests that are associated with your organization. More information: Register your web
application.

Step 3: Create environment.ts file
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the source code with your favorite IDE (we recommend Visual Studio Code).
Navigate to src/environments/ directory.
Create an empty environment.ts file (if it doesn't exist).
Open the file environment.selfhosted.ts . This file contains all the configuration settings for your event
website.
5. Enter the Endpoint field value from the web application record that you have created in the apiEndpoint
field. Append EvtMgmt/api/v2.0/ to the apiEndpoint value. It should look like this
https://orguniqueid.crm.dynamics.com/EvtMgmt/api/v2.0/

6. Make sure to set the useAadB2C value to false.
7. Enter the generated Token field value from the web application record in the emApplicationtoken field and
save the file.
8. Open a terminal in the root of your custom event website directory and run the command
ng build --prod --output-hashing none --configuration self-hosted

9. This builds the website. You can find the generated files in

dist\self-hosted

Step 4: Upload your custom event website
1. Open Microsoft Azure Storage Explorer
2. Sign in with your Azure account.
3. Select your Storage account

folder.

4. Select the $web blob container

5. Upload all the files that you have generated before located in
blob container.

dist/self-hosted

folder into the

$web

6. To see the custom event website in run time, copy the Origin field value from the web application record
in Dynamics 365 Marketing and open it in the browser.
See also
Build and host custom event website

Power Apps portal hosted
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Before you start hosting a custom event website, complete the actions mentioned in the Prerequisites topic. The
custom event website comes as a Power Apps portal hosted web application when you install the Event
Management solution.
The frontend part of the application is bundled into two resource files that are stored as Power Apps portal web
files. The main single page application entry-point is stored as Power Apps portal web template.
Although the frontend definition is hosted on Power Apps portals, you can still fully customize it. The backend
part of the web application is not customizable since the REST API endpoints are hosted on Power Apps portal
as a set of web pages. The code containing the business logic behind it resides in Event Management plugins
which are not customizable.

Additional project setup
Environment configuration
1. Duplicate the environment.d365.ts configuration file located in the \src\environments folder and name
it as environment.ts .
2. Open the environment.ts configuration file in the developer environment of your choice.
3. Change the

apiEndpoint

variable to point to the Website Bindings value.

NOTE
You need to add a trailing slash at the end of the URL.

4. Make sure that the

useRestStack

variable is set to false.

Local Development
Bypass CSRF

You need to bypass the anti-CSRF token for local development. To do that, navigate to Dynamics 365 >
Por tals > Web Templates and open the Por talAPI web template and flip the flag bypassTokenVerification to
true . Restart Portals to make sure that the settings are applied.
NOTE
The Por talAPI web template is added by default when you install the Event Management data.

Serving page locally
To serve the application locally, you need to follow the steps below:
1. Open Command Prompt or Windows PowerShell.
2. Run the command to install all the dependencies.
npm install

3. Run the command to generate the style.css file
ng build --prod --output-hashing none

4. Run the command to start the local development server to see the changes immediately.
ng serve

NOTE
You can find more information on serving an Angular application locally here Serving an Angular application
locally

Deployment
To make your customizations visible in the event website, update the web files in Por tals . This can be done
automatically by using the provided script DeployToDynamics365Instance.ps1 .
Automatic Deployment
To deploy the customized Angular application, run the PowerShell script DeployToDynamics365Instance.ps1
located under the Scripts directory. The script builds the application, prepares the output files suitable for
hosting under the Power Apps portal instance. It takes the localization files from the Localization folder and
prepares them for hosting.
After all the files are built, it asks you to sign in to your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance that you want to use
to host your application. After you sign in, it pushes the files to the instance. If you don't see your changes, clear
the browser cache and restart your Por tals .
If you want to deploy some specific files rather than all the files at once, you can specify the list of files as a
parameter for the script: .\DeployToDynamics365Instance.ps1 -inputFiles main.es . You can find the list with all the
supported files in the scripts content.
NOTE
If you can't run the Powershell script because of your execution policy, then you need to disable or bypass the
execution policy.
We recommend not to upload files manually becuase of the accessibility issues. Use the
DeployToDynamics365Instance.ps1 script to bring your customizations automatically in to your instance.

Configuring cross-origin resource sharing (CORS)
If you want to serve the custom event website from a custom domain , you need to configure CORS to allow
that custom domain, to do that:
1. Go to Dynamics 365—custom > Por tals > Site Settings and select New to create a Site Settings
record.
2. Insert

HTTP/Access-Control-Allow-Origin

in the name field.

3. Select your website.
4. Add the custom origin that should be allowed. For example, if the custom event website is hosted on
https://contoso.com/ custom domain than the value field must be set to https://contoso.com/ .
5. Select Save .
6. Restart Portals to make sure that the settings are applied.

NOTE
More information about CORS can be found here CORS Access-Control-Allow-Origin

Manually overwriting sample website
If you want to overwrite the sample website to match the version of event management that you have currently,
see Manually overwriting sample website
See also
Localization
Build and host custom event website

Manually overwriting sample website
4/14/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

The standard process of updating an event management website is to download a newer version and run the
provided script to push the changes to the Dynamics 365 Marketing instance described in Power Apps portal
hosted.
There are situations where it is not possible to push the new website definition because of the changes to the
underlying portal web pages. Portal web pages, web templates, and web files are used to host the event website
when you host the website through Power Apps portal hosted. You need to update these entities manually if you
make any changes to these entities. There is no automatic mechanism to update from version to version as it
breaks the customer customizations.
The web pages, web templates, and web files are packaged into solution files to import them into the Dynamics
365 Marketing instance using The Configuration Migration tool.
As these entities differ from version to version, there is a separate zip file for every event management release.
Download the zip file version that corresponds to your current event management solution version installed in
your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance. To do that, open your instance and navigate to the settings >
solutions section. Note which MicrosoftDynamics_EventManagement solution version you have.
If the event management solution version is 1.12.1006 , then search for
MicrosoftDynamics_EventManagement_patch solution file. Copy the version and use it to download the
corresponding archive.
See the following table to download the appropriate zip file containing data. If the build number differs from the
one in the table, for example, 1.12.2326 instead of 1.12.2327 , you can still use the archive having the
corresponding major and minor version, in this case, you can still use 1.12.2327 archive.
Manually overwriting the event management website overwrites the possible customizations that are made on
the website, copy those customizations in a repository outside of the instance. After overwriting the website
files, you can use standard DeployToDynamics365Instance.ps1 script to bring your customizations back to the
instance. More information: Deploy your portal hosted websites.
NOTE
Newer versions of Portal Data will be available once new features and bug fixes are released.
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1.12.10034 (April 2021 Release)

Download

1.12.10030 (December 2020 Release)

Download

1.12.10028 (October 2020 Release)

Download

1.12.10027 (September 2020 Release)

Download

1.12.10024 (June 2020 Release)

Download
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1.12.10023 (May 2020 Release)

Download

1.12.10022 (April 2020 Release)

Download

1.12.10021 (March 2020 Release)

Download

1.12.10020 (February 2020 Release)

Download

1.12.10019 (December 2019 Release)

Download

1.12.2801 (October 2019 Release)

Download

1.12.2701 (September 2019 Release)

Download

1.12.2630 (August 2019 Release)

Download

1.12.2327 (April 2019 Release)

Download

1.12.1006 (March 2019 Release)

Download

1.11.1005 (February 2019 Release)

Download

1.10.1008 (December 2018 Release)

Download

1.9.1014 (November 2018 Release)

Download

1.8.1010 (October 2018 Release)

Download

1.7.1007 (September 2018 Release)

Download

1.6.1002 (August 2018 Release)

Download

1.5.1006 (July 2018 Release)

Download

1.4.1006 (May 2018 Release)

Download

1.3.1021 (April 2018 Release)

Download

1.2.1016 (March 2018 Release)

Download

1.1.1006 (February 2018 Release)

Download

1.0.1005 (Public Preview)

Download

Using the Events API
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The Events API is a programmatic method to access data of events, sessions, session tracks, passes, speakers,
and sponsorships. Additionally, it allows you to register for events and sessions.

Schema
The API access is over HTTPS protocol and is accessed from the API endpoint that you receive while creating a
web application token. All data is sent and received as JSON.
Blank fields are included as

null

instead of being omitted.

Endpoint
Every customer has their own endpoint URL. The Event API endpoint URL consists of two parts:
The endpoint domain
The subdirectory
You will get the root endpoint after creating a web application token. You can find more information on how to
create a web application token here: Register web application.
Example for root endpoint
https://b7c1ad1ab7fa4a7482b16315d94a26af.svc.dynamics.com

The subdirectory always starts with EvtMgmt/api followed by the API version (which can be retrieved from the
API documentation available here: Event management API reference docs.
Example for subdirector y
EvtMgmt/api/v2.0/

Example for full endpoint URL
https://b7c1ad1ab7fa4a7482b16315d94a26af.svc.dynamics.com/EvtMgmt/api/v2.0/

Authentication
To use the Events API, you need to provide a web application token as a URL parameter in each request. The
web application token is used to control API requests that are associated with your organization. See Register
web application for more information on how to create and retrieve a web application.
The

web application token

Example

can be added to the request by adding a URL parameter called

emApplicationtoken

.

https://b7c1ad1ab7fa4a7482b16315d94a26af.svc.dynamics.com/EvtMgmt/api/v2.0/events/published?
emApplicationtoken=B7vdzdhCiLt9c5iT….

Additionally, the origin from where the request is sent must be equal to the origin specified when creating the
web application token.
If you do not provide a web application token or the Origin Header, the Events API will return
HTTP 400 Bad Request .
If the web application token is invalid, the Events API will return

HTTP 401 Unauthorized

.

Register your web application
To use the Events API, you need to provide a web application token in each request. The web application token is
used to control API requests that are associated with your organization. More information: Register your web
application

See also
User authentication for Events API
Customize the response from Events API
Metadata reference for your organization
Entity reference

Register your web application to use Events API
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

To use the Events API, you need to provide a web application token in each request. The web application token is
used to control API requests that are associated with your organization. Follow the steps given below to register
your web application:
1. Open your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance and navigate to Event Management .
2. Select the drop-down and select Settings

3. Select Web applications .

4. Select New to create a new web application token.
5. Enter details in the Name field.
6. For the Origin field enter the URL from where your application is served in the Primar y endpoint
value that you got while enabling the static website. For example: https://localhost:4200 or

https://contoso.com

.

NOTE
When you enter the Primary endpoint value, make sure that you don't have a trailing slash (/) at the end of the
url.

7. Select Save . You will get the web application token and the API endpoint.

See also
Using Events API

User authentication using Events API
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The Events API supports user authentication with Azure Active Directory B2C. To link the Events API to your
Azure Active Directory B2C, you need to add your AAD Client ID and AAD Metadata Endpoint to your
web application setting . More information: Creating Azure AD B2C tenant and adding a web application to the
tenant
To authenticate the user against the API, you need to add the
bearer to each API request.
This

token_id

Authorization

header containing the

token_id

can be retrieved by authenticating the user against Azure Active Directory B2C.

Request
curl -X GET \
'https:// b7c1ad1ab7fa4a7482b16315d94a26af.svc-tip.dynamics.com/EvtMgmt/api/v2.0/events/published?
emApplicationtoken=VZsLZhx251OM9uJa..' \
-H 'Authorization: Bearer eyJ0eXAiOiJK…\
-H 'Origin: https://localhost:4200'

Contact matching strategy
The Events API will automatically try to link contacts from Azure Active Directory B2C to the contacts in
Dynamics 365 Marketing.
To do so, it uses a contact matching strategy that can be configured in the event administration settings. By
default, first name, last name, and email are used as the contact matching strategy. More information: Event
administration
In case no matching contact is found, a new contact will be created automatically.
NOTE
Linked contact entities contain an attribute called
Active Directory B2C.

msevtmgt_aadobjectid

that stores the object ID of the user in Azure

Retrieving information of authenticated user
The Events API provides an endpoint that returns the information of the authenticated user. Starting with the
June 2019 release, it also includes the Dynamics 365 Marketing contact ID of the authenticated user.
Request
curl -X GET \
'https:// b7c1ad1ab7fa4a7482b16315d94a26af.svc-tip.dynamics.com/EvtMgmt/api/v2.0/users/authenticated?
emApplicationtoken=VZsLZhx251OM9uJa..' \
-H 'Authorization: Bearer eyJ0eXAiOiJK…\
-H 'Origin: https://localhost:4200'

Response

{
"id":"05ef77de-b882-e911-a970-000d3a4e9aa0",
"firstName":"John",
"lastName":"Doe",
"email":"joe.doe@contoso.com",
"isAnonymous":false
}

See also
Using Events API
Customize the response from Events API

Customize the response from the Events API
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

The Events API allows you to expose custom fields of event management entities. That means you can access all
those fields that have been added to an entity by the customer.
By default, when adding a new field to an entity (for example: msevtmgt_pass ), it is not exposed by the
corresponding API endpoint (for example: api/v2.0/events/{readableEventId}/passes ).
However, it is possible to expose the new field in the Events API by creating a so-called website entity
configuration.
To create a new website entity configuration:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance.
Go toDynamics 365 > Marketing > Settings > Website Entity Configurations .
Enter a name of your choice in the Name field.
Select the entity for which you would like to expose an extra field in the Selected Entity field.
Write a JSON array that contains the new custom field that should be visible through the API in the Selected
fields. This exposes the new custom field through the Events API.

Example
[“statuscode”, “my_custom_field”]

See also
Using Events API
User authentication using Events API

Finalizing registration for paid events
3/29/2021 • 7 minutes to read • Edit Online

This topic walks you through the process of developing a .NET Core application that authenticates against
Dynamics 365 Marketing and triggers a custom action that finalizes the registration process for paid events.
Before going through the topic, make sure that you read and understand Set up online payments for events.
In this topic, we use OAuth as an authentication mechanism and Dynamics 365 Web API to trigger the custom
action. This approach works universally with most of the programming languages and frameworks, which
means that you’re not forced to use C# or .NET Core for building the service that finalize the paid registrations.
NOTE
If you choose to use .NET Framework for developing your service, you can use the XRM tooling library to authenticate
and connect to the organization service. This library makes it more convenient to communicate with Dynamics 365
Marketing. More information: Authenticate with .NET Framework applications

Prerequisites
1. Create a .NET Core CLI project.
2. Install all the required dependencies.
3. Install the following NuGet packages:
Microsoft.IdentityModel.Clients.ActiveDirectory is used to simplify the authentication with OData. If
you’re using a programming language that is not supported by this library, you need to use
another library that supports your programming language or take care of the authentication
manually.
Newtonsoft.Json is used to serialize and deserialize the data.

Step 1: Register your application
Before we start to authenticate against Dynamics 365 Marketing, we need to register the application in the
Azure Active Director y to get the authentication credentials. More information: How to register an application
in Azure Active Directory
Follow these steps to register your application:
1. Navigate to Microsoft 365 Admin center by expanding theAdmin centers tab in the left navigation
pane, and selectAzure Active Director y .
2. Navigate to Azure Active Director y , select App registrations , and then select New registration .

3. Enter a name for your application. Select the Accounts in any organizational director y option in the
Suppor ted account types section. You don’t need to add a redirect URI.

4. Select Register .
5. After the application is registered, you should be redirected to the Over view page. Look for the
application ID and tenant ID values and save them.
6. Navigate to Cer tificates & secrets and select New client secret . Make note of the client secret value.

Step 2: Create an application user
In this step, create an application user and associate the application user with the created application. More
information: Application user creation
1. Go to your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance and navigate to Settings > Security and then select
Users .

2. Switch the view to Application Users and select New .

3. Make sure the User : Application User view is selected. If not, select the drop-down arrow, select
Application User , and then enter the User Name , Application ID , Full Name and Primar y Email
values.

4. Select Save . After you save the record, the Application ID URI and Azure AD Object ID values should
be automatically filled. If not, make sure that you entered the correct application ID and that you
registered your application correctly.

Step 3: Assigning a security role to an application user
The next step is to assign the required security roles to the application user. You have to create a security group
on your own. You need the following privileges:
NOTE
In the upcoming August 2019 release, a new security role that contains all the required privileges to finalize the
registration will be introduced. To assign this role, select Manage roles and then select Finalize RegistrationSer vice .

<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege

name="prvAppendContact" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendLead" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendmsevtmgt_AttendeePass" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendmsevtmgt_customregistrationfield" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendmsevtmgt_eventpurchasepass" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendmsevtmgt_EventRegistration" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendmsevtmgt_registrationresponse" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendmsevtmgt_Session" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendmsevtmgt_SessionRegistration" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendmsevtmgt_waitlistitem" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendToAccount" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendToContact" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendToLead" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendTomsevtmgt_customregistrationfield" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendTomsevtmgt_Event" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendTomsevtmgt_eventadministration" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendTomsevtmgt_eventpurchasepass" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendTomsevtmgt_EventRegistration" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendTomsevtmgt_pass" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendTomsevtmgt_registrationresponse" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendTomsevtmgt_Session" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendTomsevtmgt_SessionRegistration" level="Global" />
name="prvAppendTomsevtmgt_waitlistitem" level="Global" />
name="prvCreateAccount" level="Global" />
name="prvCreateContact" level="Global" />
name="prvCreateLead" level="Global" />
name="prvCreatemsevtmgt_AttendeePass" level="Global" />
name="prvCreatemsevtmgt_bucket" level="Global" />
name="prvCreatemsevtmgt_customregistrationfield" level="Global" />

<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege
<RolePrivilege

name="prvCreatemsevtmgt_customregistrationfield" level="Global" />
name="prvCreatemsevtmgt_eventmanagementconfiguration" level="Global" />
name="prvCreatemsevtmgt_eventpurchasepass" level="Global" />
name="prvCreatemsevtmgt_EventRegistration" level="Global" />
name="prvCreatemsevtmgt_registrationresponse" level="Global" />
name="prvCreatemsevtmgt_SessionRegistration" level="Global" />
name="prvCreatemsevtmgt_waitlistitem" level="Global" />
name="prvCreateSharePointData" level="Global" />
name="prvReadAccount" level="Global" />
name="prvReadAsyncOperation" level="Global" />
name="prvReadAttribute" level="Global" />
name="prvReadContact" level="Global" />
name="prvReadEntity" level="Global" />
name="prvReadLead" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_AttendeePass" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_bucket" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_customregistrationfield" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_EntityCounter" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_Event" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_eventadministration" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_eventcustomregistrationfield" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_eventmanagementconfiguration" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_eventpurchasepass" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_EventRegistration" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_pass" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_registrationresponse" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_Session" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_SessionRegistration" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_waitlistitem" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_webinarconfiguration" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_WebinarProvider" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_WebinarType" level="Global" />
name="prvReadmsevtmgt_websiteentityconfiguration" level="Global" />
name="prvReadOptionSet" level="Global" />
name="prvReadPluginAssembly" level="Global" />
name="prvReadRelationship" level="Global" />
name="prvReadSdkMessage" level="Global" />
name="prvReadSharePointData" level="Global" />
name="prvReadSharePointDocument" level="Global" />
name="prvReadTransactionCurrency" level="Global" />
name="prvReadUserSettings" level="Global" />
name="prvReadWorkflow" level="Global" />
name="prvWriteAccount" level="Global" />
name="prvWriteContact" level="Global" />
name="prvWriteLead" level="Global" />
name="prvWritemsevtmgt_bucket" level="Global" />
name="prvWritemsevtmgt_customregistrationfield" level="Global" />
name="prvWritemsevtmgt_EntityCounter" level="Global" />
name="prvWritemsevtmgt_Event" level="Global" />
name="prvWritemsevtmgt_eventadministration" level="Basic" />
name="prvWritemsevtmgt_eventmanagementconfiguration" level="Global" />
name="prvWritemsevtmgt_eventpurchasepass" level="Global" />
name="prvWritemsevtmgt_EventRegistration" level="Global" />
name="prvWritemsevtmgt_registrationresponse" level="Global" />
name="prvWritemsevtmgt_Session" level="Global" />
name="prvWritemsevtmgt_SessionRegistration" level="Global" />
name="prvWritemsevtmgt_waitlistitem" level="Global" />
name="prvWritemsevtmgt_webinarconfiguration" level="Global" />
name="prvWriteSharePointData" level="Global" />

Step 4: Authenticate against Dynamics 365 Marketing
Implement the custom logic to authenticate against Dynamics 365 Marketing. The outcome of the
authentication should be an access token. If you’re not able to retrieve an access token, check your
configuration.

NOTE
For a fully working example, check the code from the Sample Code section. More information: Authenticate using OAuth

public static string AuthenticateToDynamics365()
{
var authContext = new AuthenticationContext($"https://login.microsoftonline.com/{tenantId}", false);
var credential = new ClientCredential(clientId, clientSecret);
var authenticationResult = authContext.AcquireTokenAsync(organizationUrl, credential).Result;
return authenticationResult.AccessToken;
}

Step 5: Calling custom action to finalize registration
After the access token is successfully retrieved, we can call the custom action
msevtmgt_FinalizeExternalRegistrationRequest .
NOTE
If you’re using a solution version prior to the April 2019 release, the custom action is called
adx_FinalizeExternalRegistrationRequest (different prefix). More information: Calling custom actions with Web API

private static HttpResponseMessage FinalizeRegistration(string accessToken)
{
using (var client = new HttpClient())
{
client.BaseAddress = new Uri(organizationUrl);
client.DefaultRequestHeaders.Accept.Add(new MediaTypeWithQualityHeaderValue("application/json"));
var request = CreateFinalizeRegistrationRequest(accessToken);
return client.SendAsync(request).Result;
}
}
public static HttpRequestMessage CreateFinalizeRegistrationRequest(string accessToken)
{
var finalizeRegistrationData = new Dictionary<string, string>
{
{ "PurchaseId", "<purchase-id-as-guid>" },
{ "ReadableEventId", "<readable-event-id" },
{ "UserId", "<optional-user-id>" }
};
var encodedRequestBody = JsonConvert.SerializeObject(finalizeRegistrationData);
var request = new HttpRequestMessage(HttpMethod.Post, FINALIZE_REGISTRATION_ROUTE);
request.Content = new StringContent(encodedRequestBody, Encoding.UTF8, "application/json");
request.Headers.Authorization = new AuthenticationHeaderValue("Bearer", accessToken);
return request;
}

Sample Code
The following sample code shows how to authenticate and trigger the custom action to finalize the registration

process for paid events.
IMPORTANT
In this example we have hard coded the finalizeRegistrationData method. In a real application, this data should be
retrieved from the event website through the payment gateway to finalize registration service.

NOTE
You should not enter either client ID or client secret values directly in code. This is only done to improve the readability of
the sample code.

using
using
using
using
using
using
using

Microsoft.IdentityModel.Clients.ActiveDirectory;
Newtonsoft.Json;
System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Net.Http;
System.Net.Http.Headers;
System.Text;

namespace TriggerFinalizeRegistration
{
class Program
{
/// <summary>
/// The route to trigger the `msevtmgt_FinalizeExternalRegistrationRequest` custom action.
/// </summary>
private const string FINALIZE_REGISTRATION_ROUTE =
"/api/data/v9.0/msevtmgt_FinalizeExternalRegistrationRequest";
/// <summary>
/// The base URL of your organization.
/// E.g.: https://contoso.crm.dynamics.com/
/// </summary>
static string organizationUrl = "<org-url>";
/// <summary>
/// The tenant ID (GUID) of your application. Can be retrieved from the overview section of your
application in
/// Azure Active Directory.
/// </summary>
static string tenantId = "<tenant-id>";
/// <summary>
/// The client ID (GUID) of your application which is used for authentication against Dynamics 365.
/// Can be retrieved from the overview section of your application in Azure Active Directory.
/// </summary>
static string clientId = "<client-id>";
/// <summary>
/// The client secret that can be generated in the certificates & client secrets section in your
/// Azure Active Directory.
/// </summary>
static string clientSecret = "<client-secret>";
static void Main(string[] args)
{
var accessToken = AuthenticateToDynamics365();
var response = FinalizeRegistration(accessToken);
if (response.IsSuccessStatusCode)
{
var result = response.Content.ReadAsStringAsync().Result;
// Handle response.

// Handle response.
// The respones contains an attribute called 'status' which indicates
// if the registration was successful or not.
}
else
{
// Something went wrong.
// This most probably means that there is an issue with your configuration.
}
Console.WriteLine(response.StatusCode);
}
public static string AuthenticateToDynamics365()
{
var authContext = new AuthenticationContext($"https://login.microsoftonline.com/{tenantId}",
false);
var credential = new ClientCredential(clientId, clientSecret);
var authenticationResult = authContext.AcquireTokenAsync(organizationUrl, credential).Result;
return authenticationResult.AccessToken;
}
private static HttpResponseMessage FinalizeRegistration(string accessToken)
{
using (var client = new HttpClient())
{
client.BaseAddress = new Uri(organizationUrl);
client.DefaultRequestHeaders.Accept.Add(new
MediaTypeWithQualityHeaderValue("application/json"));
var request = CreateFinalizeRegistrationRequest(accessToken);
return client.SendAsync(request).Result;
}
}
public static HttpRequestMessage CreateFinalizeRegistrationRequest(string accessToken)
{
var finalizeRegistrationData = new Dictionary<string, string>
{
{ "PurchaseId", "ab62525b-7a63-47c0-b6e8-17ad1a2c67a6" },
{ "ReadableEventId", "Paid_Event1479011247" },
{ "UserId", "" }
};
var encodedRequestBody = JsonConvert.SerializeObject(finalizeRegistrationData);
var request = new HttpRequestMessage(HttpMethod.Post, FINALIZE_REGISTRATION_ROUTE);
request.Content = new StringContent(encodedRequestBody, Encoding.UTF8, "application/json");
request.Headers.Authorization = new AuthenticationHeaderValue("Bearer", accessToken);
return request;
}
}
}

See also
Self-hosted customer event website
Power Apps portal hosted
Customer Event Portal Localization
Host your custom event website on Azure

Custom Event Portal Localization
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Frontend part
Localization on the frontend part (Angular application) is supported using custom appTranslate directive made
for event management application. You can see the usage of the directive throughout the application and the
directive implementation itself in the /src/app/components/directives/translate.directive.ts . To add new
localized content, you have to apply the directive to the newly added content. If you added a new paragraph for
example:
<p>this is my new paragraph</p>

You need to name the label and apply the directive. If you name the label as

NewLabel

it results in this:

<p [appTranslate]="'NewLabel'">this is my new paragraph</p>

After you add the directive in the code, you need to add the label in your localization files located under
/Localization folder. This directory contain a JSON file for each language that is supported. The localization
files use the Windows Language Code Identifier (LCID) as naming schema (e.g. 1033.json ).
To add the translated label, modify the 1033.json file (this file contains all english translations). It contains the
labels in the JSON format, so to add the new label you can append the following to the JSON object:
"NewLabel": "this is my new paragraph in English"

After doing this, the resulting paragraph should contain the text this is my new paragraph in English , if you
have selected English as a current website language. Since you have added the label for English only, other
languages default to the original text this is my new paragraph .

Backend part
The localization files containing labels are not bundled up with the application themselves. They need to be
hosted independently.
If you are using Power Apps portal hosting, then the script DeployToDynamics365Instance.ps1 takes care to put
the localization file to the right place. In this case the localizationEndpoint environment setting points to the
localization/ path as shown in the environment.d365.ts sample environment.
If you are using self-hosted, then you need to choose a place to host the files (they can be on the same server as
the application), and then you should modify localizationEndpoint environment setting to point to that
location.

See also
Custom Event Portal
Azure Active Directory

Basic operations on Customer Journey using the
API
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As you engage potential customers, they start by discovering your product, evaluating whether it meets their
needs, looking for a good offer, and finally making a purchase. We call this process the customer journey.
Use customer journeys to create a model that helps you guide the members of a selected marketing segment
through this process by using automated messaging, activity generation, interactive decision points, and more.
More information: Create Customer Journey.
The Customer Journey API enables programmatic interaction with customer journey records including
publishing and validation.
The API uses the standard Microsoft Dataverse Web API for manipulating entities or messages. More
information: Use the Microsoft Dataverse Web API.
When you create a customer journey, the properties will be stored in the
can browse the entity metadata information using @odata.context in the

msdyncrm_customerjourney
GET

entity. You

response.

NOTE
Before you perform operations, you should install the Dynamics 365 Marketing.

This article demonstrates how to perform operations on the msdyncrm_customerjourney entity. The
msdyncrm_name field is the only required field to create a customer journey. The fields that are used in this article
to create a customer journey are shown in the following table.
DISP L AY N A M E

SC H EM A N A M E

DESC RIP T IO N O R VA L UE

Name

msdyncrm_name

Name of the Customer Journey

Status Reason

statuscode

Current status of the customer
journey. Following are the available
status codes:
- Draft 192350000
- Live 192350001
- Stopped 192350002
- Live, Editable 192350003
- Error 192350005
- Going Live 192350006
- Stopping 192350007

Suppression Segment

msdyncrm_SuppressionSegmentId

The ID of the associated Suppression
Segment. Use it to set reference to a
record from msdyncrm_segments
record set.

Recurrence Interval (Days)

msdyncrm_recurrenceintervaldays

The duration of the iteration (in days).
Non-negative integer.

DISP L AY N A M E

SC H EM A N A M E

DESC RIP T IO N O R VA L UE

Minimum Consent

msgdpr_requiredconsent

- (1) Consent 587030001
- (2) Transactional 587030002
- (3) Subscriptions 587030003
- (4) Marketing 587030004
- (5) Profiling 587030005

Recurrence Count

msdyncrm_recurrencecount

The number of iterations. Nonnegative integer.

Workflow Definition

msdyncrm_workflowdefinition

The customer journey design
definition. More information: Customer
Journey workflow definition.

Customer Journey Designer State

msdyncrm_customerjourneydesignerst
ate

This is a hidden field, used by the
customer journey designer to persist
its internal state. The field should be
copied if you are creating a copy of the
msdyncrm_workflowdefinition field
from another customer journey or
customer journey template record.

Time Zone

msdyncrm_customerjourneytimezone

Effective time zone for the customer
journey.

Content Settings

msdyncrm_contentsettingsId

The ID of associated Content Settings.
Use it to reference a record from the
msdyncrm_contentsettingss record
set.

End Date and Time

msdyncrm_enddatetime

Date/time value in ISO 8601 UTC
format. Note that seconds and
milliseconds precision will be
disregarded.

Start Date and Time

msdyncrm_startdatetime

Date/time value in ISO 8601 UTC
format. Note that seconds and
milliseconds precision will be
disregarded.

Is Recurring

msdyncrm_isrecurring

A Boolean value.

Entity Target

msdyncrm_entitytarget

- Contact
- Account

0
1

Type

msdyncrm_type

- Automated 192350000
- LinkedIn 192350001

Status

statecode

Status of the customer journey.

NOTE
The statuscode and statecode fields define the state of the customer journey. Changing their values can result in
Publishing or Stopping of customer journey workflow. If you wish to go live save the record in Going Live state
(statuscode = 192350006). To stop a customer journey record, save the Live record in Stopping state (statuscode =
192350007).

Use the Postman tool to test the operations. More information: Use Postman With Web API.

Create, retrieve, update, and delete operations
Create request
This request creates a customer journey record and sets the statuscode to Draft . This customer journey
includes a segment with ID:24db2671-1529-e911-a9b7-000d3a1e6adc and
Unique Name: TC407937_DynamicSegment_2KZQ1p and an email with ID: 15bd0ab8-c12a-e911-a9b6-000d3a1e6c14 . The
effective Content Settings has record ID: 1922b1d8-0523-e911-a9ba-000d3a1e689f . The response header ODataEntityId contains the URL to this newly created record (entity instance), which parenthetically includes the
unique ID for this record.
IMPORTANT
You need to replace OrgUrl with https://<add your environment name, like ‘myorg.crm’>.dynamics.com . You can
also get the environment name from Settings > Customizations > Developer Resources .

POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_customerjourneys
{
"msgdpr_requiredconsent": 587030001,
"msdyncrm_customerjourneydesignerstate": "{\"NextActivityID\":8,\"NextActivityItemID\":42}",
"msdyncrm_workflowdefinition": "
[{\"ActivityTypeId\":\"bpf_root\",\"ParentBranchId\":0,\"ParentRelationshipType\":\"Default\",\"ActivityId\"
:\"01\",\"Properties\":{\"Items\":
[{\"ItemId\":null,\"ActivityTypeId\":\"bpf_root\",\"Title\":\"Undefined\",\"IsNameSystemDefined\":true,\"Nam
e\":\"New ActivityTypeName_bpf_root_TitleText\",\"ActivityItemId\":0}]}},
{\"ActivityTypeId\":\"Segment\",\"ParentActivityId\":\"01\",\"ParentBranchId\":0,\"ParentRelationshipType\":
\"Default\",\"ActivityId\":\"01_0\",\"Properties\":{\"Items\":
[{\"ItemId\":null,\"ActivityTypeId\":\"Segment\",\"Title\":\"Undefined\",\"IsNameSystemDefined\":true,\"Name
\":\"New Segment group\",\"ActivityItemId\":23,\"SegmentMergeMethod\":\"Union\"},{\"ItemId\":\"24db26711529-e911-a9b7000d3a1e6adc\",\"ActivityTypeId\":\"SegmentItem\",\"Title\":\"Undefined\",\"IsNameSystemDefined\":true,\"Nam
e\":\"TC407937_DynamicSegment_2KZQ1p\",\"ActivityItemId\":24,\"ContainmentMethod\":\"Inclusion\",\"SegmentSo
urceType\":\"Segment\",\"DciSegmentName\":\"TC407937_DynamicSegment_2KZQ1p\",\"SegmentDisplayName\":\"TC4079
37_DynamicSegment_2KZQ1p\",\"Description\":\"\"}]},\"EntityTarget\":\"contact\"},
{\"ActivityTypeId\":\"Email\",\"ParentActivityId\":\"01_0\",\"ParentBranchId\":0,\"ParentRelationshipType\":
\"Default\",\"ActivityId\":\"01_0_2\",\"Properties\":{\"Items\":[{\"ItemId\":\"15bd0ab8-c12a-e911-a9b6000d3a1e6c14\",\"ActivityTypeId\":\"Email\",\"Title\":\"Undefined\",\"IsNameSystemDefined\":true,\"Name\":\"
Relationship test\",\"ActivityItemId\":32}]},\"EntityTarget\":\"contact\"}]",
"msdyncrm_customerjourneytimezone": 92,
"msdyncrm_contentsettingsId@odata.bind": "/msdyncrm_contentsettingss(1922b1d8-0523-e911-a9ba000d3a1e689f)",
"msdyncrm_enddatetime": "2019-03-09T11:29:00.000Z",
"msdyncrm_startdatetime": "2019-02-09T11:29:00.000Z",
"msdyncrm_name": "Simple Email Sample",
"msdyncrm_isrecurring": false,
"msdyncrm_type": 192350000,
"msdyncrm_entitytarget": 0,
"statuscode": 192350000,
"statecode": 0,
"ownerid@odata.bind": "/systemusers(d0e20c01-d6c6-480f-aab5-0fa6749565a5)"
}

Retrieve request
The retrieve request retrieves the list of

Live

customer journeys.

GET {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_customerjourneys?$filter=statuscode eq 192350001

Update request
With the update request, you update

statuscode

to, which effectively publishes it.

PATCH {{OrgUrl}}api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_customerjourneys(8aee9d91-8c2b-e911-a9b7-000d3a1e6adc)
{
"statuscode": 192350006
}

Delete request
With the delete request, you delete the customer journey that you created earlier.
DELETE {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_customerjourneys(b6faa2b7-b92b-e911-8185-000d3af9d16a)

Check for Errors
The Check for Errors feature checks the current record for missing content and technical errors and then
displays the validation results, including error messages that should help the user solve any issues that were

found.
The request body is a JSON object, which contains number of data elements with values corresponding to the
msdyncrm_customerjourney entity properties. The reference field (for example, Content Settings ID) doesn't use
@odata.bind with the record set reference but uses the ID of the referenced record. The following table explains
the mapping.
K EY

C O RRESP O N DIN G P RO P ERT Y
M SDY N C RM _C USTO M ERJO URN EY EN T IT Y ( LO GIC A L N A M E)

FieldValueCustomerJourneyId

msdyncrm_customerjourneyid

FieldValueStatusCode

statuscode

FieldValueName

msdyncrm_name

FieldValueStartDateTime

msdyncrm_startdatetime

FieldValueEndDateTime

msdyncrm_enddatetime

FieldValueWorkflowDefinition

msdyncrm_workflowdefinition

FieldValueIsRecurring

msdyncrm_isrecurring

FieldValueRecurrenceIntervalDays

msdyncrm_recurrenceintervaldays

FieldValueRecurrenceCount

msdyncrm_recurrencecount

FieldValueRequiredConsent

msgdpr_requiredconsent

FieldValueEntityTarget

msdyncrm_entitytarget

FieldValueSuppressionSegmentId

msdyncrm_suppressionsegmentid

FieldValueCustomerJourneyTimeZone

msdyncrm_customerjourneytimezone

Validate Customer Journey request

POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_CustomerJourneyValidate
{
"FieldValueCustomerJourneyId": "{6628BBF7-C52A-E911-A9B7-000D3A1E6ADC}",
"FieldValueStatusCode": 192350000,
"FieldValueName": "Sample Customer Journey",
"FieldValueStartDateTime": "2019-02-08T11:48:00.000Z",
"FieldValueEndDateTime": "2019-03-08T11:48:00.000Z",
"FieldValueWorkflowDefinition": "
[{\"ActivityTypeId\":\"bpf_root\",\"ParentBranchId\":0,\"ParentRelationshipType\":\"Default\",\"ActivityId\"
:\"01\",\"Properties\":{\"Items\":
[{\"ItemId\":null,\"ActivityTypeId\":\"bpf_root\",\"Title\":\"Undefined\",\"IsNameSystemDefined\":true,\"Nam
e\":\"New ActivityTypeName_bpf_root_TitleText\",\"ActivityItemId\":0}]}},
{\"ActivityTypeId\":\"Segment\",\"ParentActivityId\":\"01\",\"ParentBranchId\":0,\"ParentRelationshipType\":
\"Default\",\"ActivityId\":\"01_0\",\"Properties\":{\"Items\":
[{\"ItemId\":null,\"ActivityTypeId\":\"Segment\",\"Title\":\"Undefined\",\"IsNameSystemDefined\":true,\"Name
\":\"New Segment group\",\"ActivityItemId\":52,\"SegmentMergeMethod\":\"Union\"},{\"ItemId\":\"056bbe66f025-e911-a9ba000d3a1e689f\",\"ActivityTypeId\":\"SegmentItem\",\"Title\":\"Undefined\",\"IsNameSystemDefined\":true,\"Nam
e\":\"TC407937_DynamicSegment_bmkX5u\",\"ActivityItemId\":53,\"ContainmentMethod\":\"Inclusion\",\"SegmentSo
urceType\":\"Segment\",\"DciSegmentName\":\"TC407937_DynamicSegment_bmkX5u\",\"SegmentDisplayName\":\"TC4079
37_DynamicSegment_bmkX5u\",\"Description\":\"\"}]},\"EntityTarget\":\"contact\"},
{\"ActivityTypeId\":\"Email\",\"ParentActivityId\":\"01_0\",\"ParentBranchId\":0,\"ParentRelationshipType\":
\"Default\",\"ActivityId\":\"01_0_3\",\"Properties\":{\"Items\":[{\"ItemId\":\"15bd0ab8-c12a-e911-a9b6000d3a1e6c14\",\"ActivityTypeId\":\"Email\",\"Title\":\"Undefined\",\"IsNameSystemDefined\":true,\"Name\":\"
Relationship test\",\"ActivityItemId\":61}]},\"EntityTarget\":\"contact\"}]",
"FieldValueIsRecurring": true,
"FieldValueRecurrenceIntervalDays": 30,
"FieldValueRecurrenceCount": 3,
"FieldValueRequiredConsent": 587030001,
"FieldValueContentSettingsId": "{1922B1D8-0523-E911-A9BA-000D3A1E689F}",
"FieldValueEntityTarget": 0,
"FieldValueSuppressionSegmentId": "{544A3E20-9B23-E911-A9B6-000D3A1E6C14}",
"FieldValueCustomerJourneyTimeZone": 92
}

Validate Customer Journey response
{
"@odata.context": "
{{orgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/$metadata#Microsoft.Dynamics.CRM.msdyncrm_CustomerJourneyValidateResponse",
"ValidationResult": "{\"ActivityValidationResults\":
[{\"ActivityId\":\"\",\"Fault\":\"ErrorRecurringCampaignEndDateDoesNotFitRequestedIterations\",\"Result\":\"
Error\",\"ErrorMessageArguments\":[]}],\"Result\":\"Error\"}"
}

Validation result
The following table describes the schema of the
Journey response.

ValidationResult

object received in the Validate Customer

P RO P ERT Y

TYPE

DESC RIP T IO N

Result

String

The overall error check result. It has
the following values:
Valid – Records that passed the
validation check.
Warning – Records that passed
validation check; there are nonblocking
issues with it.
Error – Records that did not pass
validation; there are blocking issues
with it.

P RO P ERT Y

ActivityValidationResults

TYPE
Object[]

Activity validation result
The following table shows the schema of objects contained within the
ValidationResult object.

DESC RIP T IO N

An array of validation detail objects.
Each one refers to a specific problem
that can apply to the customer journey
record, a specific tile within the
workflow design. See the Activity
validation result schema.

ActivityValidationResults

array of the

P RO P ERT Y

TYPE

DESC RIP T IO N

ActivityId

String

The Activity ID of the actual workflow
tile to which the validation result
applies. If empty, the validation result
applies globally to the entire workflow
definition or other properties of the
customer journey.

Fault

String

The code that identifies the actual
validation result. See the validation
sample to learn how to work with
messages associated with fault codes.

Result

String

The result severity. It has the following
values:
Valid – Informative entry
Warning – Nonblocking issue
Error – Blocking issue

ErrorMessageArguments

String[]

Optional list of arguments that
provides details of the validation result,
for example, an ID of the element that
fails to meet the validity criteria.

See also
Basic operations on Customer Journey using C#
Customer journey workflow definition
Use Customer Journey to create automated campaigns
Create Custom Journeys

CRUD operations on customer journey using code
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The customer journey SDK sample is a .NET managed-code sample that shows how to use the customer journey
APIs. The sample focuses on using the customer journey SDK from a .NET console application. The customer
journey SDK can be used from plug-in code.
Download the sample: customer journey SDK
When you extract the .zip file, you find three projects in it:
Microsoft.Dynamics.Marketing.SDK , which defines the basic reusable functionality that simplifies
accessing customer journey APIs. It contains:
Organized constants simplifying the reference to metadata elements like entities and option sets.
A builder to simplify the construction of customer journey designs (programmatic equivalent to the
customer journey designer).
Encapsulation of data contracts (requests and responses) for most of the important marketing
operations like checking for customer journey errors.
Microsoft.Dynamics.Marketing.SDK.Tests , which contains unit tests that ensure the quality of
Microsoft.Dynamics.Marketing.SDK .
Microsoft.Dynamics.Marketing.Samples , which is an executable program that is used to execute the
actual samples. It contains code for:
Creating a customer journey from an existing template record.
Creating a sample customer journey with a segment and email.
Validating and publishing the existing customer journey record.
Creating custom channel activity interaction from customer journey custom channel activity record.
NOTE
You need to have access to Microsoft Dynamics 365 Marketing instance. More information: Install Dynamics 365
Marketing.

How to run the sample
1. Download and extract the sample.
2. Open Microsoft.Dynamics.Marketing.Samples.sln in Visual Studio.
3. Implement the GetConnectionString method in Program.cs . Look in the source code for instructions. This is
required to sign in to a specific Dynamics 365 Marketing instance.
4. Select the sample that you want to run by using command-line parameters; for example,
customerjourneycreate creates a sample customer journey with a segment and email. If you don’t specify a
parameter, the usage screen is printed.
5. Press F5 to run the sample.

What this sample does
The customer journey SDK sample shows how to:
1. Query customer journey data.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Create a new customer journey from a customer journey template.
Create a new customer journey with a specific workflow design.
Validate an existing customer journey record for any errors.
Publish an existing customer journey record.
Creates custom channel activity interaction from customer journey custom channel activity record.

Examples
Microsoft.Dynamics.Marketing.SDK.dll uses the core SDK to process organization requests. The source code of
this project can be embedded in the plug-in code and executed.
This example demonstrates how to invoke the Check for Errors command programmatically:
using
using
using
using
using
using

Microsoft.Dynamics.Marketing.SDK;
Microsoft.Dynamics.Marketing.SDK.CustomerJourney.Validation;
Microsoft.Dynamics.Marketing.SDK.Metadata.Entities;
Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk;
Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk.Query;
System;

public class Snippet
{
public ValidationResponse CheckForErrors(
IOrganizationService organizationService,
Guid customerJourneyRecordId)
{
// Retrieve record
var customerJourneyRecord = organizationService.Retrieve(
EntityLogicalNames.CustomerJourney,
customerJourneyRecordId,
new ColumnSet(true));
// Call check for errors service
var validationRequest = ValidationRequest.FromCustomerJourneyEntity(customerJourneyRecord);
// Transform the organization response to strongly typed validation response
return organizationService.Execute(validationRequest.OrganizationRequest).ToValidationResponse();
}
}

This example demonstrates how to create a customer journey workflow programmatically:

using Microsoft.Dynamics.Marketing.SDK.CustomerJourney.Workflow;
using System;
public class Snippet
{
public CustomerJourneyDesign CreateSimpleCustomerJourney()
{
var designBuilder = new CustomerJourneyDesignBuilder();
var segmentActivityId = Guid.NewGuid().ToString();
var emailActivityId = Guid.NewGuid().ToString();
designBuilder.Root.With(
new WorkflowActivityBuilder(ActivityType.Segment, segmentActivityId, "Sample Contacts")
.WithParentActivityId(designBuilder.Root.RootActivityId)
.WithHeaderItemProperty("SegmentMergeMethod", "Union")
.WithSubItem(new ItemBuilder(ActivityType.SegmentItem, "Sample Segment")
.WithProperty("ContainmentMethod", "Inclusion")
.WithProperty("SegmentSourceType", "Segment")),
new WorkflowActivityBuilder(ActivityType.Email, emailActivityId, "Sample Email")
.WithParentActivityId(segmentActivityId));
return designBuilder.Build();
}
}

This example demonstrate how to invoke Go Live programmatically:
using
using
using
using

Microsoft.Dynamics.Marketing.SDK.Metadata.OptionSets;
Microsoft.Dynamics.Marketing.SDK.Wrappers;
Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk;
System;

public class Snippet
{
public void PublishCustomerJourney(IOrganizationService organizationService, Guid customerJourneyId)
{
var customerJourney = new CustomerJourneyEntity(customerJourneyId)
{
StateCode = new OptionSetValue(CustomerJourneyStatusCode.GoingLive)
};
organizationService.Update(customerJourney.Entity);
}
}

See also
Extend customer journey using API

Metadata reference for your organization
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Your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance (organization) contains a collection of solutions that provide business
functionality for marketing features. A solution provides a framework for packaging, installing, and uninstalling
components that provide specific business functionality. Some examples of a solution component are entities,
apps, business rules, charts, dashboards, and so on. For information about all the solution components, see
Solution components.
This section provides information about the solutions and entities in a Dynamics 365 Marketing instance
(organization). This information might be helpful as you customize and extend your app.

In This Section
Dynamics 365 Marketing solutions
Dynamics 365 Marketing entity reference

Dynamics 365 Marketing solutions
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Dynamics 365 Marketing adds the following solutions to your instance:
NAME

DISP L AY N A M E

DESC RIP T IO N

MicrosoftDynamics_EventManagemen
t

Event Management for Dynamics 365

A core solution for Event
Management. Provides event
management features for Dynamics
365.

MicrosoftDynamics_EvtMgmtPortalsLi
nk

Portals—Event Management
Integration

Part of Event Management for
Dynamics 365. Integrates the portal
capabilities for Dynamics 365 solution
with Event Management to provide
the event portal.

MicrosoftDynamics_EvtMgmtVocLink

Customer Voice—Event Management
Integration

Part of Event Management for
Dynamics 365. Integrates the
Customer Voice solution with Event
Management to provide customersurvey features.

MicrosoftDynamics_Marketing

Dynamics 365 Marketing

A core solution for Dynamics 365
Marketing. Provides email marketing,
campaign automation, and other core
marketing features.

MicrosoftDynamics_MktEmailTemplate
s

Email Templates for Marketing

Part of Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Provides templates for designing
marketing emails.

MicrosoftDynamics_MktEvtMgmtLink

Event Management - Marketing
Integration

Part of Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Integrates the Event Management for
Dynamics 365 solution with
Marketing.

MicrosoftDynamics_MktIntegration

Marketing App Module

A core solution for Dynamics 365
Marketing. Provides dashboards,
navigation, and other unifying
elements.

MicrosoftDynamics_MktLeadGenLink

LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms - Marketing
Integration

Part of Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Integrates the LinkedIn Lead Gen
Forms solution with Marketing to
enable configuring the LinkedIn
integration and viewing LinkedIn
information for leads.

MicrosoftDynamics_MktLeadManage
ment

Lead Management for Marketing

A core solution for Dynamics 365
Marketing. Provides automatic lead
scoring and other lead management
features for Marketing.

NAME

DISP L AY N A M E

DESC RIP T IO N

MicrosoftDynamics_MktPageTemplates

Page Templates for Marketing

Part of Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Provides templates for designing
marketing pages.

MicrosoftDynamics_MktPortalsLink

Portals - Marketing Integration

Part of Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Integrates the portal capabilities for
Dynamics 365 solution with Marketing
to provide marketing-page features.

MicrosoftDynamics_MktVocLink

Customer Voice - Marketing
Integration

Part of Dynamics 365 Marketing.
Integrates the Customer Voice solution
with Marketing to provide customersurvey features.

View entity and other components in a solution
To view entities and other components in a solution, use the solution browser in your Dynamics 365 Marketing
instance.
1. Select Settings > Solutions .

2. From the list of solution, select the Display Name of the solution that you want to view the information
for.
3. In the solution explorer, select Components in the left pane to view entities and other solution
components in the solution. You can select each component in the left pane to view just the selected
component.

For detailed information about entities and their properties, attributes, and relationships, see Dynamics 365
Marketing entity reference

Dynamics 365 Marketing entity reference
3/29/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

All the entities that are installed as part of the Dynamics 365 Marketing solutions support the standard
extensibility/programming model in Dynamics 365 to perform operations on entities using the Web API or
Organization Ser vice . For example, developers can programmatically create, retrieve, update, and delete
(CRUD) entity records provided they have the required privileges to do so.
IMPORTANT
While all the entities in Dynamics 365 Marketing support the standard extensibility/programming model, you should be
careful while programmatically creating, updating, or deleting these entity records. This is because some entities have a
dependency on each other and the web application to provide the requisite user experiences and functionalities in the
Marketing app. Manipulating these entities programmatically will prevent you from using the functionalities in the
intended and supported way. Some examples of the complex functionality that cannot be achieved by programmatically
working with the entities are:
Changes of Status and Status Reason fields, especially if the status schema is more complex than binary Active/Inactive
case (mostly entities with “Go Live” button on ribbon).
Manipulation of fields, which contain complex pieces of information, usually encoded as JSON. For example, customer
journey design/workflow.
Therefore, you should use the user interface in our app to reliably perform your operations unless it’s explicitly called
out in this documentation that programmatic access to an entity or feature is supported.

To view information about all the entities and their properties, attributes, and relationships in your Dynamics
365 Marketing instance, use the Entity Metadata Browser app. It is available as a managed solution that you
need to install in your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance to view the entity reference.

Install Entity Metadata Browser
1. Download Entity Metadata Browser solution (.zip) to your computer.
2. Sign in to your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance, and import the Entity Metadata Browser solution file to
install it. For information about how to install a managed solution, see Import, update, and export solutions

Use Entity Metadata Browser
In your Dynamics 365 Marketing instance, select Dynamics 365 > Metadata Tools to open the app.

The app provides entity reference data under two views:
Entities is the default view when you open the app. More information: Entities view in the Entity
Metadata Browser

Select Tools > Entity Metadata for the Entity Metadata view to inspect individual entities. More
information: Entity Metadata view in Entity Metadata Browser

Entities view in the Entity Metadata Browser
You can perform the following actions:
View Entity Details : Select an entity to view using the Entity Metadata view.
Edit Entity : Open the selected entity form in the default organization, if the entity supports this.
Text Search : Perform a text search to filter displayed entities using the following entity properties:
SchemaName, LogicalName, DisplayName, ObjectTypeCode, or MetadataId.
Filter Entities : Set simple criteria to view a sub-set of entities. All criteria are evaluated using AND logic.
Filter Proper ties : Filter the properties displayed for any selected entity. There are nearly 100 properties in
the list. Use this to select just the ones you are interested in.

Entity Metadata view in Entity Metadata Browser
You can perform the following actions for a single entity:
Entity : Change the entity that you want to view.
Proper ties : View all the properties for the entity and filter the properties displayed.
Edit Entity : Open the selected entity edit form in the default organization, if the entity supports this.
Filter Proper ties : Filter the properties displayed for any selected entity. There are nearly 100
properties in the list. Use this to select just the ones you are interested in.
Attributes : View the entity attributes in a master/detail view. With this view you can:
Edit Attribute : Open the selected attribute form in the default organization, if the attribute supports
this.
Text Search : Perform a text search to filter displayed attributes using the following attribute
properties: SchemaName, LogicalName, DisplayName, or MetadataId.
Filter Attributes : Filter attributes by any attribute property values.
Filter Proper ties : Filter the properties displayed for the selected attribute.
Keys : If alternate keys are enabled for an entity you can examine how they are configured.
Relationships : View the three types of entity relationships: One-To-Many, Many-To-One, and Many-ToMany. With these views you can:
Edit Relationship : Open the selected relationship form in the default organization, if the relationship

supports this.
Text Search : Perform a text search to filter displayed relationships using values relevant to the type of
relationship.
Filter Proper ties : Filter the relationship by any relationship property value.
Privileges : View entity privileges. With this view you can:
Filter the displayed privilege using the

PrivilegeId

.

NOTE
When viewing the entity detail properties, you’ll see that many complex properties are expandable. The most useful value
is displayed with a link that allows toggling to a more detailed view. The detailed view reflects the structure of the data if
you were to retrieve it programmatically. The detailed view also reveals other relevant data that can be retrieved in the
same area, for example, if any localized labels are present for Display Name properties.

TIP
To copy text from the page, simply select the text and use the Ctrl+C keyboard shortcut or the context menu Copy
command.

Community tools
Metadata Browser is a tool that the XrmToolBox community developed for Dynamics 365 apps and Power
Apps. See the Community tools topic for community developed tools.
NOTE
The community tools are not a product of Microsoft. Microsoft does not extend support to the community tools. If you
have questions related to the tools, please contact the publisher. More information: XrmToolBox

Basic operations on segments using the
segmentation API
3/29/2021 • 6 minutes to read • Edit Online

A market segment is the collection of contacts that you target in a marketing campaign. In some cases, you'll
target all the contacts you have, but in most cases, you'll choose whom you want to target based on
demographic or firmographic data and other considerations. More information: Working with segments.
The Segmentation API enables programmatic interaction with segment records. The Segmentation API leverages
the standard Microsoft Dataverse Web API for manipulating entities or messages. More information: Use the
Microsoft Dataverse Web API. When you create a segment, the properties of the segment are stored in the
msdyncrm_segment entity. You can browse the entity metadata information using @odata.context in the GET
response.
NOTE
Before you perform operations, you should install the Dynamics 365 Marketing.

This topic demonstrates how to perform basic operations on msdyncrm_segment entity. Pass the following
mandatory fields to create a segment.
DISP L AY N A M E

SC H EM A N A M E

VA L UE

REQ UIRED

Name

msdyncrm_segmentname

Name of the segment.

Yes.

Segment Type

msdyncrm_segmenttype

Type of segment. There are
3 types of segments:
- Static 192350001
- Dynamic 192350000
- Compound 192350002

Yes.

Status Reason

statuscode

Current status of the
segment. Following are the
available status codes:
- Draft 192350000
- Live 192350001
- Stopped 192350002
- GoingLive 192350006
- Stopping 192350007

Yes.

Segment Query

msdyncrm_query

Query in the segmentation
query.

Yes (only for dynamic and
compound segments).

To test the operations, you can use the Postman tool. More information: Use Postman with Web API.

CRUD operations on static segments
This section shows how to perform basic CRUD (create, update, retrieve, and delete) operations on static
segments.
Create request

This request creates a new static segment with two contacts and statuscode set to Draft . The response header
contains the URL to this newly created record (entity instance), which parenthetically includes the unique ID
(segmentID ) for this record.
IMPORTANT
You need to replace OrgUrl with https://<add your environment name, like ‘myorg.crm’>.dynamics.com . You can
also get the environment name from Settings -> Customizations -> Developer Resources .

POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments
{
"msdyncrm_segmentname": "StaticSegmentApi1",
"msdyncrm_segmenttype": 192350001,
"msdyncrm_segmentmemberids": "[\"crm1405f4ba-1ee9-e811-a99d-000d3a35f12f\",\"crm0604cdd1-1ee9-e811-a99d000d3a35f12f\"]",
"statuscode": 192350000
}

IMPORTANT
The purpose of the crm prefix is to indicate the record identifier type unambiguously. This is required when you are using
a legacy segmentation solution, which, by default, uses a different type of identifier.

Update request
With the update request, you update the statuscode of the static segment to
request is executed, it updates statuscode to Live .

Going Live (192350006)

PATCH {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments({{SegmentId}})
{
"statuscode": 192350006
}

Retrieve request
With the retrieve request, you retrieve all the static segments that are in the

Live

state.

GET {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments?$filter=statuscode eq 192350001

You can also retrieve segments with specific properties.
GET {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments?
$select=msdyncrm_segmentid,msdyncrm_segmentname,msdyncrm_segmentquery,msdyncrm_description

Delete request
With the delete request, you delete the created static segment.
DELETE {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments({{SegmentId}})

CRUD operations on dynamic segments

. When the

This section shows how to perform basic CRUD (create, update, retrieve, and delete) operations on dynamic
segments. Dynamic segments are based on the segment query (msdyncrm_segmentquer y ). More
information: Segment query definition.
Create request
This request creates a dynamic segment and sets

statuscode

to

Draft

.

POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments
{
"msdyncrm_segmentname": "Customers with name and email",
"msdyncrm_segmentquery": "PROFILE(contact, contact_1).FILTER(ISNOTNULL(contact_1.emailaddress1) &&
ISNOTNULL(contact_1.fullname))",
"msdyncrm_segmenttype": 192350000,
"statuscode": 192350000
}

The following request creates a dynamic segment with a conditional segment query to retrieve only contacts
that have the address1_city field set to NewYork or NewJersey .
POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments
{
"msdyncrm_segmentname": "MySegment2",
"msdyncrm_segmentquery": "PROFILE(contact).FILTER((address1_city == 'NewYork' || address1_city ==
'NewJersey'))",
"msdyncrm_segmenttype": 192350000,
"statuscode": 192350006
}

The following request creates a new dynamic segment and sets

statuscode

to

Going Live

.

POST api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments
{
"msdyncrm_segmentname": "Customers with name and email",
"msdyncrm_segmenttype": 192350000,
"msdyncrm_segmentquery": "PROFILE(contact, contact_1).FILTER(ISNOTNULL(contact_1.emailaddress1) &&
ISNOTNULL(contact_1.fullname))",
"statuscode": 192350006
}

Update request
With the update request, you update the status of the dynamic segment to

Going Live

.

PATCH {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments({{SegmentId}})
{
"statuscode": 192350006
}

NOTE
It is recommended not to move the segments directly to

Live

state.

Retrieve request
With the retrieve request, you retrieve all the dynamic segments that are in the

Stop

state.

GET {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments?$filter=statuscode eq 192350002

Delete request
With the delete request, you delete the dynamic segment that is created.
DELETE {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments({{SegmentId}})

CRUD operations on compound segments
This section shows how to perform basic CRUD (create, update, retrieve, and delete) operations on compound
segments.
Create request
This request creates a compound segment and sets

statuscode

to

Going Live

.

POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments
{
"msdyncrm_segmentname": "my_compound_segment1",
"msdyncrm_segmenttype": 192350002,
"msdyncrm_query":"SEGMENT(segment1) UNION SEGMENT(segment2)",
"statuscode": 192350006
}

Update request
With the update request, you update the status of the compound segment to

Stopping

.

PATCH {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments({{SegmentId}})
{
"statuscode": 192350007
}

NOTE
It is recommended not to move the segments directly to

Stopped

state.

Retrieve request
With the retrieve request, you retrieve all the compound segments that are in the

Stop

state.

GET {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments?$filter=statuscode eq 192350002

Delete request
With the delete request, you delete the compound segment that is created.
DELETE {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_segments({{SegmentId}})

Add/Remove contacts to static segments
Segment members can be added to or removed from static segments of contacts. You can add/remove contacts
either by providing a query definition, or by providing specific contact IDs.

Some of the important aspects that need to be considered while performing add/remove operations on
segment members:
Only instances of entity type Contact can be added/removed as members.
If provided contact IDs do not exist, they are ignored.
Add/remove member requests are processed asynchronously.
You can add/remove contacts by invoking the endpoint multiple times, usually in batches of up to 20.000
contacts each time.
Add segment members by providing IDs
POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_SegmentMembersUpdate
{
"msdyncrm_segmentid": "59AC8BBF-57E7-E811-A9A9-000D3A35F403",
"msdyncrm_operation": "addByIds",
"msdyncrm_memberids": "[\"B5672BDB-8899-43CB-9FA1-0AE4DC61DAD3\", \"694E1C8E-F704-4B23-9B07E65DB1620E47\", \"A4A31E3D-DFCA-4765-8018-3BA7D5E376C7\"]"
}

Remove segment members by providing IDs
POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_SegmentMembersUpdate
{
"msdyncrm_segmentid": "59AC8BBF-57E7-E811-A9A9-000D3A35F403",
"msdyncrm_operation": "removeByIds",
"msdyncrm_memberids": "[\"B5672BDB-8899-43CB-9FA1-0AE4DC61DAD3\", \"694E1C8E-F704-4B23-9B07E65DB1620E47\", \"A4A31E3D-DFCA-4765-8018-3BA7D5E376C7\"]"
}

Add segment members by providing a quer y
POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_SegmentMembersUpdate
{
"msdyncrm_segmentid": "b5466fbb-2cef-e911-a81d-000d3a6d200c",
"msdyncrm_operation": "addByQuery",
"msdyncrm_query": "PROFILE(account, account_1).FILTER(account_1.accountid == '1cc00a15-37ef-e911-a81d000d3a6d200c').TRAVERSE(contact_account_parentcustomerid,
contact_1).FILTER(ISNOTNULL(contact_1.emailaddress1))"
}

Remove segment members by providing a quer y
POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_SegmentMembersUpdate
{
"msdyncrm_segmentid": "b5466fbb-2cef-e911-a81d-000d3a6d200c",
"msdyncrm_operation": "removeByQuery",
"msdyncrm_query": "PROFILE(account, account_1).FILTER(account_1.accountid == '1cc00a15-37ef-e911-a81d000d3a6d200c').TRAVERSE(contact_account_parentcustomerid,
contact_1).FILTER(ISNOTNULL(contact_1.emailaddress1))"
}

Get status of pending operations

POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_SegmentMembersUpdate
{
"msdyncrm_segmentid":"b5466fbb-2cef-e911-a81d-000d3a6d200c",
"msdyncrm_operation":"getState"
}

Retrieve segment members (recommended)
POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_FetchContactsByQuery
{
"Query":"(SEGMENT(SEGMENT_CRM_ID_e1fa7fdc5c78ea11a811000d3a8e8fcc)).ORDERBY(fullname
ASC).SKIP(0).TAKE(15).SELECT(contactid)",
"FetchXml":"<fetch version=\"1.0\" output-format=\"xml-platform\" mapping=\"logical\" count=\"15\"
page=\"1\" returntotalrecordcount=\"true\"><entity name=\"contact\"><attribute name=\"fullname\"/><attribute
name=\"emailaddress1\"/><attribute name=\"company\"/><attribute name=\"parentcustomerid\"/><attribute
name=\"contactid\"/><order attribute=\"fullname\" descending=\"false\"/></entity>
</fetch>","OwningBusinessUnit":"0b4b85cc-7f6c-ea11-a811-000d3a54d359",
"Scope":270100000,
"TimeZone":null
}

IMPORTANT
On the example above, replace SEGMENT_CRM_ID_ce97cb9dbd75ea11a811000d3a8e8fcc with the name of your
segment in the backend, as it is in the msdyncrm_segmentqueryname field of your segment. If your segment has id
ce97cb9d-bd75-ea11-a811-000d3a8e8fcc , that value will be SEGMENT_CRM_ID_ce97cb9dbd75ea11a811000d3a8e8fcc .

Retrieve segment members (deprecated)
GET {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/contacts?fetchXml=fetch version="1.0" output-format="xml-platform"
mapping="logical" returntotalrecordcount="true" page="1" count="5" no-lock="false">
<entity name="contact">
<attribute name="fullname"/>
<attribute name="contactid"/>
<order attribute="fullname" descending="false"/>
<link-entity name="msdyncrm_segment" from="msdyncrm_segmentid" to="msdyncrm_segmentmemberid"
alias="bb">
<filter type="and">
<condition attribute="msdyncrm_segmentid" operator="eq" uitype="msdyncrm_segment"
value="bfc9d5d6-d6aa-e911-a859-000d3a3159df"/>
</filter>
</link-entity>
</entity>
</fetch>

Validating segments
Before you create or modify a segment, you can verify the new definition using a dedicated validation endpoint.
The endpoint always returns an HTTP status OK message and an object with a property ValidationResult
holding an array of errors.
If there is a valid definition, the result array shows empty. Otherwise, it contains records for the identified issues.
Segment definition is validated on the creation of the record, and the status code set to Going Live .
Validation is intentionally skipped when a segment is created in Draft state. Also failed validation results in
HTTP 400 with an error message in the response body.
Validating a valid segment definition

POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_ValidateSegment
{
"msdyncrm_segmentname":"NewSegment",
"msdyncrm_segmentquery":"PROFILE(contact)",
"msdyncrm_segmenttype":192350000,
"statuscode":192350000
}

Response
{
…
"ValidationResult": "[]"
}

Validating an invalid segment definition
POST {{OrgUrl}}/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_ValidateSegment
{
"msdyncrm_segmentname":"NewSegment",
"msdyncrm_segmentquery":"PROFILE(UnknownEntity)",
"msdyncrm_segmenttype":192350000,
"statuscode":192350006
}

Response
{
…
"ValidationResult": "
[{\"ErrorCode\":\"SegmentDciValidator_SegmentInvalid\",\"FieldName\":\"msdyncrm_query\"}]"
}

Map form data to entities with custom Workflows
3/29/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

If you have configured a marketing form to collect form submissions without updating contacts or leads, you
can create a Workflow to map the form submission data to any entity.
Learn more about collecting form data without updating contacts or leads: Create, view, and manage
marketing forms
Learn more about building workflows: Use Workflow processes to automate processes that don't require
user interaction

Creating a Workflow
Create a Workflow to extract the values from a form submission. You can use this data to create a custom entity
or to create or update any existing entity.
To create a Workflow:
1. In the navigation bar, go to Settings > Process Center > Processes .

2. Create new blank process, set the Categor y to Workflow , and add the entity that triggers your
workflow. In this case, we'll add the Marketing form submission.

3. Next, you will start adding steps to your Workflow. You will find flexible options to handle entities under
Add Step > Dynamics 365 Marketing .
For example, you can start with Extract a submitted value by field to find a value inside a submission
that you would like to store. Add a Match entity step to match the marketing form submission to the
entity that you want to update. Add a Json set proper ty step to be used in the other steps’ JSON
properties.

Example Workflow: Collecting credit card applications
In this example, we'll create a Workflow to update a custom entity called “Credit card applications.” The
Workflow will allow a user to collect credit card applications through a Marketing form and store the data under
the new custom entity.
The credit card application Workflow requires the following general processes:

Check if the submission is coming from a form the workflow can handle. The simplest method to do this is
selecting submissions from a specific form.
Extract the submitted values so that they available in the Workflow (extract value ).
Combine multiple values into a single structure that is suitable for entity matching or creation (set JSON
proper ty ).
Create an entity with properties that were set in the previous step. Alternatively, the Workflow can search for
a matching entity and either update the found entity or create a new one if not found (create entity , update
entity , and match entity actions ).
The following steps detail the actions required to create the credit card application Workflow:
1. To create a custom entity, in the navigation bar, go to Settings > Customize the System > Entities .
2. Create a marketing form for the credit card applications containing the fields you want to use. Create
fields under the new custom entity to use inside the form. Make sure the form is set to not update
contacts or leads.
3. Next, you will create a Workflow to process the custom entities. Go to Settings > Processes and create
a new Workflow process. In the Entity field, select the entity that triggers your Workflow. In this case,
we'll select Marketing form submission . Then select OK .
4. To add a step, select Add Step , then go to Dynamics 365 Marketing > Extract submitted value by
field . This will allow you to extract a value from a form submission.
a. Add a name for the step. We will name our step "Extract value from form submission (E-mail)."

b. Select the Set Proper ties button.
c. Next, we'll extract the email address from a submitted form. To extract the email address, go to the
Operator pane and select Marketing form submission in the Look for : drop down menu.
Then, select the Add button in the Operator pane. To add the dynamic value to the form
submission property, select the OK button.

d. To select the desired field to extract from the lookup, select E-mail under the Value column for the
Marketing form field property.

5. Next, to match the result of the extracted e-mail value to the logical name of the e-mail entity in the CRM
database, go to Add Step > Dynamics 365 Marketing > Json set proper ty .
To find the logical name of the entity, go to Customize the System > Entities , and open the relevant
entity. The logical name is the Name field of the entity.

6. Continue adding the previously set JSON values one by one.
a. Insert the logical name.
b. Insert the result from the Extracted value from field.
c. Choose a previous JSON value to add on top of the extracted value. This ensures that you will
combine all of the JSON entries into a combined value that will be used at the end.

7. Select the Save and Close button.
8. To create a credit card application record that results from each form submission, select Dynamics 365
Marketing > Create Entity . Set the JSON proper ties value column to Result of the last JSON set

proper ty .
9. To insert an initial step into your process to filter submissions to only those coming from the form that is
collecting the credit card applications, select Add Step > Check condition .

a. Open the dropdown menu and select Primar y Entity > Marketing form submission .
b. Go to the marketing form you are using for the credit card application and find the Form ID in the
form page URL.

c. Place the Form ID into the condition step in the Worklflow.

d. To find the specific form, you can set the condition logic to marketing form ID to check if it is
equal to the specific form ID. If yes, run the Workflow. If not, add a step to stop the Workflow with
the reason for cancellation.

See also
Create, view, and manage marketing forms

Limitations on migrating files between environments
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Out of the box, Dynamics 365 Marketing does not provide tools to migrate files between environments. Any
such tool would need to be built by a customer or partner and would revolve around calling Microsoft
Dataverse APIs.
On a high level, the tool would fetch files from the source environment, download the metadata and content for
each file, and then create the file in the target environment. On the source environment, metadata for files are
stored in the msdyncrm_file entity. The msdyncrm_blobcdnuri field contains a URL to the file content.

An example flow to clone files (digital assets) in Marketing
IMPORTANT
The following steps are guideline on manually creating a flow to clone files in Dynamics 365 Marketing. Implementation
may vary based on the framework and language you are using.

The flow should start with a call to the msdyncrm_Upser tFile custom action using the following parameters:
InputFile : String with a serialized JSON object with the following properties:
msdyncrm_name : Image (file) name
msdyncrm_contenttype : Content type
msdyncrm_width : Image width, in pixels
msdyncrm_height : Image height, in pixels
InputKeywords : String with serialized JSON array with keywords. Each keyword is represented by the
following JSON object:
id : Keyword record identifier (GUID)
entityType : Always "msdyncrm_keyword"
name : Value of the keyword
The call returns properties required for uploading the file content. Of particular note:
msdyncrm_bloburi : URI of the Azure blob to upload the content to
msdyncrm_sastoken : SAS token used for the upload
msdyncrm_fileid : ID of the newly created msdyncrm_file record
A PUT call is made to the Azure blob API using the provided msdyncrm_bloburi and
msdyncrm_sastoken with the file content.
After the upload is completed, an update to the msdyncrm_file record is performed to update
msdyncrm_rethumbnail property to "true".
NOTE
If you copy Marketing emails from one environment to another and have images from the old environment in the emails,
the images will be point to old environment CDN. This means that if you decide to uninstall Marketing from the old
environment or remove files, the emails in the new environment will have broken images.

Retrieve interactions for a contact using code
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Use the msdyncrm_LoadInteractionsPublic action to programmatically retrieve interactions for a contact.
This action is useful for responding to get-my-data requests in order to fulfill the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) compliance.
TIP
You can also generate request and response classes for this action to include in your application code. More information:
Generate early-bound types for an action

Action parameters
The msdyncrm_LoadInteractionsPublic action expects the following input parameters:
NAME

TYPE

DESC RIP T IO N

ContactId

Edm.String

ID of the contact record to retrieve the
interactions for. Required.

DateFrom

Edm.String

Start date in the MM-DD-YYYY format
from which you want to retrieve
interactions. Optional.

DateTo

Edm.String

End date in the MM-DD-YYYY format
until which you want to retrieve
interactions. Optional.

InteractionType

Edm.String

Type of interaction to be retrieved.
Required.
You can specify one of the following
values:
ActivityContactBlocked
ActivityContactDispatched
ActivityContactProcessingFailed
CreateCrmActivityContactProce
ssed
CreateCustomChannelActivityC
ontactProcessed
CustomChannelResponse
CustomerJourneyContactRecor
dUpdated
EmailBlockBounced
EmailBlocked
EmailClicked
EmailContainsBlockListedLinks
EmailDelivered
EmailFeedbackLoop
EmailForwarded
EmailHardBounced
EmailOpened
EmailSendingFailed
EmailSent
EmailSoftBounced
EmailSubscriptionSubmit
EventCheckIn
EventRegistration
FormSubmitted
FormVisited
InvalidRecipientAddress
InvalidSenderAddress
LeadScoreBoost
OutOfEmailCredits
PassThroughActivityContactPro
cessed
RedirectLinkClicked
SchedulerActivityContactProces
sed
SegmentRelationshipEdited
SegmentSubscribed
SegmentUnsubscribed
SplitterActivityContactProcesse
d
SurveyResponse
TriggerActivityContactProcesse
d
TriggerCrmWorkflowActivityCo
ntactProcessed
WebsiteClicked
WebsiteVisited

Top

Edm.Int32

Optional. Non-negative integer that
limits the number of interactions
returned for a contact record.
Optional.

SkipToken

Edm.String

Identifies a starting point in the
collection of interactions returned for a
contact record. Optional.

Action return type
The msdyncrm_LoadInteractionsPublic action returns the following value:
NAME

TYPE

DESC RIP T IO N

msdyncrm_LoadInteractionsPublicResponse
ComplexType

Contains the response from
msdyncrm_LoadInteractionsPublic
action. It contains the following
properties that contain the structured
data of the type:
NAM E

TY P E

D ESCR IP TI
ON

Data

Edm.Strin
g

List of
interactio
ns as an
escaped
JSON
array.

NextSkipToken

Edm.Strin
g

Identifies
the next
cursor or
bookmar
k in the
collection
of
interactio
ns
returned
for a
contact
record.

Example
Request
POST [Organization URI]/api/data/v9.0/msdyncrm_LoadInteractionsPublic HTTP/1.1
Accept: application/json
Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8
OData-MaxVersion: 4.0
OData-Version: 4.0
{
"InteractionType": "WebsiteClicked",
"ContactId": "0dbe0fa3-8e18-e811-a951-000d3a37caec",
}

Response
The response contains a JSON object with a

Data

property containing the full list of interactions.

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json; odata.metadata=minimal
OData-Version: 4.0
{
"@odata.context":"[Organization
URI]/api/data/v9.0/$metadata#Microsoft.Dynamics.CRM.msdyncrm_LoadInteractionsPublicResponse",
"Data":"
[{\"InteractionId\":\"172C1E59A3CD4D85B392316DD76651CE\",\"InteractionType\":\"EmailSent\",\"Timestamp\":\"2
018-02-23T13:10:48Z\",\"OrganizationId\":\"e47e99c2-20e3-4ef3-bbd4288258bd6bf9\",\"EmailDomain\":\"microsoft.com\",\"ActivityId\":\"b6aeb700-f1c1-4cb1-e8f8e883eac6bfbc\",\"SendingId\":\"5a019802-f763-3b72-fc91-0a9c95b67c5f\",\"ContactId\":\"0dbe0fa3-8e18-e811a951-000d3a37caec\",\"MessageId\":\"5a2f3e76-9518-e811-a951-000d3a38caec\",\"CustomerJourneyId\":\"4c3846a19618-e811-a951-000d3a37cafc\",\"CustomerJourneyIterationId\":\"538825cf-fe1c-4fee-a6717984eabb62eb\",\"UsageType\":\"CustomerJourney\",\"EmailAddressUsed\":\"sample@adventure-works.com\"}]",
"NextSkipToken":null
}

See also
Data protection and the GDPR
Preview: Prepare for analytic reporting with Power BI

Extend marketing forms using code
5/5/2021 • 6 minutes to read • Edit Online

A marketing form defines a set of input fields arranged into a form layout. You'll probably build a small library
of reusable forms that you can place on all your various marketing pages as needed. To add a marketing form to
a specific marketing page, use a form element to position the form, and choose local settings for it, which
applies to that page only. More information Marketing forms
Marketing forms can be extended using JavaScript to perform custom business actions in the Dynamics 365
Marketing. Following are the methods that are available to extend marketing forms.

JavaScript API
We're consuming the latest version of the JavaScript API. Make sure that your references to form-loader.js or
loader.js script look like
https://mktdplp102cdn.azureedge.net/public/latest/js/form-loader.js?v=[version tag] or
https://mktdplp102cdn.azureedge.net/public/latest/js/loader.js?v=[version tag] , respectively. The
?v=[version tag] section can be omitted. Older scripts (scripts that look like
https://mktdplp102cdn.azureedge.net/public/static/[version tag]/js/form-loader.js or
https://mktdplp102cdn.azureedge.net/public/static/[version tag]/js/loader.js ) are obsolete and no longer
supported.
Place the custom code right after the

form-loader.js

script.

Code sample:
<script src="https://mktdplp102cdn.azureedge.net/public/latest/js/form-loader.js?v=..."></script>
<script>
// correct - the script will attach event handlers right after form loader script
MsCrmMkt.MsCrmFormLoader.on("afterFormLoad", function() {});
// wrong - the script will attach event handlers after window has finished loading, form already might have
been loaded in the meantime and no events will trigger anymore
// window.onload = function() { MsCrmMkt.MsCrmFormLoader.on("afterFormLoad", function() {}); };
</script>

MsCrmMkt.MsCrmFormLoader methods
F UN C T IO N
NAME

DESC RIP T IO N

.on(eventType,callback)
Registers a

callback to a
type of form
lifecycle event

PA RA M ET ER
NAME

PA RA M ET ER
TYPE

eventType

string

PA RA M ET ER
DESC RIP T IO N

, one of

"afterFormLoad"

,
"afterFormRender"

,
"afterFormSubmit"

,

"formLoad"

,

"formRender"
"formSubmit"

callback

Callback function

Function

,

Event type to
hook to

RET URN S
undefined

F UN C T IO N
NAME
.off(eventType)

DESC RIP T IO N

Unregister a
callback(s) of
given form
lifecycle event

PA RA M ET ER
NAME

PA RA M ET ER
TYPE

eventType

string

optional

PA RA M ET ER
DESC RIP T IO N

, one of

"afterFormLoad"

RET URN S

Event type to
hook to

undefined

Form DOM
element

Promise<string>

,
"afterFormRender"

,
"afterFormSubmit"

,

"formLoad"

,

"formRender"

,

"formSubmit"

.sendFormCaptureToCrm(form)
Send a form

form

submission to
Dynamics 365
Marketing,
supported only
for form
capturing
scenario

DOM element
representing the
form or JQuery
selector
representing the
form

Form events
EVEN T N A M E
formLoad

T RIGGERED F O R C A P T URED
F O RM S

Yes

SY N TA X
MsCrmMkt.MsCrmFormLoader
.on("formLoad",
function(event) {})

formRender

No

MsCrmMkt.MsCrmFormLoader
.on("formRender",
function(event) {})

afterFormRender

No

MsCrmMkt.MsCrmFormLoader
.on("afterFormRender",
function(event) {})

afterFormLoad

No

MsCrmMkt.MsCrmFormLoader
.on("afterFormLoad",
function(event) {})

formSubmit

No

MsCrmMkt.MsCrmFormLoader
.on("formSubmit",
function(event) {})

DESC RIP T IO N

Triggers when the form
placeholder is recognized
before the actual form
content is fetched, for
captured forms triggers
when form is recognized
Triggers after the form
content is fetched and
before the form content is
injected to a page.
Triggers after the form
content is injected to a
page before the validation
hooks are attached.
Triggers after the form
content is injected to a
page and after the
validation hooks are
attached.
Triggers on form submit
before the form submission
is sent to the server.

EVEN T N A M E
afterFormSubmit

T RIGGERED F O R C A P T URED
F O RM S

Yes

SY N TA X

DESC RIP T IO N

MsCrmMkt.MsCrmFormLoader
.on("afterFormSubmit",
function(event) {})

Triggers on form submit
after the form submission is
sent to the server. It
triggers only when the
submission is successful. It
triggers before the redirect
or showing the
confirmation message.

For each event callback following methods are available:
M ET H O D N A M E
.getType()

DESC RIP T IO N

RET URN T Y P E

Gets the event type

string

, one of

"afterFormLoad"

"afterFormRender"
"afterFormSubmit"
"formRender"

.getFormPageId()

Gets the form page ID - this relates to
msdyncrm_formpage entity unique
identifier

.getFormPlaceholder()

Gets the DOM element representing
the form

.preventDefault()

Cancels the form submission, valid
only for event of formSubmit type

undefined

.preventFormLoadingProgressBar()

Hides the spinner while the form is
loading, valid only for event
formLoad type

undefined

.setFormNotification(function
(n) {})

Overrides a callback for rendering form
notification (like a form submission
message). Without a function body, no
notifications will be rendered. Valid
only for an event of formLoad type.

undefined

,

,
,

"formLoad"

,
,

"formSubmit"

string

DOM element

Form capturing behavior customization
The form capturing is directed by the configuration element that looks like
<div class="d365-mkt-config" style="display:none" data-website-id="..." data-hostname="...">

. You can change

the behavior of the form capturing by adding the following attributes:
AT T RIB UT E N A M E
data-ignore-prevent-default="true"

DESC RIP T IO N

When specified, the form will be submitted regardless of the
fact that .preventDefault() was invoked on the event.

AT T RIB UT E N A M E
data-no-submit="true"

DESC RIP T IO N

When specified, the form capturing script won't capture the
form submit event, you should trigger the
MsCrmMkt.MsCrmFormLoader.sendFormCaptureToCrm(form)

explicitly. This is useful for cases when you want to do your
form submission first and sync to Dynamics 365 Marketing
later.

NOTE
The Javascript API is available only for forms hosted as a script, it is not supported for the iframe hosting option.

Add your code snippet while using Portals
To add the JavaScript code, you need to follow the steps below:
1. Navigate to Marketing app and go to Marketing pages .
2. Choose New to create a new marketing page.
3. Drag and drop Form element from the Toolbox tab into the Designer tab and select the marketing
form you want to use.

4. Switch to HTML tab and your code snippet.

5. Select Save to save your changes and then select Go live .

Add your code snippet when you're using your own CMS and form
hosting
To add the code snippet, you need to follow the steps below:
1. Navigate to the Marketing app and go to Marketing forms
2. Choose New to create a new marketing form.
3. Select Go live .
4. Select the Form hosting tab and under the Available domains for form hosting , select the domain if
it is available, or select + Create new domain .

5. Add your own CMS domain and select Save .
6. In the From hosting tab, under the Related marketing form pages tab, select ... and + New Form
Page to add a marketing form page.

7. Select Save .
8. Now select the form page you have created and copy the script to the clipboard.

9. Now in your CMS, edit the page where you want to include the form, add your customizations and script.

Examples
1. Sample validation - checks if the textbox is either Fabricam or Contoso, otherwise prevents the form
submission.
MsCrmMkt.MsCrmFormLoader.on('formSubmit', function(event) {
// sample validation - check if
document.getElementById('txt-company-name-message').style.visibility = 'hidden';
var companyName = document.getElementById('txt-company-name').value;
if (companyName !== 'Fabricam' && companyName != 'Contoso') {
document.getElementById('txt-company-name-message').style.visibility = 'visible';
event.preventDefault();
});

2. Filling the incoming query string parameters to hidden fields.
MsCrmMkt.MsCrmFormLoader.on('afterFormLoad', function(event) {
var self = window.location.toString();
var queryString = self.split("?");
var hiddenFields = document.querySelectorAll("input[type=hidden]");
if (queryString.length > 1) {
var pairs = queryString[1].split("&");
for (var pairIndex in pairs) {
var pair = pairs[pairIndex].split("=");
if (pair.length !== 2) {
continue;
}
var key = pair[0];
var value = pair[1];
if (key && value) {
for (var i = 0; i < hiddenFields.length; i++) {
if (hiddenFields[i].id === key) {
hiddenFields[i].value = value;
}
}
}
}
}
});

3. Localize the form (picklist) - You can use client-side extensibility to localize marketing forms. Localization
must occur after the form is loaded ( afterFormLoad event). Inside the marketing page (or in the CMS

where you host the form), add the following localization script:
<script>
function translatePicklists(lcid) {
var picklists = document.querySelectorAll("select");
for(var i = 0; i < picklists.length; i++) {
var picklist = picklists[i];
var relatedDatalist = document.getElementById("localize-" + picklist.name + "-" +
lcid.toString());
if (relatedDatalist) {
for(var j = 0; j < picklist.options.length; j++) {
if (j >= relatedDatalist.options.length) {
break;
}
picklist.options[j].text = relatedDatalist.options[j].text;
}
}
}
}
MsCrmMkt.MsCrmFormLoader.on("afterFormLoad", function(event) { translatePicklists(1029); });
</script>

In the marketing form, make sure that you have prepared the translations. Edit the marketing form in the
HTML designer, format it (right-click in the designer, then choose format ), and add the necessary
translations.
<div data-editorblocktype="Field-dropdown">
<div class="marketing-field">
<div class="lp-form-field" data-required-field="false">
<label for="f7ae1a98-0d83-4592-afe0-272c85ce607d" class="lp-ellipsis" title="">Marital
status</label>
<select id="f7ae1a98-0d83-4592-afe0-272c85ce607d" name="f7ae1a98-0d83-4592-afe0272c85ce607d" class="lp-form-fieldInput" title="" style="width: 100%; box-sizing: border-box;">
<option value=""></option>
<option value="1">Single</option>
<option value="2">Married</option>
<option value="3">Divorced</option>
<option value="4">Widowed</option>
</select>
</div>
</div>
</div>
<!-- format is localize-fieldid-lcid -->
<datalist id="localize-f7ae1a98-0d83-4592-afe0-272c85ce607d-1029">
<option></option>
<option>Svobodny(a)</option>
<option>Zenaty(a)</option>
<option>Rozvedeny(a)</option>
<option>Vdovec(vdova)</option>
</datalist>

Learning catalog (Marketing)
3/5/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Find the right online training, in person workshops, and events for your role in Customer Service for Dynamics
365.
Materials for functional consultants
Are you an implementation expert for a business domain?
Functional Consultants Learning Catalog
Marketing
Exams
Materials for implementation project managers
Are you in charge of making sure your company’s implementation goes smoothly?
Project Managers Learning Catalog
Marketing
Exams
Materials for sales roles
Are you in charge of the planning and execution of a project?
Sales Learning Catalog
Materials for business users
Did you just get a new application to use?
Business Users Learning Catalog
Get started
Marketing
Exams
Materials for business and technical decision makers
Do you decide whether to invest in new technologies?
Business and Technical Decision Makers Learning Catalog
Materials for developers
Do you need to write code to integrate with other data sources, extend core system functionality, or build a
complex application?
Developers Learning Catalog
Build
Extend
Exams

Dynamics 365 Marketing business and technical
decision makers learning catalog
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

The following catalog is organized from core knowledge to specific domains, and from most basic to most
advanced. If content exists in multiple formats, we'll let you know, so that you can choose the training format
that best meets your needs.

Getting started
C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Getting started with
Dynamics 365 Marketing

Microsoft Dynamics 365
Marketing is a marketing
automation application that
enables you to turn
prospects into business
relationships. You can find
and nurture more salesready leads by moving
beyond basic email
marketing. Connect sales
and marketing, automate
processes, and make
smarter decisions to
maximize your marketing
ROI. Administrators use
advanced settings to finetune application behavior,
set defaults, manage users,
enable webinars, check
quotas, and more.

Free, self-paced

1.2 hours

Dynamics 365 and Power
Platform fundamentals

Are you interested in
learning about business
applications? Start with this
learning path to see how
Dynamics 365 apps are
used. Learn about cloud
concepts, Power Platform,
and how to get started with
Dynamics 365 apps.

Free, self-paced

5 hr 36 min

Dynamics 365 Marketing business users learning
catalog
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Did you just get a new application to use?
The following catalog is organized from core knowledge to specific domains, and from most basic to most
advanced. If content exists in multiple formats, we'll let you know, so that you can choose the training format
that best meets your needs.

Getting started
C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Getting Started with
Dynamics 365 Marketing

Microsoft Dynamics 365
Marketing is a marketing
automation application that
enables you to turn
prospects into business
relationships. You can find
and nurture more salesready leads by moving
beyond basic email
marketing. Connect sales
and marketing, automate
processes, and make
smarter decisions to
maximize your marketing
ROI. Administrators use
advanced settings to finetune application behavior,
set defaults, manage users,
enable webinars, check
quotas, and more.

Free, self-paced learning
path

5 hours 36 minutes

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Marketing
C O N T EN T

C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Manage events in Dynamics
365 Marketing

In Microsoft Dynamics 365
Marketing, you can easily
plan, execute, and follow up
on your events. This
learning path covers the
key elements of the event
module in the Marketing
app including how to create
events, manage sessions,
speakers and logistics,
enable event registration
and manage the check-in
process along with showing
how to promote your event
through other key
Dynamics 365 features.

Free, self-paced

5.5 hours

Analyze insights in
Dynamics 365 Marketing

Focus on evaluating
analytics and key
performance indicators of
your marketing efforts to
help understand impact and
what tactics work best for
your target audience. This
learning path covers
reviewing insights captured
from contacts, leads,
accounts, segments, and
more. Entity-level and
form-level calendars are
covered as well as creating
and customizing marketing
calendars.

Free, self-paced

2 hours

Dynamics 365 Customer
Voice

This learning path
introduces you to the basics
of Dynamics 365 Customer
Voice.

Free, self-paced

4.5 hours

C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Exam MB-200: Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Customer
Engagement core

This exam measures your
ability to accomplish the
following technical tasks:
perform discovery,
planning, and analysis;
manage user experience
design; manage entities and
data; implement security;
implement integration; and
perform solutions
deployment and testing.

Exam, cost varies by region

Exams

C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

Exam MB-220: Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Marketing

This exam measures your
ability to accomplish the
following technical tasks:
configure marketing
applications; manage
segments and lists; create
and manage marketing
forms and pages; manage
leads; create and manage
marketing emails; manage
customer journeys; manage
events and webinars; and
configure and analyze
customer responses.

Exam, cost varies by region

Dynamics 365
fundamentals

Prove that you understand
Microsoft Dynamics 365:
the Power Platform; cloud
concepts; licensing options;
and deployment and
release options.

Exam, cost varies by region

L EN GT H

Dynamics 365 Marketing implementation project
managers learning catalog
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Are you in charge of making sure your company’s implementation goes smoothly?
The following catalog is organized from core knowledge to specific domains, and from most basic to most
advanced. If content exists in multiple formats, we'll let you know, so that you can choose the training format
that best meets your needs.

Marketing
C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Working with Dynamics
365 Marketing

Gain insights from visitor
behavior and grow your
sales fast. Automate and
mange campaigns, publish
content, analyze results and
leverage data with insights.

Free, self-paced learning
path

3.5 hours

Manage events in Dynamics
365 Marketing

In Microsoft Dynamics 365
Marketing, you can easily
plan, execute, and follow up
on your events. This
learning path covers the
key elements of the event
module in the Marketing
app including how to create
events, manage sessions,
speakers and logistics,
enable event registration
and manage the check-in
process along with showing
how to promote your event
through other key
Dynamics 365 features.

Free, self-paced learning
path

5.5 hours

Analyze insights in
Dynamics 365 Marketing

Focus on evaluating
analytics and key
performance indicators of
your marketing efforts to
help understand impact and
what tactics work best for
your target audience. This
learning path covers
reviewing insights captured
from contacts, leads,
accounts, segments, and
more. Entity-level and
form-level calendars are
covered as well as creating
and customizing marketing
calendars.

Free, self-paced learning
path

2 hours

C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Dynamics 365 Customer
Voice

This learning path
introduces you to the basics
of Dynamics 365 Customer
Voice.

Free, self-paced learning
path

4.5 hours

C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Exam MB-200: Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Customer
Engagement core

This exam measures your
ability to accomplish the
following technical tasks:
perform discovery,
planning, and analysis;
manage user experience
design; manage entities and
data; implement security;
implement integration; and
perform solutions
deployment and testing.

Exam, cost varies by region

Exam MB-220: Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Marketing

This exam measures your
ability to accomplish the
following technical tasks:
configure marketing
applications; manage
segments and lists; create
and manage marketing
forms and pages; manage
leads; create and manage
marketing emails; manage
customer journeys; manage
events and webinars; and
configure and analyze
customer responses.

Exam, cost varies by region

Dynamics 365
fundamentals

Prove that you understand
Microsoft Dynamics 365:
the Power Platform; cloud
concepts; licensing options;
and deployment and
release options.

Exam, cost varies by region

Exams

Dynamics 365 Marketing administrators learning
catalog
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTE
Effective November 2020:
Common Data Service has been renamed to Microsoft Dataverse. Learn more
Some terminology in Microsoft Dataverse has been updated. For example, entity is now table and field is now column.
Learn more
This article will be updated soon to reflect the latest terminology.

Do you need to keep systems and data flowing, provisioned, and secure round-the-clock?
The following catalog is organized from core knowledge to specific domains, and from most basic to most
advanced. If content exists in multiple formats, we'll let you know, so that you can choose the training format
that best meets your needs.

Getting started
C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Set up Dynamics 365
Marketing and configure
advanced settings

Set up and manage
Dynamics 365 Marketing
instances, keep Marketing
up-to-date, configure
advanced settings, and
review domain
authentication, email best
practices, and data
protection.

Free, self-paced online
learning path

2 hours 38 minutes

Implementing Dynamics
365 Customer Engagement
online

Create, design, and
administer Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Customer
Engagement tenants and
instances including planning
for multi-instance
deployments, managing
authentication methods,
managing updates, backup
and restore instances, install
and manage Microsoft
Dynamics 365 clients for
end-users, and authorizing
access to different features
for all users in the
organization.

Free, self-paced online
learning path

5 hours 5 minutes

C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Manage permissions and
administration for
Dataverse

Do you need to manage
user access rights? In this
learning path, you will learn
how to manage permissions
associated with
environments and entities.
You will also learn about
different administrative
portals and how to access
each.

Free, self-paced online
learning path

1 hour 23 minutes

Introduction to
configuration in Dynamics
365 model-driven apps

One of the key features of a
Dynamics 365 modeldriven app is its ability to be
extended and customized
without code. In this
learning path, we will
explore the Power
Platform's configuration
abilities and how to
leverage them for a modeldriven app.

Free, self-paced online
learning path

1 hour

Analyze insights in
Dynamics 365 Marketing

Focus on evaluating
analytics and key
performance indicators of
your marketing efforts to
help understand impact and
what tactics work best for
your target audience. This
learning path covers
reviewing insights captured
from contacts, leads,
accounts, segments, and
more. Entity-level and
form-level calendars are
covered as well as creating
and customizing marketing
calendars.

Free, self-paced online
learning path

1 hour 50 minutes

Dynamics 365 Marketing developers learning
catalog
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTE
Effective November 2020:
Common Data Service has been renamed to Microsoft Dataverse. Learn more
Some terminology in Microsoft Dataverse has been updated. For example, entity is now table and field is now column.
Learn more
This article will be updated soon to reflect the latest terminology.

Do you need to write code to integrate with other data sources, extend core system functionality, or build a
complex application?
The following catalog is organized from core knowledge to specific domains, and from most basic to most
advanced. If content exists in multiple formats, we'll let you know, so that you can choose the training format
that best meets your needs.

Build
C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Introduction to developing
with the Power Platform

So you want to be a Power
Platform developer! This
learning path is the first
step in learning about the
platform, tools, and the
ecosystem of the Power
Platform.

Free, self-paced

2.5 hours

C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Extending the Power
Platform user experience
Model Driven apps

Creating client scripting,
performing common
actions with client script,
and automating business
process flow with client
script is covered in this
learning path. Learn about
what client script can do,
rules, and maintaining
scripts. Discover when to
use client script as well as
when not to use client
script.

Free, self-paced

3.5 hours

Extend

C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Extending the Power
Platform Dataverse

Getting started with
extending the Power
Platform Dataverse can be
overwhelming. This learning
path looks at the tools and
resources needed for
extending the Power
Platform. We'll start with
looking at the SDKs, the
extensibility model, and
event framework. This
learning path also covers
when to use plug-ins.
Configuration of plug-ins as
well as registering and
deploying plug-ins.

Free, self-paced

2 hours

Extend Power Apps portals

The ability to easily surface
and interact with Microsoft
Dataverse data on an
externally facing web site is
the core benefit for
implementing a Power Apps
portal. This learning path
describes how to transform
a content portal into a full
web app interacting with
Dataverse. We will explain
how to secure data access
based on the authenticated
user role and relationship to
the data. We will also cover
the options available to
customizers and developers
to extend the portal
functionality and integrate
with Microsoft 365 and
Microsoft Power Platform
components.

Free, self-paced

2.5 hours

C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Exam MB-400: Microsoft
Power Apps + Dynamics
365 developer

Take this exam if you are a
developer who works with
Microsoft Power Apps
model-driven apps in
Dynamics 365 to design,
develop, secure, and extend
a Dynamics 365
implementation.

Exam, cost varies by region

Exam

Dynamics 365 Marketing functional consultants
learning catalog
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Are you an implementation expert for a business domain?
The following catalog is organized from core knowledge to specific domains, and from most basic to most
advanced. If content exists in multiple formats, we'll let you know, so that you can choose the training format
that best meets your needs.

Marketing
C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Set up Dynamics 365
Marketing and configure
advanced settings

Set up and manage
Dynamics 365 Marketing
instances, keep Marketing
up-to-date, configure
advanced settings, and
review domain
authentication, email best
practices, and data
protection.

Free, self-paced

2 hours 38 minutes

Manage events in Dynamics
365 Marketing

In Microsoft Dynamics 365
Marketing, you can easily
plan, execute, and follow up
on your events. This
learning path covers the
key elements of the event
module in the Marketing
app including how to create
events, manage sessions,
speakers and logistics,
enable event registration
and manage the check-in
process along with showing
how to promote your event
through other key
Dynamics 365 features.

Free, self-paced

3.5 hours

C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Analyze insights in
Dynamics 365 Marketing

Focus on evaluating
analytics and key
performance indicators of
your marketing efforts to
help understand impact and
what tactics work best for
your target audience. This
learning path covers
reviewing insights captured
from contacts, leads,
accounts, segments, and
more. Entity-level and
form-level calendars are
covered as well as creating
and customizing marketing
calendars.

Free, self-paced learning
path

5.5 hours

Dynamics 365 Customer
Voice

This learning path
introduces you to the basics
of Dynamics 365 Customer
Voice.

Free, self-paced learning
path

4.5 hours

C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Exam MB-200: Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Customer
Engagement Core

This exam measures your
ability to accomplish the
following technical tasks:
perform discovery,
planning, and analysis;
manage user experience
design; manage entities and
data; implement security;
implement integration; and
perform solutions
deployment and testing.

Exam, cost varies by region

Exam MB-220: Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Marketing

This exam measures your
ability to accomplish the
following technical tasks:
configure marketing
applications; manage
segments and lists; create
and manage marketing
forms and pages; manage
leads; create and manage
marketing emails; manage
customer journeys; manage
events and webinars; and
configure and analyze
customer responses.

Exam, cost varies by region

Exams

C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

Dynamics 365
Fundamentals

Prove that you understand
Microsoft Dynamics 365:
the Power Platform; cloud
concepts; licensing options;
and deployment and
release options.

Exam, cost varies by region

L EN GT H

Dynamics 365 Marketing sales learning catalog
3/29/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Are you responsible for helping your customers buy the right solution?
The following catalog is organized from core knowledge to specific domains, and from most basic to most
advanced. If content exists in multiple formats, we'll let you know, so that you can choose the training format
that best meets your needs.

Getting started
C O N T EN T

DESC RIP T IO N

F O RM AT

L EN GT H

Dynamics 365 and Power
Platform fundamentals

Are you interested in
learning about business
applications? Start with this
learning path to see how
Dynamics 365 apps are
used. Learn about cloud
concepts, Power Platform,
and how to get started with
Dynamics 365 apps.

Free, self-paced

5 hr 36 min

Troubleshoot Marketing issues with Solution Health
Hub
3/29/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

Solution Health Hub detects issues in your Dynamics 365 environment, giving you a better picture of the state
of your instances. Your environment's configuration might change over time, due to natural system operations.
Solution Health Hub runs rules within an instance to validate the environment's configuration. Some of the rules
are specific to Dynamics 365 Marketing. You can run rules on demand when you encounter an issue. Or, you can
execute rules automatically, outside of business hours. Automatic execution ensures minimal disruption to your
Marketing processes.
Here are a few common issues the Solution Health Hub detects:
1. Whether critical Marketing processes are deactivated.
2. Whether processes that will cause an upgrade failure are assigned to disabled user accounts.
3. Customized web resources that will later lead to runtime issues.

Prerequisites
Marketing v1.35.10057.1054 or later.
Solution Health Hub extends the Power Apps checker to ensure continued healthy operation of an
environment.
NOTE
Currently, the Marketing rule set uses five rules to verify that the environment is in a good state.

Run a health check
To run an analysis job for Marketing:
1. Open the Solution Health Hub app.

2. On the welcome screen, select Continue in the lower right.
3. Select Analysis Jobs and create a new analysis job.
4. When the dialog box opens, select Marketing rule set .
5. Select OK and the analysis job will begin.

Below are the rules currently included for Marketing:
RUL E N A M E

W H AT IT C H EC K S

RUL E N A M E

W H AT IT C H EC K S

CheckIffSdkMessageProcessingStepsAreActive

Checks whether any SDK Message Processing Steps are
disabled. Disabled SDK Message Processing Steps result in
incorrect behavior when using Dynamics 365 Marketing.

CheckIfProcessOwnedByDisabledUsers

Checks whether there are any process definitions in the
system that are assigned to user accounts that are disabled.
If that's the case, upgrading will fail.

CheckIfProcessesAreActive

Checks whether there are any process definitions in draft
status. If there are processes in draft status, Marketing will
not work correctly.

MissingMktConfiguration

Checks for the presence of a Marketing configuration entity
record. If the configuration entity record is missing,
Marketing will not work properly.

MissingRolesToApplicationUser

Checks whether MarketingServices ApplicationUser has all
required roles assigned. If some of the roles are missing, the
Marketing application might not work properly.

View health check results
Once you run the analysis job, you will be directed to the overview page. The overview page will automatically
refresh when the run has finished. The following screenshot shows an example overview of a run.

When running an analysis job, you will see a Return Status for each rule, which indicates whether the rule
passed, failed, or there was a configuration error. Rules also return a severity if they are failing, which shows
how severe each problem is. All possible return status outcomes are listed in the following table.
RUL E RET URN STAT US

REC O M M EN DAT IO N

Fail

Highlights specific failures within the system; fix the rule as
suggested.

Warning

Be aware of the implications mentioned in the rule message.

Pass

Indicates that there are no problems with this rule. All rules
should be in this state.

Use health check results to resolve issues
In the Marketing rule set, the following rules support "resolve" actions:
RUL E N A M E

RESO LVE A C T IO N

CheckIfSdkMessageProcessingStepsAreActive

Enables deactivated SDK message processing steps.

CheckIfProcessesAreActive

Enables deactivated processes that are listed in the failed
records tab.

MissingRolesToApplicationUser

Assigns required roles back to the Marketing service user.

To resolve issues found in the Analysis Results tab, select the rule that failed, then click on the Resolve button
that appears above the rules.

Opt out from automatic rule set execution
If you want to opt out from automatically executing the Marketing rule set, complete the following steps:
1. In the Solution Health Hub, navigate to Setup in the left-hand navigation pane and click on Solution
Health Rule Sets .

2. Select the Marketing rule set .
3. Select Deactivate in the top ribbon.

4. A confirmation window will appear. Confirm that you want to deactivate the rule set by clicking the
Deactivate button.
5. Inactive rule sets are visible in "Inactive Solution Health Rule Sets" section in the Solution Health Rule
Sets . You can reactivate inactive rule sets anytime.
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Where can I find help for errors, unexpected behavior, crashes, or
bugs?
The list below details sources and channels for issues that you can find solutions to in the documentation:
Dynamics 365 Marketing community forum
Dynamics 365 Marketing ideas site
Dynamics 365 Licensing Guide
Create a Dynamics 365 support ticket
You can leave feedback on the documentation by selecting Submit and view feedback for this page at the
bottom of any docs page. You also help us improve our documentation by selecting Yes or No under Is this
page helpful? on the right side of any docs page.

How can I create a support ticket from the Power Platform admin
center?
Admins can use the Help + support experience in the Power Platform admin center to open support requests.
1. Sign in to the Power Platform admin center with your admin credentials.
2. Select Help + suppor t > New suppor t request .

3. Select Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement > Marketing app .

See also
Administration and setup FAQ
Installation and management FAQ

